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Order of Battle Middle East Command (excluding A.A.H.Q. East

Africa) as at 11/l1/4I.
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APPENDIX V, Location of Units Administratively and/or Operationally Con
trolled by Air Headquarters Western Desert (issued by A.H.Q./
A.A.H.Q. , W.D.) As at 29/l O/41 , 17/11/4-1 ,(111)
2^11/41 ,(iv)i 1/12/41 ,(v)2Vi2/41, (vI;7/i/42,(vii;i V1/42.

W. Employment of Air Transport During the Western Desert
Operations November 1941 to February, 1942.

Non-Plying Units under A.H.Q. W.D. as located prior to the
offensive.

X.

Y. Distribution of Responsibility of A.3.P.'s and R.S.U's.

The Enemy Supply System in Libya. (Diagram attached).

A(i) Photographs taken in Libya between 5/IO/41 and January 1942.

B(i) Airfields and Landing G-rounds - Egypt and Western Desert
(Eastern Area).

C(i) A.A. Layout, Eighth Army.

D(i) Brief Report on Communications in the Western Desert Opera
tions. 1941 - 1942.

E(i) Air Support Control. General Layout Eighth Army giving
actual Wings and Frequencies used.

P(i) Use of R.D.P. during Operations in T/estern Desert and Libya.
November 1941 “ January 1942.

Z.

G(i) Fighter Operations and Tactics in the Libyan Campaign.
(Report by Commanding OfficerNovember 1 941 - .January 1 942.

258 V/ing).

H(i) Details of operations by aircraft of the Middle East Command
(18th November 1941 - 20th January 1942).

l(i) Enemy Aircraft Operational Casualties - Middle East/
Mediterranean Command (l8th November 1941 " 27th January 1942).

j(i) R.A.F. and Dominion Air Forces Operational Casualties Middle
East Command ( 1st November 1941 - 31st January 1942).

K(i) Notes by Chief Meteorological Officer, H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.

L(i) Monthly Totals Allied Merchant Shipping Sunk in Mediterranean
and Gulf of Suez June 1941 ” January 1942.

M(i) Classification of Naval casualties in the Mediterranean.
(1st June 1941 “ 17th November I94l)»

N(i) State of Aircraft Middle East Command as at 1st January 1942.
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LIBYA (Mid-June 19^1 Late January 1942)

PART I INTRODUCTORY - PEE-CRUSADER PERIOD

By mid-June, 1941, 'fthen the general planning of the
Britiah offensive, later called "CruGador", waG initiated,
the pendulwa of Western Desert -warfare had already siffung -fco
and fro in all three times.

To mark the stage then reached in the African and
Mediterranean struggle as a -whole it is sufficient to recall

a few .of the min events and trends of the earlier period.

Less than a foi'-tnight after Italy's opportunist entry
into the -ivar (lOth June, 1940) the caj)itulation of Prance
transformed the Mediterranean strategic situation. With the
virtual elimination of the French fleet and oui’ denial of all

ports, except precariously-held Valetta, het-rireen Gibraltar

and Alexandria, the balance of sea power changed to Brita-in's

detriment'. In particular, our short reinforcing route to the

Middle East - and the Empire's main life-line - could no

longer be maintained, and recourse -was necessarily mde to the

alternative long v/ay round the Cape, -vd-th its attendant
time-lag and strain on shipping resources. Thereafter, such

use of the Mediterranean sea ways as -was possible at -various

times by either side was increasingly governed by the extent

of the air power ’wielded from the Mediterranean littoral and
islands. So far as aircraft reinforcing was concerned
Britisii difficulties v/ere far greater than those confronting
the enemy. The latter's reinforcement aircraft could utilise

a line of well-equipped airfields. British long-range
aircraft had to fly over long and tiazardous routes and short-

ranged aircraft had first to be shipped to African ports
and then flowm from various depots which were subsequently
established at Takoradi and Port Sudan.

On land the implications of France's' defection were
no less striking. Preparations for a possible v/ar with

Italy had presupposed the powerful aid of French forces
stationed in North-west Africa and Syria. Compliance v/ith

PStain's cease fire order by the Commanders i'n these areas

meant that (a) the "j-hole wreight of the Italian ground and
air forces in Libya, -which, had largely been conniitted to

the task of holding the French forces concentrated in

Tunisia, could be d-iverted eastwards against Egypt, and
(b) in addition to the uncovering of Palestine's noithern
flank, the French divisions in Syria, "which constituted
the general reserve of the Middle East for: assistance to

Turkey or Greece, or for the defence of Egypt, if required,
could no longer 'be counted on".

C-in-C's

Despatch .
(August 1939 to
November 1940)
para.23 Success Against the Italians

At the beginning of the v/ar .whLth Italy,, consequently,
the Commander-in-Ghi©f , Middle East (General Sir Archibald
'favell) estimated that.the armies at his disposal in all
areas under his control (l) were outnumbered five to one by

_  . __ _ /the
(l) By Army Council instructions dated 3nd February 1940, the

G.-in-G., M. E. was placed in'comi!:iand of all British land

forces in (or afterrards therein) Egypt, Palestine and
Transjordan, C3rprus, the Sudan, Turkey, the Balkans, East

Africa (i.e. the territories comprising the command of the
G. 0. G. , who retained, how/ever, responsibility for the- - ■

administration of his forces) and British Somaliland.
G. 169210
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Idem

jjaras. 14
and 15.

,  . the enemy, "Very little equipment had heen sent to the
Middle East and no single unit or formation was fully

,  . . equipped".

In spite of the continued disparity in strength, all
went well, in the main> for British arms, aided by the air

effort indicated later, until Iviarch, 1941.
I

In the Western Desert, after the Italians had failed
to take advantage of their superior resources,(l)  a British
offensive begun in December, 1940, resulted in our troops
establishing themselves, to the east of Agheila, -with Benghazi
and Tobruk held in the rear. By March, also, on the East
African front our camrjaign in Eritrea v/as drawing to a

victorious Ond, and fiirther south the fall of Addis Aba'ba was
imminent. In the Eastern Mediterranean a naval base had been

established at Suda Bay, Crete,'and an expeditionary force
despatched to the mainland to help Creek resistance.

General Wavell's juggling of his small forces - aided
by a siniilar competent handling of our limited nawal and air

forces - had up to that point proved outstandingly successful.
Vast territories had been wrested from Italian control and

dispropcrtionate casualties inflicted. All was v/ell, in

effect, so long as our adversaries remained the previously
over-rated Italians.v2)

Early Air Effort

The handling of the R,A.P. , Middle East, required
particular skill, as this single force combined, albeit on

a minor scale, the functions exercised by. the several
(3) whereCommands at Home,and operated over wide areas

communications vrere inadequate, climatic conditions often

unfavourable, and industrial help liimited.

/At

(1) General Wavell declared that the reason for this 'Hms due
firstly to our Air PoTOe, who in spite of inferior numbers

everywhere took and kept the initiative".

C-in-C's

Despatch
(August 1939
to November

1940)para. 50

(2) The judgment passed in the "Army Report on Lessons of the
Operations in the Western Desert, December, 1940", applied
generally to the whole Italian effort during this early
period. "The operations have been conducted against an enemy,
who with very few exceptions, has proved himself to be .
generally lacking in soldierly qualities
displayed little courage, initiative or determination
quickly gives way to demoralization".

(3) By Air Council Instructions dated 11th June, 1940, the conmand
■  of A. 0.0.-in-C., M. E. extended over all R.A.P. units in the

Array areas mentioned in footnote' 1 , 'page 1, plus Iraq and
adjacent territories, the Mediterranean and Red Seas and
Persian Gulf, The A,O.Gs Aden, Iraq and Mediterranean (Malta)
exercised local administrative control in direct communication

with Air Ministry. (lviE.12). ' '
In spite of representations to their C, 0. S. by the Array

and Air Cs.-in-G. the Admiralty declined to adopt  a unified
command in the Mediterranean and Red Sea, the two areas
remaining the responsibility of C.-in-G., Mediterranean, and
C.-in-G. East Indies Station, respectively. Naval unification
under C.-in-G., Med., was not effected until December, 1943.

who has

M S.43159

(115B) '
A.G.A.S.P.

55/2 Part 2
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At the outbreak of the war with Italy the Air Officer
ComnEmding-in-Chief, Middle East (Sir Arthur Longmore)(l)
was charged (in conjunction with the Naval and Army
Coiiinnanders) primarily with the defence of Egypt and the
Suez Canal and the maintenance of communications through the
Red Sea - the Latter constituting the last leg of the Cape
reinforcing route. This "did not preclude the possibility
of air forces..;... being employed in. the execution of such

approved by the Chief of Staff from time
Such other plans" were continually forthcoming,

involving, in particular, air force participation in the
v/hole series of African and Meditei-ranean campaigns.

Y/hen hostilities began in Africa the A.O.C.-in-G.
had at his disposal in the whole Middle East Command in

round figures a strength of 250 aircraft against an estimted
total of 570 Italian aircraft in Libya and Italian East
Africa alone. Eurther strong enemy contingents in Sardinia,
Sicily and the Dodecanese v/ere strategically placed to take
part in Mediterranean operations, while the main strength of
the Regia Aeronautica remained in Metropolitan Italy, The
reinforcing of the eneiay's squadrons in Libya, moreover,
which clearly was the vital theatre of war, presented a much
simpler problem than that confronting the British Commander.

other plans
to time".

iVlE. 12

A.O.C.-in-C s

Despatch

A.C.M.

Longmore' s
Memoirs

As regards the aircraft involved in the first phase
of operations the Gladiator fighter was an even match for
the Italian G.R. 42, but the S.79 bomber had greater
endurance qualities, longer rai
bomb-load than the .Blenheim I.

and carried a heavier

Of the obsolescent

aircraft which made up the Middle East strength the Lysander,
in particular, was unsuited for its Army Co-operation role.
The later addition of Hurricanes and Y/ellingtons to the
force provided aircraft of a (then) modem type.

The primary defensive task allotted to the R.A.P. was

not interpreted as implying a passive role. It was decided
that David should harass Goliath from the start. Accordingly,
the air effort was largely directed to offensive action
against the enemy's air bases, repair organisation, ports
and shipping, in order to limit the enemy's pov/er to strike
and seize the initiative. In addition, the Army was afforded
as full support as possible, and strategic reconnaissance
for Naval, Army and Air infomB-tion was carried out as far

as the limited resources peniiitted.

A.0.C.-in-G's

Despatch

/The

(1) Sir Arthur Longmbre was appointed A.O.G.-in-C. 13th Aiay,-l940.
Air liarshal A.Y4 Tedder took up his duties as D. A. 0. G.-in-C.
on I0th Deceiiiber, 1940; he acted as A.O.G.-in-C. from

3rd May, 1 94"1, vvhen Sir A.Longraore v/as recalled to U. K. ;
and was officially appointed to conmiand 1st June, 194''*

(2) In the course of our first Desert offensive, hov/ever, it
became clear that the 3.79 suffered from various technical

failures due to faulty sparking plug design, and the
employment of petrol of a low octane value. In the early
stages also the Italians failed to fix air cleaners to

their aircraft engines. "

II J6/3
p.11

G. 169210
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The general success achieved by the Air Force up to
Ey that date the Italianiviarch, is incontestable.

Air Force had been so reduced in Libya that it no longer
constituted a serious threat. It should be noted,

however, that the aenlian Air Force had already assumed
the leading eneny role in Cyrenaica at a time when
commitments in Greece had reduced our strength and rein

forcements were inadequate,
air forces had ’’virtually Imocked out the enemy air", in

spite of the fact that the former were made up liirgely
of obsolescent aircraft. In Ivialta, the Reg^ Aeronautics

handful of fighters,(l) but during

In Italian East Africa our

had been held off by a

the last month of the phase 'under immediate review
'  ■ (February 1941) the intensive effort of Sicilian-based
,  German squadrons was making it evident that the Island

urgently needed fighter reinforcements if it was to be
retained as an offensive base. The small air force in

Greece, meanv/hile, had established a considerable degree
of local air superiority on the Albanian front against the

numerically superior Italian aircraft.

As in the case of the land operations the incompetence
of the Italian air forces v/as a large contributory factor

In addition to technical defectsto the R.A.F's success,A/d
Collishaw's

"Lessons

Learnt in

W.D."

AHB.II J6/3
p.11 and 12

the Italians' defensive policy of maintaining fighter^
patrols over their bases and M/T coliomns wore out their
fighter units and an inadequate maintenance organisation
prevented making good the consequent wear and tear. Thus

1,100 Italian aircraft were abandoned on their airfields
during our first Oyrenaican advance due to technical faults

A similar fateand damage inflicted by R.A.F. attacks,
befell the Italian East African air forces for ’vhich
reinforcing and supply of spare parts presented a far
greater problem than in Gyrenaica.

Oo-operation with the Army in the Early Period

The establishment of air superiority reduced inter
ference with our troops by the Italian air force to a

minimum, but it was realised at a very early stage "that
co-operation between the ground and air forces in all ,
stages of any operation" needed "the closest study".

In this connection, however, it should be remembered
that the Army, not unnaturally, tended to cite the intiimte
support rendered by the Luftr^affe in the early campaigns of
the Tivar, but often ignored the fact that its success was

due not merely to the close association of the Gentian Air
Force with the military machine, but to the lack of effective

opposition and consequent lesser effort required to achieve
air superiority, isolate the battle areas and reduce the

oppiDsing build-up.

Idem

p.17-'

G.-in-C’s

Despatch
(August 1939 to
November'1940)
paras.

/The

(l) Prom the outbreak of hostilities to the end of February,
1941, the Malta fighter force claimed the destruction of
96 enemy aircraft for the loss of sixteen aircraft and

eleven pilots.

G. 169210
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Ai-iB II J6/49/6
Covering letter
of AOC-in-G in

forwarding to
A.M. AAAI
Hlmhirst's

"Lessons

learned during
Air Operations
in the YAD.

(August '40 to
February '41)

AHB II J6I

Report by No. 203
A.I.L.Section

(December I940)
Appendix A

The outstanding debut, so far as the R.A.F.
concerned, was the iimaobility of our operational units,
except Army Go-operation squadrons, due to their organisa
tion on a static basis: they lacked sufficient transport
and personnel to operate efficiently under Desert conditions.
Other essentials lacld.ng included a reporting and warning
organisation for R.A.F. facilities and sector control in
the front line for fighter and A.A. defence; and mobile
defences for the defence of airfields taken during
advance.

was

A. A.

an

For the Amiy's part, adequate information as to our
troops' position and line of advance was often not
forthcoming - due, in part, to poor communications - and
means for readily identifying our troops and vehicles
lacking. It was evident that,
efficient close support cannot be expected
must know the whole situation",

Dfit^rioratim, of .Our.. Situal^^^^^

The entry of the Germans into the Mediterranean Theatre
(Appendix l) resulted in a deterioration of our position,
our coiiTaitments in Greece involved the dispersion of
limited forces at a time when the enemy (anart from
Abyssinia) was being reinforced.

By the end of April, 1941, effective resistance had
ended in Greece, our Western Desert forces had been obliged
to fall back to the Egyptian border, leaving a beleagured
garrison in Tobruk, and Malta had received a (then) record
hanuaering from the air.(l) Beyond our vulnerable northern
flank, also, trouble vm.s brewing for us in Iraq, Syria and
Persia.

were

if no infonaation comes Ixick

A pilot

as

our

During the next seven v/eeks further British defeats
ensued, but these were mitigated to' some extent by other
successes. On the debit side, Grete was lost and an attempt
to relieve Tobruk (Operation "Battle-axe") failed. To our
credit, the Abyssinian campaign was all but won, an Iraqi
uprising vra,s crushed, a start was made with the occupation
of Vichyrcontrolled Syria and the fortress-base of Malta

reinforced by Hurricanes^remained battered but inviolate.

Criticism of the Air. Effo,rt .. ■
.  ■' v ■

In all the areas involved the E.A.F. played its part;
■ above all, the successful defence of lvtalta was almost entirely
due to its efforts.

In connection with the Army defeats, and the consequent
Naval losses incurred in the evacuation of Grete, however,
the air participation came in for considerable adverse
criticism.(2) It was true that the-R.A.F. did not then

_  /possess.’;

(1) 6,728 tons of bombs, were dropped on the island in April alone.
(2) Apart, from the criticism of the.Amy and Wavy the. British ...

Ambassador: to Egyjjt also. expressed the view that the R.A.P.
was neglecting to provide adequate air. support. A.O. C's
correspondence with G.A.S. etc. enclosure 31A). "Political
circle,s" at Home, also were "on the look-out" after Grete
"for any failure on the part of R.A.P. to afford close
support", (idem enclosure'91A).

(

G. 169210
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possess anything approaching "the highly refined organisa
tion" which the G-erHians had developed for comniunicating

On thebetween close support aircraft and forward troops,

AOG-in-G's

Gorrespondence
with G.A.S.5?A

other hand, the R.A.P's counter air force operations,
directed to securing air superiority, and attacks on the

enemy's lines of communication and supplies designed^to
weaken his army activity carried out beyond the soldiers'
view - were apt to be overlooked or taken for granted.

In Greece the efficient close support rendered by the
Luftwaffe to the numerically superior and better equipped
German ground forces certainly helped the enemy to win the
battle in the manner then all too familiar. This success
in am\y co-X)peration activity, under most favourable con

ditions, tended to obscure the fact from Array eyes that in
spite of "vast air superiority the Germans did not entirely
protect their troops from bombing and completely failed^to
stop the movement of ours from north to south". (G.A. S's
signal X.316 19/6/41 to A. 0. G.-in-G. , corsnenting on the
G,-in-C's adverse renmrks in his 0.74021 18/6/41).

AOG.-in-G's

Gorrespondence
with G.A. S. etc.

Enclos.IO7A

The fundaiiiental cause of the lack of R.A.P. support
in Greece (in the last phase) and, more obviously, in

Grete was our inability to hold or protect the bases^
necessary for the employment of our air forces. Similarly,
the effective cover of the Fleet engaged in the evacuation
of the island was rendered impracticable. Yet this obvious

prerequisite for air action vra.s apt to be lost sight of
under the mass of side issues raised, and misconceptions
even led to the advocation of separate air components for

the Amy and Navy, on the grounds that the R.A.F. organisa-
uld not cope with these supposed specialist coirjidt-

The n-rny of the matter was that the.iyliddle_jjg-.st,
n in its entirety was ,"nriflaxiIy-.a--tettIe_f.Qr

tion C'

ments.

Idem

Snclos. 54^i-

aerodromes".

In the course of the "Battle-axe" operation in mid-
June, 1941, the R.A.F. (contrary to its usual offensive
policy and rather against the better judgment of the
A.O.G.-in-G.) provided, at the x)articular request of the

Ariqy, an "air umbrella" to afford protection to our
attacking troops from the ena:iy's air. The eneqy inevitably
found "some holes in the umbrella" and this led to more

Array criticism.

A.O.G.-in-C's

Gorrespondence
with C.A.'S. etc.

Enclos.IO8A
idem

enclos. 11QA

/The

11th June, 1941,(1) The A.O.G.-in-G. in a signal to G.A.3. on
said, "Sometimes forgotten that attacks on rear L.of C.
(in Y4D.) during past two months'which have contributed
very considerably to restricting enemy air action are largely

development only practicable through improvisation with
Hurricanes etc., yet Beresford-Pierse two days ago signalled

'failiore' to continue these attacks through

new

Wavell saying the
A.O.G’s

G orrespond enc e
vri-th C.A. S. etc.

enclos.92A

Grete evacuation was *deplorable’. I have dealt vd.th thin.

Having been given jam and cream Army now complain that they
do not always have both". '

'  (2) This point of vie\7 v/as put to the A. 0. C.-in-G.by Lord ivnuntbattien .
"after he had got blown out of the sea or rather into it by a
JU.87". The A.O.G.-in-C. pointed out the fundamental reason

why effective air power could not be wielded and told him
that he "did not see how we could conceivably afford the l^ury
of dividing up our available air forces into penny packets .
Further demands for air components by the G.-in-G., M.E. and
C.-in-C. Med. are mentioned on pages 11 and 12,

A.O.Ciin-G's

Correspond enc e
with G.A.S. etc.

Enc. 57A
Idem. Enl. I64A

(3) Later, Gen.Auchinleck apparently came to the same conclusion,
and told "a meeting of senior officers that the primary role

of the Array was to secure and maintain air bases as far
forward as possilDle so that we could strike at the enemy s
communications and bases and at the same t^ie deny the enemy
air bases within effective range of our main bases .G. 169210
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Idem

Enclos. 108/i.
The A.O.C.-in-G. put forward a strong case that the

failure to provide effective air support rested mainly -vrith

the Army. There was.an almost complete, lack of inforrrnticn
from the ground and Army Headquarters had great difficulty
in even giving the homh-line. I\).rther, the Army failed to

comply with the arrangements made for comraunication and

recognition betv/een the ground and air. ■

Idem

dnclos. 11QA.
It was fully realised, however, that the existing,,

organisation for providing close support was "amateurish in

(the) extreme", the basic problem being one of communications.

Direction of Air Sffort After "Battle-axen

By l8th June it fTas evident that the situation in
.  the Desert vras stabilised again. It was necessary, therefore,
to revert to a more economical use of the air forces. The

low flying attacks of the previous few days, which had

helped "very considerably if not vitally to extricate our

land forces from critical position" had "necessarily been

expensive in personnel and material". The fighter strength
in the Western Desert had been built up "by attaching half

squadrons from units which were re-for:ning and re-equipping
in Delta", It Tra.s now necessary that these squadrons slaould

be properly formed as trained fighter units, particularly as
it v/as estimated. that half their casualties received in the

'"Battle-axe" operation was due to inexperience.

Accordingly, Air Iviarshal Tedder issued fresh directives
for the mployment of his main operational forces. In
particular, the A.O.G. . No, 20^ Group, in the Desert, (Air
Gonx;odore R. Gollishaw) vras now allotted as his prii'.iary task
the "interruption of enemy lines of communications, subject,
of course, to what action may be required to maintain air

superiority.

A.O.G. -in-C'3

Gorrespondence
Y/ith G.A.S.

Enclos.10lA

idem

169210(1
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CHRONOLOGY OF PRE-”GRUSi'J)EH” PERIOD

I. MY 19L0 - IIID-JUNB,

1940 Events in Middle East Command Events in Other Theatres
...I

lOthMay G-erimny invaded Holland,
Belgium and Luxemburg.
Mr, Winston Churchill

became Prime Minister,
Evacuation of Dunkirk

completed.
Geriians crossed the Seine.

4th Juno
-  i

10th June Italy declared war on Great
Britain and Prance.

14th June
21st June

Genmns occupied Paris.
Pranco-Garman Armistice

signed.

Opening of 84 day period
known as the Battle of
Britain.

U. S.A. gave G. B. 50 destroyers
in return for certain bases.

Night air blits on G.B.began. |

8th August -

3rd September I

7th September
13th September Italians captured Sidi Barrani.
27th September | Germany, Italy and Japan

signed Tripartite Pact.
German forces entered Rumania,7th October

28th October

20th November

23rd November

9th December

I Italian forces invaded Greece.

Hungary signed Tripartite Pact.
Rumania signed Tripartite Pact.

!■

British offensive in Cyrenaioa
opened. -

British offensive in Italian
Bast Africa began.

■  16th Decaaber

1941

22nd January
1st February
7th February

11th March
25th iviarch

British captured Tobruk. /
;British captured Agordat (Eritrea'
British captured Benghazi.

Harrar(Abyssinia) captured by
British.

Keren (Eritrea) captured by
British.

Lease-lend Law enacted in U. S.Aj.
lYugoslavian Government
;  signed Tripartite Pact.

26th iviarch

27th i/Iarch
28th Iviarch

Revolution in Yugoslavia.
British naval victory off

Gape Matapan.
(British entered Asmara

(Eritrea).
British evacuated Benghazi.
Retreat to Solium began.
Addis Ababa liberated.
Germans invaded Greece.

British occupied Hassawa(Eritrea), i

1st April

3rd April

6th April

8th April
13th April

Germans invaded Yugoslavia,

iGermans occi^ied Belgrade,
iRussia and Japan signed pact
*  of neutrality.

27th April
2nd May

16th May
30th May
31st May
1st June
8th June

15th June

Germans occupied Athens.
British evacuation of Greece i
completed.Iraqi revolt began. i

Amba Alaagi (Abyssinia) captured. :
Germans invaded Crete biy air.
Arnistice signed in Iraq.
British evacuation of Crete completed.
British and Free French invaded Syria.
British opeivition to relieve Tobruk

opened; failed after three days, i
G. 169210 For Part II Mid-June Mid-October,1941,see page 83.
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PART II

TRENDS OP GERER.-JL PL.~jmNG IN LOTTOON

(Mid June to November^ 1941)

Immediately it was apparent that the "Battle-axe"
operation in the Western Desert had failed the Chiefs of Staff

(Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley Pound, Field ivlarshal Sir
John Dill and Air Chief liarshal Sir Charles Portal) reviewed
the situation in order to determine future strategy.
Their meeting of I8th June, 19A-1, iiiay be taken as the starting
point for the protracted planning which ultimately led to the

launching of the "Crusader" offensive.

Actually, five months intervened between this initial,
exploratory planning and the renewal of the ’Western Desert

conflict; months during which a cautious policy of re-organis
ing, training and reinforcing v/as adhered to in spite of

Cabinet impatience at the continued delay in Joining the
battle.

In this section some of the main trends of the general
planning in London are set dovra in their chronological
sequence. Points considered by the Defence Committee and/or
Chiefs of Staffs respecting the strategic situation, reviev;-

of strengths, general employment of forces and political
issues affecting virar operations only are considered.

The R.A.F.'s particular policy in regard to the building
up of the Middle East air forces and the latter's prepara.tions
and detailed plans provide themes for subsequent parts of the
narrative.

Preliminary Survey

c.o.s. (41)
215th Meeting

In the course of the Chiefs of Staff s meeting of
l8th June a minute was received from the Prime Minister and

Minister of Defence (Mr. W. S. Churchill) suggesting that our
right flank in the ̂ iiddle East should be reinforced in order

to ensure the success of the current operations in Syria.
Before deciding on this or possible alternative courses of

action the C.O.S. decided to consider appreciations of the

Middle East situation by the Commanders-in-Chief
(Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham, General Sir Archibald Wavell
until 7th July 1941 and then General Sir Clavide Auchinleck,
and Air l^iarshal A.W. Tedder). The Commanders were requested
to comment particularly on the policies for Syria, Tobruk

and Cyprus and the provisioning of Malta, Meanwhile, the

Joint Planning Staff was also instructed to examine and

report on the same lines.

The J.P.S's appreciation
.possible future strategy, our cwn position in the Middle East,
and proposed a policy. The enemy's moves obviously depended
on the period of time and on the extent to \vhich he was
committed on his Eastern Front, It was considered that for

the time being the Gemans' concentration against Russia(2)
ruled out any major move by them in the Middle East, except
by the forces then in Cyrenaica, and these were deemed
insufficient for a deep thrust into Egypt. The minor
operation of an attack on Tobruk was considered probable and

perhaps imminent. If the Germans could attain their aim in

/Russia

(1) considered Germany'sJ.P. (41) 467.

A suiimary of this appreciation is given at Appendix B.
Germany invaded Russia 22nd June, 1941.

G, 169211
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Russia, however, forces could he released for initiating
major moves elsewhere. So far as the Middle East ms

concerned, in this eventuality, it was judged that the

threat to Egypt would still be most menacing from the west,
but attacks might be staged from Syria (if not completely
viTTOS tod from Vichy control), via the Caucusus or through
Anatolia (as Turkey v;ould be not able to resist German
pressure). In addition, an attack on Malta might be
launched, either in connection with operations for closing
the Straits of Gibraltar or for the purpose of reducing our
threat to Axis' sea conmunications to North Africa.

With regard to our own position in the Middle East, it
was pointed out that owing to our recent heavy losses in
A.P.V's another offensive could not be mounted in the Desert
until substantial tank reinforcements were received. While

our build-up was in progress, it was recommended that the
enemy's lines of conmunication should be attacked, particu
larly by air action. In view of Aialta's inportance as a base
for these attacks (and as an air staging post), it v/as urged
that the island should be' made self-supporting for as long as
possible. Provisioning the island v/as considered impractic
able from the east, but the temporary absence of the-
Luft-waffe from Sicily -was thought to provide a chance of ,
effecting it from the T^est. On the vexed question of Tobruk^ G
the J.P.S. advised (as a heavy enemy air assault seemed
unlikely to develop before our intended offensive was
launched) that no decision should be taken about evacuation
until the extent of Germany's coiranitment on the Russian
front -was clear. In the meantime, as soon as our defensive
position in the Western Desert was fimly established, it

, was recommended that all forces which could be spared should

be transfered to bring the Syrian campaign to an end.(2)
The security of Cyprus was regarded as complementary to the
holding of Syria, and its denial to the eneny also prevented
a further extension of enemy air action against our shipping.
It v/as considered that the strategic ijosition of the island

■warranted a strengthening of its garrison, provided that this
did not lessen our ability to undertake operations in
Libya.

The Joint Pla'nning Staff, accordingly, proposed the
follovri-ng policy - "as we see it in London"

Establish a secure defensive position in the
Tfestem Desert.

(a)

(b) Complete the occupation of Syria.

(o) Attack the enemy's lines of conminication with
and in Libya.

(d) Reinforce Malta as soon as possible from the
west.

(e) Defer the decision on the holding of Tobruk.

As soon as the occupation of Syria -ms satisfactorily
completed

(f) The Cyprus garrison should be strengthened, subject
to requirements in the Western Desert,

/(g)
(1) The ad-vantages and disadvantages attached to our holding of

Tobruk are siimmarised at Appendix B para, 15.
(2) In the event. General Y/aveli aiade use of'troops from Iraq to

increase the pressure on Syria towards the end of June.
The Vichy forces capitulated 14th July '41*
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(g) The offensive in the Desert should be resumed as
soon as adequate forces v/ere available.

In general the Gominanders-in-Chief' s views corresponded
to those of the J.P. S. Particularly v/as this the case in

respect of the policies proposed for the vi/'estern Desert,
Tobruk, Syria and Cyprus. Details.' were also given of the ■

Amy' s. defensive plan for the Desert and Delta and it was

suggested that the principal danger during the follov/ing
two or three

against Egypt To meet this tlireat there was then a
reasonably adequate force of fighters, but a deficiency- in

anti-aircraft guns.

ths might be intensive eneny air action

'  J.P. (41) 545
c.o.s. (41)417

0.0. S. (41)417 To cover our northern flank it was considered that not

only was the consolidation of Syria necessary, but, in the

event of a Russian collapse, we should be prepared to bomb

To safeguard the. necessarythe Gaucusus oil organisation,
airfields in northern Syria and Iraq it was considered
advisable to forestall the enemy in southern Anatolia,
although Turkish collaboration was unlikely. Another
suggested measure was the advisability of obtaining the

expulsion
Persia.(2)

of all German non-diplonE.tic nationals from
As a complement to the defence of Syria, it was

reported that plans were in progress for the laying dovm of

three airfields and satellites in Cyprus, and that it weis

intended to despatch one division to strengthen its defence.

Contrary to the J.P. S's recommendation the Gs-in-G.,
•  declared that ths comparative lull in the Mediterranean
offered least favourable conditions for sending sjupplies
to Malta. *v3)

The Cs.-in-G., recognised that the clearing of Eastern
Cyrenaica remined'"our paramount offensive requirement",
but success in that opieration was believed to depend on

favourable relative tank and air strengths. In particular,
the C.-in-C., M.E., stated that two (preferably three)
armoured divisions and a motorised division were needed.
In the meantime at least tT/o months were considered necessary

for essential training and re-equipping. For the air forces,
also, training was t-egarded as an urgent necessity.A. 0. G.-in-C’s

Correspondence
to G.A.S. etc.

Enclos.

The Implied LuU

The necessity for the re-organisation, reinforcing and

training of the land and air forces, and, above all,
General Auchinleck's insistence on a great increase in

armour implied that a number.of months were likely to- pass
before another Desert offensive could be mounted.

/The ■

(1) The extent of the air action which mterialised and our ..
protective measures are .considered on pages J6 to 82.

(2) This endorsed the recommendation already made to the
Foreign Office in Cairo telegram No..2064 30*6.41* At the

end of August,. 1 941, it; ms- found necessary to quell
opposition in Persia by force of arms. On 17th September,1941,
Teheran was occupied by British and Russian forces.

(3) Nevertheless, a convoy was passed through from the Y/est,
reaching Malta 24th July. Another large convoy ..reached
iVialta in September.

G. 169211/11/5.48
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The Joint Planning Staff, ooiiimenting on the

C.-in-C's requirements, stated that it tos unlikely that ^
he could have more than one armoured division and one

army tank "brigade ready for action before 1st October,
a second armoured division before December, and probably
could not start forming the third before the New Year (l942).

During the inevitable lull it v/as clear that the
defence of the Middle East devolved more and more on the

R.A.P. In particular, the interruption of enemy sea
communications could be accomplished only by air and

(l). "Nearly everything depended on
our bombing effort being able to prevent the enemy build-up
in Cyrenaica." (2)

Pj!il5§ ̂ ijnis t er' s Early Direct ions , qn Emplgynient _,of t_he^
Air Forces

submarine action

J.p. (R1) 54-5

A.O.G’s

0 o rr e sp ond enc e
with G.A, S, etc.
Bnclos.104A

G.O.S. (41) 220th
ittg.Item 6.

7/hile the. interchange of telegrams bet\\reen the G.O.S.

and the Gs.-in-C., was in progress, the Prime Minister
was also in direct communication with General Auchinleck.

G.O.S. (41)417
Annex I.

In addition to revieT/ing the situation and stating his

requirements on the lines already indicated, the C.-in-G.,
M.E. , stressed the importance of the air factor in such a
way as to imply a triple control of the air forces.
(G.-in-G's telegram 0,1527 4.7.41 • Ne declared that
the "second essential" for a successful Desert offensive

(after armour requirements had been met) was "adequate and
suitably trained air components at disposal of Arny for

all its needs, including fighters, medium bombers,
tactical reconnaissance and nlcse-support on the battle
field.

I
The "third essential" ?ra.s co-operation with the

Fleet, including "constant air support by air forces
T/hich must be at disposal of the Navy (4-0 and additional
to those required for close-support of Army and for long-
range strategic air operations".

/Air

(1) The A.O.G.-in-G’s views at this time on the interruption
of enemy sea coramunicatidns and securing our own are .  . ,

given at Appendix D. ' ,
(2) The paramount importance to the enemy of securing his

shipping routes to Libya is clearly indicated in Vice Admiral
Weichold's Report on "The Tfer at Sea in the Mediterranean".
The Admiral wrote: "All material down to the merest mil had

to be shipped across the sea for the Colony did not possess
an industrial capacity of its own". (AHBI S.IO Part I para.62.).

(3) Air-Marshal Tedder had a "long and useful private talk with
Auchinleck" on the latter's telegram and the P.M's reply 0.^
Susan (i'.'i, 0.5) 6.7,41 • "Result this and other talks I feel
there is every hope of smooth and close collaboration."
This would hardly have been the case if General Auchinleck
really wished to exercise operational control of part of the

Middle East Air Force. A previous less amicable conversation
with Lord Mountbatten has already been referred to in

footnote (2) page 6,
(4) The Naval request for a "Coastal Comiiand" continued to be

•pressed. The agreement reached in September, 1941, is

considered on pages 39 auid 40.

A.0.C's

Correspondence
with C.A.S. etc.

A.O.G's 112

17.7,41. to
G.A, S.

Enclos. 1 28A

G.169211/IL/5.48
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Air Ministry's reaction to this rigid and uneconomic
employment of the Air Foi’ce v/as typified by the
uncompromising minute of D.D.Flans (O), "We cannot agree
that the formation of what will, in effect, be three^
separate air forces is either possible or desirable in the
Middle'East."

c.o.s. (41)417
Annex 1.

The Prime Minister, after being reminded of the basic
principles *of the use of air pov/er, as understood by the
R.A.P. , made it clear to the G.-in-C., M.E. , that ̂although
the full poY/er of the air v/as to be directed to winning the
land battle, this did not imply a local ernployinent and,

"I feel that for all majorir forces.
D. 0.(41) 51st

Dses your (the Army's) plan must govern
[■ the whole air force through the Middle East,
bhat the Air Force has its own dominant
D play and must not be frittered av/ay in
jimbrelias for the Army as it seems to have
am battle." (O.64 Susan (M.0.5) 6.7*41•)

Lrective by the Prime Minister on the
3 Air Force is mentioned on page 20.

;e Committee (Ops.)

^1) the Defence Committee (Ops.) of the
to decide on our next moves in the Middle East.
3.tion (c.o.s. (41) 138 (0)) and twelve personal
a the Prime Minister and General Auchinleck

The two key telegrams of the series were
0.64Sus£in (M.0.5), 6.7.41. (mentioned

with the Prime Minister's directive
3 Air Force) and the C.-in-C's.

r

sr s

Lon

Susan 1533,

.nister's telegram, stressed the point that
r Middle East coi;oitments the Western Desert

- important considerationjisive theatre
3 of the Nile Valley and the need to
stern Cyrenaican airfields to enable the

effective action against
It v/as estimated in London that

?ce to resume more
applies,
aid have 500 cruiser, infantry and American

large number of
So far as

September as well as a
^ht tanks and armoured cars,
smed it was thought that v/e should^ have air
ag July and August and at least part of
r that date much depend on the continuance of

the extent to which German squadrons
Accordingly, the

re and
i from the Eastern Front,
auld not see that conditions for launching
the Desert would be better after September
siderably yrorse.

greed that be Y/ould probably havelinlec

itioned, but after the need for conserving
Lying Tobruk was met the number for the
lot exceed 350. He also agreed that air

that the enemy did
TheC.-in-C.,

a

am

1 be counted on, assuixing
3t Syria and/or Iraq.

/expressed

signed three days before.(1) The Syrian Armistice was

G.I692II/IL/5.48
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expressed the doubt v/hether Tobruk could be held after
September; the position Trould be jjarticultxrly aggravated
if the enemy captured Sidi Barrani(.i) j. as this v/ould
limit the protection that the Air Force, was giving to

Tobruk. In respect of Cyprus, the C.-in-G., stated that
he had decided to adhere to his predecessor's plan of

reinforcing the island with one division.

In view of the C.-in-C' s statei.»ents, the Prime
Minister proposed to the Defence Committee that an offer
should be made to General Auchinleck of 150 of our

latest cruiser tanks (to reach bgypt by mid-September)
to make up his total of 500 ready for potion if this
would enable him to deliver a strong .offensive in the

Desert by'the end of Septsiiber. Moreover, he suggested
that shipping should be "scraped up" to allow the
sending of 60,000 men in a convoy to reach Egypt before
the end of August. These could be regarded as reserves
and allow General Auchinleck to use his existing forces

in the proposed September battle.

In the discussion which followed the Prime Minister's

proposed offer, the Lord Privy Seal (mr. C.Attlee) and
the Prime Minister of New Zealand (jir. Eraser) agreed
that an offensive should be l^iunched in September and

considered that the C.-in-G, over-emphasised the threat
from the North. The First Lorfd of the Admiralty
(Mr. A.V. Alexander) stood for even prompter action,
saying that we should strike in Cyrenaica within four
weeks and thus take the initiative before the Germans

.wrested it from us. This action would, in particular,
encourage the Russian in their struggle.

In comimenting on the air sit\oation the G.A. S.
reminded the committee that the increase in our

Middle East air strength would depend bn the extent to

which the American aircraft schedule was fulfilled and/

the number of R.A.P. personnel included in the Middle
East convoys. He believed that v/e could increase our
relative air strength Up to the end of September and
possibly maintain it thereafter, although this depended
on the Eastern Front situation.- The C.A*. S. emphasised

the ftict, however, that a month spent in training by the
new squadrons might well double or even treble their
operational -value.

As a result of the meeting the Defence Committee
agreed that (a) the Prime minister should make his
proposed offers to the C.-in-C., Middle East, and
(b) expressed the view that the threat to C3rprus did
not appear to justify the increased Array garrison
contemplated.(z)

/Appeal

(l) On 1if September 'lf1, dt ma:y be noted, the enemy actually
did advance to test our strength a.nd dispositions above

the Solium escarpment and by nightfall reached' the Rabia

By 17th September our troops had returned toarea,

G.-in-C's

Despatch
July to
October '41)
para, 26

their previous positions, after our columns and aircraft
had inflicted disproportionate losses on the enemy.

(2) So far as the R.A.F^ was concerned at this time it v/as
ruled "that measures to ensure retention of Gyprus must

take priority over offensive in Desert". (G.A.. S. : X 356-
17/7/41 to A. 0. C.-in-G. A. 0. G.'s correspondence -with
G.A.S. etc. Enclos.136A).

G.I692II/IL/5.48
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Appeal for an Offensive in September

In accordance with the Defence Coirmittee's decision,
two telegrams were sent to the i.;.iddle iiast Conxnand - one Dy

the three Commanders-in-Chief (N0.I48 19/7/41)
inister personally to

the C.O. 3. to

and,the other by the Prime

003/(41)142(0)

General Auchinlcck (Serial N0.T.4II 19/7)«
i.'i

The C.O.3., referring to General Auchinleck's statement
that it might not be possible to hold Tobruk beyond
3eptember, said that it appeared that our only chance of
re-taking Cyrenaica was to launch an attack by the end of

‘  , If this offensive could be launched,
150 cruiser tanks would be despatched to reach Suez 13ih
20th September, and arrangements vrould be made to send 40,000
men in the next convoy (Y4 3.II). The G.-in-G. would also
be left to decide what else he most needed from the resources

available at Home. It was pointed out that if the attack
could not be made by the end of September the C.O.3. would

not be justified in the involved breaking up of the
Britain before it was certain that

that month.

1st Armoured Division in
invasion of Britain was not forthcoming thata German

year. )

The Prime Minister in his telegram pointed out that a
’’the failure at Solium" andmonth had passed since --- - , . .

presirraably another month vrould pass in training. Me thou ht
it vrould be justifiable "to fight a hard and decisive battle
in the Western Desert before the situation changed to our

detrDnent" and "to run those major risks without which
victory has rarely been gained." Other points raised
included the Defence Committee's concern about the proposed
"bottling-up" in Cyprus of the 50th Division the on.y
complete, fresh British Division in the .addle ̂ ast ;_tbc
Pr’ime Minister's belief that a possible Oerman offensive
against Syria,Palestine and Iraq from the north could 

not
develop before the end of September; and that German
infiltration and intrigue in Persia might be a more
ijiiminent danger. (2)

^---in-C. Advises Against September Offensive,0.

Genei^l Auchinleck, however, refiised to be tempted 
to

early renewal of the Desert struggle against his and
his Middle East advisers’ better judgnent, maintaining
the means at his disposal in late September would stillbe
inadequate. He considered that an attempted offensive 

in

the circumstances would only lend to a
ex-oelling the enemy from Cyrenacia. Another factor he ̂

Pressed v^s^he .possibility of a Gennan drive agaxnst
Syria through Anatolia, which was thought in -the Laddie 

.. s
to be a likely move durihg the first hal.
Regarding the particular point of sending the 50th 

Division

to C^rrlis he Sid that he could supply his detailed reasons
if requested, but he hoped that he would be_allowed complete
discretion concerning such disposition^of ^ .
Accordingly, the C,.-rin-C. gave as his immediate intention. 

.

(a) Consolidate the position 1

an

Syria and Cyprus.in

cos(4i) 150(0)

Idem.

/(b)

(1) The C.O.S. made a firm offer, omitting any reference 
to

the possibility of not.being able to spare the tanks, 
as

first suggested lay the Prime Minist^^
(2) The Anglo-Russian occupation in August, 1941, removed

this threat.

er.

G.I692II/IL/5.48
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(b) Press on with reorganisation and regrouping.

In consultation with the Intendant General

expedite the reorganisation and modernization
of the rearvra.rd service of supply, movements
and repair.

(c)

(d) Carry on v/ith the training and equiping of
armoured formations v/ithout which an offensive
would be impossible.

(e) Reconnoitre and plan extensively for an
offensive in Libya.

Resources Required (according tn.,i.i. F,._jL.Pi.S,)_

i.ieanwhile, a reviev/'by the Middle East Planning
Staff, with "particular reference to the resources avail-
able and v/ith the object of resuming the offensive at the
earliest moment "v/as submitted for the Chiefs of Staff's
consideration. (Appendix E).
reached Y/as that the Arr.ry and R.A,P.( were deficient of the
resources required to meet the coirmitment involved for the
security of our base in Egypt and Palestine, which
included the need for a major offensive in North Africa,
as soon as possible. The Naval resources were regarded
as adequate for purely, defensive duties only.

The general conclusion

C0S(41) 1-54(0)

So far as R.A.P. requirements v;ere concerned, these
were put at 90 squadrons, totalling 1,554 aircraft.
As at 15th August it was considered that 48^- squadrons
would be available, leaving a debit balance of '
4I2 squadrons. It ¥/as realised that the achieving of
the 90 squadron mark v;as beyond the bounds of possibility
so far as our next offensive yyhs concerned, but the 

'

estimate clearly indicated that the R.A.P. resources, as
previously, v/ould have to be carefully husbanded in order
to meet major coiTraitraents.

.B£Call..,oJL,G,.-in-C. and A. 0. C. riRrC.;,, ,.14.11,._ fnr
Consultation ~

With the apparent deadlock reached in deteniiining .
even an approximate date for the launching of our
offensive, the Defence Committee decided to recall the
C.-in-C., iv[.E. , for consultation..

It,was suggested at first that the A.0.C.-in-C. should
also be recalled, but at that particular time the
Inspector General of the R.A.P. vtb.b visiting the Middle
East and the C.A. S. v/as of the opinion that Air ivlarshal
Tedder should personally attend to the redisposition and
training of the air forces th.en in hand in consultation
v;ith the Inspector General.

The A. 0, C.-in-C.. and th.e Inspector General, hov/ever,
were of the opinion that consultations on the land 

^

strategy "should not at any time be divorced from the
parallel problems of the air strategy in the Middle East."
Accordingly, the'Prime Minister agreed that the A.0.C.-in-C,
should also be present at the consultations.

A. O. G. -in-C s

correspond ence
with G.A.S.

Enclos.143A.

etc.

Idem

Enclos. I44A,
I45A and 146A.

/At

G.I69211/IL/5.48
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w.M. (41) 76th
Conclus.iiin. 2

Confidential

Annex.

At the meeting of the war Cabinet on 31st July, both
the C.-in-C and the A.O.C.-in-C. , M.E. again gave their
up-to-date appreciations of the situation in the
Lliddle East. (l)

The C.-in-C. stated tliat Abyssinia and Somaliland had

then virtually ceased to be an operational area. Syria
was being consolidated and before mid-August Cyprus would

have a complete division a'ud ancillary units and should be

able to resist any likely large scale enemy attack.
In Libya the position v/as a stale-mate. We still did not

possess sufficient armour to open an offensive. He
considered that the enemy's supply-line was precarious

•  due to the action of the R.A.P. and Navy. The enemy
appeared nervous and apparently believed that we v/ere about

to launch an attack. The Tobruk Garrison was in good heart

and held supplies and rations for two months, v/hile further

supplies w-re being put in regularly. The C.-in-C.
considered that there was not much chance of Tobruk being

taken by assault and he was not apprehensive on the source of

enemy air attacks. The position there might be difficult,
however, if the enemy could build up large air forces in

Cyrenaica. ivieanwhile, the defences vrest of the Delta and

the re-organisation and reconstitution of formations v/ere

proceeding steadily.

Air iviarshal Tedder emphasised that our primary object at

that time v/as the throttling of enemy conmmications to

North Africa, In addition, our air attacks on enemy airfields

were reducing the effort of his torpedo-carrying aircraft
and dive-bombers. He informed the Cabinet that the building

up of the Air Force after the losses and disorganisation
resulting from G-reek operations had been made good. On the

other hand, there was a big air commitment in covering the

convoys into Tobruk and it was necessary to maintain
standing patrols, which, although an undesirable expedient,
were "fa.irly successful".

So far as the position in Cyprus was concerned, there was

at that stage one fighter squadron on the island and arrange
ments were in hand for two more to go if necessary.

General Auchinleck and Air ivlarshal Tedder later consulted

their respective Chiefs of Staff and Heads of Departments on

their own particular problems.(2)

(l) The Middle East Commanders also attended a C.0.S. Meeting
On thatwith the Prime Minister at Chequers on 2nd August,

occasion, however, the main discussions were concerned vri.th

help to Turkey.
(2) Air Marshal Tedder vorote after\7ards that the only thing that

worried him about the visit home was his "failure to get
across v/ith the need for a Middle East Office in England".
The C.A. S. stated that it v/as agreed that the A. 0. C.-in-C' s

representative in D.S.M. shculd have direct access to
A.M.S.0. This actually did not fulfil the A.0.C.-in-C's
need for a povferful advocate in Air Ministry on
Middle East requirements.

A. 0. C. -in-C's

correspondence
with C.A.S. etc.

Bnclos. I54A.
Idem.

Enclos.164c.

CT.I692II/IL/3.48
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C.-in-G. Again Advises Delay

Mid-August' still found the C.-in-G., Ivi. E. , coun
selling delay in resuming the Desert conflict and the
Prime Minister urging the necessity for speed. In
particular, General Auchinleck in his telegram 1549
Susan 18/8/41 answering the Prime Minister’s O.78
18/8/41 stated that "Succ
ability, to destroy the enemy armoured forces and by
bur mobility to exploit our initial success to the
fiill.

will depend upon ouress

As regards our cavn armour and its hiaintenance
he regarded the latter as the limiting factor.
"I have to chose", he said, "between a problematical
Success early in October or a probable complete success
early in November. The other factor is the enemy may
succeed in reinforcing appreciably during October which
I consider to be unlikely. , I have no hesitation in
advocating patience and the big object."

The G.-in-G ncyv agreed, however, that an enemy attack
from the north - which had previously been a major
consideration in determining our next move in the
Middle East - was unlikely that autumn.

Review of' Relative Strengths

In his telegram of l8th August, General Auchinleck
also gave details of his own and the enemy's disposi
tions and an estimate of the enemy's strength. To test
the accuracy of the appreciation of the situation as
understood in the Ivaddle East and to obtain a clearer

•  appraisal of relative ground and air strengths in, late
August, October and early November, the Prime Minist
instructed his adviser. General Sir Hastings Ismay, „„
obtain full details on these points from the War Office
and Air Ministry. Details .of the findings are given at
Appendix P.

er

to

G0S(41)176(0)

In respect of armour at General Auchinleck's

disposal the tanks in units (excluding Tobruk) and his
immediate reserve were estimated as 4O6 on 1st September-
556 on 1st October and 767 on 1st November. These
figures assumed 25/ of the a.rmour v/ithheld in experi
mental or instructional establishments or repair

Gorman tank strength v/as put at 22Zf. in theshops.

Tobruk and frontier areas, as estimated by the C.-in-G.
If reinforcements had arrived since the "Battle-axe"

operation, for Vvhich there yra.s no reliable evidence,'
the total could reach 370 tanks or 69 more than the

C.-in-p. estimated in that eventuality. To this strength
had to be added an appreciable Italian stre'ngth
(Appendix P para.IVB). It was believed that enemy

ground forces on the North African mainland could not be

appreciably reinforced during October, as it -vms calcu
lated that reinforcements -could not start to leave Italy
until the middle of that month. These reinforcements,
moreover, could hot be brought forv;ard in time to be "
employed in Eastern Cyrenaica by early November. So far
as an armoured division was ■concemed the date of rein
forcements might be even later, as it v/ould have to be
withdravm from the Eastern Front ‘and refitted in Germany
before despatch. - '

\

/Relative

G.I692II/IL/5.48
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Relative first-line strengths of aircraft of modem
t3rpes as at 23rd August v/ere put at 608 for the R.A. F. ,
171 for the G.A.P. and 425 for the I.A.P. (plus 225 in’
Sicily and Pantelleria). On 1st October it v/as expected
that the total R.A.P, strength would number 716 aircraft and
844 by the beginning of the next month. Serviceability

reckoned at 75^ of the above strengths for the R.A.P.
and 65;a for the enemy.

The estxmates of tank and aircraft strengths seemed
to point to early November 'as a favourable time for

launching our nev/ offensive. As shov/n in Part 4, however,
the estimates of British strengths for
in early November proved over optimistic.'

Improved Strategic Situation

was

operations
Cru S ad

003(41)238(0) It Yfa.s evident in early September that the situation in
jvdddle East was more favourable for us than it had been

at any time during the previous two months,
planning in July had assumed that the Russian resistance
v/ould not last long. The .iinister of State in Cairo
(-ir. Oliver Lyttleton) in setting out a questionnaire on
strategic matters to the three Middle Past Commanders-in-

Chief on-9th September expressed the general opinion then
prevailing thus;

the

Tentative

It appeared difficult to me at the time (in early
July) to see how any practicable plan could be fitted
in in point of time. There was a short time in which
to strike the enemy, and we were unable to strike in
under a comparatively long one
on the cards that we can deal a shattering blow to the
enemy in the Western Desert and still have time to

transfer our troops to the north-east theatre before
the Spring. "('1)

It is now surely

/Meanwhile

(l) An imminent German threat from the north was still, however,
a possibility. General Smuts, Prime Minister of South Africa,
for example warned Mr. Churchill that a "reported Bulgarian
concentration in Thrace and movement of Italian forces to
Samos appear to point to Genra.n move through T’;race and

COS(41)193(0)

Anatolia to attack us in Egypt as soon as Russian situation
permits. Attack from Western Desert would continue but may
become subsidiary to fomer", He counselled "affording
Turkey every possible help" in order to forestal the attack

in Anatolia by Turkey's cooperation, (Prime Iviinister's
Personal telegram serial No.T,547 7/9/41)• The C.0.S.
expressed the view that inanours v/ere being spread by the
eneii'y of an attack on Turkey in order to produce a

submissive frame of mind prior to trade negotiations.

Meanwhile, the military and air attaches in Ankara were
engaged in staff conversations with the Turkish General
Staff. These v/ere first planned on a higher level (by
Cs-in-C.) but a "leakage" stopped this. The Foreign
Secretary (Mr. A. Eden) later in the month said that the
Turks had mde up their minds that they would not be
attacked before the v/inter of '41 but were concerned with

what might happen in the Spring. He thought the Turks should
be made the best offer of assistance to. the Turks as soon as

■possible. Air IViarshal Tedder (in answer to the Minister of
State's questionnaire of 6th September) stated that he
thought that the most awkward move
would be to hold us in Cyrenaica, by withdrawing, say, to
Dema and then striking from the north.

• • « • •

the enem^'- could make

CAS Polder 1716

W.M.‘(4l)96th
Conclusn.jViin, 1
Confid ential
Annex

C0S(4l)238(0)
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Heanwhile, preparations continued in the ivliddle East
with the object- of launching an offensive in the Desert
in early November.

Prime ianister's Further Directions on Employment of Air
F_or.ae_ ■ “

The T/hole question of the employment of the air force-
in support of the projected land offensive had^ in the
meantime, been thrashed out betv/een the Prime'minister
and the C.0.S.

A.0.C.-in-C's

C orrespond enc e
with C.A.S.etc.

Enclos. I65A.

The Prime Minister ruled that the air forces should
be used according to the accepted R.A.F. principles.
He intimated that Genei’a! Auchinleck v/ould be provided
vrith an adequate supply of Bofors guns to protect his
columns, assembly points etc. "Nevermore must the ground
troops expect, as a matter of course, to be protected
against the air by aircraft. If this can be’ done it must
only be as a happy make-weight and a piece of good luck.
Above all, the idea of keeping standing patrols of Air
craft over our moving columns should be abandoned,
unsound to 'distribute' aircraft in this Tvay and no air
superiority will stand any Large applicatiop of'such a
mischievous practice.

It is

%on the military Command er-in-
Chief of the Middle East announcing that a battle is in
prospect, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief v/ill give

• him all possible aid and irrespective of other targets
however attractive The Ai-miy Commander-in-Chief
will specify to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief the
targets and tasks he requires to be performed, both in the
preparatory attack on the rearv/ard installations of the
enemy and for air action during the progress of the Battle
It will be for the A. O. C.-in-C. to use his maximum force
against these objects in the manner most effective,
applies not only to any squadrons assigned to Army
Co-operfxtion permanently, but also to . the whole air force
avaiLible in this theatre As the interests of the two
Cs.-in-C. are identical it is not thought that any diffi
culty should arise. The A.O.C.-in-C. would naturally lay
aside any routine programmes and concentrate on bombing the
rearwai’d services of - the enemy in the preparatory period.
This he would do not only by nighty- but by day attacks with
fighter protection.

This

In this process he mil bring about
a trial of strength with enemy fighters, and has the best
chance of obtaining local comraa.nd of the air What is
true of the preparatory period applies with even greater
force during the bdttle."

.Hg'Iief. .of Australians in Tobruk

^xleanwhile, . the decision of the Commonwealth oflusfcrolia
t6 insist on the continuance of the relief of the Australijm. ■

troops in Tobruk, imposed a strain on our air and sea
resources which might have jeopardised the
intended offensive.

success of our

COS(41)450 The^first request for the relief was made by the
Australian Government on 20th July, when it v/as urged that
as the Syria campaign had ended and there was a lull in
Desert operations the opportunity should be seised of
aggregating all the Australian troops in the Middle East
into one force in accordance vidth the original
arra'ngoments betv/ecn the Home and Ccinmoriwoalth governments.

/Accordingly,

G.I69211/IL/5.48
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C,-in-C s

Despatch
July -
October '

para, 30

Accordingly, a plan was drawn up by which the Polish
Independent Brigade should replace the 18th Australian
Infantry Brigade and the l8th Cavalry (Indian Army) during
the moonless period in August and.the 70th (6th) Division
relieve the 9th Australian division during the two
follOT/ing moonless periods. The first relief v/as carried

out vrith complete success betv/een 19th and 29th August.
The three Cs-in-C. in the liiddle East then recommended the

discontinuance of the relief as it imposed a gratuitous
strain on the Royal Navy and E.A.P. and handicapped the
latter in attaining air superiority in readiness for our
Desert attack.

A.O.C. -in-C's

Corresponderice
T/ith C.A. S. etc.

Enclos.170A.

;.Ir. Churchill on receiving the Cs-in-C's recoirimendation
warned the Australian Prime minister (l.jr. Padden) of "the
grave consequences which might ensue not only to the
Australian forces but to our future plans". The- Coramonv/ealth
Government insisted, howev;r, on the withdrawal of the
Australians remaining in Tobruk, Although the decision was
regarded as "a lamentable one" the. ¥ar Cabinet had no

alternative but to comply with the Coimmonwealth Government's
request and inform the ivliddle East Gs-in-C. to implement it.

TOi/41 93 rd
Conclus,Min.3
Conf id..Annex

C. -in-C's

Despatch
July -
November '41

para.30

The relief of most of the 9th Australian Division was

successfully completed in the two moonless periods between

18th and 28th September and 12th and 26th October. This left
only one Australian infantry battalion as part of the
Tobruk garrison.

Relative Air Strengths Controversy

As the time approached for the launching of our long
delayed offensive the C.A.S. requested the A.O.C.-in-C to

submit his outline plan fox* the "Crusader" operation (as
our intended attack had then been named), v/ith particular
reference to relative air strengths. IieamThile, the
A.C.A. S. (l) (Air Vice-ilarshal Hedhurot) was instructed to
prepare an appreciation of the Axis Air Forces in the
Mediterranean theatre as at the end of October (Appendix G).

A.O.C. -in-C s

Correspondence
with C.A. S.etc.

Snclos.196A,

Idem

Enclos. 202.A.

The A.O.Ci-in-C. informed the C. A.S. that it was

concluded in the Middle East that we v/ould have definite

■ numerical superiority in mechanised forces but would be

numerically inferior in the air. It v/’as estimated that if

no German reinforcements were seat, the enemy would have at

his disposal for the battle 300 Geiman and 350 Italian
aircraft: if the Russian front wis established by mid-
October the estimated figures vrould rise to Z|.20 for Germn

aircraft and'370 for Italian. The A.O.C.-in-C. hoped to

concentrate approximately 500 aircraft, including h’eavy
bombers operating from Malta. Limiting factors in sending
further squadrons to the Desert was the liisnobility of

several squadrons and the shortage of trained fighter pilots.

Idem

Enclos. 204A,.
The C.A.S. found Air Marshal Tedder's comparison of

'  strength "most depressing and unjustifiably so."
■  urged improvisation to make use of the non-mobile squadrons
and stated that reinforcements of fighter pilots had been

■' ' sent which should arrive in time, tc take part in the battle.
He also considered that the A.0.C.^in-C was counting nany
enemy aircraft v/hich were .most unlikely to take part in the
battle and in North Africa. .At the A^ir Ministry at this time
it was considered that 128 German and 237 Italian serviceable
aircraft would be availa.ble for operatioxxs in the battle
area for an intensive period of three weeus.

He

A^ppendix H and
A.O.C. -in-C's
C orrespond enc e
with C.Ai.S. etc.
Snclos.2O6A,

/It
G.169211/IL/5.48
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±t was agreed, hpv/ever, that long-ranged forces
based in Greece and Crete could provide
effort.

supportinga

The A,0.C. -in-C.^  . . replied that he was ruthlessly
stripping all other areas and forhntions to put the
raaximujii forces in the Desert,
nunerica1

He set little store
comparisons of strengths and stated that

.  reserves, supply, morale, are vital
factors in any real comparison." He concluded: "I'm
not satisfied I cannot do more but I will not promise
until I am sure I^can effec’;ively keep promise'. I
T/ill not put dummies in shop window for D-Day. Our
battle is joined now, and my object is to maintain and
exercise the pressure to attain air superiority before
the Army move".

on

Serviceability,

•y

I

Id em

Enclos. After consultation with the other Gs-in-C
his A.O.C's, Air iiarshal Tedder

and

n X , r , -- considered on 15th
October that he would probably have at his disposal
tor Crusader" operations approximately 600 I.E.
aircraft.

Political Diffinultip.c:

Idem ■■

EncI0S.2O8A. In the meantime the A.0.C.-in-C’s preliminary •
comparison of strengths had "unfortunately raised
acute political difficulty". The New Zealand
Government, with memories of Greece ,’and Crete still
rankling, had asked His. i-h jesty's Govern..:ent for an
assurance that the Army would have air superiority and
the Prime.:..'Iinister felt unable to give the necessary
assurance in view of the air strengths figures ■
originally submitted by the A. O.C.-in-G.(l)

The Prime liinister decided that the process of
assessing^strengths by the interchange of telsgrans
between the G.A.S. and A.O.G.-in-C. would not enable

give the assurance the New Zealand Government
required and ruled that ’it was essential politically'
for very senior officer" to go out to Egypt
immediately and investigate on the spot. The C.A S
accordingly, decided to send the V.C.A.S. ^ir Chief’
I/Iarshal Sir Wilfred Freeman) to clear up the ma.tter. (2)

him to

Revised Figures

A.O.C.-in-G's

C orre spond ehc e
v/ith G.A.S. etc.

Snclos. 21/pi.

On 20th October the V.C.A.S.,  and the A.O.G.-in-C.
agreed on the follov/ing figures for comparative air
strengths in Cyrenaica:-

/British

(1) The Prime, i'iinister assumed that the A..0.C.-in-C meant
that we should not have air superiority. The A.O.C.-in-G
pointed out that, "What I did say was so far as I could

_superiority which is quite a
(A. O.C.-in-C s Correspondence with C.A.S.

see
, we .vrould not have numerical

different thing",
etc. Enclos. 212/1.).

(2) The C.A. S. regretted the intrusion and made it clear that
the unfortunate development" in no way affected his
absolute confidence" in Air ILarshal Tedder's "ability and
e ermination to vrin" . (A. 0.1-.-in-C' s Correspondence with

C.A.S. etc. Enclos.208A). Air Marshal Tedder for his part
welcomed the V.C.A.S's visit. (idem.Enclos.209/1 and 212'A).

G.16921I/IL/5.48
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0)
British forces 660, Axis Borces 6A2 (including 435 Italian)
The probable serviceability of the forces on D-Day was
put at 528 for the British forces and 385 for the Axis.
All the Axis forces were stated to be in the "

the R.A. F. expected "to have approximately 5Q^
behind the counter".
v/a.s .

Delta

value".

shop T/indow" :
reserves

The increase in the R.A.F. strength
achieved by stripping Iraq, Palestine, C3rprus, Aden’and

"of all except negligible units of no operational
The figures were agreed v.dth General Auchinleck,

"v/ho did not doubt we would gain air superiority even if we
did not have actual superiority in numbers".

Assurance Given to New Zealand Government

C.A.S.

"Crusader"
General Auchinleck was thus able to inform the -Prime

if New Zealand forces are cornmitted to theIlinistcr that

Polder C-in-G's battle I am satisfied that the measure of support by tanks
cipher 1579
17/10/41.
Tele No.CS/138
Susan to

and aircraft which I intend they shall have is sufficient and
adequate for the tasks Y/hich they -will be called upon to
perform".

Prime Ivlinister Accordingly, the Prime minister was able to assure the
New Zealand Government to the above effect.

The Stage Set

Preparations in the middle Bast considered from the
Air Force aspect in Parts 3 and 4 had now reached their
final phase. At the Cs-in-C's conference of 3rd October
a firm date - 11th November - had been decided on a.s the

"Crusader" D-Day. Unanticipated delays, havrever, caused
by the unreadiness of certain military formations resulted
in a further v/eek's delay before the battle was joined.

C-in-C’s

Despatch
November ' 41
to August '42
p.44

(4his figure purposely took no note of /jcis Forces
in Southern Italy, Sicily, Sardinia and the Eastern
Mediterranean, al-though the 0,C.-in-C. was still
of the opinion that some of these forces vrould be
available for operations when "Crusader" was in full
sv/ing. The actual coiitparative strengths at the
outset of the offensive (28th November) are given on 

■

pages 87 and 88,

G.169211/IL/5.48
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PART in

QRGII^G- IM) ES*«ORG;jnSATiaT OF

■ R.A.F. lilDDLB EA5T

(Mid«Juno - Novem’berj 1941)

In this part of the narrative arc considered some of the main
aspects of the huild-up and reorganisation of the Middle East Air
Force from mid-June to Novemhor, •'194i*

The detailed huild-up of the force under the control of A.H.Q,
Western Desert, specifically designed for the "Crusader" Offensive,
is considered separately in Part Five,

SECnQJl.,01^15 ,..,r ,.,.REX3MF-0B.Cro

Supply Routes

In considering the reinforcing of the Middle East in 19M it
must ever he home in mind that our forces had to he maintained at

vast distances from their United Kingdom hase and supplementary
sources of supply in America,

As the crow flies Cairo is well over 2,000 miles from London,
Our shortest reinforoonent route - that followed hy long-range
aircraft via Gibraltar and Malta - was considerably longer and our
main sea supply-line for general purposes - around the Cape of Good
Hope and through the Suez Canal - excluding the detours imposed hy
the U-hoat menace exceeded 14,000 miles and generally implied a
three months time-lag.

To shorten the delay involved in using the long sea route for
,  the deliveries of fighters and medium (later reclassified light)
bomber type aircraft the Western African Reinforcement Route had
been put into operation in the autumn of 1940* The use of this
route involved the shipping of orated aircraft(2) to the Gold
Coast, their erection at Takoradi and subsequent flight, via
Khartoum, to Egypt, Until the summer of 1941 the route catered for
aircraft (both British and American types) shipped from Britain and
American aircraft shipped direct from the United States, For the
remainder of 1941 Takoradi received only Blenheims and Hurricanes.
American.short-range aircraft were then shipped to Port Sudan,
where they v/ere ereotodv3/ and flown to Egypt, A subsidiary erec
tion centre was already in existence at Koafarcet, in the Canal Zone,
to deal with the comparatively few crated aircraft arriving at
Suez,

s. 10713

Arrangements for the storage, servicing and distribution of
the reinforcement aircraft are mentioned on page 44-

Reinforoement PolicyCS.8732

Esepansioh
and Roin-

foroesment
M,E, Command

D.W.O, Aspect
Enolos, 23A.

In mid-May 1941, the C.A.S, intimated to the A,0,C,-in-C,, M,E
that the Defence Committee had approved his programme of 'reinforce
ment of the Middle East Command, which aimed at raising thfj

• 9

/ effective

(1) The first consignment of aircraft (six orated Blenheim I Vs
and six crated Hurricanes) ariived at Takoradi on
5th September.

On occasion, also, fighters and F.A,A, aircraft were sent by
aircraft carrier and flown off at Takoradi,

The erection oentio (afterwards named II7 M,U,) was formed
w, e,f, 5/7/41 (H,Q, M,E, 0,R,B, July 1941 Admin, and Org,
Appendices),

■

(2)

(3)

G,169212./DMV5/48.
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effqotive strength in moaom types of aircraft to 40|- squadrons^'*)
"by 15th July and subsequently to 30 squadrt>ns. The plan was
based on the inaxinun reinforcenents of aircraft to equip squadrons
then formed or foining in the Jliddle !Sast, using the personnel and
equipment available for then en route. The total I.E, aircraft.of
the Zf-Og" squadrons force was 692: this envisaged force did not
include certain other existing squadrons which the C,A,S, did not
think could be re-equipped with nodern types and made effective by
the target date.

The changed situation in the Eastern Mediterranean after the
Expansion and abortive ’’Battle-axe" operation in mid-June^ howeverj necessitated
Reinforcement a further expansion. (See Appendix  D for A.O,C.-in-C!*s appreciation,
M.E,Conra^d mth which the C.A.S, fully concurred). On 3rd July, the C.A.S.
Policy D.17.0. informed Air Marshal Tedder of a revised programme which aimed at
aspect Enolos raising they.i,E, force equipped with modem types to 62^

squadrons' ' (including four transport squadrons but excluding
P.A.A, units). The revised programe included, inter alia, the

,  introduction of Beaufighters and Beauforts* The programme was to
be regarded as a target only and could not be taken as authorita
tive, nor could a date for conpletion or priority of each part
then be fixed. The scheme-would,moreover, be subject to adjust
ment, depending on availability and flow of types, wastage etc, and
was, as in the case of the squadron project, based on the
maximum reinforcement of aircraft to equip squadrons already foimed
or forming in the Middle Bast Command, using the personnel and'

/ equipment

(1) The composition of the force was envisaged asi—

Total a/c iOO5 Wellington (H.B,) Squadrons I.E, 20,
7 Blenheim UI.B, J Squadrons I,B, 20.*
3 Maryland CM,B. J Squadrons I.E, 20

1-^ Maryland (G.R,) Squadrons I.E, 16
13 Hurricane (P) Squadrons I.E, 16
4 Hurricane (A.C,) Squadrons I.E, 12
7 Tomahawk (P) Squadrons I.E. 16

i
i

ti

140

84

tt 256

112

Grand Total 692 I.E,
.  . Aircraft,

(2) (a) This ’’Interim Target Prograrme was envisaged as follows

15 Hurricane (P) Squadrons 16 I.E, Total A/C 240,
7 Tomahawk (or later types) (P)squadrons 16 I.E,Total i‘/C, 112

'  2 Coastal Beaufighter Squadrons 16 I.E, Total A/O 32
2 Night Fighter Beaufighter Squadrons 16 I.E, Total A/C'32.
17 Med, Bomber Squadrons (Blehs, Marylands & later types)

20 I.E, Total A/c 340
2 Beaufort Squadrons 12 I,B,’ Total A/C 24
5 Wellington Sqds. ̂ 0 I.E. Total A/C 100,
6 A,C, Squadrons (Hurricanes or other types) 12 I.E, Total

A/C 72,
1-g-Maryland (G.R,) Squadrons 16 I.E, Total A/C 24.
1 Sunderland (G.R,) Squadron 6 I,E,‘Total A/C 6,
4 Transport Squadrons .16 I.E. Total A/C 64,
Total Squadrons 62-J Grand, Total I.E. a/c 1,046,

(b) During September and October, also, the advisability of
sending out to the Middle East con^lete fighter squadrons
in addition to the 62^ squadrons programme was considered.
The proposals varied i’rom the sending of 17 squadrons
from the U.K, , 13 from the U.K, and 4 to bo made up from
M.E, resources, and 10 from the U,K. and 4 to be made up
from.M.E. resources. It was hoped that these squadrons
could be added to the M.E, strength in the spring of
1942 and there was no possibility of the^ h9iug in amotion

G.l69212/taOj/5/W.
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equipment at hand or on route, except for additional personnel to
,he sent to Malta and specialist personnel and'equipment for the
Beaufighter and Beaufort Squadrons.

Meanwhile, the implications of the expansion were Being
studied at Air Ministry.

c.s. 0215/41 The D.W, 0. (Air Conraodore TyTiithaio) pointed out to the C.A. S,
M.E, Capacity that the proposed expansion involved a situation similar to that of
for Develop- the rapid expansion of Coastal Coixiand undertaken to meet the
ment - Policy Battle of the Atlantic corxiitments.
Ends. 1A.

The choice rested between

producing a force of the uaxirnun efficiency or of raising one v/ith
the greatest possible initial-equipment. "I suggest", the D.W.O.
said, "that o-ur experience with Coastal Command showed most
decisively that if the first-line is expanded beyond the capacity
of the CorxTand to handle the force and build up its machinery for
so doing, the result is thoroughly unsatisfactory. Although to
the outward observer it would be very inipressive to see the
Middle East progressively expanded from 1+Q^ squadrons to 60^
squadrons, to 74 squadrons and even,- as Middle,East rather to my
surprise themselves suggest to 90 squadrons,(d I feel that undue
first-line expansion would be definitely detrimental not only to
the real efficiency of the Middle East, but v/ould be a serious
hindrance to our development in the United Kingdom, without com
pensating gains overseas. Air Co;moodore ¥hithaia believed
(24th July) that if there was no pressure to expand further it would
be "quite a high ideal" to achieve a,really efficient squadron
force by 31st Mai’ch, 1942. His o-wn "ideal" was to go ahead \-d.th
the 1,000 first-line aircraft force while the Middle East planned
to organise for maximum mobility in the force.

Owing to the turn of events, supply difficulties etc., the
actual course of reinforcement followed this general aim rather than
the set target force.

Supply Factors Affecting Proposed Reinforcement

Some of the important supply factors affecting the raising of
the target force were as follows:-

(a) Fighters

Engined Fighters The Hurricane I was then going
out of production ajMcarenaS^'-Eo be exercised in deciding the
proportion of Hurricane II p>roduction which should be sent to the
Middle East, owing to the requirements at Hoioe. It was thought
possible to send out 120 - 15O monthly, which v/as expected to be

1^‘aintain. i 5 squadrons v/ith a wastage calculated at
5Q':3 per ioonth ("a high figure when a long period was considered").
It was necessary, moipover, to accelerate the supply from America'
of KittyhavTks to the ma^inu'n, as these t}pos were due to replace
the Tomahawks. In this connection much depended on the absence
of production and "teething" troubles.

Idem &

C.S. 9747
Ends. 6a.
7A, 11A.

(ii) Beaufjght To help to establish the two Coastal

Beaufighters the personnel of No. 252 Squadron remaining at Coastal
Command were to be sent to the Middle East and eight aircraft with
orews were to be despatched monthly from Coastal Command to

ers

/ maintain

(  )Actually 9C squadrons was estimated by the M.E. J.P.S. in
July as the required force to meet ali comiitments:
not put for/vard as a

it w

target force (See Appendix E)
as

.

C. 1 6921 2/DI/F4/5/A8.
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the liidclle East. The .sending ofnaintaih the squadrons already in
the two Fighter Gorxiand type Beaufighter'squadrons had to he^held in
abevance pending their availability and the despatch of G.C.l, equipment,.
In addition to the availability of Bcaufighters the establishment of

the facilities during the winter forthe squadrons v/as bound up v/ith
flying then out to the Middle East".

’  (’b) Medium (later reclassified light) Bomber Types

From j'uncrica the supply of Marylands had ceased and that of the
Baltimores (their replacement) was seriously delayed,
bridge the gap it .was .necessary that every Blenheim that could he-
spared and for which c-mother tyqje could he substituted should he sent
to the Middle East, (2) In. addition,, Boston 111  s were to be allotted
to the Middle East. It was considered unlikely that the proposed
medium bomber programme could be fulfilled by the Spring of 1942.

(c) Hoavy (later reclassified Mediuri)^ bombers
Provided the delivery of Yfellingtons by air via Gibraltar and

Malta continued to be practicable it was thought possible to achieve
and keep up the proposed force of five squadrons. It was necessary,
hoirever, to introduce T/ellington 11s as far as possible hs the
Wellington I had not proved altogether satisfactory under summer.con
ditions in the Middle East. Supplies of Wellington 11s for the Middle
East would, however, for some months be limited. Bomber Goniiuand had
first claim on these a.ircraft (A. 0. C.-in-C's correspondence with C.A.
etc. Part I Encls.150A). Effo.rts made to increase the bomber force, by
calling, on a suitable American type ferried across the South Atlantic,
proved inipracticable prior to "Crusader", v-3/

(t^) Beauforts

The two squadrons for the Middle East were to be formed with as
little disturbance as possible to Coastal Command by gradually with-
dramng personnel and equipment from the squadrons at Hone. It was
decided that sufficient equipment to enable one of the two proposed
squadrons to drop torpedoes was enough: the noimial role of the two
squadrons was expected to be a bombing one and equipment for one
squadron would be sufficient to enable then both to he operated
occasionally as torpedo squadrons.

In order to

/ (e)

(l) Air echelons of Nos. 252 and 2?2 Squa-lro'ns had already been sent
In July, 18 aircraftout to the M.E, "under emergency arrangements",

of the two detachments were left and wore functioning as one squadron
"using the small number of men and limited spares and ammunition
which we have been able to filter out", (CS.9747 Ends.74.).,
(2) The D.W.O, pointed out, however, that the supply of Blonhoiims
would become increasingly difficult. (CS 10215/41 Enclos.lA),
(3) D.C.A.S. , D.0.0,, D.B.Ops. and D.¥.0„ came’ to the conclusion in
late August that until the Spring of 1942 they had "to make the best
of Wellington ICs and IIs in the Middle East', as there was at that
time no satisfactory alternative heavy bomber available.
The B.25 (Mitchell) had an inadequate range and the B, 26 (Marauder)
was at that time "a failure". (Later, after "Crusader", these becaiiie
available as medium/light bombers). The introduction of Halifaxes
would involve the disadvantage of raaini^aining the complete supplies
from U.K. which, at -that tiiac , v/as impracticable. For. future policy
it was decided 'to make arrangements v/ith America for. the adoption of
the B. 24‘ (Liberator) as the future heavy bomber type. Arrangement's
were made for a few Liberators to be despatched to the Middle East
for trial. (C.S.9747 Enclos,20A). It nay be noted that the A.O.G,-
in-C. also persevered with a few B.I7s (Flying Fortresses), but
without success (See page I06).'
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Transport Aircraft

The raising of the Middle East Transport aircraft force fron
two to four depended on the availability of aircraft - particularly
fron i\nerica. This expansion could certainly not be achieved in
tine for "Crueader" operations.

Reinforcing Aircraft Received in Middle East

(a) Fron U.Figures
supplied by
C.S.B.I.

Appendix 4
The following totals of aircraft including P.A.A. aircraft

were reported as received by the Middle East Connand fron the
United Kingdom during the months Jiine to .October, 19A1:-

4-22 aircraft (including 183 Hurricanes, 145 Blenheim-
36 Wellingtons and 36'Fulmars).

263 aircraft (including 90 Hurricanes, 80 Blenheims,
25 Wellingtons and 15 Albacores).

263 aircraft (including 151 Hurricanes, 6l Blenhehas,
and 23 Wellingtons),

344 aircraft (including I54 Hurricanes, 8l Blenheims,
28 Wellingtons, 22 Tomahawks, 21
Albacores, and 16 Beaufighters,

189 aircraft (including 78 Blenheims, 59 Wellingtons
and 43 Hurricanes).

June;
ins

July;

August;

September;

October;

,

Full details of

Appendix 1 .
arrivals according to t3?pos are given at

„  Arrivals of aircraft fron the United Kingdom during
the Crusader" period are also given.

(b) From U.S.A,Idem,

The arrivals 'the Middle East Command from the United States
of America during the months June to October, 1941, vrere reported
as follows ;-

June: 10 aircraft (5 Marylands and 5 Tomahawks).

138 aircraft (including 96 Tomahawks and 2? Martlets).

107 aircraft (including 100 Tomahawks).

82 aircraft (including 55 Tomahawks and 24 Bostons).

35 aircraft (including 32 Bostons).

July;

August;

September:

October:

In particular, the Arierican schedule in respect of medium
plater reclassified light) bombers could not be fulfilled
Estimates arrived at in June put the allocations of Bostons 111s
from July to October, inclusive, at a total of 24O aircraft and it
was hoped to start re-equipping with Baltimores in August, In the
event, only_56 Bostons were received by the Middle East during the
months mentioned and Baltimores only began to filter in from

Appendix 1 November onwards.

C.S.9747
Enclos 3A

Full details of arrivals according to types are given at
Appendix 1. The acceleration of the rate of supply during the
'Crusader" period is also shown.

'/Factors

G. 16921 2/DM4/5/48,
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Factors Which Limited Increase in Effective Strength

The reinforcing aircraft received in the Middle Fast were not
in all instances immediately ready to increase the first-line,
various limiting factors are considered in de.tail in the narrative
Repair and Maintenance", Chapter 17, tut it is pertinent to
mention some of them in broad outline:-

The

(l) Crated aircraft had to be erected: the delay involved in
this process varied according to the facilities and personnel
available at various times.

' (2) There was a shortage of spares in the Middle East for the
new types of aircraft. Moreover, v/hen stocks of the required items
were received there was no adequate organisation to deal with
their sorting and allocation. Maintenance and repair was,

' acoordihgly,_extremely difficult and such unsatisfactory measures
‘as the "cannibalising" of damaged aircraft to secure aircraft fit
for operational use had to be resorted to.

(3) In some instances aircraft were delivered without their
necessary operational equipment (Known as columns 7,and 9); until
this was available the aircraft v/ere siimply "flying machines
useless fob operational employment.

O4-) The speed v/ith vdnioh aircraft could be cleared from the
erection crates and flovm along the reinforcement routes to the
operational area depended on the availability at various times of
ferry pilots.

and

(5) Aircraft ferried across the arduous Takoradi reinforcing
route in many ca.ses needed complete overhauls before they were fit
for operations. Owing to the lack of engine spares at certain times
aircraft were sometimes out of action for considerable' periods.

(6) Certain Aimerican types of aircraft, particularly the
Tomahawk, had marked "teething troubles' in the early stages, which
necessitated modifications and delayed their allocation to
squadrons.

.(7) The repair organisation in the Middle East had almost
broken down. There v/ere insufficient Repair and Salvage Units in
the forward area; , due to the potential menace from the air the
excellent facilities of the Aboukir depot were dispersed before
comparable arrangements had been made elsewhere; there was a
lack of capacity to. deal wi.th the increased repair cominitments
and a shortage of trained personnel,
improve the maintenance system in the Comi-nand are considered
pages 40 to 46.

The measures taken to
on

The above, and other limiting factors, prevented the Coimnand's
aircraft strength being increased to the degree that one might
have expected from the rate of reinforcement. So far as the first-
,line was concerned, care had. to be taken to avoid expansion beyond
the capacityv'i; to operate it efficiently. At no time was Air
Marshal Tedder prepared to "put dummies in the shop window".
(PagO' 22 refers). . ,

/ M.E,■Aircraft

(1) _This "capacity" depended on many factors including availability
of ̂ airfields, sufficient trained aircrews,- adequate repair and
maintenance facilities and personnel in the appropriate areas,
personnel and organisation for effective operational and ad;ainistra-
tive Control, and adequate equipraent and suqjplies of all kinds.
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M.E. Aircraft Strength, June - October 1941,

In spite of the limiting factors stressed in the preceding
section, a great increase in aircraft strength was achieved,

(■^) Aircraft Held in Middle East CommandWeekly-
Aircraft

Serviceability
State (M,E,)
(See Appendix
J for full
Details),

As at-20th June, the Director of *^*ar Organisation reported
the serviceability s-tate of aircraft of operational t3rpe held
by the-Middle East Cominand (excluding S.A.A, P,
A_frica and P,A,A, aircraft) as follows:-

Egypt, Sudan and Levant; 6o? modern type^'')

aircraft in East

aircraft.

(424 serviceable or able to be made serviceable within 14 days -
Cat A, and I83 unserviceable and likely
months to be made serviceable - Cat, B).
163 obsolete aircraft (117 Gat, A and 46 Cat,B),

to take up to three

Malta;

Iraq_:
74 modern type aircraft (65 Cat. A and 9 Cat,B|
14 modem type aircraft (11 Oat,A and 3 Cat.B*
15 obsolete aircraft (14 Cat,A and 1 Cat.B^

1 modem typo aircraft (Cat.B)
22 obsolete aircraft (-19 Cat.A and 3 Cat.B)

A^JOj,,

Nearly two months later (15th August) the inc
aircraft held and improvement in serviceability(2)
marked:-

rease in

T/as clearly

■^SIEjL»_.Sudan. yid Levant: 902 modern type aircraft (693 Cat,Aand 209 Cat)B)^^
217 obsolete aircraft, of which 33 could be re garded as transport
aircraft, (146 Cat.A and 71 Cat.B)

Malta: 130 modern type aircraft (113 Cat.A and 17 Cat.B).
.Iraqi. (excluding aircraft transferred temporarily from Egypt);
29 modern type aircraft (.26 Cat.A and 3 Cat.B) and 40 obsolete
aircraft (all Cat.A).

Ai^: 1 modem type aircraft (Cat.B) and 20 obsolete aircraft
(16 Cat.A and 4 Cat.B).

A few days before the opening of the preparatory air
operations for "Crusader" (lOth October) a further improvement
was reported

Egypt, Sudan and Ley^t: 1,311 modem type aircraft (l ,072
Cat.A and 239 Cat7B)TJT 95 obsolete aircraft (89 Cat.A and
36 Cat.B). 45 transport aircraft, including obsolete bomber
types, (38 Cat.A and 7 Cat.B). (4)

151 modern type aircraft (l43.Cat.A and 8 Cat.B).Malta: .

Idem.

./ Iraq:

(1) Aircraft which v/ere not entirely outmoded
"modern type" in this section.
(2) The reorganisation of the maintenance
in the next Section,
(3) In addition, there-were approximately 110 cased Tomahawks
and 13 cased Bostons at Port Sudan,
(4) In addition, 10 Loadestars had been lent to B.O.A.C.

are classified

s ystem is mentioned

as
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Iraq: 38 nodenj type aircraft (all Cat.A) and 2? obsolete aircraft
(2b Cat.A and 1 Cat.B).

j  .

Aden: ' 14: nodern type aircraft (l2 Cat.A and 2 Cat.B) and 15
obsolete aircraft (l4 Cat.A and 1 Cat.B). '

Thus the nunbcr of nodern type operational aircraft^"') held
in the Middle bast Connand (excluding S.A.A.b, aircraft in East
Africa and P.A.A. aircraft) , v/hioh were serviceable or capable of
being made serviceable Vvdthin a fortnight, increased during the
period 20tfi June to lO.th October,, frora approximately 500 to
approximately 1,265. .

(b) ■ Improved Aircraft Position in Squadrons

The influx of aircraft into the Command resulted in a pro
gressive increase in the nur-ibcr of squadrons and their strength.

Idem &

Overseas

Squadrons:
aircraft

position
monthly (E1 C.
Z.A.) See
Appendix K
for details.

a.t 15th June the 34'g' formed squadrons and various detach-
mentsU; located in Egypt, the Sudan, the Levant, Iraq and Aden
had a total stfength of 549 aircraft, of v/hich 419 were of modem
type (130 Hurricane Is, 48 ,Tomahav/k Is,' 19 Beaufighters, 91
Blenheim IVs, 52 Marylands, 69 Wellington ICs, 3 Wellington Is and
7 Sunderlands) and’ the remainder were obsolete types, some of
which were used as transport aircraft. The Malta strength was
reported to total 53 aircraft (23 Hurricane IIs, I8 Hurricane Is,
8 Marylands, 3 Wellington ICa and 1 Beaufight

Two- months later (15th August) R.A.P. and Ddninion Squadrons
fomed or in process of forming in Egy|)t, the .Sudan, the Levant,
Iraq and Aden totalled 49, -with a strength of 722 aircraft, of
¥^hich 550 v/erc of nodern type (220 Hurricane Is, 83 Tomahawk Is,
18 Beaufighters, 40 Blenheim IVs, 83,Marylands, 94:Wellington ICs,
6 Wellington Is rmd 6 Sunderlands); as previously, some of the
remaining obsolete aircraft were available, as transport aircraft,
Malta's aircraft strength had increased to 127lairci'aft (65
Hurricane IIs, 12 Hurricane Is, 24 Blenheims IVs, 10 Marylands,
11 Wellington ICs .and 5 Beaufighlers).

At the comencenent of the prepairatory air operations for
"Crusader" (15th October), R.A.P. ap_d Dominion S,quadrons(3) ■
(excluding air transport units) forr.'ied or in process of foming in
Egypt, the Sudan, the Levant, Iraq find Aden totalled 52. The
aircraft strength -v/as reported as 846, ,of which 780 were of nodern
type (278 Hurricane Is, 5I Hurricane IIs, .37 Tomahawks IIs, 20
Beaufighters, 141 Blenheim IVs, 73 Marylands, 85 Wellington ICs,
23 Wellington IIs, 6 Wellington Is, 9 Beauforts an,d 7'Sunderlands),
Malta's strength was repoted as 17O aircraft (83 Hurpicane IIs,
3 Hurricane_Is, 5 Boaufighters, 33 BlenheinlVg,,22 Wellington
ICs, 7 Wellington IIs,'3 Wellington VlIIs and I4 MarylandsJ.

:--r, ,

Idem.

Most of the Middle East squadrons equipped v/ith modem
■aircraft were available for offensive action against the enemy.
Factors v/hich prevented certain squadrons being used offensively
at various tir.ies included:- ’the need of air protection for rear
bases, withdrav/als for the pui’pose of training and re-equipping,
the ir.mx)bility of a few -squadrons and withdrawals to help v/ith
operational training.

/ The

(1 Excluding transport aircraft.
Excluding the F.A.A.
E.N, (p) Squadron' (Hurricane Is) is included as this

'■ squadron operated under the control of A.H.Q
Desert,

Wes• ) tern
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The :build-up of the Middle East Air Force specifically
for the "Crusader" offensive is considered in Part Five of

this narrative.

Aircrew Reinforeenent

The arrangenents for the operational training of aircrew
in the Middle East are considered in detail in Part Three,
Section Three, of this narrative. In general, crews for the
iVellingtons, G.R. aircraft, Beaufighters and, later, Beauforts'
v/ere supplied fron the United Kingdora, , The Middle East was
responsible for the training of the aircrew for single-engined
fighters, nediun (later reclassified light) bonbers and ibmy
Go-operation aircraft.

A.O.C.126
S. 627A?/A0A

The training resources of the Middle East, however,
proved inadequate for the Coimaand's needs, particularly in
respect of fighter pilots. On 14th Septenber, for exairiple,
the Middle East (excluding Malta) v/as 80 pilots below
esta.blishnent in fonaed fighter squadrons and "the reserve
v/as nil". |'You will see", the A.O.A. (A.V.M. Maund) informed
the A.O.C.-in-C. , "that our position is such that we can
hardly maintain ourselves during exceptionally quiet periods,
and I have to advise you that we are not in a position —

in sight of being in a position to maintain ourselves should
a battle arise".

At various tines, therefore, trained aircrev/ had to be
despatched from the United Kingdom in order to ensure that
the Middle East.squadrons v/ere sufficiently manned to carry’
out prolonged operations.. In particular, special reinforce
ments of fighter and Anoy co-operation pilots were despatched,
by quick routes in order to participate in the "Crusader"
offensive. Middle East v/as responsible for the onward trans
mission of the pilots by air from Takoradi or Gibraltar, and

respect of those travelling by the West African Reinforcing
Route was instructed to. use as many of the pilots as possible
on ferrying Hurricanes to Egypt. Thus, 75 fighter pilotsUj
left Takoradi by air for the forward area betwwen 25th October
and 6th November; 55 fighter pilots, two Army Go-operation
Ring Commanders and 12 A.C. pilots left Takoradi by air (half
of then ferrying aircraft) between 11th and 23rd November; -
15 vvere flown to Egypt in a Sunderland on 3rd November; 20
sent to Gibraltar, arriving there in early'November; and
30 more were despatched to Takoradi in mid-November,
fighter pilots were all trained and in some cases specially
selected and included a proportion of flight coimaanders
potential flight commanders.

or even

in

were

some

The

or

0. Ops.1 m,37
WX.3525 and
A.0,C,-in-C’s

corre spondence
with C.A.S. etc.
Part-2'Encls.

21 6b, 23OA and
232k,

0.Ops.1 MS,37
A.M. report X
5026 30/11 and
passim.

In December arrangements were made for a further 30
fighter pilots and 15 A.C. pilots to "be despatched via,
Gibraltar and 100 via Tak;oradi, Air Ministry's action in
sending these substantial reinforcements in fighter pilots
removed the A,0. C,-in-C s anxiety that he would not be able to
replace the casualties expected in the early stages of the
battle.

Idem CS.10967 As an interim arrangement for the first three months of
1942 two O.T.Us in England v/cre to despatch 80 fighter pilots
per month to the Middle East and Fighter Command 20 experienced
pilots per month. In the event, the hea-vy calls on the
Middle East to despatdh fighter pilots to the Par East necessi
tated a far greater reinforcement from, the United Kingdom.

/inadequate.

the A.0,C.-in-C. , M.E. that this
should raise his pilot strength in operational

vSfh1fAfr^|§fpSt1°gcl?‘2o|i)?-"-""-"^ Correspondence
G.i69212/DMI/5/48.
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Inadequate Roiriforccacnt of Ground Personnel

The restrictions inposod by liioit^d shipping
inevitably prevented the despatch to the- Middle Past of the
full quota of ground personnel necessary to operate the
posed increased Air Force v/ith complete efficiency,
stage, also, the Minister of Defence (Mr. Churchill), burdened
vd-th the manifold considerations involved in waging war with
insufficient resources, not unnaturally, tended to underestimate
the- nmbers of ground personnel-needed to operate  a highly
specialised force in unfavourable conditions.(^)

In mid-September Mr. Churchill ciiar’ged the Chiefs of Staff
with "the unbridled use of ground personnel" and stated that

_searching enquiry must be held into the establishments,
which on their present scale v/ill ruin our war effort."

resources

pro-

At this

a

A.0.0.-in-C*s

correspondence
with C.A, S. etc.
Part 2 Ends.
182^3.

C.O.S.(41)
200(0) 14/9/41

The circumstances-in which the above-mentioned trenchant
minute v/as written require some .explanation in order to see it
in its true perspective. Towards the end of August Mr.
Chui-’chill conceived a plan for the despatch of two complete
regular divisions from England to the'Middle East, in addition
to the planned reinforcements, in order to-establish sufficient
forces in the event of heljj being required by the Russians in
the following months. Por_the transport of the two divisions he
made a personal appeal to President Roosevelt for American ships
to embark the men at British ports. 1
the projected Ariierican shipping: could' not be fitted in v/ith the
British convoys to enable all the previously planned Army and

In early September there were
'  com-

It v/as found, hov/ever, that

c.o.s.(ai)
27th Mtg. (O)
Min.5 25/8/45.

C.0. S. (ai )313th R.A.P. reinforcements to be sent. "A, ^
160,000:personnel awaiting movement to theMiddle East to
plete the projected prograir.ie, not counting the additional
shipping involved in the decision to increase the Middle East's
fighter progi'ainmc by 1? squadron's (page 26 footnote 2(b)). It
was considered preferable to utilise the Anerican ships for
nieeting those commitments rather than for the conveyance of the

n.O.S; (41)196(0) extra divisions. The U.S. transports brought the available
10/9/41 shipping capacity available up to the end of 19A1 to about ■

Mtg. Item 2
Plans AI9141

/ 125 ,000' men, '

(1) A note on the Ground Personnel behind Squadrons' in the' M.E,
sent by the A.0.C.-in-C. to the C.A.S. , 29/9/41, stressed the
follov/ing:-

(a) R.A.P. in the M.E, had no great civilian organisations
in England to aid repair work; , therefore strengths of
depot and repair organisations were inevitably high,

(b) In the M.E. the great majority of aircraft had to bo
loaded, erected and flov/n adross Africa.'

un

as

-

Takoradi route ’

absorbed 3,000 personnel, Port Sudan erection Depot -  *

etc. 1 ,000 and that at Basra v/ould absorb 2,800.
(c) Squadrons operated far from repair depots

more personnel than squadrons"^ at Home,

(d) Need for mobility and flexibility meant basic organisa
tions had to exist in all potential theatres of ■war,

(e) Communioation was almost entirely by wireless. Thus es-
tablisbriont for signals personnel in the M.E. was 6,500.
The observer and warning system was provided almost
entirely by the R.A.P.; the establishment for Y/.O.Us
and R.D.P. v/as 3,700.

(f) Higher incidence of sickness.

and required

I—
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125 ,000 men. Our needs vrere for 187,300 rnen, namely,
142,100 for the Aimy (in the M,E, , Iraq, India, Malaya and
W, Africa)j 23,000 for the R,A,P. in the Middle East to raise
and maintain the 6o|- squadron programme, 12,000 for the extra
17 fighter squadrons and 5,000 for the E.A,P, India and Malaya;
and 4,500 for the Royal Navy and 7OO for the Royal Marines,
The C.O.S therefore, proposed that the convoys should com
prise 35,000 personnel for R.A,P. requirements in the Middle
East (including the 17 fighter squadrons), 85,000 to complete
the Army forces then in the Middl’e East (and not to send the
two extra divisions) and 5,000 for the Royal Navy (including

C.OS.(41)200(0) Marines), making the total of 125,000 personnel. The C.O.S's
14/9/41 proposal hrought forth the accusation of wasteful use of R.A.P.

groiand personnel already quoted and an instruction that only
20,000 R.A,P. personnel should bo included in the convoys up
to the end of the year. Not unnaturally, Mr. Churchill was
angered by the suggestion that the Aamerican transport reques
ted by him, personally, for a definite purpose should be put
to routine uses and the preference shown for R.A,P, require-

number of ground

• )

ments directed his attention to the large
. (0personnel involved

C.O.S. (41)205(0)
17/9/41

In answering the Prime Minister's accusation Air Chief
Marshal Sir Charles Portal stated that there was  a carefully
devised machinery to determine all R,A.P. Middle East
establisliment to prevent any undue inflation and, in addition,
there was at that time an Air Ministry party of specialists in
the Middle East reviewing all establistments, the 62-^
squadron scheme, due for completion by the end of March 1942,.
included a total of 163 units other than the squadrons
concerned. Up to date the approved establishment was for
4,536 officers and 6Z|.,700 airmen, giving a total of 69,236
personnel; vrith the addition of necessary units for flexibility,
the approved requirements were for 73,736 personnel. The strength
of R.A.P,, Middle East, on 16th September including personnel
en route, amounted to 56,615. With the 20,000 personnel alloY/ed
by the Prime Minister the strength, ignoring war wastage etc.
would be 76,615 by the 1st March 1942. This fell short by
19,011 of the 80 (79-g') squadron scheme and took no account of
the essential need to support the Empire Air Training scheme in
South Africa, nor did it allow for men for India and the Par
East. An appeal v/as made for 25,000 instead of 20,000 men to
be sent so that the Middle East could be expected to achieve the
62-|- squadron programme by March 1942; so that flexibility could
be provided; and that a farther increase to 72-| squadrons
(including 6 squadrons sent from Horae) could be achieved.

In the event, it was found impracticable for the American
transports to ply to England and' the two divisions v/ere tran^s-
ported to Canada and conveyed thence by American ships. Other
factors, including events in the Par East, also changed the
projected Middle East reinforcement

versy over the sending of the two divisions, however, served
to point out the imperative need for adequate ground personnel
behind the squadrons and the shortage of such personnel in the ■
Middle East in the latter half of ,

programmes. The contro-

/ SECTION TWO

(1) Mr. Churchill in his strong minute to General Ismay for the
C.O.S, also wrote:- "We are planning to place 80 squadrons in
the Middle East by the spring of 1942 (i.e. including the
proposed additional 17 fighter squadrons). There are already '
45,000 Air Groundrnen there and it is now proposed to add 40,000
more (note;- actually this figure included 5,000 for the Par
East), making a total of vrell over 1,000 for every squadron of
16 aircraft first-line strength." (C, 0. S. (41)200(0) 14/9/41).
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■ SECTION TT/Q. a^ORGAMSATION OF TI-IE HIDDi:jij EAST CQj'aiAHD

.  It was clear that the reinforcing,of the air forces in the
Middle East would not in itself ensure the effective fulfilment
of the inapy conBiiitinents of the H.A.P. in the Middle East

theatre. A thorough reorganisation v/as necessary in order to
ensure flexibility of control and 'adequate -maintenance and
training of the increased forces.

The reorganisation to make the fullest use of the air
resources, it should be noted, was part of the general scheme to
exploit to the full all Middle Eeist resources. To this end in

the early summer of 1941, the Office of the Minister of State
(Mr. Oliver Littleton) had been established in Cairo and an
Intendant General (General R.H. Haining) appointed under the
Minister of State's general supervision to deal with supply and
maintenance problems and direct rearward organisations for the

administration of shipping, ports, railways and roads, (l)
Intendant General was instructed -to collaborate with the Royal
Air Force and Fleet Air Arm in their repair vrork in order to
ensure economical use of resources,

associated with the ever-mounting American supplies to the

Middle East, also, several American missions were sent to tha-t

theatre. In particular, in early June Mr, Harriman (President
\?ith C.A.S, etc. Roosevelt's envoy) and a small team of experts enquired into the
Pa-i't I , 68B,

A. 0.0.32
Ends. 2A The

To help with the problems

A. 0.0.-in-C's.

correspondence

arrangements that existed or ■mere planned "for the reception of
American munitions of all kinds" and reported back both to the
U.S. and H.M, Governments; and in September General Brett,
U.S.A.A.F. , (who had been sent to Air Ministry "to co-oi-'dinate
British and Allied Governments' air requirements") gathered
inf orient ion on the spot on the
regard to the implementing of American help promised in the
erection of aircraft depots, 'airfield oons-truction and repair and
maintenance of American aircraft, ,

''L air aspect., particularly vdth

Idem Part II
Ends. 163A.

Ad Hoc Organisation June to September.

During the period from the end of "Battle-axe in mid-June

to September, 1941, the varied and chahging commitments (both
.actual and potential) of the Air Force in the Middle Eas-t v/ere
still net largely by a series of improvisations. In respect of
maintenance, in particular, considcrabie head-way had been made in
creating an organisation in depth, although in certain instances

The tiino had come for an authorizedby unorthodox> methods,
reorganisation of the whole Coi-iaand in .order to elrminate as far
as possible ad hoc organisation.

.C.-in-C, Requests Rp-ylew of M.E. Organisation,

After discussion with the Insqjector General. (Sir E, Ludlov/-
Hewltt),who from mid-July had been studying the■problems of the
Comr.iand ahd tendering advice. Air Marshal Tqdder on 6th
September reported to the Under-Secretary,of State for Air that

'■ it was "urgently necessary to. review, the .organisation of the
Weaknesses had to be removed in. order "to render it

fit to control the extensive. air operations T/hich-probably lie
ahead,"

Conraand.

A.H.B. V D/38
p.23.

/ The'

(1) A good account of the Army reinforcing, reorganisation and
reconstruction during the 1.941 lull is given in
General Auckinleok's first Despatch as C.-in-G. , M,S,

. In particular in the forward area the Desert railway was
extended to Bir Mischeifa. Water souroea at Ftika and Buq
Buq were developed and the construction of a y/ater
'pipe-line from Alexandria was begun. ’ .

*

G. 169212/DMM/5/48.
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■  The A.O.C.-in-C. pointed out that since the existing establish

ment organisation of H.Q, , R.A,F. , M.-E. , was approved the Command had
'  increased'5 and further considerable increases vrere in train. ("I)

Owing partly to that growth and partly to communication difficulties
the Command was more andmore taking over responsibilities far outside
those of a normal operational command, and v/as performing functions

• which in the United Kingdom were dealt with by Air Ministry and oven
The A,O.C,-in-C's proposed reorganisation of theby M.A.P.

Headquarters rested on the following principles:-

(1) The Deputy A.O.C,-in-C. was "in somev/hat .same relationship
to the A.O.C.-in-C. as V.C.A.S. is to C.A.S."

(2) In view of the grovv'th of the maintenance problem the
maintenance organisation should be separate from the
A. 0,A. 's branch.

(3) The need of a Training Staff,

The need for strengthening the Air Staff to provide for
the maintenance of effective control of operations,
experience had shown that as operations swing from one
theatre to another "some considerable degree of co-ordina
ting control" from the main Headquarters Y/as essential.

The need for strengthening the Personnel Branch.

With regard to the lower formations the A.O.C.-in-C
that localised formation headquarters in each main area had been and
were necessary. The vYeakness of the organisation, hoYrever, was that
all Groups and V.''ings had been, and to a great extent still yrere,
localised; that is, they were designed for and consequently tied doYm
to a specific locality. The resultY?as that in the war of movement,
fundamentally characteristic of the Middle East Command, improvisa
tions had constantly to be made,(2)

The A.O,G.-in-C

(4)
as

(5)

reaffirmed• >

proposed that the’ following principles should
be accepted in order that the "foundation of the basic operational
organisation" could be laid in each theatre to cope with changes in
the strategic situation.

•  9

(1) A localised command should be established in each main '

area - the Western 4>esert, Levant, -Iraq and East Africa
and a Group in the Delta be localised for air defence.
This T/ould involve the folloY/ing steps:-

(a) No, 204 Group being raised to Western Desert Command,

/ (b)

0) A request by M.Ej. on 3rd May, I541 Cs.5l'f71/aOA) that a local
establishiaents oonnittec should be formed was turned dov/n by A

Y'.'hich promised that the Air
uinistCT Establishi.ient Corxiittee should visit the CoiAmand to investi-

hovrever, were delegated to the
Goniuand to revise est^liahiucnts to meet local needs but total in-

of the est^jblish.sd number of post^ fS eachComm.ander and ray action taken was to be notified to
approval immediately and Y/ith full explanations,

little more than officially sanction a procedure '
of necessity in unofficial practice; they'V/ere of

Command and added a burden by requiring

^roup had to be sent to the Western Desert, Yvhich left the
imi^ovT^S Headquarters; a Grpup Headquarters had to bo

Cy^enaioa, buL at short notice 202 Group had to go back
forces there

iast^ninutr’^ir improvised - these at the
Seldid t? SfthTltSh???*? -T- - - iwraliaatiSSs’haYe a^  ̂be situation in Iraq, Syria and Cyprus.

69212/DM,/^5A8. '‘A.H.B. V D/38 p.23) ^ .

hxr
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(b) The fomation of a Comand in the Levant, its
H.Q. being at Beirut and noving forward if the

• caxipaign developed on the Northern Front. It
should have a localised subordinate group - at
that tine H.Q. Palestine and Trans-Jordan.

(9) The Gonbination of No,203 Group and A.H.Q. , East
Africa into a Training and Maintenance Connand.
This ■was considered necessary as' all opera
tional training v/as to take place in that area
and centralised control v\ras essential; in
addition, extensive maintenance units were

■  being se-fc up there.

The establishment of a nucleus group in Iraq in
the Mosul area.

(2) Mobile self-contained IVing headquarters should be
fonced, so that squadrons could be switched from one
theatre to another conplete with their o\m opera
tional organisation. For fighters and nediun
bombers mobile wing headquarters should be estab
lished for each three squadrons. It was also pro
posed to organise bvYO heavy boraber stations in the
Canal Zone as mobile V/ing headquarters.

Visit of R.A.F, Establishments Comniittee

(a)

• «

In order to investigate the various proposals for reorgani
sation and decide on establishr.ients for those agreed to by Air
Ministry, an A.M, Fstablishiients Committee (with Air Commodore
S.E, Storrar as Chairman) was sent to the Middle East. After a
review of ’Jest African organisation a.nd a discussion with the
Inspector General at Khartoun, the Cormoittee arrived in Cairo on
13th September and began discussions virith the A.0.C,-in-C.

The A. 0. C.-in-C, ■ desii'ed that the proposals for the re
organisation of H.Q. , R.A.F, , M.E. should' be considered before '
dealing with the lov/er foma-tions, but the EstablishraGnts •Obnraittee
held the view that until it Icnew the extent of the commitment it
was impossible to assess the staff required to control it.
Moreover, the Committee felt that if decentralisation could be
achieved, it might, be possible to reduce the Headquarters
This subsequently proved to bb impracticable.

staff.

Idem p.4.

The Committee visited all main areas of the H.E. Command in
the course of the next two months and establishments vrere
allowed for far-readhing reorganisation.- In general, the
A.0,C,-in-C's main requirements Tvere met (albeit in some
respects too late to affect "Crusader" operations), although
certain modifications V7ere agreed on. The main clashes
occurred on tho/question of the ma'intenance organisation.

■Additional Subordinate Commands

Idem p. 7 and
H.Q. R.A.F. M.E.

•  It v/as agbeed, in view of No. 204 Group's increased respon
sibilities and size and the fact that the Eighth tony had

O.E.B. Oct. '41. recently been formed in the Western Desert, that the GroupAdmin and .Org, should be given subordinate Conmand status. Accordingly
Appendix H. Advanced and Rear H.Q, 204 Group combined with effect from

9th October, to form Air Headquarters, Vfostern Desert, with
A.V.M* Coninghara remaining in command. (0

/' In

(1) A*V,M, Conihgham had .,GUCGceded Air Commodore
as A.O.C. Western Desert on 12th July, 1941,

■Collishow

G. 169212/mmy^/i+d.
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A.H.B. V D/38 In following out the policy of decentralisation it v/as
decided that a Coinmand was also necessary in Egypt, virhere
H, Q - —R.A.P H.E was itself acting as a local Conimand,

p. 8.

"This meant that the staff was thinking on two distinct levels
and hecause it v/as forced to centralise in Eg3rpt there T/as a
strong tendency
affecting other areas.

• ) • ) • i

to over-centralisation in matters

"  It T/as agreed, therefore, to set up
a subordinate Command in place of Wo, 202 Group, A,H,Q.,.
Egypt vras formed, accordingly, at Cairo v/ith effect from
1st December, with Air Commodore T, Elmhirst, commanding, to
organise the aii'defence of Egypt, and v/as given full control,
over all R.A.P, units in Egypt except those in Nos,201 and
205 Groups and limited in certain respects for those in
No, 206 Group,
considered later.

The functions of these particular groups are

H.Q. R.A,P. M,E.

O.R.B. Nov,'41.
Admin, and Org,
Appendix 1.1.

Idem.Appendix W, In Palestine, A,H.Q
1st December, in place of'H.Q., P.A.P, P, & T.J.
was decided on as its location instead of Beirut as previously
suggested. Air Commodore L.0, Brovni remained in command.
Thus, during the "Crusader" operations there existed the
following subordinate Commands under H,Q, , R, A,P, ,  I'i,E.:-

Nestern Desert; A.H,Q, Mediterranean (Malta);
Egypt; A,H.Q. Iraq; A.H.Q. Levant and A.H.Q. Aden.

Abandonment of Proposal for East Africa Command

The A.O.C,-in-C.'s proposals had included the establish
ment of a subordinate Command in East Africa. It had first
been considered that a Command should be formed at Khartoum
v/ith a group in Kenya and another in Aden. Then, when the
Army East African Command was formed in Kenya, it was
proposed tha^ a parallel R,A.P, Command should be set
there. Air c^erations, however, were almost at an end in East
Africa by the conclusion of 1941 and the policy was that
Kenya should be devoted almost entirely to C.T.U, training
while the Sudan, apart from a squadron then at Kifra, would
contain only maintenance units. On the other hand Aden's
commitments, although small, vrere operational. Accordingly,
the idea of an East African Corpmand was dropped and the
existing organisation retained except that the staffs of the
Sudan and Kenya Groups (Wos. 203 arid 20?) were reiaodelled to
allow principally for maintenance and training, respectively,

•

Nucleus Groups

Levant was formed with effect from
Jerusalem

• >

A.H.Q- -

A.H.Q. ,
>

up

Idem p.7.

A.H.B. V D/38 ■ ■ In view of the frequent need in mobile warfare for new
fonaation Headquarters, it 7/as decided to form nucleus groups
in the V/estern Desert, Egypt, Levant and Iraq. These groups
were to provide the A.O.C.’s with subsidiary formations to
which they could delegate command of units which had to be
detached;^alternatively, the Group might be required to
command of the units in the area in the event of the Air

^ Headquarters being transferred to another theatre of '

assum

7/ar,

p.7.

e

In particular, a Nucleus Group was formed in the Western
Desert, at Maaten Bagush, 'vith effect from 5th November,

Formation of Naval Co-operation Groipp.

H.Q. R.A.P. M.E,
O.R.B. Nov,'41.
Admin and Grg.
Appendix D.

In October the repeated and insistent request of the
C.-in-C. , Mediterranean, backed by the Admiralty, for a M.E.
Coastal Command to meet the

Idem.Appendix P- met by a compromise,
and A. 0. C.-in-C's at Alexandria
correspondence
v/ith C.A.S. Phil. Its
Encls.179A and
192A.

air requirements of the Navy 7/as
The existing No. 201 Group v/as reformed’

No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group v/ith effect
from 20th October, with Air Corxiodore L.H. Slatter in coinaand.

prii.ia.ry function v/as the conduct of operations over the
sea and co-operation with the Mediterranean Fleet. The
allocation of operational units to the Group v/as to be decided

as

/ from’ 6921 2/^MV5/48.
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from tine to tine by the A.O.C.-in-C. , after consultation i'/ith
the two other Cs.-in-G. The strategic plan for the eraploynent of
the Group was to be arranged by the A.O.C.-in-C.  , IvI.E. , and the

,  C,-in-C. Mediterranean.. It v/as laid down, however, that the
.  A.O.C.-in-C., was the "authority ultimately responsible for the

enplo3anent of all the available air forces under his connand in
the.best interests of all three services." •

At the tine of its reformation .No,201(N.C.) Group comprised;-
Nos.39 (Marylands, later Beauforts) , 203,, (Blenheins, later
Beauforts), 230 (Sunderlands), 252 (Beaufighters), 2?2 (Beau-
fighters) 2 (Jugoslav Do.22s), 13 (HelenioJ (Ansons) and an air-
sea rescue organisation.

Formation o.f No,. 205 Group.

To control .the, five '’Wellington squadrons then in the Middle
-'ast No.205(H.B. ) Group v/as formed v/ith effect from 23rd October
at R.A.F, Station, Shallufa in place of No. 257 (H.B,) Wing. C.

Adiain, ̂ and Org, Captain (later Air Conmodore) L,L, Maclean remined in coiiii'nand.
Appendix Kl. As the heavy bomber squadrons constituted the strategic striking

force the Group was not placed under the jurisdiction of A.H.Q. ,
Egypt, but remained "directly under the hand of the A.O. C.-in-C".''
Operational control could be granted to A.O.C., Vfestern Desert,
v/hen the situation demanded it. ■ , - .

E.A.P. m.e;

O.R.B, Oct.
• 9

Group

A.H.B. V, d/38
p.8.

Proposed Wing Organisation.

Idem p.25 .  Administration was put in hcuod to form the mobile self-con
tained Wings required by the A.O.C.-ih-G. to aid the mobility of
his forces. Squadrons were to be cut to flying crews and such
maintenance personnel as v/ere required for daily and be tween-
flight inspections only, plus men for refuelling and re-arming.
The Wings vrould normally contain three squadrons (in the case of
the heavy bomber and transport aircraft two squadrons only), but
as a temporary overload an additional squadron could be included.
The Wing was to contain Headquarters for control, together with
one Servicing and one Administrative echelon for attachment to
each squadron, wherever, the squadron might be located.

\

Although the scheme for increasing the mobility of squadrons
and Wings (including the redesign of R.S.Us,' and A.S.Ps.)
worked out the imminence of the Western Desert offensive

v/as

pre
cluded the implG.menting of it in tine for "Crusader" operations, •
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the decision v/as made'
to adopt it as soon ap possible. The Wing reorganisation was

Idem p.9.

designed as a long terra'policy and not merely to meet one aspect
of the campaign.

0)C.h.S.O Branch and No. 206 Group.
*

After our reverses in Cyrenaica, Greece and Crete in the
Spring of 1941, the number of serviceable aircraft available
against the enemy in the Middle East had fallen to a dangerously ' ’

s

/ low^

(1) C.M.S.0. by established practice should have stood for
Chief Maintenance Staff Officer, but in the M.E.  , was
talcen to stand, for Chief Maintenance and Supplv Officer.
(A.H.B. V D/38 p.49.) ^ .

G. 169212/DM1/5/48.
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(1)low level.

Infornation At the instigation of Lord Beaverbrook (M, of S, for’ Aircraft
sent to Sir Production) the War Ca.binet on 9th May decided to send Air’Vice
Edger LudloiP" Marshal G-, Dawson (of M, A,P,) to the Middle East to investigate
Hewitt and solve the nany supply and nai.ntenance problems of the Conmand.
15*7.41 .■ In particular, he was to improve aircraft serviceability "by intro-

ducing methods which have been proved successful in IJ.K.
neetingheld at Air Ministry the following day, with the C.A.S.
the Chair, the "arrangements consequent upon the appointment of
Air "Vice Marshal Dawson as Chief Maintenance Officer,'Middle East
Command", were discussed. In particular, it was laid down that
the C.M.O's functions were twofold: he was head of the Engineer
and Equipment Services with executive povrers and he was also prin
cipal adviser of the A.O, G,-in-C., on technical problems. On the
other hand the normal procedure v^as to be adhered to whereby the
A,O.A,, should instruct "the C.M,0. as to the policy which the
technical organisation should aim to serve.

At a
in

A.V.M. Dawson left England on 1 6th May, taking with him
small staff of experts - Air Goiomodore Boswell, Group Captain
Leigh and Wing Comjoanders Barber and Barnard, These officers

a

v/ere
to help with the investigation and be available for possible
placement of maintenance staff officers then in the Middle East.

re-

The position later arose that A.V.M. Dav/son, filling
established A/Cdr. post as C.M.O. , was equal in rank to the A.O.A.
(A.V.M. Maund) and contrary to the established procedure, but with
the A.0. C.-in-Cs concurrence, was acting independently of him, in
order to implement speedily his scheme for putting maintenance and
repair on a v/orkable footing. In order to establish this de facto
position Air Marshal Tedder on 25th June proposed to Air Ministry
that "A.V.M. Dawson should be established as Chief Maintenance and
Supply Officer at H.Q

' ponsible for supply and maintenance policy
Group should bo formed

an

M.E, T/ith a small staff to be res
and that a Maintenance

to control M.Us.., R.S.Us. , and A.S.Ps . ,
and also deal with all routine matters of supply, repair and
maintenance
of S.R.S.O.

R.A.E• i • i

-whole of S.E.S.O. staff except Movements, whole
staff Ti/ith A, I.D, and Technical Publications Section

will be transferred to Maintenance Group."

Air Ministry on 8th July informed the A.o.C.-in-C. that his
proposals could not be accepted in toto. It was pointed out that
the^proposed organisation would, in effect, set up two maintenance
officers in the Gormand -■ A.V.M. Dawson and O.C.  , Maintenance Group,laoreover, "the proposed organisation would also take away from the
A,O.A, control and co-ordination of major services on which the
successful outcome of operations so largely depend. "  It v/as
agreed, however, that in view of the envisaged increase in Middle
East strength and consequent exipansion on the maintenance and supply
side that a Maintenance Group Headquarters should be established
on noriTial well-tried lines." It v/as reiterated that the G.M.O.

was to he under the_A.O.A., but should have direct access to
A.O. .-in-C. , as Chief Technical Adviser; the Equipment (including
Movements), Maintenance Plans and Engineer branches were to be
under C.M.O. and responsible to him.

/ The

(l) The C.M.S.0's graph (Appendix i',i) shows the nuiaber of service
able aircraft in June as only 240, v/ith another 200 serviceable
14 days. Ihc Establishment Commi'ttee , however, pointed out that at
that tnie the 'Iviayfly" returns then submit tod "were unsatisfactory,in that the existence of numbers of aircraft within the Cormand
was not disclosed. (a.H.B, V D/38 p.33.)' 'According to figures

were, .as^at 20th June, in Egypt, Sudan

in

G. 16921 2/n/IM/5/48.v 31).
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A.H.B. V D/38
Pgs. 8 & 9.

H.Q. R.A.P.

O.R.B. July
Adnin; and Org.
Appendix E.

The Estahlishiucnt's Coiriinittce found in the autur.Tn, however,
that the A.O.C.-in-Cs proposed organisation, despite Air
Ministry's instructions, had largely heen put into effectv"'),

M.E. an order having hecn issued for "an organisation separate from
■  .H.Q. , E.A.P

in the M.E,

Servicing Branches of H.Q. , R.A.i'. , H.E. ,
fror.1 17th June. This Group, later najued N0.206 Group, was
conmanded by A/Cdr. C.B. Cooke, formerly C.M,0.

Revised Arrarjgemonts for G.M, S.O. and Mo. 20^ ̂-roj^.

M.E.

and "to embody the existing Equipment, Repair and
to form with effect

to control and sux^ply maintenance forraations• >

A.H.B. V D/38
p. 28.

The Establishment Conmiittee in October T/ere impressed by
the apparent lack of direction and in some instances discovered

contradictory orders from C.M. 0, and 206 Group which they
attribute(d) to the fact that the Engineer ̂ d Equipment staffs
had been divorced from the Headquarters",

The Gomraittee accordingly urged the A.O.C.-in-C.  , to revert
to normal procedure, with the C.M.S.O., under the A.O.A, , and
the staffs of the Equipment and Engineer services at H.Q
R.A.P. , M.E.U;

• ̂

The attempt by the Committee to put the i:iaintenance organ
isation back on to the "correct rails" led to the A.O.C,-in-G.
in early. October, complaining to the V.C.A.S. that the
Committee's activities v/ere having an adverse effect on the.
T/orking of the maintenance organisation, which in vievif of the
urgency of the Gomaand's needs was often on unconventional lines.
Eventually, on 6th November, /iir Corxiodore Storrar was instrticted
by the Air Ministry
C.-in-C

a whole".

to defer as far as possible to v/ishes of
as regards Maintenance Organisation of the Comiand as• >

A. 0.C.-in-C's

correspondence
with C.A.S. etc.

A.H.B. V D/38
p. 40. '

Idem. p. 28
and 29.

Accordingly, the arrangement ?/hereby the C.M,S.O, was
detached from A.O.A, and formed a third main branch of the

A, 0. C,-in~C s staff was officially recognised.

With regard to No. 206 Group the Establistnments Gorxiittee
won its point. The Engineering and Equi’pment staffs v/ere
re-established at H.Q. , R.A.F. , M.E. , under the C.M.s.O and

the responsibilities of the Group were restricted to mainten
ance units in Egypt..

• »

/ Command

(1) The maintenance reorganisation, in common with other reor
ganisation, had been discussed with the Inspector General, Sir
Ludlow Hewitt, \yho in general saw eye-to-eyo with. Air Marshal
Tedder, although he disagreed (according to the Establishments

. Committee) with divorcing xjractically the ?/hole of the staffs of
the Equipment and Engineer Services from the Gonimand ILadqonrters,
(2) In this connection is should be noted that the Establishment
Conmittee had been briefed at A.M, before.it departed to
the maintenance organisation "with the object of putting it
lines as close as possible to those which apply at home", v/ith
C.M.O. under A.O.A.
(3) The. A.O.C.-in-C

exanune

on

insisted that C.M,S.O. must be detached

from A.O.A. because of the size of the ma.intenance problem, the
complications caused by the long lines of supply and the fact
that M.E, maintenance was not backed by industry as in U.K.
Also, the C,M.S,0,?iad to liaise mth the .Intendant General and
American Rexjrcsentatives, The Committee believed that the
detachment from A.O.A,, may have been due to a large extent

(A.H.B. V D/38 p. 28). "The
193° Staff organisation had never been put into effect in
H.Q. , R.A.F, , M.E, , ... The Conmand was still in fact, if

^5, theory, run on the Chief Staff Officer arrangement
(the Chief Staff Officer being the d/a.O. G.-in-C, j  atnd the L.OJu
was not allowed to take his proper share in the organisation or

-  , in the responsibility." It ?/as believed that .many difficulties
G. 1 6921 S/Dl^-.jJyZiB. TTOuld disappear when the noT/ A.O.A. (a.V.MiPirie) took over.
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Comnand Headquarters Reorgariisation.

H.Q. E.A.P. M.E.
0,E,B, Jan. '4-2.
Adr.)in, and Org,
Appendix A,

Headquarters E.A.P,, Middle East, as established at the

end of 1941, thus contained three main branches, controlled by
the S.A.S.O. (A.V.I'I, Wigglesworth), the A.O.A. (a.V.M, Pirie)
and the C.M,S.O, (A.V.M, Dawson), iniraediately lender the
D.A.O.C,-in~C, (Air Marshal E. 14 Druranion<^, and the A.O.C.-in-C,
(Air Marshal A.Y/, Tedder).

The a/s.A,S.O. and C.S,0, establishraonts were raised to
A/Cdr, rank and
established. The proposal to establish an
however, was not ooniplied with, owing to the divorcenent of
C.M,S.O. fron A.O.A, and the post of S.P.S.O, v;as kept a
O/Capt, establishment as P3 natters were mainly dealt with by
the B.P.S.O,

an A/C,M,S,0, post with A/Cdr, rank was
A/Cdr. D/A.O.A. ,as

Idem and A,H,B, Peatures of the "irregular" organisation which were
V D/38 ps, 1i & remedied included;- the transference of Adr_iinistrative Plans

from the S.A.S.O. to the Ai.O.A. j the placing of the Eadio
branch definitely under the C.S.O,; and the placing of the Mr
Eeinforoenent Control, under the A.O.A. , instead of the C.M.S.O
it being decided that the delivery of aircraft was a "novenent
rather than a "supply". The last decision involved the
creation of a Movements sub-branch under a Group Captain,

Idem p.6l. Additional sub-branches established included training under
tlie S.A.S.O. , with a Group Captain as S.T.S.O.IO and an

H.Q, E.A.P, M.E, Establishments sub-ooimnittoe with a Wing Commander as Chairman,
O.E.B, Jan,'42. under the A,0.A, , to facilitate changes of establishjnents in
Ai-dmin and Org. the Coi:raand.
Appendix A.

12,

• >

In certain cases, also, the establishments of sections
were increased to allow for expanding commitments.

Maintenance and Supply Problems.

The success of the air operations in the' Middle East
depended to an increasing extent on the establishing of an
organisation which would be capable of solving the problems of
wastage and supply involved in operating over a vast area and,
in particular, those associated with warfare in the Western
Desert.

The main problems wore:-

Supply and repair of aircraft.
Supply and repair of aero-engines.
Supply and reiDair of M, T,
Supply and repair of all equipment for fighting,
including armament, radio etc.

Supply of bombs, ammunition and pyrotechnics.
Supply of food, petrol and oil.
Supply of clothing, tentage, medical stores etc.

These problems involved;-

Accuiratc estimation of wastage and repair capacity.
Getting the necessary products of U.K, and U.S.A,
into the Command,

1

2

3

4.

5
6

7

(1)
(2)

/ (3)

(1) M.E, had proposed that this should be an A/Cdr, post, but
it was later agreed that with the setting up of a Training Group
in Kenya a G/Capt. Training would be adequate at H.Q
E.A.P. , M.E. (A.H.B. V D/38 p,12).

♦ $
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Holding safely all equipment arriving in M.E, base.
Distribution plans.
Salvage plans.
Consideration of adverse effect of climatic conditions

on new types of engines and other equipment, ■
MaJcing necessary modifications to American aircraft,

engines and other equipment,
•'Widespread repair organisation to meet demands and

ensure maintenance of aU equipment.

Mention has already been made of the establishment of the
C,M,S,0,'s branch and No,206 Group for planning and control; it
is also necessary to indicate the main features of the supply aifl
maintenance organisation evolved by the time of the "Crusader"
offensive.

,3
4,
5

(6

(7)

(8)

'H. & S. Organ- The problems of Maintenunce and Supply for 'Crusader’
isation Crusader could not be placed in a watertight compartment of the
and After" p,5. organisation, T/Vhile it is true that only some of the Mainten

ance Units vrere strictly identified v/ith maintaining and sL^plyihg
the Western Desert, nevertheless the complete picture of the
Middle East was always the back curtain for "Crusader", Wo
problem was solved without influencing, directly or indirectly,
future problems in other potential or actual theatres of ?/ar,"

Supply of New Aircraft for 'Crusader'.

As already‘indicated new aircraft for the Middle East
either arrived cased, or for certain types.were flown direct
from the United Kingdom to the Middle East,
centres had accordingly been formed - at Takoradi, on the West
Coast of Africa, and Port Sudan on the East Coast; a sub
sidiary erection unit was located in the Canal Zone at
ICasfareet for aircraft arriving via Suez,

The delivery of aircraft to the Western Desert from the
erection centres was, in general, by the beginning of 'Crusader'
effected as follov/s:-

Takoradi erection centre along the reinforcement route to
Khartoum and thence to No,108 M,U,, on the Payoum Road, south
west of Cairo (with some of the Hurricanes to 'Kilo 8' on the
Suez Road), where aircraft were stored and made operationally
serviceable. American aircraft from the Port Sudan erection
centre after being made operationally complete at Wadi Gazouza)
were flown to the following stdrage units, where they were made
operationally serviceable:-

Two main erection

Blenheims and Hurricanes flew from the

Idem. Chart 6.

Tomahawks to No.108 M.U,, Bostons to No.lOy M.U
and, later, ICittyhawks to No. 113 M.U

Kasfareet

, Hurghada, The few
Kittyhawks and Baltiraores erected at this time at No,lOy M.U
were also stored there and made fit for operations,
reinforcements which flew in via I/Ialta were stored at No. 108
.  , Thence Wellingtons, in particular, v/ere delivered to
No.205 Group direct.

• >

• »

Aircraf

M.U.

• >

t

The focal point for the distribution of aircraft to
R.S.U's serving squadrons in the Yifestern Desert was at Yfadi

(roughly half way between Cairo and Alexandria), An
H.'h R.A.P. M.E. Aircraft Replacement Pool was formed there, at L.G.lOO, with
O.R.B. Sept.'AI. effect from 1st September and No.l Delivery Unit with effect
Admin, and Org. from 22nd October. Seven days' estimated wastage for
Appendix G. 'Crusader' was stored at Wadi Natrum and the units supplying
^8em. the W.D. squadrons normally held two days'» wastage.

I

/ The
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"h. & S Organi- The plan arranged for the storage of serviceable air-
sation crusader’ craft and thus prevented a dangerous congestion of scrvice-
and After"p..o/ . able aircraft v/ithin the

Repair Organisation in Depth,

range of enemy bombing.

Idem, ps.3 & 5. The tvro principal depots in the M.E. at the outbreak of
^7ar were Wo. 102 at Abu Sudir and Wo. 103 II. O'
These units fulfilled
M.E.

at Aboiikir.

aji impoi’tant function in building up
air strength in the early phases, but their vulnera

bility to bombing served to emphasise the
repair organisation dispersed in depth.

• >

necessity for a

During July and August Wo. 102 M,U., was systematically
attacked by enemy bombers (page 78 ). Some of the in
valuable and irreplaceable plant and stocks were evacuated
before the final successful raid, so the major loss incurred
^vas of facilities rather than equipment. To replace the
facilities, garages and the buildings in the Boulac quarter
of Cairo were taken over and
Sueir were moved into them,

the Mokhattam hills at Tura, south of Cairo, were prepared
for the installation of woi’kshops and stores v/ith a produc
tion and holding capacity equal to that originally possessed
by Wo.102 M.U, The sections in the caves were linked with
the parties scattered around Cairo under a single technical
control (a Group Captain Engineer) with two distinct admin
istrative echelons.
Wo,111 M,U. and functioned
effect from 21^.^th October.

and equipment from Abu
the ancient oaves(0 in

men

Then

The combined organisation was named
1  as a repair and stores depot with

H.Q. R.A.P, M.E.
O.R.B. Wov.'41.
Admin. & Org.
Appendix 0,

Meanv/hile,.  in a different section of the Mokhattans,
an JI, U. had been formed (Wo.lOl) as a main storage depot for
all explosives. Additional facilities for aircraft and engine
repairs v/ere set up at R.A.P. Stations, Heliopolis and
Helwan; there, repair, units virerc increasingly manned by
native labour and wore controlled by H.Q. , R.A.P. , H.E,

The maintenance organisation evolved in the Cairo area,
from y/hich the complete organisation radiated, is indicated
at Appendix L, Chart Wo, k. The maintenance organisation in
the Lower Egypt area is given on Chart^ 2. The main features
of the whole repair, maintenance and supply organisation
dispersed in depth, as obtaining for 'Crusader-', is
indicated on Chart 3,

"M. & S. Organi
sation 'Crusader '

and After" p.11.

Salvage Hnits and Air Stores Parks,
«

In the Western Desert for 'Crusader' there were three
" Nos.51, 53 and 54 - each working in. parallel with

an A.S.P. -^Wos.31,^33 and 32, respectively. The first tv/o
R.S.Us mentioned, with their A.S.Ps, kept advanced sections
working as far forvTard as possible. In all the R.S.Us
operated thirteen mobile repair sections and twelve mobile

/' salvage

Idem p.7.

(l) Caused by the excavation of stone for the building of
the Pyraiuids,
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(1)salvage sections.

In the rear there was an additional E.S.U,^No,54) and
A. S.P, (No.37) working v/ith the heavy boraher Wing (later No. 205
Group) ; these operated three niobile salvage and six nobile
repair sections.

At Appendix L, Cliart 4 shofjn diagraiuraatioally how the
foxv;ard elements for maintenance, repair, salvage and supply
were directly connected to the base Tnaintenance arid supply
systems; the chart also indicates the types of aircraft served
by the forvrard elements. The channels of supply to and from
the depots for the A.S.Ps are shorn in Chart 5»

Idem P.7.

SECTION THPEE - TRAINING

Aircrew operational training received far less than its
The crucial fact was that although

the opposing armes were not engaged on major operations the
Air Force was obliged to continue its intensive effort.
Operational strength had to be maintained and resources as
well as the time factor precluded the establishment of an
adequate training organisation if the continu:3us quick supply
of aircraft and aircrew to squadrons v/as to be achieved. This
hand-to-mouth existence/helped to keep the wolf from the
Egyptian door but boded ill for future effort.

due during the 1941 lull.

Within the limits imposed by operational needs and
shortages of personnel and equipment, hovrover, a considerable
advance was made in putting the operational training organisa
tion on a sounder basis, although the full fruits of this
policy could notj be expected until later.

Previous O.T.U. Position • •

In order to appreciate the efforts made to improve
operational training in the Middle East, it is necessary to
glance at the previous O.T.U. arrangements.

Prior to Italy entering the war Air Ministry had ruled
that 0,T,Us should be retained in' the United Kingdom in
accordance with a general, policy of carrying out operational
training in the operational theatre served. (2)

A.H.B.Draft
Narrative

"Training"p.314.

/ In

(1). The work of the forward R.S.Us.
dous. Searching for an aircraft

v/as difficult ancf hazar-
down in the Desert" in most

instances meant many days of constant search over  a wide area:
■ pin-points, even given by the' pilots who "walked in", were
often entirely inaccurate. As soon as an aircraft was located,
it was carcftlLly inspected'and a decision was made on the
method and the extent of repair necessary. • Sometimes the air
craft was repaired on the spot, often under almost indes
cribably hard conditions, and soi^ietimes temporary repairs
effected to allow the aircraft to be flown back to bas
often, however, the aircraft was transported many hundreds of
miles over the Desert to a base depot, although
this course was modified to the extent that the aircraft
taken only as far as the main working party of the R.S.U,
concerned. The repair capacity of an R.S.U. was, however,

a- separate organisation v;as
to link--part of the forward salvage work with the base -

the Base Salvage Section, controlled by H.Q,, R.A.P., H.E. ,
which transported to the depots aircraft Which haS been dumped

SciUfSP'tlri 'Cru.ad4'
main, governed the subsequent

;  the O.T.Us.

were

Moree.

on occasion

was
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Idem. In.the summer of 1940, when the Middle East had
become an operational theatre, proposals
that O.T.Us. *

were put forward
should be set up in that area. In October of

the same year, however, the E.R.P, Committee decided to
expand and re-arm the M.E. first-line, and it wa.s agreed to
defer the question of O.T.Us. as all available aircraft and
equipment were needed for operational use. It seemed likely
that Italian opposition would be sufficiently spasmodic to
allow our squadrons to undertake the training, at least as
a temporary measure.

Nevertheless, planning allovred for future O.T.Us. and
in November, .1940, the M.e, training Unit Reserve Pool at
Ismailia (a miscellaneous collection of aircraft, instruc
tors ^d pilots awaiting employnent) was ear-marked as
No.70(n.E.) O.T.U. ■ ^
development. In the autumn of 1940, also, a start v/as made
with operational training in Kenya; certain South African
squadrons had gone to Nakuru to take part in the East'
African campaign and a small improvised O.T.U. came into
cxistance there. U;

^The position at the beginning of 1941 was that a number
of fighter pilots and crews for Wellingtons and Blenheims
reaching the Middle East after experience in operations or
training, but the majority of the M.E, replacements were
coming direct from S.P.T.S.s in Iraq, Africa or Australia.
These pilots, though they had been trained on the Old I.T.S.-
A.T.S. syllabus, had in many cases flown only Hart variants,
and needed considerably more than simple conversion before
they were fit for operational employment.

and regarded as a nucleus for future

wer

Idem.

e

H.Q. M.E.50882
Operational

Training Policy
Enel.IB.

There was, then, far more training in hand than
Ismailia could possibly cope with, and a mixed O.T.U. ,
moreover, was found to be neither economical nor efficient.
In January, 1941, therefore the fighter training element
was removed to Ajrriya(2). in addition, a Y/ellington O.T.
Plight was formed at Kabrit, in the Canal Zone.Idem. Ends. 3A.

Idem 2A.

Meanwhile, Air Minis-try
O.T.U, -facilities"

reconsidering provision of
in the Middle East(3}, In February and

March the training miits at Amriya and Nakuru were recog
nised as additional nuclei to No.70 O.T.U. at Ismailia for
O.T.U. development, and were later allotted the numbers
71 and 72. No.71 O.T.U. was to train fighter pilots for
North Africa and No.72 fighter pilots and medium bomber
crews for East African operations. All three of these
embryo O.T.Us. however, were short of aircraft, instructors
and staff, and could deal dth nothing more than bare
conversion to operational types.

was

A. H.B. Draft

Narrative on

Training p.314.

/ Air

(l) Wm unofficially as No. 1 (S.A.) O.T.U., although it was
authorized S.A.A.P. programme. (H.Q

M.n.50882 Operational Training Policy. Ends.3Z,A.).
(2) This airfield became
sent to Greece,

(3) A.M.S.O. informed the A. 0, C.-in-C. , M.E. , j.
"You T/ill appreciate that ovd.ng to shipping and
tations operational type aircraft for O.T.Us.
provided by use of aircraft thrown

• }

vacant when No.112 Squadron was

in January:
other limi-

can only be
up as a result of your

re-arming or by diversion of some of the operational types
being despatched to you for re-araing, expansion or wastage,
ir -larshd Redder (then D. A.0. C.-in-C. ,) v/ryly commented,
Egyptian methods of brick building not new to us."

(H.,Q. , M.E. S.50992 Encls.2A and 5A).
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H.Q, , H.B. , 50882
End, 3A.

Air Ministry refused to recognise the Wellington Plight
at Kabrit as an O.T.U, nucleus as replacement crews for
heavy bombers and G.E. aircraft were to be provided by the
crews flying out the aircraft frohi the United Ivingdon.
Middle East had found, however, that refresher courses for
Wellington crev/s were fbeoessary as they often cane
straight from prolonged operatijns Tidth Bomber Command,
elirainate this need it was decided in April that an O.T.U.
in England (N0.15 O.T.U,) 7/a,s to be employed exclusively
on training fresh Wellington crews for the Middle East.vl)

In Hay, accordingly, it was decided that the Middle
East should be self-sufficient in O.T.Us.'for all types of
aircraft in operational use there, except heavy bombers,
flying boats and G.R, aircraft.

ToIdem.Ends. 29A.

A,H.B. Draft

Narrative on

"Training"p.3i5.

Further Development.

Idem and H.Q. M.E

50882 Minute 22.
By the beginning of June, 1941, there was a serious

deficiency of pilots in the Kiddle East first-line owing
to heavy losses: it v/as necessary to build up the
O.T.Us, quickly even at the expense of operational strength.

■  Fresh airfields were needed for training. In particular,
the fighter and A.C, O.T.U. nucleus (Wo.71) had returned
to Ismailia from Anriya (which was required for operational
use) and Ismailia, then housing Nos.70 and 71 'O.T.U,
nuclei, was a mark for enemy boiabers.

At this stage Major-General Van Ryneveldt (South
African C.G.S.) put forv/ard the proposal that a Joint
R,A.F,-S.A.A,P., O.T.U, should be formed at Nakuru, capable
of handling the flow of crews froir. South Africa to the’
Middle East. Air Marshal Tedder agreed and it was
arranged to transfer No.70 O.T.U., from Ismailia to Kenyai^)

When No, 70 O.T.U. , removed to Nakuru in July the
fighter nucleus (No.71) remained in Isnailia. As Nakuru
had previously been ear-marked for No.72 O.T.U. the latter

Ideia End. 31A

/ had

(1) A.V.M, G. Garrod (A.M,T„) stated in a letter to A.H,
Tedder in May that since' wastage in crews is only 557o of
the wastage rat? of aircraft and all heavy bombers will
have to be flovm out to you, you should-have a reasonable
supply of heavy bomber crews and .there should be no nec
essity for a heavy bomber O.T.U. in the Middle East once
these crews start to reach you," 'H.Q,M.E,50882 End, 29A)
Late'r, No, 21 O.T.U. was also formed in U.K. to help with
the training of heavy bomber crews and an O.T.U. for G.R.
training was also established. Austrdian aircrew, re
quired for heavy bombers, who arrived dii^eot from
Australia by sea, received their
squadrons,

(2)'Until No.70 O.T.U. was established at Nakuru it was
agreed that South African reserve fighter pilots and
bomber crews should be sent direct to Egypt in accordance
with the numbers requested from time to tine by H.Q,
R.A;P. , M.E. Their enployraent and training in Egypt
pending posting to S.A.A.F. squadrons was entirely in the
A.O.C.-in-C's hands. l¥hen No, 70 O.T.U. was established it
would in the early stages undertake fighter as well
bomber crew training. S.A.A.P. direct reinforcement
would then end and be diverted to keeping No.70 O.T.U.
running to capacity, and Middle East would then draw
No.70 for S.A.A.P. squadrons. Later, South Africa would
send only reserve bomber crews to No.'70 ’and reserve
fighter pilots to No.71. , and Middle East, as before,
■would draw on then under ’fcheir o’V'm arrangements.

inal training in the

as

on
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had nov>r to be given a new nucleus at another location.

Eventually, Gazouza (in the Sudan) was selected as a
temporary site and No.211 Squadron, a reserve Blenheim
squadron, set to v/ork on training, so far as resources
allowed.

A.H.B. Draft

Narrative on

"training" p.3l6.

The Middle, East 0.T.Us then gave promise of develop
ment. Some 75)^ of the ground staff for Nos. 70 and 71 had
left the United Kingdom at the end of April. A few
advanced trainers were obtained from South Africa and a

fevr Ansons(originally intended for Australia) were sent
out from the United Kingdom. Operational types of aircraft
continued to be allotted according to Middle East resources,
the balance between first line and training being decided
by the A. 0. C.,-in-C^ Instructors and aircrew for staffing
the 0.T, Us had also to be drawn from M.E. resources.

Idem At the end of July as a result of an Air ministry
conference the target figure for Middle East O.T.Us was

raised to four. The plan was to have two to train on
medium bombers (Nos.70 and 72) and two on fighters
(Nos.71 and a proposed 73). No.71 was also to continue
to give Amy Co-operation training.

A.0.C./4 Part I
Conference

Minutes

End. 8ZtA.

On 4th August at another conference, with the
Secretary of State (Sir A. Sinclair) in the chair, and
attended by A.M. Tedder who had been recalled to London

(page 16 ),. it was agreed that the training position in
the Middle East was improving and it was anticipated that

the deficiency in bomber and fighter crews "vrould be

righted during the next two months".(l) "The S. of S.
asked if nothing could be done to speed the formation of

O.T.Us: it was obviously very undesirable that pilots should

be trained by conversion in operational’squadrons if it

could be avoided. Was it worth while switching pilots to

be trained here (in U.K.)? This was considered, but it
was felt that Y/hile every effort should be made to put the
proposed O.T.Us on a pilot producing basis as soon as

possible 'the urgency of the need in the Middle East made

it inevitable that the output- of S.P. T. Ss should be

trained in operational squadrons until additional O.T.Us
were ready.

n

The Middle East 0. T.Us, however, were oblig^..to' work
at considerably less than their planned size during the
autumn of 194’1 ,(2) and v/ere handicapped by deficiencies
in instructors, trainer aircraft, target towers, equip
ment and ground staff.

/inspector

(l) It Yira.s then thought that Nos.70 and 71 O.T.Us would be
working at full capacity by the end of October and
Nos.72 and 73 "by mid-December and the end of December,
respectively.

(2) It may be noted that although in September the reinforce
ment policy included increasing the number of G. R.
SqYiadrons, there was no need for additional M.E. O.T.Us
as the Hudson creirs required were supplied from No. 6
O.T.U. , Thornaby, and No.1 O.T.U. Silloth in U.K;
Similarly, crev/s for the new Beaufighter reinforcements
were supplied from home.
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Inspector General's Report. September

Towards the end of September Air Chief iviarshal
Sir E. Ludlow He¥/itt sent a report to A.M.T. on the
subject of ivi'iddle East operational training, giving
particulars of the state of the 0. T.Us as revealed in

his inspections in the late summer and early autumn.

In Egypt, in the summer.of 1941, vrere No,71 (Fighter
and Army Co-operation) 0.T.U. at Ismailia and No.223
Squadron (iVlarylands) at Shandur, also in the Canal Zone.
This squadron had been temporarily withdravm from the
first-line to train crews on the American bombers with
which the Middle East T/as re-arming.

a.h.b;ii J/27/1
D.Ops.(Overseas)
I. G's Report to
A.M, T.

The Inspector General did not find ,No.71 O.T.U. ,
at the time of his visit (l3th August) "a particularly
satisfactory unit".(l) The C.0. , although "an admirable
fighter leader", had no previous experience of 0.T.U.
training, and the I. G. recommended the posting of a C. 0. ,
who had had "the betet fighter O.T.U. training in
England".(2) it -was fully realised that Ismailia was
unsuitabke and dangerous for an 0. T.U. and the I. G.
suggested its removal to Asmara (Eritrea) or Kenya as
soon as possible.(3) At the time of the visit pilots
were doing only 25,hours flying, but this was to be
raised to 40 hours(4) for both fighters and A.'C.pilots.
One of the greatest difficulties of the 0. T. U. v^as the

lack of .suitable aircraft for dual control. Purtunately,
most of the pupils had flovm Haivards in Rhodesia, but
it was evident that either Harvards or Iviasters were

urgently required. The improvised method of training
adopted was (a) cook-pit drill performed on a
Hurricane erected on trestles, (b) c
.Wellesley, Vega Gull or Magister, (c) solo
Hurricane or Tomahawk.(5) The 0. T. U.

dual flying on a
on a

possessed no
cone-guns and no target towing aircraft, nor had they
particulars of the self-tovang target equipment for the

Hurricane. (6) At- that time, also, the unit v/as v/ithout
air-to-air and air-to-ground firing ranges. One Link
Trainer only was available, vdiich was manifestly
insufficient, and nobody on the unit had had experience
of synthetic training as practised in the United Kingdom.
Additional difficulties included shortage of tools and
spare parts, which, in combination;with other factors,
resulted in a low rate of serviceability.

/On

(1) At this time N0.7I 0.T.U. was at least 50^ down on
personnel and instructors. (A.0. C./4 Part I.
Conference Mins. Encl.83A.).

(2) Gp Capt. Murliss-Green assumed comimnd 13.10,41. The
former 0.0. (Wg.Cdr. Dunn) became Chief Instructor.
(No.71 O.T.U. , O.R.B. )

(3) Actually No.71 O.T.U. was removed to Gordon's Tree
(Khartoum) at the end of September 1941 .(No.71 0. T. U. O.R. B.).

(4) In the event not practicable until November, 1941. (No.7I
O.T.U. , O.R.B. ).

(5) The I.G. recommended that only those pilots who were going

to Tomahawk squadrons should be taught to fly Tomahawks
owing to the high wastage rate due to pupils crashing
through swinging after landing.’

(6) The I.G. signalled A.M. to send these particulars.
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On the other hand, the I.G. found No, 223 Squadron
quite admirably run on an exceptionally \Yell-organised

The plan at that time was to turn out tv/elve

crews every fortnight, each with 3.O hours flying,
this purpose the unit had twenty-two aircraft - seventeen
Marylands, two Oxfords, one Blenheim and two Harts. Six
screened crevfs v/ere employed as instructors. The unit v/as
divided into two flights - one carrying out the conversion
to iviaiylands and the other the 0. T. U. training,
intended that the squadron should return to operations
when No,72 0.T.U. was properly established.

station.

For

It v/as

Further south, as already mentioned, No,211 Squadron
was doing duty as the nucleus of No.72 O.T. U. at Gazouza,
in the Sudan, and No, 70 O.T.U. Y/as taking shape at Nakuiu,
Kenya.

At the time of the I. G's visit to No. 211 Squadron,
the intended station of No.72 O.T.U, was being built at
Carthago, "next door to Gazouza", but this would not be

.  ready till early 1942. Sir Ludlow Hewitt reported that
although No. 211 Squadron had been in existence for O.T.U.
training for several months and had had a number of crews
under training, mostly Australians, it was not until early
September that the unit received sufficient equipment to
enable it to begin flying training. Progress had therefore
been sIoy/ and the Australian crews had inevitably become
bored and impatient.
,steps

the opinion that the O.T. U. could'not be fully formed and
working at full strength before the end of the year. The
C. 0. , wqs an experienced O.T.U. officer from Upwood and
the I. G. considered that the 0. T.,U. would be satisfactory
once it received adequate equipment.

During September, however, "energetic
vrere taken to equip the unit, but the I. G. vras of

The most satisfactory 0. T. U. , i..
It was more advanced than the others,
of of*‘

well"

in September ?/as N0.7O.
,  had an excellent staff

fleers and vras considered to be "going ahead extremely
.  '' ^ Although the unit had few facilities for

synthetic training, satisfactory progress was being made
in the improvising of equipment for that purpose,
air-to-ground range and bombing range had been provided and
arrangements v/ere in hand v/ith the Kenya Government for
an air-to-air range,
were screened., crews and Blenheim Mark I dual control

aircraft. The situation would obviously be much improved,
reported the I. G. , when the O.T.U. received its equipment
from Ismailia; 509 cases of spares were stated to be on
the way, having been despatched- in early August.

An

The unit's most 'serious deficiencies

The Insi.ector General fully approved the'A. 0. C, ̂ in-C s
proposal to form an'O.T.U. Group in Kenya (No. 207),
mentioned in the previous section, and recommended that,
BO far as practica'ble all the 0. T. Us should be located in
that general area.(2) The I.G. also considered that there

/should

(1) Nevertheless, at this time "No.70 O.T.U.' was at least 5C^i
down on-personnel and instructors". (AOC/4 Part I Encl.83A).

(2) He noted that N0.7O was already there; No.72 was committed,
however, to be located at Carthago (Sudan); No.71 was- to be
removed from Ismailia to Gordon's Tree (Sudan) and the I. G.
suggested Asmara instead; and he recommended that the
additional fighter O.T.U. should be sited in Kenya,
the event, No.7i v/ent to the Sudan, as planned, and No.73
was later formed at Aden.

In
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should be eight Middle East O.T.Us in all - including
two for the training on i\jnerican heavy bombers v/hich
were planned to be delivered direct from America
Middle East. '

to the

A, H. B. Draft ̂

Narrative on

Training" p.317.
It

This proposal for training heavy bomber
pursued, however, as the policy ■'./as later adopted of
training crews in the area of the aircraft manufacture
for types -which the replacement
operational area.

crews was

crews could ferry to t

 not

he

Limited Develop'ment, Autumn 1941
A. 0. C. /!+ Part I
End. 83A. On 15th September- a co-hference on O.T.Us was held

at Cairo, wi-fch the A. 0. C.-in-C., in the chair. "Air
Vice-Marshal Gapel (then acting as Air Officer Training)

• opened the meeting with the review of the situation,
pointing out the various snags, such-as' lack of penknent
locations, provision of satellites, lack of training
aircraft and lack of ground,and flying personnel."

Locations agreed on were.as follovra:-

.  No. 70 O.T. U;
No. 71 O.T.U.

to remain at Nakuru.
to be transferred to Gordon's Tree

v,^

(Khartoum) for the winter and
to gb to Carthago when the latter
y/as vacated by,No,72.
to be removed from Gazouza to
Carthago and eventually to Kenya,
to form temporarily at Aden.

then

No.72 O.T.U.

No. 73 O.T.U.

was to have two satellite landing grounds, in
view of the large number Of aircraft
Bach O.T.U.

.  , on establishment. At
this time if was stated that Nos.70 and' .71 O.T.Us
"at least 3^/a down on personnel ahd instructors",
proportion of No. 72 O.T.Us ground personnel was due to
arrive in October, and in the meantime No.211 Squad
(acting as No.72 O.T.U. nucleus)
in personnel.

were

A smal

ron

was up to establishment

l

D.D.Ops.(Overseas) On Ath October Air Ministry issued revised establish-
1  ̂ O.T.Us. Details of. the establishments,in M.E.End, 1QA. including planned output, are given at Appendix N.

A.0.C./4 Part I '
Encl.87A. The Middle East planned during October that N0.7O

O.T.U. should be at three quarters strength in aircraft;
No.72 at one third strength, and No.71 (excluding A.C.
element)V1J should be at half progressing to three-quartersstrength. Even this programn;e could not be adhered to (2)

/however
(1) Arrangements were then in hand for the A.C. element to be

formed as a separate 0. T.U.(N0.74) at Agir.
(2) Aircraft position as reported by A. C.M. S. 0. on 13th October

was as follows:-

No._70_0,T,U, No.72 O.T.U.
Blenheim IV 46 Blenheim IV 27
Blenheim I 8 Blenheim I 6
Oxford 8 Oxford 0 Harvards 5
Compare above figures vALth establishments at Appendix N(A0C/4 Pt.IEnc.87A)
On 29th October, A.V.M. Capel (A. O.T.)said that additional aircraft

■  were not arriving at the O.T.Us as promised, e. g. No. 71 O.T.U.
had been promised 12 Hurricanes and 12 Tomahawks  - two Hurricanes
had arriyed and the unit had three Tomahawks less than before.
iit.N0.72 one Blenheim out 'of 5 promised had arrivediAt No.70 a
large number of aircraft were Cat.I apparently due to lack of
spares (Idem Enel. 88i'i). As regards triner aircraft,Air Ministry
had then arranged to shi-o nany requirements, including some
direct from U.S.A., but the full effect of this action could not

in M.E. till 1942. (D.D. Ops(Overseas)Pormation of
0. i.Us. in M.E. End. 18/.).

No.71 O.T.U. (Fighter)
Hurricanes
Tomahav;ks

20

9

I
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however, and the expected expansion in November (when
'Crusader' was in full sv;ing) also failed to materialise.
As regards instructors and personnel, by November the
position at No,70 O.T.U. was considered satisfactory;
the position at No.71 had (theoretically) improved due
to the arrival of additional instructors from home,(l)
and at No.72 O.T.U. instructor personnel had reached
51/? of establishment and more staff v/as on the way from
the United Kingdom.

In spite of gradual improvements the capacity of the
O.T.Us was still, slight, so that a large pool of aircrew
awaiting O.T.U. courses accummulated. .Accordingly,
considerable numbers of fighter pilots and medium bomber
crews had to be.sent from the United Kingdom to reinforce
the first-line.

ment had still to come from operational training in the

Squadrons.

The rest of the first-line's require-

A.H.B. Draft

Narrative on

"Training" ps.317
and 318.

So far as 'Crusader' was concerned, the undeveloped
condition of the ixiddle East Operational training organisa
tion meant, in the words of the A. 0. C.-in-C,, that a

"large proportion of pilots (were) green". The reinforce
ment of fighter pilots from Fighter Conmand, in particular,
was an absolute necessity..

A. 0. C. -in-C s

Correspondence
v/ith C.A.S. etc.

Part II.

End. 229A and

passim.

Further Development Hampered

In addition to the O.T.Us not being able to supply
adequate trained,aircrew for the beginning of the 'Crusader'
offensive in November, the plan to have them in fiall,
operation by the Spring of 1942 was also thwarted.(3)
major factor in this connection was the fact that aircraft
destined for the Middle East -had to be diverted to a great
extent to India and the Far East owing to the entry of

Japan into the vrar.

By a combination of circumstances, therefore, the
early development of the M.E., O.T.Us vra.s slow and
disappointing. It is of interest to note that it vi&s
not until the palmiier days of 1943, when "the tide of

battle had receded from the Iviiddle East, .that training
had the opportunity of full development.^^)

/Training

A-A.H.B. Draft

Narrative on ..

"Training" p.3l8.

(l) The C. 0. , of No.71 O.T.U. , however, submitted that many of
the instructors posted had never flown operationally and
were of little or no use. (No.71 0.T. U.November, O.R.B.
Un-numbered Appendix).

(2) Some details have been given on page 33.
(3) In actual fact the M.E., O.T.U. organisation in the

Spring of 1942, (No.70 (L.B. ), O.T.U. at Nakuru: No.72
(L.B.) 0.T..U. at Carthago: No.71 (f) O.T.U. at Gordon's Tree:
and No.74 (A.C.) O.T.U. at Aqir) could turn out trained
aircrew only at the monthly rate of 55 fighter pilots and

36 bomber crews - less than the output in October, although
in some cases the courses were longer. The rest of the
first-line's requirements had still to come from operational
training elsewhere. (A.H.B.Narrative on "Training" p.318).

(4)ln the autumn of -1942, the monthly output of the M.E. ,
O.T.Us was only 24 light bomber crevs, 45 fighter pilots
and 15 A.C. pilots. In the Spring of 1944 the monthly
output of ten M.E. O.T.Us.,. feeding squadrons in the
Mediterranean and Pacific theatres, was 176 bomber,
L/R fighter and G.R. crews and 176 fighter or reconnais-

pilots. (R.A.F. ivied. Review No. 6 Page 145. )•sance

G.I69212/IL/5.48
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Training in ;^ie Squadrons

Apart from the virtual 0. T. U. v/ork carried out in
squadrons during the 1941 lull, it-is necessary to
emphasise that the extensive re-arming and formation of

squadrons implied considerable conversion training.

Some indication.of the work involved is given by
comparing Jhe kiddle East orders of battle in respect of

those types for which the kiddle East had training
coixiitments - single-engined fighters, medium (later re
classified as light) bomber types and Army Co-operation
aircraft - at the beginning, the middle and the end of
the 1 941 lull. In many cases the'squadrons mentioned
below were not, of course., up to full strength and in

some cases, for various reasons, v/ere.not imediately
ready for operational enployiaent.

\

A.H.B. VB/ii/2
Overseas Squadrons
Aircraft Position

(E.1(C)(Z.A.))
and Orders of

Battle M.:E. ,
E, 0. S. and k. E. ,
Y4 0. S.

As at 15th June in the kiddle East (including Iraq
and Aden, but excluding Malta) there wrere seven Hurricane
squadrons (including one still officially classed as a. , , ,
Blenheim squadron): ti/vo Tomahawk'squadrons: six Blenheim
IV squadrons (including one still officially classed as a
Wellesley squadron, but excluding one already equipped
with Hurricanes and one v/ith Maryland s, two with, a few

Blenheim Is and tvro with a nil strength): three Maryland
squadrons (including one still officially classed as a
Blenheim squadron): three Army Go-operation squadrons,
including 'tv/o still officially classed' as Lysander squadrons
but equipped vdth Hurricanes, and one with' an assortment
of Lysanders and Gladiators: one squadron of obsolete
Wellesleys (excluding, one re-equipped with Blenheims and
one v/ith a virtually nil s ;  tv/o squadrons of

,  obsolete Vincents: and one squadron of.obsolete
Gladiators, beginning to re-arm with ..Tomahawks. ..

Three months later (l5th September) the Hurricane
squadrons had increased to eleven (including one still
officially listed as a Blenheim squadron, but excluding
one with a nil strength): the Tomahawk squadrons then
numbered four: squadrons flying Iviarylands nuuabered six:

there were still five Blenheim IV squadrons (including
ohe still partly armed with Vincents, but excluding one

re-armed '»Tith Hurricanes and five with a nil strength):
two Army Co-operation squadrons equipped Trith Hurricanes
and one with obsolete Audaxes (excluding two v/ith a nil
strength): one squadron of obsolete Vincents: and one of
obsolete Wellesleys.

By 15th November, Hurricane squadrons numbered
thirteen (including two armed-with Hurricane IIs and
still partly armed'With Gladiators, but excluding one

•  • with a nil strength) : • Toimhawk squadronshad increased to
five (all'iviark II) : there v/ere four squadrons flying
Mary lands: (1 •) one former Iviary land squadrons partly rearmed
with Bostons: seven Blenheim IV-squadron including one

still partly armed with Vincents but excluding two with

a nil or virtually nil strength): threeuiriiy Co-operation
squadrons equipped with Hurricanes and one with .obsolete
Audaxes: and there were still- the obsolete Vincent and

Wellesley squqdpons.

one

/

Idem

Id em

In __
(1) One of the six mentioned in the pre.ceding paragraph,,

was switching over ■ to'Bostons'(No. 24.'Squadron, S.A.A.P.^
and another had re-armed' v.dth Beauforts (No.39 Squadron).
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In brief, during the .five uonths' lull in the min
ground battle training had been carried out to ensure the

doubling of the fighteir force; the introduction of a

hard-hitting iU-ierican-type. day bomber force; the re

tention of an adequate Blenheim force, pending the
substitution of more modern types; and the strengthening
of the Army Co-operation squadrons.

Inadequate Training in Tactics

llithin the squadrons themselves, however, there had
been insufficient operational training and tactics vrere

largely out-moded. Some advance was made in introducing
new tactics in the Desert, particularly in respect of

fighters and •Af'my Co-operation aircraft, after the
appointment of A.V.H. Coningham as A.O.C., No.204 Group
in July, but matters v/ere still unsfitisfactory in tlris
connection.

A.H.B. II J/27/1
D.Ops.(Overseas)
Inspector General's
Reports

The Inspector General reported in September that
"there had been practically no training in operational
units, partly because they have for the most part been
busy on operations, partly through lack of the realisation
and understanding of the necessity for such training, and

partly through the absence of proper facilities
One of the causes of neglect of training in operational
units has been the weakness of the Training Staff at
Headquarters, xiiddle East". (1)

In particular, the inadequacy of the fighter tactics
for offensive action, due to the long period spent on

local and shipping patrols, and the vfeakness of the
Blenheim squadrons were not fully realised until prepara
tory operations for 'Crusader' had begun. The steps taken

to remedy these deficiencies before the offensive opened
are mentioned in Part V.

General

Idem The Inspector General also reported that "disciplinary
and administrative training v/as urgently needed". The

fact T/as that the rapid , expansion of the Middle East Air

Force inolved the influx of many .inexperienced and
partially trained officers and N.G.Os. There was no
organisation in being for their speedy training; moreover,
the Corai'nand was very short of Administrative officers,*''^/
particularly, and this made it impossible at that time to

release them for training courses.

More alarming was the tendency of some of the
commanders of squadrons to under-estimate the importance
of administration and discipline. The 3,0.0. , A.H. Q. , W.D. ,
referring to the preparatory 'Crusader' period in his
report rnrote: "The Blenheim squadrons were commanded by
young and comparatively inexperienced C.Os who, although

adequate as squadron fprma^ipn leaders in the air gave
little attention to adminl^ration, training, and squadron
battle orders, and paid no attention to the development
of a tight ground drill. There is a tendency amongst
young G.Os to cultivate mistaken notions about being 'one

/of

(1) The measures taken to improve the control of training at
Headquarters have been mentioned in Section Two of this

part of the Narrative. ' ,
(2) The A. 0. A., in September sa.id that he had 230 Administreitive

Officers who needed training.

Wg Cdr, Finlay son
’’Crusader' Report

;
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and to have immature ideas about

Bonhomie and geniality are fine and
necessary qualities, but v/here they are out of propor
tion to the personality and sense of responsibility
of the C.O., they inevitably undermine his authority
and breed an easy-going spirit which quickly degenerates
to inefficiency and finally to a general lowering of
morale”. Before any real rot could set in, however,
tightening up measures were taken, including the

■ replacement of C.Os not fully up to their tasks.

The training of i'^drainistrative officers \jas not put
on an adequate basis until courses were inaugurated in
1942.

of the boys'
discipline.

ARiViY CO-OPERiiTION■SECTION FOUR

Mention has been made in Part One of the narrative
of the ineffective arrangement for air support for the
Army obtaining up to the middle of 194'1* In preparation
for the renev/al of the Cyrenaican struggle a revised

.  system was evolved based partly on experiments carried
out.in Britain but more especially on the experience
gained by exercises and actual vi/arfare in the Desert.

Formation of No.253 Wing

As early as 1st May, 1941, instructions were issuedNo. 253 Wing
O.R.B. and A. O.C.inafor the- fomation of an Army Co-operation 'Aing - No, 253

(first called Air Component Wing) - under No.204 Group
in the Western Desert
tactical reconnaissance for the i^rray".
dOYrti that "the Wing will be purely operational and will
comprise one A.C. squadron, one fighter squadron and

(i.e. Blenheim or Maryland
The

Correspondence
with C. A. 3. to carry out close support and

It v/as laid

,  II

one Medium bomber squadron
‘  squadron/ , later reclassified as light bombers).

Wing's establishnlent was not filled, however, until
July 1941.(0

The first joint exercise carried out by the 'Wing
with the Army occurred on 11th and 12th July, -

No, 451 Squadron"y/estem Desert Foixe Exercise No.3.
R.A.A. F. (Hurricanes) vra.s used for tactical reccnncdasance
and No.113 (Blenheims) squadron and No.229 (Hurricanes)
Squadron for close support bombing and fighter activity,
respectively.

In general, hoY/ever, up to October the only
squadron constantly under the Yifing was No.451 (A, C.)
Squadron, R.A.A.F. although other squadrons were
attached from time to time, including No.274(Hurricane)
Squadron-, No. 113 (Blenheim) Squadron No. 12 (Maryland) .
Squadron, ; S. A. A. F. and No*33 (Hurricane) Squadron. -The
composition of the Wing during the 'Crusader' prepara
tory operations and the absorption of the VYing's staff
into A.H. Q. , Yf.D. , during .'Crudader' proper are ocnsidercd
■in.Part Fire ;of the nari'ative.

/Further

(1) Wg.Cdr. Charles (who became O.C. 'No. 253 Tfing) and a
number of other Army Co-operation trained pilots were
sent out by Air Ministry at the end of June to the
"trained.numbers” requested by the A.0.C.-in-C,
Part I ends. 113B and 1i5^i.).

(A. 0 . C. 1
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Further Study of Air Support Problems

In July an Inter-Service Corcraittee of representa
tives of the Army and R.A.P. y/as formed to study the
whole question of air support. Further experiments
were carried out in August and an Air Support Conference
was held in Cairo on 4-th September "to discuss the
policy to be adopted in the Kiddle Bast for the provision
of Air Support for the Army".

M. E. __(Army and^R.A.F. ) Virective on Direct A.ir_ Support

("I) General Aspects

On 3Cth September the M.E. (Army and R.A.P.)
Directive on Direct Air Support (M.E. Training Pamphlet
(Army and R.A.P. No.3) was "issued as a result of recent
experiment and trial". It was to be adhered to in
principle in future operations, but could be modified
in detail to suit local conditions and special
circumstances.

C.-in-C. M.E!s

Despatch July -
October 1941.

V/ar Office Pile

43/RAP/640

Idem

(1)
was defined as "air actionDirect air support

having an immediate effect on the action of our own
ground forces in battle". Such support could be pre
arranged or impromptu; it was the latter which presented
difficulties.

Effective direct support pre-supposed the enjoyment
of air superiority in order to limit enemy air interference.
As the weight of the air attacks at this stage would
usually not be heavy it v/as realised that the uiain effect

v/ould most likely be moral rather than i.iaterial.

support not only destroys the morale of the eneny, but

also raises that of our ovm troops".

Air

There y/ere two aspects of direct support;

(a) Defensive support to impede or halt, the enemy's
ground offensive in general and to counter his
dive-bombers in particular,

(b) Offensive support which aimed at the destruction
of eneny ground forces with the intention of
facilitating the offensive of the military
forces on the battlefield.

For defensive support against an enemy ground
offensive the most suitable targets were normally outside
the range of ground observation and had therefore to be

selected by air reconnaissance. A tentacle system was
necessary, hov/ever, as a second means whereby commanders
of leading brigades could rapidly communicate their
requirements in air su-pport. Air defence against dive-
bombers "in its biggest aspects" could only be achieved
by complete air superiority. There was no time for
fighters to be called up once an attack had started. As
defence by the wasteful means of standing patrols was
quite "out of the question"■the best solution appeared to

/be'  ’.1

(l) The use of the tenn "close support" was described as
leading to confusion ov/ing to the impossibility of

defining its limitation".

II
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be fighter sweeps at the time bomber raids v/ere most
likely. (l) The most constant protection would,'
accordingly, have to be provided by ground A.A. defences.

It was in offensive direct support, hov/ever, that
the R.A. P, was most likely to assist ground operations
although there T/ere not available aircraft suitable
for dive-bombing. Attacks by fighters were something
akin to the German Stuka attacks, but although these were
probably more effective than bomber attack they could not

normally be expected until a considerable degree of air

superiority had been obtained.

Norial direct support accordingly, would be given
by medium bombers (later reclassified as light bombers).
These attacks would consist of:-

(a) level bombing (6-8,000 feet) in which sticks
of bombs falling at pre-determined intervals
were released automo-tically, the bomb-aimer
of the leading aircraft sighting for the whole
formation,

(b) shallow-dive attack, in which the aircraft dived
from medium altitudes to,approximately 2,000
feet, levelled out and stick-bombed as in (a)
above.

t

(c) low-level'attack (1,000-3,000 feet) in which
the aircraft maintained constant height at low

*  altitude during the approach, actual bombing
and "get away”. The pilot normally aimed and
released bombs, the aircraft attacking
individmlly. This form of attack could only
be carried out T/hen ground opposition was
expected to be slight,

(d) ground-level attack (below 50 feet) in which
the aircraft never climbed above 50 feet during
the entire raid, the object being to achieve
complete surprise. Unless the exact position
of the target was known, however, and was
clearly discernible from low level this form

of attack was useless. In general, it was
considered unsuitable for desert targets.

It was believed that the 250 lb, bomb would produce
more effect (including moral) than 40 or 20 lb. bombs.
These smaller .bombs were only useful against concentrations
of troops and vehicles and the eneiny. had learned to avoid

such concentrations. Thus the 250 lb. G.P. bombed fuzed
instantaneous was considered the most; suitable otje

available for direct air support .bombardment, e.xcept in
the rare cases of ground level bombing where an eleven
seconds delaysfuze had to be used.

(2) Chacteristics^of Direct Air Support Bombing

The Directive on Direct Air Support pointed out that
by means of direct air support bombing it was possible
Buddenly to produce a considerable volume of fire to

■  ' ' /assist

(1) It was pointed out that the German was regular in his
habits; in particular, experience showed that his most
usual time for dive-bombing was just after first light.  ''
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assist formations which had outstripped their artillery.
Bombing was not to be used, hav/ever, v/hen other ground
support such as artillery and mortars, was sufficient.
Unlike^artillery it would be generaly impossible for
direct’air support aircraft to sustain their attack,
for a prolonged period and air attack did not tend to

become more accurate as it proceeded.' The success of
the attack would depend on the extent of the enemy
ground and/or air opposition, good visibility and a
target which could be clearly recognised from the
air. To avoid the accidental bombing of our ovm troops
it v/as laid down that targets should never be within
500 yards of them.

Suitable targets for direct support bombing were
given as:

(a) Concentrations of troops or vehicles which
could be surprised in close formation and
•would have difficulty in dispersing.

(W Headquarters and Signals Centres, where these
could be accurately located.

Artillery positions in the open (the effect
being more likely to kill or disperse gun crews
rather than Icnock out guns).

(o)

(a) Supply echelons.

(e) Crossing points over obstacles.

The above-mentioned targets were normally outside
the range of ground observation and would usually be
selected by air reconnaissance.

(3) Application of Direct_Air__Supp3qrt

In order to ensure that the maximum effort was

obtained from the available direct air support aircraft
an Air Support Control was to be used to meet, modify
or reject reports fro support received from various
sources.

The Headquarters of the R.A. P. formations which
might be called upon to give Direct Air Support was to
be organised with one or more mobile advanced
headquarters, which, combined Tfith an Army element was

to be knovm as Air Support Control (A.S.C.).

The two elements vrould comprise;-

AElvn Ty/o staff officers plus a small staff.
A vri-reless organisation consisting of:-

(a) Seven forv/ard links Icnovm as tentacles

for coivs'flunicating Yd.th the Control
Headquarters. The tentacles could be
allotted to those lavier formations

which the higher commander decided
should be given the means of calling
for air support.

(t)) .Three wireless sets at the Control

Headquarters for communicating with the
'tentacles. .
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R.ii.F. The Fornation Commander or his deputy plus a
small operational staff,

(a) Eight wireless sets knovm as Forward Air
Support Links (F.A.S. Ls) for controlling
air support aircraft in the air and for
listening to reconnaissance aircraft,

(b) Two wireless sets known as Rear Air
Support Links (R.A.S.Ls.) fpr communica
ting directly to landing grounds,

(c) Pour wireless sets for use at four
landing grounds.

The plan of Comnunications for an Air Support
Centre is given at Appendix 0.

(^) -Allotment of A. S. Cs. , Tentacles and F.A.S, Ls.

It was the intention to provide A. S. Cs on the basis
of one to each Corps and one to the Armoured Division,
For 'Crusader', however, it was not intended to provide
the Army element of an A.S.C. allotted to the Armoured
Division as all H, Qs in such formations already had
operational, wireless channels which would be used for

passing requests for air support.

The H.Qa of the A.S.C. would be established as

part of the H. Q. of the formation fighting the battle.
This 7/ould normally be a Corps H. Q. or Armoured Division
H. Q.

•Tentacles and P.A, S.Ls were to be allotted to

brigades of infantry di-visions to enable forward
commanders to call for direct air support. Tentacles
and.P.A. S. Ls for listening purposes were to be allotted
to Infantry Division H. Q.

(5) Selection of Targets

The A.S.C. organisation thus allowed requests for
air support to be received from:- tactical reconnaissance
aircraft which happened to note suitable targets; a'
support reconnaissance aircraft specially sent up by
A.S.C, H.Qs to look for suitable targets; and forward
formation commanders by feeans of the tentacles allotted
to them.

The selection of targets on the basis of air recon
naissance v/as to be made by the follovd-ng method,
military commander indicated to the R.A. P. formation
commander likely areas for direct support targets,
this information the R.A.F. comimnder arranged the air

reconnaissance. Request for air support on selected
targets v/as made by R/T'by the support reconnaissance
aircraft to A. S. C. H. Qs. The control staff decided
whether the request should be accepted or refused and the

aircraft and the appropriate ground formation were
informed accordingly.

Requests from forward troops for air support was to
be made by W/T from the tentacles. The messages were
received at the A. S. G. H. Qs by the G. S. 0,2, The Control

staff accepted or refused the request according to the

suitability of the target and availability of aircraft,

/ the

The

On
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the formation originating.the request "being notified.
If accepted, the request was passed by the R.A. F.
Commander over the R.A. P. signal system to the
appropriate landing ground. A. S. C. informed the
tentacle of the time of attack and number of aircraft

so that the ground commander could make any necessary
adjustment in his plans.

In order to reduce to a minimum the time taken

in transmitting calls for air support, standard types
of messages were adopted. The target was to be
described by means of the Reconnaissance Code and
authorised abbreviations. The number of aircraft

required v/as decided at Control H. Q.. on the basis of

the type of aircraft, availability of aircraft and
other demands.

As the location of our cnm troops and the times of
attack and rendezvous had to appear on the message
simple map references and time codes v/ere used
throughout. Such codes were to be originated by the
H.Q. of the formation to which the A.S.C. was allocated.

Furthermore, as medium, low-level and shallow dive
attacks could not achieve results as accurate as these

from dive-bombing, it was necessary to lay down a bomb
line beyond Tirhich it was not safe to attack. Bomb
lines were to be expressed as-ground features wherever
possible and not as grid-lines.

(6) A-yailability of Aircraft

In respect of the state of readiness of aircraft
the system found most satisfactory in trials involved

of aircraft at "instant readiness".; 2^ ready
within two hours; and 2^ "released".

Wings (or .airfields) had to report to the A, S.C. ,
one hour after the return of a mission, the number of
aircraft returned and available for further sorties.

The interval of one hour was allcvred for inspection
refuelling and re-arning.

^7) Indicating the Target

The various ways of indicating the target to the
support aircraft were:-

(a) The formation was met at the R.V. by a
reconnaissance aircraft and led to the

target,

(b) It was directed from the ground by means of
ground strips or R/T from a P. A. S. L.

(c) It was given the exact location before
leaving the landing ground. i

(8) Recognition Signals

An efficient recognition system betvreen aircraft
and ground troops was essential,
was based on a flying height of 6,000 feet and
included the use of coloured cartridges, Verey lights
and ground signs.

The system evolved

/Modifications
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!
i/iodifications of A. S. C. for 'Crusader

The A.3. C, organisation laid down in the M. E. .
Directive v/as modified prior to the opening of the
'Crusader' offensive as a result of tvro later

In particular, air support was controlled
by the A.O.C., W.D., at Battle H.Q. The function of
the- Corps link was limited to relaying nessa'ges
(without sifting) from reconnaissance aircraft and
tentacles straight to Battle H. Qs and to provide
warning to the Wings or Landing, grounds pending final
orders from the A.O.C.

exercises.

1

¥g.Cdr. Geddes
Report (C3. 14280
Appendix B).

Further details of the final arrangements for
providing direct support during 'Crusader' are given
on page 129,

N

I

\
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PMT IV

REVIEY; of air OPER/vTIONS ASSOGJ/™ lYITH THE
LIBY;JT C/J.tPAIG-N. tgp-jim to I\'UD~0GTOEER,'~i92fl

While advajitage v/as being taken of the post "Battle-axe"
lull in the Desert conflict to reinforce and reorganise our Middle
East forces, little relaxation was possible of the air effort,
this part of the narrative the scope of the air operations directly
associated with the Libyan campaign'’^^ prior to the beginning of
the preparatory "Crusader" air operations (beginning in rnid-October)
■is briefly reviewed.

In general terms, as indicated in Part Two, this air effort
was directed against hindering the enemy's build-up in Libya,
while at the-same time ensuring the safety of our Egyptian and
Malta bases and the holding of Tobruk,

SC^ AND DIRECTION OP BOMBER EFFORT

In

Prom l6th June to ILth October inclusive, the following bomb
effort was directed against the enemy's reinforcing of Libya;

er ,,

A. From Egypt and Western Desert.

M.E.P.O.S.
June to

October, 1941

E^siTiy Ports, Bases, Lines of Commimication and (to a slight
extent) Enemy Positions;-

No. of raids; 265

Heavy Bomber effective- sorties;

Medium (and miscellaneous)
effective sorties;

Bomb

855

er

421

Shipping in Transit.

No. of Attacks: Approximately 7 (excluding attacks
carried out primarily-in connection
Ttfith the Syrian campaign, but
including some specifically against
submarines),

Heavy Bomber effective
sorties; 1

Medium (and miscellaneous)
Bomber effective sorties;

III. Enemy Airfields and Landing Grounds

Approximately 12

No. of raids 95

Heavy Bomber effective
sorties: 178

/1V[edium

(1) The air operations considered thus exclude those currently
carried out in connection v/ith the campaigns in Syria, Persia
and Abyssinia.

(2) Heavy (later re-classified medium) sorties bomber comprised
V/ellington sorties.

Medium (later re-classified light) and miscellaneous bomber
sorties comprised Blenheim, Maryland, P.A.A. and Fighter-
bomber sorties (Malta only).

G.I69213/IP/5/48.
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Medium (and miscellaneous)
effective Bomber sorties; 226

B. Prom Malta ■

I. Enemy Ports, Bases and Lines of Communication

No, of Raids: 132

Heavy Bomber effective
sorties: 474

Medium (and miscellaneous)
Bomber effective sorties; 279

II. Enemy Shipping in Transit

No. of Attacks: 43

Heavy Bomber effective
sorties; . 6

Medium (and miscellaneous)
Bomber effective sorties; 203 (Excludes all sorties which

did not result in attacks

being delivered)
t

III. Enemy Airfields and Landing Grounds

No. of Raids;

. Heavy Bomber effective
sorties: 1

Medium (and miscellaneous)
Bomber effective sorties; 112

Classification of Supply Targets

The supply targets attacked can be divided into tlaree main

categories, corresponding to the initial (for all practical
purposes), the middle and the end sections of the enemy's supply
line to Cyrenaica;-

(1) Production centres and ports of embarkation in Southern
Italy, Sicily, Greece and Crete.

■  (2) Shipping in transit.

(3) Ports of off-loading, dumps and transport in North
Af ric a.

Bombing of Production Centres and Ports of Embarkation

The greater part of the enemy supplies fpr North Ai’rica
wan concentrated at and shipped from Naples; the main
targets there during the period under immediate review Yi/ere;-
shipping, harbour installations, railv/ay and marshalling
yards, oil storage tanks, a power station, an airframe works
and a torpedo factory.

Naples, 'however, could be attacked from Malta only,
impracticability .of maintaining a large bombing force on the

/island.

Th

V.

e
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island, and the fact that Malta's main offensive effort Could be
directed more advantageously against shipping at sea and the main
off-landing port of Tripoli, precluded the mounting of a strong
offensive against Naples. Successful attacks, made largely for ..
moral or diversionary purposes, were delivered by  a total of 26
Wellingtons of No, 48 Squadron during July, but anything approaching
a sustained effort was not attempted against the port until the
"Crusader" preparatory period, beginning in mid-October. A full-
scale bomber offensive against Naples wac not practicable, in fact,
until 1943> when pov/erful Anglo-American air forces could attack
the port from Tunisian bases.

As a sustained effort against Naples was out of the question
during the 1941 lull, Malta's main har^assing activity against
northerly supply targets was'confined to near-at-hand Sicily, with
a few intermittent raids on Southern Italian targets,
nuisance attacks, which comprised some lyO effective sorties,
carried out at various times by Tfellinet
Squadrons and Fleet Air Arm Swordfish^ -

These

were

ons of Nos. 38 and 148

and Fulmars, operating by
night, and Marylands of No,69 Squadron and Blenheims of Nos, 82,
d05, 107 and 110 Squadrons, operating mainly by day. The targets
attacked, excluding landing grounds, which are considered later,
included;- Palermo (shipping, harbour installations, power station
and sea-plane base); Augusta (submarine base, sea-plane base, oil
depots, military barracks); Messina (ferry‘terminus, marshalling
yards, oil storage tanks and sea-plane base); Catania (Marshalling
yEurds and ammunition dumps); Pagusa (bitumen factory and railway);
Licata (munitions factories and warehouses) Trapani (Shipping);
Porto Empedocle (power station); Crotone (munitions factory,
railway and shipping); Marina di Cantanaara (railway and factory).

The harrying air attacks on the Sicilian bases hindered to sent
degree the enemy's build-up, constituted a constant threat to
the fulfilling- of his communications and production time-tables and
helped to undermine Italian morale.

Meanwhile, from August to mid-October^ the. restricted^^^air
effort of Egyptian bombers against enemy production centres and
departure ports was directed against targets in,this catetory in
Greece and Crete. ' In addition to the need for limiting the enemy's
build-up in the Eastern Mediterranean, these attacks were prompted
by the fact that the successful shipping strikes from Malta
(considered later) induced the enemy to route his shipping whenever
possible well clear of the island and involved the use of Greek ports
for the supply of Cyrenaica. A small Wellington effort was expended
against Heraklion (harbour, stores dumps and b,arracks) in August and
a brief series of small-scale Wellington attacks were carried out
against Pir^oeus (shipping, harbour installations, oil storage tanks,
chemical factories and warehouses) during the first half of October.
Three heavier raids, comprising 89 effective, sorties by No. 257
Wing's Vfellingtons were also delivered against the banks and
entrances to the Corinth Canal, which provides a short route between
the lonean and Aegean Seas and was in frequent use by the enemy

The attacks wereparticularly for transporting oil and petrol,
reported to have blocked or partially blocked the waterway for
appreciable periods.M. E.W.O.S.

No, 6
’  ’ ’/strikesAppendix H.

(1)
(2)

F.A.A. Swordfish carried,out mining as well as bombing.
Restricted because better dividends were obtainable by attacks
on ports of off-loading and stores dumps in Cyrenaica,
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Strikes on Shipping at Sea as Currently Reported
A.O.G.-in-C's .

c orre sp ondenc e
with C.A. S.

etc.' Part II

Ends. 16IA.

The surest v/ay of preventing vital supplies reaching the enemy's
forces in North Africa, v^/as to sink the supply ships while en
route. As the C.A.S, put it in late August: Although heavy
bombers may give some results on embarkation and disembarkation ports,
experience on our. ports here shows a very heavy scale of attack .
is necessary
and produces more lasting results.

Sinking of enemy ships is mors effective

. Sending v/ell-escorted shipping to the bottom of the ocean by
air action was, however,- a more difficult, hazardous and complex
task than routine bombing and required, inter alia, thorough,
specialised reconnaissance and trained ship-striking forces.

S,

Malta was well situated athwart the enemy's sea line of
communication to Tripoli to take toll of reinforcing shipping and
endeavours v/ere made to operate the largest practicable and available
ship-striking air force from that bane. The general plan involvedM. E.W. 0. S.

No. 6 Appendix the employment of.reconnaissance A.S.V. Wellington, Maryland and
H. and Blenheim aircraft on regular and extensive sea searches, covering

an area extending north-west across the Ionian Sea to Cephalonia,
from there south-w^st to Benghazi and back through the Gulf of
Sirte. Sightings were followed up by Blenheim and Wellington

Appendix A.

bombers or P.A.A. torpedo-carrying Swordfish or Naval forces.

II J.1/29 During the period under immediate review (l6th June to 14th
October) Malta-based aircraft carried out a total of-..210 effective
sorties in attacks on enemy vessels plying the Central Mediterranean.
The_great.majority of the attacks was carried out by Blcnhofms (at
various times Nos, 82, 105, 107 and 105 Squadrons), operating by

day attacks and, from September onwar-d, a Wellington detachment
A. O.C/71'.hlta aided the effort against shipping at night. The mast-high day
Ends. 138b attacks of the Blenheims were particularly fraught with danger and
and passim, heavy casualties were, inevitable.

The results achieved by Malta-based aircraft against enemy
merchant shipping at sea during the foui' months June to September,
inclusive, were currently assessed at H.Q. R.A.P. M,E.
follows: -' .

as

II J.1/29

Two- vessels (7”900 tons each) sunk; ,-five vessess (one of
3-4,000 tons, one of 5“6,000 tons and three (tonnage
unknown) damaged; £ind results unknown in -respect of
another three vessels.

Three vessels'(5-9,000 tons each) and one schooner sunk;
and tliree vessels (-5-9,000 tons each) damaged.

Three vessels (6-9,000 tons' each),, one vessel of unknown
size, two small tankers and one schooner sunk; two
vessels (4-'-5,000 tons and 8-9,000 tons each) , one

/vessel

June:-

July;-

August:-

(1) The H.Q. ,R.A.P. M.E, classified results in "MontlfLy Tables of

Attacks on Shipping and Submarines" (ll J.1/29) did not
correspond entirely to the analysis compiled by Air Ministry
War Room from the Committee’ reports of the Directorate of

Naval Intelligence (H.Q. Med/S. 247/49/4/Air).• 'The H.Q. R.A.P.
M.E. tables, however, provide break-down of estimated
results according to aircraft bases and Sinkings at sea and
in harbours.

Vs......
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Enemy Merchant Shipping Losses (contd.)

vessel of unknown size, one tanker and one schooner
probably sunlc; five vessels of unknown size and five
vessels (varying from 5,000 to 10,000 tons each),
damaged;
on two other vessels.

September; - Tiiree vessels (approximately 2,000, 7,000 and 13,000 tons
respectively) , one vessel of unknov/n size and tvi/o
schooners sunk; five vessels (varying from 3,000 to
13,000 tons each), and two of unknown size probalily
sunk; six vessels (varying from 6-9,000 tons each),
tv/o. vessels (approxLmately 10,000 and 13,000 tons

'■ each), one of approximately 20,000, tons, four of
unknovm size and one'schooner damaged; ■ and results
unknown in respect of attacks on four other vessels.

The success achieved by Malta-based aircraf’t against enemy
naval vessels is outside the scope of the present narrative and
is considered in the narrative of the Air/Sea War in the
Mediterranean.

and results unknown in respect of attacks

I

Idem.

Egyptian-based squadrons were less favourably placed than
Malta- aircraf’t for shipping sorties and the number of effective
sorties flown on this activity was low.
category flown during June and July
S^ian can5)aign and-did not directly, affect the Libya camDaign,In August and Soptombor the tow sorties flown, mainly by Llcnhciras
of no. 203 Squadron, wore largely dii'cctcd against enemy subjiiarincs,
H.Q. R.A.P.M.E's assessment of results achieved against enemy shipping
at sea during August and September was;- one merchant vessel of
unknown size damaged and unknowm results in respect of attacks on
one merchant vessel and five submarines.

The attacks in this
were made in connection with the

Idem.

Although the results of the air attacks from Egypt against
shipping were meagre at this stage, reconnaissance was maintained

A, O.C-in-C b to the fullest extent the inadequa-te force for the purpose allowed,
correspend-The information obtained was, of course, equally available to the
ence with Navy and essential to our appraisal of enemy supply- routes.
C.A. S.Encls the earlier part of the period under review, No, 203 Squadron Blenheims
I7OA and
passim.

During

and No. 230 Squadron Sunderlands carried out sea searches between Crete ,
Greece, Cyprus and North fifrica at need,
enemy increased the use of small vessels from Greece, No. 2QLGroup

M.E.W.O.S, aircraft were provided with an advanced base at Puka for the
No, 6 operation of reconnaissance Beauforts (No, 39 Squadron) .and a striking
Appendix iorce of Blenheinis (No. 55 Squadron); long-range P.A.A. Swordfish

then took over the commitment from Cyprus,
were employed on a daily reconnaissance, flying together to Sapienza
to fix position and then returning by different routes, the distance
covered being approximately 1,C5C sea'miles,
was subsequently instituted in v;hich three aircraft flew singly on
over-lapping rectangular searches to the eastern limit line of the
reconnaissance aircraft operating from Malta,

When, in September, the

In Cctober -two Beauforts

A further operation

It must be emphasised that the abovementioned results are
simply the' current assessments arrived at in the Middle East,
confirmed total losses inflicted by air 'and sea action arrived at
by the collation of enemy records and the confirmed findings of the
Admiralty Shipping Losses Assessment Committee are mentioned on

■ page 70,

The

Bombing f North African Arrival Ports Etc.

ISecond to the sinking of enemy shipping in transit, the
surest method of limiting enemy supplies was to bomb the enemy's
off-loading ports in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, harass, whenever
practicable, his transport to the forward area and destroy his
supply dumps.
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I-n this connection, Tripoli, the enemy's principal arrival
port for larger merchant vessels, v/as vi/ith;Ln the orbit of
Malta's limited bomber force and the Cyrenaican ports and
dumps could be continuously attacked by the Middle East's main
bomber stength located in Egypt and the Western Desert.

M.E.E.O.S. During the period l6th June to 14th October, Malta-based
June to October, aircraft kept up a steady pressure against Tripoli, carrying
1941 out 72 raids involving 357 effective heavy bomber sorties and

101 effective medium and miscellaneous bomber sorties. The

heaviest attacks Y/ere made during August and September as bad
Y/eather hindered the effort in the following month. The targets
attacked included shipping, harbour installations, marshalling
yards, petrol depot, military stores and power house,
raids v/ere carried out at various times by Wellingtons of Nos, 38
and 148 Squadrons and by E.A.A. Swordfish, which made harrying
attacks and also mined the harbour, and the day effort by
Marylands of No.69 Squadron (in the earlier period) and Blenheims
of Nos. 82, 105 and 107 Squadrons.

The night

Malta (a.V.M. Lloyd), was of the opinion that
A.O.C/47 Malta. oT/ing to the concentration of good bombing targets "heavy bombs '
Ends. 104a.

The A. O.C• 9

on Tripoli would be decisive in closing the, port.
1941 lull it was not possible to drop sufficient quantities of

heavy calibre bombs (one thousand.pounders or morey to put this
theory to the test, but Malta's attacks caused considerable
dislocation of off-loading performances and a very appreciable
destruction of supplies. The supplies sent eastv^ards by coastal
shipping or road transport also came Y/ithin Malta's orbit;
offensive shipping sweeps were carried out in. the Gulf of Sirte

and transport on the coastal road vi/as attaclced from time to time

by Blenheims, Marylands and F.A.A. Fulmers,
although inevitably on a small-scale, paid good dividends both in

material damage and moral effect.

During the

These attacks.

The vital distribution centre in the enemy's supply system ’
to his forward area was.Benghazi,(l) the chief port and
capital of Cyrenalca, Supplies arrived by sea - both direct,
and via'Tripoli - and, as mentioned above, by road from

Tripoli. Although supplies were distributed quickly there
were necessarily many large supply dumps in the Benghazi area.'

The main harbour is contained by an inner and outer breakwater

on the north side and another breakvi/ater on the south. Within'

the harbour, to facilitate off-loading and disembarkation of

personnel, use was made of five moles. Apart from shipping
and the harbour facilities, a rich variety of targets included
the railYvay (which ran to Barce, 68 miles, and southwards to

Solluch, 35 miles, as v/ell as local lines), stores targets
(including munitions), M/T depots and parks, W/T stations and
military barracks. The attacks oh airfields in the area are
considered later.

During the four months period under review a constant night
offensive was directed against Benghazi by No, 257 Wing's
Wellingtons, comprising 102 raids and the flying of 578
effective.sorties.(2) During August, also, this night
effort was supplemented by a few sorties flovvn by Blenheims of
No. 113 Squadron and Marylands of No. 12 Squadron, S.A.A.F.

M.S.P.O.S. .
June to

October,1941

/Although

(1) Total capacity of the harbour at this time was some

30,000 tons per month (Vice Adniiral \7eichold.'s Report
Part 1 Para. 63).

(2) See pages 105 & I06 for fuller details. ,
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Although this constant bombing effort succeeded in liiriit-

ing the enemy's use of the port(l) it was fully realised
that an even stronger effort was necessary to cut the enemy's
Cyrenacian supply-line effectively,
bombers were clearly required, but were not then available.
Pending the arrival of American heavy bombers in strength,
the attacks on Benghazi during the next month (mid-October to
the opening of the ground campaign in raid-Kovcmbor called for
an intensification of the n

bombs of a heavier calibre

sustained interference.

Longer range heavy

ight effort, the ciiplovr
and a day effort O)

Iho general effects of our bombard-
jnont of Benghazi are considered in some detail la.tcr,
page 107.

lent of

to ensure

on

In addition to the pre-occupation v;ith ]^-nghazi d-uring the

four months under reviev/, regular attention was pedd to

Bardia (a small port used by small craft from Crete and
Greece, with reserves of petrol and ariiraunition in the vicinity)
andDerna (a small port used for schooner traffic, vdth a variety
of supply dumps, M.T. and A.P.V. repair shops and military
barracks in the general area). The effort against Bardia,
excluding attacks on enemy transport tanks and encampments
in the vicinity, comprised 35 heavy and 287 medium and

miscellaneous bomiber effective sorties against Derna, 70
heavy and 10 medium bomber effective sorties, Bardia, in

,  particular, received attention from Marylands and Blenheims

by day as well as the night Wellington, Albacore and medium

bomber effort. Other supply targets periodically attacked
included the railway and workshops at Barce and forward dumps
in the Garabut area, the efforts against the latter being made
mainly by escorted Marylands of Ko. 12 Squadron, S.A.A.F
operating by day.

• 5

(4)
Total' Enemy Merchant Shipping Losses

(a) As currently assessed by the Admiralty Shipping Losses
Assessment Committee

The restriction placed on the enemy's reinforcing of Libya
by air action can best be indicated by the assessment of losses

inflicted on enemy mei’chant shipping. As already mentioned.

/the

(l) There were throughout the period queries from Air Ministry as to whether
the M.E. Wellingtons were employed to full capacity. Air Marshal Tedder
writing to the C.A.S. at the end of September stated: "I have hacl an analysis
prepared which can be compared with one got out by A.M. War Room R. 0. 2.
D. B.Ops. The average sorties per squadron of Wellingtons of No. 3 Group over
a period 8th June to 2nd August was just over 25 sorties per squadron per
week; the average for our Wellingtons is 22-28. I am surprised it compares
so favourably, in view of the fact that our sorties are longer, the flying
hours involved for each operational sortie are greater and in view of the
difficulties of maintenance under our conditions and without the support of

(a. 0.C.-in-C ' s correspondence with C.A. S. etc. part II enclosiuces

for

the makers

(2)Ex^ination of bomb damage in Syria made it perfectly^clear that except an
I  an anti-personnel weapon the 250 lb. bomb (was) positively valueless

(a.O.C.-in-G 's correspondence with C.A.3. Part II Enclos. 184B). Increase
stocks of 1,000 lb. bombs and a limited ramiber of A,000 lb. bombs were
available for "Crusader" operations..

(3) S.A.A.E. Marylands began their day efforts on 14th October.
(4) It should be noted that casualties inflicted on enemy naval vessels by

sea and air action are not considered in this narrative as they are dealt
with in the narrative of the Air/Sea war in the Mediterranean.
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the ina;.n sinkings through air action were effected by Malta-
based aircraft covering the Central Mediterranean.
Comparatively fevi/ ships were sunk in harbour; of the combined
air and sea sinkings during August, for example it was estimated
that- only G% was sunk in harbours.

II Jl/29.

H.Q. Med/S. 247/
49/4. Air.

Tlr e Admiralty Shipping Losses Assessment Committee currently
ed the .casualties inflicted on enemy merchant shipping in

■iterranean by sea and- air during the period 1st June - 5th
, 1941,. : as follows:- , -

estimai

the Mec,
. Octobei'

Sunk or Con-
Struotive Loss

Seriously
Damaged Damaged

June 63,400 tons

64,230 tons

62,320 tons

71,014 tons 11,400 tons

55,800 tons

58,190 tons

July 74,113 tons

1st August to

- 7th Sept.
91,844 tons

8th Sei:t. to
5th October.

99,156 gons 69,600 tons 39,300 tons

336,127TOTAL 194,990 229,250

Idem. The results achieved by air action, June to September, 1941
were assessed thus

S|unk or Constructive Loss
TonnageNo.

Seriously Damaged
, No. Tonnage

Damaged
No. Tonnage

AircraftMonth

3  27,000 I
2  13,400 1
4  23,000 j

9  63,400

June P.A.A.
Malta Blens

Other a/c
8,000
1,500

31 11,400
1

11,400TOTAL 2 9,500 3

9,800
20,300
2,500

July 2 2. 11,000
7  37,800

F.A.A.
6 6Malta Blens

Other,a/c
44,230
18,0001 3

32,600 9  48,800 9  62,2309TOTAL

6 16,200
8,210

35,560
4,300
6,000

3Aug. F . ii. .ti.
Malta Blens

Other a/c
7  - 29,620
4  16,200

53
1

45,860 11 - 45,820810 24,419TOTAL,

1  8,000 •
2^ 20,000

21,0004-2

43,000
30,200

14,000
11,972
4,000

7Sept. 2P.A.A.
Malta Blens

Other a/c
i (-

1^-^2

8 49,0009 29,972 11 73,200TOTiJL

31 157,819 ; 37 220,45030 117,932AGGREGATE

Thus in the official estimates of shipping casualties in the
Mediterranean June to September, 194^, "fcAe Middle East Air Force
was credited with well over'3^ of the total tonnage of- enemy
merchant shipping estimated as sunk and for the greater part of
the shipping claimed as damaged.
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A.H.B.

II J.1/29
H.Q. S.A.P., Middle East, issued some tentative conclusions

about the interference v/ith the enemy's main stream of
reinforcing shipping between Italy and the North African ports.
These conclusions are interesting but unconfirmed,
estimated that in August the Royal Navy and R.A.E. together sank
24% of the total sailings (88% of the shipping sunk being
south-bound and thus cargo-carrying) and in September 50% of the
total sinkings (91% of the shipping sunk being south-bound).

To the toll taken of enemy cargoes must be added the E.A.P. 's
appreciable but unassessable destruction of supplies in Libya
and constant interruption of off-loading,

(b) Confirmed Enemy Shipping Losses (identified Vessels)

The .figures quoted in the preceding sub-section are the
official estimates issued during the war,
of identified enemy merchant ships (based on enemy records and
later confirmatory reports of the Admiralty Shipping Losses
Assessment Committee) were as follows:-

June

It was

The confirmed losses

Total tonnage sunk in the entire Mediterranean from

Appendix P

all causes: 49,732 tons (including 31,809 tons sunlc
by the Royal and Allied Navies and 13,006 by the
R.A.P. and E,A.A.). Losses adjudged on tAe African
Convoy Route only: 44,068 (including 26,145 tons
sunk by the Royal and AllSnd Navies and 13,006 by
the R.A.P. and E.A.A.).

Total tonnage sunk in the entire Mediterranean from
all causes: 35,508 tons (including 20,136 tons sunk
by the Royal and Allied Navies and 15,235 by the R.A.P.
and P.A.A.).
Route only:

Royal and Allied Navies and 15,235 by the R.A.P. and
P.A.A.).

Total tonnage SLink in the entire Mediterranean from

all causes: 39,413 tons (including 17,255 tons by the
Royal and Allied Navies and 22,158 by the R.A.P. and
P.A.A.). Losses! adjudged on the African Convoy Route
only: 38,495 tons including 16,337 tons by the Royal
and Allied Navies and 22,158 by the R.A.P. and P.A.A.).

September Total tonnage sunk in the entire Mediterranean from
all sources 96,048 tons (including 57,521 tons by the
Royal and Allied Navies and 36,685 by the R.A.F. and
P.A.A.).
only:

and Allied Navies and 30,355 tons by the R.A.P. and
P.A.A.).

July

Losses arljudged on the African Convoy
26,191 tons (including 10,956 by the

August

Losses adjudged on the African Convoy Route
70,700- tons (including 39,956 tons by the Royal

It must be emphasised that the above figures refer entirely
to merchant ships which have been identified by
reasonable to assume that some ships sunk have not been definitely
identified, particularly in the case of vessels of small tonnage.

An an^ysis of the causes of the siirking of identified merchant
ships,is given at Appendix P. It must be pointed ,out that the
figures for the tonnage sunk on the African convoy route in this
Appendix are subject to revision, as-in certain cases although ships
sunk were on routes known to be used by the enemy for the supply
of North Africa they could possibly in some instances have been
plying between Italy and Greece and Italy and Sicily only.

It isname.

/It
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It may be noted that the confirmed figures* of losses caused

by air action exceed the official estimates for June and

September, L94-1, by 3,506 and 6,713 tons respectively; the
confirmed figures for July and August are 17,365 tons and 10,742
tons(l) loTor than the official estimates of losses caused by air
action.

Shipping Lo£isos as Reported by Yice-Admir^ _¥eichoM,

An interesting report was written for Naval Intelligence in

November 19f5, by a German prisoner-of-war - Vice Admiral Eberhard
T/eichold (C
Headquarter^ and C.-in-C. , of German Naval Forces in the Mediterrajnean,
June 1940 - March 1943) (2). The report is valuable in pointing out
"the fundamisntal 'Continental' attitude of the High Commands of the
German natian and of the forces" and the failure to appreciate, the
importance of the war at sea and that in the Mediterranean in
particular.

lief CTcrman Liaison Officer With the Italian Naval

A.H. B.I

S.IO.

In cas<; this report should be accepted as wholly authoritative,
it is necessary to point out that Vice-Admiral V/eichold's figures
of losses suffered by Axis shipping plying the North African convoy

Idim Part I route must be accepted with reserve(3). In June, Weichold states
para.68. that of the 118,000 tons of shipping space used on the African

As already mentioned,
of shipping adjudged on these lines and associated

For the following month (July)
quotes the figures of nearly 20,000 tons sunk and over

7,000 tons damaged out of 153,000 used as against the confirmed
losses of 26,191 tons adjudged on the African convoy routes.
August", Wej.chold states, "out of 150,000 tons, 36,000 were sunk
and nearly 13,000 tons were damaged,
figure almost corresponds to the confirmed figures for identified
vessels. It September Weichold puts the shipping in use at 163,000
tons, of which he states 49,000 tons were sunk and nearly 14,000 tons
damaged,

the African convoy routes was 70,700 tons.

supply line^ only 8,500 tons were damaged.
44,068 tons
ports have lt)een confirmed as sunk,
the Admiral

In

in this instance the losses

The confirmed losses of identified vessels adjudged on

A poini worth noting is. that even on the basis of Vice-Admiral
Vfeichold's figures - which are apparently under-estimated so far
as losses are concerned - the success of 'our sea and air action

against the enemy's supply line to Libya is indisputable. It is

admitted th£t in July well over 18^. of the enemy's total tonnage
used in the African convoy routes was put out of action; in August
the figure -was nearly 33%; and in September nearly 30%.

/Attacks
to make a true comparison allowaiice has been made forfhe

confirradd sinking of a hospital ship of 13,060 tons, although ’Ms
tonnage is not included in the table at Appendix P.

(2) Vice-Admiral ¥eiohold was relieved of his appointment by Admiral
Raeder in March 1943, for his criticism of German Naval policy in
the MediterranesuT. The Vice-Admiral after his capture hoped to

the German situation "by acquiescing to British demands"
gorically denounced "the false basic attitude of National

t Germany, especially in the sphere of world wide ethics".
.  S.IO Attached Correspondence).,
compiled his report from copious notes taken from ofiicial
s which t>assed through his hands, but he v/as not able

ng to G. S. 0.3. , 56 Infantry Brigade, 9th July, I946)
rate these original documents.

(1) In order

improve

■and cate
Socialis

(A.H. B.I
(3)- Weichold

document

(accord!
to enume
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Attacks on Enemy Air Bases

Owing to the over-riding commitment to cut enemy supplies,
our counter air force operations wei'e inevitably on a small

ttacks by Egyptian-based bombers, l6th June to 14th
M. E« P« 0. S.

(Supplemented scale,
by O.R.Bs.) October, against enemy air bases in Cyrenaica and the Eastern

Mediterranean absorbed 245^ of their total effective bomber

sorties against targets associated with the Libyan campaign:
attacks of Malta-based aircraft against Tripolitanian and

Sicilian landing grounds absorbed only 10^ of their total
effective bomber sorties.

The effort against the enemy's Cyrenaican air bases
although small^ v;as constant. The rear airfields at Benina,
Tmimi, Martuba, Barce, Berka and Derna were periodically attacked

at night by small forces of Wellingtons, Blenheims, Marylands and
P.A.A. Albacores,

received somewhat mors regular and concentrated attention caid

the forward landing grounds at Garabut, from September onwards,
were subjected to occasional day ra.ids by Maxylands of No. 12

Squadron, 3.A.A.P.

Role of Western Desert Fighters

The German fighters' main base at Gazala

had ended (l8th June) offensive
During

After operation "Battle-axe
air operations over the forward area became spasmodic,
the lull in the ground fighting each side aimed at conserving
its fighter strength, and the fact that bomber attacks, in the

absence of close-support targets, were mainly directed against
opposing build-up implied that fighter commitments were

predominantly protective.

The No. 204 Group (later A.H. Q. , W.D.) squadrons vhich
carried the burden of fighter operations during.the four months

under immediate review (mid-June to mid-October)
73, 274, 1 S.A.A.F., R.N. (P) Squadrons and, towards the end

of the period, Nos. 229 and 238 Squadrons (Hurricanes) and
'. , .and, later, 3 R.A.A.P. and 112 Squadrons

Prom the .beginning of July No. 451 Squadron,

were:- Nos.

Nos. 250, 2 S.A.A.F
(Tomaiiawks).

Squadron ORB's
M.E.F.O.S.

and' S. D. 225

Appendice's
to H.Q.R.A.P
M.E. ORB

Admin, and

Org, R.A.A.P. (Hurricanes) relieved No. 6 Squadron as the Army
Co-operation Squadron in the Desert for tactical air reconnaissance
duties.

The main commitments of the fighter force v/ere;-

Providing cover by day for the Tobruk convoys.

Defence of the Desert bases (e.g. Puka, Sidi-Barrani,
Mersa Matruh and Maaten Bugush).

Providing air cover for our tactical reconnaissance
aircraft and infrequent day bomber attacks.

Periodic offensive sweeps.

(a)

(R)

(c)

(d)

The last-mentioned task v\?as necessary to ensure that local ^r
superiority Vi/as not lost and to keep alive the of tensive spirit
of the force; it was limited owing to the over-riding protective
commitments and the fact that, ovdng to the G.A.F's exploitation
of the superior perforaiance of the M.E.109 by employing "tip and

such sweeps had to be carried out at squad.ronrun" tactics,
strength at least.

The heaviest and most constant fighter commitment was the
At variousprovision of cover for shipping supplying tobruk.

/timesG. 169213/IP/5/48.
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times it i/vas necessary to employ virtually the entire 'fighter
force on 1;his activity in order to maintain formations at squadron
strength i'or prolonged periods during the day.
fortnightly totals of Vfestern-Desert fighter sorties, which varied

from 500 to 700 sorties, in many cases vi/ell over half of the effort
was devoted.to shipping protection,
the enemy to a great extent from interfering with the convoys by
day, althou^ from time to time determined attacks were delivered by
escorted i'ormations of dive bombers. On such occasions our fighters

v/ere often outnumbered, but, in general, provided successful
protection. The following selection of outstanding combats,
indicates the success achieved against enemy raiders during critical

On 30th June, Tomahawks and Hurricances of Nos. 73» 250,

Thus of the

This fighter cover dissuaded

periods.

M.E,P.0.:S.

Idem.

274 Squadrons and No. 1 Squadron, S.A.A.P., engaged and drove off

enemy aircraft which made six attacks on a convoy; four Ju.87's,
two M.E.110's and two 0,50's were claimed destroyed for the

loss of one Tomahawk and one Hurricane, (l) On 15th July, Hurricanes
of No. 73 Squadron intercepted fifteen J.U. 87's and five M. E. HO's
attacking
and one M.

of six Stukasour shipping and claimed the destruction
E. 110 for the loss of two Hurricanes.(2) Pour days

later the same squadron drove off twelve M,E.109's, but lost one
of their cwn aircraft. On 29th July, a total of twenty Stiikas,
escorted by ten M.E.109's, attacked a convoy in two waves;

down of foure shootingNo. 250 Scjiuadron Tomahawks claimed the
On 2nd August, theJ.U.87's i‘or the loss of two aircraft,

enemy launched a mass attack on certain of our naval units by
twenty J.U. 87's, escorted by nine M.E.200's and six M.E.109's;
Hurricanes of No. 1 Squadron, S.A.A*P*^ drove off the raiders

and claimed four Stukas and a German fighter destroyed for the loss

of three S.A.A.P. fighters, (4) On the 21st of the same month,
patrolling Hurricanes of Nos.73> 1 S.A.A.P.', and R.N. (P) Squadrons
and Tomahav;ks of No. 2 Squadron, S.A.A.P., in all eighteen aircraft,
sighted a total of, eighteen M.E.llO's, twenty-five Ivl.E, 109's, ten
J.U.87's iind a formation of H.E.Ill's, operating informations of

seven to 1;en aircraft, approaching our shipping off Sidi Barrani,
Our claims in combats against., the numeric.ally superior enemy aaounted
to one M. E.110 shot dovm and fiv 8 "probables" for the loss of

Iw.o days later Tomahawks of
on patrol over destroyers in

encountered five Stukas and shot down two of them

v^^j^ore
• >

two Hunricanes and one Tomahawk

No, 250 anq. No, 2 Squadrons, S.A.A.P
the same iirea,

without loss,(6)

The supply of Tobrtok was inevitably costly for our Navy and
merchant shipping, but by taking advantage of moonless periods
and due to effective day fighter cover over the greater part of the
journey the formidable risks attached to the Tobruk run v\/ere

diminished and the beleaguered garrison was successfully maintained

and necessary reliefs carried out. Prom the air aspect this

heavy protection coimnitment was a strain on our air resources,
limited the scope of offensive fighter operations and tended to

reduce the aggressiveness of the fighter force as  a whole. (7)

Appendix
M(i)

/On

(1) German records show 2 M.E.llO's destroyed and one J.U.87 damagpd

(2) German records shov/ 3 J.U. 87's and 1 "day-fighter" destroyed
on 15th July.

(3) German records show 1 J.U.87 destroyed on 29th July. (Verluste
Afrika ADIK 103/64). It is possible, however, that some

Italaan fighter a/c are concerned.
(4) German records show one fighter, two dive-bombers and one

bomber destroyed on 2nd August.'
5) Germaji records show one M.E. 110 destroyed on 21st August.
6j Germaji records show only one bomber destroyed on 23cd August

(Verluste Afrika ADIK IO3/64).
'S-ge lOl measures talcen during the "Crusader"
rratory period to eliminate this last fault..

on 30th June.

(7) See p
prep
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On the comparatively few occasions when Italian fighter
formations were encountered over the forward area our aircraft

proved superior.
Tomahawks of No. 2 Squadron, S.A.A.P. interznapted about 20 G. 50's,
which were engaged in straffing tv/o of our Sidi Barrani
landing grounds,
minutes. No. 2 Squadron claim.ed the shooting down of five enemy
aircraft and one "probable"; the only damage suffered by the
Squadron was one aircraft which received a shell from our own

A.A. through the hydraulic system and another which sustained

a punctured tyre, (l)
great determination and fight, but were completely outclassed

by our pilots and aircraft.

In particular, on 3rd September eleven

As the result of "dog fights" lasting 25

The enemy were reported to have shown

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

P.172

M.E.W.I.S.

'• No. 64
Part 4.

Combats with M.E.109's, however, v\/hich occurred towards
the end of the lull period, proved that the German fighters were
a more formidable proposition. During the fortnight 22nd

September to 5th October, three Tomahawks and six Hurricanes,
mainly employed on reconnaissance or reconnaissance escort,
fell victims to M.E.109 "tip and run'\ tactics and our claims

only amounted to three "probables". (2)
Idem No. 25 over ̂ the Sidi Omar area on 6th October, twelve S.A.A.P.

Tomahawks encountering fourteen M.E.109's fared better,
claiming the destruction of one German fighter and_ another

probably'destroyed for the loss of two aircraft. (3) Six days
later, in support on Array operation in the Sheferzen area,
honours were virtually even; as a result of combats between

33 Tomahawks of Nos. 112, 2 S.A.A.P. and 3 R.A.A.P. Squadrons
and formations of M.E.109 E's and P's and G.50's, three M.E.109's

and one Italian figliter- were claimed shot down end two more

M.E. 109's as "probables" for the loss of four Tomahawks. (4)

M.E.P.O.S.

NO. 24

In an offensive sv/eep

It was evident that in order to achieve local air

superiority prior to the launching of our November offensive our

fighter sv\/eeps would have to be carried out in strength to

off-set the superior performance of the later types of
Messerschjnitts.

Enemy's Attack in September

The lull in the ground fighting between the "Battle-axe"
and "Crusader" operations was only once seriously interrupted.
The incident is recorded in General Auchinleck's Despatch thus;-

C. in C.>LE's"0n 14th September the enemy advanced to test our strength and
Despatch
July to
October,
1941 P.13.

dispositions above the escarpment. The force consisted of two

columns. The northern column was composed of about 100 tanks,and
the southern contained chiefly lorried infantry and maintenance

vehicles escorted by armoured cars. Our reconnaissance elements

/and

(l) The Italians invented an entirely fabulous account of this encounter.
"Lt.Col.Bonzano, O.C. No. 20 Fighter Wing has been awarded the Silver
Medal for valour. According to Italian reports, on September 3rd last,
he led a formation of 27 of his filters on an offensive sweep in the
skies over Sidi Barrani. Trusting to their numerical superiority, some
50 Hurricanes and Tomahawks, who appeared on the scene, dived to attack,

the report continues "with superb impetus andThe Italian pilots,
marvellous skill, accepted battle shooting down 13 Hurricanes and Tomahawks,
while another five v/ere seen to abandon the fight 'in search of a forced-

landing. By this engagement the vaunted prowess of the Hurricanes and
Tomahawks has emerged entirely discredited, according to the author."

(M.E.W.I.S. No.64 Part 6;).
2) German records shov: 3 M.E. 109's damaged.
3) Not confirmed by German records.
4) German fij^ter casualties reported in German records shov/ one M.E. 109

damaged. It is possible more Italian aircraft v;ers involved

(Verluste Afriloa ADIK 103/64).
G.169213/IP/5/48.
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and light columns v/ithdrew, inflicting casualties on the enemy.
By nightfall the enemy tanks had reached the Rabia area, but
during tie night they v/ithdrew.
September our troops had returned to their original positions.

By first light on the 17th

The enemy's advarice was supported by dive-bombing attacks by
J.U.87's and sweeps by M.E.llO's, M.E.lQ9's and M.E.200's, which,
however, inflicted little damage,
enemy's air effort was the misadventure of a formation of eleven

Stukas of No. 209,Squadron, I.A.P. By some major error in co
ordination this Italian formation lost touch with the Gexmian force

and, aftsr exhausting its petrol in bewildered wanderings, forced-

landed for the most part in our territory. The crews of eight of
these Italian J.U.87's v/ere quickly made prisoners.

A bizarre fsatire of the

t

M.E.W.I.S.

No. 66.

The enemy's reconnaissance in force v/as opposed on the 14th

by three attacks delivered by twenty-three Marylands of Nos. 12 and

24 Squadrons,S.A.A.P. , escorted by Hurricanes. The S.A.A.P.
bombers dropped one hundred and seventy 250 pounders and

indendiaries on enemy A.P.V's and M.T. in. the area near Sofafi,
Daily Opsum causing fires and scoring hits on vehicles. Meanwhile, Tomahawks,
14th Sept. . with a covering patrol of Hurricanes, made a low-flying attack

on the Gambut landing grounds, which Stukas v/ere using as an

advanced airfield, and the attacks were continued during the

night by samll forces of Wellingtons and P.A.A. Albacores.

Comparative losses as a result of the enemy's tlirust were

currently assessed as:- on our side, fifteen casualties, an

armoured car, one Maryland and six fighters (including two
reconnaissance aircraft) destroyed, and by the enemy nearly a
hundred casualties and losses of fourteen tanks, fifteen vehicles

and twenty-one aircraft.

General Failure of Enemy's Bomber Offensive

M.E.P.O.S.

No. 23.

C.. in C. M.E's.

Despatch ps.
13 & 14.

It had been appreciated (page ll) that intensive enemy air
action directed against our build-up, particularly in Egypt,
during the summer of 1941 might well be our main hanard.
cards appeared to be heavily stacked in favour of the enemy,
his air bases in Sicily, Cyrenaica, Southern Greece and Crete, he
could cover the entire opei'ational area and had, moreover, the

In the event, the enemy not only

The

Pr

advantages of interior lines,

om

failed to carry out a determined and sustained bombing programme
to cripple our build-up, but, as already indicated, also.failed■
to protect adequately his own supply routes to Libya.

The protection of convoys and rear posts, "and bases was an
Italian Air Force .commitment and regularly absorbed the major
part of its effort. Allied to these protective duties was the
need to neutralise Malta as an offensive base, particularly for

The I.A.P. proved, characteristically.
Moreover, our aggressive action against

ship-striking squadrons,
unequal to these tasks,

M.E.W.I.S.
Nos. 53-69.

the enemy's sea-lines forced the I.A.P. to divert  a considerable
this had theportion of its bomber force to convoy escort duties;

effect of reducing the scale of the Italian bomber effort
without appreciably hindering our attacks.

The German bomber force assumed the main, offensive role.
In the absence of major ground operations, well planned strategic

IR.A.P. M.E. bombing was clearly called for.
Review No.3. the bomber force was open to severe criticism,
(Report by dissipated against a variety of targets instead of being •
Intelligence concentrated on the few most vulnerable points of our supply

organisation - notably Suez and its'sea approaches. An important
factor, however, which contributed to a restricted German effort

/was

In practice the employment of
Its effort was

Branch).

G.I69213/IF/5/48.
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was a decline in aircraft serviceability at a time when our ovm

maintenance had vastly improved.
Geraian. squadrons normally held a 25;o reserve of aircraft

immediately available as replacements and further replacements
could be obtained at short notice from the large stocks of a.ircraft

in stored reserve in Germany.
Front inroads were made in G.A.F, reserves. Gradually most of the

Luftv/affe units lost their immediate reserves and replacements
had to be drawn from air parks and central stores,
accordingly, a general fall in sei-viceability; the estimated

average serviceability of the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean,
in, the autumn of 1941, seldom exceeded 60 - 70 per cent and frequently
fell below that figure,
based aircraft were probably limited at various times by petrol '
shortages.

Prior to the Russian campaign

As losses mounted on the Eastern

There was,

In addition, the operations of LibyanM.E.W.I.S.

No. 6

Enemy's m.ain Bomberjfims

The enemy's main aims, as reflected by his bomber effort,
were directed against:"

Strengthening the Tobruk blockade and hindering our build-up
in the Desert,

(1)M.E.W.I.S.

No. 60 and

passim.
(2) Neutralising our sources of supply and impairing our air effort

by attacks in the general Suez area.

Neutralising Malta .as an offensive base.

Continuing the. offensive against the Fleet at Alexandria.

(3)

(4.)

(5) Yfeakening our position in the Eastern Mediterranean.

(6) Harassing isolated positions and associated lines of
communication.

Enemy Bomber Action and Our Defensive Measures.

( Blockade of TobrLil:.

The bomber commitment (l) above absorbed the most sustained
Nos. 53-69. and determined effort, both the G.A.F. and I.A.F. taking part.

Mention has already been made (pages 73 & 74)of the enei^y's day attacks
on shipping supplying the Tobruk garrison and the convoy
protection afforded by No. 204 Group fighter squadrons; at times,^
also, enemy bombers, including Stukas, were employed against shipping
during the hours of darkness, when our fighter patrols were not

'  operating, and achieved some success. Against Tobruk itself,
which was out of range for effective fighter protection, the

G.A.F. carried out intermittent, moderate-scale, high-level anS.
dive-bombing attacks by day on the harbour and defences; bombers
based in Southern Greece occasionally attacked the garrison by

the harbour was mined from time to time, and J.U.

M.E.W. 1.3.

's
night;
and M.E.llO's, returning from night offensive reconnaissances
the forvv^ard sirea, tended to drop their bombs, on Tobruk as a matter

The I.A.F's participation in the offensive against

over

of routine.

Tobruk, as in its operations elsewhere, was more convincing on

paper than in fsnt. H.Q. R.A.F. M.E. Intelligence expressed the

"They (the Italian bombers) do not.;appear to carry out
their operations with the direct intention of crippling our war

effort, instead they use a policy whereby they seem to their
German allies to be operating on a large Scale and at the same

time undergo little danger of loss to themselves by employing a
minimum of enterprise over enemy territory."

view;

M.E.W. I.S.

NO. 60.

/TheG. 169213/^^/5/48.
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Pca’t Five of

the

Narrative

The air attacks against Tobrulc failed in their attempt to

Indeed, v;e succeeded in
maintaining the garrison to the extent that it v/ould.be counted

on to play an offensive role in our November offensive,
strain imposed on our shipping and air resources, however, v/as

a factor which caused constant anxiety and hindered our prepara
tions for "Crusader",

render the fortress untenable.

The

Tne enemy a.ir effort against our build-up in the Desert was

small, as targets associated with the Tobruk blockade offered

richer dividends with slighter risks,

night raids were carried out spasmodically, however, by both
the G.A.F. and I.A.F. on milit-ary targets end landing grounds
in the forv/ard area, particularly our base at Marsa Matruh;
the effort never achieved more than a nuisance effect.

Small-risk harassingM. , I. S.

Nos.53-69.

(b) Attacks in the Canal Z^one.

Meanwhile, the G.A.P's endeavour to neutralise our sources

of supply by attacks in the Suez Canal, zone Y/as not backed by
sufficient power to limit our reinforcing to defensive needs.

No. 250 Wing's Prom early July to mid-October attacks were delivered on 34-
O.R.B. July- nights by an estimated total of 442 aircraft, mainly Greek -
October, 1941 based J.U.88's; particular advantage was taken of moon periods.

The attacks at times included the mining of the Canal. The

raids "seriously threatened shipping in the Suez Canal and in the
Despatch July- Gulf of Suez", but the menace never materialised into really
October,1941 crippling shipping losses and prolonged stoppages in unloading,
P.18, An incidental'result of the bombing was "a reduction in the

amount of Egyptian casual labour, but this was speedily remedied

by improving the arrangements for air raid precautions and

importing labour from Upper Egypt," Defended anchorages were

established in the Gulf of Suez, at Abu Zsnima and Ras Ghemsa, for
use in the event of Port Tewfik becoming unuseable, but this

never occurred.

C-in-C's

The enemy's threat from the air called for immediate
protective measures, particularly as the "air raids coincided
with the arrival of important convoys carrying large reserves

of men and vehicles" and American ships, moreover, had just^
Ground defences were strengthened by movingbegun to arrive,

Idem,

several batteries from other areas to Suez during moonlight _

A.0.C./201/L periods and anti-aircraft crews were placed aboard American ships.
Fighter Defence The air defence of the general area is mentioned later; but it is

necessary to e^iphasise that Air Marshal Tedder insisted that
defence was "a matter of team work between fighters, lights and

of Egypt .
Enclos. 39.

guns".

No. 250 Wing The German attacks were not confined to the bombing of
O.R.B. July- shipping and unloading facilities in the Suez and Port, Said area,
October,1941. but were also directed at times against supply and Air Force

targets in the Ismailia, Abu Sueir, Shallufa Moascar, Kabrit,
A.0.C-in-C's Kasfareet and Kantara areas. , The most devastating raid from
Correspondence the point of view of R.A.F. build-up occurred on the night
with C.A.S. 9A0th July, when No. 102 Maintenance Unit at Abu Sueir was
part I Enclos. attacked. As a result of the bombing 26 aircraft were burat
1Y3K. out, 20 required major repairs, and 27 required minor repairs;

all five test benches and Z[.0 Bristol engines were seriously
serious -losses in fabric spares.damaged, and there were

The "worst item" was the loss of nine Tomahawks in cases which

had just been collected to be loaded for disperal by rail to

Geneifa the following morning". The attack emphasised^the
need for the dispersal of maintenance and storage facilities
which Yi/as already in hand (page 45)* Improved protective

/measuresG. I692I3/IF/5/48,
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and dispersal prevented the enemy achieving a similarme asure s

success subsequently.

Responsibility for the entire air defence of Egypt was

.vested in No.202 Group (afterv/ards A.H.Q. -Egypt). The operational
control of the E.A.E. defence of the Sue.z Canal zone v/as exercised

by No. 250 Y/ing, reformed at Ismailia on 1st July, 1941. During
the period under immediate review/ the YYing operated No. 94 Squadron
(Hurricanes) and a token force of Royal Egjrptian Air Force
Gladiators. No. 94 Squadron was located at Ismailia (with
satellite landing ground at. Payid) and had a detachment at Port •

Said: apart from this detachment, which protected shipping
during the. day, the squadron operated entirely as a night
fighter squadron.- Control was exercised by the wing operations
room at Ismailia and sector operatio.ns rooms at Port Said and

Payid. The R.D.P. screen (provided by No. 204 A.M.E. 3. , Darnietta;
No.219, Port Said;. No. 254, El-Arish; No.259, Bir el Abd; and,
later. No. 261, Tel el Kebir and No, 262, 'Wadi Gindali) covered the
Suez Canal area Up to the limits of No. 252 Wing's sphere^of

sponsibility, eastw/ards to the Sinai-Palestine border and
seawards. The radar system was supplemented by a screen of

British aiid Egyptian observer posts. The British posts reported
the movements of aircraft by Yf/T to the Ismailia operations room.

The Egyptian observer system was linked by telephone to No. 252
YTing operations room at Alexandria.

Balloon squadrons operationally controlled by No. 250 Y!±ng
were Nos. 972, 973 and 974 at El Kantara, Port Said and Kasfareet,
respectively.

In the .absence, of technical equipment and. specialist
personnel for the control of night-filters. No. 94 Squadron
operated on line and layer patrols (particularly over Ismailia
and Abu Sueir) and was dependent on moonlight and searchli^t
illumination for interception. Interceptions were inevitably
few and usually fleeting: ■ conclusive contacts resulted in one
J.U. 88 confirmed destroyed in August and fouir in September

(including two which crashed after being damaged), v  /

(c) Reduced Pressure on Alexandria

a

re

No. 250 Y/ing
O.R.B. July-
0ctober,1941.

Idem.

As the enemy's air effort against the Suez Can-al^zone
developed, his pressure on our naval base at Alexandria was
relaxed. Prom mid-June to the end of July, attacks on the

made by an estimated total of
during the next two—and—a—half months the

These attacks were

port £ind cudjoining areas were
140-150 raiders:
estimated total amounted to only 10.

No. 252 Wing
O.R.B. June-

0ctober,1941.

carried out during hours of darkness, almost entirely by
Geiman bombers. Our defences - both ground and air 

-

prevented the enemy delivering accurate attacks and,^in general,
the bombing was spread over a wide area and rarely hit important
targets. There was, also a very slight,_spasmodic day
reconnaissance effort, vdiich was largely ineffectual.

The C-in-C., Mediterranean, insisted that the defence of
as an. the case of the port and

and held the view

A,0.C-in-C's

correspondence the naval base at Alexandria —
with C.A.S. shipping at Suez - was his responsibility,
p4Y PeIios. thafit »as the guns and searchlights which P«v=nted the enemy

from carrying out accurate bombing "and consequently fi^oer
operations must be subordinated." The A.O.C., M.E., 

on cheI7OA.

/other

0 U. s under No. 250 Wing during the period were No. 13,
and Shallufa, No. 15 (l .Sect. ) .Kasfareet, and
Se-Ct. )

(2) These casualties appe
(ivDIK 103/64).

(1)
Ismailia

No. 17 (2 El Arish.
to be confirmed by German recorar ds

G.I69213/IE/5/48.
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other hand, maintained that "to credit guns and searchlights
with the fact that bombs have in most cases straddled and

not hit directly is to my mind fantastic.
Air Marshal Tedder wrote, "meantime fighters, when allowed to ■ ,

As, however,
we are only just beginning to get .useful results in this way, I
propose to hold my fire until I have a larger volume of
practical evidence."

In Mid-September

co-operate, are beginning to do rather well

No. 252 Wing
O.R.B. June-

0ctober,1941

Operational control of the air defence of the Alexandria area,
and lov/er Egypt generally, was exercised by No, 252 Wing, under the
general control of No. 202 Group. The Wing was responsible,
also for providing fighter assistance to H.M. ships and
convoys within its operational area, (l)

During the early part of the period under immediate
review, a flight of No, 94 Squadron, detached to Amirya,
undertook the night fighter defence; later.No.30 Squadron
(Hurricanes), located at Edku, undertook this commitment.
Beaufighters of Nos. 252 and 272 Squadrons, loaned by No,201
Group, and P.A.A. Fulmars, at times, helped lirith special
defensive commitments particularly against ni^t raiders,
day fighter-defence was carried out, at various stages, by Nos.
33, 112 and 274 Squadrons and a flight of No, 30 Squadron. Other
units associated with the defence of Alexandria and the Delta

a radar screen

The

S.D.225(loc
ation of Unit^ included No. 97! Balloon Squadron (Alexandria);
Appendices to provided by a series of A.M.E.S's at Arairya, Aboukir, Tel el Kebir,
H.Q. R.A.P.
O.R.B, Admin,

and Org. June
to October 1941

Mex, Wadi Natrun, Baltim and Damietta;
and a P.A.0. detachment at Alexandria,

linked up with those in the Suez Canal zone and the Delta.

various observer units.
The warning system was

Idem. Control of the fighters was exercised by the Wing or sector
operations rooms of filter directing ship (h.M.S. "Formidable"
or H.M.S. "Naiad"). Niglit' patrols were carried out by
Hurricanes and Beaufighters, not only to effect interceptions
over the Alexandria area, but also over Rosetta, Baltim and
Damietta, when attacks were in progress in the Canal zone,
in an attempt to catch the raiders on their return Journey,
Due to the lack of ni^t-fighter aids, and the restrictions
imposed by gun areas few interceptions were made: one J.TJ. 88
was shot down near Wadi Natrun by No.33 Hurricanes in July and
another was claimed as probably destroyed in August,

(d) Slight effort against Lower Egypt

On a few occasions enemy bombers penetrated into lower Egypt
and attacked targets in the Cairo, area, particularly military
stores at Abbassia and Air Force targets at HelT/an and Tura.

correspondence H.M. Government had declared its intention of bombing Rone in
with C.A. S.

Part 2 Enclos. however, that "any substantial retaliation on Rome must direct
164B and 166a aircraft from vitally important operations against enemy supply
and M. E. War

Council,
minute 6

17/9/41.

A.O.C-in-C.

retaliation if Cairo were deliberately attacked. It was decided

lines.. a token retaliation would tend to encourage
further attacks on Cairo by revealing our supposed big stick
as a mere switch". The Chiefs of Staff, with the War

,

/Cabinet's
—

(1) (a) Within an area of a radius of 35 miles from Ras el Tin.

(b) Within 35 miles of the coast between Baltira and Dekheilla,
(No. 252 O.R.B. June Appendix A and August Appendix g).

G. l69213/rP/5/48.
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Cabinet's approval, therefore, recommended that there should be

no attacks on Rome(l) unless the bombing of Cairo became
systematic, in which case retaliation was to be as heavy as
possible,
never mounted.(2)

In the event, an air offensive against Cairo was

A. 0, C/201/1
Enclos.40A

Shortly before the opening of the "Crusader" offensive,
the Chiefs of Staff suggested the despatch of a specialist
mission to enquire into the whole question of the aii* defence
of Egypt,
on page 281+ and the pages follov/ing.

The recommendations of the mission are referred to

(e) Ineffective Effort Against Malta.

Details of the Italian Air Force's attempt to neutralise
Malta as an offensive base and the successful defence maintained

Mediterranean,
It is sufficient to

by Hurricane squadrons under the control of A.H
are outside the scope of this narrative,
say that the I.A.E's sporadic effort was never pressed with
sufficient determination to cause appreciable damage,
become abundantly clear that nothing short of a sustained
Luftwaffe offensive ?/ould neutralise Malta as an offensive
base’.

r\

•  >

It

(f) Sporadic Attacks in the Eastern Mediterranean

The enemy appreciated that vi/e were strengthening and
reinforcing Cyprus during the period (Part 2 of the narrative),
but the call to hinder our prepai’ations there v;as less urgent
than to destroy our sources of supply in the Suez area,
attacks on our laiiding grounds and harbours in Cyprus,
accordingly, although fairly constant were on a small-scale
and mainly carried out by Italian aircraft based in the
Dodecanese. This effort, and a still slighter one against
Haifa, rarely produced more than a nuisance effect,

reconnaissance aircraft also harried, at times, small vessels
plying between Egypt and Cyprus.

Air

Italian

M.E.W.I.S.

Nos. 53-69.

S.C.225

(Appendices
to H.Q.R.A.P.
M.E. O.R.B. ,

The defence of.Palestine, Syria and Cyprus was vested in

A.H.Q. Palestine and Transjordan, based at Jerusalem;
advanced headquarters was located at Beirut and No,259 Wing
at Nicosia, Cyprus.

an

Effective R.A.P. fighter squadrons
Admin. A Org.) (excluding Army Co-operation squadrons) controlled by A.H.Q.

P. & T.J. in September were No, 80 in Palestine, No. 260 and No. 3
R.A.A.E. in S3rria and No. 213 in Cyprus,
building up our filter strength for "Crusader" in the
following month, and the fact that the threat on our Eastern
Front was not then pressing, led to the withdrawal of all these

squadrons with the exception of a flight of No,213 Squadron.

The necessity for

(g) Sliph-t I.A.F. Effort against Isolated Positions

Linked with the Italian Air Force's reconnaissance of

our isolated positions in order to watch for any undue

/reinforcing

(l) Targets in the vicinity of Rome were, in fact, not attacked
until 19th July, 1943j when the war had receded from the
Middle East.

(2) In spite of the fact that Cairo was never delcared an "open
city", as the Egyptian Government constantly requested.
(Middle East Wan Council Min.8 9/7/41 and passim).

G. 169213/I1’/5/48.
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In particular,
This

■ reinforcing, was a slight harassing air activity,
a few small-scale attacks were made on Siwa and Giarabub,

slight effort was in keeping with the I.A.F. ’s policy of

attacking targets where fighter opposition was unlikely to be
encountered.

M.E.W.I.S,

Nos. 57 and 61,

Comparative Aircraft Losses

'  During the period l6th Jione to 14th October, 1941, the
aircraft casualties inflicted on the enemy in the entire Middle

East Command were assessed by Intelligence Branch, H.Q
M.E. as;-

R.A.P.♦ >M.E.W.I.S.

Appendices "A'
June-October,
1941. 142 destroyed and 24 probably destroyed.

253 destroyed and 68 probably destroyed.

395 enemy aircraft destroyed and 92
probably destroyed.

German aircrafts

Italian aircraft;

TOTAL:

aircraft, Geman records show 81
These figures represent

ADIK 103/64. In respect of German
aircraft destroyed and 22 damaged.
57^ of the aircraft claimed as destroyed in Intelligence
Branch assessnaents. Satisfactory Italian records are not available,
but if we accept a similar percentage in respect of Italian losses
the total number of enemy aircraft destrojred during the period may
be taken as approximately 225*.

The Middle East Corar.iand aircraft losses due to enemy action

during the same period were reported as;— 226 aircraft destroyed
in battle and 59 destroyed on the ground. Total; 285 aircraft

In addition, 101 aircraft were reported lost due to
In many cases the aircrewer than enemy action,

M.E.P.O.S. &

M.E.W.I.S.

Appendices
June to October destroyed.
1941. causes oth

concerned were saved.

C.-in-C *s. Tribute

In his despatch covering the period of the lull in the battle
during the summer and autumn of 1941 > General Sir Claude Auchinleck
paid the following tribute to the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force
for their success in winning the battle' for supplies;-.

C-in-C's

Despatch July-
0ctober,1941.
P.30.

”I have referred to our great indebtedness to the Royal Navy

and the Royal Air Force for enabling us to maintain and relieve
This was but a small part of their contribution to the

Both Services were ceaselessly
Tobruk,

preparations of the Army,
engaged in preventing the enemy reinforcing and supplying his
forces. It was largely due to the conspicuous success which

attended their efforts, that' the enemy was compelled to allow
us the respite we so sorely needed. Moreover, it is due to
their tireless devotion in prganising ,and protecting convoys,
that we received the reinforcements and vast quantities of^
stores which enabled us to reorganise and re-equip the armies
of the Middle East,"

/CHRONOLOGY

G.169213/EF/5/48.
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CHRONOLOGY OP ERE-"CRUSADER"' PERIOD

MID-OCTOBER,1941.II MID-JUNE

1941 Events in Middle East Command Events in Other Theatres '

22 June Germany invaded Russia,

5 July German forces reached the

Dnieper.

11 July Hostilities ceased in Syria,

12 July Anglo-Russian agreement signed
in Moscow,

14 July

26 July

Armistice signed in Syria.

Attack by E-boats and m.idget
submarines on Valetta

Harbour failed.

28 July Japanese landed troops in
Indo-China,

14 August Publication of the Atlantic

Charter.

14 August Russians announced evacuation

of Smolensk,

24-28 Aug.

14-16 Sept,

Rising in Persia quelled.

Enemy made limited advance
to test our forward positions
in W. Desert and then with-

drev/ to original positions.

17 Sept. Teheran occupied by British and !
Russian forces, i

18-28 Sept. Relief of 9th Australian

Division in Tobruk by the 70th
Division begun.

20 Sept. i  Turkey closed Dardanelles

•| to all warships.

12 Oct. Relief of Australians in

Tobruk continued. (Ended
26th October).

FOR PART III MID-OCTOBER, 1941 TO lATE JANUi\RY, 1942,
SEE PAGE 288.

G. I692I3/EP/5/48.
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PMT V

PH/VSES AM) TO

OP "CEUSADEffi" PROJECT.

SECTION ORE. "CRUSIADER" OUTLINE PLAN

C-in-C

Despatch
The primary aim of the "Crusader" offensive was to drive the

enemy out of Cyrenaica. Subsequently,^ it was hoped to establish
forces at the Tunisian border in time to turn our main Army and
resist the eSspected threat to the Middle East's northern flank in
the spring of 1942.

Appendices
2, 4 & 5

Some of the benefits which would result from the army advance
- as set forth in previous strategic appreciations - were:- the
removal of the threat to our base in Egypt from the west; the
facilitation of the, passage of our shipping through the
Mediterranean by the capture of ports and air bases along the
Libyan coast; the relief of Tobruk, which hitherto had absorbed
much of o\^ naval and air effort; the establishment of forward
sea and air ba.se s allowing our interference with Axis plans in
Italy, Sicily, Greece and Crete; the deterrence of pro-Axis
activity in Tunisia; and the general raising cf British prestige,
which had suffered from our defeat in Greece and Crete,

J

Essence of Army Plan

C-in-C * s In order to wrest Cyrenaica from the enemy 1heprime necessity
was to destroy the enemy's armoured forces - particularly the

Appendix 5 • German armour which constituted the backbone of the, hostile
Despatch

armies.

To effect this destruction it was necessary to bring the enemy
to battle on ground of our choosing and not of his# The most
obvious move to induce the enemy to advance to meet us was the
direction of strong forces towards Tobruk in order to raise the
siege, ^ Accordingly, this main attack was to be made by the 30th
Corps with all our best armgur - the Cruiser and American tanks -
with a view to destroying the enemy's aiTmoured forces east of
Tobruk. To aid this main attack the Tobruk garrison was to sally
out and threaten the enemy's flank and distract his attention#

Meanwhile, our other main Army formation, the 13th Corps,
to contain and cut off the enemy forces holding the frontier
defences, and then to advance westwards to help the 30th Corps in
their clearing-up process,

. Other projected operations included action by light mobile
forces based on Maddalena and Giarabub moving westwards and north
westwards^ against enemy lines of communication and landing grounds
in the Me chili - Gialo ar^d, ' -

Details of th& Anijy plan and disposition and make-up of the
opposing ground forces are given in Section 3 of this Part of the
narrative.

was

General Air Plan

In essence aur air aims in the II

Crusader" operation were -

W.D. ’

"Carusader"

Air Plan

A.H.B.IIJ/
6/71

'  to gain air superiority and'
to use this superiority in providing the maximum
support to the Eighth Army.

As indicated in the previous section, H.A.P, activity during
the lull in the Desert fighting had been continuous, particularly
in connection with preventing the enemy's build-up. In October
plans v/cre foiroulated to intensity the air effort as a preparation
for the achievement of the aims mentioned above.

M.E.W.O.S.
No,6
Appendix "G

&.169214/JW/5/48
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"Crusader" operations, so far as the Air Force participatipn was
concerned, were visualised as falling into four phases as follows;-

(0 A period, of approximately 30 days which constituted, a
preparatory "softening-up" period (D-35 to D-6 inclusive).
This phase was originally planned to begin on 5th
October but owing to the postponement of the launching
of the offensive to 18th November the pattern of the
attacks was more evident after 14th October, which is '
taken as the opening day of the phase.

(2) A period of about six days (d-5 to D-day, inclusive),
during V/hich time the Amy was to concentrate and move
forv/ard.

(3) A period of approximately five days (d+1 day to
approximately D+5) which, it was thought would include
the period of battle between the opposing armoured forces
and relief of Tobruk.

(4) The subsequent unpmdetermined period covering the '
enemy's retreat. .

During each of these envisaged phases the role of the Air Force
was clearly defined in advance and specific tasks were allotted to
the various formations concerned.

^  ,For the purpose of clarity it is intended to give details'of i;he
Air and Amy plans phase by phase, followed in each case by the •
operations carried out, so that the implementation of the theory
into practice is readily seen.

Factors Affecting Attainment of Air Aims

Comparative Air Strengths (Current Estimates)

The main factor affecting the attainment of our air aims was the
air strength which could be brought to bear by either side,
assessment of this, as already indicated, proved  a difficult and
highly controversial matter.

The

A.H.B.II During the third week in October the Planning Staff at A.H.Q.
J^/7/1 , Western Desert was of the opinion that "at present we have

superiority in air forces in the theatre of operations" (Cyrenaica).
In particular, the enemy’s Cyrenaicah strength was estimated at
190 aircraft for the G.A.F. (but an additional 30 aircraft was
thought likely to arrive by the ehd of October) and 273 for the
I.A.F. R.A.F. (and associated air forces) strength^Sas put at 615,
Accordingly, even with the estimated 117 German bombers and 21 long
range fighters in Gi*eece and Crete, which "might be expected to
endeavour to. interfere with our concentration and subsequently
intervene in the battle", it was believed at A.H.Q. Western Desert
that we possessed numerical superiority. It was pointed out,
however, that the enemy had elsewhere in the Mediterranean theatre
(excluding Metropolitan Italy and the long-range aircraft in Greece
and Crete) an estimated Italian strength of 638 aircraft and

Some of these aircraft couldGerman strength of 55 aircraft,
also, at need, play a part in subsequent "Crusader" operations,
but the extent of their participation could not be predetermined.
For our part, we had also to take into account the strength of the
Malta Force and that of No,201 (N.C.) Group.

/On
A,0,A.S.(l) on 15.10.41 estimated the enemy's establishments east
of Benghazi on 1,11.41 as I92 aircraft for the G.A.F, (excluding, '
a possible icinforcement of 30 aircraft) and 360 for the I.A.F.
(Appendix H).

G.169214/JW/5/48
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AOC-in-C

Correspon
dence with

OAS

Enclo.'

213A.

On 20th October^ after a further review of the situation, the
V.C.A.S., WHO had, as mentioned on page 22, been sent to Egypt to
arrive at firm figures for comparative strengt?]^ stated that in
agreement with the A,0.C.-in-C. British (and associated) forces in
Cyrenaica were assessed at 66o operational aircraft and Axis
forces at 641 (207 Geraan and 435 Italian),
Axis included reserves„

The figure for the
Probable serviceability of these forces

on D-day v/as put at 528 for British forces and 385 for those of
The maximum first line British strength was obtained

by the stripping of less vital areas,
which did not incl

the Axis,

We also had 50/^ reserves

uc^f^'^service aircraft in O.T.Us or squadrons inprocess of forming

In addition to the Gyrenaican strength it was estimated that
the Germans had 1^6 aircraft of all types, excluding short-range
fightei’s, in the Aegeans and Crete, and we expected to have 64
bombers on Malta, Probable serviceability of these forces was
assessed as 72 for the Germans and 48' for the British,
forces had to be considered as it was’presumed they would
"Participate in battle to the extent of operating against lines
of communication"o

These

Accordingly, by studiously ignoring the enemy’s Mediterranean
air fox'ces not based in Cyrenaica and the Eastern Mediterranean,
theE3quired guarantee v/as given to the Prime Minister that
should enjoy numerical superiority in that theatre of oixerations*.

we

^The A.0.G,-in-C,, however, although obliged by political
considerations to turn a blind eye to the enemy's potential
reserve strength was in no wise convinced that numerical
superiority, as distinct from air superiority V\?hich was dependant
on factors an o.ddition to numbers, could be counted on after the
battle had been joined,
aircraft

Although numerical superiority in
coLUd not be counted on throughout the whole of the

projected ox3cro.tion, this did not imply, .that the Royal Air Force
doubted tlxat at cou].d attain a.ir superiority.

'  GoPipa-xative Air Strengths (Actual at Outset of Ground Offensive)

It'is convenient here to indicate the actual air strengths
of the opposing forces on the eve of the ground offensive which
began on 18th Novembero

The estimate of 660 operational aircraft (528 serviceable)
strength of British (and associated) air forces for

Gyre.naican operations on D-day proved to be an under-estimate. On
Appendix 'Q' the eve of the offensive the fourteen Hurricane and Tomahawk

squadrons available had a strength of 3^7 aircraft (315 serviceable
or serwiceable in 3 days); the three Army Co-eperation squadrons
46 aircraft (41 serviceable or serviceable in 3 days); the four
complete Blenheim and three Maryland/boston squadrons under A.H.Q.
Western Desert, 145 aircraft (120 serviceable or serviceable in
3 days); and No.205 Group Wellington squadrons, which could be
placed lender A.H.Q. , Vile stern Desert's operational control,
99 aircraft (78 serviceable or serviceable in 3 days).
657 aircraft (554 serviceable or serviceable in 3 days),
total, moreover, have to be added the following units for v/hich
complete figures are not available:- the Strategical Reconnaissance
Plight (Marylands), No.8 Squadron detachment (Blenheims), No.55
Squadron Blenheims (at the disposal of A.H.Q., W.D. for a time),
a detachment of No.272 squadron (Beaufighters), detachment of
Nos, 39 and 203 Squadrons (Blenheiros/Beauforts)

for the

Total:

To this

for sea

/reconnaissance

(1) The data on v/hich the revised strengths were based have
been destroyed.

G. 169214/JW/5/48
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Idem

oorreo? on Malta was virtually
WenSjon"'\^fof tS w sorvioeablo or serviceable
Of the ,fellingtons were engaged in sea
aadition, Nos. 828 and 830 Squadrons,
?/ere available. ^

we

in 3 days) and 38
in 3 days), but

reconnaissance only.
Fleet Arm '

so

(Swordf ish/Al

re: -

m

b

e

In

acores)

Appendix 'R' An order of battle of the
Mediterranean compiled from
The total strength amounted
sei’viceable).
from the

German Air Force in the
enemy records is given at Appendix 'R».

^  ° operational aircraft (206
The location of the units cannot be determined

Alsewhere in the Mediterranean ey accepting the disposition in a
*  1 • (which gave a total strength of 365 aircraft')

strenSh^in''Srcnai°'' operational aircLftstrength m Cyrcnaica on the eve of the ground offensive is put

an

as

IIJl/63

Type Strength Immediately Available
(i)S.E. Fighters

T.E. Fighters

L/R Bombers and Bomber/Recce 43
D.Bombers

Reconnaissance

90

14

80

17

18

9

19
66

9

TOTAL

An orderof battle of the Italian
Italian Air Ministry, shov/s that the
in Cyrenaica at the outset of the

Fighters

Bombers and T/B's
D/feombers
Reconnaissance (Various)

TOTAL

22(4

15
6

6

29

121

Appendix »S’
Air Force supplied by the

operational aircraft strength
ground offensive was

4
0

15
7

6

Serviceability figures in respect of the I.A.F are not
available but A.I.3(b) estimated the serviceability*of the I A F
in Cyrenaica at 63^^ at the outset (falling to 45-50^ aflr I
SSrLia b°: ^ewiceable^rpcvutL^X
„„ strength of operational aircraft in Cyrenaica
on the Pve of the ground offensive, so far as can be determined
540 aircraft with 313 serviceable/immediately available. These
figures Yfere 102 and 72 less, respectively, than the A.0.0 -in-C’s
final*air‘f‘ estimate which included reserves. Thus’ as thenal air forces available to us for Gyrenaican operations had

OH joyed a Considerable
numerical superiority so far as the initial operations
concerned.

w

were

as

/But

(1) This was abnoraally low and v/as evidently increased shortly
alter the offensive opened.

G.169214/072/5/48
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Idem &

Appendix 'R' the v/hole picture

reconnaissance aircraft (about 42 serviceable) in G-reece, as well
as appreciable numbers of t/E fighters and coastal aircraft in

Appendix 'S' Grecce/Crete and Sicily. The I.A.P.. had 1?8 aircraft (including
138 fighters) in Tripolitania (115 estimated as serviceable.),, and
an estimated If.10 aircraft in Sicily, Sardinia and the Aegeans (^23
estimated as serviceable),
air forces could be expected to operate against our lines of
communication (particularly the German bombers), and some were
available to reinforce Cyrenaica.
disposal vastly superior forces of transport aircraft, which in view
of his critical supply situation was a factor of the utmost
importance.

campaign about 75-''00 JU.52 were regularly engaged na ferrying
supplies etc. to Libya; this total was increased to 250-300 shortly
afterwards - although serviceability was estimated at only 33^
falling to 20 per cent,
considerable air transport force, including the huge S.82 types.

In the event, therefore, we enjoyed a clear numerical super
iority of aircraft in Cyrenaica at the outset of the offensive.
But in view of the vastly superior numbers of Axis aircraft elsewhere

in the Mediterranean theatre and the great advantage held by the
enemy in having far shorter reinforcing routes than those available
to the R.A.P. and the A.O.G.-in-G was justified in insisting that
the potential strength of the enemy's air forces was considerably
greater,

But, as Air Marshal Tedder had insisted, this was by no means
The G.A.F. had some 9^ bomber and bomber

&

IIJl/63
A proportion of these considerable

Moreover, the enemy had at his

A.I.3(b) estimated that at the opening of the

In addition, the Italians had a

IlJl/12
Amended

para.29,

Appe ndice s
'R','S» &

The considerable reinforcing of the Luftwaffe in the
Mediterranean area and an appreciable strengthening of the I.A.P.
in Libya during the second month of the campaign is referred to
on page I92,

ii]i«

Other Factors Affecting the Attainment of Air Aims,

So far as the opposing air forces in the Desert were concerned

our aircraft were considered to be superior in design ajnd
perfonnance - with the notable exception of the German ME.109F,
T/hich in most respects was far better than the fbmahav/k and the
Hurricane, ■ In addition, our serviceability, as already indicated,
v/as^ expected to be higher. In reserves of aircraft (assessed at
503^ of our strength) pur situation was deemed satisfactory, except
for a shortage of reserves of Tomahawks.

A.H.B.

IIJ/ 6/7/1

Moreover, petrol and stocks of spares and equipment at our

disposal were considered adequate and no undue difficulty was
anticipated in maintaining our squadrons in the field,
of Tobnik, moreover, v/as expected to provide us'with advanced
landing grounds already stocked with fuel, it being estimated that

in late October there v;ere 72,000 gallons of DTD and 30,000 gallons
of 100 octane available. The enemy's supply situation in

Gyrenaica, on the other hand, was known to be causing him worry
he was using ail'means of transport to increase .his stocks.'' '
Nevertheless, although we had taken toll of his sea transport and
attacked-Benghazi at night, it was estimated that our previous
inability to interfere with day activity at the port had allowed the
enemy to send in 1,000 tons of supplies to the port daily'.
,addition, as already mentioned the Germans had at their dispo-salgc^ai
numbers of JU.52 transport aircraft and many gliders (for supplying
D.erna from Greece).
Oyrenaica was considered to be far more satisfactory than that of

the enemy,

(1) A major factor in limiting the employment of greatly increased
enemy air forces in Cyrenaica, as it turned out, was the
shortage of fuel.

(2) See page I67.

The relief

and

In

On balance, hov/ever, our supply situation in

/In
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In respect of porale it was o^q^ected that wo. should hold the upper
The majority of the enemy air crev/s was composed of Italians,

Previous experience had proved them, to be good fighter pilots in
favourable circuit stances, but unreliable as bomber pilots,
elevated them temporarily, but .defeat was’apt to depress them almost to
the point of demoralisation. Tfee Italians could by no means be
'^scourjted, however, particularly as by late October it v/as thought

Cofres- that the picked team of German fighters had "succeeded in stimulating
pondence . Italian fighters into a high state of morale and efficiency".
Enclos. v/as no tendency to under-rate the -Germans who had taken over the main
025A. responsibility not only for military but also for air force activity

in Cyrenaica,
temperament to ourselves and with equal training

hand.

Success

There

The'German .pilot v/as judged to be "more akin in

..equal to ourselves

.Idem

Il/j/h/7/l a-s a fighter and bomber pilot or member of a crew".
• •

The A.0,C.-in-C's "only real anxiety" had been on the score

of reserves of flying personnel being inadequate to provide
replacements for battle co,sualties. As i.icntioncd on page 33 this
anxiety v/as allayed' by air Ministry action in sending substantial
reinforcements of fighter pilots (including Arr;iy Co-operation pilots
and flight corai:ianders and potential flight commanders) in time to play
a part in early "Crusader" operations.

Other factors which had a direct bearing on the attainment of our

air aims, including operational, administrative and signals
arrangements, are considered later.

THE PHEPAMTOlff PHASESECTION P,70

The "Administrative Plan and Maintenance Project  - 'Crusader'"

II j6/7/2 (dated 6th October, 1941) presupposed the following forces allocated
to the A.O.G., Air Headquarters, V/estern Desert for the conduct of

'Crusader* operations

A. H. B.

12 Sqdns. at l6 I.E. aircraft
1 Sqdn. " " " "
10 Sqdns. " "
3 Sqdns. " ".
1 Sqdn. " "
t Sqdn. ■" "
1 Sqdn. " "
1 Sqdn. " " " "

Short Range Fighters
Long Range Fighters
Medium bombers and g/R
^rmy Go-ope rat ion
Torpedo Bombers
F.A.A. bombers (2 flights of 8 a/c)
Transport Squadrons
"Boston" Sq^iP-'l^on (doubtful)

By the end of the preparatory period the forces concentrated v/ere
in.certain re spects stronger than those envisaged, due to the stripping
of all other areqs In order to build up the maximum strength in'the

This final concentration, however, was not achieved untilDesert,
towards the end.of the phase, as squadrons v/hich had been training or
rearming in the rear and others in non-operational areas had to be

'  moved up to the -forward area.

Squadrons under the control of A.H.Q., Western Desert at the
beginning of the period (14th October) v/ere as follows:-Order of

Battle
M.E. Eight squadrons of short-range fighters: Nos,229,238 an<i Ko.1

O.S.No.1 S.A.A.P.(Hurricanes), Nos,2 S.A.A.F., 3 R.A.A.F., 112 and 250
(Tomahawks) andR.N.(f) Squadron (Hurricanes and Martlets),
last six squadrons composed No,258 Wing. In addition, there was
one long-range Hiirricane squadron (No.33 Squadron). The Medium
Bomber Group comprised four squadrons of Blenheims (Nos.11,45,55 and
113 Squadrons), tv/o of Marylands (Nos. 12 and 21 S.A.A.P.) and
detachment of No.39 Squadron (Marylands and Beauforts) for general

Army (io-operation requirements were met by No,451

The

a

re connaissance.

Squadron R.A.A.P.(Hurricanes), controlled by No,253 Wing.
/other

G.169214/JW/5/48
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A  XT forces which could be placed from time
A.H.Q. V/.D's operational control were the heavy bombers of No,257
Wing later No.205 Group, (Nos.37, 38, 70, 108 and 148 WellingSsquadrons) and No.826- Squadron, P.A.A. (Albacores and ̂ vord^sh).

to time under

■  ̂creased Fighter Force

■94 an?^7?f P^^P^^^^ry period three Hurricane squadrons (Nos.30,a\^ ItLlVl the control of No.202 Group (laterto strengthen, the .Desert force and N0.260 Squadron(Hurricanes) v/as transferred from Haifa. This left onlv No 75
0  tto
S A A w f f J I" addition N0.4 squadron

trained on Mohawks in Kenya, arrived in Eevnt

ri i s-s-vson^on tne last day of the preparatory period.

Squadron
O.R.Bs.and .
Orders of
Battle M.E.
W.O.S.
NOS.1-5.

A. 0# C. in»G*s
corre spon-
dence C.A.S. .
Part 2

Encls.207A.
S .ii.xi . F.
War Diary.

•“■ “ srslSp:i !sssF4"i,
A. 0. C-in-C's
correspon
dence with-
C.A.S. etc.
Part III
Encl.233B.

and

App, "U"

Totyards the. end of^ the
composed as follows:

?-°yg58 Wing (Group Captain nun.g.ci) _

preparatory period the fighter y/ings were

Bir Khamsa.

^^9r238”and 27A^S“^^' S.A.A.F., 3 Squadron, R.A.A.F., and
area)(2)? (Operating mainly from Sidi Heneish

No.262 Wing (V/ing Commander Rosier) -
No.4 Squadron, S.A.A.F. and 80, 112, 229, 250 and 260 Squadron(Operating mainly from Sidi Heneish area*),

ing (Wing Commander Fenton')

. '^a^d GherawlJ)? Squadrons. (Operating from Sidi Heneish
Fighters for Special Duties -

Sidi Heneish.

rr

Sidi Heneish.,  No.269

No.272 Sqn.
O.R.B. of Wn^27?^q^T ^ constituted as above a detachmentof N0.272 Squadron Beaufighters -was allocated to A.H.Q.,Desert-from No.201 (Naval Co-operation) Group and mo^ed u^'orS^Novumburyrun, tteir basu at Edku (oastIf AlL“^)1oin time to carry out long-range operations during Phase Two.

Sqy-aBron (Hurricanes) had been transferred i
where their aircraft were fitted withbombracks to carry eight 40 lb. bombs, the role of the

changed from a fighter to a fighter-bomber squadron.

(1) The re -allocation of squadrons made
^  indicated at Appendix "U".■  (2)-Landing grounds at Bir Khamasa

squadron being
A period of

/training
prior to the offensive is

used for refuellingwere .
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training was carried out at Puka and the first test with bombs made
on 1st November, The intention, however, was to keep the squadron
in re-serve until the opening of the offensive.

Strengthening of Medium bomber Force

The Western Desert'Blenheim bomber strength was increased by the
O.P.Bs. and transferrence from Iraq of N0.I4 Squadron and No.84 Squadron (the
1IO.2/0 Wing latter operating as two flights attached to Nos. 14 and 45 Squadrons),
0.R.B.0ot.<5: and from Aden of a flight of No.8 Squadron, A Free French Blenheim
Nov.1941, squadron (Lorraine Squadron) was also formed at Fuka during the
M.E.Vv.O.S-. latter part of October, but was not operationally employed until the
No.2 App.P. actual battle was joined.

Squadron

The medium bomber force thqs be,came sufficiently large to
necessitate .control by ty/o wings.
Bomber Y/ing at Maaten Bagush .at the beginning of October was'officially
recognised as No.261 Wing by a M.E., Air Order dated 17th October;
on 3rd November, Air Ministry agreed to this wing being renamed No,3
(S.A.) Wing,

The creation of a S,A.A.P.Mediura

The second wing, N0.27O Wing (for the first few days

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

p.204.

Idem p*211.

No.270 Wing of its existence named No,265 Wing), was formed ■with Headquarters at
O.R.B.Oct, Puka on 24th October,

Towards the end of the preparatory phase the bomber squadrons
were controlled as follows:-

No,3(S.A. ) Y/ing (Col, Willmot, S.A.A.F.) -• Maaten Bagush.
Nos, 12 and 21 Squadrons., S.A

No.270 Y/ing (Oroup Captain G. Beamish) - Puka.

Nos. 14, 45, 55^"') and 84 Squadrons and one flight of No,8
Squadron,

l.P. and Nos, 11 and II3 Squadrons,• i

Additional Yf.D, Reconnaissance Units

Array Co-operation squadrons, uhder No,253 Wing, yvere brought up
to three. No,208 Squadron(Hurricanes), transferred from Palestine,
reached the Western Desert on 19th October, in order to share the main
Army Co-operation commitments with N0.45I Squadron,’ R.A.A.P.
squadron began operations on 30th October, No,237 (Rhodesian) Squadron
(ex'Kufra) completed its i-e-arraing.with Hurricanes in the Delta in
October and moved up to the Desert at the end of the month,
the preparatory period this squadron was kept in reserve.

The

During

No.208. Sqn,
O.R.B.
Oct. 41.

No.237(r)
Sqn.0.R.3.
0ct.& Nov,

For additional reconnaissance commitments, detailed later, a
Strategic Reconnaissance Unit was formed on 12th'October from a flight
of No.12 Squadron S.A.A.P. (Marylands) "with flying personnel from
Nos,12 and 24 Squadrons S.A.A.F. and No.39 Squadron, The unit v/as
attached to No.,24 Squadron S.A.A.F., Puka, under No.3 (S.A. ) Wing, (2)

No.24 Squadron, S.A.A.P., which ?/as re-arniing with Bostons, in
Idem p.259. place of Marylands, had a complete flight of Bostons'ready for

operations by 11th November, with the balance of the aircraft due in
the follov/ing fortnight. Owing to the need for ihr-thor reconnaissance
particularly of enemy landing grounds, it was decided that the squadron
should first be used for reconnaissance instead of in a bomber role.
No operations were carried out in the preparatory phase, the
reconnaissance duties commencing on the eve of the offensive,
squadron did not operate as a bomber Squadron again until December,

S.A.A.P.
Narrative
p,,210.

The

A

No,55 Squadron returned to No.201 (n.C.) Group
In mid-November work was tiegun to make the unit self-supporting.
By the end of the month it v/as practically self-sufficient.

G.169214/JYY/5A8
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A ’detachment of No.6o Squadron, S.A.A.F., (ex East Africa) •
arrived at Puka at the beginning of October with three Aiayylands.
The squadron was considerably under establishraent and there was much

sickness among the personnel Y/ho had served in East Africa. The

detachment v;as allocated for survey v/ork required by the Array.

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

p.198.

No.203 Sqn.
O.R.B.

Nov.1941

To supplement the sea reconnaissconce carried out by the detachment

of No.39 Squadron a detachment of No.203 Squadron (Beauforts) - also
Group - commenced operations from Fuka on 7thof No.201

November

Air Transport

A.O.C.in-C's

Correspon
dence with

C. A. S.

Part IV.

Encl.234A.

Arrangements for concentrating all available transport aircraft
These forceswere put in hand during the first week in November,

comprised;-

No.216 i

No.117/31 Squadron (l2 I.E. D.C.2s

(This composite squadron v/as made up of Squadron H.Q. and one flight
of No,117 Squadron plus a flight of D.C.2s from N0.3I Squadron, India).

No.l Australian Air Ambulance Unit (Three D.H.86s)
South African Air Ambulance Unit (One Lodester)
Five D.H. 86s, taken over from British Airways and fitted
with stretchers.

No.216 Squadron.
Air Headquarters, Vf.D., Ccmraunication Plight (About 12
two-seat aircraft of various types).

Further assistance could be obtained from British Airv/ays,

Squadron (16 i.E. Bombays

These aircraft were operated by

Appendix V.

Idem. The air transport forces v/ere to be controlled by an Air Transport
OY/ing to shortage of staff this was forraed as avTing Headquarters,

nucleus and therefore had to function as part of Air Headquarters,
Western Desert at Maaten Bagush.
formed until immediately prior to the opening of the offensive .
"militated against smooth Y/orking an the early stages".

The fact that the unit v/as not

Non Flying Units

A list of units responsible for maintenance, repair, salvage,
signals, medical and defence arrangements, Yvith their location during
the preparatory period, is given at Appendix X.
these units at later dates are included at Appendix V.

Locations of some of

General Maintenance Project

A,H.B.

II j6/7/2
The general policy for maintenance v/as that the Air Stores Parks

should supply all units of the Force Y/ith requirements of technical

and non-technical equipment, v/hile the Repair and Salvage Units should
assist the squadrons in the maintenance of aircraft and M.T. vehicles.

The maintenance organisation in the field, Yvould  , in turn, be
supported by the maintenance organisation in the base area (Delta
and other African depots), (See Appendix L)«

It was the policy to maintain squadrons to full I.E. ar;d I.R.

establishment. Such wastage as occurred during Phase One and G?v/o
v/ould be replaced under normal arrangements. It was anticipated
that the operational intensity during these phases would allow the
full scale of reserves to be'virtually intact.

p.4.

• A

/The

(1) The Y7ork carried out by G.R, squadrons is not treated in this
narrative as it is covered in a separate narrative dealing
Y/ith the air-sea v/ar.

G,l69214/JlY/5/48
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The distribution of responsibility of the A.S.P.s and the R.S.Us,
is shown at Appendix Y»

Aircraft Issued to Squadrons During Phase One

«

An indication of hov/ the Vfestern Desert squadrons were built up
during the preparatory period is given by the following list of
aircraft issued, according to type:-

.  R.A.P. Operations
in W.D.etc,

Nov,'41 “May '42*

90Hurricane s

Toroahav/ks

Blenheims

Bostons

Marylands
Beaufighters

■  53
59

19

4
2

Increased Mobility

Theoretically all units of the Western Desert Air Pbrce^ with
the exception of Air Headquarters, heavy bomber squadrons
(operationally controlled by A.H.Q., W.D.) and P.A.A. squadrons,
v;ere mobile.

A. H.B.

II j6/7/2

The main consideration vras the necessity for maintaining
uninterrupted air operations while the ground organisation moved
backwards or forwards. To. achieve this, every unit, which in

Wg.Gdr,

Finlayson's
Report .

(Draft)
A.H,,B.

li j6/7/4

static conditions works as an undivisible entirety, must bo made to
walk. For this purpose tw,o limbs are required, each of which can

carry the weight of the body, v/hilc the other is reaching forwaard#
Therefore it is a fundarnental principle in mobile warfare that every
unit must be capable of division into separate entities,"

Although improvements had been made to increase mobility it v/as

still evident, as the A.O.G., W.D., reported on 7th November, that
"the establishment of vehicles of any H.A.F. unit has always been cut
to the bone

have eaten,

moving over good roads v/ithout need to carry reserves of petrol and
v/ater - the R.A.F. have never legislated adequately for moving over
desert or some of the appalling going encountered out here,"

A.V.H, Coninghara v/as not concerned so much v/ith the squadrons,
which were then up to full establishment in load carriers (22 for
fighter and 26 for bomber squadrons) as with non-operational units -
particularly the main bodies of the R.S.U.s and A.S,P.s, A.H.Q., W.D.,
and the S. & T. Columns (the latter having a preponderance of
unsuitable Ford six-wheelers),
were met to a considerable extent by the C.M.S.O's action in supplying
84 additional three-tenners and extra utility vehicles shortly before
the opening of the offensive.

/and it is difficult to recover the years the locusts
'' ^ Though squadrons may bo abl.e to manage in England -

(2)

The A.O.G.'s last-minute requirements

/The

d/aog/5
Part I ,
Encls,38A,

(1) ¥g,Odr,Finlayson in his draft report remarks rather cynically;
"Establishments for our mobile units appear in general to be made

up by taking the establishment of a static unit, cutting every
item down to tte lowest limits, and then adding'to it sufficient
M. T. to carry v/hat personnel and equipment remains. Thus main-

.tenance difficulties are increased, the comforts of personnel are
decreased, and the unit is put into the raw conditions of the
field or desert",

(2) It is' not implied, however, that the squadron G.O, s v/ere satisfied
with their allotment. In point offkct most C.0»s declared that
they required three more load carriers: this demand v/as refused,
A suggestion was made by the Assistant C.M.S.O. that as the
squadrons were to move up v/ith no bulky equipment (i.e.no E.P,I*P,
tents, bulky mess equipment or personal equipment  - officers,e.g
being limited to 35 lbs) certain vehicles would be withdrawn and
added to the Reserve Pool,

(d/A.O.C. 5 Part I end. 38A)

• >

The A.O.C. found this impracticable.

G, 169214/JY^/5/48
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M. & s.
nr-anrrica+-ir>v, V,• 1 effort Hr.clo to rordar the :  v/'estern Desert Air Force as
0 ganisation nobile as^possible is incidated by the fact that of the R.A.P.

vehicles involved at the beginning of the advance 802 were new.
ana aiter.

Air Operational Plan for Phase One ■

preparatory period (D-35 to D-6) the Air Force
aimed at the intensification of its counter air force activity

superiority, and also the weakening of the
enemy forces by the interruption of their supplies,
task was the dominant

The latter

wasone, although the success achieved

A.O.O.-inC's

Corre spon-
dence with

C.A.S. etc,
Pa'rt III

Encl,233A,

dependant oo a great extent on the outcome of the first.

In respect of the first commitment the
to be considered enemy forces primarily

were those located in Cyrenaica. in particular,
transport aircraft were based in the Benghazi

S  fighters
y Martuba and Gorman fighters in the Gazala area, with advanced
JS f °f the Axis Air Forcethe Gorman fighter force based at Gazala,

was

A.H.B,

II j6/7A
Part I.

li T/Av/r the , •’“'i fir=t to be established, acccrtUngly,
"rrnsadeph' ^ triangle Tobruk - Eardia , Maddalena (comprising the eimh
aS Sfns P«-=htion cl enemy teSticalair Plans,* air reconnaissance and interference with 

^

over

4t S

our ground forces.

■ oarrtef ouf ‘=°"'”'it»ents, which had to be

: fors\ATAA:SlAl‘““^> to-Lrti=%s-
Features of Bnemy's Supply Rv.c,+.orn

intensificatiorS°?^°'^ S'" enemy's supply organisation involved
Part Fouro ' alre£xdy indicated in

an

m.e.w.i.s.
No.74.

Appendix B,

The main features of the
in early November (as
as follows':-

enemy supply system in Libya obtaining
s appreciated by Intelligence, Eighth Army)

Benghazi was considered as "railhead" for Gvrenaica '

Italy to Tripoli Most of the supplies of fok, ■ ammunitten Sd
SmrinlSncefrfr''®''^ by coastal shipping to Benghazi, although Inspme. instances road convoys made the journey to the forward areas
without unloading. Tanks ^and M,T. were driven from Tripoli to
Benghazi by road and then despatched forward. In LSSg Applies
fo^ard from Iteughasi, Derr,a-was used as a staging post. The lo^aid
s TP 'vere situated along thi road between

further forward (Bu Amud to the frontier) ■
assumed to be laid down under formation arrangements and moved

H.Q., Eighth Army's D.I.S.No,46,
giving fuller details, is attached at Appendix Z.

v/ere

were

For attacks on sea-borne supplies to Tripoli and land facilities
and communications associated with the unloading and transporting of
supplies eastwards, Malta remained the strategic centre,
against Benghazi and Gyrenaican communications to the
which came within the orbit of the bombers

• Western Desert, now needed to be stepped-up. '

The effort

battle area,
controlled by A.O.G.,

G.'|69214/ly/5/48
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Task of Fightei's

A.H.B.

II j6/7/1
In tho following account of the allocation of tasks during Phase

One, the three Fighter Wings are nuabered as at the end of the phase.

In ̂pursuance of the policy laid down, Wo. 258 (Fighter) V/ing
set as its primary task offensive action over the Tobruk - Bardia -
Maddalena triangle by periodic offensive

wa

sv/eeps in such strength as

s

to ensure superiority against any enemy formation likely to be
encountered. The Wing's secondary commitments included providing
cover for the aircraft of W0.253 (Army Co-operation) Wing, engaged
on tactical and x^hotographic reconnaissance of enemy disi:)03itions,
cover for day bombers attacking targets in the forv/ard area and local
defence cenraitments. in general, the bombing attacks were to be
co-ordinated with the protective sv/eeps provided for No.253 Wing,
When necessary No.258 Wing could be called
with the protection of the Tobruk convoys.

to assist No.269 YUngon

M.E.W.O.S. ^ No.262 (Fighter) \7ing helped with the control of squadrons
No.fa and arriving in the Western Desert during the period and v/as allotted
No.^-fa2 Wing tasks similar to those of No.258 Wing.
O.R.B,

OCT. 1941.

No.269 (Fighter) Wing was allotted tb.e task of intercepting enemy
reconnaissance and day bomber aircraft in the Matruh - Daba base area
and providing the routine escorts for the Tobruk convoys. Help with
these tasks when necessary could be afforded by the other fighter wings.
Reconnaissance Commitments

■  A.li.B.

II J/6/7/1
No.208 Sqn.
O.R.B.

Oct.1941.

The requirements of the Army were to be met by No.253 (Army
Co-operation) Wing. In particular, No.208 Squadron was allocated to
the Armoured Corps (30th Corps) and No.451 Squadron to the 13th

Until the 30th Corps were ready for operations, however, a
detached flight of No,208 Squadron was put at the disposal of the 13th
Corps, No,257 (Rhodesian) Squadron was to be held in reseirve

A.O.O-in-C's during the preparatory period and held ready to help either Corps, if
Correspon- necessary. The Wing Commanders controlling the Corps squadrons
dence A.0.0. to live with the Corps Commanders to maintain close oontect, while
to C.A.S. Squadron Leaders operated the squadrons.

Corps.

were

In addition, selected
Wing Commanders were to be placed with the Divisional Commanders for
liaison duties, J During the preparatory period the Army Co-operation
squadrons were responsible for pinpoint and overlap photography, to
a depth of 40 miles beyond the enemy's lines.

In addition to the Army Co-operation squadrons the Survey Flight
(No.60 Squadron) was made available for carrying out photographic
reconnaissance for mapping purE>oses in order to meet the requirements
of the Army Survey Company at Eighth Army Headquarters.

Owing to the. inability to meet the accumulating demands of the
Army a Strategic Reconnaissance Unit was formed from a flight of
12th Squadron S.A.A.F. (page 93) to undertake photographic and
strategic reconnaissances beyond the limits of the Army Co-operation
Squadrons' responsibilities.

For assistance in covering the more extensive stretches of the
Dessrt^the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit could be called upon.
The Unit ?/as required to undertake photographic tasks requiring a
particularly high standard and associated with mapping and the
identification of long established fortifications rather than for
day to day reconnaissance information,

/In

(1) Wg.Cdr. Geddes was sent to 13 Infantry Corps (Lt.Gen.Godwin-
Austin); V/g.Cdr. Charles to 30 Armoured Corps (Lt.Gen,
Winoughly Norrie); Wg.Cdr, Ferrers to 4 Indian Division
CLt.Gen.Masserry); and Wg.Cdr. Gill to N.Z. Division
(Lt.Gen, Freyberg),

Encl.234A,
A.R.B.

II j6/7/4
Section VT.

Idem.

G. 1692-14/JT//5/48
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In general, demands for .photogz’aphs for the Army were made
through Gtenera.! Staff Intelligence. It was necessary, so far as
resources permitted, to locate the enemy's formations, particularly
his armoured divisions; to discover his dispositions, defensive
works,' gunpits, petrol,and ammunition dumps and minefields; to survey
certain road and tracks and keep check of the traffic using them;
and keep a rough check of tonnage passing through enemy ports.

The reconnaissance demands of the R.A.P, were passed through the
Senior Intelligence Officer, A.H.Q., Western Desert,
a photographic check was required as often

In particular,
as possible of all anemy

airfields in order to build up a picture of enemy air force
dispositions. In addition, further intdligence was to be obtained
by photogi’aphs. of attacks by the light bomber squadrons,
intended that I'econnaissance should provide one of the main sources
of information for the selection of bomber targets during the
preparatory period and wten the offensive was in full swing.

It was

It should be noted, also, that No,201 (Naval Co-operation) Group
responsible for reconnoitring the ports, harbours and airfields

in Crete and Greece and e.rrangements were made for any photographs
likely to be of use to A.H.Q., Yfestern Desert, to be passed, to that
Headquarters. Similarly, A.H.Q., Mediterraiiean, was responsible
foi' similar commitments within the scope of reconnaissance aircraft
based on Malta.

was

Check on Enemy Air Bases

In order to obtain a complete picture of enemy air force dis
positions it was obviously desirable to procure photographs of all
air bases at the one time. This was particularly important in
the desert where squadrons constantly changed their landing grounds
for purposes- of security or in order to extend their range,
main task was to detect the movements of the elusive German fighter*
force.

Our

Idem.,

As cloud T/as more prevalent over the Jebel area than over the
desert it v/as realised that the ideal of simultaneous, photography of
all airfields v/as most unlikely to be realised,
line through Gazala, however, conincided v/ith the division between
the enemy's fighter and bomber landing grounds. It was decided,
therefore, to attempt to obtain complete and simultaneous photographs
of one or other of the two- areas east and west of tte dividing line.
These airfield areas were designated "Alpha
comprised the follov/ing landing gi'ounds. Photographs of the main
bomber targets were included as convenient.

A north and south

and "Beta" areas and

"ALPHA" RECCE.

Priority A.

'BETA" RECCE

Priority A

Benghazi HarbourBarce

Benina

Be rka

Berka satellite

Derna

Gazala No.1

Gazala'No.2

Martuba 'West

Martuba Main

Timimi

Priority B

Gambut

Gasr el Arid

Bir el Baheira

Monastir

Capuzzo .North
Sidi Rezegh
Sidi Aziez

Bir el Gobi

Gabr Saleh

Gobi

Bu Amud

!  :
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priority B

Benghazi harbour

Priority 0 Priority C

(Alternatively -under "Beta re cce,) (See under
"Alpha" recce)

I* ... (

Agedabya
Bersis

Me chili

Acroma

El Adem

Cirene

Appolonia
Ghe mines

Soluch

A list of photographs taken over Libya from early October,1941
to the end of the 'Crusader* campaign is given at Appendix A(i).

Bomber Tasks

No,3 (S.A.) Wing ?/as assigned the tabks of carrying out day
attacks on supplies and dumps in the back areas, shipping at Benghazi
and landing grounds in the Gazala and Timimiareas. No,270 Blenheim
Bomber Wing -was required to attack enemy landing grounds and army
targets in the Tobruk - Bardia ~ Maddalena triangle, the day attacks
to be co-ordinated with the sweeps made by Nos, 258 and 262 Fighter
Wings. For night operations Fleet Air Arm Albacores were to be
made available for identifying and illuminating the targets.

A. H. B.

II J6/7/1

The heavy bombers of No,257 Vfing (later No.205 Groi^))
continue their pressure on shipping and port facilities at Benghazi
by night and attack such other strategic targets as might be decided
on from time to time.

we re to

During the first half of the preparatory phase our bombing
policy v/as to conserve our strength, to continue the training of
squadrons and to furnish crews with experience of the battle area.
Casualties to flying personnel and a'ircraft would, accordingly, not

A;0.C.-dj>Cfe be high'and losses could be replaced from available reserves. ' It
correspon- was originally intended that the bomber forces should be conserved
dance with for a maximum effort on the night D-1, D-day and D+1.

in-C.,, however, considered this arrangement wrong, as the night in
question was moonless and there was the chance that the weather would
deterioiate'and thus limit the proposed effort. Accordingly, it
was decided that the vYellingtons should operate at maximum effort

from the night 5/^th November onward and concentrated day attacks
should bo delivered against the enemy air forces as soon as our
fighters were at concert pitch, v/hich was expected to be reached a
few days after the Wellingtons began their maximum effort.

The A.O.C.-
C.A.S. etc.

Part III,

Encl.233A.

as

Loss

of surprise likely to be caused by the intensified effort was not
thought to be a real factor as the Ai-miy concentration prior to
D-day was not expected to be fully concealed in any case.

Bomber Effort fi--om Malta.

dAoc.3
Malta

Enel. 47A,

Apart from the constant need to attack sea-borne supplies as
the occasion arose, the most profitable targets associated with the
'Crusader* project for Malta-based bombers up to D-10 were consider^
to be:- the repair dep8t and workshops on the Castel Benito
airfield, the docks, shipping, petrol pipe-line terminus and
pumping station at Tripoli, the docks at Naples and aircraft and
the aero engine repair shops on the airfield at Mallaha,

/Possible
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Possible Modifications of Air Plans

A.H.B. .. -

II j6/7/1
It was appreciated that'the ereiay would realise that our

build-up in the Y/estern Desert portended an attack and was likelyto make counter moves to meet it, ' ^

There were three
mam moves open to the enemy;-

(a) He could attempt to reinforce his Cyrenaican front -
particularly his air forces - to such an extent
as to withstand our attack;

(ti) He could anticipate our offensive by launchine
himself; or

(c) He could withdraw his armour and his air forces as
far as possible behind strongly fortified localities
such as Bardia, Gazala and Derna,

one

_  The first two of the probabilities Mentioned above depended
an improvement of the enemy's supply situation, which was unlikely
It parallel activity by the Royal Navy,
his air^+^^n -that the enemy could strongly reinforce

an Gyrenaica from his resources in Tripolitania,
Sardinia and the Eastern Mediterranean. The Air Plan

Doi^Thi^ attacks to neutralize or contain these forces, but it was
possible that this effort might have to be stepped-up. In particular
air Wellington effort was required against tte enemy '

this would involve a diversion of
.  apinst Benghazi and an inevitable improvement in the
'  hTr Situation. If the. enemy attempted to forestall

by initiating a ground offensive our Phase One operations would

series ^ Mhamsa - Maddalena triangle an alternative
forces for Phase Two and Three

operations had to be drawn up in case of need.

on

us

counJ^^ ^ Withdraw behind defended positions our
counter air force operations would be easier to carry out as our
squadrons could operate from the landing grounds evacuated by the '
enemy against air forces which would be concentrated on a few

reduced commitments, much of the bomber
eiiort, also, would be sooner available for attacks on armoured
concentrations and supply dumps within the defended areas.

In the event the enemy carried out none of the three couiiter
offensive - through factors which will

emerge on the narrative - achieved tactical suiprise.

Operations and Training During Preparatory.Period

YYeaknesses of Pighter Force

The operations of No.258 YYing over the forv/ard Tobruk
Maddalena area during the first half of the preparatory phase
revealed the need for further reorganisation and training before the
Fighter Force was ready for the battle.

- Bardia -

The duties on which our fighter squadrons had been
the siege of Tobruk were predominantly defensive,
invariable tasks were:

engaged since
Their almost

-protective cover over shipping supplying

/Cobruk

G.169214/JW/5/48
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Tobruk(^) patrols over our troops, in the forv7ard area, the escorting
of reconnaissance aircraft.and (during the opening days of Phase One)
the escorting of Blenheim hombers. Our pilots had long thought
in terms of defence and their tactics were inevitably non-offensive.

Many of our most experienced pilots had, moreover, been'lost in the
Greece and Crete campaigns and there v/as an "extreme shortage of
both wing leaders and section leaders"^ "We have," the A.O.C.in-C.
reported, "a, largo proportion of pretty rav/ material v/hich we have

had to push forward after only very abbreviated O.T.U.".

• • •

A0C-in-O:'s

Cori'espond-
en e with

c.A.s. , :
Part III

•Encls,234A

"Crusader" fighter tactics - which were also largely
used at the outset of the preparatory period v/ere, accordingly,

Our formations v/ere often made up of mixed types of

Our pre

inade quate,A.H.B.

II j6/7A aircraft and these composite formation flew' at heights v/herc the
performance of our. Hurricane Is and IIs and Toraahav/ks was not at its

best, giving tactical advantage to the Germans v/ho used their small

force of ME. 109Ps (v/ith their superior speed and climb) to advantage,
"Our formations were frequently straggling affairs without proper
cohesion between higher and lov;er elements,
except for twp,.weavers per squadron, v;ere still flying straight,
a practice vdrich had been abandoned in England for some time.
Defensive circles, ducking and other defeatist tactics were coimon.
The consequence was the Germans evolved a technique for dealing
with our cumbersome defensive patrols
tively fev; aircraft but of higher performance than oiurs
Germans avoided giving us any tactical advantage and relied upon

."His (the Hun's) pi-esent
Air Marshal Tedder wrote in early November, "are the old

until he sees a chance of picking off a

Individual aircraft.

The Germans had compara-
The

their superior ceiling and speed",
tactics",
ones of hanging off

AOC-in-C's

Gprre spon-
de.nce with

C. 1. S. e-tc.,
Part III

Encl,231(ji

straggler". ,

The nature of the previous defensive tasks, imposed by
circumstances, and the potential threat of German jumping tactics
combined with the lack of e35)erience and training of many of our
pilots, the inferiority of our aircraft compared with the Germans'
latest type, and grave deficiencies ih; flying Kit were all likely to
weaken the .offensive spirit and lower the morale of our fighter
pilots,

ensure that the Fighter Force was prepared for battle operations
.  a.re discussed later.

The measures taken during the latter part of Phase Ox)e to

It is not meant to imply by the above that our fighters over the
The position so far as the air v/ar

with the G.A.P. v/as concerned was a. stalemate, while the Italian
fighters during the preparatory pez’iod kept away from the forward aroo.
Our fighter, formations rarely had the .opportunity of forcing the
Messerschmitta to give battle and yet had to operate in strength for
fear of the German tip and run technique.
Germans were unable to prevent our fonmations from effectivelyoovtrirg

/our

forv/ard area v/ere outmatched.

On the credit side the

(1) Air Marshal Tedder in his letter to the C.A.S. said:
"It was moreover only when offensive sweeps began again that
realised what a bad effect these continuous ship cover patrols
had been having. The first day I was up there (referring to

■  visit to. W,D.*^latess. October and early November) during a three
squadron sweep one squadron v/ent into a defensive circle when

The squadron commander is a good fighting
leader but until I talked to him it hadn't occurred to him that
there v/as anything wrong about it,
ence with C.A.S. Enclos.

we

eight Huns appeared.

(A.O.C.-in-G's Correspond-
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reoonnalBsimoe aircraft wtercver thay wished to

w„n, combats of note with iffi. 109s
v/ere slightly in our favour.

and honours

On ^2nd October the Tomahawks
returning to base' alfter
against Gasr el Arid,
of the combat

of No.2 Squadron S.A.A.F., '
escorting Wo.45 Squadron Blenheims operating

wa. "jumped" by the kJE,109Fs; the outcome .
•was reported as one aircraft shot down on either side?

S.A.A.F.
Narrative

Tbe follaving day six Hurricaiies'of No.1 Squadron S.A.A.F
took part in a Wing sv/eep over the forward aiea with Tomahawks of
flew ft Squadrons: the S.A.A.F. squadron1lew at 19,000 feet as middle cover in the formation with No 2^8

beiratlMOO^feot.
over Balfaya-Pass, nowever, the top cover Tomahawks had parted
to -MumJ-^^ho nf six Iffi. 109s took advantag^ of this
which about 20^.000 feet. Two Hurricanes,
which had become separated from the formation, as the result of
A.A. fire over Halfaya, were shot down by the ]V]E.109s (the pilots

witorut 'h '’“'’“N*" and aaothei- damaged ■
^  in the unites diary reaL:-

of all Difor'' beneficial effect on the morale
tL'lLt fofth an/th frequently 'Jumped' by ME.Ws during

■ ru^ tectics t J t of. countering their hit and
MF 10qr^^J*.c-+ * beading our formation, showed that

invincible - an opinion which several pilots held -
S t2 h. infallible.!;...the morale01 the pilots has gone back to its former high level".

• f

II

M.E.W.O.S.

No.3
On 30th October eleven Tomahawks of No.250 Squadron on an

sweep .covering tactical reconnaissance aircraft of Wo.208
■ b!SS near Bardia: honors weL

! rT ® combat, one aircraft beingreported as shot down on either side. ®

offensive

forvriS fighter squadrons in strength over the
en-ui-!d tZf I preparatory phase, although not spectacular,

at an adequate degree of air superiority was maintained.
Protective Commitments

M.E.W.O.S.

N0S.I to 4
Shipping protection and local defence still

fighters' main operational effort during Phase One, Full figures
are not available for the first week of the period, but from 21st
October to 11th November 4I8 sorties were flown on these protective
tasks, amounting to 65 per cent of the total fighter effort,
particular, nearly 100 sorties were flown over the Tobruk convoys

the week ending 28th October, when the final relief of the
9th Australian Division

absorbed the

In

\vas successfully effected,

(1") The only losses through enemy action sufferadTby'^the Army Co-
squadrons occurred on 12th November, whan two Hurricanes

ot No.451 Squadron R.A.A.F. failed to return from
reconnaissance of the Sidi Omar area,

(2) terman lecords, however, show only one ME.I09 damaged
(Verluste lifrika liDIK IO3/64)

(3) German records, however, show nolv3E.109, either destroyed c
damaged on 23rd and 30th October (Verluste Afrika, IO3/64)

a photographic

or
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Those defensive patrols were carried out almost \vithout incident
- a negative proof of their efficacj'- in dissuading the enemy from
attempting any appreciable offensive actionc

'  ̂1-ghter Training and Re organ i sat i on

As already mentioned the fighter operations revealed the need
for a general overhaul of tactics and organisation. The measures
carried out included the v/ithdrawal of squadrons from operations, in
turn, for training; the appointment of a Senior Fighter V^ing
Commander■(Group Captain K.B.B. Cross, appointed Officer Commanding
No,258 Wing); the replacement of several squadron C.Os. v/ho were not
considered first class; the introduction of fresh fighter pilots
from England (page 33); and the temporary building up of squadrons
to an increased establishment of 18 I.E. aircraft plus 7 I.R., to
provide, against the anticipated heavy wastage during the early stage
of the battle.

HQ AHQ W.D.
ORB.Oct,41
and

A.H.B.

II j6/7A

Tactics recently evolved at Horae and now introduced in the
Desert under the general su;jervisiori of the newly-appointed S.A.S.O.
at A.H.Q., Western Desert (Air Commodore B.E. Embry) involved more
offensive formations. In particular, each aircraft wreaved within
its- squadron formation, "The squadrons are enthusiastic over the
new methods", wrote Air Marshal Tedder, "and they should be a very
effective answer to the Hun’s tip and run tactics'. .1 should hate

Enclos.234A to have to tackle one of those formations w-hich looks like
and ■

A.H.B.

II j6/7A

AOC-in-C's
Correspon
dence -with
C .'J-L. S.
Part III

a swarm

of angry bees".

It had been hoped that the information transmitted by the
A.M.E.S. at Tobruk could be ocploited to effect interceptions over the
forward area in sufficient■force to ensure success, but this was
found to be impracticable for the following reasons;-

The vital part of the battle area owing to our Army's
initial advance v/ould almost certainly be further from
our forward fighter grounds than from the enemy's
fighter base at Gazala,

Even if it had been possible to operate still further
forward than from the Maddalena landing grounds
(Prepared for the start of the battle) there v/ould
still have been the difficulty, due to dust and

. limited take-off area, of getting squadrons airborne
quickly enough for interception.

Lack of R/T range.

It'was therefore decided to operate in a series of-Wing'sweeps
of two squadron strength over the ax’eas considered most vital' by
Eighth Army Headquarters, The flying wings were constituted as
follows:-

(a)

■  (b)

(c)

Gp.Capt.
Cross's

■  ■ .Report ■
.  appended. . .

to Y7g.Cdr.
Finlayson's
Report
(IIJ6/7A)

Nos, 3 R.A.A.F. and 112 Squadrons
Nos, 2 and 4 Squadrons, S.A.A.F.
Nos. 1 S.A.A.F. and 274 Squadrons
Nos. 229 and 238 Squadrons
Nos. 94 and 26o Squadrons ■
Nos. 250 and R.N.(f) Squadrons

1Tomahavi/ks
(I

Hurricane IIs)
Hurricane)
Hurricane Is)
Tomahawks and

Hurricane Is)

Against tte uneconomical use of aircraft involved in the
sweeps had to be balanced the advantage of probably outnumbering
the enemy encountered, thus off-setting to some degree
inferior aircraft performance.

our

/The
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expected intensive operations were

S V— ’duration of the sweeps was approximately two hours.
The

Idem

squadTOrf^OOO°tePf variations the formation of onesquadron 1,000 feet above the other, with squadron in six oairs

tho di«i”ui%7S°vLSl *°

astabShmp^f!,”^ building up the Fighter Poroe teyond the normal
e*1 i

prioVi“„purafilli/f LSScf P-P-b^o-noe of
Reconnaissance Activity

and sorties were carried out both by tactical
SluLntf" bibPbaft in order to fulfil lhaee One

such a”tafe*of"n”'-’‘''’''*f^ *“get information was not inin?l^ ^ . Of flux as It inevitably became when the battle
'■'"= b-P-ed With

was

;.th r.. ss::i
JLw 2f eSuaf on t IbnainH^un^
During this static ner eight on photographic reconnaissance,
by a "weaver" exoap? whan olLdMT6??oSa“or"o*;:“ S"the“?SSj°"cover waa available. The flighta operatedT«S?|ha d^«c?
wer^^nT""^ reconnaissance requirements
“SsAtAed o":a"i''S„"?TK" T unless the"“i"“dsnecessitated operating further than ten miles west of the wire.

Sfuadron
O.R.B's

In preparation for working with the 30th Corps, also Wo 20R
the 7th Armoured Division

‘  P ctice being combined with a search for M.T.) and ArtvTfe
practice with the 2nd Armoured Division W/t vans,

newly-formed Strategical Reconnaissance Unit carried out itsfirst operation - over the Benghazi area - on 14th OctobeJr Ireafsubsequently covered during the month included the Siwa Oasis Gazalal^Zi 3313b and anamj ?onva?ri4ilSR.A.P. demands were co-ordinated by the SenifrIntelligence Officer at A.H.Q. Vfestern Desert and at this stage the
tasks tor the day were sent direct to the unit by signal.

S.A.A.P.'
Narrative

/touring
(1) "This scheme worked well ^gn.inst a fighter force employed mostlv

of* bombers, but as soon as the land battle stabilised
It had to be abandoned, it being found that the top cover often
saw a target below which it was unable to.attack and the lower
iormation was often attacked from a,bove without
knowing anything about it". , (a.H.Bv IIJ6/7/4)

the top cover

G.I69214/JW/5/48
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During the preparatory phase, hov/ever, the S.R.U. crews, which
in some cases were due for a rest from operations, v/ere still only

partially trained in the work and handicapped by various deficiencies,
including a flying kit for high flying,
also frequently unfavourable for high flying, few positive results of
value were achieved.

The Survey Plight (No.6o Squadron) operating on behalf of thaJtany
Survey Company at Eighth'Army Headquarters, commenced its specia'lised
work on l6th October.

The unit had ccme into the field almost at the, eleventh hour so

far as "Crusader" was concerned and-essential areas had to be

photographed as quickly as possible so that necessary map revisions
could be prepared for our ground forces. There was no time for
"block photography" to cover the whole specified area and work was

confined generally to flying strips of twin-obliques along strategic
roads, tracks and wadis or providing photographic tie-strips betvreen
central ground points. One Maryland operated'every day and areas
photographed included: Gialo, Me chili (frcrn the first sortie over
this area the Squadron’s C.O.failed to return)Bir Hakira to Sidi Onor,
Bir Tengeder and Bir el Chleta,.

The survey photographs taken by the unit Were availablefbr EJLP.
examination through the Army Air Photographic Interpretation Unit.

The Survey Plight, considering the shortness of time and limited
aircraft resources, performed most valuable work.

As weather condition were

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

H.A.P.Med.

Review

No.6.

S.A.A;P.

Narrative

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4

The Photographic Reconnaissance Unit was not only short of
airci'aft but had commitments elsewhere in the Middle East, On the

average, ohe long-range Hurricane fitted \?ith three 20" lens cameras

was provided for "Crusader" v/ofk, Pilms v/ere processed at night by
the Unit at Heliopolis, where a preliminary interpretation was made,
and flOTivTi forward the following morning in the aircraft detailed for

the next day's photographic task.

Difficulties of Photographic Reconnaissance.

. The difficulties associated with photographic reconnaissance

during Phase I were summarised by .the S.0.0. , Air Headquarters
Western Wesert as follows:-

"During the preparatory period the Army requested far more

photography than it v/as v/ithin our capacity to provide.

The weather was most unfriendly, Owing to the urgency
of the tasks and the daily supplications of the .tkrmy our airtraPt

rarely failed to make efforts to obtain the photographs every djy.
The consequence was that many photographs were inferior andjiece-
meal. Owing to the great distances these abortive attempts
seriously affected the serviceability of our aircraft,and it was

frequently impossible to make the best use of the few good days.
The Germans were able to intercept our aircraft in the frontal

area-, and near their fighter bases,. ■ This area extended from
Maddalena and Solium v/estwards to G-azala. Since most Army

requirements were in this area, our aircraft were not operating
in amenable conditions and were, indeed, frequently chased off

whilst engaged in their mosaics. There core considerable tactical
complications in undertaking pihotographic tasks in these conditions.
The desert does not provide a surfeit.of features which our

pilots can use as starting point for their runs
did his best to co-ordinate all pferotographic requirements. Danands

came in from tte Array at night, hov/ever, and short of ovorloodlrg
the signals communications already hectic at that time of night,
it was only possible to eliminate any tendency towards habitual

redundancy. Day to day redundancy was reduced, but not

always eliminated.

Iho S.1,0,

/

Idem

So
G. 169214/1^7/5/48
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So far as the check of the enemy's main airfields and
landing grounds v/as concerned "eventually we were able to cover
the majority of enemy air bases although not entirely to our
satisfaction."

M.E.V/.O.S.

Nos,1 to 5

Bomber Effort

During the preparatory period the Middle East bomber squadrons
flew a total of 63O sorties, of which-292 were flovm in the last
eight days and nights, when the bomber scale of effort was stepped
up. The sorties v/ere divided as follCwrs:- 393 against ports
(incl.uding shipping in harbour) and bases: 139 against airfields
and landing grounds: 88 against enemy positions, transport vehicles
and dumps in the forv/ard area: and 10 against shipping at sea;

Malta-based bombers and fighter-bombers contributed 500 sorties_
321 sorties against ports

84 against airfields
70 against shipping at sea: and 25 against

with the effort directed as follows:-

(including shipping in harbour) and bases:
and landing grounds:
enemy positions and road transport.

Increased Pressure on Benghazi

In attacks on Cyrenaican supply targets the bombing of the
enemy's main base of Benghazi remained the dominant'feature.

No.257

Wing
(later
No. 205-

Group)
■  O.R.B.

In their constant effort by night the Wellingtons of No.257
Wing (later No.205 Group) flew a total of 144 effective sorties,
dropping nearly 184 short tons of H.E. bombs - including during the
last week of the phase a proportion of 4,000 pounders - and
approximately ten and a half tons of incendiaries,

attacked included the moles, shipping (v/hen seen), petrol storage,
stores (including the main supply depot) and marshalling yards.

AOC-in-C's There were no Wellington losses due'to enemy action,
Correspon- of 1st/2nd November, however, heavy losses were caused through a
dence v/ith fog developing "suddenly four hours before the Met. expected". Of
C.A.S.

The targets

On the nigh

the Yfellingtons ox^erating on that occasion seven of No,148 Squadron

t

.
attacked petrol dumps at Coefia, north-east of Benghazi,Part 3

Enclos,234A aifcraft were routed to alternative landing grounds as soon aa the
and No.205 fog started to form, but all the Western Desert landing grounds were
Group ORB
Nov.1941
M.E.W.O.S.

Summary
No. 3.

The se

quickly obscured,
four being des^^royed and the otter badly damaged,
crew were seriously injured and seven slightly.

Five of No.148 Squadron's aircraft crash-landed.
Five member of the

Although the intensified YVellington effort resulted in further

damage to port facilities and virtually stopped off-loading at night
the attempt to hit shipping at night proved the most difficult task.

AOC'-in-C’s On 4th November Air Marshal Tedder reported:-
Co^^espon-
dcnce with "The relatively small ships which go into Benghazi are

poor targets -though we knew the heavies got one
petrol and one ammunition ship (the gap in the outer
mole y/hich ,the latter blew up must tie a nuisance now

.  v/hen winds are fresh). Ships come in at dawn and
lie outside at night, and as faf as possible material

cleared from the v/harves during daylight."IS

C.A.S.

Part 3
Enclos,234A

In accordance y/ith the air plan to dislocate the enemy's
off-loading technique at Benghazi,, the two S.A.A.P. Maryland squadrons
began their series of highly successful day attacks. No.21 Squadron,

Prom that dateS.A.A.F, delivering the first blov/ on 14th October,
S.A.A.P.

Narrative

and

M.E.W.O.S,

to 8th November the Maxylands carried out seven raids on the port,
involving 53 effective sorties and the dropping of nearly 52 tons of

/bombs
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(mostly 250 pounders). Thoir high level bombing was provedAOC-in-C's bombs

Correspon- by photographs to have been first-class,
dence with

The Marylands were able to reach Benghazi from the refuelling
landing grounds at Sidi Barrani or Elr Khamsa with a reasonable margin

Including the necessa:;y detoui’ to make an approach from

the open desert, the distance covered v/as 400 to 420 miles,

not infrequent for a proportion of the Squadron, in ̂ pite of flying
in formation, to have sufficient fuel to return to base at Puka,

It was

C.A, S.

Part III

Enclos.234\. of safety.
and

A.H.B,

II j6/7/4

On only one occasion wei'e the Mr --ylands obliged to abandon a

mission against Benghazi through enemy fighter interference in order
to avoid casualties. On the other missions the fire-power and spee

S. A • A • P»

Narrative d
of the bomber formations prevented any losses being inflicted on them

by enemy air action.

Disappointing Performance by Portresses

The A.O.C.-in-C. believed, in regard to Benghazi, "that repeated
interference of work throughout the tr/enty-four hours was in itself

a useful factor in stopping supplies",
effort by the S.A.A.P. Marylands, accordingly, stops were taken to

press into service the small force of Plying Portresses as soon as

To supplement the day

AOC-in-C's

Oorre spon-
dence,with

C ,j:1. . S,

Part 3

Ei]clos.23i*A possible.

The following is the summary of events leading to the firstIdem

Enclos,237A Portress sorties in the Middle East, as signalled by Air Marshal Tedder
to the Chief of Air Staff:--

'Pirst three aircraft arrived 29/10, fourth arrived p,ro. 1/11.
Ground personnel arrived 3/11c Tanks removed 3/11. Equipment
arrived 7th. Bombing up night 7/8th took 12 hours for three
aircraft. One of these aircraft developed engine trouble
apparently due to internal leak in petrol tank. Two aircraft

operated on 8th against Benghazi. Aircraft which returned
reported good run up at 28,000 feet but bursts obscured by low
cloud. No, A.A; Pightcr 10,000 feet below".

The flying Performance vyas much inferior to that expected.

'Careful and detailed flight plan had been prepared, main object
to ensure most economical cruising,
minutes at 30,000 feet,
minutes, actual 2 hoiu-s 42 mins,
to be 28,000.
v/ith x^ermissible 218'^.
performance. considerably below that in cold climate,
recent unseasonable hot spell had not broken and  I do not
oonsider this first attempt adequate- basis for forming final
conclusions.

Allowance made for 20

Climb to 28,000 estimated at 83
Absolute ceiling proved

Engine temperatures pi-oved to be 230° compared
Appears that in warm conditions

oh 8th

Normal cool weather .now begun, report
as soon as further experience gives,definite line

I

One of the Portresses operating on oth November failed to return]
companion at 25,000 feet,

approximately fifteen miles from Eengha.'vj,' A search that day by ' ,
:  /Hurricanes

(1) On several occasions "screamers" v/ere fixed to bombs and beer
bottles were hurled out in order to accompany the material damage
with the blood-curdling noises formerly associated with warfare.

The diarist of No.21 Squadron S.A.A.P. on 21st October,
however, reported rather ruefully that "this visit to the iixis
port was acre i:>roductive of sound thap damage".
(S.A.A.P. narrative).

(2) The only other sortie carried out by a Portress during
"Crusader" is referred to on page 137i

its vapour trails were last, seen by J- oS

G. l69214/jvf/5/48
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HQ RAP LIE . Hurricanes and on the morrow by Marylands, as well as a sweep by
Report bn 2i+ fighters sent out to destroy the aircraft if located, wore
RAP Oper- unsuccessful. The foliov/ing day, hov7ever, the crew was sighted
ations in about 75 milds west-south~T/ost of Maddalena by Marylands of No. 12
W.D. etc. Squadron S.A.A.P

Nov.41 to westwards to a distance of I50 miles.
May 42 dropped and the Marylemd which reported the crew later led a
IIJ.1/12 Lysander of No.208 Squadron.to tho scene to pick up the Portress's
and captain.

‘ M.E.W.O.S. and destroyed any instruments which had escaped damage when the
,  ■ No.4. fired the aircraft and smashed the special bomb-sight.

v/hich were sent out on a parallel track search
Supplies and water were

• 9

A ground column brought back the remainder of the crew

crev/

It was learned that an uiianticipatod shortage of petrol had
caused the forced landing. Previously, the other Portress, when
it refuelled as arranged between Sidi Barrani and Matruh, was also
found to be short of fuel,

Genez-al Results of Air Offensive against Benghazi

In order to asess the exact value of the sustained air offensive
against Benghazi, it would be necessary to have precise information
on a number of points which cannot now be fully ascertained. These
include, for example, the precise material damage caused during any
given time and its effect on tho supply situation; the increased
over-all time required to unload any given tonnage; the extent to
which the enemy was embarrassed by having to supply his Army by other
means; and the moral effect.

The general results of the air offensive are, however, abundantly
clear. Although the bomber forces avai],able were not sufficient to
neutralise the port entirely, its operation was greatly restricted.
This v/as due not only to the material damage inflicted or threatened,

■Weichold's but also to the fact that "dock workers and stevedores were for the
Report

ViAdmiral

"most part composed of Arabs who fled at each air attack". Thus the
(AHB.S.10) enemy was dissuaded from sending merchant shipping direct to Benghazi

.except when particular supplies v/ere urgently required. -It would
have been of inestimable help to the Axis if the far distant base at
Tripoli could have been transferred to Benghazi but this was
impracticable as (in Vic^.Adin^ral Y/eichold's words) "an increase in
(Berlghazi's) unloading v/as very difficult in the face of the

‘  enemy's continual air attacks and the damage resulting therefrom".
•  ' Thus the enemy was obliged 'to fall back on the uneconomical use of

Apart from the

Idem

para.63

coastal shipping and motor .transport from Tripoli,

Part!
para.62.

time-lag involved this was,made difficult by shortage of M.T. and
(at various times), petrol.

Attacks on Other Gyrenaican Supply Targets

During the first three' weeks of the preparatory period, as the
pressure oh Benghazi was increased, a lights,r effort was directed by

'night against points in the enemy's supply line nearer 'the battle
These attacks, which may be described as constant nuisance

raids,were carried out by Blenheims of Nos,45 and,55 Squadrons and
Albacores of No.826 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm. During the moonless
period flare-dropping Albacores. also helped by identifying the taj^gets,

'The latter included petrol, stores and ammunition dumps in.the
Bardia, Gambut and Solium areas, and;road treuisport on the Bardia -
Tobruk road was also attacked by.the Albaoores,

area.

In general, the

M.E.W.O.S.
Nos.1-5

experienced Fleet Air Arm pilots showed far greater skill in finding,
and attacking these difficult targets than, the Blenheim air 'crev/s.'' >

/In

(1) The defects of the Blenheim squadrons at this stage are
mentioned on page 112,

G. I69214/JW/5/48
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hi the last part of Phase One (from the night of 4/5th to dav/n
13th November), as the bomber effort. V7as stepped up, increased attentio*._
was paid to supply targets east of Benghazi, which were associated with ^
the enemy's build-ux) in the battle area^

on

„  In particular, stores dumps
and M/T workshops at Derna were attacked by a total of 50 Wellingtons
and 26 Blenheims (principally of No.11 Squadron) by night and eleven
S.A.A.P. Marylands by day, A lesser day and night effort wad made
against the Berka stores dumps; Albacores and Blenheims continued
their night harassing raids on supply targets and M.T. concentrations
in the forward area; and Yfellingtons from time to time bombed close-
at-hand sui^ply targets when bad weather prevented long-range flights.

S.A.A.P.

Narrative
The three Maryland attacks on Derna and Berka were all opposed

by enemy fighters, including M3.109s. As in the case of their
operations over Benghazi the S.A.A.Ih bombers were not prevented from
pressing home their attacks; t.7o aircraft were reported shot dov/n
either side, but, not surprisingly, mors Marylands than enemy
fighters were damaged.

on

Attacks on Ytestern End of Enemy's Supply Line

Meanv/hile, Malta-based bombers attacked vital points at the
western and southern ends of the enemy's supply line. Their key
targets were Naples, the main base and port of departure of LibyL
supplies, and was formerly, Tripoli, the principal off-loading port.

Targets in the Naples area - w'hich included shipping, harbour
installations, railway yards, aircraft and torpedo factories, oil '
storage depots and power stations - Were attacked with considerable

on twelve nights during Phase One by

The first attack of the period, on the night l6/l7th October, was
a noteworthy one in the records of Middle East bombing as 4,000 lb
bombs were employed for the first time in that theatre.

success
total of 96 Wellingtonsa

M.E.W.O.S.

Nos.1-5

.

Although the bombing of Naples at this early period was slight
compared with the intensive attacks carried out later in the war, the

,  follov/ing report of a raid made in October is sufficient- to show that
It cannot be dismissed cursorily. "Naples. Oil Storage Bepot. Night
21st/22nd - 24 Wellingtons (Malta) 2300-0043 hour-s. Attacks from
8,000* 34 tons H.E. bombs including 4 x 4,000 lb,  6 x 1,000 lb,
91 X 500 lb and 3^ x 250 lb. 2l6 lb. ino, bombs also dropped,
12,000 leaflets. Inc. started fires in target area, which was then
attacked with H.S., increasing the original fires to one enormous
conflagration spi'eading over an area 400 yards square, with flames
rising to 1,000* and smoke to 12,000* visible 80 miles av/ay.
tte crews newly arrived from operations ovei' Germany stated that the
blaze was the biggest they had ever seen. The railway station was
set well on fire and other smaller fires were started round target
area, many buildings being demolished.

Some of

Inc. dropped on Sicily on

Idem No.2

. return journey started fires at Catania and other tov/ns,
V/allington overshot oh landing, one personnel killed and

One

one injiu^-ed".

In November, also, the Wellingtons turned their attention to
Brindisi, the most.important port in the Southern Adriatic, from which
the enemy was routing urgent convoys direct to Benghazi,
attack delivered on the night of the 7/8th by-21 Wellingtons was
described as "highly successful". Hits were registered on the
marshalling yards, railway stations, tracks, sea-plane factory arid
barracks, and photographs confirmed, inter alia, that the torpedo-
boat base was struck.

The Blenheims' main Italian targets during the period v/ere the
chemical works at Cotrone and factories and railways at various
points on the east coast: the Cotrone factory appeared to escape
damage although a goods train was hit in the area.

The first
A.H.B.

II Jl/12.

M.E.W.O.S.

No. 4.

Idem

Nos.1-5

/itfeanwhile
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Meanwhile, a variety of near-at-hand communications and supply
targets in Sicily came under attack - including bombing by small
forces of V/ellingtpns when adverse weather prevented attacks on Naples,
The night raids included a constant effort against the submarine base
at Augusta by Fleet Air Arm aircraft; small-scale attacks on the
munition factory at Licata by Blenheims and P.a.A. aircraft;"and a
few sorties against communications at Messina and the povi/er station
at Palermo by Yfellingtons, By day a slight Blenheim effort v/as
directed against railv/ays and factories at Catania and escorted
Hurricane-bombers on one occasion hit the railway and a factory at
Ragusa.

Idem, OvTing to the increased effort against station targets and the
deterioration in the v/eathor, the attacks on Tripoli v/ere slighter
than during the previous tv7o months. Nevertheless, the port v;as
bombed on eight nights during the preparatory period by a total of
58 Vfellingtons, and from the end of October the bomb-loads dropped
included a proportion of 4,000 pounders. The principal targets
were the harbour installations, shipping, marshalling yards and
petrol stores. Reconnaissance aircraft also, from time to time
carried out day nuisaii'Ce raids by dropping' small calibre bombs.

To impede the M.T. traffic along the coastal ic'ute, meanwhile,
No,107 Squadron Blenheims made a few attacks by day, when conditions
were favourable, on road convoys between Zuara and Sirte. The
follov/ing report on one of these raids indicates their general scope,
"Zuara - Sirte, M.T. on roads, 17th October,. 4 Blenheims 107
Squadron. 5,750 lb. bombs. Tv/o lorries and a trailer were blown

off the road and a nvimber of others, including one armoured car
were damaged",

Idem,

The above-mentioned attacks on communications and supplies by
Malta-based aircraft were carried out almost without loss through
enemy action.

Shipping Strikes in October

Meanv/hile, the endeavour was continued to prevent supplies
reaching the North African mainland by striking shipping en route,
the air attacks, as previously, being planned mainly on the basis
of air reconnaissance,

The success achieved in this activity up to the end of September
The period takenhas been indicated in Part Pour of the narrative,

for review here is from 1st October to 2nd November, inclusive, which
is covered by an analysis issued by the Anti-Shipping Sub-Committee
of the Bombing Committee of estimated losses inflicted.

Prom Malta a total of■26 Swordfish of No.830 Squadron P.A.A.
made five night and one day attack on'convoys along the route to
Tripoli, and, as v/ill be seen from the tables given belov;, was
credited with great success, Malta-based Blenheims flew 19 sorties
in four day bombing attacks, principally.against shipping off Sicily
and Pantelleria, and Malta-based Ylellingtons carried out two night
bombing attacks, including one on a convoy 110 miles west of Derna,
In other instances sorties flown did not result in attacks being
made,

4.H.B.

II J1/29.

The effort of the Egyptian based ship-striking squadrons was

mainly directed against U-boats in the Eastern Mediterrane^.
already indicated the effort against enemy naval vessels is
considered in the Narrative covering the.Air/Sea war in the
Mediterranean.

As

/Enemy
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Enemy Merchant Shipping losses in October as currently Reported#

H.Q. MED/
3247/49/4
/Air.

The Anti-Shipping Sub-Comaiittee of the Bombing Committee assessed

the effect of the air attacks (including damage to shipping in
harbours) as follows:-

1st October - 2nd November 194'1.

(a) Sunk or Constructive loss:-

Aircraft

No.2 Group (Blenheims) Malta
P.A.A.

Other R.A.P. Aircraft

Number of Ships Tonnaj
1 b

6 37,000
12,0002

49,600TOTALS 9

(B) Seriously' Damaged

No.2 Group (Blenheims) Malta
P.A.A.

Other R.A.P. Aircraft

8/)04

2 11,000

6 19,000TOTALS

(c) Damaged

No.2 Group (Blenheims) Malta
P.A.A.

Other R.A.P. Aircraft

9,0783

8,8803

6 17,878TOTALS

A.H.B.

IIj/1/29
Sixteen merchant ships totalling 48,350 tons, were reported sunk

in all areas of the Mediterranean by H.M. Submarines during the period
and five vessels totalling 14,840 tons damaged,
several French vessels and some in the Eastern Mediterranean not

directly connected with the supply of Libya,

Thus, just under 98,000 tons of enemy shipping (excluding naval
craft) are believed to have been sunk in the entire Mediterrajnean by
sea and air action during October and the opening days of November,

These totals include

The findings of H.Q. R.A.P. M.E. in respect of shipping plying
for the monthbetv/een Italy and Vfest Africa are as follows

of October total sinkings ( through sea and air action) are estimated
at 41'^ of the estimated total sailings from Italy (137,000 tons)
and south-bound sinkings (i.e, of cargo-carrying vessels) are put
at 31/2 of the total sailings.

Confirmed Enemy Shipping Losses (identified Vessels) during October.

The confirmed losses of identified enemy merchant shipping in

October (see Appendix P for fuller details) were as follows:-
Total tonnage sunk in the entire Mediterraneari from all causes:-

45,050 tons (including 10,326 tons sunk by the Royal and Allied
Navies and 34,604 by the R.A.P. and P.A.A.). Losses of shipping
adjudged on the African Convoy Route only; 35,125 tons (including
401 tons by the Royal and Allied Navies -and 34,604 tons 'by the
R.A.P. and P.A.A.)

Vice-Admiral Weichold’s Comments.

Appendix P

As in the case of the previous months Vice-Admiral Weichold

in his report quotes a much lower figure for the African convoy
tonnage sunk. Weiohold states that during October 18,800 tons of

/merchant

A.II.B.I.

S10 Part I

Para.76.
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merchant shipping were sunk and 12,800 tons damaged. Ife also put
the total African Convoy tonnage during the month at ohly 50,000
tons (compared v/ith H.Q., R.A.P. M.E.‘s, estimate of 137,000 tons of
shipping sailihg from Iraly only) - "a third of the monthly average
of the- past seven months, v/hich had not been satisfactory". Thus
he estimated the tonnage sunk and damaged as 63% of the total tonnage
used. "In spite of this situation", the Admiral comments, "which
led to a catastrophe, the German High Command did not take any
suioporting action, as on 2nd October the new autumn offensive began
in Russia, for which all forces, and above all air forces.

Again maritime needs bad to give way before continental
were

re quire d.
interests.

Attacks on Airfields and Landing Grounds

During the first part of Phase One (1Zpbh to 28th October) a
Nos.l - 2 moderate pressure was exerted c.gainst the enemy’s Cyrenaican landing

grounds by Egyptian based Blenheims and Marylands as planned, except
that, in the rear area the German bomber and air transport base at
Derna received attention instead of the dive-bomber base

M.E.W.O.S.

at Tiraimi,

In their attacks on forward landing grounds, Nos. 11, 45, 55 and
113 Squadrons flew a total of 38 effective sorties against those at
Garnbut, Gabr Saleh, Bir el.Gubi and Gasr el Aryid, The S;A.A.P.
Marylands made two raids on Derna and tv?o on the German fighter base
at Gazala, flying,30 effocti
out with more precision and success than those of the Blenheims and
photographs showed, that an appreciable numb.er of 'aircraft v/ero hit
on the ground.

sortie s. The attacks were car-riedVO

Clear proof was provided of the Blenheims’ need of fighter
protection when operating over the .forward area. On 20th October,
Blenheims of Nos, 55 and II3 Squadron, briefed to attack Garabut,
arrived in advance of the time for their rendezvous with Tomahawk
and Hurricane squadrons, and proceeded to carry out their mission
without^ the normal cover. The Blenheims, approaching their target
from the sea were attacked by M.E,109s, which took off from the
landing ground,
and there the

The bombers withdrew out to sea after their attack
leader was shot dovm 40 miles off shore 5 another

Blenheim failed to return and four v;cre damaged.

The hope that the attacks on.the enemy’s fore/ard landing grounds
would lead to strenuous opposition from his fighter force and combats
with our nuraerically superior covering fighters was not fulfilled.
Practi^cally the only success .achieved (mentioned in page 100 )
occurred during a raid on. Gasr Aryid landing ground on 22nd October,
when No.2 Sqtiadron, S.A.A.P, Tomahawks (talking part in a three
squadron covering sweep with Nos. .3 R.A.A.P. and 238 Squadrons) pro-

’ voked an attack by ten ME.109s and claimed one shot down.

For the remainder of the preparatory period the limited offensive
against the Cyrenaican air bases was - continued mainly at night -
4° effective bomber sorties being flown under cover of dajrkness as
compared with 26 by day.
of the Blenheim squadrons
fighter cover available ovei' th
training and re-grbuping, led to a curtailment of the Blenheim day
attacks in favour of night raids c.

Workshops, hangars and petrol damps at Berka airfield were the
main targets, being attacked tv/ice by Wellingtons and once (by day)
by Marylands. “
Gazala landing grounds (three by Blenheims and
‘Timimi, Benina and Martuba also received slight attention.

In particular, the previously poor results
day attacks, combined with the decreased

fOCT/ard area owing to the need for

, Pour small-scale night attacks were delivered on the

one by Albacores), and

A.H.B.

6/7/4

/Once
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Idem. Once again the 7/eakness of the Blenheim squadrons 'aa.a spot-lighted.
In spite of the help given by flare-dropping Albacores during the
moonless period, the squadrons were not sufficiently trained in night
flying, to achieve results which justified the casualties sustained
through various causes.

In general, hcv/ever, the PViase One attacks on the enemy's
Cyrenaican airfields achieved their-purpose of helping to
adequate air superiority v/ithout obviously trailing the
imminent offensive*

secure

cloak of an

M,E.¥.O.S.

Nos.1-5
Meanwhile, in spite of bad vreather spells, 84 Malta-baaed bombers

and fighter-bombers exerted pressure on the enemy's rear air bases.
The main effort, directly connected with 'Crusader* operations,
made against Castel Benito airfield, which was attacked on tv/o nights
by a total of 39 Wellingtons. The rais on the night- 2^d November
was particularly successful. "Fires (were reported) among hangars
and administrative buildings, v/orkshop>s and ammunition dumps (were)
hit and two destroyed At one time during the attack at least
twelve aircraft were burning on the aerodrome," Photographs showed
that six aircraft ware destroyed and ten damaged. Of the night
fighters encountered one GR.42 was shot down; on our side one
Wellington failed to return.

was

M.E.W.I.S.

No.73.

•  Smaller scale airfield'attacks included those delivered against:-
Mellaha (east of Tripoli) by Blenheims; Comiso (Sicily) by Hurricane-
bombers and night-flying P.A.A. Swordfish; Gela (Sicily) by Hurricane-
bombers; Catania (Sicily) by night-flying P.A.A. Fulmers; Trapani
(Sicily)' by Wellingtons; and Elmas (Sardinia), in conjunction with a
naval attack, also by Wellingtons,
primarily at restricting the enemy's air effort against Malta, but the
pinning down or embarrassment of any of the enemy's Mediterranean
squadrons was likely to affect 'Crusader* operations.

Further Training of Egypt-based Blenheim Squadrons

It became increasingly clear during the preparatory period that
the Western Desert Blenheim squadrons needed further training before
they could pull their full weight in the coming battle. As already
mentioned the low performance of the Blenheim implied that its employ
ment in the forward area had to be under cover of night, cloud
fighter escort. The ine:xperience and poor training of the pilots
prevented satisfactory results being obtained by the first two covers,
particularly as bad weather increased the difficulties of night flying,
and before the effect of direct fighter escort could be seen both
Blenheim and fighter operations were cut down to  a minimum to ensure
intensive training during the last fortnight of the phase.
of the situation was caused by the fact that some of the oircfowa
were operationally tired; maintenance was often poor, partly due to
in-experienced ground crews; there was a deficiency in equipment; the
unsettled careers of the squadrons during the suramer had adversely
affected the serviceability of their transport; and in some cases the
squadron cornuanding officers, although adequate as leaders in the air,
paid insufficient attention to administration, training, squadron
battle orders and a tight ground drill.

A.H.Q., W.D., indeed, declared that, "The state of
morale was reflected in the number of aircraft falling out of
squadron formation on account of small deficiencies, and in the some
what fatigued attitude of mind towards operations. There is hardly
a single Blenheim operation on record during the preparatory phase
which was not impaired in one way or another by inefficient maintenance
lack of experience, or even in some cases, lack of determination."

/The

The Sicilian attacks were aimed

or

Aggravation

The S.0.0• 9

A, H.B.

6/7/4
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!. ..

The training oarried'out included a specialised form of attack
In deciding to attackGp.Capt.

" Cross'.

'Report

appended

to Wg.Gdr, specialised form of aerodrome attack was developed
Rinlayson's taking part in these attacks v/ere;-
Report,

against enemy fighter;landing grounds,
enemy landing grounds it was fully realised that the majority were
protected by considerable and very efficient 'flak' and were difficult
to loc.ate from lov; level.

To overcome these diffi^^^
ties a

The forces

1  'Box' of six or tv/elve Blenheims

1 Squadron Fighters (Close Supi^ort)
1 Squadron Fighters (Top Cover). .
1 Squadron Fighters (Aerodrome Attack).

Three such circuses v/ere formed and trained in the back area until

shortly before the land offensive was due to start,
practised v/as for the Blenheims to proceed at bet^veen 8-10,000 feet
to the target aerodrome by the route likely to be least observed
with close and top escorts and with the■ straffing squadron in
position slightly below and behind the bombers.

The plan as

V/hen within

twenty miles of the target, the bomber leader gave a signal by
lateral rocking of his aircraft and the straffing squadron then did
a 360 rate 2 turn dcswn to ground, level,
practice that this put them about 6-8 oiiles behind the bombers.
If enemy aircraft ?/ere sighted on the aerodrome by the Blenteim
leader he bombed them and the.fighters locating the landing ground
by the bomb burst .attacked as the dust was clearing,
thus had three purposes:-

It was found from

The bombing

(aV Damage i;o aircraft,
b) Location of landing ground for fighters,c) Disconcerting A,A, crews.

As a safety precaution if no enemy aircraft were seen on the ground
the Blenheim leader fired .a red Verey light and fighters swung av/ay
from the la.nding ground."

Y(ith the object of "laying on" this type of attack extensive
'p>re-offensive reconnaissance enemy landing grounds was carried out
by No,24 Squadron, S.A.A.F. Bostons (page I3I),

In the event, ho\«ver, only one opportunity occurred to use the
otherattack as planned - on 17th’November (page I30),

occasion, 19th November, the bombers were dispensed v/ith
On

No.265(70) Other specialised training, meanwhile, included close stjipport
Wing O.R.B, exercises, which helped to eliminate signals difficulties.
October '41*of intensive training, the replacement of 0.0.s where .necessary,

arrangements for improved maintenance and the bringing up to
establishment the squadrons* crews and equipment, the Blenheim force

By meein

App.XXYI.
Wg.Gdr. '

s

Finlaysonis was wielded into one capable of playing a full part in the battle.
Report and
No.265(70)
V/ing' s ORB' ’.
Apps.XXII
and LXXXIV. ' . '

/ineffectual

""(T) particular, dummies* of’the Gazala landing grounds were laid "down
for practising Idw flying attacks‘ (A.0.0's correspondence with
G.A.S. etc. Part III, Enel,2344). .

(2) No further or.'portunities occurred to exploit this form of attack
owing to German fighter bases being out of range of our fighters,
though the possibility. of refuelling fighters in Tobruk ¥/ith the
object of attacking Gazala was examined and. refuelling
arrangements made. Unfortunately, the landing ground at El Gubi
.vyas under shell fire and when,landing grounds in the Tobruk -
El Adem area bad been secured, Gazala bad .'been evacuated by the
Gefm^s .- (Group Captain-;Cross' Report - Appended to \7g.Gdr»
Finlayson's Report),

G. 169214/07^/5/48
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Ineffectual Enemy Air Effort_

In contrast to our aggressive action for limiting enemy build-up
the enemy's air policy - despite his advantage in holding bases from
which the entire operational area could be covered - for the most part
lacked drive and co-ordination# His air forces were thrown largely
on the defensive and such offensive action as was undertaken was, as
previously, dissipated against various targets instead of concentrated
against the few vulnerable points of our supply organisation.

In general the G-.A.I?. continued the more offensive r6le, leaving
In particular,

M.H. W.I.S,

Nos.70-75 the mounting pi’otcctive commitments to the Italians,
convoy protection absorbed the I.A.P" s main effort, bombers, dive
bombers, reconnaissance and fighter aircraft all at various times

being used for patrol over shipping at sea and in harbour.

Mention has already been made of the German fighter sweeps over
the forward area.

ME,109'3 superior performance, but were not in sufficient strength
to exploit it thoroughly.

These were ever a potential menace ov/ing to the

The Luftwaffe's main bomber effort - against Tobruk - represented
the "softening-up" for Rommel's forestalled assault. Gyrenaican-based
JU.88s and JU,87s and HE.Ills from the Athens area together ensured a
daily effort against the fortress, which on occasion reached the 40
sorties mark,

slight damage only,
shipping was ineffective,
to the fourth week in October, but is typical of the whole preparatory
phase* ■

Considering the constant effort the attacks caused

Similarly, the attempt to disrupt our coastal
The following Intelligence Report relates

Several attacks have been made against merchant and naval vessels

off the Egyptian coast
from the Derna area, have taken part in these attacks and have

apparently been largely responsible for reconnoitring the area,
spotting and reporting the shipping observed,
carrying aircraft (S.79 and S,84) as v/ell as CZ.1007s.operating
from Derna and Rhodes have also attacked shipping,
of these attacks so far reported have in all cases been

unsuccessful,"

German aricraft, operating mainly

Italian torped-

The results

Our build-up in Egypt continiicd virtually unimpeded, singularly
little advantage being taken of the November moon period,
attacks made in the Suez area were token efforts by tv/o to four

Greek-baae.d HE.Ills; no success v/as achieved against shipping and
negligible, damage done to Suez and Port Tewfik,

Five

A somev/hat heavier effort was directed against ovir Puka air base,
a few Cyranaican - based JU,88s participating as well as HE.Ills,
Moonlight layer patrols v/ere carried out by No.30 Squadron Hurricanes
in an endeavour to catch the enemy aircraft coming from Greece and

Crete, but without a
in the few i’aids ^

Nevertheless little damage was inflicted
The following entry from the A.H.Q, Operations

Log Bock laconically records the results of the heaviest attack -

carried out on 3rd November by approximately four JU.88s and six
HE.Ills.

uccess.

Report from No,270 Wing regarding heavy raid at Puka Main

Landing ground useable but several craters. One aircraft
will require double engine change, six aircraft damaged by splinters

One Array personnelbut repairable at unit within 24 or 48 hours,

Wg.Cdr.
I'inlayson's last night.
Report

suffedng from shock," /Spasmodic

(1) Arrangements had been made for maximum dispersal, Blenheims of
Nos.45 and 55 Squadrons,for example, during the moon period rew
moved to No,53 dis^jersal landing ground, further south, each

afternoon, carried out their night operations from there and

returned to their Puka base the following morning. (Appendix X
No.265(later 27O) 'fing's O.R.B. October 1941)*
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Spasmodic bombing elsewhere varied from nuisance attacJcs on
Army positions and targets at Sidi Barrani, Maaten Babush and Burg
el Arab to the almost pointless bombing of Payoum and the entirely
poiJjtless bombing of the empty fort at. Maddalena.

The main Italian offensive effort against Malta, meanwhile, was
characterised by the high percentage of aircraft which drew off
before reaching the coast and the inconsiderable damage caused by
those which fulfilled their missions.

Phase One Balance Sheet

By the end of the preparatory period our main aims had been
achieved

(a) The Axis supply situation had deteriorated,
b^ Adequate air superiority was achieved,
c) .lleconnaissance had given us a good jpicture of the

enemy's air bases, disposition of bis ground forces
and the situation of his' main dumps, workshops and
supply routes,

(d) Our air striking force was in better fettle than at the
beginning of the period.

Enemy aircraft casualties (caused in combat and airfield attack.s)
for the period 14th October-12th November, inclusive, were assessed
as.follows

M.E.f.I.S.

Nos,70 to
74

Egypt,and Libya:

.Malta:

37 destroyed and 3 probably
destroyed,

17 destroyed and 5 probably
destroyed.
4 destroyed and 2 probably
destroyed.

Dodecanese and Eastern Med;

The following was the classification according to types of
aircraft:-

*(1)German Destroyed Probably Destroyed

Bomber

Bomber Transport
Fighter
Unidentified

Totals

9 2

1 1

7 1

1

17 5

Italian

Bomber

Bomber Transport
Fighter
Reconnaissance

Unidentified-

Totals

15 1

2

17 4
3

41 5

On the debit side were the M.E. aircraft casualties. Losses

(including Malta's) from all causes v/ere 42 bombers and eighteen
M,E.\Y.O.S. fighters.

No,5 App,G, remarkably small, and in a number of instances did not involve the
loss of.the crews.

These losses, considering the scale of effort, v/ere

/Section

(1) German records shov/ the forming casualties for the period
14th 0ctober-12th Ngveimber, inclusive
Short Recce:- 1 destroyed. Long Recce;- 2 destroyed and 2 damaged
Day Fighters:- 3 destroyed and 4 dainagOd. "Zerstorers"(ME, 110s)
2 destroyed. Bombers:- 5 destroyed and 1 damaged. Dive-bombers
3 destroyed and 3 damaged. Other Types 1 destroyed and 1 damaged,
A total of 17 aircraft destroyed and 11 damaged,
Verluste Afrika, ADIK. IO3/64).G.I69214/JW/5/48
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SECTION THREE. PIEi.SE TVYO.

Ground Situation

G-in-C'3

Despatch
Nov.1941-

Aug.1942
P>4i(-t

During the second week of November the greater part of the
enemy's ground forces in Libya were concentrated in eastern Cyrenaica,
leaving in Tripolitania only necessary garrison troops and the weak

Sabrata divsion, which served as a drafting formation,
main Cyrenaican forces consisted of three arraoured, two motorised and
five infantry divisions and comprised the Panzer Gruppe, Afrika,
under the command of General Rommel,

follows:-

The enemy's

The main components were as

15th and 21st panzer Divisions and 90th

Light Division (Afrika Division).

Ariete Division (armoured),
Trieste Division (motorised) and
Trento Division,

Afrika Corps

,  Mobile Corps

21st Corps:- Bologna, Pavia and Brescia divisions.

Savona Division and elements of other

divisions, both German and Italian,
Frontier Group:-

The 21st Corps, stiffened by three German infantry battalions,
T/hich had been investing Tobruk had recently been joined by the
Trento Division. The frontier defences at Halfaya, Solium and
Capuzzo, established during the summer, v/ere manned by a German
infantry division.
Division.

Located betvveen the 21st Corpis and the Frontier Group were the
armoured and mobile forces.

Those around Sidi Omar v/ere held by the Sav

The 21st Panzer Division lay astri

ona
Bardia had a mixed garrison of Italians and Germans,

de
the Trigh Capuzzo, about twelve miles to the south of Gambut, where
Rommel had his Headquarters.

Afrika Division (specially formed for Desert operations) were grouped
around El Adera, El Duda and Sidi Reaegh. The Ariete and Trieste
divisions had taken up their positions at Bir el Gubi and Bir Hakim,
respectively. '

The 15th Panzer Division and the

The principal Eighth Army formations available for the projected
offensive were as folloxvs:-

New Zealand and 4th Indian Divisions and

1st Army Tank Brigade.
(No, "T" Air Support Control).

7th Armoured Division, 4th Arro.oured
Brigade Group. 1st South Africa Division
(two brigades) and 22nd Guards (Motor)
Brigade,

(No.1 (Australian) Air Support Control)

Tobruk Garrison:- 70th Division, 52nd Army Tank Brigade,
Polish Carpathian Infantry Brigade Group,

6th South African Armoured Gar Regiment
and a battalion group from 29th Indian
Infantry Brigade,

2nd South African Division (two
brigades).

15th Corps:-

30th Corps:-

Oasis Force:-

In reserve :-

As mentioned on page 11 the C,-in-C's original estimate
of armoured forces needed for the conquest of Cyrenaioa was
three divisions: the actual armoured formations available com

prised one and half divisions and one brigade of infantry tanks,

/in169214/1^/5/48a'vT i
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The Eighth , , In tank .strength the Eighth iirray had numerical superiority
°"^Gr that of the Axis - 665 against an estiraated 50'5 of the Axis,

simple count did not imply a superiority in performance.
Pnhn n- 1? brigades of the 7th Armoured Division containedPubn.p.12. a total of 455 tanks, but of these I65 were of the light Stuart

type (later re-classified as reconnaissance vehicles): the
remainder was composed mainly.of Crusaders. The Eirst Amy TankBrigade,comprised 120 Matildas and-Valentines and the tank brigade
in Tobruk mustered 90 tanks-of similar types. Over half of the
Axis tanks, on the.other hand, were German Mark Ills and IVs, .and
■tiicsc in the event proved sufjerior in . armament,
reliability of any of

armour and

None of the British tanks had a gun
heavier than the tvi/o-pounder, T/hereas it transpired the German tanks
fired nothing lighter than a 4v lb shell, , while the heaviest
fired one of.I4 lbs, ^The German armour^
advantage in striking ijowor.

ours.

gun
therefore, had a great

1.' TP w c Before our offensive was initiated our non-armoured forces
^ strong defence running south-v/est and south of Sidi Barrani

No.b(from to Giarabub and the Siwa Oasis; ,the defences (like those of the .
Military enejny) included anti-tank defences,
M.E.sources) all in considerable depth

gun emplacements and minefields >

Work on defences was continued by either side until mid-
November. British armoured forces during this preparatory period
v/ere kept in the back areas.

The Army Plan .

C-in-C

Despatch as already indicated, the prerequisite for dislodging the enemy
trom Cyrenaica was the destruction of his armoured forces - and

Appendix 5 above all, the German -- _ - . ^In order , to effect this the
had to be brought to battle on ground of.our choosing: and this
could best be done by directing our ariBoured forces tov/ards Tobruk
and raising the.siege.

armour. enemy

Accordingly, plans were drawn up for the 30th Cories to make
the main .^attack, while at the same time ensuring that the left flank
of the 13th Corps v;as protected against an assault by the enemy‘s
armoured formations. As the first step towards bringing the
enemy to battle, our main armour .was. to move to  a central position
near Gabr,Saleh, from which it could strike north-west or north-east

_ according to how. the situation developed, , At this stage groiuid
and air reconnaissance units had the important task of discovering
the enemy's exact v/hereabouts, in, order that it could be determined
to what extent his movement southwards could be prevented byobtaining control of the few crossings of the coastal escarpment.
The Army Gommander (General Gunningham) alone held responsibility
for deciding which direction our armour should move if the enemy

Idem

P.45

wasnot engaged in favourable circumstances on the opening day of
the offensive.

The subsidiary task of the 30th Corps was to. relieve Tobruk.
Operations to achieve this were not to be undertaken until the
enemy's main armour had been defeated or at any rate rendered
incapable of interfering -with the relief. The 30th Corps

Idem

p.46

Commander v/as instructed to signal the Commander of the Tobruk
garrison when he was in a.position to support their planned sortie,
and the garrison troops v/ere then to come under command of the Corps,

The basis of the plan for raising the Tobruk siege was the
capture of two ridges to the south-east of it - the El Duda and
Sidi Re.zegh ridges, which vfera some '5,000 yards apart and commanded
the enemy's bwo principal lines of communication,
by-pass road climbs up from the coast, crosses a saddle, and then
turns v/est along the southern slope of El Duda ridge; in the valley
bet’ween the bwo ridges runs the Trigh Capuzzo, Provided that the

The TobrvikIdem

G. I69214/JW/5/48 /enemy
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enemy armoured forces were defeated or heavily embroiled, our forces
infantry to compete with and mostly Italian infantry

At the conclusion of the armoured battle the
Division was to secure

1st South African
^  , a position near Sidi Rezegh, and by

threatening the rear of tlie Axis troops investing Tobruk, to assist
the sortie of the garrison. Meanwhile three brigades of 30th Corps
were to drive soutbvards to El Duda and t^vo feint attacks ̂ vere to be
mace by two infantry brigades of the Tobruk garrison in the western
and southerrisections. The garrison's main attack was to be
launched at dav/n on the day follov/ing the receipt of the 30th Corps*
signal.

After the relief of Tobruk the area was to be cleared of the
enemy as quickly as possible* The size of our pursuing forces
was to be determined by the extent of the success achieved in the
armoured battle.

The 13th Corps's task v/as to contain and cut off the enemy
forces holding the frontier defences, and than to advance westv/ards to
help the 30th Corps in their cleaning-up process.

The primary task of the Oasis Force was to protect the
associated air forces v/hioh v/ere to attack the enemy in the coastal
area to the south Benghazi and to harass advancing or withdrawing
enemy columns. A deceptive scheme was planned, so as to induce
the enemy to believe that the Force was much larger than it actually
was and induce him to divert armoured formations to meet it. The
Force v/as, accordingly, relatively weak in infantry but included a
high proportion of guns and armoured

Other subsidiary operations planned included the r8le allotted
to the Long Range Desert Group of observing enemy movements along
the Desert tracks south of the Jebel Akdar to the main battle area
and along the approaches to Gialo from the north, and raids to be
carried out in the enemy's rear by the 11th Scottish Command and
section of the 1st Special Air Service Brigade.

Date of the Offensive

It was known during October - principally through air
reconnaissarjce of enemy positions - that the enemy had in hand a
scheme for attacking Tobruk in force. The C,-in-C. gave serious
thought to the advisability of postponing the opening of our offensive
until Rommel struck, with the idea of catching the enemy on the wrong
foot, but abandoned this project owing to the fact that Rommel's
intended attack might not take place for several weeks and there
need on our part for offensive action at the earliest moment.
Captured operational piers later revealed that the enemy's intended
assault was scheduled for 23rd November,

^Our attack v/as timed to be launched when the enemy had been
sufficiently weakened by our preliminary air offensive.

cars.

a

was

M.E.’yV.O.S.
Wo. 6
para.15 &
C-in-C s

De spatch
p.14.

Idem

P.15.
The reason for deferring the opening of our offensive from 11th

to 18th November was due mainly, to the delay in providing the full
quota of transport for the 1st South African Division and the
canpletion of its training,.

Eighth Army Concentration

M.E.V/.O.S.

No. 6,
Appendix G
(From M.E.
Military
Sources)
I69214/J7//5/48

the period of concentration (approximately 12th to
follows^'^'^^^^^ inclusive) the Eighth Army formations assembled as

/(a)
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(a) In the most northerly frontier area the 11th Indian
Infantry Brigade Group took up positions running from
the coast approximately ten miles south-east of Solium,
across the escarpment, to about seven miles east of
Sheferzen.

was the Central Indian Horse.

To the south of the left flank of the 11th Indian
Infantry-Brigade Group v/as the 7th Indian Infantry Brigade,
the Army.Tank Brigade and the 4th Indian Division, with
tho New Zealajid Division about ten miles from the
frontier bet^?een Scheforzen and Maddalena.

Corps Ifeadquarters was located near Quarat,

Slightly in advance of this formation

The 13th

(b)

,  (°) The armoured forces of the 30th Corps were in the
Maddalena area. In particular, the 4th Armoured Brigade
v>'as to the north of a line running east and west
through Maddalena,
the 7 th Arnicurod Bri^Tade;

Support ErigacUe and fiu-ther south still (about tvrenty-six
miles south-east of ILaddalona) was the 22nd Aimicured
Brigade. The, Headquarters ,of the 30th Corps v/as situated
in the KlitOBsa area.

South of this line was concentrated

:  further south v/as the 7th

The 1st South African Division was located approximately
fifteen miles to the south-south-west of the 22nd
Armoured Brigade,

(e) In the Giarabub-Si'wa area, meanwhile, the 29th Indian
Infantry Brigade, the 38th R.T.R., "R" R.T.R. and the
uth South African Armoured Car Regiment had taken
their stations.

up

Advanced formations of all the above mentioned units had moved
up to the frontier, and in some cases beyond, by 17th November,

HQ. Eighth Arnjy (v/ith A.H.Q. Wes-tern Desert attached) moved
forward to .the Khamsa area on l6th November,

Phase Two Air Aims

cs. 14280
Part 1.

During the second phase (D-5 to D-day) our primary aim was to
increase the degree of air superiority already achieved in readiness
for the imminent battle: this involved an intensification of
counter air force opera.tions, particularly against the enemy's
fighter force. Our second aim, vwas to cover the concentration of

the Army by protecting the assembly areas and preventing enemy air
reconnaissance. The third aim v/as to limit enemy supplies
reaching the battlefield.

Construction of Landing Grounds

In order to afford•support to and cover the advance of our
ground forces it was necessary to prepare and safeguard a series of
landing grounds which would allov/ our Air Force to keep the battle
area within range. The general plan T/as for the fighters, Y/ith
their limited range, to progress by short strides to speedily
prepared landing grounds on selected sites, and the bombers to follow
with longer strides to takfe 'over suitaDle landing grounds vaoa'bed
by the fighters.

A.H.B.

6/7/4

Although the actual construction of the . airfields v/as thJ*^
responcibility of the C.R.E. Aerodrome, a Group Captain v/as appointed
to maintain liaison v/ith tlx; Army, co-ordinate work and relieve
fighter commanders .of this responsibility and to supervise minor
tasks such as marking, v/hich are R.A.F. commitments,
worked fra*; the forward fighter v/ing through v/hich he maintained
contact with Air Headquarters, He T/as instructed to follow closely
behind our forv/ard troops to select and inspect airfields and ensure,
that the Arr.iy cleared mines and booby traps.

This officer

/ThG.I69214/J7//5/48 e
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The areas in which the Fighter Force were to be located
^he campaign were

fu !^n Maddalena, It was anyticipated
wreLprSL''?h landing grourjds to be
rSoJ fo^^ard “y accordingly earmarked for the next
.  ̂ event, it may be noted, enemy resistance
the^TnSnr^^^ sequence and- landing grounds inthe Tobruk area were taken over before those became available.

The projected steps for the day bomber wings in the early stage
of the campaign were from Fuka and Bagush - Bir Khamsa - Garnet.

It was aimed to procure airfields 2,000 x 2,000 yards.
area allowed enough space for the accommodation of several squadrons
and ensured that there was no undue congestion when aircraft were
taking off and landing. It was not always possible, however, to

liberal dimensions. As the campaign developed
runway l|nding grounds were used as rains rendered the desert
morass,' '

This

a

The texture, and surface of the desert,in the main, appears
featureless from the air and it is often.difficult to distinguish
1°°? fj'om bad landing surfaces. it was important, therefLe,
that the landing area should be clearly marked, especially v/here
large numbers of aircraft were using the same landing ground,
corner markings were also raised in, order to give a line to
aircraft on the ground about to take off.

Force If po^ds required by the Mobile Air Support
’af4 fighter squadrons required three as,apart from grounds of security and control considered later, it wL
necessary that they should take off and land with the minimum of
delay. This would have been impossible on a congested airfield,
particularly in the dust of desert landing grounds. The two bomber
wings required tv.0 landing grounds with adequate dLpersfl rrea.
A further airfield sited near Air Headquarters was needed for the
Communieation Flight, Air Transport Y/ing and the' Strategical
Reconnaissan,^ Unit. Two separate airfields, also, v/ere allotted
to Bomber and Fighter A.S.P. 's and H.S.U's. ' knotted

The

wn 9nft Army Co-oper>ation squadrons were to use the most appropriateN . 08 Sqdn. landing grounds near the Corps to w-hich they were attached. All
No5‘ reconnaissances were to be made from the advanced landing groundN  . .. .where tvro aircraft and three pilots wore to be in readiness.-

pilots were to fly up to the advanced landing ground from the
operational landing ground the day before the proposed dates for
tneir sorties.

The

The particular moves of the Air Force are indicated
chronological sequence in the narrative.

Other Considerations

in their

A.H.B.

6/7/4 considerations governing the selection and siting ofthe_foraard airfields vrere those associated vdth their security®
against attacks by:- . .

a.) fighters;
b) escorted dive-bombers;

/(c)

(1) A list of the landing grounds in
the campaign, shov/ing location
Appendix B(i;.

S.A.A.F. Bostons needed a particu-
^ landing ground surface for their tricycle under-

lSble®?nf f propellers wei^liable to get dented by stones.

use during the initial stages of
and dimensions is ̂ ven at

G.I69214/JW/5/48
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(o) high level and nig,,ht bombing;
(d) long-range patrols by gi-ound forces;
e) paratroopse

Idem,
^Basically there are two methods of achieving security,

one IS to disperse airfields and aircraft over a vast area, thus
imiting the^effect of a local attack and eliminating the risk

ot having all air. forces neutralised simultaneously. The other
way IS to concentrate all aircraft to such an extent that fighter,
anti-aircraft and ground defences have a small area to protect and
can bring to bear their

The

majcimum pcn,7er.

form of attack most to be feared was the low fighter
? A were light anti-aircraft andP.A.C.(Parachute and Gable) batteries,
confidence could be placed in our
W.O.U

It was felt that sufficient

two methods, defences to compromise between the

advanced^fLSpr^°'^ Phase Cne, as mentioned in page 102 ouraavanced fighter squadrons had been organised into flvina
each comprising two; squadrons of twelve aircraft each^ ^
paired ia flyiag poasiblfplSilla dx^feTal''"""
landing pounds. The arrangement made it simpler to get the
that the fighter deiences of any particular airfield were not
depleted by the absence of a whole 7/ing at a time or that two
arthrsLITimor refuelling at the same airfield

firhter'"fi5Li^^ PuiToses of security and ea^se of control the
a•fe^5^mi^efS eaS^o+r^ landing, grounds within

^ ^ other. These were linked up by a telephone
immediate control from Wing Ifeadquarters, which

w^s situated in a central position. The three airfieldsthe one air and ground defences arid v/ere under

covered by the same ¥!/■ . O.U. screen.
Idem. The greatest emphasis was placed on the

possible dispersion of aircraft within necessity for the widest
the protected area.

been Pn^Paratory period have already

dTre““

A W.O.U.
area which
aircraft.

around the advanced
gava, at leant three minutes airfields

warning of lew/ flying hostile

The

operations^s given^at^Appendix^C^^ff^^ during the "Crusader
So far as the defence of

theoretical control,'for the
Headquarters,

. landing ' gro und s0 .T - was concerned the
-ui A,A. units c.arae direct from Eiehth

control was exercised by lir°Fen campaign began the actual
of the A.A. unit's etegaSd in tL Brigadier in charge
the executive officer of the Be airfields became virtuallyWing Commander. m shLt, tte A°A Commander and Bomber
become an integral part of'Air Porce
organisation of the R.A.

Army

can be said to' have

P. regirent

/To
C. l69214/j’y/5/48
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To help against low flying attacks nine P.A.C. batteries (under
R.A.P. direct control) v;ere normally dispersed on each fighter and
bomber landing ground.

In order to provide protection against enemy ground attacks
R.A.P. armoured cars were attached to the Fighter Wings in the
forward area and moved_forv/ard with them. In addition, Army units
v/ere allotted for airfield defence duties against possible activity by
long-range desert patrols and paratroops.

Communications

To ensure unbroken control from Advanced Air Headquarters,
Western Desert, the most important operational channels - those to
the fighter and bomber v/ings in the' forward area - were duplicated.
The channel to Hear Air I'fcadquarters v/as also duplicated. Thus any
operational signals to No.205 Group or other opei'ational units not
controlled by the Western Desert fighter or bomber wings would be
passed through Rear Air Ifeadquarters.

A report on commuraications during the
attached at Appendix, D(i).

Movemeiat and Locations of Air Forces

Crusader" ■ campaign is

For Phase Two operations the forward move of part of our air
forces began in order to exert
protective commitments,

VNaen the Arnay's concentration began in earnest (D-5) it was
arraiaged for the fighter squadrons of No.258 Wing to move up to
landing^grounds in the Sir Khamsa area, which they had used for
refuelling purposes in the preparatory period.
No.262 ‘Wing's squadrons also moved up to the same

Two days before the offensive opened Advanced Air Headquarters
¥/estern Desert, was set up alongside Army Battle Headquarters in the
Ehainsa area» The i-ear Air Ifeadquarters, underthe A.O.A. W.D
remained at Maaten Bagush,,

maximum pressure and fulfil

A day or two later
area.

• )

On D-1 No.25a Wing lie ad quarters moved (with the Seventh Armoured
Division) to a landing ground in the Maddalena area in preparation
for the control of the fighter squadrons to be located ig that area.
Landing ground sites in the Maddalena area had been selectedpreviou33y
but T/ero not developed in case our plans should be discovered by the
enemy. These sites needed little more'than marking before they were
ready to receive the fighter squadrons. During this move No.262
was responsible for operating the squadrons of both wings from the
Bir Khamsa area. The fighter Force was strengthened, neanwhile,

.  a battle flight of No.73 Squadron which moved up to a landing
No.73 Sqn. groubd near Sidi Rezegh at the outset of the campaign and subsequently
ORB.Nov.41. operated from Maddalena,

No.262

Wing's
0. R. B.

Nov.1941,

No.258 T/ings Ifeadquarter*s move set the pattern for subsequent
6/7/4 advances. From D-day onward the tvro fighter vring Headquarters vidud-ly
Appendix V. formed a single fighter group, "Each wing wa# one of the tv/o limbs

necessary to maintain uninterrupted control of operations. V/hile
258 Wing was stationary, it controlled the whole Fighter Force.
When the Fighter Force had to move either 258 Wing went
foCT/ard to take over control at the proposed landing grounds, leaving

¥ing in control during its move, or 262 Wing went forward and
took over control while 258 "Wing cairie up”.

To extend the range of our fighter offensive
also. No.272 Beaufighter Squadron
Group operated from Gherawla.

reconnaissance,
previously detached from No,202

/The

G.169214DT/5/48
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The Array Co-operation squadrons were located on landing,, grounds
in the Sidi Barrani area in readiness to move up with their

To help with tactical reconnaissance, for the
50th Corps, also, NOj,24 Squadron, S.A.A.P. (re-armed with Bostons)
was based at Puka with an advanced landing ground in the Bir Khamsa

Other reconnaissance units remained at their previous
j  H.Q, 253 Wing was now absorbed into Advanced Air

Headquarters becoming the direct Support Section,

respective Corps,

area, ^

locations.

Meanwhile, in readiness to operate at first light on the
opening day of the offensive four of the Blenheim squadroha and the
two Maryland squadrons with the wings controlling them, Nos,3(s.a.
and 270, moved up to advanced landing grounds in the Sidi Barrani'
area.

i.)

In order to implement the Air Plan associated with the
operations of the Oasis Porce (Pages 85 and 86) No: 35 Long Range
Hurricane and Wo,113 Blenheim figh'ter squadrons v/ere loca'ted on a
landing ground in the Giarabub area. It was planned that a
landilig ground (N0.I25), some 90 miles west of'Giarabub, where ' stocks
of petrol and supplies had been laid down under protection of two
sections of the No.2 R*A.P. Armoured Cars, would be available for
operations by about midday on the opening day of the offensive.(^)

The fi've V/ellington squadrons of No.205 Group remained based i
the Canal zone, but used landing grounds 60, 104,106 as advanced
landing grounds.

in

_  The location units directly concerned T/ith "Crusader" operations
(i.e._those operationally controlled by AHQ W.D.) is appended at
Appendix V. Those less directly concerned (squadrons controlled by
A.H.Q. Malta, No,201 (n.C,) Group and No.202 Group remained the same
- - given in the Order of Battle at Appendix U,

Allocation of Tasks - Phase TV/o (Part_ One]

In respect of the allocation of tasks. Phase Two "Crusader"
opera-tions may be divided into two parts - the first consisting of
the five days up to the eve of the "Crusader" D-day and the second
covering the night before the advance and' the first day of the
offensive, J' . . .

■as

. . A.H.B.
6/7/1

During the first part of the phase,in spite of the increased
scale of operations, an intensive effort was to be made by groundorganisations to maintain a high degree of aircraft serviceability
in preparation for a maximum effort during the second part of the
phase.

The following tasks v/ere allocated to formations under the
control of AHQ Western Desert:-

In order to control the air over the battle area Nos. 258
and 262 Fighter Wings were to carry out offensi-ve sweeps
the Maddalena - Sidi Omai' - Bir e:^ Gobi - Gambut area.

Protective sweeps to cover the concentration of our groundforces and prevent enemy air- reconnaissance and bomber action were
also necessary over the Puka, Barrani, Bir Mischeifa, Solium and
Khamsa areas. Certain squadrons, also, were to be held at
readiness for interception in sane of these areas

ove

as re quired,

A.H.B,
II J6/7/1
"Suggested
Programme"
sheets.

r

■  /In

(1) A Bombing transport service was flov/n bi-weekly from Maaten Bagush
to Giarabub, via Mersa Matimih (Appendix W)»

G.I69214/JW/5/48
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In addition, it was planned that selected squadrons should
make Ibw-flying attacks on enemy forward landing grounds, and
Bsaufighters and fighter Blenheims were directed to shoot up M.T.
particularly petrol tankers, along the roads from Benghazi to Derna
and from Derna to Gazala in order to help the dislocation of
lines of communication.

For night interception one flight of Ko.272 Beaufighte
to be made available.

In the initial stage of the Oasis Force's operations No,33
Squadron was required to prevent enemy reconnaissance of the
Giarabub Oasis, deal ?/ith attempted enemy air attacks on .LG, 125
and protect the ground column during its advance from Giarabub to
that landing ground, No.113 Squadron, meanwhile, was allocated
the tasks of offensive reconnaissance over the area LG.125 ~
Adegabia - Agheila - Gialo and attacking targets in the general
Sirte area.

enemy

rs was

A.H.B. The main commitments for the bombers were the further weakening
II Jo/7/1 of the enemy's air forces and the prevention of supplies reaching
Suggested the battle area. In respect of the latter the main weight of the

Programme" attacks necessarily devolved on the Wellington squadrons,
sheets this stage attacks against the port and installations at Benghazi

would not immediately influence battlefield operations it was decided
that the night bombers during the first part of the period should
concentrate primarily on the dumps there, at Derna, and other rear

It ?/as also planned, at first, that the Marylands and
Blenheims should operate intensively against dumps nearer the battle
area, but "as a dump in the middle of the desert is a's bad a target
as it is. possible to choose", it v/a.s later decided that these bombers
should devote their main effort against,the more profitable targets
of enemy landing grounds. The Wellingtons, also, were to add
v?eight to the attacks on the main counter air force target - the
German fighter landing grounds at Gazala.
were to hit Italiaii supply centres.

As at

and

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4
areas.

Wellingtons from Malta

Meanwhile continuous strategic
and photographic reconnaissances were to be made of all the airfields
and landing grounds in the enemy's back areas (particularly around

M.E.W.O.S. Bengha.zi, Derna and Timimi), in order to provide immediate information
No.6, ^ of any changes in the disposition of, his air forces. In the early
Appendix G morning and afternoon of D-1 visual reconnaissance was to be carried

out of all key landing grounds to secure target information for the
intensified bomber attacks.

A.H.B.

II j6/7/1
and

Tactical reconnaissance was now to include the covering of the
Tobruk area daily, in order to give the Garrison  a picture of enemy
dispositions around the perimeter before making its sortie.
Army Co-operation aircraft of No.451 R.A.A.F. Squadron were to
operate from the Tobruk landing ground to help v/ith this activity.

Plan for Sabojtaging Enemy Airfields

In order to augment the destruction v/rought on enemy landing
Operations grounds by our air attacks a special projeot v/as prepared for

paratroops to sabotage airfields in the Gazala and Timimi areas*
Three Bombays of No,216 Squadron were assigned the tasks of dropping
three officers and thirty-three men twelve miles due south of Gazala
landing ground and for -b/iomre to drop tv/o officers and twenty-two
men the same distance south of Tirairai airfield. •

these airfields by Wellingtoiis, v/ith illumination provided by
flare-dropping Albacores, during the night was to provide a
diversion and also identify the target for the Bombays.

Two

HQ IblF ME

The bombing of

in W.D,

Nov.1941

to 19th

May 1942

/Operations
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Two (Part One).
evening of 17th Novenber).

Fighter- Action

(Dawn 13th November to

thp preceding the opening ofthe effort of the Fighter Force
out the tasks already specified.

our offensive
was intensified in order t6 carry

n„ inorea^d swoeps over the forward area, however, provokjd

to the poor weather conditions. rx

M.S.W.I.S.
No.74. ■

S.A.A.P.

Narrative
South African squadrons claimed tv/o successes against enemy

'5;th November, Hurricanes of No. 1 Squadron, engaged
a&a\rere'divPr.rJ'^° landing ground in the Bir Khamsa
S q vf against approaching Italian aircraft comprising

fighters abandoned

t^/o of shntT *he South African pilots claimed
Sso L dSenH r?’ a Tomahawk of No.2 Squadron,also on defensive duties, claimed one Me.110 shot down
Sidi .Barraniarea.A v

fighters.

over the

No.272 Sq.
O.R.B.' fhe 15th, No,272 Squadron detachment of Beaufighters -began

■  Ear^a ^ ba Lir
7 f™"'' the Jd.52 air trarsport

4™ caAieS o’ut aval^A grourd straffipg oparatioA
Barca, Tictai Ad £d al Iw areas.

i^ain achievement of the fighter squadrons, however,, was their
EiSrA^^ conceal from the enemy the concentration of the

■ reported then being completed. General Auchinle-ck
of^wha-h enemy Intelligence papers revealed no knowledge
to the work of^tS^p^’ 1 Praiseworthy achievement was due botho tbe- ,york of the. Royal Air Force in preventing enemv aerial
reconnaissance, and to the high degree'of camouflaS? deception
dispersion reached during the concentration".

and

C-in-C's

Despatch
Nov. '41 -

August '42
P.48.

m.e.yao.s.

No,5 p.7^
The enemy was by no means unaware, however, of our activity in

On 13th November an S.79, which reconnoitred
was claimed as damaged by No.33 Squadron

nn»v,c4--or • -^!^^®/®°°«“^^ssance was the prelude to a determined
operation against Giarabub air base two davs In+p-w. mho ++ 1
carried-out by t\vo waves of aircraft - nin? p
Me,110s, which bombed from 10,000 feet and s°ven Me 110s ^ ^ ^bv four Me 100=1 re-i -<-+.oX) lu -f s^ven Me.110s, accompanied
mLe W jettisonable tanks), which
?n Lo r straffing attacks. The raid resulted
f-ivp No. 113 Squadron being destroyed on the ground
five Blenheims and two Hurricanes damaged, casuLties to 20 R A F
personnel, the destruction of transport a^d the fiSng of a vetoi

p ''°-P throe J„.88a, dLl^t S 4^5 at
was 3°4

the G-iarabub area, ’
the landing ground there
Hurricane s.m.e.y/.i.s.

No. 74

/It

,  one Me.109 destroyed and two
(Verluste Afrika ADIK IO3/64).

3 Ju.-88s, one Me. 110 and
Ju.88s damaged,.
we re: ~

G. 169214/1^7/5/48
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It was clear that the enemy was watching the employment of the
Oasis Force very carefully; further.attacks on the landing ground
of the associated squadrons are mentioned on page 82.

Air Reconnaissance

The Army Go-operation squadrons (Nos.208 and 451 H.A.A.F.
Squadrons) during the five days before the battle were for the most
part concerned with last minute arrangements and moving to their

No.451 Sqn. new stations in readiness for their operations with their respective
O.R.B. Corpis. No,451 Squadron c.ari'ied cut two Artillery reconnaissances

over Halfaya (which however, were, abortive owing to first a e/t
breakdovm arid then bad visibility) and also covered the Marsa
Belafrit coastal area, where large numbers of M.T. v/ere reported '

No.208 Sqn. .dispersed. Aircraft at Garnbut were also located. No.208
O.R.B. Squadron's role in the first phase of the battle was to locate for

the 30th Corps Italian and German divisions and to observe any
possible ways of approach to the plain from the area bounded- by the
Bardia-El Adera escarpment. A reconnaissance carried out on 17th
November located the Headquarters of the of the Armoured Division at
Bir' El Gubi and pinpointed the location of tanks.

S.A.n.F.

Narrative
On the 1/th, also, two Bostons of No.24 Squadron, S.A.A.F.,

commenced their reconnaissance activity, covering enemy forward
landing grounds.

Marylands of No,6o Squadron (the Survey Plight) carried out
photographic reconnaissances of the .road from El Adem through Bir El
Gubi and photographed strips north and south of El Me chili,but their

No.2 P.R.U. operations were to a great extent impeded by lov/ cloud.
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit, peanv/hile, covered the Gazala
landing grounds and Timimi, as well as continuing their Beaufighter
reconnaissances over Crete. .

Attacks on Airfields and Landing Grounds

Idem.

No. 2.
O.R.B.

O.R.B.,
M.E.W.O.S.

No.5 and

Daily
Opsuras

Unfavourable vreather reduced the projected scale of the bomber
effort against’these targets. Nevertheless, day raids were
carried out by the.appreciable, total of 7I Marylands, supplemented
by four Blenheims and one Portress sorties, and 22 Wellingtons and
nine Fleet Air Arm Albacores delivered night attacks,
occasions, also, a total of twelve Albacores illuminated the targets
for the nighf bombers. Nearly 70 short tons of H.E. bombs v/ere
dropped in the day attacks and 25 short tons.in the night raids
(including nearly three tons of incendiary bombs).

On tv/o

‘Although cloud in most cases hindered the observation of the
results of the bombing, there v;as sufficient evidence . to say that
the attacks achieved a fair measure of success.

The S.A.A.F. Marylands first paid attention to the enemy's rear
landing groiuids at Benina, Derna, Barce and Berka (in order to limit
the enemy's bomber and transport aircraft effort) and Timimi (the
base of the German Stukas). High level attacks from 11,500 to
20,000 feet were delivered on the three airfields on the 13th, 14th
and 15th November. Observed results included tlie scoring of
direct hits on grounded aircraft at Derna; bursts among dispersed
aircraft at Timimi, where in one raid five aircraft were hit;and the
causing of a fire on the Baroo landing ground,
was hit by a Fortress on the 14th, when this aircraft was unable to
attack its briefed objective a.t Benghazi.;, The Yfellingtons helped
in the attacks on the rear landing grounds with a successful attack
on grounded aircraft at Derna by nine aircraft on the night of the
15tl'v1oth and a loss suocossful one by four aircraft bn Timiiii
landing ground on the following night.

Martuba airfield

On the 16th, nine Marylands acted as precursors of the
intensified attacks on the German fighter base-at Gazala.

/weather

Bad

G.l692lVJlT/y^f8
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weather during the night, .hwever, limited the planned Vfellington
effort and only nine of those despatched succeeded in pressing home '
their attacks. Adverse v^eather conditions also hindered the follow
up attacks on the next day. Nine Marylands bombed. Gazala south
landing ground through 9/l0ths cloud and four escorted Blenheims
of No,45 Squadron attacked dispersed aircraft on  a landing ground
at Bir el Baheira.

On the Germans* main advanced'fighter landi^^g gro.und nearer the
battle area - that at Gambut - nine Albacores on the night of 14th/
5th November started a "large fire" and destroyed the aircraft on

the-..ground. Action by offensive long-range fighter aircraft
against the enemy's landing grounds is mentioned on page I3I.

Thus, althopgh.bad weather prevented the full implementation of
.the air pla,n against the enemy's air bases, a considerable stepping-up
01 the day bombers' effort v/as achieved, which put us one stage
further along, the arduous,, v/ay to air superiority.

Plan to Sabotage Enemy Landing Grounds

Although our counter air force operations had, in the main,
proved successful, the scheme for sabotaging the enemy's landing
grounds at Gazala and Timimi failed entirely,
adverse weather conditions and faulty navigation.

This T/as due to

A.H.B.

II JI/I5
Narrative

Reports .

p accordance with the plan mentioned on page 124 five Borabavs
were despatched on the night of the l6th/l7th Solember to dror
sabotage parties twelve miles south of the Gazala and Timirai landing
tSonahn Wireless silence was ordered to be observfd
thTOupout the oppation. The weather deteriorated during the
flipt and by the time the target was reached it was raining hard,

hour and 8/10t^
y/10ths cloud at 1,500 feet.

of

Interest

This ppupty hinderedi the navigators in fixing their position-
and prevpted them from seeing the flares dropped by the Albacores
-perating with the Wellingtons attacking Gazala. As orders had

■  ̂hat evpy effort v/as to be made to carry out the operation
j.pe adverp. pnditions, the three Bombays transporting the Gazala

papy dropped their contingent at .what was believed to be the agreed
■spot and one of the tivo Bombays which managed to locate Tiraimi did the
prae with Its party. Aetually the Gazala party was dropped twenty-
four rapes from the landing ground instead of twelve, but-the Timimi
papy dppnded at the correct place. Prom information subsequently
ptained fraa a prisoner, it appears that, the Gazala troops were

The Timimi party hid in a wadi, but three
purs before their attack was due to take place a deluge of rain
dppp an their detonators and explosives and the project had to be
abandoned. The troops proceeded to
returhed to our lines.

CO

pre-arranged rendezvous anda

The Bombay which failed to locate Timimi was obliged, on its
reprn jouraey, to force - land near the frontier through shortage of
ptrol, A w/T message in plain language y/as sent to base requesting
pip, but this, apparently, was intercepted by the enemy. On the
pllo-,ving morning enemy fighters attacked and destroyed the grounded
Bombay. Two of -the crew were killed and later the rest of the
party was captured.

Bombing' of Supply Targets..

During the three nights 13th/l4th to '15th/l6th November the
WollingtOT effort was continued, as planned, against the enemy's supply
organisation, in order,.to..limit build-up in the forward area,

/Sorties
G. l69214/jyy/5/48
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No.205
Group
O.R.B.

Sorties against targets in this category were made by 51
Wellingtons of No.205 Group, which drcpped. approximately 56 tons of
high explosives (including some 4,000 lb "block busters") and
seven tons'of incendiaries. The targets attacked were stores
dumps abBerka and Eardia, stores and M.T.. workshops at Derna and
harbour installations at Benghazi,
causing fires at the Bardia dumps and explosions were observed at
Berka and Dema,

over

The attacks succeeded in

The high-light of the attacks on Benghazi was the
dropping of tv/o 4,000 pounders plumb on the base of the central mole.
In all^ cases the ox^posihg anti-aircraft fire was slight and in
effective and no casualties v/ere incurred.

Nearer the battle area, Marylands of No.21 Squadron S.A.A.P,
carried out two raids of six sorties each against stores dumps in
the Gazala area, which were without anti-aircraft protection, and
started a number of small fires. The afternoon attack was opposed
by tavo enemy fighters believed to be ME.109s: the bombers shot"down
one of them into the sea for the loss of one Maryland.

Meanwhile, Wellingtons of No.38 Squadron, operating from Malta,
Y>;ere briefed to attack railway and supply targets at Naples (the
enemy's main embarkation port and supply base) and Brindisi (the
most important port in the southern Adriatic, from which the eriemy

increasingly routeing convoys direct to Benghazi), Bad weather,
however, prevented these attacks from being carried out and
marshalling yards and ammunition dumps at Catania, Sicily, vrere
attacked as an alternative target. Railv/ay targets in Southern
Sicily were also attacked by Hurricane-bombers.

The bombing of suxjply targets during the few days prior to
the opening of our offensive represented the finishing touches, to
the pre-battle arr offensive which had been maintained for five
months, .

was

Proposed. Tasks for End of Phase Tv/o

A.H.B.

II j6/7/1
Prom the evening before until the evening after the move forward

of our troops it was idanned’ that our air action shouM be on the
maximum scale. The establishment of definite air superiority was
the over-riding consideration.

The main allocation of tasks was as follows:-,  - - On the night
17th/18th November the five V/ellington Squadrons were to operate
against aircraft and landing ground installations at Derna, Gazala
^d M^tuba West. No.826 p.A.A. Squadron Albacores \rere to
illmiinate the targets ajd drop spikes. Other planned night
activity included Blenheim bomber di\’-ersionary attacks in the Gazala-
Timimi area and low-level attacks on the Gazala landing grounds and

, Albacore attacks on Gambut, On D-day,the night blitz was to be
followed up by both fighter and bomber attacks - with the Gazala
landing grounds as the main target. Meanv/hile, Noi258 and No.262
Fighter Wings were to carry out offensive sweeps in the Maddalena -
El Adem - Bardia triangle to cover the advance of our ground forces,
our tactical air reconnaissances and the low-flying attacks.
No.269 Wing's commitments were to protect our lines of communication
and base airfields and cover bombers refuelling on the Bir Khamsa
landing grounds.

The two squadrons in southern Cyrenaica Trere to provide
for the Oasis Force Group and attack airfields and M.T. in the
Benghazi - Agedabia area.

cover

Reconnaissance commitments included the covering of landing
grounds attacked sn order to assess damage, a watch on enemy array
movements directed eastwards towards the Gazala - Tobruk area and
continued tactical reconnaissance of the Tobruk area to facilitate
the imminent sortie of the Garrison,

/No.
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No,253 Wing Ifeadquarters now ceased to function and v/as absorbed
into Air ifcaclquarters Western Desert, The Commande-r of the Wing
attached to Battle Headquarters as Array Co-operation Adviser to the
A.O.C. The Y/ing staff remained in being, and was attached, to A.H. Q.
Battle Heaclqurartcrs as a Direct Support Section. The Yfing’s
squadrons were to be engaged on continuous reconnaissance for the

Corps to which they were affiliated. As already mentioned Wing :
Commanders-had been attached to main Army formation as Liaisop Officers,

Revised Direct Support Arrangements

Although the principles embodied in the M.E. Directive on Direct
Support were adhered to for "Crusader", certain modifications were
made in tte organisation as a result of further exercises.

Wg.Cdr,
Geddes's

Report

(CS.14280
Appendix, B)

On the lines of the organisation previously considered No.3 S.A.
Wing established W/T contact ?/ith No. 30th Corps and No.270 Wing
7/ith the 13th Corps,

In front of Corps Ifeadquarters tentacles were allotted under

Corps arran-gements. Prom Corps Headquarters backwards, the tentacles
were allotted as indicated in Appendix E(i), Allotment of tentacles
in front of Corps in this appendix v/ere not rigid, as they needed to
be adjusted as required by the tactical situation and the v/ishes of
the Coi^^s Commander, The'sets in the rear of Corps were permanently

The allotment of frequencies to A.S.C. units v/ere
made by C.S.O. Eighth Army in co-operation v/ith C.S.O. A.H.Q. W.D.

■  ■ allotted as shown.

The organisation for direct air support outlined in the,M.E,-
Directive was modified by mutual consent of the G.O.C. Eighth/xrtqy
(General Cunningham) and the A.O.C. J W.D. (A.V.M. Goningham), , - ‘it- .’
v/as decided tha-t the local air superiority over our advance roqqt be ■
main-tsit^ad and that the provision of dire,ct support should never
jeopardise this essent'ial superiority* Moreover, before
decentralisation was needed it might be necessary for the entire
bomber force \tp be directed against a s,ingle point. It was decided,
therefore, that the'Air Support shouid.'be controlled centrally by
the A.O.C. jpW.D., aided by the Direct Support Section at Battle
Ifeadquarters, ( '') The function of the Corps Ifeadquarters Unit was,

Idem

p.2.

therefore/ to relay messages from aircraft and -tentacles straight to
Battle Ifeadquarters and also warn the Ylings or landing grounds, so
that pilots could be briefed .pending the final decision by the A.O.C.
The general layout for A.S.C. is given at Appendix E(i)..

A.H.B. Although each Bomber Wing and Corps formed separate V//t circuits,
the Wing Operation Rooms were connected by telephone and exchanged all
support demands. The Yfing Commanders in the first stage of the
offensive could thus arrange be-tween themsel-ves which Yfing ahoold
answer any particular call in accordance with the forces available
and mutual convenience.

6/7A

S. A. A. E.
Narrative

The briefing of crews for, targets to be attacked v/as done
directly by the Wing A.L.O. assisted by Operations Officers,

/GALL

(1) The procedure for passing targets by the Direct Sipport Section
was as follows;- On receipt of a target from aircraft or tentacles
from the Air Support Controls or from Bomber Aerodromes on one of

the four sets available, the Direct Support Section Officer on' duty
was called in the office -tender on the omnibus telephone by the
wireless van concerned and he took dov/n the message. :: . ” ‘
ly passed it to R A.P. Operaticttis and "G" Operations by telephone
to obtain the A.O.G’s and G.O.C's
acceptance,
accep-ted or refused,
offered, to R.A.P. Intelli
passed -tte infoiroation to

Ife immadiate-

■Gonfirmed decision about its
Ife signalled the Wing at once whether the target was

Ifc_repeated the target as soon opportunitypeatea tne target as soon as opp
nee for re cord purposes, G(Ops')•d purpe

Intellieir own "G igence,

d.l6921i:/j7/5/48
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CALL TO BATTLE

On 17th NovGtnber the following ctjessago v/as rcceivod by the
0. in 0, Middle East:-

"Prime Minister to General Auckinleck,
most Secret,

I have it in command from the King to express to all ranks
of the Aroy and'R.A.P. in Yfcstern Desert, and to the
Mediterranean Fleet, His Majesty's confidence that they will
do their duty with exemplary devotion in tte supremely

important battle which lies before them.

Personal and

Begins;

AOC-in-CTs ■

Correspon
dence with

P.M.etc,

Part III

Enclps,22f2c

For the first time British and Empire troops will meet
the Germans v/ith an ample equipment in modern weapons of all
kinds,

the war.
The battle itself will affect the i,/hole course of

Nov/ is the time to strike tlie hardest blow yet
for final victory, Home and Freedom, The Desert Army may
add a page to history which will rank with Blenheim and
Waterloo,

The eyes of all Nations are upon you,
are with you,
use

All our hearts

May God uphold the right, , You should
this message (? if),, when and as you think fit.

This call to battle, which expressed the rising hopes of Britain
after the disasters of Dunkirk, Greece, and Crete v/as made known to
all formations concerned on the opening day of the offensive.

AOC-in-C'S' •

Corre spon-
•  So-far as the Air Force was concerned,'the A.0.C.-in-C on the

_  ̂ eve of the battle signalled the Chief of Air Staff, "Squadrons are at
dence v/ith full strength, aircraft and crews, with reserve aircraft, and whole
C.A.S, force'is on its toes".
Part III ■ ■

Enclos,.22tPA

Deterioration in the Yfeather

On the eve of the battle (17th.November)there broke out over
the Desert the worst storm of the year. The ambitious bombing
programme arranged for that night Jiad, accordingly, to be called off.
The decision of the A.O.C.-in-C, that the Wellington forces should
not be husbanded to deal a pre-offensive potential Icnock-out blow
(page 98) ■ ■■ was thus proved to be a far-sighted one.

Naval A planned bombardment of the Halfaya area during the night by
Historical 7th Cruise Squadron had also'to be abandoned as the Fleet,Air
Section Arm Albacore spotting aircraft was grounded by the bad weather,
Prelimi-'

nary Narra- -

time, Medit- ■ ■
orranean ■

Operations,

Crusader"D-Day

On D-day (18th November) the torrential r-ain. continued, 'The . ’
■  adverse weather conditions, hciWever, which also included low cloud
and dust storms, were by no means disadvantageous to our cause as,
although our planned scale of air effort was inevitable whittled
down, our ground forces were able to make their initial advance under
the cover of Ic/zering skies and the enemy's air oxjerations were
restricted by weather far v/orse than that experienced in our area,
—  /Soon
(1) The ihtention was to create an impression of an attack pending

in the coastal area. (Naval Historisal Sections
Preliminary Narrative, Med,Ops,),

G,169214/c1v/5/48
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Soon after dawn our armoured brigades, screened by armoured

cars operating far in front, crossed the frontier wire near

Maddalena and by evening had reached their battle positions astride

the Trigh el Abd, v/ith the exception of 22nd Armoured Brigade which
had been delayed and halted ten miles south of its planned position.
The 6th Soutl:j African Division, to the south, advanced to cover the
western .flank, while the Guards Brigade followed to protect landing
grounds and field maintenance centres.

C-in-C’s

De spatch
Nov,41 to

Aug.42
p.;48.

Apart from increased■shelling in the frontier area and the
capture of tvro German armoured cars, - the approach march, covered by
our fighter aircraft, was without incident.

Tactical surprise was achieved and everything pointed to the
conclusions that Rommel believed that our move was nothing more than
a reconnaissance in strength.

Six reconnaissances \vere carried out over Cyrenaica by the two
.  Army Co-operation squadrons allotted to Corps ejid No.24 Squadron,

S.A.A.'P. during the day. In particular; No.208 Squadron reported''
that no enemy movement was in progress in the forward area at Bir-
el Gibni, thus showing that the enemy had not anticipated an £.ttack,
Bostons of No,24 Squadron, S.A.A.P., confirmed that most of the
enemy’s landing grounds were water-logged,
enemy vehicles and armour reported included those near Bir el Gubi,
Sidi Azeiz and along the escari:>ment.

During the day, in spite of the bad conditions, the sixteen
fighter squadrons operating under the control of A.H.Q. Western
Desert carried out a total of II6 sorties on the lines of the plan
previously mentioned,
sweeps to cover the line of - our advance and deny to the enemy the
air over the battlefield; 24 on bomber escort duties; 20 on ground'
attack; and four each on shipping protection and local defence.

The Hurricanes and Tomahav/ks of Nos.1, 2 and 4 S.A.A.P. , 94,
112, 229, 238, 250, 270 and the R.N,(P) Squadrons carried out five
offensive sweeps during the day without encountering a single hostile

AOC-in-C's aircraft. The Chief of General Staff in the Middle East in a
Correspon- signal to- the Prime Minister said that "the absence of enemy airdence v/ith activity in the fozward area was remarkable". Our air superiorityP.M, etc, at the outset - due to the combined effect of our counter air force

operations and water-logged condition of
-grounds v/as, in fact, complete.

Squadron
O.R.B.s■

and

S.A.A.P.
Narrative.

P.305. ,
Concentrations of

M.E.W.O.S*
No,6
(Amended
from
O.R.B.

records)

Sixty-four s'orties were flown on offensive

Daily
Opsum

Part III
Enclos,243A

many of the enemy's landing

The outstanding feature of the fighter oi^erations was the success
achieyed by our long-range fighters 013 offensive reconnaissance .  Six
Beaufighters of No,272 Squadron intercepted a mixed force of enemy
aircraft over the Timimi area and without loss to themselves claimed
the shooting down of five JU.52s and one Ebnschel 126 ( a high-wing
monoplane used for re connaissance). They then proceeded to destroy
four S.79s_and a Piescher Storch on the ground. Later in the day four
more Beaufighters claimed tv/o more German transport aircraft destroyed
south of Barce and four petrol tankers on the main r
from Barce - again without incurring any casualties,.

In the south, in offensive patrols connected with the Oasis
Porce's project, .Hurricanes of No.33 Squadron claimed three CR.42s
shot down over the landing ground north-west of Gialo and two more
Italian fighters destroyed on the ground. N0.II3 fighter Blenheims
ranging further afield, expended thirty rom;ds of cannon and 7,000
rounds of small arms fire against a concentration of 35 vehicles on
the Jedabya - Agheila road, seriously damaging at least half of the
concentration, including a petrol tanker.

running east

/The

No.272
Squadron,
0« B*

M.E.W.0.,S.

(1) German re cords show four "other types
transport aircraft) destroyed

of aircraft (presumably
on the 18th. (Verluste Afrika IO3/64)

G.169214/JW/5/48
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The adverse weather conditions all but cancelled our day
bomber programme# During the early raox’ning a mission by No, 12
S.A.A.F. squadron 'against the Stuka base at Tiraimi was randered •
abortive by lO/lOths cloud, but five of the Marylands on the homeward
journey took advantage of a break in the clouds to drop their bombs ...
on Gazala No.2 landing ground. No.21 Squadron, later, in the morning,
while circling around the same landing ground, in preparation for an
attack, were attacked by tvrolye enemy fighters (g.30s arjd IE. 109s)
from starboard. All but one of the nine Marylands escaped into
clouds, after jettisoning their bombs, but the straggler was shot
down. On emerging from cloud cover, however, the rear gunner of one
of the bombers reported the shooting down of one of the fighters.
In -the afternoon four Blenheims of No,14 Squadron ope.rated singly
against^Bir el Baheria landing grourjd (on which No.24 Squadron S.A.A.F.
reconnaissance Bostons had re^rerted the presence of aircraft); but
poor.visibility lerevented the observation of results, later, the 13th
Corps found damaged HenscheIs, and (Army Co-operation) ME.110s at
this landing ground.

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

P.303

GS, 14280-

p.3.
During the afternoon the tr/o Maryland Squadrons and No, 11 BbnheiEi

,  ■ .Squadron., escorted by two squadrons of Tomahawks, were ordered to .
attack their first "Crusader" air support target-a linage.. oonesntration.
•of A.F.Vs and M.T. vehicles water-logged near Bir el Gobi which had
been previously located by air reconnaissance. The .Blenheims-, in
particular, took off within half. an. hour of the. Wing's order. The-
three Marylands of No.12 Squadron S.A.A.F. lost touch with the No.21
Squadron S.A.A.F. Marylands and returned without fulfilling their
mission; the other aircraft - eleven Blenheims and three Marylands -
succeeded in scoring direct hits on the vehicles.

Reduced Enemy Air Operations,

There was a noticej^ble decline in both G.A.F. and I.A.F. activity
during Phase Two (13th to 18th November),
mainly to the adverse weather conditions and, later,wa-'cerlogged Imdihg
grounds.

The Luftwaffe, fighter activity was particularly restricted; only^
a fev7 small patrols were reported and none, on D-day,-. Moreover, apart
fromthe low-flying attacks which accompanied the bombing of Giarabub,
mentioned on page 125, " . no reports were received of ground
straffing in the forward area.

'This appeared to be due

S.A.A.F.'

Narrative

P.305
and Opsum ^
No. 5.32.

M.E.Yf.I.S.

No. 74.

Tobruk T/as ineffectively dive-bombed on 14th November by 12aircrd?t
but no high-level attacks v/ere reported. A fev/ bombs were also
dropped on our Desert airfields at Fuka and Maaten Bagush,
was no bombing of our supplies or installations in the Canal Zone or
the Delta. . '

There

The I.A.F. fighters"continued to provide their usual protection
for harbours and airfields. It appeared that the enemy was more • -
concerned with our daylight raids on his Cyrenaican air bases than
the possible effects of the- day bombing of Benghazi, as the fighter
protection given to that harbour v/as small compared with that given
to the airfields and landing grounds. It was believed by Intelligence
that the fighters reioorted as Me. 109s which at times intercep'fced
bombers over such tax'gets as Dcrna, Berka and Gazala were probably
MG.200s or G.50s, which v/ere knov/n to be on standing patrols over these
areas.

our

G, 169214/17/5/48
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FART VI

THASE _THS^...CTIjJi: BATTLE;.

Anticipated Situation, Phase Three

Phase Three embraced the period ■ of battle betv/een
the armoured forces and vra-s anticipated, to last from D+1

During the phase air action was toto approximately D+5.

A.H.B.

IIJ6/7/1

be taken to weaken still further the enemy's air forces in

order to deny them the power to interfere in the battle area,
and to afford support for our advancing ground forces.

It was assumed from the Array plan that by D+1 contact
between the opposing armoured forces would be made somewhere
in the area south-east and south of El Adem. The 13'th Corps,

meanwhile, would be advancing north-vrestT,vards to link up with
"  ‘ A decision in thethe right flank of the Armoured Corps,

battle of armour was expected by the fourth day and it was

assimied that thereafter the enemy Y/ould fall back, with our

pressure being increased by the sortie from Tobruk. By D+5
it was anticipated that the 30th Corps would be prepared to

advance to'Benghazi, other forces.would be moving on Dema
and Mechili and enemy troops holding Bardia and Solium
would be invested. In Southern Cyrenaica the Oasis Force

Group was expected to reach Maaten Es Scheigheigh.

Actual events, however, proved to be far different
from the envisaged ones. The main battle and the raising
of the Tobruk siege were not concluded until the second

December and resistance at Gazala lasted stillweek in

longer.

•Wjvh+.p.T* Fn-rne Moves to Ivladdalena

Mention has already been made in Part Five of the
plans for moving up our air forces to keep in touch wi-th
the shifting l^attle area. The first movement of our 

air

forces Tivas implemented as planned,
fighter squadrons of Wo. 258 and 262 Wings moved up to the
prepared landing grounds in the Maddalena area. Two days

Southern Cyrenaica, Nos.32 and 113 Squadrons,
supporting the Oasis Force Group, were instaUed on L. G. 125

north of Es Scheigheigh).

On 20th November the

later in

(about fifteen mileS

H. Q. 262 Wing
O.R. B.

November

W.D.Order of

Battle 22/11/41
Appendix V)

Owing to the unexpected i3rulongation of the battle
further moves forv/ard ?/ere possible until the second

established in■was
no

v^-eek in December, when our fighter force
the El Adem - Tobruk area.

Envisaged Air Gommitmentq_X9.I'— -

the Maddalena landing grounds
area

The fighter squadrons on
were now to maintain local air superiority over the
Dema - Iviechili - Bir Hakm - Tobruk. They were also to
continue the attacks on enemy aircraft reported on forwarf
landing grounds. Airfields in the back area were again to be
attacked by our long-range fighters. The allocation of
fighters on these tasks would depend on the_degree of air
superiority achieved and the consequent diminution of the
scale of enemy air effort against our lines of communication,
air bases and supply organisation.

A.H. B.
IIJ6/7/1

In Southern- Cyrenaica it vra.s planned that the
fighters which had covered the advance of the Oasis Force

Maaten Es Scheigheigh Y/ould attack enemy columns in
the Agedabia area.
to

/C ount er

G.I69215/IL/5.48
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Counter air force operations by the Western Desert
iDombers v/ere to include the bombing by Blenheims of the

enen^ landing gr;ounds in the Barce - Cirene area while
iviarylands were to attack those at Berka and Barce. These
attacks had as a secondary aim the diversion of the
enemy's fighter force from the battle area to defence
duties over his base areas. Dependent'On the extent to

which enen\y air forces had been scattered and the extent

of the battle, close support was to be given to our
attacking ground troops on the lines mentioned on
page 129.
able if required to attack enemy shipping.

It was first thought that Wellington squadrons
would also be required to make concentrated attacks on

enemy airfields in the Eastern Mediterranean in order
to minimise the expected attacks by aircraft operating
from these bases against our backward areas and also
hinder the despatch of German reinforcements to
Cyrenaica. It was later decided, hcwever, that the
contimiance of attacks on the enemy’s Cyrenaican
landing grounds and supply bases (particularly
Benghazi) would have a more direct influence on the
battle.

Bomber squadrons were also to be avail-

Reconnaissance was to continue as in the first

phase, with special attention being paid to strategic
reconnaissance of airfields in Greece and Crete and the

Tripolitania - Sirte area.

Prom D+2, when the enemy was expected to despatch
reinforcements to Tripoli, the offensive action of the
Malta Force vra.s to be directed against preventing this

activity, particularly by attacks on shipping.

Employment of Radio-.jamming Wellingtons

In order to hinder the enemy's control of his tank
forces plans wei’e formulated for the employment of
Wellington I.Cs, specially equipped for jamming inter
tank radio communication. Six of these aircraft had been

flown out from England during the second and third weeks

in October and experiments were subsequently carried out
in Palestine with German tank radio sets. As a result of

the tests the C.A.S. was able to inform the Prime Minister
"that we should be able to jam out completely, from about

20 to 30 miles range, all German inter-tank signals between

units two miles apart and perhaps less. The Wellingtons
will have to fly by day near the battle area and may
therefore require some fighter escort, but they will not

be flying all the time, as the intention is to put them

up only when the sitixation is considered opportune".

The actual employment of these special Wellingtons is

mentioned on page 139.

C.A. S, Polder

172C

Our Initial Success

Until the morning of 21st November the battle
proceeded, if not entirely as expected, at any rate
decidedly in our favour.

/On

G.I69215/IL/5.48
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'  On 19th November the armoured battle was joined in
earnest. On the left the 22nd Armoured Division contacted
the Ariete division in the Bir el Gubi area (where No.208

Squadron reconnaissance aircraft observed and pin-pointed
1800 vehicles and 80 tanks), and gained the upper hand,
reporting the destruction, of A5 avI, 13 tanks and taking
200 prisoners,
became engaged with the more formidable German afmoured
forces near Gabr Bu ivieliha. The Commander of the 30th Corps

(Lt.General C.W.M, Norrie), judging that the greatest part
of the enemy’s armour was in that locality, then moved the
22nd. Armoured Division across to help in the operation,

. leaving the 1st South African Division to hold the Italian
In the centre the 6th Royal Tank Regiment broke

On the right the 4th.Armoured Division

division,

C,-in-C s

Despatch , . .
■* Novonber’41

to August '42
P.48 and
CS 14280 P.4
(Geddes Report)

off from the 7th Armoured Brigade, engaged in skirmishing,
and advanced north-westwards on Sidi Rezegh, v/hich was found
to be virtually unguarded. The 7th Armoured Division moved
up to Sidi Rezegh the following morning.

The position on the 20th appeared so favourable that it
decided that the Tobruk garrison should make its sortie

at dawn on the next day, Informati.on regarding enemy
dispositions in the area had been provided on 19th and 20th
by fou^ tactical reconnaissances flown by aircraft of
No.451 Squadron R.A.A. P,’ operating from Tobruk. The decision
was influenced by the fact that there were indications of
enemy movement westwards from the battle area (which made it (^)
seem possible that the enemy was attempting to elude conflict)
while the greater.part of the enemy's armoured forces.was .  .
believed to be engaged further south in.the Gabr Saleh area. .

was

No,451 Squadron
0. R. B.

No.208 Squadron
O.R.B.

. In the original plan the 1st South African Division had
been allotted the task of supporting the sorties from Tobruk.
The revised scheme, owing to the turn of events, involved the
Suppoirb Group of the 7th Armoured Division, backed by two
armoured regiments, taking. Sidi Rezegh (the bottle-neck of
the enemy's communications), and the 5th South African
infantry brigade helping with the consolidation there and
contacting the 70th Division after its sally from Tobruk,

Aj-p finpPT-in-PTty 19th and 20th November

As a result of our air action during the first two
days of the battle; proper (l9th and 20th November) the
A.O.C.-in-C. was able to report:- "Clear that for the
present, complete air superiority has been attained".
Army, .Staff Officer back from, the forward area described the
situation as being "like Prance only the other way round",
while Air Vice-ivkirshal Coningham, more restrainedly, wrote to
Air Ii'Iarshal Tedder:- "30 Corps are very pleased with us and
so is Amtor in general".

An

A.O.C. -in-C' s
Correspondence
vdth C.A. S. etc.
Enclos,246A

■

During these two days the Western Desert fighters
were able to devcte their main effort to offensive sweeps
over the battle area, carrying out sweeps at two squadron
strength, as planned, and generally involving
per day by the filter aircraft concerned. The
6f the two days' effort, totalling 419 sorties,
follows:- ^

■m.s as

M.E.W.O. S,
No,6 amended
from

Squadron
O.R.Bs

266 sorties on offensive sweeps, 42 on ground attack
'  ’ /(excluding

(1) The comment of the R.A.P. Liaiison Officer with No. 13 Corps
on 20th November was nearer the truth: "The chief strategic
move today was the constant flovr of enemy M.T. westwa:^s f^m
Bardia along the Tobruk by-pass.and also, from Acroma (3843)
back to Gazala, The enemy was obviously moving his thin-
skinned echelons out of range of our fighters". (CS.14280 page 5).
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(excluding a number of straffing attacks carried
out by the fighters in ,the course of their sweeps),
47 on bomber escort, 53 on local defence, six on
shipping protection, and five on escort for
reconnaissance aircraft.

On the 19th our offensive fighters over the battle
field again experienced a blank day so far as encounter
ing hostile aircraft was concerned, due in part to the
fact that several of the enemy's landing grounds were still

Yra.ter-loggediV The following day, however, the enemy, now
realising that our attack portended something for different
from a reconnaissance in force, endeavoured to use his air

force in support of his ground forces. This Involved, in
particular, missions by escorted Stukas, which met with
scant success* This confirmed the.Air Force view that the

dive-bomber - the bugbear of the Am\y - was by no means
the terror of the skies when opposed by determined fighters*

Revised

figures quoted
in Opsuin 536

Air victories scored by our offensive figliters on
the 20th were currently assessed as seven JU*87s, four
ME.HOs, and oneME*109 shot down; seyeml more aircraft
were damaged or claimed as probables. (2) Our losses were .
seven fighters with four pilots saved.

Two combats deserve special mention* In an early
morning sweep over the Acroraa - Gazala area Nos.3
R.A.A. F. and 112 Squadrons sighted aix l/IE.1l0s engaged in
reconnaissance at 3,000 feet; our fighters dived on them
from 10,000 feet and claimed four destroyed without
loss. (2) Later in the morning No, 250 and R.N, (f)Squad
covering the Gambut - El Adem area, encountered nine
JU*87s, escorted by fifteen ME* 109s,' apparently en route
to attack our forces hear Sidi Rezegh* The Stukas were .
forced to jettison their bombs and No. 25O Squadron claimed
two JU.87s destroyed and one JU.87 and two klE. I09s as
"probables”*(2) In an attempt to "hose pipe" the entire
firmation, however, two fighters from each of our
squadrons were shot down by the escorting MB. 109s as they
were closing in.

rons.

M. E. W* 0. S.

No.6 and

A.H.B.6/714

The eneny's Stuka force was also struck on the ground
at its Tmimi base* No. 272 Squadron Beaufighters on
19th November r^pprted the destruction of five JU*87s
and two ME* 109s by.straffing and on the following day
claimed the destruction of fourteen: more Stukas, another
Messerschmitt and a petrol dxjmp. (4) These and subsequent

/operations

(1) There v/as, however, one low-inlying attack made by MB* 109s
on one of bur Iviaddalena landing grounds in the course of

which a Tomahawk was shot down (but the pilot baled-out
safely) and two Am^ co-operation Hurricanes of No*45'1
Squadron, R,A,A.F. were destroyed on the ground.

(2) See Footnote 4 below-
shown in G-eiman records.

(3). No aircia-ft casualties are shown in German records for
19th November.

(4) German records do not confirm all our claims for 20th
November, particularly in regard to JU,87s, although JU.88
losses were heavy,. German casualties recorded on 20th
November were:- 3 MB. 110s destroyed are one damaged, one
lvIE,109 damaged, seven JU,88s destroyed and one damaged,
one JU.87 destroyed and one damaged and one "other type"
damaged* (Verluste Afidka ADIK 103/64)*

for losses on 20th November as

G* 169215/11/5.48
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operations caused the A.O.C.-in-C to report;
"Beaufighters have been and can be absolutely invaluable".
Other ground attacks on landing grounds by our fighters on

the 20th included the effective machine gunning on the

19th of fifteen Italian fighters on a'landing ground in

the vital Sidi Resegh area by Tomahawks of Nos.2 and 4

Squadrons S.A.A.R.(1) and on the following day the
destruction of- tvro JU.87s and one OR,42, dispersed with

other aircraft in a wadi north-west of Capuzzo, by
Tomahawks of Wo.250 Squadron.

Meanwhile, the main No. 205 G-roup effort v/as being
directed against the German air bases. On the three nights
18/I9th to 20th/21st November the Y/ellingtons flew a total
of 4Jf effective sorties against Derna (including three
against stores in the town), 40 against the three Gazala
landing grounds, fifteen against iviartuba YYest and two

against Tmimi. In all, nearly I38 tons of high explosive
bombs, fifteen tons of incendaries, 18,000 spikes and
74,000 leaflets were dropped. The attacks were aimed
primarily at dispersed aircraft,
observation of results at Derna and Traimi, but grounded
aircraft were knovm to have been hit on the Gazala landing

grounds and at J/iartuba West.

Although the day bomber.effort was now switched against
battlefield targets in support of our advancing ground
forces, the Blenheims still devoted some attention to
forv/ard landing grounds; No. 11 Squadron, in particular,
successf-ally attacked' dispersed German transport aircraft

on the forward landing ground at Gasr el Arid (south-east
of Gambut).

Low cloud prevented the

A. 0.0. -in-C s

Correspondence
with G. A.S. etc.

Enclos.249^

,  No.205 Group
O.R.B.

Close. Suppor;;^ for the Army

On the 19th almost the entire effort of the two medium
bomber wings ■was directed against concentrations, of enemy
M. T. and A. P.Vs located by air reconnaissance in the
for\”/ard area Garabut - Bardia - Capuzzo, successful attacks
being delivered by fifteen Blenheims 'and sixteen Marylands.
Pressure on the columns v/as maintained as far as possible
during the night by F.A.A. Albacores.

Opsums, No.270
O.R.B. ,S.A.A.P.
Narrative,
M.E.W. O.S.
Summary No.6

The following day the effort of the medium bomber force,
held at the call of the Army, was switched against enemy
coliomns reported by air reconnaissance to be moving
westwards along the Tobruk by-pass. In an attempt to turn

'  the supposed v/ithdrawal into a retreat the col-umns were
attacked in the El Adem area by eighteen Marylands and
27 Blenheims. The A. O.G. , YYestern Desert, reported that
the Blenheim squadrons, which were not very strong, have

extremely well, punctual, good formation anddone

A. 0. C, -in-G
C orrespond enc e
with C.A.S.
Part III.
Enclop’

• >

excellent bombing".

/The

(1) These aircraft had been located by T/R Bostons of No.24
Squadron S.A.A.P. An airfield,attack on the lines indicated
on page 113 arranged, but as the Auto-aircraft
protection was known to "be light the bombers were dispensed
•with. No. 2 Squadron made the attack and No.4 Squadron
provided Top Cover (see Appendix G(i)). Our ground forces
at Sidi Rezegh on 20th November reported the capture of
some 40 aircraft on the landing ground, a nuraber of
which had been damaged by our fighter attacks,
aircraft were serviceable, however, and their pilots
taken prisoner as som of them attempted to take off.
(H. Q. , R.A.F. M.E. Report on Operations in the VYestem
Desert, November ’41 to May ' .42, ' '^ItO-

Nineteen
were

602'''5/n,/5,4s
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The operations on the 20th proved extremely oostly
for No. 21 Squadron S.A.A.P. In the only attack challenged
by enem^r fighters,' four out of nine llarylands vrere shot

down by Me. 109s (at the expense of tv;o destroyed) and
fighter bomber limped home with a hundred holes in it.

A request to A.H. Q. , ’Western Desert, that Harylands
should be escorted when engaged on battlefield attacks
could not then be granted, hovrever, as available fighters
were needed for escorting Blenheims whose perforaiance was

inferior.

An attempt during the day to give assistance to our
ground forces engaged with German armoured units at Gabr
Saleh was frustrated by the failure of our troops to
display identification signals, and the assigned formation
of No.12 Squadron S.A.A.P. Marylands returned to base with
their bombs.

Pitinle _an_d D^but

Special features of the air attacks during the first
two days of the battle proper v/ere the last appearance,
of our heaviest type of bomber and the dfebut of our
lightest.

a

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

On 19th November, Plying Portresses made their third
and last appearance in the Middle bast'theatre, a single
aircraft dropping 3j00^ lbs. of H.E. bcanbs at 29,ODD feet

Dema th'bugh 10/I0th cloud. Technical and other
difficulties thereafter proved too formidable to justify
persevering with this type of aircraft. The main technical
hitch, in particular, was oil trouble in the inside
port engine.

on

A. O.G.-in-C' s

Correspondenoe
with G.A.S. 263A

The 20th November witnessed the first effective sorties
Ten aircraft with

No. 80 Squadron
O.R. B. November by No.80 Squadron's Hurricane-bombers,

two others as cover, attacked vehicles along the road south
The bombing was not successful, but

subsequent ground straffing put fifteen vehicles out of
action.

of Bir el Baheira.

The squadron's bombing performance improved as the
campaign progressed, although the 40 lb. bombs employed
proved ineffective against tanks even when direct hits were
registered.

Special Operations

On .the 20th, also, Wo special air operations were
carried out which deserve special mention,’the first
employment of the E/T jamming aircraft (popularly knoTO 'as
"Winston's Wellingtons") and the help given by transport
aircraft in flying up to the forward area urgently needed
ammunition.

The airborne jammers achieved technical success and the

signalled sitmtion report from Advanced Headquarters on
21st November, stated: "Preliminary reports from prisoners
indicate tank jauming most successful causing breakdown in
their communications." These preliminary reports, however,
proved over-optimistic and R/T jairming could not be
considered at this stage a factor of importance.

G.A. S.Polder,
1720

/These

G.I69215/IL/5.48
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D/AOC/5 Enel.67B These special Wellingtons were used on several other
occasions during the first month of the campaign, flying
some 20 sorties on their "very thankless and hazardous
task" for the loss of two out of six aircraft. The

A..0,C. , Westein Desert, then decided to dispense with

their services as the crews, Y/ho were night bomber crews

loaned only for the period of the battle, were "showing
. signs.of cracking."(l)

O.R. B. 216 Sepadron
and A.0. C. -in-G's

C orre spend enc e
vrith G.A.S. Part

III 246A

The quick despatch of 37 ni.m ammunition to the 4th
Armoured Brigade on 20th November Y/as. a neat piece of work

carried out by Bombays of No. 216 Squadron from ivJatruh.
The distress call was sent out at 12.30 hours: by 16.45
hours tv/elve tons of the required ammunition were being
unloaded at one of-the ,'lviaddalena landing grounds. This

operation greatly helped the 4th Armoured Brigade's
activity on the morrow.

CS 14280

Malta_Hi,ta_Euemy..Supply:.^Prgp.nisat.iQn

Tdiile the iviiddle East Air Force's effort was being
directed against battlefield targets and airfields, Malta-

based bombers during the three nights l8/l9th to 20/21st
November, despite bad v.^'eather, maintained pressure on the

enemy's min supply centres both in Italy and Libya.
Docks and railvirays at Naples and Brindisi were the
principal targets, these being'effectively bombed by
35 Wellingtons of N0.4O Squadron. In a raid on Brindisi
on the second night, in particular, hits on the oil storage
tanks in the harbour caused a series of explosions every few
minutes and columns of dense black smoke were visible for

200 miles on the bombers' return journey. Further south,
communications and oil storage facilities at Messina y/ere

attacked, as an alternative target. To hinder the unloading
of stores which had safely reached Libya small forces of

Y/ellingtons attacked both Tripoli and Benghazi: their
efforts at the former port was supplemented by P.A.A.
Swordfish v/hich mined .the harbour^and carried out

diversionary bombing.

The attacks delivered by Blenheims on convoys in the
Gulf of Sirte and the Ionian Sea on the 19th and 20th are

included in the genenil appraisal of the shipping strikes
in November on page

M.E.W.O.S.

No. 6

Appendix A

(1) The R/T jamiTd.ng Wellingtons v/ere finally released by the
G.O.C. Eighth Army on 23rd December and Y/ere then made
available for wireless investigation operating from KABRIT,
in the Canal Zone, pending the formation of a Special 

>

Signals Squadron at Ismailia, The C. S. 0. , H. Q. R.A.P, M.E.
(Air Commodore Mann) in.formed the Directoi' of Signals that
there was no definite infonmtion that the jammers

adversely affected the handling of enemy tanks, although
it was reasonable to assume that considerable Inconvenience

The 7/ellingtbn was not very suitable for thewas caused,

task as a quick "turn round" between sorties was necessary.
HoYv'ever Y.ithout fighter escort and cloud cover the Wellington
was practically defenceless. In view of the light weight of
the jammer equipment, the necessary installation in
Baaufighters or Mosquitos Yvas urged, if a suitable aerial
could be designed. (A.0.G.11 Part 2 Enclos,59G).

G.169215/11/5/48
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NepfligiTjle Enemy Air Attacks

There was at this stage no enemy challenge to our
Mention has already been made ofbuild-ux^i in the Desert,

the small-scale attack on one of our advanced landing
To this has to be added a token effortgrounds on the 19ih.

total of eight enemy bombers on the 20th against
Tobruk, which caused no damage or casualties.
by a

The Disastera_at,Sidi.Rezegh_,.

iention has, been made on page 134 of fho satisfactory
progress of our military operations during the first three
days of the offensive. V1) On the morning of 21st November
hovrever, the entire rdtuation was transformed. General
Rommel had fully realised the implications of the_shrewd
blow at the bottleneck in his communications at Sidi Rezegh
and summoned the bulk of his anrioured forces to deny us the

evidently about to gain.

Iv

commanding position which

C.-in-0's

Despatch
November '41

August '42
Pages 48-49

He thus turned the potentially dangerous situation to his

advantage by' directing his rrain armour against our

we yfere

ovm

detached armoured forces.

At 8 o'clock in the morning of the 21st the Support
Group, preparing to attack Sidi Rezegh, became aware of

the approach of the enemy's 15th Panzer Division from the
south-east. The Brigadier directing operations therefore
decided to leave one of his armoured regiments to support
the attack and directed the other two against the.enemy
colujnns. The Support Group captured Sidi Rezegh after 

■

hard fight and the tifro armoured regiments of the 7th
Armoured Brigade succeeded in checking the 15th Panzer
Division at the cost of heavy casualties. Our forces were

allowed no respite, hovrever, as hardly T/ere these engage
ments concluded, when they were obliged to face the 21st
Panzer Division, which had eluded the efforts of the 4th
and 22nd Armoured Brigades to check them near Gabr Saheh
in the south. (2)

a

/By

believed (erroneously) that the
armour had been put out of

entry on 21st

(1) In particular, it was
greater part of the German
action. No.208(A.C.) Squadron's O.R.B.
November reflected the current belief thus:-
"At the time of writing the exact figures of German
casualties are unknown, but it is considered that they
amount to one half of their total force."

(2) No.208 Squadron made five reconnaissance sorties over the
30th Corps area during the day. In particular, 200 tanks
in line were reported moving to the north-west from the
Gabr Saheh area. (No. 208 Squadron O.R.B. ) No. 24 Squadron

carried out reconnaissances of the SidiBostons also

Rezegh area (s,A.A.P.Narrative).

G. 169215/11/5.48
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By mid-day the situation at Sidi Reaegh was critical:
the two German armoured divisions had apparently joined
and our depleted forces were isolated. The^^th S.A.
Infantry Brigade had hot arrived as planned . and the
4th and 22nd Armoured Brigades which had been summoned,
from the south, could not be expected to arrive for
several hours. Nevertheless, the Support Group and the

7th Armoured Brigade, aided by the 22nd Armoured Division's
• intervention about an hour before dusk, stubbornly
resisted until the eneniy broke off the attack. The^
4th Armoured Brigade, meanwhile, had been checked by a

screen of 88 m,m. guns a few miles to the south-east.

The following afternoon (22nd November) a pitched
battle developed on the Sidi Rezegh landing ground and its
environs'in which at least a hundred enen\y tanks and large
mmibers of anti-tank guns and infantry engaged the
exhausted Supply Group and 7th Armoured Brigade, the three

regiments of the 22nd Armoured Brigade and two of the
■ 4th Armoured Brigade. In the words of General Auchinleck's
despatch; "The fog of war literally decended on the
battlefield, for the clouds of dust and smoke raised by
tanks and bursting shells ixiade accurate shooting impossible,
and at times it was difficult to tell friend from foe".

.At the conclusion of the battle, which raged until after

dark, our armoured brigades were driven off the landing
ground. At the same time the Support Group, yielding to

overpov/ering strength, was obliged to abandon Sidi Rezegh.
The' Group retired to the southern escarpment where it

leaguered to the north of the Armoured Brigade.

Meanwhile, the 5th S.A, Infantry Brigade had arrived
in the morning and had been set the task of capturing an

objective (Point 178) on the southern escarpment which
commanded the western end of the valley, where the enemy
were regrouping preparatory to their assault on the
landing ground. The South Africans failed to capture
their objective and at. length retired to leaguer to the

. west of the Support Group,

Rommel characteristically pressed home his advantage.
A surprise night raid was made on the Headquarters of the

4th Armoured Brigade, and most of its v/ireless.links were,

captured. Thus for the ensuing 24 hours this bri^de,
which, with its 100 tanks, constituted our remaining
substantial amoured force, ceased to be a,fighting entity.
Thus, when the enemy attacked the 5th S.A, Brigade on ,
the afternoon of 23rd November with over 100 tanks and a

large force of lorried infantry, the brigade was practically
annihilated.

After these disasters the G. 0,0., 30th Corps, decided
to rally the aimoured brigades .in a central position north

of the Trigh el Abd and oardered the remaining brigade of
the 1st S.A, Division to retire to Taieb el Essem to
watch the western flank.

Idem

/T/R .

(l) The Brigadier in command had obtained permission for the
bri^de to halt over-night on the grounds that it was
insufficiently trained to traverse unknown terarain on a

moonless night. In the morning the barigade found itself
•  : confronted by the tanks of. the Ariete Division,

G. 169215/11/5.48
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loc

JS^/R for 30 Corps 21st~23rd November

During the days of the disasters at Sidi Rezegh .
No*208 (A.C.) Squadron operated at intensity in recon
noitring the 30th Corps' area of operations. Prom
21st to 25rd November the squadron flew 15 reconnaissance

;  sorties for the loss of one pilot. Not only wereeneny
movements, and bombing targets reported but on the
23rd information v^as obtained as to the extent of the

advance, of the New Zealand forces along the Trigh
Capuzzo (page 143 ).
was also given by Bostons of No. 24 Squadron, S.A.A.P.
which flew seven sorties (two aircraft failed to return)
over considerable areas. In addition, valuable informa
tion was brought back from time to time by our attacking ,
fighter and. bomber aii-craft.

Although the air reconnaissance at this stage was
inevitably not con^lete as could be desired, there appears
to be no suggestion, that- a fuller coverage would have
prevented the 30th Corps' misfortunes* These viere due to

the G-ermans' skilful tank tactics, ability to move
rapidly by night and the superior performance of the German
tanks duilng the actual engagements.

' The Tobruk Sortie

Help T/ith tactical reconnaissance

No*208

Squadron - O.R.B.

S.A*A,P.

Narrative

C. -ih-G’s

Despatch
November *41 - .
August ’42-
Page 49

Meanwhile, the sortie’s • from Tobruk had started at
dawn on the 21st and made progress against stiff
opposition.(1) This opposition was in fact, severer
than'expected and the 70th Division's operations proved
costly in men and' tanks. The junction between the
Bologna and Pavia Divisions had been selected as the best

point to attack, but in the interval betv/een the formula
tion of the plan and its execution the German 90th Light

,  Division had been moved into that particular sector in

readiness for the enemy's projected assault on Tobruk.
In-view of the increased opposition and as the South
African Brigade had not arrived, as planned, and the
Support Group was in difficulties at Sidi Rezegh, the
G.O.C,, 70th Division, wisely del-yed the planned
advance on El Duda,

No. 451 Squadron
R.A.A.P* O.R.B.

November ' 41

A watch on enemy movements around Tobruk remained
one of the commitments of No.451 (A.C. ) Squadron, R.A.A.P.

Advance of 15 Corps

Deceived by the apparently favourable situation, the
13th Corps had also begun operations on 21st November.

A detachment of the 7th Indian Infantry Brigade had
.  . previously occupied the high ground dominating the Omars

from the west and the Nev/ Zealand Division had taken up
positions for its advance* On the 21st the New Zealanders
moved forward and over-ran the ground to the west of the

eneny's line of strong points up to the fringe of Bardia:
Gapuzzo, Musaid and Solium barracks were occupied with
little difficulty* Simultaneously, the Indian Brigade
captured Sidi Omar in the rear and occupied two of its
defended localities. It tool several days, however, to

.  : /capture

0,-in-C’s

Despatch
November *4j
August '42
pages:

.  (1) During the night of the' 20/21 st the 7th Cruiser
Squadron R.N. bombarded the enemy battery which had been
shelling Tobruk from the Eastward, apparently without
effect* (Naval Historical Section's Preliminary
Narrative on Operations of Mediterranean Fleet).G.I69215/IL/5.48
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capture Libya Omar and thus clear the whole area.

The 6th N.Z. Infantry Brigade, meanwhile, advanced
v/est\7ards along the Trigh Capuzzo in order to join up
with the 7th Support Group at Sidi Rezegh and captured
the Headquarters of the Afrika Korps en route. On the
23rd the brigade (which had been transferred to the
30th Corps) stormed a strong point on the ridge some 

‘

five miles to the east of Sidi Rezegh; this occurred, in

fact, only a few hours before the disaster to the 5th
S.A. Infantry Brigade already mentioned.

The same day the G. O.G., New Zealand Division,
leaving the 5th Brigade to invest Bardia and Halfaya,
advanced weatv/ards T/ith the remainder of the division,
and after seizing Gambut airfield joined the 6th Brigade
on the ridge to the east of Sidi Rezegh on the afternoon
of the 24th.

At the outset of the 13th Corps' operations the
attached Army Co-operation Squadron (No.451, R.A. A.P.) a.nd
No.237 (Rhodesian) Squadron paid most attention to the

Halfaya and Capuzzo areas. Later, when the Nev/ Zealanders
^ advanced along the Trigh Capuzzo both squadrons kept a

On the 23rd No.451close Y/atch on the Gambut area.

No. 451 Squadron
R.A.A.P. and

No.237 (R)
Squadron O.R. B.

CS.14280
P.8, and ■

No. 237 Squadron '■
O.R.B. ■

Squadron gave the Net/ Zealand brigade a clear picture of
y/hat was confronting them by reporting at 11.00 hours
100 tanks and M.T. south-y/est of Sidi Rezegh, 100 tanks
and M.T. north of Sidi Rezegh and 200 tanks and M. T. near
Bu Amud, 10 miles north of Sidi Rezegh. No.237 Squadron
also helped by reconnoitring the Gambut-Sidi Rezegh area.

On 23rd November, Advanced H.Q. 13 Corps moved to
Bir el Hariga .in order to control the operations at the
frontier position and y/estv/ards along the Trigh Capuzzo.
Avt the same time the Ai. I. L. 0. attached to No.451 Squadron
left L.G. 132 with his section for the proposed A.L.G. at
Gasr el Arid, folloy/ed by theA.L.G. party. Unfortunately,
the area between Chleta and Gambut had not been entirely
freed of the enemy and the A.I.L. 0. , the G. S. O.III Air a.nd
the R.E. Officer l/c Construction Party y/ere cut off by an
enenpr column. The irain A.L. G. party v/as re-directed to
Sidi Azeiz by Advanced H. Q. 13 Corps and the good permanent
German airfield there, adequately protected by H. Q. 5 New
Zealand Brigade, was adopted
A.I.L.0. was lost his secret box containing all the code

This made communication

the neiivA.L. G. T/ith theas

names

GS.I428O
Pages 6 and 7

, locations and code nrips.
by wireless, which was the only link between Advanced
Corps and the A.L. G. once the move along the Trigh Capuzzo
had started, very difficult. The R.iA. P. L.O. at Aidvanced
H. Q. 13 Corps, accordingly, compiled a nevY R/T code and
issued copies to the A^.L. 0. at Sidi Aizeiz, the Squadron
Commander at L.G. 132 and G.III Air at Corps H.Q.
code enable the Corxjs H. Q.
order reserve aircraft to stand-by at Ai,. L. G. and report
casualties to the Squadron. The code was later enlarged to
cover every eventuality.

This

to detail tasks to sorties, to

General Military Situation, Evening 23rd November

By the evening of the 23rd the general military
position was that the 13th Corps had liquidated or yvere

of liquidating the enemy's frontier positions.in process
y/hile the 30th Corps, y/hich y/as to have been supported

advance y/estwards, was being forced
to retire from the vital Sidi Rezegh area.
by the New Zealanders

The 70th

G.169215/IL/5.48 /Division
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Division from ToDruk had wisely not attempted to
continue its advance to El Duda and its expected link
up with the 30th Corps had failed to materialise.

Satisfactory air Situation (21st-23rd November}

As a reassuring contrast to our checkered
military operations the A.0.C.-in~C. was able to

report to the C.A.S.; "Air situation is satisfactory.
There has been sorae heavy air fighting the last day
or tv/o v/hich has given our fellow full confidence.
Yfe have at present air superiority
both fighter and bomber now directed to support land
"ba-itle Coninghan and his team are T/orking well
full of fight and not fussing". ’

The R.A.P. effort at this stage was also fully
appreciated by the directors of the Air war effort at
home - "Say bravo to Tedder and R.A.P.
signalled the Prime

The air effort devoted to retaining air superiority
and affording close support during the period 21st to
the night 23rd/22fth November, inc].usive, was as follows

Pighter Effort

« • •

Whole effort

on air mstery" ,
Inister to General Auchinleck.iVi

A,0, C.—in—C

G orr espond enc e
A.O.G.IIL

Enclos.

s

A. 0. C. -in-0’s

C orr e spond enc e
v/ith C.A. S. etc.

Enclos. 25IA

M.E. YAO.S.N0.6

(Amended from
IVing, Group and
Squadron O.R. Bs)

21 st November: 14-5 sorties on offensive sweeps and
ground attacks: 19 on bomber escort:
20 on shipping protection:
TOTAL : 184 sorties.

22nd November: 183 sorties on offensive sweeps and
ground attacks: 7t on bomber and

T/r escorts: 17 on Local defence:
TOTAL : 271 sorties.

23 rd November:, 185 sorties on offensive sweeps and
ground attacks: 6l on bomber and
t/R escorts: 12 on Local defence:
2 on shipping protection:
TOTAL : 260 sorties.

Bomber Effort

(Direct Support)

21st November: 9 i'/iaryland, 21 Blenheim and 10
Hurricane-bomber effective sorties.

21st/22nd November: Approx. 6 Albacore effective sorties.

18 Maryland, 22 Blenheim and 10
Hurricane-bomber effective sorties.

22nd/23rd November: ,8 Albacore effective sorties.

22nd November:

23rl November: 18 ‘."Aryland and 35 BlenheLn effective
sorties.

Against Airfields and Landing_Grounds

21st November: 9 iviaryland effective sorties.

22nd/23rd November; 20 Wellington effective sorties
(including effort fromlialta.)

/23rdG.I69215/IL/5.48
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5 Blenheim effective sorties (from
Malta)

23 rd NOTemb^^r:

23rd/24th November:;  23 ¥ellington effective sorties
(including effort from ivialta)
7 Albacore effective sorties.

Shipping Strikes^ 1)

21st/22nd November} 13 Wellington effective sorties
from llalta.

4 Swordfish effective sorties from
j/ialta.

1 Blenheim effective sortie.22nd November:

Other Attacks from

5 Swordfish mined Tripoli harbour.
3 Wellingtons bombed Messina.

Malta

At this timej also, night navalNaval Bombardment

bombardments were carried out by destroyers of the
7th Cruiser Squadron on the enemy's strongholds at
Bardia and Solium.

Naval

Historical

Preliminary
Narrative of

Med.Ops.
Features of Fighter Activity (21st/23rd November)

With the drying out of the GjiTeriaciau landing grounds
on 20th November, the enemy's air activity had revived.
To counter this challenge the effort of the fi.A.P. fighter
flying wings on offensive sweeps was stepped-up still
further; thus the total daily sorties flown on this
activity rose from IO9 on the 20th to 185 on the 23rd.

The increase v/as necessitated by the continued
absence of adequate arrangements for controlled inter
ception. With the focal point of the battle at Sidi Rezegh,
the enemy's forward landing grounds at Gamla were nearer
the battle area than ours at Maddalena. Consequently, by

the time a flying v/ing, briefed to intercept an attack on
the basis of information received from the R.D.P. in

Tobruk, could reach the Sidi Rezegh area, the enemy
fori’iiation had delivered its attack and turned for home,

jltt'empts made to employ two mobile R.D.P. sets mounted on

lorries proved unsuccessful oi/ving to their mechanical
unreliability and lack;of range. Even when the sets were

fully serviceable their range v/as limited to 1 6 to 20 miles,
which was insufficient to provide adequate warning. The

inadequacy of the radar assistance together with the
critical nature of the land battle caused the R.A.P. to

maintain offensive sY/eeps over the battlefield during the

greater part of the day.

It so happened at this time that the Axis fighters
also adopted the practice of offensive sv/eeps in order to

make a bid for a degree of air superiority which v/ould allow

the Stukas to operate v/ithout interference. Clashes in
the air were thus inevitable. In oarticular, formations
of He.109s in similar strength to that of our flying wings

/were

Appendix

(1) Shipping strikes carried out in November are considered
on page 177 and folloYdng pages.

G.I69215/IL/5.48
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v/ere over the battle area during 22nd November and the

aerial encounters of that day v/ere as significant as
the current tank engagements.

No.3 Squadron
R.A.A.P. O.E.B.

During the morning of the 22nd, 12 Tor.vahav/ks of
No.3 Squadron, R.A.A.P. vrere escorting 5 Blenheims of
No, 11 Squadron over the Bir el Gobi area, y/hen 15 Me 109 Ps
attacked just as the bombers y/ere making their run. The
ensuing combat resolved itself into a contest betv/een the

superior speed of the l09s and the greater mnoeuvreabil-
ity of the Tomahawks. '.t the conclusion of the engage-
i.ient two Messerschmitts veve reported destroyed and three
damaged at the cost of one Tomhay/k shot down and two

missing.. The Blenheims completed their mission y;ithout
loss.

During our afternoon sv/eep No. 2 Pighter Operational
Wing encountered 20 Me. 109 Ps. to the south-east of
El Aden and a contest ensued yyhich had a far reaching
effect on subsequent fighter action. The S.O.0., A.H. Q.,
Yf.D. , reported the encounter as follows:- 'hit this tine
the Gern-an fighter force made a bid to defeat one of our
wing forimtions in the air in a straightforv/ard air
battle. Unfortunately for the Germans they met our best
wing comprised of No.3 R.A.A.P. Squadron and No.112
Squadron,
Me.l09s(l)
The enemy had a speed, climb and ceiling superiority.
After some preliminary and wary manoeuvring on both
sides both formations fell into defensive circles  - the
Hun above and the British below. The circles fleyr round

and round, while occasionally pilots vrould pull out and
try to pick off one of the enemy when a suitable
opportunity arose. Thos.e who left the circle were
invariably caught by the ene;.y circle - and so the
circuses continued. It \ms a deadlock - neither side

could break into the other. The evening gradually
closed in and as dark fell, when it v;as hardly possible
for either side to see the other, the Germans, who had
farther to return to their base, flew off westvi/ards.
Only one of our aircraft returned to base that night,
and this had run out of ammunition and had broken away
early in the contest. The rest landed on other L.Gs or

in the desert. Next day all but five aircraft returned.(2)
The German losses were also five aircraft destroyed or
damaged. In spite of inferior machines our formation
had held its own. The Germans never challenged our
fighter force in straight forv/ard air combat again during
the campaign. We had gained air superiority. The enemy
resorted to raider tactics. Me.109 Ps. looked

around the skies yvatching our formations from above,
diving upon stragglers or unescorted bombers and practis
ing the pirate tactics which they had developed against
our fonmtions before the battle

The possibility of the Geri.ian fighters turning up in

force, however, compelled us to maintain lai-ge fighter

/formations

The eneny forriation consisted of I6 Ob' I8
and our forimtion consisted of 20 Tomahawks,

A.H.B. 6/7/4

(1) Reported as 20 aircraft by No,3 Squadron, R.A.A.P.
(2) This should really rend "all but five -pilots returned.

See aircraft casualty figures later.
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for':-iations v/herever v;e expected to ;seet the eneny -

either on protective sweeps., ovei' the battlefield or

while escorting the bonbers against direct support
targets". Although the effect of this engagement v/as
gratifying, our losses \-^ere heavy. The flying v/ing
reported the destruction of three eneny fighters (l) and
damage to several r.iore, but six of No.3 Sqviadron's
aircraft v/ere shot dovm (calthough two'pilots
their v,ray back to the squadron) and No, 112 Sqiadron lost
one aircraft. As a result of their losses, No.3 Squadron
v/as unable-to operate on the following day. During the

afternoon of the 23rd 5 Tomahawks of No.250 Squadron,
sharing the escort of Blenheims to El .den with aircraft
of Nos. 229 and 23 8 3qu^i.J3.’ons,, claiued three Me. 1 09's
probably destroyed and six damaged.(2)

Air Marshal Tedder was able to assure the Chief of

Air Staff that "any tendency to make bogey of the Me.109 P.

(had) gone despite its superior perforuance."

During, the three days under irxiediate review our
fighter sweeps achieved consideiable success in countering
the attacks of escorted Stulca fori.a.tions on our ground

forces. In particular. Nos.229 and 233 Squadrons on a

protective sv/eep on the morning of -fcb.e 23rd scattered a

force of 30 Ju. 87s, escorted by 20 Me, 109s and one G.50,
which v/ere caught w'hen on the point .of bombing our troops
between .El Gubi and 3idi Rezeglj. The squadrons reported
the destruction of 4 3tuka.s and the G, 50, the probable
destruction of 2 Stufe-i.s and one iaesserschmitt and damage
to two Stute.s and one ;.i.essei'schmitt. (3) The  flying v/ing's
losses, however, were also severe -
to return, although the pilots in all cases were not lost.

On 24th November, the A.0,C.-in-G, reported to the
G.A.3.: "Since we have at present, air superioidty and in

viev/ of the situation in land battle, fighter sweeps are

carrying out low flying attacks as part of their sorties".
On the morning of the 22nd, for - example, Tor.iahawks and
Hurricanes were credited v/ith the destruction of aporoxi-

mately 100 lorries, including about 10 petrol tankers,
on the El Adem-Acroua road,
places. No. 272 Squadron B'eaufigh'ters, also,
to their continued attacks on the.enemy's rear airfields
straffed M.T. on the road i.eading east from Barce on the

afternoon of the 22nd, destroying several vehicles and

three petrol tankers.

Attacks on 'Enenbf_ (2.1 st~25th lioyembsr)

The counter air force operations included renev/ed
bombing attacks on the enemy's bomber bases at Benina and
Berka.

later r-Tade

eight Hurricanes failed

causing road blocks in several
in addition

No.3 Sqi.ladrori
R. A. A. p. and

N0.II2 Squadron
O.R.Eb.

No. 250 Squadron
O.R. B.

A.O. G. -in-C s

C orr e spond enc e
with C.A. S.

etc. Part 3
Enclos. 2481/i

A. H. B. 6/7/4
and

M.E.W.Os No. 6

A.O.G.-in-G's

Correspond enc e
with G.7., S. etc.

Part 3.
Enclos,. 248A

M.E. W.I.S. -

No.75

No. 272 Squadron
O.R.B.

/On

(1) Gen-nan records show five Me. 109s destroyed on 22nd November
e'agagenents in the

Afrika /DIK IO3/64).
which seei-’i to confiri.i our claim,3 fojr the

morning and the afternoon (Verlu.ste
(2) See Footnote (3) below foi” total German losses

on 23rd November.

(3) German records shov/ 2 MB. 's, 6 JU. 87s, and one JU„88
destroyed and one ME. 109 and 2 J.iJ.87s damaged on
23rd November. (Verluste Afi-ika IO3/64).
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Cn the. night of the 22nd-23rd 14 Wellingtons of
No.205 Group attacked dispersed aircraft at Benina and Berka

and six more Wellingtons, operating from x.ialta, also
bombed Benina airfield. The follov/ing night 17 No. 205
Group Wellingtons continued their attacks oti Benina and

Berka, and small forces of rlilta-based Wellingtons supple
mented the bombing of the latter airfield and kep up the
attack on Benina on the night of the 23rd-24th.
particular, large fires v/ere started at the hangars and
among buildings on Benina airfield.

B'’urther west, in Tripolitania, 5 iVialta-based Blenheims
on the 23rd bombed and machine-gunned the landing ground
west of Sirte.

In

No.205 Group
O.R.B. and

M.E. ¥.0.3.

No. 6

A slight pressure v/as continued on the German fighter
base at Gazala by nine Fleet Air Arm Albacores v/hich dive-

bombed the north and south landing grounds on the night of
the 23rd-24th. An attack on Gazala No.2 landing ground by
nine Mary lands of No. 12 Squadron on the 21st, hov/ever, had
as its main aim the bombing of General Rommel vdio was

reported to be landing there; low cloud over the area pre*-
vented the location of the target and bombs were jettisoned
on the estimated position.

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

No. 272 Squadron
O.R.B.

Low flying fighter attacks on enemy landing ground
included, in particular, the continued operations of No.
272 Squadron Beaufighters from Gherav/la. On the 21st
several Stukas and a JU.88 v/ere repo.rted shot up at
Martuba and on the 23rd five SS.m. 79s were straffed at

Barce. A projected straffing raid on Benina airfield on
the 22nd was foiled by an effect.lve fighter screen over

the airfield and road transport in the vicinity was
a11acked instead.

DirectSupport Bombing(21st-23rd November)

The total of 123 day bomber sorties flown on direct
support missions during the three days 21st to 23rd
November (page 145 ) appears at first sight to be small,
considefii:ig the fact that two wings of iiarylands and

Blenheims were at the disposal of the A. O.C. , Festem
Desert. There were, however, the following limiting
factors, which must be taken into account:-

(a)S quadron
O.R.Bs.

On the 21st and 23rd there was intermittent low

cloud and an the 22nd cloud, rain and dust storr/is,
v/hich tended to limit operations.

A. 0.C/II
Enclos. 35^

(8) When the bomber force Y<as put at the call of the
Army the number of sorties was inevitably
decreased, as it was necessary to wait for the
situation reports before deciding on targets.

(c)No. 270

Y/ing O.R.B.
November 22nd.

On at least one occasion a projected Blenheim
effort was v/asted, as it was discovered after
the formation was airborne that a ivAiryland
force had already been allotted the task.

Steps T/ere taken, however, to prevent such
duplication.

(a)Id era

Appendix 143
So far as No.270 Wing was concerned at this
time, calls for air sux^port from the 13th Corps
were infrequent and calls from the 30th Corps

/were
G.169215/IL/5.48
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were passed direct to No.3 S.A.A.P. Wing and were only
passed to No.270 Wing if they could not be met. In the

latter case there was a delay while No.270 briefed the
crev;s.

Nevertheless, the day bomber forces participation
in the battle vra.s appreciable. In support of the
30th Corps' operations 16 Blenheims of Nos.14 and
45 Squadrons on the 21st, effectively bombed a concen
tration of tanks and vehicles at Bir Hakim and 9 iViarylands

of No. 21 Squadron, S.A.A.P. renewed, the attack on the

next day. On the 22ud, also, 5 Blenheiias of No.11
Squadron attacked M. T. and A.P.Vs near Bir El Gubi,
12 Blenheims on Nos.14 and 45 Squadrons bombed traffic
moving south-east' towards the Sidi Rezegh area on the

Acroma-El Aden road; and No.80 Squadron Hurricane-bombers
bombed and straffed (with greater effect) groups of M. T.
between El Adem and El Duda. On the 23rd, 18 S.A.A.P.
ilarylands bombed vehicles packed on either side of the

El Aden-Bir el Gubi road and those moving in the direction

of Tobruk, while 26 Blenheims of Nos.11 and 14 Squadrons
and the Lorraine Squadrons hit A.P.Vs and vehicles on

the escarpment to the west of El Aden.
5 Blenheims of the Lorraine Squadron on the 21st a.ttacked
vehicles at Me'nastir and the Hurricane-bombers of No. 80

Squadron bombed and. straffed vehicles further west at

Bir el Bahara; on the 22nd a successful attack by
9 Iviarylands of No. 12 Sopiadron on an enemy position at

Sidi Omar Nuc/a was followed shortly afterv?ards by its

capture,
force carried out widespread lo?/~flying attacks and a

slight night pressure was applied by P.A.A. Albacores
attacking vehicles and petrol dumjjs in the Gazala area.

Nearer the frontie

eanwhile, as already mentioned, the fighter

¥. 0. S.No. 6

No. 270 y/ing
O.R. B.

M. E,

S, A, A, P,

Narrative and

No, 80 Squadron
O.R.B.

r.

The air attacks at this stage were obviously not on
a sufficient scale to be a dominant factor in the land

battle, but they helped to restrict enemy movement - of

paramount importance in the mobile v/'arfare then in
process - and inflicted considerable casualties on the

enemy's "thin-skinned" vehicles.

Need to Escort Bombers over Battle Area

With the increased air activity it became evident
that fighter escort for bombers operating over the
battlefield YVas a necessity,

emphasised on 22nd November,
j.n the preceding sub-section, 12 Blenheims of Nos. 14 and
45 Squadrons were brie-fed to attack A.P.Vs and vehicles
on the Acroma-El Adera road; the squadrons were infor^aed:
"Our fighters will be ground straffing and patrolling
in the same area". No.14 Squadron completed their mission
satisfactorily, but No.45 Squdidron v/as, obliged to
jettison their bombs when attacked.by 20 me.109 Ps,
emerging from 7/l0th cloud at approximately 5,000 feet."
Only two of the six Blenheims returned from the
encounter and both of these YVere hit by cannon and imchine

gun fire; of the remainder, ti-fo were seen going down in

flames, "with four parachutes in the air," and two failed
to return.

The need was particularly
On that day, as mentioned

on

No. 2.70 Wing
Appendix I40

Before this encounter close fighter escort for
bomber sorties over the battlefield had been sporadic;

after the 22nd, escort on such missions became the general
rule.

A.O.C./II
Enclos.28A

/Previously,
G.169215/IL/5.48
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Previously, v/ben fighter escort Y/as■ provided, vary
ing forrrations YYere used, including pairs in "Vic", and
tY/o flights of six aircraft each in pairs in line astern,
one on either side of the bombers and just above them.
An entirely new formtion was then introduced. This
entailed the division of the fighter squadron into tv/o
flights of three aircraft each and one flight of six
aircraft. The bomber squadron adopted the "Vies in
line astern, stepped dovm" fornation. The fighter
escort took up position as folloY/s:-

A.H. B. IIJl/16
Enclos. 9.

(a) Three aircraft in line astern, stepped dov/n on
either side of the bombers, so that the leaders
were just ahead of, and some 200 feet above
the bomber leader. The Nos.2 were just behind
and some 100 feet below their No.1, The Nos.3
^Yere in line v;ith the rear of the bomber forma
tion and flying at the same height.

(•b) The reniairang six aircraft flew in pairs in line
abreast some 200 to 300 feet above the rear

(in the first fey/ operationsflight of bombers,
this flight flew above and behind the bomber
formations but experience shoT/ed that this
position vYas subject to the vrorst anti-aircraft
fire v/hich almost invariably T/as most concen
trated a little in the rear of the bombers).

I

(c) Top cover, flying in the usual fighter foruiation
of six pairs in line abreast, normally flew
Y/ithin 1 ,000 feet of the close escort. In the
case of an attack from astern the top flight
engaged the enemy aircraft, but it also acted
as imediate top cover if either of the flank
escorts had to beat off an attack from either
flank or from belov/.

(d) Throughout the operation all the fighter, air
craft weaved continuously.

The success of the bomber escorts proved one of
the features of the campaign. The ineffectiveness of
the enemy's escort compared v/ith ours was striking
(see Appendix D(i) . ; •

The Enemy's Counter-Stroke

On 24th November, Eoumel atter.ipted to exploit the
ascendency gained over our armour by a characteristically
opportunist move. Quickly gathering the bulk of his
armoured forces, he poured it dovm the Trigh el Abd from
El Aden and El dubi, through Gabr Saleh towards Sheferzen.
II. Q. Afrika Korps removed to Bir el Reghera (I5 miles
northwest of Gabr Saleh) to direct the operation. The
object of the drive, ajiparently, yms to destroy our
dumps in the Gabr Saleh and Sheferzen areas, cut our
line of communication running northvmrds to the Trigh
Capuzzo, disable our fighter.force on the ground, and
create such confusion and.despondency in our ranks
generally as to lead to the Eighth Army's withdrawal.

cs.14280

A.O.G./II
Enclos.38c

/The
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The energy' s move achieved complete tactical surprise. ̂
At Gabr Saleh, where Advanced‘H. Q. 30 Corps was established,

'  ' the Army Commander (Lt.G. Sir Alan Cunningham)
ring mth the Corps Commander (Lt.Gen. ̂ Gpdwin-Austin) at
about 13*00 hours, when an enemy tank column attacked the

landing ground.. The ground party of No.208 Squadron at
this A, L,.G. "left hurriedly-and the Army Commander’s
Blenheim took off through a stampede.of.vehicles across
the aerodrome"o Both Advanced and Rear H.Q,30 Corps were

over-run and it was later reported that "a definite panic
■  of rear elements of its ground staff at the aerodrome,
Headquarters,. B Echelon and other second line con^onents
was apparent".

The central German thrust crossed the wire south of
Sheferzen at about 1600 hours and moved to the north-east,

■  ■ A detachment remained at the line south of Sheferzen,
guarding the gaps, and picked up Bight Army supply and
reinforcements columns coming from rail head and pipehead.

Sporadic opposition on the ground was given to the
enemy’s marauding columns during the day - the;Support Group
engaged one column near Gabr Saleh, the 1st S.A. Infantry
Brigade shelled others passing within range of its leaguer
at Taieb el Essem and the gravely depleted 7th Armoured
Brigade kept up a 30 miles running fight with another column

- but'in general the 30th Corps was throv/n into confusion
and control was temporarily lost.(2)

‘  .The situation \i3.s relieved of utter gloom, however,
by the fact thali the .New Zealand Division and the.Tobruk
Garrison, aloof from..the prevailing disorder, were making
freah gains in the ..vital Sidi Rezegh area, 50 miles to the

' west* .

Temporary Y/ithdrav/al of E’ighter Squadrons

The danger io our ivladdalena landing grounds on the 24th
led to a temporary withdrav/al • of part of the fighter force.
"In view of the value of our. fighter force as a potential
target for these raids, and their defencelessness in the dark,’

.Ahe

was confer-

CS. 14280'
P.9. •

C.-in-^C’s

Despatch
November 1941 -
August 1942*
P.52. •

Idem ‘

P.53.. •

A.O.C.,/11 .
Enclos.38C,

(l) No.208 (a,C.). Squadron.carried our five reconnaissances in
the morning and early afternoon, "but reconnaissances failed

to report any imminent danger on the left flank".(O.R.B.)
Morning reconnaissances of No. 24 Bostons showed that "all
the vehicles in the battle area v,rere observed to be

stationary". (S.A,A,P.Narrative P.315)*No,451 (A,C.)Squadron
reported little movement in the 13th Corp’s area, but two
sorties from Tobruk over Sidi Rezegh and El Adem reported a

thinning of■enemy M.T. concentration from v/hich Corps
Intelligence deduced that a raid on our communications was
in progress (O.R, B, and CS.14280 P«10) ,

:  (2) Wg.Cdr. Geddes, R.A.P. Liaison Officer to H. Q. 30 Corps
.. . .. reported*. "At nightfall the -sitijation in the rear of 30 Corps

appeared confused v/ith no nev/s of 30 Corps except the report
brought by Gen, Cunningham on his visit at mid-day before
his return to Battle H. Q, at i.iaddalena". (CS. 14280 P. 9)*
¥g.Cdr. Gordon Finlay son.,. 3^ 0. 0., A. H.Q., Vf.D. ,  less
restrainedly, declared: "30th Corps lost control of the
situation and there ensued a most interesting period, which
as a study of panics/ chaotics and
unsurpassed in military history."

yyrotics is probably
6/7/4.)

o
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the A*0«C, , Western Desert,' informed the A.O«C*-in-
. C*, ”I moved the Hurricanes back from L,Gs 123 and

■  12A, four squadrons coming here (L«G*122) for the
night and four going to L. G. 128. It was a rather
harassing business getting them down here owing, to

' the dust and failing light, but it was done most
successfully.”(l) Air. Vice-ivlarshal Coningham
continued, "The follov7ing day, squadrons came back
to continue work but the position still remained
insecure. During the morning of the 25th the, Am\y
Commander asked me to evacxaate L.Gs 123 and 124

and advised me to get the aircraft back from here.
I therefore sent all the Hurricanes back to Bagush
for a night’s rest and arranged for the ground
personnel from L.Gs 123 and 124 to 'picnic' ten
miles south of their landing grounds

'.The Tomahawks were sent back to L.G. 110
arranged for squadrons to come back....
morning and we returned to nori:*al during the course
of the day."

I had

next

• « • t •

(in the Fort
iiaddalena area)

(9 miles B.NiB.
of Port .

Iviaddalena)

(22 miles B. of
iviaddalena).

(Bir Khamsa)

No. 208 ‘Squadron
0. R. B.

(P. 59326)

Two of the-Army Co-operation squadrons were-
also obliged to retire tenporarily. No, 208
Squadron abandoned their A.L. G. at Gabr Saleh in
the afternoon of the 24th and evacuated L.G.134;
moves were then made to L.G. 123, 122 and finally
to 128. Operations at L. G. 134 "'J'^ere not recommenced
until 28th November. No.451 Squadron, R.A,A,P.
continued to use 0. L.G. 132 (iviaddalena area) and the
A.L.G. at Sidi Azeiz until the 25th. The B.L.G.was

withdrawn to L.G. 75 (near Piccadilly) and L.G.428
was used as an alternative'O.L^G. to L.G. 132; the
advanced party remained at Sidi Azeiz until it was
over-run on the 27th (page l6l }. No.237
(Rhodesian) Squadron continued to operate from
L.G. 128. ,

No. 451 Squadron
R.A.A.P.

O.R.B. and

CS.14280
Ps.11 and 12.

No, 237 Squadron
0. R, B,

;  / RgferrlTxg
(l) No, 1 Sqpadron war diarist wrote; "The nev/s~(of the

threatened German tank attack) was received an hour
before sunset and all aircraft were ordered-to fly
to L.G, 128, Other Squadrons received similar
instructions and the sky was packed v/ith Hurricanes,
Tomahawks and two or three Lizzies (Lysanders) all
making for L. G. 128, As most of the pilots did not
know’the whereabouts of L. G.128, the majority landed
at L,G, 122, So many aircraft were at L.G, 122 that'
they vrere standing wing-tip to wing-tip. The
pilots, because of the danger of parachute troops,
were ordered to sleep under the v/ings of the air
craft. Ail personnel other than pilots, were
instructed to mck and be ready to move, at half-an-
hour's notice (S.A.A. P. Narrative p*315)« The
compiler of the 0.R.B, of No.112 Squadron, located at

L, G, 122, relates:"It is estimted that, we had 175
aircraft on the drome and as the Hun coluivn passed

.• only 10 miles north of us...they missed a glorious
opportunity of v/rec:king. most of our fighters,"
The S.0.0. A.HiQ. W.D, reported: "Ar»y H.Q. Yms open
to the whims of the Hun. The Aiiivy thought first that

•  he was making for railhead. That v/as within the bounds

of possibility, but only if he could plunder our petrol
dumps on his way. Later it v/as thought he w;as aiming at
Army H. Q. ... The Air Force thought of its fighter bases
The situation v;as grave ..... It was thought that Rommel
might thro\7 in his parachute trooos to deal a death blow
at the fighter force bv night. E^eiy'aircraft was guarded
by its crew. Guards were doubled. A. A. gunners sited their

guns as anti-t;mk guns. The night was tense". (AH36/7/4.)

• . .V
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A. 0. C./II
Enclos.3SC.

Aeferrin^ to these temporary -/.dthdrawals Air Vice-
Marshal Coningham declared, "I ’^r^as loath to do any moves at

all, but the force is so valuable that it could not be
risked .  I have explained the circumstances to the army
and have left them in no doubt .as to their obligation to

give us security for our bases and how our work relies on

that security. They realise the paosition but of course
could do little about it in the nrevailin.o: confusion and lack

• « • •

of inforrmation’'.

,i.ir Effort on 24th IToyember

The F. effort on the oneniru^ day of Rommel's counter
attack was unavoidably disrupted by the prevailing confusion

and withdrawal of jiart of the fighter force. The operations
of the latter v/ere inevitably on a restricted scale in
comparison with the previous intensive period. Thus the total

fis^ter sorties on the 24th amounted to only I40 as coirpared
with 271 and 260 for the preceding two days. The only part of
the fighter activity which showed an increa.sed effort, in
accordance -.cith the policy mentioned on pages 149 and I50
v/as in the provision of bomber escort - 80 sorties being
flo\TO as against 65 and 66 on 22nd and 23rd November.

The most striking fighter activity was the stro.ffing of

the enemy's marauding columns. In particular, Tomahawks of
No. 2 Squadron S.a. and Hurricanes of Tio.BO Squadrons
inflicted considerable casualties on the enemy's M. T, It was
reported, hov.-ever, that 07/ing to the lack of identification
flags 1.1)(,only about 40 per Corips were issued ov/ing to
shortages of supply and other reasons) a certain amount of
indiscriiminate stra.ffing from the air took p>lace.
Rommel -was using a ls.rge prop>ortion of captured British
vehicles mistakes in identification v/ere excusable. Nearly
all columns in. the so-called Matruh StoJees were movinw as

faat as the ground and their horse pow'cr allowed in an e.astcrly
direction .and it was singularly diffiailt for ojiyone either
on the ground or in the air to pick out whether any particular
cloud of dust Y/as friend or foe."

"Since

M.E.h'.O.S.No. 6

(imiended from
3 cuadron

O.R.Bs.)

S .1. W.P.

Narrative ?.314
and No.80

Squadron O.R.B.
CS.14280

In the eneuy's rea.r, mcaiiY-hile,
transport columns Y/as atteimptcd, so f.ar .-as tlie limited supolj
of suitable aircraft for the purggose allovrod. No. 272 Scxu.adron
Be,aufighters, in a low flying atta.ck, hit enemy lorries and

peti’ol tarikei-s on the rooxls in the Barce area, and further west,
around Sirte (Tripolitania), .a sma.ll force of Bleniieirns,
opero.ting from Malta, blcv/- up three petrol tanlYers and hit
other tr.?jisport vehicles.

disruotion of his,ro.,id

/A

(1) By the Ground/Air Recognition Directive issued by H.O. Eighth
r.lion the time comesilrmy on 29th October, it rms laid doYm.

to lay on ground straffing tasks,a code word "Undisout" will

be issued by Eighth .iurrny. Proui then onvtfards it Tvill be the
duty of for'.vard troops to b'e prepared to display their flags
or to accept the ris.k of accid.ental ground straffin,g by our
fiqhters".

It!
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A revealing combat occurred in the afternoon in the
course of a ground straffing mission carried out by

No.80 Squadron No.80 Squadron and No.4 Squadron, S.A.A.P., against a
O.R. B. and

S. A.A.P.

Narrative

large raiding column v/hich Tas threatening Maddalena.
Our fighters sighted a force of Me. 110s "literally streak

ing underneath them at an incredible speed." As a result
of the ensuing engagement the squadron claimed a total of

five Lie. 110s destroyed(l) for the loss of one Hurricane
and one TonaahaT/-k (several other missing aircraft returned
later.)

P.514

On the 24th the day bombers' operations were entirely
directed towards support 'f the Array and totalled 48 effec
tive -sorties. Factors which limited the scale of effort are

considered later. In the morning, l6 Blenheims of Nos. 14,
45 and tlie Lorraine Squadron bombed M. T. concentrations
which had previously been reported on the roads betvjeen
Bir el Gubi, El Adem and Acroma.

"Ttien Rommel's thrust was becoming more evident in the
afternoon the bombers v/ere directed against M. T. concentra

tions on the El Adem - El Duda road, along the Trigh Capuszo
and bet'v'v'een the trigh and the main road, sorties being
flown by 10 Blenheims of No. 14 Squadiron and 18 Ivlarylands of
No. 12 and No.21 Squadrons- Four Blenheims of No.45 Squadron,
uncertain whether the M. T. sighted were hostile or not,
devoted their attention to vehicles to the west of El ndem.

No.270 Wing
O.R.B.

Appendix

Idem

Appendix I48
and S.A,A.P.

Narrative

.314ID

During the night 19 We-llingtons of No. 205 G-roup
continued their offensive against the enemy's landing
grounds at Benina and Berka, to check the rising trend in

hostile air activity, and nine more r-enewed the attack on

Benghazi, which was. also attacked by I4 Wellingtons,
operating from Malta(2).

No.205 Group
O.R.B.

M.E.

No. 6
W.O.S.

Enquiry into the Scale of Day Bomber Effort

T^e total day bomber sorties on the 24th had been
This

A.O. C.-in-C's

Correspondence reported in the daily Opsum to Air Ministry as 45•
-with C. A. 3. etc. small total induced the G.A. 3. to ask the a. 0. C.-in-C. ,

for infomiation on the point. He pointed out that the
T/eekly state d:ited 7th November reported about 250 day
bombers serviceable "which -would be thought to enable
units to have at least 50fo I.E. serviceable now". The

eneny w-ero apparently flying two sox'ties daily; the
expectation from the R. n.F. Vv'-as 100 to 150 sorties daily.

Part 3

Enc. 252Ai

/The

(1) Reference to reliable German documents, ho-.rover, show only
thre'e Me. 11 Os reported destroyed on 24th November.
(Verluste nfrilca 103/84)"

(2) The C.A.3. suggested that No.205 Group Wellingtons should be
used on roving corimissions behind the battle area ins.tead of

■ainst Benghazi, but air Marshal Tedder pointed out that
petrol and armmition had just arrived at Benr^Liaai, while
the absence of the moon re'ndei-ed the rovi'ng commissions at
that point irrpracticable, although it vfos intended to try
them -when "cloud height over high ground permitted".
(a. 0. C.-in-C., Gori’espondence with C.A. 3. etc. Part 3,
Enc. 249i0 •

c*. -
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Idem Snc.253A ■  The A. 0. C.-in-C's reply to the C. A. S. merits reporting
in some length and is summarised for the purpose of
clarity.

(i) It v/as explained that individual units had been
stopped sending operational reports by signal in
order to reduce the signal congestion and speed
up transmission of orders and calls for replace
ment. Conseouently, although the full details of
sorties xrere not knovvn for some days ('I) repl£v;,ements
Y/ere effected quickly.

(ii) Bombers as veil as fighters in general flen too
sorties per day and some did more. There vrere^
hawever, many factors uiiich made the . umber of

sorties flovm less than those which would appear
possible by study of serviceability returns etc.

(iii) Once the bomber force was jjut at the disposal of the
Army Commander there was an inevitable reduction in
the total sorties due to the need to wait for the

situation report before deciding on targets,
some occasions not possible to indicate bomber
targets until 11 a.m.
reduction had to be accepted if the effort was to
be used \rhcre it v/ould contribute most. The

question as to the correct balance between maximum

bomber sorties per day and getting the ma:':imiam
effect on a particular phase of the land battle was
one the A.0. G.-in-G. , had to leave to the commanders
on the spot. He v;as satisfied that the balance was
being well kept.

Gn

In a mobile battle such a

(iv) There was considerable minor unserviceability due
to enem}?- action both from A.A. and fighters.
Moreover, severe dust, which the recent high T/iuds
had caused, resulted in engine hnserviceability.
In particular, at that time a very heavy engine
replacement in Bleraheims was necessary.

It frequently happened that aircraft had to land
av/ay.from their enwn base.

There had been no interruption of operations due to
shortage of bombs, petrol or aircraft.

(v)

(vi)

Tue A. 0. C.-in-C. , ended: "I am satisfied'that every

possible effort and. more is being made to produce and maintain
You have given me a good

team and I am satisfied that from the fighting units and

Commanders back to the supply units and organisation R.iuF.

Middle East is pulling its fullest possible vfeight. The ■ ■

horses are willing cuid are neitoer being spared nor sparing
themselves".

maxina.UA scj-Yle bomber attack

/The

(l) As already mentioned final records show that the day bombers
It was aneffort on the 2Ath totalled cff.ective sorties,

unlucky day to be chosen for assessing the bomber effort as

it Y7as a .day of mo.ximum confusion due to Rommel'
attack.

counter-s
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Idem 254A I
The above infornmtion fully satisfied the C.ii. S.

and primed him -ivith the fq.cts necesso^ry to counter the

scepticism in regard to the R. a. P. 's effort exjpressed by
the Prime Minister later in the month.(l)

Canture of Gialo

On 2Z;-th November the Oasis Force in Oouthern
Cyrenaica duly performed its function in caj)turin'2;
Gialo. This success was due in no small liKasure to the

strong supporting action of the associated squadrons;
Nos. 33 and 113*

Both German and Italian aircraft attempted to impede
the progress of the Force and, in particular^ realising
the danger to rear comiauni cat ions from our aircraft
operating from L.G. 125 (15 miles north of Maaten Es
Schleighheigh) a determined o.ttanpt was mnde by the eneny
to neutralise these air squadrons.

Landing Ground Mo. 125 '^'^.s attacked five times on
22nd I'lQvember. In the first attack, one Ju.88 was reported
to have dropped a few bombs v/ithout effect. This attack
was followed by some 20 Me.HOsj which destroyed four
tenders and one armoured car by bombing and cannon and

machine-gun fire. Shortly after\7ards tero S.79s were
reported, to ha.vo made a low-level bombing attack; v/hich

proved a failure. The fourth assault was a dive-bombing
attack by about tu'/elve Ju. 8os vbich destroyed and damaged
a number of Blenheims and Hurricanes on the ground. No.33

Squadron reported the shooting ,d.o\?n. of tmo of the raiders(.2),
In the loijt attack of the day five enemy aircraft approached
from the -vest. .Hurricanes pf No. 33 Squadron were ordered

up on patrol. and claimed the destruction of one S. O', the
remaining four aircraft made a wide, circuit of the landing
ground and then withdrew. On the same day eleven Me.11 Os
and three S.79s were reported to have made a bombing and

straffing attack on tho ±irmoured Car coripanies in the

locality; in the course, of the machine-gunning one
armoured car and two wireless tenders -.vere destroyed, six

armoured cars damaged and a number of personnel -vounded.
It -vas thought that one Ife. 110 was forced to l.ond by
return fire from the gx’ound(3).

111. E. 'ft. 0. S.

No. 6

The

":.A.S. on the 27th (or 28th)
I sec statements in the Press that

As they have

(l) In a personal minute to the C
Mr. Ch'jrchill wrote; "5 .

R.A.F., M.E. j are imaking 200 sorties per day.
well over 500 aircraft in action the figure should be neai-ly
1,000 if, as is stated, they are making two sorties per day
per squadron. I am bound to say that-lay iiipression is tliat
the G.A.F. are doing marvels outnumbered as they are",

replying on the 29th, pointed out the fallacy
'  nd stated (on the lines

The 0. A. S. 3

of accepting figures given in the Press

C. A. S.

'''Crusader"

Folder

of Air Marshal Tedder's rejport) why the exact totals of sorties

could not be immediately Icnown and why it was inpossible to
estimate their number in advojice. Ho also thought at that time

that 250 fighters and day bonibers in action would be nearer the
mark than 500. He eipressed the view that the German ̂ ijy_ was
doing marvels in spite of the 'virtual absence of air support.

(2) Germa.n records show one Ju.88 destroyed on 22nd November.
(Verluste Afrika ADIK 103/6if).

(3) .German records show tv/o Me. 11 Os lost on 22nd November.
(Ferluste lifi-ika ADIK 103/64)*

■
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Idem The landing ground was also attacked by two Ju.88s
on the following day (25rd November). The boabing did

One of the raiders T/as reported to be hit by
lained as badly

On the 24th a

no damage,
anti-aii-craft fire and the second was cj

Hurricanes^ /.dainaged by No.33 Squadron
ivie. 110 which had bombed L.,G. 1.25 wtis intercepted by two
Hurricanes of No.33 Squadron and black smoke vra.s seen -to
be issuing from the starboard engine(2j.

In combats over the general Gialo area, also, on
23rd and 24th Novejiber, No.33 Squadron Hurricanes claiiued
the destruction of two G. 50s and one Ju.88(3)
former day and one S.79 destroyed and two GR.42s damaged
on the latter. ;

on the

'Decision to Continue theOffensive and Change in Command
of Eighth Army

On 23rd November, General Auchinleck had received
an urgent request from General Cunningham to visit Eighth
Army Battle Headquarters (near ivladdelena) ; as the A.O.G. ,
Yfesterti Desert had also asked the A. 0. C.-in-G. ,  to go
forvra.rd, Air Iiarshal Tedder accoi'q)anied General Auchinleck.

C. -in-C s

Despatch
November '41

to August '42
51

A. 0. C.-in-C s

Correspondence
vri-th G.A. S. etc.

Part 3 Enc. 248A

G.-in-G's

Despatch P.51
The Commnders found the G. 0. C. , Eighth Army, greatly

perturbed by the adverse military situation, Y/hich he
considered critical ovd.ng to the greatly reduced number of

ser’/iceable tanks he had left. The enemy tank losses had

been greatly over-estiuiated. In fiarticular, his facilities
for tank recovery were much superior to ours, and, being
left in possession of the !.iain battlefield, he was able

to repair nmny tanks previously estiiiiated as destroyed.
Thus our initial numerical superiority had gone. The
Gervan armour, moreover, had proved considerably better in

fighting qualities than our o?m. General Cunningham
reported, accordingly, that if he continued operations on

the previous intensive scale we iaight find ourselves ?idth
no serviceable tanks at all. The courses vrere open to us -

to continue the offensive and risk the destruction of our *

reLiaining armour and the safety of Egypt or’abandon the
offensive altogether.

Idem (Letter to
Lt. Gen,Cunningham
24.11.41. App. 6)

■General A.uchinleck and Air Marshal Tedder were in no

doubt as to the proper course to adopt and the former
instructed General Cunningham to continue the offensive
with the object of recapturing Sidi Rezegh and making contact
with the Tobruk garrison,
confirmed this decision(4).

H.M. Govemuaent immediately
To stem the despondency

/caused

(1)' Gernan records show one Ju.88 destroyed on 23rd November.
(Verluste Afrika ADIK IO3/64).

(2) German records show 3 ivCE.. 110 lost on operational flights on
24th November. (Verluste Afrika ADIK IO3/64).

(3) See Pootnote (1) above.
(4) The Prime Minister telegraphed to the C.-in-C.  , M.E. in the.

early hours of 25th November: "I cordially endorse your
views and intentions and H.M. Governi'nent wish to share your
resxjonsibility for fighting it out to the last i'nch Y/hatever
may be the result.. It is all or nothing but I'm sure you
are the stronger and mil vYin". (A. 0. C.-in-C s correspond 3nce
VYith C.A.S. etc. Part 3, Enclosure 251A.)
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caused by Rommel's opportunist counter-stroke the Cornmander-
in-Ohief. on 25th November, requested General Cunningham to

publish the following message as widely as possible:-

"During three days at your Adv.H. Q. I have seen and
heard enough to convince me, though I did not need
convincing, that the determination to beat the enemy
of your Corffliianders and troops could NOT be greater and
I have NO doubt v/hatever that he will be beaten. His

position is desperate and he is trying by lashing out in
all directions to distract us from our object which is

to destroy him utterly. V/e v/ill NOT be distracted and

he will be destroyed. You have got your teeth into him.
Hang on and bite deeper and deeper and hang on till he

is finished. Give him NO rest. The general situation
in NORTH AmiCk is EXGEUIENT.

ATTACK AND PURSUE. ALL OUT EVERYONE".
There is only one oi'der

GS.14280
Appendix P

C.—in—C's

Despatch
November '41 -

iugust '42.P.52,
and A. 0. G,-in-C s General Cunningham by his Deputy Chief of the General Staff,
Correspondence
with C. A. S.etc.

Part 3 Enclos.263Aprovisionally approved the appointment and.it was
subsequently confirmed by the Chief of the Imperial General
Staff and H.M. Government. General Ritchcje assumed

command on 26th November.

General Auchihleck and l-.lr liarshal Tedder had grave
doubts, however, about the direction of the Eighth Aimy in
the critical situation which had then develox^ed and
eventually the Comiiander-in-Chief decided to replace

iviaJor-General N.LI, Ritchie, v/ho was granted the acting rank
of Lieutenant General. The viinister of State in Cairo

A.0.C./11
Part 2. Enc.41B

Air llarshal Tedder later reported to the Chief of Air

Staff that "Co-operation with Coninghara was very much closer
than under the previous regime".

27th November)Improvement in Ailitary Situation (

General Auchinleck's decision to carry on steadfastly
vifith the offensive v/as almost immediately Justified by
events. In the next few days the tactical initiative was

wrested from the enemy, although much more hard fighting
v/as to ensue before Tobruk was fully relieved and the Axis
armies driven westwards.

In relating the events of the critical days 25th to
27th November, the military action in the tyro main areas,
with the accompanying aerial reconnaissance,■ is given
separately for the sake of clarity. The offensive air
activity over the v/hole operational area is given in
some detail afterwards. The apportioning of this effort
to each battle and on an account of it side by side with
the military operations area has not been attempted, as
the use of the air power v/as flexible and smtched as the
occasion demanded from one area to the other: , the fighter
action, moreover, continued to cover the entire battlefield.

The Enemy's Counter-stroke Peters Out

On 25th November the enemy's narauding columns pro
ceeded to exploit the confusion created on the previous
afternoon. A part of the armoured force crossed the
frontier wire at various points and scattered in groups
over the territory to the east of it. ' Twice enera^^ tanks
attacked the 4ih Indian Division at Sidi Omar, but were
driven off by vfell-directed artillery fire. Nevertheless
this particular coliman took many prisoners and reached a

C.-in-C s
Despatch
November'41
August■ ' 42
P.52-53 and
GS.14280
P.10-11
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point nineteen ;ailes east of Sidi Omar (within 50 miles
of our railhead). Even Eighth Army Battle Headquarters
near naddalena, aopsared at one stage in some danger from

a force moving southviards along the frontier towards it.

Part of the enemy's armour did not cross the frontier, but

endeavoured to create as much havoc and panic as possible
to the west, mobile colums were formed from the Sux:>port
Groups Brigade .which hunted the enemy with considerable
success.

• 1

GS.14280 Throughout the 25th No. 451 Squadron, R.A.A. P.
flew nine and No. 257 Squadi-on three reconnaissance sorties

in order to ascertain, the enemy threats to the 13tli Corps
area, v/hich at that time comprised a boomerang-shaped area

between Sidi Rezegh, Sidi Azeiz and Sheferzen. In general,
the enemy vas found to be working his Vvay nortlwards on

both sides of the ¥/'ire from the Port Rabta area (4932)
toT/ards Sidi Azeiz and Halfaya, The tank strength of

the main eneny force remained constant at 80, but the
accompanying H.T. increased from 800 vehicles at 07.00 hours

to betv/een 1,000 and 1,500 by nightfall, kose of these
vehicles vrere British three-ton lorries. During the day,
also, selected bomber and fighter aircraft reconnoitred the

frontier area in order to locate suitable targets for attack

from the various marauding columns. In particular, two ,

Blenheims of No.45 Squadi'on made early morning reconnais-t.
sances in the area 60 miles to the v/est and 20 miles to the

south of L. G. 75 (30 miles S. S.E.
No. 3 Squadron R. A,A, P. Tomahawks imde two morning reconnais
sances of the area south of Sidi Omar.

Sidi Barrani) and01

P4II

No.451 Squadron and
No. 237 Squadron
0. R. Bs.

No. 270 vTing 0. R. B.
November

Appendices 151
and 152

C/wing to the considerable losses suffered by his Me. 110

tactical reconnaissance aircraft, the enemy at this stage
began to employ pairs of Me. 109s for "dart-in" sorties.
The me.109s dived from a great height for a brief circuit
of the target area; owing to their superior speed in these

tactics recourse to "weaving" was not necessary, but use

Tiras made of cloud cover whenever possible.

03.14280
P.10

On 26th November there was a general movement of the
enemy's main armoured forces tov/ards their strong-hold of
Bard-ia.

C.-in-C's

Despatch and
03.14280 P.12

Attacks were made en route on Oapuzzo and Musaid, but
these met with negligible success. During the day both
Advanced Headquarters 13th Gorps (Bir-el Hariga)(l) and
Headquarters 5th New Zealand Brigade (Sidi Azeiz) were
threatened by enemy columns. That evening the 5th New
Zealand Brigade reported a large eneity force leaguered
between Sidi Azeiz and Gapuzzo; Headquarters 5th New Zealand

Brigade therefore \7ithdrew its vehicles not essential for

fighting ten miles to the north and prepared Sidi Azeiz
for a state of siege, bringing No.451 Squadron A. L. G.

party into its leaguer, except for R.A.P. patrols maintained

/around

(1) In the morning a force of 35. tanks, 1 ,00Q heavy trucks,
armoured cars and trailer guns halted some 1,500 yards
south-east of Advanced H. Q. 13th Gorps and "a mutual
inspection ensued from about 09.30 hours to 12.00 hours".
The major cormianding the anti tank guns "closed the
interview/' by going forwai’d with a couple of 2 pounders
and setting fire to one of the armoured cars. The enemy
then drove away tov/ards Bardia " (G3. 14280 P.12)
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around the aircraft. The pilots also reimined by their
aircraft in case a rapid evacuation was needed. The
squadron had not been called on to operate with the same

degree of intensity as on the 25th, but the threatened
Sidi Azeiz area and the Bardia road were well-covered,
while No.237 Squadron reconnoitred the area within Omar
and Sheferzen.

No.A51 Squadron
and No.237

Squadron O.R. Bs.

Idem and

GS.14280
P.12

Shortly before dawn on the 27th, the exjjected assault
on H. Q. 5 New Zealand Brigade took place and the Headquarters
and the attached Iio.451 Squadron A. L. G. party were over-run^ "l).
Further attacks on Gapuzzo, however, Y/ere eventually beatp*^,
off. The four Ikjrricanes of No, 451 Squadron on the A. L. G.
at Sidi Azeiz took off in the darkness without a flare path
of any ki.nd in an attempt to cover the enemy movei:aents and
report back. As it was impossible to land at Sidi Azeiz
again, the aircraft remained over the area as long as their
fuel permitted, landed in the desert further south and
later rejoined their unit. The last aircraft over the area

Viras airborne at 05.30 hours L. T. ., carried out its recon
naissance until first light and dropped the results of its
observations on 5th New Zealand Brigade before departing.
During the day No. 237 Squadron covered the area Sidi Omar -
Bardia and El Adem - Garabut - Sidi Omar.

No. 237 Squadron
O.R.B.

In view of the thrust from the enemy column at Sidi
Azeiz Advanced Headquarters 13th Gorps and other details
had moved during the night eastwards along the Trigh
Capuzzo, passed within two miles of the Ariete Division's
leaguer and established itself twelve miles east of
Sidi Rezegh.

Intercepts then showed that the enemy's arrnour ms
"being summoned vrestwards to meet the serious situations

which had developed for him at Sidi Rezegh, El Duda and
Bellnamed.

Cr.14280
P.12

Idem and G.-in-G’s

Despatch P,52 and
53

The reformed 7th Amoured Division (consisting of
the Support Group and 4th and 22nd Armoured Brigades and
comprising 120 tanks in all attacked the Panzer Divisions

several times on their journey to the west, but their
inferior tanks and guns could not prevail against those
of the enemy. '.Leanwhile, as mentioned later, the air
attacks on the enemy's columns were renewed.

/Failure

(l) The 0.0. of this detachment (Flt.Lt. Garraichael)
the majority of the A. L. G. party vath the Brigade "B"
Echelon vehicles to the wadis north of Sidi Azeiz during
the night. After commendable behaviour under shell-fire
this party eventually made its way back to L. G. 128
30th November (No. 451. Squadron O.E. B. ).
the A, L. G. party at Sidi Azeiz were captured and sent to

texcept
Flt.Lt, Ganuichael virho had been taken away by submarine
previously) when this stronghold v/as captured,
(GS.14280 P.12).

had sen

on

The reminder o

Bardia where they were later released for

t

f
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Failure of Enemy* s Counter-stroke

■  In the min the enemy's thrust inflicted only
superficial material damage and -the moral effect was
short-lived as the units which v/ere scattered by the

raiding columns soon re-assembled and re-organised
themselves. The move even reacted to our advantage as

it is probable that the Nev/ Zealand Division would not

have progressed so well in the west (see following
sub-section) if the enemy’s armour had been pitted against
it* Moreover the enemy expended iiiuch of his strength and

used up most of his reserves in his desperate counter
stroke. "But”, reported G-enerai Auohinleck, ”it might
have succeeded had the 4th Indian Division shown less
detennination and the mobile columns less offensive spirit,
or had the Royal Air Force not bombed the enei:\7's
principal columns so relentlessly".

New Zealanders ̂ iake Gontant with Tobruk

Idem

G.-in-G’s

Despatch
P.53

Rommel’s counter-stroke failed in its object of

wresting the initiative froi.i us, as, while it v;as in
the New Zealand Division and the 70th Divisionprogress,

GS.14280 P.11-12
and G.-in-G's

Despatch P.52-53 from Tobruk were meeting with success in the vital Sidi

Rezegh area some 50 miles to the west.

From their vantage point on the ridge east of
Sidi Rezegh (Point 175) the 4th New Zealand Brigade struck
north and occupied Zafraan early on 25th November and

Th e ■ 6th Brigad e, meanwhile,
advanced along the ridge tov/ards Sidi Rezegh in order to
assault it at the same time as Belhamed was attacked.

The brigade’s first attempt to reduce Sidi Rezegh failed
to clear the enemy from the high ground above the mosque.
The following night (26th November), in spite of the
severe casualties previously suffered, the brigade
succeeded in reducing the stronghold.

In the meantime the 70th Division from Tobruk had

begun the final stage of its sortie - the capture of
El Duda, This was successfully accomplished in the face

of determined opposition by dusk on the 26th.
Eighth Anay and the Tobruk Garrison made their first
contact during the night when the G. O.G., New Zealand
Division (Major General B. Freyberg) moved his reserve
battalion from the south of BelhamkV to join the troops

.consolidating at El Duda,

Belhamed the same night.

The

In addition to the reconnaissances previously-

mentioned. No.451 Squadron, R.A.A.F.', and No. 237 (Rhodesian)
Squadron kept watch on the El Adem - Sidi Rezegh  - Gai]ibut

area, particularly when the enemy’s Panzer Divisions
withdrew westwards. Although over 4,500 M.T, were reported

Theon the move on 27th November few tanks vrere seen,

No, 451 Squadron
and No. 237

Squadron O.R. Bs

GerTiians were anxious about their declining tank strength
and taking pains to conceal their armour from the air.
No.451 Squadron detachment at Tobiruk, meanwhile, continued
to cover the enemy’s dispositions in the vicinity of the
fortress,

reconnaissances over Gambut on the 27th and reported the

movement of two armoured coluimis.

No. 24 Squadron S.A.A.F. Bostons also flew
S.A.A.F.

Narrative P.319

/The
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No, 208 Squadron
O.R.B.

The disorganisation of the 30th Corps, meanwhile,
had involved a tei:iporary lull.in the operations of
No.208 (a.C.) Squadron,' On 26th November the Corps
Commander formed his. Battle Headquarters with the

• 7th Anvioured Division (P.P.46O34) and on the 28th
No, 208 Squadron recomenced operations from L. G-. 134,

Scale and Direction of the Air Effort 25th - 27th
Noveidber

Prom 25th to 27th November the scale and general
direction of the air effort connected -.vith ’'Crusader”
(excluding the tactical air reconnaissance activity
already indicated and the photographic reconnaissance

.  which;continued on the previous lines) were as follows

Fighter Effort

M,E. ¥,0, S. 23th November 52 sorties on offensive sweeps and .ground
attacksj 8 on bomber and T/R escort; 2 on shipping

,(Amended from protection; and 12 on local defence.
Group, Wing iand '
Squadron 0.R.Bs) Total; 74 sorties.

26th November I4I sorties on offensive sweeps and ground
attacks; 90 on bomber and T/R escort; 35 on shipping
protection; and 19 on local defence.

Total; 285 sorties.

27th November 155 sort:'es on offensive sweeps and ground
attacks. 6l on bomber and T/R escort; 38 on shipping
protection; and 24 on local defence.

Total; 278 sorties.

Bomber Effort

Direct Support

25th November 17 Maryland, 74 Blenheim (including
5 operating from ivlalta) and 12 Hurricane bomber effective ■

sorties; • ^

25tly^26th November 7 Albacore effective sorties.

26th November 35 ivkryland, 50 Blenheim (including
5 operating from Malta) 4 Albacore and 11 Hurricane -
bomber effective sorties.

.  . 27 th November 9 Aviary land, 34'Blenheim (including
4 operating from .iialta) and 23 Hurricane-bomber effective

. sorties.

27th/28th November 4 ViTellington effective sorties.

Against Ports and Bases ,

26tlj/27th November 20 V/ellington effective sorties.

27.th/-28th_NQyemb.er 21 Wellington effective sorties
(operating from A'ialta).

/Against
I
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A;gainst._:Airfi6lds_ ana., Jand.ing ...G-rounds

2.7thJovemb,er 9 Aiaryland effective sorties.

27th/28jh Jovember i6 Wellington effective sorties.
One'Sword fish effective sorties (operating from ivialta).
Shipping Strikes^'^

26thJpyember 6 Blenheim effective sorties (operating
from Malta).

2Z.th_Npyember 5 Blenheim effective sorties (operating
from ivialta).

Total:

sorties.

Air Battle , ofJSth JLbye:Aer

eflective bomber (including fighter-bomber)

Although our fighter sv/eeps on 25th November v/ere few
owing to the temporary vathdrawal of part of the fighter
force (page 151 ) there occurred one outstandingly
successful fighter combat.

Commanding Officer of No.3 Squadron, R.A.A.F.,
flying v/ing composed of 10 Toimhawks of his

In the afternoon the

led a

_  own squadron

No,3 Squadron
R.A.A.F.

No. 112 Squadron
O.E.Bs

and

and 13 of No.112 Squadron over the area in which the
New Zealand Brigades were approaching Belhamed and Sidi
Rezegh. The Tomahav/ks arrived over the battle area in
time to see bombs bursting to the north-east of the Sidi
Rezegh landing ground.
Ju.87s v/ith close

A closer.inspection revealed
fighter escort, bombing from 6,000 feet.

Me.11 Os, also escorted, bombing from 1,300 feet and
another formation making a high level attack from 10,000
)Ceet.^ Above these aircraft v/as a top cover of 0.50s and

In all, there were reported to be betYveen
aircraft engaged in the operation. By the time

the Yving made contact the Stukas had completed their
bombing and were making for base at top speed. Amid
scenes of wild enthusiasm among the troops below(2) the
Tomahav/ks proceeded to inflict heay>- losses on the
hostile aircrafto

Me. 109s.
60 and 80

The final claims of No.3 Squadron
R. A. A. F. amounted to:-

3 Me. 110s., 2 G-50s., 1 Me. 109s and 2 Fiesler Storches
destroyed, 1 Me.110 probably destroyed and 3 Me.110s,
^  2.Me. 109 Fs. damaged. No,112 Squadron claimed
1 Me. 110, and 1 CR.J2 destroy ed and 1 Me. IO9P and 10,50
probably destroyed(3). One aircraft from each of our
squadrons failed to return and three aircraft
damged.

were

/ This

(1) The shipping strikes in November are considered on page
(z) One unfortunate officer who ventured to suggest that iwo

of the crashing aircraft might be .British
Bynched as

R.A.A.F. , O.R.B.),
(3) Gerraan records do not confirm all the claims so far as

German aircraft were concerned. Txrsses suffered on
25th November are recorded as:- 3 Ju,87s, 2 Me.11 Os,
2^'other types" and one short-ranged reconnaissance
aircraft desti'oyed a.nd 1 Me, 109 damaged.

vra.s nearly
rona b-y fifth dolumnist'." (No.3 Squad
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This air battle greatly strengthened the morale of
the Nev/ Zealanders and No. 70 Division who T/ent on to

make the gains already mentioned and both sent congratu
lations to the Squadrons. The A. 0
also signalled to No.3 Squadron; "Congratulations on the

Squadron's splendid fight which has contributed so much

to our present overv/helming air superiority
Squadron has been selected for re-equipment with the
first Kittyha-vvks".

During the following two days (26th and 27th
November) the fighter scale of effort returned to its
former high level of nearly 200 sorties per day. In
XJarticular, fighter sweeps were carried out from dawn to

dusk over the battle in the general Sidi Eezegh area, but
combats were few.

, Western Desert
r'K

The

No. 3 Squadron
r'a.a.p.
November

Appendices

A. H. B. 6/7/4
M.E. W.O.S.

No. 7

Low-flying Fighter Attacks (23th - 27th Noyembe^r)

During the three critical days 25th to 27th November
the main offensive effort of the R.A. F., both fighters
and bombers, was directed towards (a) checking the enemy's
marauding columns and (b) helping our forces further west
to advance in the Sidi Rezegh and El Duda areas.

The concentrated attacks of the bomber squadrons were
again supplemented by the T.vlde-spread straffing operations
of the fighters. On occasion, these fighter attacks were
delivered on the basis of observations inade in reconnais

sances'carried out by aircraft of the squadrons concerned.
,  Thus on the morning of the 25th, 12 Tomahawks of No.3
Squadron, E.A.A.P. followed up reconnaissance sorties
which located one of Rommel's marauding columns south of

Sidi Omar with a straffing attack. This mission clearly
indicated the dangerous nature of these low flying attacks

against armoured vehicles and protected transport vehicles.
Of the Tomahawks engaged, one aircraft returned early with

five holes in the min -planes, one crash-landed after the

oiling system had been shattered (although the pilot was
saved),
prisoner'' ) and one aircraft was shot doym a'nd the pilot
killed.

aircraft v^ras shot dovm and the pilot taken

No.3 Squadron
R.A.A. F.

O.R.B.

A. H. B. 6/7/4 On the 27th, when the trend of enemy movement was
towards the battle at Sidi Rezegh., the fighter sq'uadrons,
in addition to carrying out constant svreeps over the area,
were credited v/ith -the destruction of well over 20 vehicles

on the Acron'K'. - El Adem road. Along the roads west of

El Adem, also, several of the fighter squadrons carried out
"Rhubarb"(2) attacks in pairs of aircraft with considerable
success.

No.80 Souadron

O.R.B.
The record of No. 80 Squadron was particularly impres

sive during the three days under consideration. Sixty-nine
effective sorties were flovm, including 46 on fighter-bomber

/attacks.

(1) The pilot in question Ti/as a prisoner for only tvro hours,
however, as New Zealanders with Bren Guns stopped the enemy
car in which he was being conveyed and the pilot seized the
opportunity of jumping out (No.3 Squadron ORB Noveu-ber 25th).

(2) Cod e-name for roving ground attack missions.
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attacks, and no serious casualtd.es v/ere incurred.
25th November the column of
area

enemy tanks in the Si
On

di Omar
vras bombed, but the 40 lb. bombs employed appeared

to have little effect on the enemy's armour, and it
proceeded swiftly on its way. On the follov/ing
afternoon the squadron bombed with outstanding success
-a concentration of stationary vehicles of all types in
the El Dahra. area, south of the coastal road, which had
been observed in the course of the
the head of the column

morning sweep. At
were observed many staff cars and

tents, and a table was laid out presumably for a staff
conference, it was learnt later that the target v/as an
itialian Divisional Headquarters, On the 2?th No. 80
Squadron carried out tvro fighter-bomber mssions against
the enemy's columns withdrawing eastwards along the
Trigh Capuzzo to the Sidi Eezegh area. No great damage
was claimed in the morning attack, but in the afternoon
dispersed vehicles v/ere set on fire over a Yvdde area.

fhile the single-engined fighters were operating
over the battle areas the detachment of No.2?2 Squad
Beaufighters continued to range further afield. In
addition to their attacks on grounded aircraft, mentioned
later, road transport convoys, including petrol tankers
were successfully shot-up in the Agedabya area.

Support .Bombing _(25th to 2?th November)

...Rogiel.'. ing Goluiims

On the 25th^the full power of the day bomber force
was directed against the enemy columns proceeding through
the -vvire in the Sidi Omar - Sheferzen area. The Hurricane
bomber attack already, mentioned was followed by sorties
floT/n by 9 Blenheims of No. 11 Squadron and 17 marylands
oi Nos. 12 and 21 Squadrons, 8,A.A.E. , which registered many
direct hits on the enemy tanks and .vehicles. These attacks
were folloT/ed up by a total of 60 Blenheims of Nos.14, 45
84 and Lorraine Squadrons Y/hich dropped 227 250 lb. bombs’
causing large fires and confusion generally. In view of the
disorganisation caused by the temporary withdrawal of part
of the fighter force on this day, fighter escorts could not
be provided for the Blenheim Squadrons although fighter
sweeps were maintained in the area of the bomber operations.
A little before davTO and in the.early morning of 26th
XMovember a total of 11 Eleet Air Arm Albacores renewed the
air attack on enemy concentrations in the Sidi Omar area
and later in the day 9 Blenheims of Nos.45 and Lorraine 

’

Squadrons continued the bojnbing there and 10 more Blenheims
01 the same squadron attacked some 2,000 vehicles moving
east of the Trigh Capuzzo. Fighter escortfor the day
bombers T/as once more available.

Reference has already been made (page i6l ) to the
generous tribute paid by General Auchinleck for the part
played by the R.A. P. in checking the enemy's marauding
coliii^.ms. All evidence points to the fact that the R. A. P.'s
spirit at this critical stage v;as iiiagnifleant and the

/personnel

ron

No. 270 Wing,
O.R.B. No. 11

Squadron O.R. B.
and S. A. A. P.

Narrative

No.270 Wing
0. R. B. November
and Appendices '

(1) It was reported later by a
that some of the tank

prisoner vjf war from this coluiun
personnel opened up their lids

to see v;hat the noise was about" and had their heads
blown off. No.80 Squadron C.R.B,, 25th November.).
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personnel involved T/hole-heaPtedly believed that the
Air Force had saved the situation. This viev/ was

expressed by the Senior Operations Officer at A. H.Q. ,
Western Desert, in the folloTri.ng words:- "To those who

know the facts, and know the sense of fear and helpless
ness which prevailed at this dangerous nioiaent w/hen the

¥/hole campaign was in ,jeopardy, there can be no sincere
doubts that the chief factor which eventually closed the

opening vdiich Roaael had found was the offensive power
of the Royal Air Force. The destruction caused by our
bombers was spread v;ide by the guns of our fighters.
The morale of the enemy was choked by the omnipotence of
the air. In their turn the enemy fell into confusion.

Had there been .an^c^^anised ground force in the area
hundreds of -fromoions-and vehicles could have been
collected. As it was, the chaos had reached such
miraculous proportions that by the 26th November 30th
Corps had to disengage and regroup before continuing
the battle".

A. II. B. 6/7A

Bven when due allowance is inade for the fact that

the writer of the above v/as an enthusiastic participant
on the air side and throughout his report shov/s himself
a somevThat impatient and harsh critic of the Arn\y, and
for the fact that, in the light of subsequent experience,
there was a tendency in the early campaign to over-
en^hasize the material damage inflicted by air attack,
it is indisputable that the air effort had a very
considerable moral and material effect at this critical

period and was a stabilising factor of the greatest
importance.

Support for 70th Division and New Zealand Brigade

The main day bomber effort on 26th November v/as
directed towards help No.70 Division (the Tobruk
Garrison) in its advance 'n the El Duda area and the ■

4th and 6th New Zealand Bi-igades in .their advances a
few miles further east and south,

day, while fighter sweeps operated over the whole area,
escorted bomber formations operated as follows

Seventeen Blenheims of Nos. 14 and 84 Squadrons attacked
enemy mechanised units and road transport west of El Duda,
on the El Adem - Tobruk by-pass, many fires being
reported. Eighteen- Marylands of Nos. 12 and 21 Scjaadrons
and 9 Blenheims of No. 11 Squadron bombed A. P. Vs and ivl. T.
in the El Duda area; the iviarylands reported many direct
hits in a low-level attack and the Blenheims claimed

that a column of 30 A. P. Vs was completely disper'sed and
several ammunition lorries were blown

in spite of bad weather, the attacks were continued.
Eighteen Blenheims of Nos.14 and 84 Squadrons bombed
M,T. dumps and encampments along the El Adem - Acroma
road and, in addition to destroying a considerable number
of vehicles, blew up an ammunition dump covering an
area 200 x 50 yards.

These determined bomber attacks, as in the case of
the fighter activity on the general Sidi Rezegh area, greatly
heai'tened our advancing troops,
incurred were surprisingly slight, the Trorst being suffered
by Blenheims of No. 84 Squadron on the 2?th.
airci'aft operat?.ng one was shot down, one crashed at base
(with the crew saved) and all v/ere holed by anti-aircraft
fire.

In the course of the

On the 27th,up.

The bomber casualties

Of the nine

(Page 161 )

No.270 Wing and
No.11 Squadron
0.R.BS. S.A.A.P.

Narrative and

i.i.E.T4 0. S.N0.7
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(°) pn Columns Jtetiring to Sidi itezegh Area

keanwhile on the 27th the withdrawal of the enemy's
columnsj which had harassed the frontier area, to the
Sidi Kezegh area became increasingly evident. In
deteriorating weather conditions 12 Blenheims of No.11
Squadron attacked enemy armoured cars and M. T. withdrawing.
westwards along the Trigh Gapuszo and their attack
followed up by 9 Marylands of No. 21 Squadron. The
Blenheims reported the blov/ing-up and setting on fire of
a number of vehicles, but the x/iarylands found that'the
vehicles v/ere too dispersed to provide good targets and
claimed only a few direct hits. The ivlarylands were suB.jected
to intense anti-aircraft fire and seven of the nine aircraft
operating v/ere damaged.

The air attacks v/hich could be 'mounted -/ere only
sufficient to inflict casualties at a few points and the
7th j^rmoured Division, as mentioned on page 166 v/as also
not powerful enough to check the Panzer Divisions in their
drive back to the Sidi Rezegh battle

Increased Enemy Air Transport Traffic and Use of Submai'ines -
■Relieves Critical Supply Situation in Forward Area

at the opening of our offensive,' it was estiimted that
75-100 Ju. 52 t ransport_ aircraft v/ere regularly employed in
ferrying urgent supplies, personnel and equipment to
North Africa, operating iminly on the routes Sicily to
Tripoli and Brindisi-Araos-Derna and Benghazi. Prior to
the offensive it v/as knovm that the enemy Y/as short of imny
vital supplies; in particular it was estimated that the
German Air Force had sufficient aircraft fuel in the for'ward
area for only 10-14 days intensive operations and the
Italian situation v/as thought to be little, if any better.
In view of our successful interruption of seaborne supplies
there was need of an increased effort by air transport
aircraft and supply-carrying submarines.

v/as

area.

No. 11 Squadron
0. R. B. and
S. A. A. P.
Narrative

IIJ 1/63 ■
(a.I. 3.(b)Report)

The enemy's shortage of aircraft fuel, ammunition and
other supplies became so serious after the first fev/ days'
intensive operations that further air transport units were
made available, increasing the total in use to an estimated
250 to 300 aircraft. In particula.r there wras a greatly
increased Ju, 5?- traffic from Greece to Derna and submarines
Y/ere also used to increase stocks at Derna amd Bardia.
Italian^ air transport was also used for bringing up anriiunition
from Tripoli to the forward area and 3,82's for transport
between Italy, Sicily and Lidya.

Our attempts to interfere Y'/ith .this flovr of airborne
and submarine-borne supplies are mentioned in chronological
order in the text. It may be noted here, hoY/ever , that the
enemy's measures met with considerable success; in
particular the stocks of aircraft fuel in the for'ward area
YTsre not only maintained but actually increased until our
advance toYvards Benghazi in mid-December enforced the
withdraTwal. of enemy aircraft frora Cyrenaica.

/Counter
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Counter Air Force Operutions (.25th-27Ji?.,JpYea*^^^^

On 27th NoYernber the Chief of the Air Staff sent
11 eyes

tJ A
A. 0. C. -in-C s

Correspond ence
with C.A.S.

etc. Part.3

Enclos. 256A

the folloY/ing signal to Air l,iarshal Tedder:
here fixed on Ju.52 fuel traffic Eleusis to Derna, and

Trust you are

taking all possible'steps," The A.0.C.-in-C. replied
on the same day:- ”My eyes also on Derna traffic
Air Traffic very elusive and vre used up number
Beaufighter sorties last week without result but are

All heavies are oi:i Derna

.0)

J.'t

submarine ditto from Crete to Derna.on

• ■ •

going to have another try.
tonight and we will maintain pressure

folder

Enclos. 257A

The port of Derna had, in fact, been attacked by
19 Wellingtons of No.205 Group on the night 26th-27th
November, but "no outstanding results" were claimed.
On the folloY/ing night 15 Wellingtons, attacked  ^ the
landing ground and caused severe fires among dispersed
aircraft and tents; another "Wellington dropped its bombs

in the town proper; and four more attacked traffic on
the roads vrest of Derna.

The heavy direct support coiinmitments, meanwhile,
all but precluded counter air force bombing by day.
The only'attack in this category occurred on the 27th,
when nine Mary lands of No, 12 ..qi^adron bombed C-azala
No. 2, Y/hen the briefed target, martuba Y^est landing
ground, and the alternative target Timimi airfield, v/ere
obscvired by cloud, ' The iViarylands vrere :)ust able to

discern Gazala and reported three fires caused and t\YO

single-engined aircraft destroyed on the ground.

The main success in the fev/ fighter straffing

attacks on enemy air bases Yvere again achieved by^
No.272 Squadron detachment of Beaufighters.
and 26th November a total of eleven aircraft carried out

low-flying attacks on Agedabia airfield and claimed
eight Italian aircraft damaged on the ground and one
destroyed and another damaged in the air. On the 27th
in bad v/eather, iviartuba East landing ground was straffed;
no dispersed aircraft were seen on this occasion, but
encampments nearby were attacked.

Bombing._oX_NaDMs,.Pien,ewed

On 25th

No. 205

Group O.R. B.

S. A. A. F.

Narrative

No. 272

S qjadron
O.R. B.

On the night 27th-28th Malta-based YJellingtons were
directed against the enemy's base at NaxJles.

M.E.W.O.S.N0.7
once more

Tv/enty-one effective sorties Y/ere flown against this
objective and over 20 tons of bombs, including three
A,000 pounders, v/ere dropped. Direct hits were claimed
on; the Royal Arsenal, torpedo factory, engine sheeds,
factories, and oil storage tanks. Sixteen fires Yrere
started YYhich could be seen for 50 miles on the return
journey; in particular, smoke from three oil storage
tanks set on fire reached a height of 3,000 feet.

rikes.In addition to the Blenheim shipping
included in the genera.1 onus of shipping strikes on page 177
Malta-based Blenheims continued their haiassing attacks
by day on targets of opportunity, particularly road

S u

/transport

(1) Air Aiarshal Tedder also mentioned that he had asked Malta to
On themake determined attacks on fuel ships at Navarino.

folloYYing day Malta-based Blenheljiis hit two ships there,
including a tanker, (A. 0, G-an-C s Correspondence Y?ith C.A, o.
Part 3 Enclos. 257A and 26QA.).
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transport, in the vicinity of Sirte, Horns and mellaha
(Tripolitania) and Fleet Air Arm Svrordfish'made a
nuisance night attack on Castel Benito airfield.

Re-captures Sidi Rezegh (Ground Operations
28th November - 2nd December^

Meanwhile, the battle raged again in the Sidi Rezegh
area.

.  As already mentioned, during the night 26th-27th
November, New Zealand forces advancing from the Belhamed
area ̂ made contact with the 70th Division (the Tobr*uk
Garrison) at Ed Duda. To clear the corridor to the
70th^Division completely, however, it ?ra.s necessary to
eliminate the enemy still holding out in the valley, who
had closed in after the New Zealand battalion had passed
through; to Ed Duda. This was done on 28th November.
Aided by tanks and armoured cars, Nev/ Zealand infantry
overcame resistance in the valley, v/hile the 70th Division
dislodged enemy elements from the edge of the escarpment
between Ed Duda and Belhamed.

G. -in-C s

Despatch Ps. 53-55
and C.S. 14280
Ps. 15-19

After nightfall H. Q. 13th Corps, the Air Support
Control and the New Zealand Divisions administrative
echelon.passed through the corridor into Tgbruk.
arrival H.Q. 13th Corps assumed oommand of the 70th
Division and all troops in Tobruk. Meanwhile, a supply
convoy fxxom Tobruk reached the New Zealand brigades, which
were then very short of ammunition and supplies,
folio-wing day another convoy arrived from the 30th Corps
under tank escort(l).

On

The

By the afternoon of the 28th, however, the Panzer
Divisions which had continued to return from the frontier
area in good shape, in spite of the efforts of the
re-organised 7th Armoured Division and the day bomber
squadrons were ready to assault the positions held by the
13th Corps in order to regain control of the Sidi Rezegh
area and again cut off Tobruk.

Id em On 29th November the enemy ground forces made violent
assaults on both flanks of th.e Ed Duda - Belhamed corridor.
The heavy attacks on Ed Duda failed, but the enemy succeeded
in making a permanent breach in the southern flank by the
capture of Point 175 (east of Sidi Rezegh). Early on the
30th the remainder of the Sidi Rezegh ridge was wrested
from the Nev/ Zealanders’

6th New Zealand Brigade
fighting strength, was overwhelmed by enemy armour attaclcing
from the west and a large force of infantry attacking from
the south.

control. later in the day the
then reduced to one third of its

/Unfortunately

(1) On 27th'November the New ealand Brigades had made a request
for 25 pounder ammunition to be dropped at night by Bombay
aircraft of No.216 Squadron, but this request could not be
quickly answered ov/ing to the time needed for loading and
emplaning. (C. S. 1428O P.13).
iviaddalena area from ivlatruh and' taken up by road transport.
(R.A. P. Operations in Western Desert etc. I8th November
1941 to 19th ’iviay 1942, Page 21).

Ammunition v^as flovra to the
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Unfortunately, our re-organised armoured formations
vrere prevented from going to the aid of the New Zealanders.
The Germans had protected his eastern flank vdth anti
tank, guns and a full-scale operation v/ould have been
necessary to pentrate the screen:, this could not be
undertaken owing to the need to provide cover’ for the

projected advance of the 1st S.A. Infantry Brigade.
The latter was expected to arrive in the Sidi Rezegh area

on the morning of the 29th,
. mishaps, due in part to insufficient training in desert

■movement, the Brigade arrived at Point 175 after its
The 1st and 2nd December were spent

Owing to a number of

capture by the enemy,

Idem

by the South Africans in a fruitless attempt to take the
position, which was then strongly held.

Meanwhile, the Nev; Zealanders had been forced to
retire from Belhamed, v/hich-fell on 1st December before
a heavy attack delivered by enemy tanks and infantry from
Sidi Rezegh. The 4th Armoured Division hastened to help
from its leaguer south of Point 175, but arrived in time
to cover the Ne-v? Zealand Division's withdrawal to
Zafraan.

In view of the very heavy casualties incurred by the
division atid the precariousness of the position the Nev/
Zealanders and the associated 1st Array Tank Brigade were
ordered to make a general withdrawal to the frontier,
which they reached "exhausted but. in good, heart" on
2nd Deceraber, At the same time the 1st S.A. Brigade
abandoned its attempt to take Point 175 and retired
soutiiwards to Taieb El Essera,

Tobruk was again isolated. Moreover the length of
front held by the 70th Division had increased from
27 to 44- miles. The Garrison had been strengthened by
two Nev/ Zealand battalions cut off from its Division at

Ed Duda, but these hardly offset the heavy casualties
suffered. In particular, the tank strength then
coiuprised only 20 runners. Permission v/as given by
General Ritchie for the Garrison to v^rithdraw to the
original perimeter, if need be, but the value of holding
the salient v/as emphasised,. The Goi.v.ianders of l3th Corps
and the 70th Division decided to stand firm in spite of

the odds: indeed, far from yielding pound the Garrison
was ready, when the situation again improved to carry out
a further advance.

Air Reconnaissance (28th November to. ember)

During these five days of intensive i.iilitary
operations the Army Go-operation and other squadrons
engaged in reconnaissance v/crked at full pressure and
provided valuable infori'.iation both for Corps Commanders
and the Air Support Controls, in spite of unfavourable
weather conditions at times.

No.451 Squadron, R.A.A.P. , was called on for almost
continuous reconnaissance of the 13th Corps' area and
accomplished it without the loss of an aircraft, "During
28th November", the R.A.P. Liaison Officer to the Corps
reported "No.451 Squadron TAC/R produced splendid results.
Plying under lov/ cloud at about 1,200 feet, they repeatedly
faced heavy A.A. to obtain detailed reports of the enemy
forces BUirounding 6 and 4 New Zealand Brigades and

/Adv.H. Q.

Idem

No. 451
Squadron O.R. B.
G.S. 14280 P.15

7-^
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Adv.H. Q. 13 Corps, on whom they dropped special reprints
of the 1/500,000 .‘.ap,'v/hich showed the whole picture,
accurate and up to date". After H. Q. 13th Corps moved
into Tobruk No. 451 Squadron v/as called on for an even
more intensive effort. The Corps had ordered the

squadron to move up to Tobruk, but as the land route was
sobn closed this was impossibleg A night service of
Bombays was arranged to fly up Army Liaison officers
and technical personnel, but the service was erratic
o^ing to the increased enemy air attacks on the Portress,
Tt/o more A. C. Hurricanes were added to the t'vvo which

had operated from Tobruk from the beginning of the
campaign-in order to fulfil irai'aediate demands.
Normal servicing, apart from the refuelling at Tobruk
was generally carried out at the 0. L. G. at L. G. 132.
Prom 29th November to 1st December, while the Germans
were regaining control of the Sidi Eezegh area, the
squadron flew 15 sorties (including "weaver" sorties)
over the whole 13th Corps area, reporting the position
of tanks, 7i. P. Vs., 4. T. , and infantry.

On 28th November, No. 208 Squadron recon-imenced its
tactical reconnaissance duties after the short lull due

to the disorganisation of the 30th Corps. On that day and

the four follo'v/ing, the squadron flew 24 sorties for
the loss of one aircraft, the pilot being saved. The
entire 30th Corps front 'was reconnoitred and, in particu
lar, some good bombing targets wore located, particularly
eneiXiy concentrations on the escarpment west of El Adem,

The areas Govei’ed included Acrorna, El Adem, Sidi Rezegh,
Belhamed, Bir El Gubi, Bir Hakim, Gambut and Bardia.

No.237 (Rhodesian) Squadron supplemented the
reconnaissance of the El Adem and Bir El Gubi areas

and also covered the enemy's position at Bardia,
Purther help with the reconnaissance of the eastern battle

area was given by No.24 Squadron, S.A.A,P. , Bostons,
which located enemy concentrations at Gambut, Bir El Chleta,
Menastir and Sidi Omar, as well as covering forward
landing grounds and the Derna airfield.

Idem

No. 208 Squadron
O.R. B.

No. 237 (R) Squadron
0. R. B,

3.A.A.P.

Narrative

The photographic survey Yfork of No. 60 Squadron,
S.A. A.P. , was greatly hampe ,'ed by bad v/eather conditions,
but an important task in the AeChili area was cois^leted
and roads from Agedabya to Alera El Giofer v/ere also
photographed.

Photographic reconnaissance Hurricanes, which
previously had operated over the Tobruk, Gazala and Tmimi
areas attempted to extend the range of their activities
to Agedabia, but v/ere hindered by low cloud, P. R. U.
Beaufighters, however, continued to cover Crete and report
changes in aircraft dispositions and shipping in harbours.

S.A.'A. P.

Narrative

No. 2 P.R. U.

O.R. B.

M. E. W. O.S.

No. 7
Beauforts and Blenheims of Nos.39 and 203 Squadrons

continued their sea reconnaissance and reported, also,
movement of enemy aircraft from Greece and Crete to
Cyrenaica.

Air Operations Hamperedby Bad Weather (28th November -

2nd__ December)

The air sUTjport effort of both fighters and- bombers
was haraijered, meanwhile, by intermittent bad weather,
including low cloud.

/During
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M.3. W.0.3.

Nos. 7 and 8
amended from

Squadron
O.R. Bs.

During the five days the Western Desert fighter
squadrons carried out a total of 1 ,-l86 sorties. The
daily effort varied from 151 and 157 sorties flown on

.  28th November and 2nd December to 240, 511 and 227
sortie's flovm on the 29th November, 50th November and
1st December, respectively. Fifty-four per cent of the
effort was devoted to offensive sweeps and ground attacks
over the main battle area, Sidi Rezegh - El Adem; of the
remainder, bomber escort duties absorbed most sorties,
followed by local defence and shipping protection.

The bomber effort v/as disrupted to a far greater
extent. In all, the day bomber force was able to carry
out a total of only 156 effective sorties - all except
thirteen v1} of v/hich -were devoted to Army support. On
the 2nd December, in particular, only seven effective
sorties were practicable. Tfellingtons of No. 205, mean-
virhile, on four nights fle-w a total of 77 effective
sorties, bad v/eat her on the night 2nd/5rd December,
preventing all projected operations. The main effort
was directed.against Benghazi, but the airfield at
Dei'na also received further attention. Six Fleet Air Arm
Albacores on one night (50th November/lst December)
effectively bombed Gazala No.2 landing ground claiming
the destruction of at least two aircraft on the ground,
despite lO/lOth cloud over.the target.
Benghazi was supplei-iented by the attack of 17 wellingtons
from ji^Ialta on two nights,
from ivialta included 25 Blenheim attacks by day on shipping
and five Svrordfish night sorties against Gastel Benito
airfield.

The assault on

The other offensive sorties

No. Zip 7/ing and
No. 11 Squadron
O.R. Bs. and

S. A. A. F.

Narrative

No,205 Group ■
0. H, B. and

M.E. ¥.0.3. No. 7

Features of the Fighter Operations (28th November -
2nd PeceEiber)

The acti-vLty of the fighter force continued on the
- previous lines, the main effort being devoted to offensive
sweeps over the main battle in the general Sidi Rezegh
7/hen sweeps were extended to include Tobruk the landing
ground there v/as in some instances used for refuelling.
The R.A. F. detachment conwiander (Wing Cor;.i.lander Black)
had not sufficient staff or facilities' for this _
but arrangements were made v/ith H. Q. 15th Corps to
pro-vide army lorries and drivers and personnel to help
■vrith the refuelling, which had to be carried out from
four-gallon tins, using filters. In view of the danger
from enemy aircraft located at Gazala, Tmimi and the
iviartubas, a fighter sweep had to be ;:iaintained as a
protective cover v/hile the refuelling took place.

Our fighter sv/eeps in strength continued to
general air superiority over the battle area and there
only three major engagements.

area

purpose)

ensure our

were

.
C. S. 12280
P.16 .

The combat of 50th November, in which Tonahawks of
No. 112 and 3 R.A. A. F. Squadrons were-involved, resulted in
heavy aircraft casualties being inflicted on the enemy, but
these were mainly, if not entirely, Italian aircraft. The

and 112 Squadrons ToKahayAtcs v/ere engaged in their usual morning sv/eep over the
0.R.Bs and Tobruk- El Aden area -when they sighted a large force of enemy
jVi.E. 740, S.No. aircraft, iWide up of Ju.87s and escorting Me. 200s, G.50s and

/M.E. 109s

No. 3 R.A.A.P.

(l) including three attacks on destroyers and a schooner in the
Eastern mediterranean by Blenheb'ns of No. 203 Squadron
engaged on the Grete-Libya. patrol.
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isI.E. 109s, comprising some 40 to 50 aircraft in all.
The Stukas jettisoned their bombs and dived to ground

.  level. No.3 Squadron followed them down, leaving
No.112 Squadron to deal with the enemy fighters,
including aircraft reported, as Me,109s above.
The escorting fighters shov/ed little disposition for
fighting, , One Australian fighter mentioned in his
combat report that "at no time did the enemy fighters
(in his case all Italian fighters) make any great effort
to be offensive". The Tomahawk squadrons claimed the
destruction of fifteen enemy aircraft (six Me.200s,
six G.50s and three Ju.87s) and damage to fifteen more
(ten Ju.,87s, two me. 109s, two G. 50s and oneMc.200)
for the loss of three aircraft, all the pilots being
saved(,l). German records, however, show no dive-bombers
destroyed or seriously dauiaged on that day (nor
incidentally is any damage to Ivie.l09s indicated). It
seems possible, therefore,.that the Stukas operating,
as well as, the, bulk of the escorting fighters, were
Italian aircraft.

Verluste Afrika

(ADIK 103/64)

It was again evident that the German Me.109s
provided the real danger to our fighter force. On
1st, December, 24 Hurricanes of Nos. 274 and 1 S.A.A.P.
Squadrons escorted Blenheims attacking 14 T. west of
El Adem, the fonner squadron acting as top cover to
the S.A.A.P. fighters. Over the target area No, 274
Squadron encountered some 20 i.ie. I09s ■ and G. 50s -

"consequently a dog-fight took place". The Hurricanes
claimed 3 Me. 109s destroyed and 2 danraged for the loss

of four aircraft and one' pilot lost (one pilot ?/ho
"baled out" was picked up by a Hurricane which landed

.beside him, another pilot "walked ba.ck" after being
found by our armoured cars and another was found wounded
and sent to hospital), German records do not substantiate
the claims, however, no Me, 109s being listed as either
.destroyed or daimged on that day.

On the same day the R.N, (p) and No.250 Squadrons
reported, as the,.result of the interception of 20 Ju.88s
escorted by 12 Me.109s and G. 50s, one Ju,88 and three
G. 50s shot down, 2Me.109p and 2. G, 50s probably destroyed
and 2xle.109s damaged for the loss of two Tomahawks.
Again, so far as the Gernmn aircraft are concerned these
claims are not confirmed by enemy records.

During the last three days of November No.80 Squadron
Hurr.icane-bombers flew 35 sorties on their specialised
task, in particular considerable damage was claimed from

the bombing and straffing operation on the 30th, when
encanipments and M. T. were attacked on the north side of

the,El Adem-Ed, Duda road; complete surpise was achieved
and no anti-aircraft fire was experienced until after
the bombing attack was over.

In other low flying attacks No.272 Squadron
Beaufighters attacked vehicles on the roads near
Dema 'and Barce and straffed aircraft on the Martuba

and Barce airfields. No.33 Squadron Hurricanes,
meanwhile operating from their la.nding ground west of

Giarabub, continued the attacks on Italian aircraft on
■  5

/landing

(1) The pilot of the No.3 Squadron Tomahawk shot down was picked
up by the C. 0. of the squadron who landed beside him. It
must have been a tight squeeze in the aircraft as the
passenger was the biggest man in the squadron. He coimnented
on his return journey in his combat report as
I ever had", (No.3 Squadron R.ii.A.P. 0.R.B

the best ride

S.A.A.P.

Narrative P.356

and No.274 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

iiDIK 103/64
Verluste Afrika.

M.E. W.O.S.N0.7

AD lie 103/64
No. 80 Squadron
0.R.B

No. 272 Squadron
0. R. B. M. E.

W.O.S. No. 7

.
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landing grounds in the Agedaya area and shot up petrol
lorries on the Agedabya - Tripoli road.

C,Os of S.A.A.F. FighterSquadrons Replaced

S, ii., J't.

Narrative

F.326-7

For some time the A. 0. C. 77estem Desert, had not
been satisfied with the leadership-of Nos.1, 2 and 4
Squadrons, S.Awl-
Marshal Coningham strongly recoraraended that neY/ squadron
ooramanders should be appointed as the squadrons were
shov/ing signs of being adversely affected by the lack
of confidence of the leaders.

TP r.t the end of November, Air Vice-X’ •

The Commanding Officers
in question were senior officersv/ho had been appointed
in the Union from the S.A.A.F. Training Command and had
not had sufficient previous experience as flight
commanders in actual warfare. The Commanding Officer
of No.3 (S.js-) ViTing and the S.A.O.A.',
to replacements by S.A.A.F. officers of less seniority
but with proved fighting ability.

S,A.A. P. , agreed

The subsequent achievements of the S.A.A.F. fighter
squadrons showed the v/idom of Air Vice-j.viarshal Coninghain's
insistence on vigorous leadership.

Reduced Bomber Support (28th Noveinber - 2nd December)

Mention has already been iinade, on page 170., of the
intermittent bad v/eather v/hich reduced the day bomber
effort during the five days 28th November to 2nd December,
to 156 effective sorties.

No. 270 N'ing and
No, 11 Squadron
0. R. Bs

For the morning of 28th November, No. 270 I’ing had
ordered the continuance of the attacks on the enemy's
columns v/ithdrawing tow'ards Sidi Eezegh, and six aircraft
each from Nos.14, 45 and Lorraine Squadrons were briefed
to attack vehicles on the Trigh Capuzzo near Gasr El Arid.
Ten-tenths cloud over the target prevented all the
Blenheii’ns except No,14 Squadron delivering their attacks.
Nine Blenheiras of No. 11 Squadron, meanwhile, in an attack
on armoured vehicles and M. T. to the north of the Bardia-

Tobruk road, were obliged through poor visibility to
operate at 1 ,000 feet, 'and lost three aircraft on the
mission As cloud cover seemed available over the

whole of Gyrenaica, it v/as decided to take advantage of
this to attack enemy objectives in the rear, the pilots
being told "to use enterprise and initiative in the
selection of targets". The airoraft operated individu
ally and times of take-off were staggered. It was intended
that a total of 12 Blenheims of Nos. 14, 84 and Lorraine
Squadrons should operate in the Barce, Gyrene and Gazala
areas, respectively, and 12 S.A.A.F. 1.,-iarylands in the

Dema-Tmimi area. The cloud cover proved patchy, however,
and in all only seven effective sorties TVere possible;
the niain attacks were made on three M. T. convoys between
Bomba and Derna, many near misses and one fire being -  •
reported.

No. 270 O.R.B.
and S.A.A. P.

Narrative

/The

(1) One aircraft was shot down before reaching the target by
from a concentration of M. T. which had identified

itself as friendly. One aircraft crash-landed in the
target area after bombing and another landed and
presumably picked up the crew. This aircraft did not
return to base (No. 11 Squadron O.R.B.)

A.iX0
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Idem arid'

No. 11 Squadron
O.R.B.

The battle had now been joined again in real earnest
in the Sidi Reaegh area (page 169 ^ and the main bomber
effort was directed towards helping the New Zealand
Division and the Tobruk Garrison. On 29th November, in
noon and afternoon attacks, I6 Blenheims of Nos.14 and
45 Squadrons and 9 Harylands of No. 21 Squeidron, S.A. A.P.
started fires among groups of vehicles in the El Adem
area and 9 Blenheims of No.11 Squadron and 6 Harylands
of No.12 Squadron S.A.A.P. hit tanks, armoured vehicles
and M.T. to the south-v/est of Sidi Rezegh. The following
day, in much better weather, the inain bomber effort,
supported by large fighter escorts, was directed against
the enemy forces on the escarpment at Sidi Rezegh.
Eighteen Blenheiras of Nos.14 a-nd 34 and Lorraine Squadrons
bombed H. T, concentratj.ons with good effect and  9 7iarylands
of No. 21 Squadron S.A.A. P. , followed by 9 of No. 12 Squadron,
S.A.A.P., hit scattered groups of vehicles and guns, the
bombing being carried out individiially. Seven more
Marylands of No.21 Squadron hit vehicles between El Adem

and the Trigh Capuzzo, causing fires, and set on fire
v/hat was believed to be a fuel damp to the south-east of

El Adem. On 1 st December the attacks in the Sidi Rezegh
battle area were continued,'again.with large fighter
escorts. T'«ant-y-three Blenheims of Nos.14, 45 and 84
and Lorraine Squadrons hit H. T. and A.p.Ys extending over

a wide area and nine S.A.A, Marylands bombed enen'^y tanks,
A. P. Vs and M.T. on the line Sidi Rezegh-Belhamed. The

results of the Marylands' bombing, however, could not be

discerned ov/ing to duse and smoke. Meanwhile, in the
rear, pressure 'vvas maintained on the enemy's beleaguered
strong-hold at Baidia, nine Blenheims of No,11 Squadron
blowing up a bomb-durnp and causing explosions v/hich v/ere

felt by the aircraft flying at 5,000 feet. On 2nd
December an attack by No.2?0 Ning .Blenheims on M. T.

moving southwards from El Adem. was almost entirely abortive

ovdng to bad weather and even S.A.A.P. iviaryland sorties
against near-at-hanJ supply targets at Bardia vrere mainly
ineffective, six liarylands only being able to attack their

targets.

Although the bad weather had greatly limited the
bomber support v/hich could be given to the New Zealanders,
it is most unlikely that the fullest support practicable
in good weather .conditions at this time could have redeemed

the situation. Greater interference v/ith the enemy's
"thin-skinned" vehicles would have been effected, but one©
the enemy's a.naour ha.d come to close grips with our forces

the outcome rested mainly on the ground action.

Wellington Effort Against Benghazi ..and .Derna (Ni gh t s
28th/29th November to 1st/2nd December)

No. 205 Group. 0.E. B.
and M.E. 74 0. S.No.7 against enemy supplies - the main attacks being delivered

on the port of Benghazi and a continued subsidiary effort

against the Ju.52 airfield at Derna.

On the four night 28th/29th November to 1st/2nd
December Wellingtons of.No.205 Group flew a total of
63 effect-lve sorties in attacks on Benghs-zi and Malta-
based Wellingtons supplemented the attacks on two nights,
flying 17 effective sorties,
increased number of 4,000 lb. and 1,000 lb. bombs.
The targets attacked included the moles, harbour
installations, railvray sidings and shipping; the main

/damage

Meanv/hile, the night .bomber effort vfas directed

he bomb loads included an

G.I69215/IL/6.48
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damage appeared to Po done to the moles, hut, direct
hits ¥/ere claimed on three ships and a possible hit
on another. One Wellington of No.205 Group failed to
return from these operations and one crash-landed -
inconsiderable casualties in viev/ of the intense anti

aircraft fire and "tenacious searchlights".

Derna airfield Y/as attacked on tv/o nights by a
total of 11 No.205 Group Wellingtons and two more
bombed the toY?n. The attack on the night 29th/50th
November resulted in bombs bursting across the lighted
flare-path and among aircraft taking off.

On several occasions, also, Wellingtons bombed
and me.chine-gunned road transport in the Barce and
Giovanni areas in the course of offensive reconnais

sances. ■

Enemy Air Force Participation (21st November -
2nd December)

Jlention has already been mda of the enemy's
negligible air effort at the outset of the battle.
Prom 21st November onv/ards, hoYYever, both the, G.A.P.
and I.A.P. operated on a greatly increased scale.
The Luftwaffe's me. 109 force, for instance, Yvas
estimated to have floY/n up to 30 sorties daily.

Charaoteristically the air effort Yv'as prinxirily
directed toYvards intervention in the battle area. Our

rear installations and supply organisation in the Derna
and Canal Zone contixmed to be iLimune from attack.

Tobruk, formerly a min bombing objective also
received sca.nt attention.

M. E. W. I, S.

No. 75
Prom 21st to 24th November the enemy's main

offensive a.ir action YYas made against the operations
of the Oasis Porce and its associated squadrons in
Southern Cyrenaica, The success of this Porce's
operation and the enemy's failure to neutralize
L. G. 125 have already been indicated.

Prom 25th November the emphasis of the enemy air
attacks w'as in the main battle areas - attacks being
delivered against our ground forces at Sidi Rezegh,
Gambut, Bir El Gubi and Getbr Saleh, Air Marshal Tedder
in a letter to the Chief of Air Staff summed up the
ms.tter thus:- Generally speaking the enemy's methodA. O.G.-in-C s

orres'pondence
with G.A.3. etc.

Part 3
Enclos. 263A

n

has been to send out not more than tv/o larg;e mixed bags
each day - Ju.87s, G. 50s, iic.200s and 202s and iVie.109s
as top cover. We have arranged for the R.D.P. from
Tobruk to get through direct but this is,of course,
quite inadequate to allow for us to concentrate and
intercept v/ithout a great deal of luck, lie have been
maintaining fighter sYveeps of tvYo squadrons apiece up
to Tobruk, Usually it is a natter of luck v/hether they
happen to catch the Hun at it, or not, since they cen only
be at the liinit of their patrol for some tv/enty minutes
or so; this is YYhy it is so important .for us to get some

aerodromes further forv/ard as soon as we can get any
defence or security on the ground. As you Y/ill see
from the reports, these sweeps have been fairly success
ful in catching the Hun at it". Mention has already
been r.ade of the main engagements resulting from our
interception.

/In
G.169215/IL/6.48
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M.E. Yf. I.S.No.76 In contrast to our lov/ flying attacks no ground
straffing attacks by enemy fighters vrere reported in the

main battle area around Sidi Reaegh, although Italian
C.R.42s, operating from Agedabia, nade constant bombing
and imchine-gun attacks against our Gialo column.

Idem Our railhead at Sidi Barrani was ineffectively attacked
on two evenings - on 29th November by Italian bombers operating
from Rhodes and 30th November by light Ju.88s. One of the

Ju.88s was shot down by a night-flying Hurricane of No.30
Squadron and three of the crew ?/hich "baled out" were
captured.

November Shipping Strikes

(a) As currently reported.

During November, llalta-based Blenheims, Y/ellingtons and

Swordfish iiade 63, 20 and 4 effective sortiesvl]
against enemy shipping in transit in the Central iviediterranean
and Blenheims of No.203 Squadron made a few sorties against
naval vessels in the Basterti Iiediterranean. The attacks on

ports, which on occasions resulted in ships being hit, have

already been mentioned.

respectively,

A.H.B. IIJI/29 H,Q., R.A.P. , middle East's preliminary assessment of

shipping casualties inflicted by Malta-based aircraft was:-

three merchant vessels (varying from 1-2,000 to 4-5,000 tons)
and one schooner probably sunk, 8 merchant vessels damaged,
and unknown results in respect of 10 more ships. The air
attacks in the Eastern Mediterranean were believed to have

resulted in damage to at least two merchant vessels.

Force "K" and submarines operating in the
Mediterranean reported the sinking of 10 merchant vessels
(varying fi-oin 1-2,000 to 7-8,000 tons) and three schooners,
the probable sinking of three merchant vessels and damage
to two more ships.

Idem

The results achieved against enemy naval vessels are not

considered in this narrative. (See the Narrative covering
the Air/Sea war in this connection.).

Idem li. Q. , R. A. F. , Middle East, estimated that as a result

of the Naval and R.A.F. action only 14,5000 tons of merchant

shipping reached Tripoli out of an estimated "starter"
tonnage of 101,000 tons and 33,500 tons reached Benghazi
out of 46,900 tons of shipping sailing to that port direct.
The attempted sailings from Italy, Greece and Crete were

thus put at 147,900 tons and total sinkings, including
ships sunk in harbour, were estimted to be 60,720 tons: a
number of ships turned back to their departure ports,
total tonnage sunk expressed as a percentage of total
sailings (including ships which turned back) was put at
41^ and south bound (that is supply-carrying) tonnage sunk
at 37^. As already mentioned H. Q. R. A. P. M. E's Conclusions
must be treated with reserve.

The

H. Q.iied./
s. 247/49/4

The Admiralty Shipping Losses Assessment Coamittee
figures for the period 3rd to 30th November agreed, in the

-.lain, v/ith H. Q. ,■ R. A.P. , M.E's estiimted sinkings. Twenty
merchant ships with a gross tonnage of 56,573 tons were

AIR

/ad jud ged

(1) These are the figures for sorties which led to actual
attacks.G.I69215/IL/6.48
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adjudged sunk or a constructive loss, five ships
totalling 12,300 tons severely damged and five ships
totalling 20,958 tons daiiiaged. Of these totals the
loss inflicted by air attack v/ere given by the Anti-
Shipping Operations Sub-Corxiittee of the Bonbing
Goix.iittee as 3 ships totalling 6,000 tons sunk, 1+
ships totalling 9,300 tons severely dai.iaged and 4
ships totalling 16,000 tons daoiaged.

(b) Confirmed Enemy Shipping Losses (identified
Vessels)

The confirmed losses of identified eneii^y merchant

shipping in November (see Appendix P for full details)
were as follow's:- Total tonnage sunk in the entire
Mediterranean xYom all causes:- 44,931 tons (including
36,097 tons sunk by the Royal and Allied Navies and
8,618 tons by the R.A. P. and P. A.A.). It vd.Il be noted
that the confirmed lossess caused by air action are

2,613 tons more than the Anti-ShiiJping Operations Sub
committee of the Bombing Coriinittee's Assessment. Losses

of shipping adjudged on the African Convoy Route only
were:-- 38,696 tons (including 31 ,955 tons by the Royal
and Allied Navies and 6,525 tons by the R.A.B’. and P.A.A. ).

(C) Vice-Admiral Weichold'sComments

A,H. B. 1/S. 10
Para.79

As in the case of the previous months Vice-Admiral
ITeichold's figures in respect of sinkings on the supply
rouxes to Libya are lower than the confirmed sinkings
of vessels taken as being on the African convoy routes
Weichold states that the total tonnage used for African
convoys in November fell to 37,000 tons: of this total
TiTeichold put the sinkings at 26,000 tons and damaged at

according to Weichold, 77fo of the2,100 tons,
total tonnage was lost oi' vitually lost, the highest
j^ercentage to that date: the reamining 8,400 tons which

reached'Libya was reported as the lowest monthly delivery
ever recorded.

Thus,

The crucial facts are that oxir sea and air action had

dislocated the enemy's supply system and that unless the

enemy could succeed in passing more supplies and rein
forcements into Libya "the African Campaign", in the words

of 'Weichold, "was bound to die a-natural death".

In particular, our employment of Malta as an offensive
base could clearly not be tolerated by the enemy unless he

was prepared tc abxindon Libya and allow us the use of the

Mediterranean. The steps taken by the enemy to neutralise
Malta are me'ntioned on page 192 .

Preparations for x^ttacking El Ade©-.

In spite of our failure for the second time to secure
the Sidi Reaegh position General Auchinleck aixd General
Ritchie were both determined to continue what the former

termed "the momentum of attack". On 1st December the
C.-in-C's

Despatch P.8

Idem ?. 55 Comi':ander-in-Chief had flown to 'Battle Headquarters near

Maddalena in order to be at hand for major decisions

and remained there for ten days. The actual direction of

the Eighth Arr:y, however, was left entirely to General
Ritchie,

/Plans
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P.56 Plans for continuing the offensive then centred on
El Aden, an area which resembles that of 3idi Sezegh in

that the min corauunications between east and west pass
through a valley under observation from ridges to the
south and north. If the enemy was still denied access
to Barxdia and to his dumps to the west of that stronghold
and also had his comunications severed by our occupation
of SI Aden, his armour would be forced to leave,the valley
between Sidi Rezegh and Belhaued, where they were screened
by anti-tank guns, and fight in the open.

The general plan for the new operation was for the
13th Corps to push forward from Sd Duda along the El Aden

ridge to the Tobruk-El Aden area, 7/hile the infantry of

the 30th Corps, after capturing the strong point of
Bir El &ubi, was to advance northwards and secure the
southern ridge and subsequently the western end of the

El Aden ridge, iueanwhile, our armour was to lie in wait

to the east in readiness to engage the enemy tanks when they

emerged.

Certain reinforcements were now forthcoming to the

lighth Army which mde up, in part, for the heavy losses
previously sustained. Those comprised an armoured car
regiment from Syria, an infantry brigade from Cyprus,
three hitherto unbrigadcd Indian battalions and the
divisional armoured car regiment of the 1st Armoured
Division Y/hich had recently arrived from the United
Kingdom.

E

Idem Ps.55 and

56

The new organisation of the Eighth Army was then as
follows

30th Corps (Lt. General Norria)

7th Armoured Division, 4-th Armoured Brigade, 7th Support
Croup, ,4th Indian Division, 1st S.A. Infantry Brigade
■Croup and five armoured car regiiaents.

13th Corps (Lt. General Godwin-Austin)

70th Division, 32nd Army Tank Brigade, Polish
Carpathian Brigade Group, Polish Carpathian Cavalry,
18th and 19th Nev/ Zealand Infantry Battalions,
2/l3th liustralian Infantry Battalion and 11th Czecho
slovak Battalion.

2nd S.A. Division (Major General de Villiers) •

3rd and 6th S.A. Infantry Brigade, 5th W. Z. Infantry
Brigade Group (attached) and 1st Ari'-iy Tank Brigade
(attached).

Rear Area

New Zealand Division (4th and 6th Brigades) 38th Indian
Infantry Brigade and 5th S.A. Infantry Brigade.

Iviatruh Portress

2nd and 4th S.A. Infantry Brigade Groups.

/Air ivlarshal
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Air Iviarshal Tedder's Vieras on the Situation (Early

December}”"

On '3rd December after a visit to Battle Head-

quartei's and the fighter landing grounds Air
iiarshal Tedder signalled his viev/s on the situation
to the Chief of Air Staff.

A. 0. C. -in-C s

Correspondence
with C.A. S. etc.

Part 3
Enos. 262/1

The A.O.G.-in-C,, was impressed by the resolute
v;ay in which the "new Army rranageraent" v/as facing up
to the reverse at Sidi Rezegh. His reading of the
land situation v/as that up to that time our fopces
had been repeatedly outmanoeuvred "by an enemy who
though practically blinded in the air and despite
jamming interference nearly always managed to have
his mobile forces under full control",

soldier in the Eighth Army had summed up the armoured
battles as "professional versus amatuer". Air Marshal
Tedder reported that as evidence pointed to the fact
that the enemy's successf\il resistance v/as due in
great measure to General Rommel's personal leadership,
he had urged on the Aimiy the importance of hunting him
by the use of D.P, Steps had also been taken for the
R. A, F. D. F. facilj.ties to be used to this end.

seniorii

So far as direct support was concerned the Army
was "still very pleased".
General Ereyberg, G.O.G. , IMevT Zealand Division, had
imde a si^ieoial visit to

simply nagnificent and my men are full of admiraltion
and graiitude". Inprovement in the provision of
direct support, still depended largely on better Army
communications and control of the ground forces. It
was fully realised, hovirever, that the air effort v/as
likely to have its nest decisive effect on the battle
by continuing to attack the enemy's "vulnerable tail
of transport and supiply" , both in the battle area and
along the lines of communication.

in particula.r, Major

)!■lour fellows have beensay;

The squadrons were reported to be in a good state
"both as regards morale and material". The serviceability'
of the fighter squadrons was, in the nain, satisfactory
and squadrons were able to maintain full squadron forma
tions. The Blenheim serviceability was less satisfactory
owing to a "spate of engine changes due to oil pressure".
Y/ith regard to aircraft reinforceio.ent the Kittyhawk
situation had iraproved and one squadron (No.3 Squadron,

E.) was due to re-arm with them. It was reiter
ated, however, that a squadron of Spitfire Vs v/ould be
invaluable to counter the eneray's Me. 109 Es. A greater
flow of Beaufighters was also urged to operate and control
the projected three Coastal Beaufighter squadrons. The
day bomber situation vfas giving grounds for anxiety. In
particular, the deliveries of Marylands from the United
States had been cor.3pleted and the Baltimores were
arriving long behind schedule. ' The "air transport menagade .
ranging froia Audax to Ensign and including British Airways"
v/ns working v/ell: "both we and the iirmy ?/ould have been in
some awlojard jams", Air Marshal Tedder remarked "if this
menagerie had not pulled its areight and more".

The R.A.P's most pressing operational need at that
stage was to secure fighter landing grounds further
foravard and sites near Sidi Omar were examined v/ith a
viev7 to refuelling fonvard. The landing ground at

R.i
Idem Enc.263A

Idem Enc.262A

/Tobruk
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Tobruk was already being used for refuelling a limited
number of aircraft for special operations,
full preparations were being made for the general move
westv^rards.

eanwhile,

The Last Enemy Thrusts Sastv/ards_

while the Eighth Army was preparing to attack
B1 Adem the enemy made two final thrusts towards the
frontier.

C.-in-G's

Despatch
P.56 and

GS 14280 P.19
No, 208 Squadron
0. E. B.

On 3rd December two strong patrols set out for
Bardia, one taking the coast road and the other the Trigh
Gapuzzo. The movement Y/as observed and reported on by
No.208 (a. G. ) Squadron. In particular, at one stage in
the morning 1,000 li. T. -were reported in the wadis and

along the escarpment three-quarters of the way from
Sidi Rezegh and almost up to Bir SI Ghleta. In addition,
the Gambut area Y/as reconnoitred, kea iwhile, No. 237
(Rhodesia) Squadron covered Gambut - Sidi Azeiz, the
Gapuzzo - Bardia road, Gambut, and a stretch of the Trigh
Gap'uzzo, including Bir El Ghleta.

No. 237 (R)
Squadron
O.R.B.

G.-in-G's

Despatch P.54
The two enemy patrols were attacked both on the

ground and from the air. The column on the coast road
Y/as opposed by the 5th N.Z. Infantry Brigade and that on

the Trigh Gapuzzo T/as engaged by a detachment of the.
5th Indian Infantry Brigade near Sidi Azeiz, Both the
enemy raiding forces T/ere routed with heavy loss. The

enemy vehicles on the Trigh Gapuzzo were successfully
attacked in the early afternoon by No.270 Wing Blenheims
and'No.80 Squadron Hurricane-bombers, the targets being
selected from the morning tactical reconnaissance reports.
Six Blenheiins from Nos.14, 45 and 84 and Lorraine Squadrons
were briefed to attack ivi. T. concentrations from a point on
the Trigh Gapuzzo between Gasr El Arid and Bir El Ghleta
westY/ards tovra.rds El Adem, and 22 effective sorties v/ere

flown with fighter escort. In spite of cloudy weather
several concentrations of vehicles Y/ere hit, including
light armoured vehicles about four miles \Yest of
Bir El Ghleta, The bombing and straffing attacks by 10

No.80 Squadron Hurricanes, rneanwYhile, on groups of
vehicles on the trigh and v/adis alongside it between
Sidi Eezegh and Bir El Ghleta were reported as a "highly
successful operation". The Y/eather conditions, which
were still far from favourable for air operations,
prevented the S. A.A. P. liaryland squadrons operating on

this day.

No. 270 ling and
No.80 Squadron
O.R.B.

The follov/ing day (4th December) a more powerful
enemy column, including a formidable tank escort, left
the main leaguer at Sidi Rezegh and drove doYm the Trigh
Gapuzzo. Its progress and its increased strength during
'the day were reported by the tactical reconnaissance
Hurricanes of No.208 Squadron. No.237 (Rhodesia)Squadron,
meanwhile, covered the areas Bardia - Gambut - Bir El Ghleta,
east of Sidi Azeiz and Gambut - Gasr El Arid, and further
information on vehicles at Bir El Ghleta T/as provided in

the course of tactical reconnaissances by Nos,24 Squadron,

S.A.A.P. , Bostons.

G.-in-G's

Despatch P.56

No.208 Squadron
0. R. B. •

/Thirty
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Thirty Blenheims of No.2?0 Wing were briefed to
attack the large concentrations of M. T. and A.P.Vs
along the escarpment and wadis south of the Trigh
Capuzzo from east of Sidi P.ezegli to east of Bir El
Ghleta. The projected progra.i.ime was curtailed,
however, by a collision between a Blenheim of Mo.45
Squadron and one of the Lorraine squadron when
taking off. The former aircraft blew up and the
crew T/as killed and the Pree French aircraft v^as

vi/recked, although the crew escaped with minor injuries.
Ov/ing to the runway being blocked only eleven effective
escorted Blenheim sorties were possible. Several large
concentrations of vehicles were hit and some of the
fires caused could be seen for 45 miles on the return

Concentrations of li. T. and A.P. Vs off thejourney.

No. 270 YiTing
O.R.B. ■ ,

S.A.A.F.

Narrative Trigh Capuzzo about four miles east of Sidi Rezegh,
attacked by some of the Blenheims, were later bombed
by 18 escorted liarylands of Nos. 11 and 21 Squadrons,
S.A.A.F. The bombing was done selectively and independ
ently by the bomb-aimers and further hits were registered
and more- fires started,

were not available for bomber attack on j.th December as

the squadron was required to form a temporary flying wing
with the R.N. (P) Squadron. .

No.80 Squadron Hurricane-bombers

No. 80 Squadron

The enemy colui.in failed to achieve its apparent
object in reaching Bardia. General AuchirfLeck attributed
its failure to the combined effect of the air attack and

the ground action by the Support Group and units controlled
by the 2nd South African Division.

The enemy raids v'ere considered to have been a final

C.-in-C's

Despatch
P.56

attempt to secure siapplies, particular;Ly petrol, from

the beleaguered stronghold of BardiaU/ and possibly
These diversionaryrescue some of the troops there,

movements may also have been intended to provide cover
for the heavy assault on our Tobruk salient mentioned
belovf.

Enemy Palls Back to El Adem - Bir El Gubi Line

On 3rd December the enemy pressure on the Tobruk
corridor wqs reported to be considerably reduced. Early
morning tactical reconnaissance reported only 6OO  - 700
M.T. in the area Zaafran - Sidi Rezegh and a general
decrease- of enemy M.T. to the east and south of the
Tobruk perimeter.

A successful artillery reconnaissance

with No.144 Field Regiment was carried out later in the

/morning

shoot^2)

CS.'14280 P.19
and No,451

Squadron 0. R. B.

(1) It -i/vas suspected that enemy submarines were unloading
supplies by night at Bardia (A. H. B. II J6/7/4).

'  ■ (2) This was the first of several artillery reconnaissances
carried out by No. 451 Squadron aircarft from Tobruk.
They were made possible by the fact that a Plt.Lt.
Ferguson who had forced-landed at Gasr El Arid in late
■November and had been taken to Tobruk, had recently oome
from the Army Co-operation School at Aqir. Preliminary
training with the Tobruk 25 pounders was arranged and then
artillery reconnaissance v.'as carried out against the enemyb
150 m.m.guns. Initial ranging was almost unnecessary as
sound ranging and flash-spotting combined v/ith photographic
reconnaissance ha.d enaled the gun positions to be pin
pointed. The enemy, however, had several positions and
moved the guns to different pits during the night.
(CS.14280 P.17).G.169215/IL/6.48
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rs

r:iorning "by a No,451 Squadron, R,A,A, P, Hurricane
operating from Tobruk against enemy guns shelling
the harbour; two targets were successfully engaged,
120 rounds being fired.

The “reduced pressure" on the salient was short
lived, Early in the morning of the l+iih the eneiry
attacked Ed Duda from the west, southeast and northeast,
but all the attacks were successfully repelled. An
attack on Belhamed was also beaten off, the enen^r with

drawing southwards. No,451 Squadron covered the Belhamed
area and gave the position of the few tanks observed and

later reported the presence of some 1,500 vehicles.in the
wadis at Bu Amud,

CS, 14280 P, 19 ^

No,451 Squadron

During the afternoon an enemy force advanced north
across the by-pass road betY/een Ed Duda and Belhamed and
obtained a foothold on the north-east face of Duda, This

attack was supported by heavy anti-tank: guns brought up
within close range v/hich succeeded in smashing a number
of the 32nd Army Tank Brigade's few remaining tanks.
Deep inroads were made by the enemy into the salient and
although our troops counter-attacked they could not
recapture all their lost positions. Preparations were
made to continue these counter-attacks during the night
but it was found that the enemy had withdrawn, Early
next morning No,451 (A,C,) Squadron, R.A.A,P, reported
that the Belhamed area gave the impression of being
empty.

CS, 14280 P.19
and C,-in-rC' s

Despatch P,57

Under cover of the fighting on the 4th the Bologna
Division began a disorderly evacuation of the eastern
sector of the siege lines and this retreat continued
through the night. The German units attached to the.,
division and many of the Italian Officers were reported
to have seiasd the available transport, leaving most of

the rank and file to make the journey on foot; many of

these became willing prisoners. On the 5th the Afrika
Korps and the Italian Mobile Corps, which had been
concentrated around Sidi Rezegh, began to withdraw.
Covered by guns sited on the southern escarpment they

back to.the new line El Adem - Bir El Gubi,

Severe dust storms on the 5th rendered the day

bomber landing grouiids unserviceable, but two successful
operations were carried out by No.80 Squadron Hurricane-
bombers against enemy forces retiring from the Sidi
Rezegh area. In the morning a large M, T, convoy moving
westwards from north of Sidi Rezegh was attacked by
12 aircraft. The bombing was reported to have been
accurate and lorries filled with troops were effectively
straffed. In the afternoon the cOrivoy, then stationary,
was attacked by 12 more aircraft with even greater effect.

After the bombing had ca.used confusion straffing was again
‘carried out, resulting in the--destruction of several
staff cars, the blowing up of two ammunition lorries,
the setting on fire of two fuel lorries and one light
tank and many other lorries being immobilised, . .

Night Bombers Di^ct^ Against Battlefield Targets

No.270 Wing
0, R. B. and

S.A.A.P,

Narrative

No,80 Squadron
0* R. B.

As mentioned on page 178 the Army.plan was now
concerned v/ith an attack on El Adem, On 3rd.December

both No.208 (A.C,)' Squadron and No,24 Squadron, S.A.A.P.
covered El Adem in the course of their reconnaissances

and the former squadron reported signs of the etieny
digging in there.

/Th

No,208 Squadron
0, R. B. and

A.A.P,

Narrative

atG. 169215/11/6.48
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That night No.2^5 Group aircraft and the Fleet
Air Arm Alhacores of No,826 Squadron were directed
against pin-pointed ppsitions and M.T. concentrations
in the Adem area as a .^preliminary to our imminent
ground offensive. Wellingtons of Nos. 37, 38 and 70
Squadrons flew 35 effective sorties (involving two
sorties for most of the aircraft involved) during the
night and attacked their targets from heights varying
■between 5,000 and 1-,500 feet without incurring any

Some of the 'bom'bers also machine-gunned I'l.T.
Fires started during the first

n
No.205 Group
0. R. B.

• losses,

leaguers in the areao
attack, at 20,00 hours were still burning when the .

No. 2'70 Wing 0. R, B., last aircraft left .shortly "before davm. Twelve
and M. E.W, I.S. Albacores of Ho, 826 Squadron for their part reported

the destruction of eight vehicles (including an
ammunition lorry) and, damage to many more.
A,H, Q. , Western Desert v/rote: "Our troops had a
grandstand viev7 of the whole bom'bardment, ' They were
much impressed. The moral support 'was as great as
the material damage."

The S. 0.
No. 7

0. ,

During this particular phase of the land battle -
up to the final relief of Tobruk - the night bombers
ensured round-the-clock pressure from the air on the
enemy ground forces. Their operations on the night
3rd/4th December and the following few nights, detailed
later, foreshadowed • the simiilar but more intensive
tactical employment in the battle for Egypt in the
following year., .

’ Ground Action Leading to Relief of Tobruk.

The Eighth Army^ renewed its offensive pi^oper on
4th December, Reconnaissance had revealed that the
enemy.’s strongpoinfc a*'. Bir 'Si Gubi was then strongly

.  held. It was considered advd.sable therefore for the
30th Corps to capture the strongpoint by a preliminary
operation so ■chat the timing of the nB.in operation -
the co-ordinated advance towards El Adem by the 30'th
and 13th Corps - should not be upset. The defence of
Bir El Gubi, although held main3.y by Italians, "was so
resolute that the attacks delivered by the 11th Indian
Infantry Brigade on the 4th and 5th v/ere beaten off.

•  In the meantime, however, the 1st S.A.- Brigade,
operating in the enemy’s rear, achieved success by
destroying considerab3,e supplies of petrol and Diesel
oil some 15 miles to south-v/ost of the strongpoint.

I-t was then considered that the enemy was playing
for time before making a further withdrawal. General
Ritchie was anxious, therefore., tliat the co-ordinated
attack o.n,.El Adein should begin -^dthout delay,
G.O.C./ '30th Corps, intended, for his part, -fco advance
northwards with the 4th Indian Division on the evening

■ of the 6th December. During the morning of that day,
■' . however, reconnaissance (including reports f3?om No, 208

■  (A.C. ) Squadron) revealed that the 15th and 21st Panzer
Divisions had taken up position astride the Indians’
intended D.ine of advance noi th-west of Bir Ex Gubi,
The infantry of the 30th Ccips -were ordered, accordingly,
to take up positions to the south of Bir El Gubi,
while the Armoured Brigade sought to engage the eneny's

Contacts during the uiorning of the 6th proved

/elusive

The

armcar.

C.-in-C’s
Despatch P.57 and
CS.14280 P. 21

C, -in-C’s
Despatch P.57
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elusive, tut in the afternoon the 15th Panzer Division
0-ppeared to be forming up to attack the 22nd Guards
Brigade to the west of Bir El Gubi, but the ene^
aiTOOTor withdrew as soon as the artillery of the'Guai^s
Brigade opened fire.(l) On the 7th the Armoured
Brigade resumed their attempt to eli-rainate the enen^r
tanks protecting Bir El Gubi, but although much damage
was claimed to have been inflicted the eneiny's armour
■vra,s not routed.

.Meanwhile, the ’’Jock" columns of the Support Group
(named after Brigadier ’’Jock’* Campbell, V. G.) had been
ranging the desert from Bir El Gubi almost to Si^i Azeiz,
taking their toll of the enemy vehicles and light tanks.
The Support Grdup then rejoined the 7th Armoured
Division.

Idem

The G. 0. C, , Eighth Army, was not disposed to delay
the advance on El Adem any longer as‘"he v/as convinced that
the enemy were preparing positions in the rear. He
accordingly ordered the 13th Coi’ps to carry out their
part of the operation. Shortly after nightfall on the
7th'the 23rd Infantry Brigade tegan its advance along the
Ed Duda ridge. By dawn on the 8th our forces were little
more than a mile from the Tobruk - El Aden road: by the
evening the enemy's defences south-east of Tobruk had been
cleared.

In the meantime reconnaissance on the 8th December -

including 5 reconnaissances by No.208 (A,C.) Squadron of
the area around Bir El Gubi and Acroma - showed that the
enenv7 had begun aa orderly withdrawal to Gasala.
Amoured Division was at once directed to advance on
Knightsbridge (the road junction a few miles west of

'  El Adem) in the hope that it would bring our armour
against the enemy's western flank. The 13th Corps
continued' its advance on El Adem and began working
westwards round the Tobruk perimeter.

Tobruk had now been relieved. The eight months
siege’ may be said to have ended entirely when the coast
road west of the perimeter and the Acroma area were
cleared oh 10th December,

The

No,208 Squadron
0. R. B-.

C,-in-0's
Despatch P.57

Scope of the Direct Air Support (33^ "fco 8th/9th Deconber)

No. 205 Group Prom 3rd to the night of the 8tlv'9th our bomber
No,270 Wing squadrons carried out the following effective sorties
No. 11 Squadron and on direct support:- by day, Blenheims 75, iviarylands 56,
No.80 Squadron Bostons 12, Hurricane-bombers 7*1; by night, Wellingtons 101

- 0.R.BS and S.A.A.P. and Pleet Air Arm Albacores. 33. ’ The main direct support
consisted of attacks on the enemy's "vulnerable tail of
transport and supply" (page .180 ).

Narrative

/The

(1) The Commander of the 15th Panzer Division was killed by
a shell and this may have resulted in indecision. It is

probable,that the.enemy did not wish to be committed
.to an engagement with a numerically superior tank force.
more

G. 169215/11/6.48
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•i^The homber operations were restricted by bad
. weather on 3rd December and there was a blank day and

night - the ^th and 5th/6th - oy/ing to severe dust
storms. The resriotion of the day bomber support due
to the inability to determine targets is considered
later.

The day bomber and.fighter-bomber action against
eneny columns on the Trigh Gapuzzo on 3rd and
December, the Wellington and Fleet Air Arm Albacore
effort against T, concentrations in the El Adeiu area
on the night of the 3rd/4th, and the Hurricane-bomber
attacks on the 3idi Rezegh area on the 5th, have
already beeh mentioned.

Early on • 6th December No, 208 (A, C, ) Squadron
reported bombing targets north-west of Bir El Gubi
comprl sing M, T. concentrations of the Panzer
Divisions which were blocking the intended advance
towards El Adem of the 30th Coi’ps, * No. 270 \7ing laid
on an operation to bomb these armoured vehicles and

.H,T, around noon, when it was anticipated that they
would be refuelling. Twenty-two effective sorties
were carried out by escorted Blenheims of Nos,14, 45,
84 and Hurricane Squadrons, llany direct hits were
reported on the concentrations, but full observation
was obscured by cloud; two of the concentrations
bombed were stationary and may have been refuelling
as expected. The foniiation was intercepted after
bombing by a number of eneny fighters reported to be
IviC. 202s and Me. 109 Ps: one of the Free French Blenheims

T(?as shot down, but the escorting Hurricanes of No, 1

Squadron, S.A.A. F. and No. 274 Squadron claimed one
Me, 202 probably destroyed and dajuage to 3 Me. 109 Fs,
and one Me,202. (l)

No. 268 Squadron
0. R. B.

No, 270- Wing
0. R, B.

M.E.W. 0. S.N0.8

The S.A.A. F. mryland Squadrons, on the 6th
operated against concentrations of A.P.Vs and M. T.
further north-in the El.Adem area. Seventeen escorted

aircraft operated from lov/ level (3,500 feet) on
account of cloud. Vehicles and buildings were hit on
the landing ground and No.21 Squadron Marylands
dropped 40 x 250 lb. bombs on some 250 poorly
dispersed vehicles, including A, F. Vs,, in the vital
area east- of Sidi Rezegh (in the area between the
escarpment and the bend in the road) which ’’must have
caused a great deal of damage,” No,80 Squadron
Hurricane-bombers, for their part, made a highly
successful attack, involving 13 effective sorties, on

a convoy of about 40 vehicles moving north-west about
'  12 miles south-west of El Adem, The vehicles V7ere

first scattered by accurate dive-bombing and then
straffed at leisure, as no opposition was enoountei*ed,

» The convoy, which, it was learnt later, comprised an
'  Italian Divisional Head quarters-was virtually wiped out.

The 0,0. of the squadron reported: ’’There was no doubt
that this type of target was enninently suitable for
the squadron to attack, the bigger convoys being left
to the Blenheims and Mary lands. ”

S.A.A.F,
Narrative

No.80 Squadron
O.R.K

/During

(1) Gernan records, however, show no' losses or serious
damage inoiorred by Me, 109s on the 6th.
(ADIK 103/64).

G.i 69215/11/6.48
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No. 205 Group. During the night 31 Wellingtons of No.205 Group and
six Fleet Air Arm i-;-lbacores of No. 826 Squadron kept
the pressure on the enemy's rearM.T. concentrations
along the 111 Adem - Acrom - Gaza la road.

The bombing of this "vulnerable tail" was continued
on 7-th December by I4-liarylands of Nos. 12 and 21
Squadrons, S.A.A.F. , escorted by S.A.A.F. Tomahawks.
After following the main road from El Duda to Acroma,
individual targets 7/ere attacked on and near the road
as far as the junction with the Gazala - Tobruk road;
flB.ny vehicles and a supply duinp were reported destroyed.
Further soutji (8 miles south of Acroim) 12 Hurricane-
bombers of No. 80 Squadron-selected a small Ivi. T.
and claimed it as "wiped out". During the hours of
darkness 29 Wellingtons of Nos.38 and I48 Squadrons
continued the attacks on the rear M,T. concentrations
on the road between Acroma and Gazala, bombing from
9,100 to 900 feet and carrying out machine-gunning.
A few more Y/ellingtons extended their activities to Derna
and even as far as Benghazi. Eight Albacores, meanwhile,
attacked dispersed M. T. and tanks, and encampments and
stores along the El Adem - Acroraa road and the general
Acroma area.

On the 8th, when it v/as apparent that the enemy was
making a general withdrawal, 20 Blenheims of Nos.11 and
84 Squadrons bombed the enemy's columns south-west of
El Adem. The weather vas hazy with 8/l0ths high cloud,
but bombs dropped from 6,000 feet v/ere seen to fall on
200 to 300 dispei’sed and stationary }a. T.
of the track and off it, ca.using some fires and small
explosions. Further afield these Hurricane-bombers of
No.80 Squadron successfully bombed and straffed M.T.
between Acroma and'the coast road. The main YiTellington
effort during the night, as mentioned later, was directed
against the Derna ijanding grounds, but six aircraft
continued' the attacks on M. T.

Fleet Air Arm Albacores of No.826 Squadron operated
the El Adem battle area, bombing a concentration of
30 tanks (a direct hit wa.s observed on one of them) and
carrying out machine-gun attacks.

In addition to the attacks directed towards influencing
the outcome of the main battle, the opportunity was taken of
maintaining pressure on the enemy's isolated stronghold of
Bardia. In particular, the Bostons of No.24 Squadron,
S.A.A.F. v/hich had been operating under the forvra.rd
fighter v/ing on tactical reconnaissance since 17th November,
now returned to the control of No.3 (S.A.) Wing in order
to operate as bombers, A mission against Bardia on
7th December was thwarted by bad weather conditions, but
two attacks by 12 aircraft'on the follov/ing day marked
the beginning of the Boston bombing operations -
operations which in the months.to come were to have a

profound effect on the kiddle East canqjaign. The
MaryLands also carried out limited operations against
Bardia, On the 8th seven aircraft of No.12 Squadron,
S.A.A.F., bombed the harbour when cloud obscured the
priimry target at Derna, but a search for a ship reported
by that squadron, carried out by aircraft of No.21
Squadron proved unavailing.

up

convoy

on both sides

on roads in the rear. Seven
over

and

No. 270 Wing O.R.Bs

S.A.A.F. '
Narrative

No.80 Squadron
0. R. B.

No.205 Group
0. R. B.

No. 270 Wing O. R, B.
and i(I.E.T4 0. S.
No. 8

No.270 Wing and
No. 11 Squadron
0. R. B.

No.80 S quad rOn
O.R.B.

M.E.74 O.S.N0.8

and No. 270 YYing
O.R. B.

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

/Restrictions
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Restrictions on Use of Day Bomber Force on Dii^ect
Support Continues

The air attacks during the six days before the
eneray's general'mthdrawal undoubtedly caused
confusion and helped to underraine enemy moral and
endurance, but the use ?/hich could be made of the
day bomber force on direct support v/as still far less
than expected. This was due partly to the large areas
over ¥/hich the ground forces were operating and the
consequent difficulties of their immediate control and

partly to the inadequate recognition methods already
mentioned. It was hoped, however, that recognition
T/ould from then onwards be facilitated by the fact that

the enemy had taken steps to mark all his vehicles and
A.P.Vs distinctively. Air marshal Tedder reported to
the Chief of Air Staff that "P.M. on 7th attack by
bulk of this force (the day bomber squadrons) laid on
to meet request for close support but called off at
last minute ovri.ng to Array, doubts as to possible pressure

rea of raiding columns of our own.. -By time thisin a

A. 0. G, 11

Part 2

Bncl. 43A

Idem

Encl.45A

Idem 43A

decision confirmed too late for force to o-perate^
agains't any alternative targets before dark. This merely
typical". The A. O.G.-in-C. again hami'nered home the
point that the "solution depe-ods
land forces which depends on better coiiumunications
plus training and better recognition methods".

on better control of

Further Attacks on Derna

It was realised that as the enemy was pushed
we'stwairds his airfields would decrea.se in number and

congestion would result at times which would render
The air attacks on the

Id em

. his air force vulnerable.

Derna landing grounds at the outset of the enemy's
v/ithdra-wal were cited by the A, O.G.-in-C. as examples

In actual fact these particularof this tendency,

raids were primarily aimed at continuing the inter
ruption of the considerable airborne flovj- of
supplies from Crete. On 8th December the S.A.A.-F.
iiaryland bomber effort v;as directed against the

Cloud banks prevented■landing grounds at Dema.

3.A.A. F.
Narrative

No. 12 Squadron delivering an attack-, but seven
aircraft of No.'21 Squadron-mde a successful attack

the main landing grounds. Photographs revealed
extensive dauiage. Two of the four fires started
north of the hargars developed into tremendous blazes
(this area had been suspected of co’'taining much fuel
and ammunition) and nine aircraft,,(t) including 5

'It was estimated by

on

Ju.52s were reported set on fire,
the cre-ws that about 90 aircraft, nrastly_ Ju. 52s were

tlje 'landing ground and satellite landing ground,
■  During the night 15 of the 21 Wellingtons of Nos.70

and 108 Squadrons which operated bombed the dispersal
on the Derna landing grounds from 9,000 down to

2,000 feet. A few fires a-ad explosions were reported
to have been caused, but no damage .'was claimed to
aircraft observed along the north and east sides of the

on

areas

No.205 Oroup
0. R. B.

main landing ground.

/^/ialta

(l) German records shov/ 9 "other types" aircraft destroyed
on this day and there are indications that these "other
types" were destroyed on the ground (ADIK 103/64).

G.169215/IL/6.48 ,
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mlta Gonilnues Bombing of Naples (Bombing Operations
3rd to ?Jth December)

meanwhile, iVialta-based bombers continued their
attacks on the eneuiy's supply ports. The departure port
of Naples was bombed on tv;o nights (5'th/6th and 6th/?th
December) by a total of 30 Wellingtons, which dropped
approximately 40 tons of bombs, including several 4,000
pounders. Direct hits were secured on the arsenal,

M.E.Y/.O. S.

No. 8

Appendix A

torpedo factory, marshalling yards, docks and airframe
factory and large fires and explosions were caused
On the night 7th/8th December, also, Tripoli was attacked
by tvro Wellingtons which dropped tY/o 4,000 lb, bombs.

Borne pressure was also maintained on the Tripolitanian
air bases at Castel Benito and Aellaha by a total of
5 Fleet Ail' Arm SY/ordfish and 6 Wellington and four more
Sv/ordfish made nuisance attacks oh the Catania airfield,

Sicily. In other attacks four Blenheims reported the
destruction of a train of 24 petrol tankers at San Giovanni

(the Italian end of the uessina ferry route); Fleet Air

Arm. Swordfish made a nuisance attack on the _railY?ay line

at Noto, Sicily; and five more Swordfish continued the

attacks which had been periodically delivered against the

barracks at Homs, Tripolitania. A warning to A.0.C. ,
A. H. Q. Malta, not to expend an effort on diversionary
attacks is mentioned on page 200.

There were no attacks by iv-alta-based aircraft on
shipping in transit during the week 2nd - 9th December
owing to bad weather conditions. It may be noted,
hov/ever, that reconnaissances were mintained covering
Taranto, the Ionian sea, Corfu, Gephalonia, Zante Kerkenna,
Pantelleria and Sicily. Photographic reconnaissance Y/as

maintained to discover the departure and arrival of
shipping, particularly at Argostoli, Wavarino and Tripoli.

■4iS!..Qoi1ib®-t.s (3rd to 8th December)

j/IeanY/hile the Western Desert fighter squadrons
continued to operate at intensity. During the six days
3rd to 8th Decembei’ sorties totalled 85O, conprising
468 sorties on offensive streeps and ground attack, 205
'On bomber and reconnaissance escort, 96 on shipping
protection and 81 on local defence.

During these days a "steady and possibly accelerated
reinforceraent of the Gcrmcm Air Force" (2) had already
become apparent and combats w'ere numerous.

Idem

M.E.W. 0. S.
No. 8
P.I3

M.E.W.O. S.
No. 8

A. O.C. 11 Part 2

Encls.48B

/Host

(1) The C.A.S. signalled to the A.G.G,-in-C. on 8th December:
"Your bombing attacks on Naples appear to be directed

Y/ill youagainst tovm and railv/ay installa-tions.
consider attacking shipping in harbour as daa-age to
battleships could be laost important in view of develop
ments in Fa,r Bast while hits on M/Vs v/ould assist Libyan
battle, (a.0.G.-ih-0's correspondence with C.A.S. etc.
Part 3, Encls.270B.).

(2) The re-organisation of the Luftyra.ffe in the Mediterranean
Theatre at this stage is considered in the next
sub-section.

.  G.I69215/IL/6.48
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Most of the combats resulted from the intercep
tion of large formations of escorted Stukas ¥/hich
endeavoured to stem our advance in the Sidi Rezegh -
El Aden - Bir El Gubi area. This increased dive-

bomber effort met with some success, the attacks being

pressed with deter,:iination and causing, on occasion,
severe danage to vehicles and considerable casualties
to our troops.

ivi.E.W.I.S.

No. 77

ill, E. W. 0. S.

No. 8
On every day 4th to 7th December our fighters,

operating .in strength on offensive sweeps, succeeded
in intercepting large formtions of escorted Ju.87s
and claimed the infliction of heavy casualties.
Reports of bonbing of our troops were received from
tentacles and relayed at once to fighter wings
direct byA. S.C's at Corps to enable sweeps in the
air to make interceptions or "to bent up" the enemy
airfields as the returning bombers were refuelling.

At 08.35 hours on the 4th, 10 Tomhawrks of No. 2
Squadron, S.A.A.P. , engaged 'a formation of about
30 Stukas, escorted nainly by G.50s. , which was
bombing the 11th Indian Infantry Brigade about 5 miles
north-west of Bir El ,Gubi. Thisaveep was one of a
ntonber arranged to take place at the time v/hen the
30th Corps v;as concentrating in preparation for the
advance norttmards to SI Adem. ^ The Corps had reported
that dive-bombers (reported as Italian) had been
operating in this area at routine tiraes. The S.A.A.P.

fighters clairaed 5 Ju.87s and 2 G. 50s destroyed,
one Ju,87 probably destroyed and five dacaged at a
cost of. one aircraft lost and another dacaged.

03.14280
x> 20

Idem Ps.20-22

M.E.W.O.S. No. 8

Ps'. 7-9 and

Squadron 0. R. Bs
and S. A. A. P.

Narrative

Idem Later the same morning Nos.1 S.A.A.P. , 274, H2
and 250 Squadrons comprising 23 fiurricanes and 21
Tomahavdcs, returning frora an offensive sweep
encountered a mixed enemy force of 60-70 Stukas and
escorting fighters some 15 miles north-west of
Bir-El G^ubi, About .12 of the Ju.87s were reported
to have made their attack but the remainder jetti
soned their bombs and cade off at ground level.
Our fighters' claims as the result of the combats

one Ju.87j one Me.109, 3 G,50s and 4 Me.202sT/ere

shot dovm, one Ju.87, one Me.109, one G.50 and 3 Me.202s
probably destroyed and 3 Me.109s and 3 Me.202s
daimged.(l) Our losses were one Tomhawk and 2
Hurricanes, with 2 of the pilots saved.

Id em At noon on the follov/ing day, 5th December,
19 Tomahawks of Nos. 112 .and 250 Squadrons broke up
another "Ari.ada" - reported to consist of 30-40
Ju.07s, escorted by 15-20 G. 50s, and Mo. 200s with
a top cover of 12 Me. 109 Es and Ps, Someo of the
Stukas caught diving to borab our forces in the

/area

(1) So far as Gen'.ia'n operational losses were concerned
the official records for if-th December shov/ one

Me,109 and one Me.110 destroyed and 2 Ju.87s
damaged. The Me. 110 destroyed was presumably that
claimed as a "probable" by a Hurricane of No, 274
Squadron 40 miles south-vrest of lladdalena

(ilDIK 103/64 Verluste Afrika)

G. 169215/11/6.48
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area south-east of El i'^dem v/ere pursued by aircraft of
No,112 Squadronj the other dive-bombers jettisoned their
loads on being attacked by No.250 Squadronj and the
remainder of No.1i2 Squadron attacked the escorting
fighters.

The-claims arising from the combats Y/ere:-

Destroyed: 17 Ju.87s 1 Me.109 1 Me
1 G.50.

3 Ju.87s 2 He.109
and

. 200

Probably d estroyed: 1 Me, 200.

Daimged: 1 Ju.87
■  and

2 G.50s
1 Me, 109

1 Me. 200
(1)

On our side 4 Toinaha-wks were lost.

II J6/7/4 It was believed that the success achieved on the
5th induced the enemy to change his tactics to provide
more protection for the Stukas. At any rate, on the
folloYYing day, v/hen the Hurricanes of Nos.229 and 238
Squadrons encountered a formation of 20 Ju.87s, escorted
by Italian fighters v/ith a number of Mo, 109s as top cover,
it became apparent that the escort ?/as much closer than
formerly and the German fighters joined the conflict at
once instead of remaining on high. The HiArricanes in
their initial attack cla.imed the probable destruction of
one Me.109 and daniage to tv/o Me. 202s and another Me, 109(2).
Their formation became split, however, and five Hurricanes
were shot down by ile. 109s, v/hich took advantage of
given by broken cloud and "jumped
became isola.ted.

cover

our fighters as they

M.E.W. 0. S.
No, 8 and
Squadron O.R. Bs.

Idem On 7th December 20 Hurricanes of Nos.1 S.A.A.P. and
274 Squadrons, returning from patrols over the Tobruk ?.rea,
engaged a formation of 15 Stukas, escorted by 30-35
Italian and German fighters, which had completed its
bombing mission. Our Qombat claims Y/ere 2 Ju.87s,
2 Me. 200s 1 Me.202 and 1 G.50 shot domi and 2 Me.200s,
1 Ju,87 and 1 G.50 probably destroyed(3) for the loss of
5 Hurricanes,

/The

(l) In spite of the fact that some reports give details of
the aircraft seen to.crash - for instance the S.O. 0. ,
T/estern Desert in his report states:
exploded in the air, another three exploded on hitting the
ground, and a further eleven were seen hurtling towards
the ground on fire" - it must be recorded that the official
German records of operational losses do not confirm the
Stuka losses, . Ju.87 casualties on 5th December are listed
as 2 destroyed and one damaged. The Me. 109 losses - four -
agree well enough Yvith our claims for the day, including
a few irinor combfits not mentioned in the text,
(iiDIK 103/64 and Squadron records).

(2) Gernan records indicate no casualties incurred by Me.109s
on 6th December (ADIK IO3/64 Verluste Afrika).

(3) German records show 3 Ju.87s destroyed on 7th Decei'aber
(ADIK 103/64).

Pour aircraft

G.169215/IL/6.48
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The air conb;’.tK on the 8th were clashes bety/een

fighter aircraft only. In the morning, eleven Hurricanes
of No. 274 Squadron encoiintered a formation of 30 Me, 109s
and lvic.200s and 202s a fe\y miles south-west of El Adera.

No.- 274 Squadron with No. 1 Squadron, S.A.A.F. had been

escorting Blenheims bombing in the El Adem area, but the
S.A.A.P. fighters and the bombers did not'come into
contact with the enemy fighters and continued their
flight to base(l;. No. 274 Squadron’s claims were;-
one :ue.109l', and one lie. 202 destroyed, one ivie.l09E
and one.Mg. 202 probably destroyed
damaged'2) fo^ the loss of two Hurricanes and one
crash-landed, v/ith the pilot saved. "The tactics of
the Macchis were to stay and dog-fight while the
Me.109s dived in and out continually”. During the
morning also. No.80 Squadron Hurricane-bombers gave a
good account of themselves in the air and on the ground
simultaneously. (Page I87 refers to the ground attack).
After bombing in the Acroma area the Squadron split up -
six engaging in straffing and the reiminder acting as

top cover. The latter beat off an attack by a dozen
Me. 109s and Me. 202s, claiming the destruction of ty;o

Messerschmitts(2), the probable destruction of one and
damage to another without loss. Other contacts yyith
Me. 109s over the Bir El Gubi area during the day, in
which a Tomahawk flying vying (Nos.2 and 4 Squadrons,
S.A.A,P.) and a Hurricane flying wing (Wos.94 and 260
Squadrons) took part, v/ere inconclusive.

Strengthening of the Luftwaffe in t_he Mediterranean

It had become apparent at this stage that the
Luftwaffe in the Middle East - Mediterranean theatre

was being re-organised and reinforced.

and four Macchis

A.0.0.11 Part 2

Ends. 48b( letter
from A. 0. G. Y®.

to A.0.0.-in-C.

10.12.41.) Since the capture of Crete by the Germns in the
previous May the Luftvraffe in the Middle East-Mediterranean
area had been organised as a Eliegerkorps. In
November Luftflotte 2, 'which had been operating on the

Russian front in the Moscow area, y/as transferred to
the Mediterranean'area. The Luftflotte took over

Fliegerkorps X and later included another Fliegerkorps,
Fliegerkorps II. The expansion of the corai-nand into a

Luftflotte involved the apipointment of Marshal
Kesselring as the Officer Commanding-in-Ghief with
Headquarters in Rome and General Loerzer as A.0.C.
Fliegerkorps II, with Headquarters in Sicily.

The arrival of a second Fliegerkorps suggested
that the strength of the Gerimn Air Force would be
eventually doubled.

Report by M.E.
Intelligence M.E.
Review No.3

Appendix 'R German records show the follov/ing increase in
respect of orders of battle of the G. A. P. in the
Middle East tediterranean theatre for 13th November

and 13th December, 1941- The establishment of
operational type aircraft had increased from 464 to
798 and strength from 4OO (206 immediately available)
to 637 (339 immediately^ available). In particular.

/ the

(1) Some reports state that the enemy fighters tried to attack
the Blenheims and cite the combat as evidence of a

successful bomber escort, but squadrons records make it
clear that the Blenheims and S.A.A.F. Hurricanes were

unaware of the enemy fighters.
(2) Geru'an records show 2 Me. 109s destroyed on the 8th

(ADIK 103/64 Verluste Afril<a),G. 16921 5/IL/6.48
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the establishment and strength of single-engine fighters
were doubled (establishment 248 and strength 217 on
13th December) and immediate availability increased
eightfold (180 immediately ava'lable on I3th December);
the Ju. 88/lle^ 111 establishment rose from 1 51  , strength 139,
to 276, strength 232, and aircraft immediately available
from 61 to 79; and a strong night force was added. On
the other hand, the dive-bomber strength fell from 107
to 85 and aircraft inanediately available from 86 to 43•

The disposition of the G.A. P. in mid-December is
not available from German records held, but it is definite
tiiat the bulk of the reinforcements went to Sicily. An

A. 1.3(b) report put the G-ernan force there at I4O, but
this is probably aii under-estimate, as it is based on
an overall sli-aiJiitTfigure of 520 aircraft instead of
the actual strength of 637. So far as the G-.A. P. in

Libya was concerned, it is clear that the single-engine
fighter strength had been increased.

II JI/63

Lecture prepared
by member of 8th
Abteiling (Archive
and Historical

Branch of the

German Air Min. )
March,

The primary reason for the strengthening of the
Luftwaffe was to ensure the neutralisation of Ivialta as

a sea and air base - a commitment T/hich the Italian

Air Porce had failed to fulfil. The Germans appreciated,
in fact, that "the primary condition for holding the'
Axis position in North Africa was supreinacy in the air

and on the seas which was to be achieved by the Luftv;affe.
Prom the enemy's (that is the British) point of view,
Malta was the centre of Mediterranean strategy, the aim

being to paralyse the German/ltalian traffic to Africa,
to keep open the sea route from west to east for their
ships and to make possible an attack on Italy.
G.A.P. reinforcement paid tribute in effect, to the
success achieved in cutting the enemy's supply lines to

Libya, Although the main effect of the reinforcement was

to be felt by Ivialta(l) the carnpaign in Libya was inevitably
affected both directly and indirectly.

The

Appendix 'T In addition, as the A.O.C.-in-G. had expected, an
appreciable Italian Air Porce reinforcement took place
in Lidya during the first month of the campaign, the
total I.A.P. strength there increasing from 474 operational
aircraft on l8th November to 548 on the I8th December.
The main concentrations of aircraft were now in the

v/estern and central sectors instead of in the eastern

sector as at the beginning of our offensive. A.1.3(b)
considered that serviceability was maintained at 55 per
cent.II JI/63

Th.e_,Enemy' s..Withdxa?va.l_.tp._ Gazala and our Arrangements
for the Advance (8th-12th December)

Phase Three of the offensive, as envisaged in the
"Crusader" Plan, v/as expected to last for about  5 days
(D + 1 to approximately D + 5). In the event, "the
period of battle
prolonged until 8th December, Y/hen the enemy fell back
from the Tobruk-El Iidem line. Even then. Phase Pour of

the offensive - "the subsequent unpredetermined period

/covering

and relief of Tobruk" had been

P. of the

Narrative

Idem P.106

■  (1) See page 192.

G.169215/IL/6.48
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covering the eneuy's retreat" and the pursuit by our
own forces was not reached, as the eneiiiy now mde a
stand on a line running south from Ga2ala,
interlude occurred before the final phase of the
"feusive (the jjursuit xjroper) , which raay be regartied

as an unexpected extension of Phase Three.

The 13th Corps, although 7/ell placed to interfere
'v^ith the sneray's 7vithdrawal, 7vas unable to disrupt it
OYfing to lack of reserves. Consequently, the enemy
extricated the Italian divisions besieging the Western
face of the Tobruk fortress and developed his Gasala
line in some strength. The aim now was to dislodge a
defeated but still organised force from entrenched
positions and prevent a

Prom this point the smintenance and supply of
our ground and air forces became increasingly diffi
cult and began seriously to limit the size of the
forces v/hich could be kept in contact 77ith the enei::xy.
Per a short tijne there was a check in our pursuit as
the 30th Corps had outrun its supplies. The changing
of the supply base fro.n desert railhead to Tobruk
achieved, hov/ever, vfith the ridniraun of delay and some
of our main forces were able to follow up the enemy's
withdra^val 24 hours after a halt had been called.

The G. 0. C. , Eighth Army decided to entrust the
conduct of the following-up orierations to Headquarters
13th Corps and to send Headquarters 30th Corps bpek
to direct operations against the enemy's isolated
position at the frontier(l). The min reasons which
prompted this decision were that one Headquarters
would suffice to control the operations of the
limited fprees Tvhich could be maintained foCT/ard and

Headquarters 13th Corps vra.s already conveniently
established at Tobruk.

Thus an

OX

further orderly 'withdrawal.

v/as

C,-in-C's Despatch
P.59

Idem

Idem and

A.0. C.-in-C., to
C.A. S. Part 3 and
AOC/II Part 2
Passim

n. -in-C s Despatch
P. 59

It must be ei'iTphasised ho'vvever, that the eliniination
of the isolated enemy garrisons on the frontier was a

matter of importance as it was evident that sup-plies by
sea -v7ould have to be supplemented from railhead and the

long detours imposed on T. convoys v/as absorbing
transport needed for subsequent stages of the advance.
It W8.S arranged that the 1st S.A. Infantry Brigade should
be detached from the 13th Corps for frontier operations
as soon as it was practicable.

No.208 and 451
Squadrons 0. R. Bs

The change in the roles of the Corps Headquarters
involved a new allotiaent of the Army Co-operation
(tactical reconnaissance) squadrons. No.208 (A.C. )
Squadron being then placed at the disposal of the
13th Corps and No.451 (A.C. ) Squadron, E.A.A.P, at the
disposal of the 30th Corps,
not effected until 15th December; for the week pi-evious
and even a few days after that date both squadrons
continued to cover the forward area. No.237 (Rhodesia)
Squadron continued to operate under Battle Headquarters,

/Taciical.

These new arrangements were

(1) Before he-left to direct the frontier operations, on 12th
December, Lt. General C.W. L. Norrie, ComiTa-nder 13th Corps,
placed on record his appreciation of the "magnificent
co-operation of the Royal Air Force" and paid a tribute to
the Corps' Army Co-operation Squadron (No.208 Squadron).
(a. 0. C.-in-C s Correspondence vrith C. A. S.etalArt 3,Enc.28lA).G.I69215/IL/6.48
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Tactical Air Reconnaissance (9th-12th Decenber)

No.451 (A.C.) Squadron, R.A.A.F. - at this juncture-
still operating under the 13th Corps - moved up to
Tobruk on 9th December (virhere a detachment had been
operating from the beginning of the offensive) and some
days later also operated some aircraft from Acronn.
No. 208 (a,G.) Squadron - still under the 30th Corps -
began operating from Bir SI Gubi on 10th December.

Squadron O.R. Bs

Idem and

GS.14280 ?s. 25
The No.451 Squadron reconnaissance aircraft

operating from Tobruk on the 9th reported 2,000 M.T. in

the general area stretching 10 mil§s south .of Acrom,
being the greater part of the 15th and 21st Panzer
Divisions and Ariete Division. It Yiras established that

the Pavia di\dsion had virithdravra west of the by-pass road

supported.by the Trento division. The Brescia division'
remained on the coast. Further tactical reconnaissance

by No,Z:..51 Squadron reported only a fev/M.T. and tanks

remaining in the El Aden area and photographs were taken

and a report made on weapon-pits dug at Gazala.
No.208 Squadron on the sane day reconnoitred the
Bir SI Gubi area and Bir Hakim area (where the 22nd Guards
Brigade were engaging minor pockets of the enemy) arid
confirmed that the enemy v/as falling back to Gazala.
On the 10th No. 451 Squadron continued their reconnaissance
of the Gazala defences, while No.208 Squadron covered
the areas Bir Eakii.r-Gazala and Bii' El Gubi-Acroma-El Adern.

The following duty No.451 Squadron reported considerable
M.T, movement on the Tobruk-Acrona road. No.208 Squadron
covered the Trigh El Abd to some 30 miles ■ south-v/est of

Gazala and on the return flights took in Knightsbridge
and Bir Hakim, checking up on any possible outflanking
movements. On the 12th.No.451 Squa.dron continued their
recomiaissance of the Gazala area, reporting, in
ptirticulai-, on M. T, and tanks in the area south-east
of Gaza.la, and a stream of traffic withdrawing north-west
from Gazala. No.208 Squadron's operations followed the

lines of the previous day.

The above tactical reconna.issance operations supplied
■valuable information for both Corjjs during a very fluid
period and indicated bombing targets frora the enemy's
M. T. col'um'ns.

Apart from covering the area north of Gambut on the
9th Noc 237 (Rhodesian) Squadron did not operate during
the days under review owi-ng to the necessity to stand by
for its imminent raove forvmrd. Unfavourable .weather
prevented the Survey Plight (No. 60 Squadron, S.A.A. F. )
operating on 9th and lOth December, but on the 11th and
12th selected areas in the enemy's rear, including
El Agheila, ?/ere ]photographed for impping purposes and
reports on enemy dispositions and M. T. concentrations
observed were also made.

Ground Operations during the Ad-vance to Gazala (8th -
12th December)

No. 237 Squadron

S.A.A. P.
Narrative

On 8th December, as mentioned on page I85 the
7th Armoured Brigade had been directed to advance toT/ards

Instead of malcing contact with the enemy's
however as expected, the Brigade came up

Knight sbrid ge,
western flank,

C. -in-C's
Despatch P.58

against the centre of the position the enemy rearguard

/had
G.169215/IL/6„48
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had taken up astride G-enaclel ridge. The enemy's
screen of anti-tank gims presented an attempt to
turn the position on either flank. The next day,'
in , f o llo'ffing up the enemy's Tv'ithdraT/al, the i-rnoured

Brigade ride contact vrith a rear-guard position
running north-east fr'oin Sir Bari.iat, covering
Knightsbridge. The Armoured Division achieved some

'  success in its attacks and, in particular, prevented
enemy tanks turning hack to harass oTir infantry who
had 'than occupied 151 idem. The Armoured Division
■was then foi-ced to call a halt owing to lack of
petrol.

Although cur ai'mour had been brought to a
standstill "the moiueatu.m of the advance" v/as kept
up to some extent by columns of the Suxiport Group and
the 4th Indian Divisionj later, relieved by the 1st
S. A, Infa-atry Brigade, On lOth December the Support
Group was in touch v/ith the outxjosts of the enemy's
Gazala line, laeanwhil.e, the 7th Indian Infantry
Brigade, striking nortlnvards had made contact with
the 2-3rd Infantry Brigade at 111 Adern; the 5th Indian
Infantry Brigade had dra-'^m level some 15 miles to
the west; azid on the western flank the Indian divisional
motorised cavalry,■re-iuforced by'infantry, engaged the
enemy's rearguard at 'Bir Harmat and occupied Hagaig
Er Rami.

Idem

■  Idem The 13th Corps, advancing wesirwards around the
Tobruk perimeter, "coLitivmed to roll up the enemy".
On the 10th elements of both Corps carried out a
concerted movement against Acroma and operations
Y/'ere successfully carried out further west,,
eight months' seige of 'Tobruk came to an end.

Thus the

Idem,?.60 During the afternoon o;'’ 11th December the 13th
Corps began its y.1vaiace. Tite 5th New Zealand Infantry
Brigade, v/uich the G. 0. C, , Eighth Army, had ordered
to join 13th Gor-pS; virith its left flank protected by
the 32nd Ai-ray Tank'Bil gad a, roa.rked Gisala; the
4th Indian Division ■'ir.s dii-ected south of Gazala
on Tmimi and Bir Halegh el 'Eleba. The main commitments
of the 7tli Armoured Division (4th Armoured Brigade and
7th Support Grour-) v'ere to protect the left flank of
the Indian division and also .send columns to harass
enemy coainuni.carions neardDniml and patrol towards

i&echili. The movement of the Armoured Brigade vrere
restricted, however, by stap’ply difficulties, until
13th December'. The New Zealand Brigade and the
Indian Division came mp against the enemy position
late on 4th December.

t  (9th-12th December)P.estrictiona on Air Suppo:

On 9th December, Air rlirshal Tedder signalled
Air Vice-J/'iarshal Goningh.am: "Understand there are
indications enemy in retrea'b. Trust you v/ill be able
to exploit to maximum povrer of air force to turn retreat
into rout. 'Rully realise di.ffioulty 'indentifications
but suggest acceptance ri.sks nov/ niay■ have vital effect
(on) YYhole campaign‘4 This hope, as already indicated,
was not realised. In the fii'st place our military action,
due partly to supply difficulties, was not decisive and,
secondly, conditions restricting the air power v/hich could
be brought to bear on the battle still persisted.

A.O.C.

■EnGlos.44A
I Part 2

/SomeG.I69215/IL/6.48
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Idem

Enc. 48b

Some of these restrictions were mentioned in a

(l) on a visitreport by an Operations Liaison Officer
to Advanced Air Headquarters, Yfestern Desert, 8th-10th
Beceuiber, for the information of the A. 0. C.-in-C. , and
departments concerned at H. Q. R.A.P. , i,middle East. It

was reported, that scattered fighting in the El Adem
area had made it impossible up to that time to
establish fighter landing grounds between ..laddalena and

Tobruk, The T/estv/ard movement of the eneiay had resulted
in our aircraft working at maximum range in order to
provide cover for our ground forces west of the Bir el

Gubi-El Adem area. The country/ v/est of Tobruk was outside

normal fighter range. This situation reacted also on the

bomber effort allocated to direct support as fighter
escorts could not reach points where enemy m.T. columns
and other suitable targets v/ere then located. It v/as
pointed out that 4arylands were, meanwhile, attacking
more distant targets, e. g. Derna, and it was -intended
to use Blenheims when cloud cover v;as available. When

the fighter squadrons were established in the El Adera-Sidi
Rezegh area (actually effected late on 11th Dece.-.ber,
page 198 refers) sweeps covering the ground forces and
fighter escorts could be provided up to the Derna area.
It was reported that our bomber effort ip close support
was still being delayed and restricted by lack of speedy
information from for'vard areas(2). It was confirmed

I

.  OB::

that air attacks against tanks as a primary target was

considered a miseniTjloyment of aircraft as tanks were .

generally well dispersed and nothing but a direct hit
from a 250 lb. bomb was at all effective; cannon fire
from aircraft was decidedly ineffective. The limitations
on the success of our fighter operations imposed by
poor training and the superior performance of the i’Le,109F
are mentioned later. (Rage 203 )•

A postscript to a letter ivritten by Air Vice-Marshal
Coningham to Air x'ia.rshal Tedder on 10th December more

strongly indicated the continued delay in .getting informa

tion for the determining of targets;-
Very hectic today. The most intensive fighting on the
front is here - my fighting for targets 1 I! Taken

hours this morning.

In addition to the foregoing restrictions, other
factors T/hich limited the bomber effort included;-

(l) More westerly landing grounds for the bomber
squadrons were not yet available.

(2) The diversion of i-.iarylands on missions to
intercept Ju.52 traffic (mentioned in page 201 ).

(3) Increasing unserviceability and strain due to
the sustained air operations.

P.S.1200 hrs.

n

Idem

Enc,48b

(4) Bad vreather spells.

/The

(1) Periodically from this date a Senior Officer was sent to
the forvrard area to bring back to Air Marstial Tedder a

concise picture of hovi the campaign from the air aspect
Vfas progressing.

(2) It was reijorted;
for air support is urgently needed,
assisted by some means of identification on our vehicles,
such as a white disc paPnted on the top of each tank
and lorry".

A simpiler and 'quicker method of calling
This would be greatly

G.I69215/IL/6.48
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Th.e .Eigh±.er_ii'QrQe.a.-o.-v:es,.,EQ23ofard

On 11th December H. (,), No. 262 vTing moved forward to
•  El Adern in order to control the fighter squadrons of
Nos.258 and 262 Wings which then took over advanced
landing grounds at El adem, 3idi Eezegh, Tobruk and
Bu Amud. This advance removed the restrictions caused
by the insufficient fighter range mentioned in the
previous sub-section. The individual locations of the

fighter squadrons late on 11th Novanber are given at
Appendix V. During the period of the move H. Q. , No.258
Wing remained in the Jiaddalena area in accordance v/ith
the scheme for controlling the fighter force during
periods of movement. (Pages 161 and l62 of the
narrative refer).

On the 11th, also. Battle Headquarters, Eighth Army
(and Advanced Air

established at Bu Amud in order to control the operations
around Gazala.

Aesimip.ted.Yfes.tern. Desert. Bgniber. Operations. (9th-night
12th/l3th December)

Headquarters, Western Desert) was

No. 262 7/ing O.R. B.
and Appendix V
of Narrative

GS.14280 P.27

A. O.G. -in-C's

Correspondence v/ith
G.A. S.Part 3

Jiir marshal Tedder commenting on the aim of the Air
Force participation at this stage to the Chief of Air
Staff signalled; "Crux of both land and air battles is
rno.re tha.n ever one of supply. At present T/e are con
centrating ago.inst enemy petrol supplies from the west by
road, from the north by air and sea, movements on roads
in Gyrenaica and dumps at aerodromes
ground his air and starve his m. T. v/e shall be ¥/ell on
the way.

already mentioned were, hov/ever, greatly curtailed.

if vre can

The bombing operations, due to the restrictions

Direct support operations during the four days and
nights under consideration comprised:- by day: 11 Blenheim,
6 Maryland, 6 Boston and 12 Hurricane-bomber effective

Bs bomber sorties and by night: I8 Wellington and  5 Fleet
Air Arm Albacore effective bomber sorties. In addition,
Fleet Air Arm Albacores helped the Wellington operations
by flare-dropping. The operations were directed against
ene.iy M. T. columns withdrav/ing westwards, a bomb-line being •
agreed upon each day by the Corps Goiraiianders, G. O.C. ,
Eighth Army and A.O.G. , Western Desert. On the 9th
12 Hurricane-bombers of No. 80 Squadron bombed and mchine-

gunned an w, T. convoy retir.nig along the Acroma road,
causing in particular, four fires by straffing. The
squadron was successfully attacked by a number of Me. 109s
and as a result of the engagement two Hurricanes failed to
return

injured

Blenheims were briefed to attack k. T. retreating along
the track from Tiel El Esem to kechili and on the coast
road betyreen Gazala and Tmimi. As the areas were then

beyond fighter range the Blenheims were ordered to operate
independently using cloud cover. The sixteen aircraft

,  which operated, however, were either recalled or returned

two ra ;re crashed (with the pilots saved but
). The next day (l0th December) No. 270 YYingm.

No.205 Group,
No. 270 Yfing and
No.. 11 Squadron O.R

S. A. A, P. Narrative

k. E. 'W. 0. S.No. 9

and GS.I428O P. 27
IIJ6/7/4

___ /with

(1) The G. 0. of the Squadron (Sqn.Ldr. Stephens)had his aircraft
set on fire and was wounded in both feet. As he was Mjout to
bale out he saw an enemy fighter overshooting,so he got back
into the cockpit and shot the eneny aircraft dovra.He v.as late
awarded .the D. S. 0. for this action. (No.80 Squadron O.R.B. jG. 169215/IL/6.48
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with their bom'bs(l) owing to had weather,
six Bostons of No. 24 Squadron, S.A.A.P. , against a

retreating enemy transport heading tov/ards echili
ended in disaster. After completing their bombing the
Bostons were attacked by 12 to 16 lie. 109 Es and Ps,
v/hich shot dovm all except the leading Boston, which
succeeded in returning to base on one engine. Six
iiarylauds of No. 21 Squadron, S.A.A.P. , on the same day
were given the task of bombing the Grand Hotel at Girene
where it v/as believed, an enemy General Staff meeting
¥/as to be held. The attack was a failure as the nearest

A mission by
S.A.A.P.

Narrative

bomb dropped fell 75 yards from that building. As no
staff cars were seen in the vicinity, however, it seemed
unlikely that a conference was in progress. On
12th December, as the Pighter Force had then moved
forward, No. 270 T/ing Blenheims vere able to resume
operations vnith fighter escort, the bombers being
briefed at El Adem airfield(2), Enen^ transport on

No. 270 ¥ing 0. R. 3.
and A.E. YAO.S.No.9

the coastal road T/est of Gazala, in the Tmiui area, was

successfully bombed by 11 aircraft of Nos. 14 and 45
Squadrons in clear weather. The escorting fighters
succeeded in warding off enemy fighters but not v/ithout
loss to themselves. Coastal road traffic v/as also

No. 80 Squadron'
O.R.B.

attacked by No.80 Squadron Hurricane-bombers, escorted by
No. 250 Squadron and K.N. (P) Squadron, in the area south
of ivlartuba. Although the n. T. v/as too scattered to form

a good target several direct hits were scored and four
lorries v/ere set on fire. A.s on the previous bombing
mission, on the 9tlm-v No.80 Squadron vreis attacked by
enemy fighters (reported as me.109 Ps and Me.202s) and
four Hurricanes failed to return. During the night

(l2th/l3th December) pressure on the enemy's road
transport was rmiintained by No.205 Group Wellingtons,
12 of the 24 aircraft of Nos.37 and 70 Squadron

despatched on that night bombing with good effect m.T.
on the roads around Darna.

No. 205 Group O.R.B.

Meam?hile, a daily effort against the enemy's forward
landing grounds made by unescorted Blenheims and f/iarylands
proved largely abortive ov/ing to lack of cloud cover or the

presence of enemy fighters,
the day bomber effective sorties flov^n against the
landing grounds at Gazala, Tmimi and Alartuba (the tyro
latter were then also advanced bases) totalled only 7 s.nd
only 9 against the Ju.52 reception airfield at Dema.
The night bomber counter air force attacks comprised
4 effective sorties flown against Gazala, 5 against Derna

/and

Thus from 9th to 12th December

No. 270 7/ing and
No. 11 Squadron
0. R. B. and S. A. A. P.

Narrative

No.205 Group
0. R. B.

(1) It was later ruled that the bringing back of bombs
was to be avoided. When the briefed target could not be

attacked bombs were to be released over territory definite!fer
knoT/n to be enemy lands or on fixed objectives such as

Bardia, Sallum and Halfaya. (No. 270 Wing 0. R. B. , December
1 941, Appendix IZXl) .

(2) No.270 Wing Blenheims went up daily to El Adem to be
briefed etc. for direct support operations until I8th
December, when the V/ing Headquarters and Nos. 14, 45, 84
and Lorraine Squadrons were established at Gambut
(N0.27O Wing O.R.3. )

(3) Between 9th and 12th December, No.80 Squadron was on the
move to the Tobruk.area or flying fighter patrol
(No.80 Squadron O.R.B.) .

G.169215/IL/6.48
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and 20 against ilaleniu, Crete, the departure aix-field
for the du.52s. This last raid was credited, in
particular, witii destroying enemy petrol stores. It
is evident, however, that the restricted bomber effort
at this stage did little to help with the desired object
of grounding the enemy's air.

Interference with the enemy's Ju.52 traffic en route
to Gyrenaica and the current fighter operations are
mentioned later.

Malta _''Takes Eye_ rf JLibya;n_i3all''

meanwhile. Malta-based bombers carried out the follow
ing effort 9th to 1 2tb December: 29 effective 'Wellington
sorties against the supiply ports of Tripoli and Benghazi
(31 tons of bombs dropped on the former and 13 tons on the
latter): 17 effective Wellington and 7 Blenheim sorties
against sliipping in Western Greek and Sicilian harbours:
2 effective Blenheim sorties against factories in

■  Southern Italy: 3 effective Bleet Air i.rm aircraft
sorties against Castel Benito airfield, 9 effective
escorted Hurricane-bomber soi’ties against Comiso airfield;
one effective Wellington sorties against a Greek airfield
(bombed as an alternative target): and one effective
Blenheim sortie against a via-duct and M. T. in Southern
Italy,

achieved, in general, very satisfactory results and the
airfield attacks, v/ithin the limits of the simll effort
expended, were also successful.

Both the Chief of Air Staff and the A. 0.C.-in-C. ,
took the view at this stage that "malta's effort should
surely be directed in the most economical manner possible

toY/ards obtaining their main objects:- (a) Defence of
■  ivialta, (b) Interruption of sea communications with North
Africa", All other attacks YYere then "altogether out of

the Libyan
In particular, the P.A.A. torpedo-bombers ought

only to have been used against merchant shipping^ and
battleships(2) -and it was necessary to converve fighter
strength a
selves in North Africa a heavy scale of attack Y/ill be

directed against Malta".

The attacks on the supply and shipping targets(l)

court" and implied not keeping both eyes on
ba.ll".

if the Gernnns wish to re-establish them-

jvi, B. W. 0.3. No. 9

Appendix A

A. 0. G, -in-C' s

Cori-espondence ^
with 0.A.S.etc.

Part 3. Bncs.277A
and 278B

The Yvarning given to ivialta to a'bandon diversionary
attacks in no wise implied that the Air Force there was not

continuing to play a most vital part in the battle for
supplies; it v/as given to check on exnj'berance vYhich could
not then be afforded.

The situation precluded the diversionary attacks YYliich
had been undertaken largely to provide short reliefs from
sustained and costly operations and maintain high morale.

/Attempt

I1) The results of the shipping attacks in December are
nenti nsd ‘on page 235•

(2) On 8th December the
C.A.3. signalled that ."damage to Yvarships YYOuld 'be most
important in vieTY of developments in the Far East". •

(a.0.C.-in-C s Correspondence with C.A.S. etc. Part 3
Enclos. 27OB).

I69215/IL/6.48
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Atten^Jt by Mary lands to Interfere with Ju,52 Traffic
(ilth and 12th December)

Mention has already been made in the narrative of
attempts made at various times to interfere vri.th the

air transport flying between Crete and Gyrenaica by
the bombing of the air bases concerned and Beaufighter
interception patrols. On 8th December Air r/arshal Tedder

drew Air Vice-i‘,aarshal Coningham's attention to the
increase in this traffic, as indicated in Wo.201 Group's
daily sighting reports and other reports and suggested
that it was essential to "put maximum Beaufighter effort
on Ju.52 traffic". Early on the 11th, also, the
A. 0, G.-in-C. , informed Air Vice-iiarshal Coninghara that

he considered that the employment of Beaufighters on
interrupting the Ju. 52 traffic ’.vould pay "better
dividends" than using them in the contemplated bomber
and fighter raids on the ene;ny’s main air bases, which
were heavily defended. Air iviarshal Tedder also suggested
that iviarylands might be used "for intruding on this
traffic". The same morning information reached H, Q. ,

R.A.P., M.E. , that the enemy intended sending considerable
numbers of Ju.52s to Gyrenaicai'^ ] as the A. 0. C, , Western
Desert, was out of communication Air mrshal Tedder
arranged direct with Rear Headquarters, Western Desert,
"to lay on the iviarylands and Beaufighters to attack Ju.52s
in flight".

A. 0.C./11
Enc, 43B

Idem Encs,48A
and 48B

Idem Enc. 49A

\  .

The S.A.A.P. Marylands began their intrusion in the
Tvro.pairs of Wo.12 Squadron aircraft covered

the area - 15-30 miles either side of a course 210°
Maleme-Apollonia and four pairs of No.21 Squadron
aircraft, sent off at intervals, patrolled 40-60 miles
north of Derna, The following morning the patrols were
continued by three pairs of Wo. 12 Squadron aircraft and

four pairs of Wo.21 Squadron aircraft. During the two
days operations the iviarylands e ngaged a total of 1.9 Ju. 52s
and 5 more were sighted but escaped; on the I2th, also,
two Do, 24.S and two Me. 110s v/ere encountered,
Ju.52s were very effectively camouflaged in black and
green and flew very low.
difficulty in attacking the Ju.52s from the front as they
turned away and forced the Jlarylands into beam and stern

The Junkers were reported to be equipped with
heavy machine-guns situated close behind the pilot,

rotatable cannon in the rear cockpit and a machine-gain
in the rear which seemed to be fixed,

operations Wo,21 Squadron carried bombs in case air-to-air
attempt to hit a Domier 24

afteraoon.

The

The S.A.A.P. crews found

attacks.

a

On the Second day's

bombing was practicable, but an

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

in this way was unauccessflil.

The two day's intrusion proved very costly for the
Marylands(2); 6 aircraft were lost (with one crew saved)

/and

Idem

(1) In particular, the Ju.52s were believed to be transporting
petrol and technicians from Maleme to Appolonia.

(2)'Peeling ran high in the i»iaryland squadrons against being
used on these intrusions, as the following extracts from

Wo.21 Squadron S.A.A.P. War Diary indicate:- 11.12.41:
"Let's hope it's the last we hear of these stupid fighter
sweeps - the Maryland v/as not built for them". 12.12.41s
"One observation about this sorry loss of our.- surely v/e

give our enemy credit for being able to 'spot a iviaryland
and signal that information to base on or after yesterday 3
efforts and what more natural thing than that a trap be _
baited for us on the second occasion". The second comment
refers particularly to the fact^that 2 Me,110s were
encountered and one Maryland failed to return after the

foml'O-t,
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and 3 were damaged (including one seriously damaged).
The S.A.A.F. claims were:- 5 Ju.52s destroyed and

6 damaged and one TJo.2I+ damaged(O. In view of the
need to conserve, viarylands at this time - the

A.0.C.-in-C., signalled the A.0,G., ¥.D. on 14th
Decemher: ' "Fully realise importance conservation
iviarylands and Bostons - the decision to employ the
Marylands on long-range fighter duties must he
regarded as an unfortunate one«

id em

A.O.C./II Part 2
Enc. 51B

On the 11th also, 5 Blenheims of No.,55 Squadron
'carried out an anti-Ju. 52- sweep off Derna. Although
several other enemy aircraft were sighted only one
Ju,52 was seen and no combat took place. The same
day two more Blenheims of No,55 Squadron, engaged in
a, normal shipping sv/eep off Oerna, encountered two
Ju,52s. The combats v/ere inconclusive.

No. 55 Squadron
0. R. B.

On the 12th, No. 272 Squadron Beaufighters
again patrolled between Berna and Crete in an
endeavour to intercept air transport traffic. Patrols
bj?- three pairs of aircraft encountered 13 Ju, 52s
during the day and claimed one Junkers shot dov/n and
six or more damaged(l) for one aircraft damaged. The
following day throe more patrols resulted in claims
of one Do.24 and one Me.llO escorting fighters , .
dainaged(l) for the loss of one Beaufighter and another
damaged. On the 15th two Beaufighters claimed one
Ju,52 probably destroyed and one damaged at the cost
of one aircraft damaged. The Junkers on this
occasion were reported to have had Italian markings.

No. 272 Squadron
0. R. B. and

M.E.¥f. 0.'S.>No.-9

Appendix D

The attempts to interfere v/ith the air transport
traffic clearly indicated the need for a greater
Beaufighter reinforcement which had been constantly
urged by R.A. F. middle East and accepted in principle
by Air Ministry.

A.O.C.-in-G's

Correspondence
with G.A.S.Part 3

Enc. 263B and
Passim.

Increased Success of the Me.109s and Counter Measures

taken (^th-12th December)

During the four days 9th-12th December the
fighter squadrons under the control of A. H. Q. ,Western
Desert carried out a total of 793 sorties, including
288 on 11th December. The analysis of sorties was
as follows:- 581 on offensive s’weeps and ground
attack, 105 on local defence, 54 on shipping protec
tion and 45 on reconnaissance and bomber escort.

The inability to provide bomber escort from 9th to
11th December, ovring to the Army support targets
receding beyond our fighter range has already been
commented on. The increased effort on local defence

i/vas necessitated by the danger of enemy low flying
attacks on our landing grounds, which by enemy standards,
had vreak A.A, ‘defences!2).

M. E. ¥. 0. S. No. 9

/The

(1) German records show 3 "other types" destroyed and one
damaged on 11th December and 7 "other types" destrpyed on
the 12th (liDIK IO3/64 Verluste A.frika). One Ju,52 on the
11th, it should be noted, was reported shot dovm by the

New Zealand Brigade (CS.14280 P.28).
(2) On 10th Drcember A^ii- iviarshal Tedder signalled to Air Vice-

Marshal Goningharn; "Peel also we must anticipate serious
increase in number of low flying attanks on our landing
grounds". (A.0.C,/l1 Part 2, Enc,45A). In the event the
attacks were few and ineffective.

G. 169215AVS.48
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The main feature of the fighter activity T/as the
success achieved by the enemy's ivie.109s.
seen*', v/rote Air Vice-iiarshal Coningham to Air I'-Iarshal
Tedder concerning the combats of 9th December, "that
small formations of three, four and six ivio. 109s
succeeded on all occasions that they made contact with
our much larger forces of 20 to 24, in knocking dowir
one or two practically without loss to themselves".
The results of the three main encounters of this kind

v/hich all occurred at the general El Adem area Y/ere
as follov/s:-

"You v/ill haA.0.C./11
Part 2

Enc.48B

ve

Sqdn. O.R. Bs and
M.E. ¥.0.3. No. 9

The flying V/ing of No.3 R.A.A.P. and No. 112 Squadron
(Tomhawks) lost four aircraft '(including one which
forced-landed); Nos. 94 and 260 Squadrons (Hurricanes)
lost one aircraft; and Nos. 229 and 298 Squadrons
(liurricEines) lost three aircraft. At least two pilots
v/ere knovm to have been saved. Our combined claims

amounted to one 109 destroyed and four damaged, but
enemy records shovr that two Me. 109s were destroyed on
that day. In other encounters on 9th December four
Hurricane-bombers of No.80 Squadron were shot down
(Page 198 refers) and for our part, in the course of
patrols over the battle area, Tomaha-wks of Nos.  2 and

4 Squadrons S. A.A. P. claimed one Ju. 88 shot dorm of two
encountered north-Y/est of El G-ubi, No. 250 Squadron
(Toraahav/ks) and R.N. (p) Squadron (Hurricanes) claimed
one Me. 110 shot down south of El Ad era and Nos. 73 and 274

Squadrons (Hurricanes) claimed one Ju.87 shot down
south-vrest of Halfaya. Enemy records indicate that
one Ju.88 was destroyed and one damaged and two long-
range reconnaissance were destroyed but no dive-bombers
are recorded as lost or seriously damaged.

ADIK 103/64

S quad ron 0,R. B.
and iu. E. W. 0. 3,

No. 9

ADIK 103/64

A.O.G./II Part 2 The A. 0. G. , 'western Desert reported to the
A.0.C.-in-G., thet the causes of our fighter losses on
9th December were:-

"  (i) the superiority in both climb and speed of
the Me.109 P.

(ii) the 20 imn. armament of this aeroplane against
which Y/e have nothing comparable in range or
hitting poY/er.‘

(iii) The lov/er standard of exx^erience of our pilots,
principally in fighting airmanship and gunnery,

(iv) Unjustified over-oonfidence^ due to the Y/eak
opposition of the Yreeks and to the numbers
employed".

Idem The implications of the disprox'jortionate losses
Y/ere considered serious in viefw of the Genmn

reinforcement (Page 192) refers.’ The most urgent
needs as the fighting intensified over the reduced area

held by the enemy v/ere held to be:-

/(i)

G, 169215/IL/6.48 '
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"  (i) New squadrons of/or re-equipped Virith either
Spit fires(1) or Airacobras(2) -
equal speed and fire power is essential,

(ii) Intensive fighting practice, fighting formation
flying which comprise, weaving, air-to-air / .
gunnery, and real dog-fighting, at the 0. T. Us^^d"

Air Vice-marshal Coninghara cited the case of an
inexperienced pilot during the -Junkers battle of 5th
December (page ''90 refers). This particular pilot "had
fired at five or six but l)ad seen no result and did not

know that you had to concentrate on one aircraft at a
ti-ae. He later fired at a G. 50 at full deflection but
aimed at the nose because ho did not know the full

"The fact is, "the Air Vice-mrshal con
tinued, "we have practically 'no marksmen because there is
no practical air-to-air'firing until they are throvra i'nto
the battle 'vvhen

\7hat they are doing,
the lucl<y and perhaps more experienced ones Tvho survive".

something with

deflection

they are all worked up and do not know
It is then too late except for

• c •

Idem

Idem Air Vtce-Marshal Goningham's immediate plan was to
put an experienced nucleus in each formation at the top,
so that they could take the conti'nuous diving of the
Messersclimitts from above and protect the less experienced
pilots belovA Subsequently large scale bomber and
fighter attacks were to be delivered so that each main
enemy air ba
dama

could be "swamped" i'n 'turn and maximum
done on the ground.

CJ cs

r.-.o

A.O.C./II Part 2 During the follov-ring'three days (l0th-12th December)
Enc.50/i., M. E.¥. 0. S. there were sig'hs of the new fighter tactics beginning to
No. 9 and Squadron
O.R. Bs and S.A.A, P. 4 Squadrons, S. A. A,F
Narrative

have effect. On the 10th, 23 ToniahaT/'ks of No. 2 and
.  engaged 12 Me. 109s in the course

of an offensive sweep south of El Adera; the TomahaY/ks
pn.e Messersebmitt probably destroyed and one

damaged V4j for the loss of one aircraft (the pilot being
picked up by another Tomahawk). The folloYYing day the
itiain engagements vrere as folloTYs:- No. 250 Squadron

claimed

/TomahaYYks

(1) In the event,1Spitfires did not become available for North
African operations U '.til May 1942, during the Battle for
Egypt,
reported that experiemtns YYith Kittyhav/ks indicated that
they Yfould not alone do for the Desert front.

(2) Airacobras (P.38s) never became available for the Western
Desert Air Force, but were employed by the U. S.A.A.F. in
Tunisia at the end of 1942.

(3) An immediate need Yvas a strong target-tovYing unit, the
equipment for which Yvas thought to be made possible from

.  M.E. resources. The A.0.C.-in-0., instructed the S. T.S. 0.
(Group Captain Hov/ard) to institute some training "in
collaboration YYith Wester'ti Desert at once as 'elimination

of indecisive combats is main means of compensating for
disparity in aircraft performance". (A.O.C./11 Part 2
Enc. 50Ji).

(4) Enemy records show 2 Me.109s lost on 10th December.

On 10th Deceit her, 1 941, Air Vice-Marshal Goningham

(

-S,

iJDIK 103/64).

G.169215/IL/6.48
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Tomahawks, in the afternoon, claimed 2 Ju,88s and 2
He. 109s destroyed from a formation of 24 Ju.88s,
escorted by 10 He, 109s, encountered over the forward
area, and later engaged 6 Me, 109s near Tobruk, claiming
2 shot down and 3 damaged(l). No.250 Squadron lost
aircraft forced to land through enen^ action. Shortly
afterwards the Squadron engaged 6 Me. 109s near Tobruk
and claimed 3 enen\y aircraft shot down and 2 damaged
7/ithout incurring any loss. Meemwhile, 22 Hurricanes of

Nos,229 and' 238 Squadrons patrolling over the Acroma area
intercepted nine Me. 110 fighter-bombers, escorted by
6 Me, 109s, and forced the He,11 Os to jettison their
bombs and seek cloud cover; the subsequent attempt by the
Me, 109s to stalk the Hurricanes by using cloud cover
v/as foiled by the employment of the new counter-measure.
Pour Hurricanes failed to return, however, from other
patrols during the day. On the 12th the Fighter Porce had

four combats v/ith the enemy which resulted in considerable
losses on either side. The fomations concerned Y/ere

Nos.1 S.A.A, P, and 274 Squadron and Nos,3 R.A.A.P. and

112 Squadrons, while carrying out vd.ng sweeps over the

Traimi area, and Nos, 2 and 4 Squadrons, S,A.A,P.  , and

No, 250 Squadron, engaged on bomber escort duties.
The combined claims were:- 5 Me. 109s and 2 Me, 202s

destroyed, 3 Me, I09s, 1 Me, 110 and 1 Ju, 88 probably
destroyed and four Me. 109s, three Me. 202s and one Ju. 87
damaged for the loss of one Hurricane and 8 Tomahawks
(including two No.3 Squadron R.A.A.P. aircraft lost as a
result of a collision). Other losses due to Me, 109
action - four Hurricane-bombers and five S.A.A.P. Bostons -

have already been jaentioned (Pages 198 and 199 refer).

The Enemy* s Stand at_ ̂ Gasala (131h-16th December)

General Auchinleck in his despatch on the operations
described the enemy*s positions at Gazala as follows:-

By the'12th it was clear that the eneiny was firmly
established on a defensive line running‘south-west from

Gazala and the Trigh El Abd. A strong well-prepared
position straddling the escarpment to the east of the'
Gazala inlet was occupied in strength by Italians, and

another prepared position on the ridge at Alem Hamza
was also held by Italians, Prom Alem Hamza the line
ran due south and then turned west along the Trigh El

Abd; this sector v/as not so well prepared or so strongly
nnnned, but the superior fighting qualities of the
German defenders and the superiority of German heavy
anti-tank guns imde it formidable. What remained of
the German and Italian airnoured formations were held

in the rear,*'

one

• • • •

C,-in-G* s

Despatch P, 60

The 13th Corps’ attacks-on the enenvy* s line on 13th
December v/ere beaten off at praotical.ly all the points .

threatened, but the Support Group, reinforced by an
airaioured regiment, succeeded, at.the expense of severe
tank casualties in making the enemy give way on the
southern flank.

- Idem and

•  OS.14280

/It

(1) German records, show 2'Ju, 88s and 2 Me, 109s destroyed on
11th December. {ADTK IO3/64)

(2) German records show 3 Me, 109s, 2 Ju, 88s and  2 Ju,87s
destroyed on the 12th and one Ju. 88 damaged.
(iiDIK 103/64).

G.169215/IL/6.48
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It was known that practically all that remaitied
of the G-ernian and Italian fo3rmations were facing the

Eighth Army on the Gazala line. The 0,0, Q, , therefore 
•

instructed the Commander of the 13th CoiTps to strike a

decisive blow with his armour.

Accordingly, the 2|-th j^rmoured Division covered by
ered to move Tivide round the

While the 5th N. Z, Infantry
the Support G-rouj), was o:^
enemy’s southern flankU)
Brigade and the Polish Brigade Group assaulted the
Gazala position and the 4th Indian Division, helped by
the 32nd Array Tank Brigade, attacked Alem Hamza, It
was hoped that the enemy’s line of retreat would be out
and his fore e s e lir^dnat ed,

The attack in the north went well and by l6th
December the New Zealanders and Poles between them had

captured half the position. The Indian Division,
however, was held up at Alem Hamza and some of its
troops to the south-west 7rere over-run. Nevertheless
the eneiry's situation was growing critical.

Enemy disi>ositions on the l6th were confirmed as,
south7/ards from Gazala, the Italian divisions, Brescia,
Pavia, Trento (soutlwfest of Gazala), then Trieste, Ariete
and German’Afrika Division on their right flank, with
the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions behind the right
flank. The enemy’s M,T. was concentrated mainly at
Bir Temrad(2), He had obviously concentrated all his
available forces to protect Derna and our entry into the
Jebel.

So muchThe stage seemed set for the final act,
depended on the speed and daring of the 4th Armoured
Brigade and other 7th Armoured Division columns that
Lt,General Godvri-n-Austin sigmlled iVlajor General Gott

Hope you realise present unique
Enemy is completely surrounded provided you

You have more than sufficient force
You can and

on the 16th: t » * m • .

situation.

block his retreat,

to achieve this and worry him incessantly,

GS. 14180 P.33 ••

must inflict shattering blows on his soft stuff. Never
in history has there been fuller justification for

If we miss this opportunity we are
Prank (Major General ivlassery 4th Indian

Till then

intrepid boldness,
disgraced.
Division) 7/ill stage advance l8th December,
you must relentlessly smash enemy in rear and stop
withdrav/al”. n

/in

(1) K0.451 (A.G. ) Squadron, R,A.A.P. carried out extensive
reconnaissance in support of his encircling movement,
covering the Desert as far west as Meohili and south to

the Trigh El Abd. No, 208 (A. G.) Squadron did not
operate 14th-l6th December as one flight vra.s under

(The air component
refers)

orders to proceed with ’’Bericol”,
was later found to be unnecessary. Page
and the renninder of the squadron withdrew to operate
mtli the 30th Corps at the frontier. (Afterwards allocated /  j

No. 237 ,• ""
(Rhodesian) Squadrou v«fcis in process of moving to
Gambut, . (Squadron O.R.B,)

(2) The concentration at Bir Temrad was reported by No,451
Squadron, R.'A.P, , and our bombers l£'.ter took their toll
of it.

to the 13th Corps.

G. 169215AV6.48
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the unique situation" 'was notIn the event _
exploited, as our'armoured columns never arrived in fores
and in time to cut off the. enemy's anticipated y/ithdrawal,
although the exacted considerable toll of the enemy's
forces. The v/ithdrawal began some time on the 1 6th and
was continued throughout the night,

failure must be left to the Military Historian,
The final judgment

on our

but it was apparently due in part to soft sand hindering
the progress of sujjply vehicles.

G.-in-C's

Despatch F.61

opinion at the time was very critical of the
handling of the situation, particularly

n.A. F.

armoured forces

of the failure of a column sent to block the road at Tmimi.

Air Vice-Marshal Goninghan writing to Air
17th December bluntly reported:
tactical blunder in that the Armoured Forces did not send a

strong enough column to hold the road near Traimi.
S.0.0. , Western Desert, in a report v/ritten some months
later v/as far less restrained in his criticism, declaring
that the coluim "withdrew hurling to the winds an
opportunity which will never return again".

larshal Tedder on

Last night there v/as a

The

X

A.0.G./11 Part 2
Enc. 53G

A.H.B.IIJ6/7A

Whatever the right and wrongs of the matter may have
been, the fact rerwiins that by 17th December Rommel's Army
was in full retreat, having eluded annihilation - the
remnants of the armoured dimsion and the Italian Mobile

Gorps v/ithdrawing by the desert through Mechili and Msus
and the Italian 21st Gorps, in very bad shape, by the
main roads through the Gebel Akhdar(l).

0ur_..Fighter..3up.er.io.rlty- (l3th - l6th Deceiaber)

During the period of the Gazala battle the Western
Desert fighter squadrons reported the cairrying put of
584 sorties.
300 sorties on offensive sweeps and ground attack; 133 on
local defence; 96 on shipping protection; and 53 on bomber
and reconnaissance escort. The effort y/as restricted on

occasion by unfavourable weather; in particular, the bad

conditions prevalent on the 15th (dust storms, gales and
rain) reduced the effort to 110 sorties. It y?as not.until
the 16th that a strong effort (24I sorties) y/as again,
possible.

The analysis of effort y/as as follows

C. -in-G's

Despatch P, 6l

M. E. W. 0. S.

Nos.8 and 9

/Enemy

with H. Q. 13tli Gori)s (Wing(1) The E.A.F. Liaison Officer
Gomander Geddes) held the opinion that the B.B.G. unwittingly

"During the afternoon;ave the enemy some information.
16th Deceraber) a talk y/as given by the B.B.G. saying that

In thenaost of the N.Z.Division was i^esting and refitting,
from the B.B.G. it wasevening news at 18OO hours B. S. T.

stated tliat there were Nev/ Zealanders on our right flank at

By sii.iple deduction, the enemy knew that y/e had a
Also in the news bulletin, it stated

Gaz£i.n.a.

N.Z. Brigade there,
that our armoured force was behind the eneio.y about to cut

This unv/ise declaration of our dispositions and
Mess Adv. H. Q. 13th Gor]:)S when we

(GS.14250 P.33).

hii:l off.
'A'intentions appalled

heard it at 2000 lirs. (Desert Time)".
It is not kne/wn if the eneuiy actually derived any confirmation

It ioay be noted that special arrangements
were miade to ensure as full publicity as possible "subject
only to the imperativ'e needs of security" , during "Grusader
as in the past "justifiable complaints at the scantiness
and tardiness of material had been made by the Gommons,

nd the Public", (idem Appendix H - Letter by

froj.i the broadcast.

*tlhG

General Auchinleck to G. 0. G. , Eighth- Army.
Cl

G.169215/IL/6,48
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3nemy air activity over the forward area steadily
decreased. Nos.258 and 2D2'ffingSj carried out continuous
sv/eeps over Gaza la and further west, claiming 16 enemy
aircraft destroyed and 15 daiveiged, all except Wo. 112

Squadron reporting successes. Five of our fightei's were

lost, but of these tv/o pilots returned safely. Most,
casualties were inflicted on the 13th December when 10

enemy aircraft were claimed to have been shot down
(7 me.109s, 2 Ju.88's and 1 Ju.87) and 6 damaged for
the loss of 3 fighters. On the 1<Vth four enemy aircraft
were claimed as destroyed (l Cap, 135, 2ivie. I09's, and
1 Ju.87) and 9 damaged for the loss of 2 fighters.(1)
As already mentioned bad weather on the 15th hanipered
operations considerably, but some of the squadrons
were able to carry out sweeps and throughout the entire
day only one Me. 110 was sighted. A similar absence of

enemy air aotivity Y/as reported on the l6th, -when it
became clear that full local air superiority had been
achieved. Again only one Me. 110 v/as sighted and this
time it was claimed destroyed by Wo. 2 Squadron S.A.A. F.

The mnin ground straffing attacks were carried out
by Wo.33 SquEidron, which claimed during the tl.'ree days
14th, to 16th December four lorries and one trailer
destroyed, 75 lorries and three bombers damaged and
heavy casualties inflicted on enemy troops in attacks
on enemy road transport in the rear, on the roads from
Ghelines to El ligheila.

Wo.272 Squadron Beaufighters again attempted to
intercept the enemy’s air transport betvveen Crete and

Libya, but claimed only one Do. 2if0 damaged and one
Me.110 possibly destroyed foi the loss of one Beaufighter
and another dai.iaged.

(2)

Squadron
O.R. Be.

The Increased effort required on local defence was
necessitated by the potential danger from enemy air
attack to our lengthened lines of coimnunication and
advanced landing grounds,
shipping protection indicated the increased use being
i:iade of Tobruk. Long-range bombers (including nine-
laying aircraft) operating mainly from Greece, attei.pted
to interfere with our bringing Tobruk into use

supply port by delivering small-scale attacks at dusk
or by night, vben fighter opposition was absent, but no

significant results were reported. -On the 14th
our defensive fight'ers intercepted a Ju.88 over Tobruk
and shot it dovmr3). On the I5th however, a German
tori^edo-bomber attack on a ship off Burg El Arab
resulted in the vessel being hit, but it ’/vas toYved into

lir attacks on or.c landing grounds, mean-
The few raids

The increased attet.tion to

as a

Alexandr'ia.

while

M.E.I.W.I.3.

Wo. 78

, Y^sre on a negligible scale,
reported included an attack on the 3u Amud landing
ground by 3 Ju.88s on the 14th which caused no damage
to aircraft on the ground and only a few casualties and

a nachine-gun attack by a single Italian aircraft the
same day on the landing grom^nd of our aircraft operating
with the Oasis Force which ca'used no damage or casualties.

/Restricted

(1) G.A.F. records show 4 Ju.87's destroyed and 2 damaged, 2 Me. 10^
destroyed and 1 daimged, and 1 Ju.88 damaged on the 13th DecemWr,
and o-a the 14th 5Me.109's and 1 Ju.88 destroyed. (ADIK_ lOy 64).

(2) Enemy records shoYV 2 Me. 110 destroyed on the 16th in addition to
3 short and 2 long reconnaissance aircraft and one "other type",
(AD IK 103/64).

(3) German i-ecords showf one Ju. 38 lost on the 14th (ADIK IO3/64)

G.169215/11/6,48
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Restricted Bomber Effort Durin;? Battle of ,.Ga,zala.

Xl3th - l6th December)

Air Vice-Marshal Goninghan in a letter to Air
Marshal Tedder on 1?th December coranented on the

"great disappointment" of the Gaza.la battle in the
follovfing Tfords: -

"The battle of Gazala has been a great disappointment
in that there vvas promise of a complete encirclement and

defeat of the enemy ?/hich has not been fulfilled,
ny point of view the operational aspect regarding bombing
could not have been rtorse. I pointed out tc Neil
(General Ritchie) last night that the v/hole of the enemy
land fighting force had been in a comparatively smll
area south-v/est of Gazala for nearly three days and had not

had one bomb dropped on then, although Y/e had absolute
superiority Y/ithout a.ny hostile interference in the air
for tvro days. During that time squadrons of bombers have

been 'at call' here but alv/ays their operations have had
to be called off because of the lack of identification

and the close contact of the enemy forces with our ovirn.

Outside thp battle area there liave not been any targets
suitable for bomber formations or that justified the

T/eakening of the fighter patrols for escort duties,
particularly in viev; of the knov/n threat of large air .

forces ago.inst our isolated armoured Brigade,
reports of Brigade Cominanders it appeared that after our
effective bomber attacks during the first Y/eek of the

offensive the enemy, unlike ourselves "learnt the lesson
of full dispersal,
choose, therefore, "betY/een the expenditure of ineffective
fighter and bomber effort or wait until a favourable

The latter policy y/as considered

Prom

Prom the

The Air Goixiander was forced to

target present itself",

A.0.G./11
Part 2

Enc. 53c

the better one.

In addition to the above, other factors v/hich
restricted the bomber effort were:-

Unfavourable weather, particularly on 15th
December, v/hen gales, rain and sand storms
occurred.

1.

No. 205 Group and
No. 270 Wing
O.R. Bs.

S. a. A. P.

Narrative and

No.3 (S.A.) Wing
Y/ar Diary The standing-by on the 14th of the S.A.A.P.

Maryland Squadrons and No.11 Squadron (at
Sidi Rezegh and Sidi Barrani respectively)
for a'possible attack on an enemy convoy,
Yrtiich, in the event, was not required.

Breaks in cloud cover v;hich limited the

effective effort of bombers engaged on
cloud-cover raids beyond the battle
area.

2.

'

3.

estorn Desert effective bomber effort,The

13th - 16th December, accordingly, v/as as folloYvs:-

Ttr

No.205 Group,
No.270 Wing and
No. 11 Squadron
0. R. Bs. % Day

6 Blenheiiiis of No. 84 Squadron
bombed targets on the Dema road
and 11 Blenheims of No.11 Squadron

13th December;S. A. A. P.

Na.rra.tive and

M.E.W.O.S.No.9

/bombed

G.169215/IL/6.48
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bombed M. T. betT/een Bomba and

Derna^l) (Escorted raids.)

14th December: 3 Blenheims of No. 14 Squadron bombed
ivl.T. on Cirene - Barce road,

3 Blenheims of No. 84 Squadron boi:;bed
M.T. on the GazaLa-Derna-Barce road.

3 Blenheijiis of Nos, 14, 45 and Lorraine
squadrons bombed Bardia as an alter

native target, (Cloud-cover raids)

5 Blenheims of No,45 Squadron bombed
I/Iartuba airfield. 5 Marylands of
No. 21 Squadron bo>.ibed Benina airfield.

The Blenhei.iTs' bombing was reported
accurate and the drylands reported
damage to 9 "large aircraft". 12
Blenheims of No.11 Squadron bombed
targets near Bardia.

as

1 6th December:

By Night

13th/14th 19 Wellingtons of Nos.38 and 108

Squadrons bombed the landing ground at
Derna, causing two large fires, and hit
the M. T, depot and barracks in the tarm.
One Albacore of No. 826 Squadron, P.l
bombed aircraft at Derna.

I, ^

Decembez’:

14th/l5th 3 Albacores of No.826 Squadron, P.A.A.,
December: borabed facilities at Derna airfield.

(Poor visibility).

I6th/l7th 9 Albacores of No. 826 Squadron, P. A.
bombed dispersed aircraft on Derna
airfield.

A. ,
December:

The bombing of roads and bases in the enemy's
immediate rear thus hardly exceeded a nuisance effort.
The effort against airfields my be considered as the
beginning of the intensified attacks during the follow
ing week.

Bomber Effort from llalta (l3th - 1 6th December)

The bomber'effort from Malta, meanwhile, was directed
entirely against ene;::iy supplies and Italian naval units.

In viev/ f the enemy's deteriorating military situ
ation and need of supplies, interference with Benghazi
at this stage was of pi'ime importance. On the night of
the 13th/l2(.th ,4 W’ellingtons mined the harbour while
4 more carried out diversionary bombing of shippin
and vAarves; on the following night 10 more T.'ellingtons
continued the bombing. Tort facilities v/sre hit but no

o

M.E.17. O.S.

Nos.8 and 9

and II JI/29

/damage

(1) The E.A. P. Liaj„son Officer with H. Q. 13th Corps reported
that "a close-up column of 10 ton trucks loaded with
petrol and bombs v/as hit and totally destroyed. We ^
found 52 Italian bodies most of them burnt and beheaded

beside the wreckage. They could not be buried for about
fortnight and during the advance to Benghazi they

served as an object lesson beside the road for our

convoys, whose road discipline noticeably improved after

passing the gruesome spectacle". (CS.I428O P.30)

a

G.I69215/IL/6.48
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damage v/as done, apparently, to shipping. On two other
nights (l5th/l6th and l6tVl7th) a total of 30
Wellingtons attacked Italian naval vessels v:hich had been

reported by reconnaissance aircraft at Taranto(l)
an effective smoke screen prevented the observation
of bombing results.

, but

Blenheim attacks v/ere continued on two days against
concentrations of shipping, including tankers, in
Argostoli harbour. Western Greece. Strong anti-aircraft
fire and fighter protection made these missions
extremely hazardous (3 aircraft lost or missing and
others damaged out of 15 effective sorties) and prevented
accurate bombing.

By night Fleet Air Arm Swordfish resumed their night
attacks on enemy vessels at sea, clalrnii'ag a merchant vessel
sunk off the Tripolitanian coast(2).

General Features (from the..Air.Aspect t.he,_.Gampa.ign_..
(1st November - l6th December)

It imy be useful here to recapitulate in general
terms some of.the main features, from the air aspect, of
the offensive from its outset to the end of the Battle

of Gazala, Where the conclusions have already been
sufficiently vouched for in the text authorities are not

again quoted. In the case of additional or possibly
controversial conclusions authorities for the conclusions

are given as customarily. A more comprehensive
Conclusion covering the whole "Crusader" offensive is

given at the end of the Narrative.

I. General

(a) Throiaghout the period the A,A.5'. )aaintained, in
general, a state of air superiority,

(b) This superiority was achieved principally by main
taining numerically superior forces of fighters over
the forv/ard area.

(c) In spite of the fact that air superiority was attained
it was .evident that.the training of fighter pilots in

the undeveloped O.T.Us then available was inadequate
for battle conditions.

(a) Our air superiority v/as constantly menaced by the
superior performance of the ivie.l09E and P.

(e) In addition, the expansion of the Luftwaffe in the
ivied it erranean had become evident.

■  (f) This auphasised the need of later types of Allied
aircraft in the Middle East - Mediterranean theatre.

In particular, the menooe of the Me. 109 oould not
be effectively countered until Spitfires could be
allocated.

/(g)

(1) Sihese vessels took part in the escorting of an enemy
convoy to Tripoli.

(2) In this particular case not confirmed by E.S.L. A. C. or
ecemy records. For December enemy shipping losses
see page 235-
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iDOinbing was most striking(g) The effect of our
duiring the first week of the offensive, "before
the enemy learnt the lesson of dispersal.

(h) Subsequently our direct support bonding effort was

disappointing.(See II later.)

(i) Bomber and fighter ground attacks were^most effec
tive against concentrations of thin-skinned vehicles,

The bombing of tanks atpa.i'ticularly in defiles,

A. A. H.Q. W.D./II
Air (Close Support
Policy Part l)
Enc. 2CA that time produced little effect.

(j) It was evident that bombers operating over the
forward area by day needed fighter escort,

(k) The success of the Hurricane bomber squadron
clearly called for a larger force of fighter-bombers. 

■

The moral effect on our cwn troops of seeing bombed
or seeing our fighter and/or escoi'ted bomber
formations en route to targets v/as considerable,
(e.g. the Ne?; Zealand Division's I’esistance at
Sidi Rezegh, Belhamed and Ed Duda was due in great
part to the above).

A. A. H.Q. YAD./II ' (l)
Air Enc. 2Qii

The A.A. def :.-nce of the army was inadequate compared
■vvith the enemy's A.A. x^rotection.
could not be expected to be invariably intercepted

Adequate A.A. defence was the

The Stuka attacks

by our fighter sweeps,

(m)idem Biic.3C

first essential.

The night bombing of battlefield targets (when
sufficient concentration or M. T. movement was
evident) was valuable in ensuring constant pressure
from the air.

The use of Ivklta as an air base for interfering with
the enemy's sea-borne supplies and exerting air
action on the enemy's flank continued to be of the
utmost importance.

It was appreciated that the Luftwaffe expansion in
the Mediterranean imx)lied a later attempt to
neutralise Malta as a sea and air base.

The Germn bomber and air effort generally was largely
ineffective,

reported to the A.0.0.-in-C. :
definitely say that Gennan air superiority or real
effective bombing would have ended this offensive
weeks ago".

There was evidence that the enemy air forces vrere
on occasion shoi-t of fuel, due to our successful
interference Yri.th the Axis supply system, and this
restricted their operations.

The arrangement for the movement of the Air Force and
constiTJction of landing grounds proved satisfactory.

The destruction of or pilfering from, enemy aircraft
found on the ground and, in some cases,
forced-latided aircraft by our ground forces and some
times Air Poioe personnel indicated ignorance and a
lack of discipline which required firm action.

The A. O.G. Western Desert, in fact,
"I think'that we can

our own

'(n)

(o)

(p)

(q)
A.O.C./II
Part 2

Enc. 55G

O.G./II Enc.52B (r)
II J1/63 and
Vai'ious

A.

(s)

(t)R. A.F. Ops in the
Tfestem Desert
1st November ’41 -
9th "iviay '42. P.36,
and Various

G. 169213/IL/6.48
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II. Qorop.era1i on_ with the Ami^

It 7/as proved that it 7/as normally necessary for
the allotment of air sujjport to be determined by
A.C.C. at the combined Army/Air Headquarters, as
arranged imnKediately prior to the offensive. This
allo7/ed for a due assessment of the general air
situation and of the degree of fighter support
required for the particular bomber task.

The delay in determdning suitable targets, due in
great jjart to lack of definite information from the
Army, prevent full use being made of the day
bomber force.

A.A.H. Q.W,D./
Il/Air Part I
Enc. 20A

(a)

(t)

Idem

Encs. 3A, 9A
and 2% '

The problem of recognition remained unsolved,

(i) The problem v/as complicated by the fact that the
enemy was using imny of our captured vehicles and
movement of m.T. targets after their recording
was Gonsidera'ble.

(ii) The provision of the "Undisout" banner to
vehicles was meagre and they were often lost or
mislaid. In addition it was often i/npossible
for armoured forces to halt and display signs
under battle conditions,

(iii) The smoke, ground strips and coloured light
signals Y/ere considered satisfactory T/here
displayed. The issue of illuminating cartridges,
hoY/ever, 7Vas insufficient,

(iv) It was increasingly clear that it Y/as necessary
for our vehicles to bear identification signs,

(v) In general, it was considered impracticable for
the day bombers to give support nearer than
5 miles from our foiward troops, as the bombers
could not imke attacks below 6,000 feet, owing
to the enemy's light A.A, , and from that height
none but the largest signs (15 feet long at
least) could be identified,

(vi) A feY/ insta.nces occurred of our bombers and
fighters attacking our ova troops in error, but

■many more .aistakes Y’/ere i;Tade by the enemy
attacking his 07/n troops Y/ith Stukas.

(d) There Y/as an average time-lag of 2p- to 3 hours betv/een
the initiation of a call for support and the actual
bombing. The /.lain causes of this tirne-lag were;-

(i) The delay caused by the relay of messages from
A. S. C. at H. Q. Gorp’S to Battle Headquarters,

(ii) The distance from the bomber airfields to targets
(sometimes as much

(iii) The unavoidable delay caused by picking up
fighter escorts at fighter airfields or a
rendezvous.

200 miles).as

Idem and

03.14280
P.2 and 3

/(iv)

O.I69215/IL/6.48
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(iv) The time taken to brief pilots on the new
airfields once the advance had started.

(During the period under immediate revier/
this only applied to the use of El Adem
airfield by No. 2?0 ¥ing aircraft; it was
more evident later, )

(v) Difficulties of navigation and identification
of targets in the bare desert with few land
marks - particularly v/hen i'4T. targets had
moved from their originally indicated position.
Moreover, visibility Y/as often ipoor due to
dust haze.

(e) During the advance up the Trigh Gapuzzo, where the
escarpment and clear v/eather gave unusual command
of the ground more targets were found by tentacles
than by air reconnaissance. This was a local
effort, hoY/ever, and not genei'al subsequently,

(f) The signals organisation of the Air Support scheme
functioned Yveli except for air to ground radio
telephony,

(i) The T.R.9.D used in the Hurricane proved
unreliable and its power was inadequate to
provide the range required over an Armoured
Corps front,

(ii) Training in the use of ly^T Yvas inadequate.
In particular, more training and insistence
on correct procedure was considered necessary
in the Army Go-operation 0. T, U.

(iii) The Bendix equipment used on the Boston T.'hen
employed on reconnaissance work proved
satisfactory,

(g) The successful use of Bostons on deep tactical
reconnaissance indicated the need for an

authorized allotment of fast twin-engined
aircraft on this work and to meet photographic
demands.

«

(h) It vra.s felt that Wo. 208 (A.C. ) Squadron was not
used by H. Q, 30 Corps to the fullest advantage,

(i) Insufficient information was given to the
pilots about our own and the enemy's forces and
the Commander's intentions,

(ii) Too many reconnaissances were required to
report the progress of the battle,

(iii) It was at
squadron was divorced from the normal R. A.E.

organisation and dependent on the Corps for
the "Q" Side.

times not ax^preciated that the

A.A.H. Q. V/.D.

1l/Air Part I
Enc. 20A and

GS.14280

Appetidix W

Idem and

Enc. 3C

A. A. II. Q.W.D./
Il/Air Part I
Enc, 23A
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PART VII

x~^MSg ' FOUR - THE PUi^IT

SECTION ORE - THE PURSUIT TO AGEDABIA

Phase Pour of the CiJUsader" offensive - the i^irsuit - started
in real earnest on 17th December, the main battle (including the

^  . enemy's stand at Gazala) having lasted a little over three weeks
longer than anticipated (pages 85 and 86 refer).

A.H.B..

IIJ6/7/1
^  The situation obtainirig at the outset of phase Pour as envisaged
3^ the original "Orusader" plans was, accordingly, quite different
from the actual one. The ne^picturp of the main enemy airmoured
forces being broken and in retreat towards Benghazi and beyond,
pursued by our Armoured Division and mobile infantry"^ after six

days of battle,gave place to the- grim reality of our depleted ground
and air forces following up
delaying actions.

.enemy still capable of prolongedan

Idem The original Air Plan for Phase Pour v/as little more than a fore
cast of the general situation and a few notes on the air commitment
and expected movements of the main air forces, "Action bv our Air *
Porces" was given in the following terras: "Fighters and bombers will
continue to operate on the same general lines, but it will be necessary
now to allocate fighter squadrons of the Base V/ing for the Close
Defence of ports such as Tobruk-and Derna when captured... .The enemy
air forces in Cyrenaica should,by this time, be in disorder if not
destroyed and so the weight of our effort in the north can nov/ be put
on the retreating ground forces although it will be still necessary
to carry out attacks on aerodromes still being used by the Italians
and Germans". The movements of the Vfestem Desert squadrons during
the early stage of Phase Pour wer’e expected to be as follov/s;- the
main fighter force would operate from Tobruk and Gambut and the squa
drons at the latter airfield woiild move to Oimimi and Me chili as soon as
those landing grounds were sec\are: the day bomber squadrons would
move up to Gambut: and the fighter squadrons operating with the Oasis
Force would leave L.G.125 with the ground column for landing grounds
in the Es Sohegheigh area. In the event, as considered la-ter, the
movement of the main fighter.force was from the El Adem, Tobruk, Sidi
Rezegh and Bu Araud landing grounds to Gazala, Mechili and then Msus;
No,270 Wing was established at Gambut, as anticipated; No.3 S.A.Wing
moved up to Sidi Rezegh, when the landing ground there was vacated by
the fighter squadrons, and then transferred to Bu Amud; the only
effective fighters then attached to the Oasis Force (No.33 Squadron)
remained at L.G. "125.as the ground and -air forces v/ere not strong enough
to take-a direct part in the fighting around Agedabia, although ’they ’
were still.able to^continue their harassing role.

.  Meanwhile plans v/ere being drawn up for the continuance of the
advance to include the capture of Tripolitania (Operation "AcrCbat"),
A raeinorandum on the R.A.P. aspects and outline maintenance pro^'<ot
drav/n up by the A..O.C., V/estern Desert tov/ards the end of December
is nentioned on pages 237 and 238,

Ground Ope rations

17th-26th pTromber

/

C.in O's

Despatch
The Army plan for the first stages of the pursuit involved thb

troops of the 13th Corps following .the line oi retreat taken by the
Itali^ 21st Corps by way of the Gebel Akhdar, and the 7th Armoured
Division that of the remnants of the German Panzer Divisions and the
Italian.Mobile Corps over the Desert through Mechili and Msus,

(a) 13th Corps' Advance
The 4th Indian Division took up the chase on the morning of the
17th, The time-table of its advance in -terms of lacalities

occupied was as follows:- /Nights

Idem &

M.E.W.O.S.
No. 10

(i) No.33 Squadron joined the Fighter Wing at Msus.
.  G.I69216/JW/6/48
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Nights 17/18th December; Tmimi airfield

Martuba & Derna airfields

Derna town and Laraluda
Giovanni Berta

Gireno and Appolonia
Barce

18th

19th
20th

22nd

23rd

The -main resistance encountered was at Giovanni Berta, v/here the
enemy fought a small-scale rearguard action, and at Barce.

By 26th December all organised resistance in the Gebel
Akhbar had ceased and the 4th Indian Division became respon
sible for restoring law and order in the hill country up to
Benghazi (captured by a detachment of 7th Armoured Division).
The Indian Division was then obliged to give up all but the bare
minimum of its transport in order to provide as much as
possible for the Desert sector where supplies and raain'tenance
difficulties were acute,

(b) 7th Armoured Division's Advance
The pursuit by the 7th Armoured Division was held up for

a day (17th December) at Gazala, while the necessary transport
and supplies were assembled. The opportunity was taken,
however, of hastening the departure of the enemy*s rear
elements. The following day the Support Group advanced
swiftly to Mechili and engaged enemy concentrations to the
west; by •nightfall practically all of these had dispersed
westwards. The 4th Armoured Brigade then swung south in
an endeavour to out off the enemy’s retreat. The' attempt
failed, however, due to waterlogged country forcing the
brigade to make a wide dStour over rough ground which slowed
down its advance.

O.in C's ■

Despatch
P.62.

Supply difficulties were then acute and until a field
maintenance centre could be established it was practicable
to employ only the Supply Group and the.two armoured car
regiments.
Msus to maintain contact with the enemy and the other
towards Gharruba in order to watch the tracks leading out
of the Gebel. Meanwhile,.the Support Group was ordered
to advance on Banghazi to out off the retreat of the Italian
21st Gorps on the lines of the successful manoeuvre in the
previous winter. This move was frustrated by the water
logged state of many parts of the southern slopes of the

Gebel Akhdar, caused by unusually heavy rains, which greatly
re'tarded progress, particularly of the supply echelons.
On the 21st the projected swoop on Banghazi was abandoned
and the main body of the Support Group vfa.s ordered to
advance on An-telat, leaving one small column to press on
to Benghazi.

One of these regiments was despatched towards

n
Idem ♦

P.63
In the event, the enemy evacuated Benghazi without

pressure on the part of. our ground’forces, as from 23rd
December onwards the 13th Gorps was faced with se'vere
problems of maintenance and supply. Armoured car's

reconnoitring the coastal road south of Benghazi on the 22nd

found the passes down the escarpment at Sidi Brahim,.
Sceleidimi and to the south held by the enemy.
Christmas Eve, however, a squadron of armoured cars
approaching by the road from El Abiar found the town
ovacua-fced and the harbour empty of active shipping.'

On

(o) Guards Brigade’s Operations at Antelat and the
”Bencol*^ plan. ‘ ~

The desirability of sending a strong mobile force
westwards to cut off the enemy’s line of retreat had been
recognised from the outset of the campaign. ,As early as

/26 thG,169216/JW/6/48
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26th Noveniber the A.O.C; Western.Desert had
pressed the 0^0,Eighth Army to send "a column
containing X.P.Vs" (v to Benghazi, appreoiatinfe .
the situation' then as follows: (a) The enemy’s
reaction to the Giarabub operations indicated
that a successful attempt on his base at
Benghazi would have been fatal to him; (b) The ,
defences at Benghazi were thin;‘.(o) We had ample
air superiority to spare sufficient fighter

squadrons^to protect the coli^n and ensure air
superiprity over Benghazi,(2)
uncertainty of the,ground situation at that stage
the bomber force ‘ could not be fully used,
(d) Success at.Benghazi would lead to success at
De^rna and would.effectively stop reinforcements
from Tripoli.

Owing to the

.  A.O.C/II
Part 2

Encl,38B
& C.

■ A.0,c./il
Part 2

Encl.53G

The reverses later suffered by our-armoured
forces and the subsequent stand of the- enemy at
Gazala resulted in posironing the "Bencol" plan,
as it was called,

writing to Air Marshal Tedder on 1?th December
stated: "Owing to the course of the Gazala
Battle

Air Vice Marshal Coninghara

it was decided to retain the 22nd ■

Guards Brigade in support. As they are the main
part of "Benforce" it looked as if the operation
was going to be further delayed. This morning^
however, Neil (General Ritchie) is further
impressed with the need t:; go west as soon as
possible and has instructed 13th Corps to release
the Guards Under the new arrangements the
accompanying fighter force was to be/ reduced from'
six to four squadrons, because of administrative
difficulties; a flight of No,2Q8 (A.C.) Squadron, was
to be attached for tactical.reconnaissance. Air
Vice Marshal Coningham felt,'however, that it was .
"a great tragedy" that the column was not sent
v/hen originally proposed as a considerably greater
opposition could then be expected,. It was hoped
th

Idem and

No, 208

Squadron
0,R, B,

■i.

at it would be possible to break the coastal
road south of Benghazi; and to hold Agedabia whdde ,,
the main forces Worked round through Derna,

event, the departure of the Guards
A!o.crAr *° i ^ Brigade westwards was decayed until 20th • .
Part 2 December. 'It was theii found "in view of the
Encl,53B. rapid course in the ground situation and.,the

modified. "Benool" plan, air cover for this cover
could be provided by'fighters fromMebhili'% The
air. component of the column was therefore withdrawn.

r

/The.

(0 , The te.ntative Army plan was to send a Brigade Group
consisting of 30 to 6o American tanks and
sufficient forces to teifce over Benghazi. It was
realised that the Oasis Force was not stiTong enough,
to meet major enemy forces (A.O.C./II part
38c & C.in'C’s Despatch P,63,

(2) The R.A'.P. proposal 7/as to' send 3 squadrons of
Tomahawks and 2 of Hurricanes to be joined on the
secCnd day by -NC,33 Squadron (from L,G.123), The
bombers would remain in the east until sent for
(AOC/tl Part'.2 Encl,380)

Enel.

•'

G.169216/JW/S/W
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The modified plan resultsujtjon the. changed ground
situation involved .the 22nd Gus*rds Brigade being directed'bn

Ante Hat (th^e^quarters of the way along the track from
'  Benghazi to Agedabia and at the junction of the tracks from

Msus and Saunnu). . .When the Brigade reached Antellat on
22nd December it'fpund an armoured force at Be da Fomm^ to

the north-west covering the enemy^s withdrawal along the

coastal road. . .One of^the Guards battalions which had
'  occupied Antbliat, was expelled by a detachment of this

forbe on the 23rd. ‘.The Support Group had meanwhile been

■‘ directed against *,Garoura, off which seven ships were .
reported lyingj. when the. hews of the'attack on the Guards
Brigade was re.ceived the, .Sr^jport Group was ordered to turn
about and render .assistanceV The enemy detachment wisely
avoi^d; combat with the two brigades 'and .withdrew from
Anteilat to Agedabia.' The immediate pursuit of this force
by our columns was prevented by'lack of fuel.

.  • ih enemy flank-guard remained , at Be.da Fomm and to the
west pf Antellat. until 26th December. The attempts of -^

'  . thp Guards Brigade to dislodge the .enemy there were foiled
by the eneniy»s superior artillery, but the Brigade was able
to harass the detachment*s subsequent retreat to Agedabia. ,

‘  The coastal area further north, meanwhile, had been cleared
^  . . by the Support Group,

Tactical Air Reconnaissance
'(i7th r 26th.December) ^

The advance of our ground forces implied a similar move
.  ;forward of the Tac/ii squadrons.

. . : No*208(A,C. ) Sqx^dron, as mentioned on page 194j had now been
.  allotted to the 13th Corps; the squadron v/as established at Tmimi

on 18th and''19th December. .>0n the following day an advanced ,
flight'moved up to the landing.ground at Mechili. On the 22nd
several long-range ..Huiricanes and pilots were, attached to No,208
.Squadron from No.33 Squadron in order to assist with reconnaissance
beyond noimal S/B fighter range. Several of these moved forward
with a detaqhed flight of No.208 Squadron to Msus on 23rd
December.and' four were .retained at Me chili to carry out
re conhaissance: .re quired particularly. by the A. 0. C.¥e ste rn De se rt.

C.in C*s
Despatch
P.63

No,208
Sqdn.’

’ 0.R.B,

continued to operate. .. A flig'nt of No.451 Squadron, R.A.AiF
from Tobruk on 17th and 18th December, but this was then with
drawn to help.with the frontier operation considered later ‘ ‘
(page 255)'.. \

• I

N0.237 (Rhodesia). 'Squadron, under Battle Headquarters, moved
up frohi.'iiajnbut. to Tmimi on 20th. and 2lst December. On 'the' 25th

'" the squadron received a warning order to proceed to the Benghazi
area: this move and the settling-in process accounted for the

'  remaining days of the year and prevented reconnaissance operations..
Meanwhile the Strategic Reoonnaissahoe Unit provided at times

useful infoimatica about .enenor movements^, particularly in areas
beyond the range of the Array Co-operation Hurriaches,'as well as
covering enemy airfield and photographing irear defences. On 19th

No.223 Sqn^ Decepber the unit rao^d from BU iOnud to El G-ubbi. . No,6o
.Squadron S.A.A.F., which moved up from Fuka first to Bu Araud and
then to Traimi (27th December) continued to fulfil its survey •

Narrative commitments^ when weather conditions ailowe,d»

No.237
Sqdn.
O.R.B. r\

.  O.R.B.
S.A.A.F.

'r^No. 451
Sqdn.
O.R.B.

During the fii*At tw.o days of ,the enemy»s retreat ^7th and
18i;h rfecember)' itj» ^No.^Si .jSquadron, flight at Tobruk kept close
waltch on the enemy columns{ret.ir.ing frdm;/Gazala line, pin
pointing the position of all considerable vehicle concentrations .
In particular, columns of up to 2,000 M.T. and all arms were

/reportedG.169216/JV7/6/48
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Wo.237
Sqdh
O.R.B.

# •.

reported withdrawing through the Mechili area. No.237 Squadron flew
three eSrties covering the withdrawal on the 17th, -reconnoitring, in
particular, the'areas north of Si Zaid and north-west and west of
El.Ezzeiat, The Strategic Reconnaissance Unit also reported the

M.E.v/.O.S. movement of the enemy forces .during the first few days of the
retreat, but the v/ithdrav^ westwards soon demanded the extension
of the reconnaissance to cover Agedabia, Paida, Slonta and Agheila.
In view of the strong possibility of reinforcements coming from
Tripoli the Gulf of Sirta up to Nofilia was also covered. On the
19th No.20a Squadron began to operate extensively lunder the 13th
Corpus and progressively followed the enemy's movement along the
coastal road Dema-Giovanni Eerta-Cirene-Barco-Toora-Benghasi-
Gheraines, the southerly route Mechili-Gharruba-Msus-Antellat, and
further south to Agedabia, Marsa Bre^a, Asheila and the Marada Oasis.
Two aircraft (including a long-range Hurricane which was carrying
out a sortie to Nofilia) failed to. return on the Both. It appeared
that enemy fighters were lying in wait for single aircraft, not
having sufficient strength to challenge our fighter formations. It
y/as arranged, accordingly, that.%fighter sweeps of the reconnaiss.ance
areas should be routed over No,208 Squadron's landing ground and that
Tac/E aircraft should not take off until the sweep had passed
overhead.

Wo.10.

No. 208'

Sqdn,.
O.R.B. ■

In contrasl^ with the Squadron's somewhat checkered, career with
the 30th Corps, it was reported that there was complete harmony with
the 13th Corps and "with the material available very little left
to be desired", ' . . ■

Fighter and Day Bomber, Porcee Move Up
(17th - ”2Fth December

C.in C's

Despatch
P.62

It v/as appreciated that if our air forces could ope.rate speedily
from landing grounds close.behind our fory/ard troops this would help
to "compensate for our inability to send large iand forces in pursuit
of the enemy". In general'the advance of the fighter and day bomber
forces in spite;of'supply difficulties was effected smoothly and
sijeedily. - ■

II^Jl/12 ■ . For tv7o days before the enemy's retreat from the. Gazala line
P.29 & working partiesdiad been busy on the Gazala .landing grouiids and 10,000
A.O.C/II gallons of.petrol had been dumped
Part 2 the enemy, H ) On the 18th the fi
Enel.66a, '. 'landing grounds.;

-  in spite of spasmodic shelling by
On the 18th the fighter force was operating from the

■  During the short stay of No'.25'8 Y^ing at Gazald;
No,510 A.M.E.S. (C. 0.L. ) Was attached to the \/ing and Was used to give
warning of the approach of enemy aircraft._  _ _ Subsequently, until the
Wing reached Ante Hat in mid-January, constant moves prevented the use
og R.D.P.

II j6/1a
App.P(i) ,
IIJl/12
P.29

As the last of the enemy left Mechili (which had been covered by
our fighters operating from Gaaala) on the 18th an advance H.A.P. party
arrived on the landing ground there.- Next day the landing ground was
cleared and as no Army transport could be spared 13,000 gallons of fuel
were brought up in a .convoy consisting of bars and lorries commandeered
from R.A.P. headquarters and other units. By the 20th four fighter
squadrons v/ere operating from the landing ground, four more were hsing
it for advanced refuelling and skeleton W.O.U. and A.A. services were
established.

Meanwhile, to keep up with the retreating enemy the next fighter
landing ground had to be selected, ■ - Msus, without a warning system
seemed too close to the enemy, so' the A.O.C. Western Desert chose an

/area

(1) The A.O.C., Western,Desert wrote •- t!

For two.days our working party,
v/ere in advance of the front line". (A.O.C. (2),?art 2 Enclos.66A).

G.169216/JJ/6/48
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airea soqie 20 miles east of Msus on the Mechiii-Msus road. Another'

fuel convoy, with 60,000? sallons, left 10,000 gallons at Mechili and
, went on to the nev/ site with a party for preparing the landing
ground. Air defence for the column was provided by fighters on •
their way to and from Mechili. On the 21st it v/as reported that
no suitable landing strips could be found short of the Msus area.

As our ground .forces were then at Antellat the A.O.C. Y/estem Desert,
judged the risk not excessive and ordered the convoy on the Msus,-

The. working party was advised that a landing ground v/ould be needed

by noon on the follov/ing day (22nd December) as proposed operations
rendered it necessary for fighters to refuel there. At Msus

the aiiticipated mud flat was found to be a lake and another area

had to be selec-fced.. V/hen the convoy reached this site everyone,
irrespective of rank, helped to clearaway stones and other

obstructions. 3y 11.30 hours a "T" landing ground, with runways,
1000.x 150 yards v/as nearing completion as the first squadron arrived.

. Modified, dispersal was ready by the evening; on the next day four
squadrons (including Ho. 200 (A. O'.) Squadron) moved in and other
fighter squadrbns came in for refuelling. Another landing strip

'■ was found two miles av/ay and by 2.6th December Msus was occupied by
eleven fighter squadrons and one Army Go-operation squadron and
Blenheims of No.11 Squadron awaiting briefing. The No.262 Wing
advance party, v/hich left Mechili on Christmas Day to take over

control at- Msus, arrived on 27th December,.

Meanwhile, the day bomber squadrons were moving up with

necessarily shorter strides.

The advance party of No.3l(S.A.) Wing and advance parties of
Nos.12, 21 and 24 Squadrons, S.A.A.P. and No.11 Squadron left

■  'L.G.76 for■ Sidi'Rezegh on 13th December and arrived there on the . . ‘
15th, Prom 17th December Ng, H Squadron Blenheims v/ere b.riefed

., at Sidi Rezegh, . and by the 20th all the serviceable aircraft of
the Wing were established at the same place.

■ 'The follov/ing day, A.H.Q. Western Desert, vacated 3u Amud and
moved to Tralmi. No.3(S.A.) V/ing and Nos.12 and 2'1 Squadrons,
S.A.A.P. and No,11 Squadron then transferred to Bu Amud for

i: ■ ? . operations and No.24 Squadrons, S.A.A.T'. followed later. Prom
■  i '26th December No.'ll Squadron flew up to Msus for briefing and

' ■ provision of fighter escort. ( ;

■ J

No.3(S.A.)
V/ing War
Diary

No.270 Wing and its squadrons (Nos,14, 45> 84, fdid Lorraine
squadrons) .began using .Gambut as thdir operational landing
ground'on 19th December. Almost immediately afterwards, the

No.270
Wing
O.R.B.

Blenheims used Gazala for briefing and provision of f,ighter
escort; after 23rd December the Blenheims joined with tho

On 27th December,!it may be noted, N0.27O
Wing was allotted the task of co-operating with the 30th'Corps
in the reduction of Bardia.
later on pages 255-258.

fighters at Msus.

These operations are considered

Towards the end of . .the year,. however, a proportion, of the
Wing’s aircraft.was sv/itched back to operations against the
enemy’s main 'forces, being briefed at Msus. .

■  ! r

Difficulties of supply precluded a move forward of the
V/ellington squadrons of No.205 Group,

Analysis of Effective Air. Effort ■ '
■'Cl7th to 26727th Dacembe'rJ'

During the period of .tVie enemy's. retreat, from: the Gazala
defences to Agedabia the air effort, expressed as. effective
sorties, was as follows

/-s

/From

G.-1692i6/jw/6/48
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Prom the Western Desert

Fighter Effort

Offensive sv/eeps and ground attack; 632 softies.
Nos,10 & 11 (and some escort to Tac/R A/C);

Shipping protection:
Local Defence;

Total:

lI.E.W.O.S.

335 sorties

233 sorties
213 sorties
1413 sorties

Bomber escort

Daily totals for 17, 18th and 19th v/ere 24I, I92 and I90 sorties,
respectively, but for the last three days of-the period, 23rd' to ■
26th December, the daily totals fell short of the 100 mark.

Wo.205 Gp, Bomber Effort
No.270 Y/ipg
Wos.11 & . Direct Support Attacks
80 Sqdns,

O.R.Bs. , By day:
S.A.A.P. . .
Narrative

M.E.W.O.S. By night:
Nos.10 &

11 &

II Jl/29

78 Blenheim

13 Wellingt

Attacks on Airfields an

, 18 Boston and 18 Hurricane bomber
effective sorties, ■ ■

on and approximately 10 P.A.A. Albacore
effective sorties.

d Landing Grounds

By day: 23 Maryland,'18 Boston and I9 Blenheim effective sorties,

60 Wellington effective sorties.By night:

Attacks on Ports & Eases

25 Wellington effective'sorties (these included
mine-laying ope rations).

•  Shipping at Sea (including submarines)

By night;

7 Blenheim effective sortiesBy. Day:

Total: . . 281 effective bomber sorties

Prom Malta '

Attacks on Forts & Bases

M.E.W.C.3.

No.10 &
By day: 5 Blenheim effe'ctive sorties

11 By night: 34 Wellington, 10 P.A.A. Albacore' 'and 8 P.A.A. Sv/ordfish
effective sorties, (These included mine-laying
operations).

Attacks on Lines, of Communication

25 Blenheim effective sortiesBy day; ,

By night: 10 vYellingto^l and 4 Albacore effective sorties

Attacks on Airfields and Landing Grounds

By night: 17 VYellington effective sorties.

Attacks on Shipping at Sea

6 Blenheim' effective sorties-
»

1 Y/ellington, 6 Albacore and 4 Swordfish effective
sorties.

130 effective bomber sorties.
/

By day:

By night:

Total:

TheG. I69216/JYY/6/48
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The factors which seriously limited the offensive air effort

are mentioned later, in lespect of the air operations carried out
under A.H.Q. \Yestern Desert, on page 230,
based, aircraft on page 252,

and in respect of Malta-

Features of the Western Desert Fighter Activity

(iyth’i 2S^i Deceraber]l ^

AOC/II
Part 2

Enc,55B.

Air Marshal Tedder's Operations Liaison Officer visiting
Advanced.A.H.Q., Western Desert 17th - 19th December reported:
"Consideration of the, general retreat of the enemy led the A.O.C.
'Western Desert to appreciate that air operations on the 18th,19th
and 20th December might prove the decisive factor in turning the
retreat into.a rout. He therefore planned to employ his air
forces generally in attacking roads and enemy columns moving west,
as this appeared tc be the best chance of exterminating tViem,
He felt it unlikely that serious air opposition would be enc.;),untered

owing to the enemy’s lack of fuel and general disorganisation, ,

This appreciation proved^to be correct and up to p.m, 19th December
attacks on roads and enemy colunms generally had been carried out.

with much reduced'opposition,, both from the air and from flak. . The
Operations were highly successful; much damage being done to enemy
transport, the moral effect of T/hich appeared to have thrown the
enemy into confusion. "(”*)

The participation cf the Fighter Force in this,harassing role
during the first three days of the retreat from Gazala is indicated
by the follOT/ing .figures: - Of the 1+OS fighter sorties flown on

offensive tasks (i.e, excluding 214 sorties flown on shipping
protection and local defence), 220 sorties were devoted to bomber
escort duties, 128 to ground attacks, 33 to offensive sweeps and
4 to escorting Tac/R aircraft.

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

Typical of the fighter ground attacks in the forward area 17th-
19th December, were ther.attacks by I4 Tomahawks of Nos.2 and 4
Squadrons, S.A.A.F., (the former squadron providing tcp cover)
against an enemy columin of some 3j000 vehicles moving west from
Mechili on the 18th and an attack on the follov/ing day by 24
Hurricanes (including top cover) of Nos,1•S.A.A.F.> 94 and 260
Squadrons against retreating vehicles taking the more northerly
course on the Derna-Marau-Beirce road, betv/een Faidia and Slonta,

Both missions were successful and in the latter, particularly, a

large number of vehicles were claimed destroyed,
and west long-range fighter aircraft-long-range Hurricanes of No,33

Further south

&

M.E.W.O.S.

No. 10

Squadron (operating from L.G, 125) and Beaufighters. of No.^272
Squadron - harried vehicles far beyond the battle area. The

long-range Ilurricanes which had been paying attention to the enemy's
traffic between Ghemines and Agheila now concentrated on the lesser

/stretch

(1) "Air Marshal Tedder signalled to the C.A.S,"Yesterday and today
Coningham has for the first time been able to let his hounds
loose Today the effort has been at maximum, including low

AOC-in-G's

Correspond
ence V7ith

C.A.S.etc.

Part 3 Enc.
flying attacks by fighters and bombers against retreating

.  columns. There is already evidence of confusion as far back

as Benghazi as a result. This v/ill continue at maximum

In the event, after the 19th owing to the variouspre ssure

limiting factors mentioned on page 230 this pressure could not

be maintained, .at the ■ same intensity.
(2) @ne of the Beaufighters was forced to land through enemy A.A.

action. Another Beaufighter landed to pick up the crev/, but

was driven off by enemy tanks and armoured cars,
pilot of the forced-landed Beaufighter escaped.his captors and
returned to the squadron.

• • •

Later the

G, 169216/jw/6/48
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As a result ofstretch of roads south of Agedabia to Agheila,
21 sorties (one aircraft destroyed) during the first three days of the
retreat the destruction was claimed of three 1,000 gallon petrol
tankers and a heavy lorry, damage to 82 vehicles (including bowsers ■

and staff cars) and considerable casualties inflicted on lorried
On the 19th 5. Beaufighters straffed closely packed retreating ■

convoys on the roads leading to Benghazi from Tocra and Barce vdth
excellent effect,

vehicles 'were destroyed and damaged and many casualties were inflicted

on personnel"; on the south Barce road "Many lorries and tankers were

destroyed and damaged

On the former road it was reported "Numerous

personnel were v/ounded 'and killadv

No.272 SqnV troops,
O.R.B.

Although from 20th to 26th December the fighter effort decreased -
due to increased unserviceability and targets being beyond S/fe fighter
range at various times - a considerable part of the offensive effort
continued to be devoted to ground attacks on cneniy columns although
the confused tactical position limited the operations of-both fighters •
and bombers on direct support,
extended the range of these attacks to the Agedabia‘area, 21 Hurricanes

of Nos.94-and 260 Squadrons on that day shooting up large concentrations
of enemy M.T., armou
v/ith good effect.^

By the 25th our S/E fighters had

red vehicles and guns to the southeast of Agedabia
Nos.33 and 272 Squadrons continued to harass the

AOG/II
Part ,2

End. 57c.

Nos.94 &

260 Sqna.
Q. R.Bs.

M.E.W.C;S.

Nob,10 &

enemy further afield on the roads from Agedabia to west of Agheila.
Between 20th and 26th December the long-range Hurricane squadron
carried out l+^ sorties against M.T., mainly troop-carrying lorries.,
claiming I4 lorries.and one full petrol trailer destroyed, I30 lorries
damaged and numerous casualties inflicted on troi^ps for the loss of

N0.272 Sqn. two aircraft (one pilot saved). No.272 Squadron made 12 sorties
O.R.B.-

11.

5against similar targets with excellent results for the loss of three

aircraft.

M.E.W.O.S.

WOS.IO cS:
11 &

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

Meanwhile the plan for hitting the enemy’s air force on tlie ground
(page 202). refers) was implemented. The main,fighter attack in
■this category occurred on 22nd December, in the course of a sweei>' over •
the Soluch-Magrun area., At the Sidi Ahiiied El Magrun landing ground
No.2 and 4 S.A.A.P. and 112 and 25O Squadrons attacked about' 25 aircraft
- some on the ground ■and some intercepted after taking off. The
claims totalled; one Ju.88, 4 Ju.87s., one Me.202, one Me.I09 and
tv/o Ju.52s. Destroyed, one Ju.52 probably destroyed and oxte Ju.88,
Do.215, 2 Ju.87s. and one Ju.52 damaged. As our fighters'departed
they saw I5 more Ju.52s. escorted by Me.109s. coming into land, but
they could not make any further attacks as they had exhausted all
their ammunition. '

Blenheims (page 228 ),
landing grounds No,272 Bea.ufighters straffed Stukas and Ju.52s. on
Nofilia landing ground on the 23rd, and Tomahawks' of Nos.2 S.A.A.P.,
112 and 250 Squadrons hig several Ju. 52s. aiid other unide.ntified
aircraft on a .landing ground at Aghelia on'the 24th,

one

The attacks v/ere later renewed by Bostons and '
In other successful'low flying attacks on

AOC/II
Part 2.
Encl.53B

.Although the enemy’s air opposition, owing to the disorganisation
resultant on the retreat ;pd fuel shortages, was restricted and'our
fighters maintained air superiority over the forv/ard area extending

/progressively
(1) Onco again an instance occurred of the pilot of a shot-down

Hurricane (N0.260 Squadron) being picked up and brought back
by another pilot,

(2) On 24th December the AOG-in-C signalled, O.C.No.272 Squadron
The capture of ̂ Benghazi, today round's off' a period of

magnificent v/ork by your squadron.... .j."
(3) German records of aircraft casualt'ies'on 22nd'December included:-

one Me,109 destroyed and one damaged and one Ju,88, 2 Ju,87s. and
4 "other types" destroyed. (ADIKIO3/64) It should be noted,ho'wever,
that bombers also attacked Magrun landing ground on the 22nd
(Page 205 refers).

• • • •
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progresBively southwards and. v/estwards to Agedabia and be bond, the
Me. 109s were still' an ever-present menaGe. In particular, a.'few

ssful interceptions of our bomber formations, including escorded

fo'fmations, were effected. On the 1?th 8 Hurricanes of No.l
providing close escort to a formation of Blenheims,

succe

S.A.A.F.

Narrative & Squadron S.A.A.P
’ were •attacked by 12 enemy Me. 109s., on returning to base from Derna,

■ No.1 Squadron had lost contact with 'No.274 Squadron, its top cover,
and bore the brunt: of the enemy attack. The Blenheims were

"successfully protected (although the aircraft were hit) but at the
cost of 4 Hurricanes shot down for two Me.109s claimed destroyed and
one damagedr^'^ Fighter pilots returning'from bomber escort duties

M.E,W.0. S.V.'reported great difficulty in providing adequate cover when the bomber
'  formation split up ton being attacked by enemy fighters. The danger

'  of - this action was well illustrated on 20th December when Tomahawks

of N03.112 and 250 Squadron e.scorted 12 Blenheims of Nos.45 and
.  on the Tocra-Benghazi

• )

M.E.W.O.S

No.10 V

No.270

Wing.

No.10 '

II Jb/7/4
P* 32 & ,
No.'270 Wing Lorraine Squadrons, despatqhed to bomb M

Over the Barce-Tocra area the formation was attacked by 12
to 15 Me.,109s. and the Blenheims jettisoned their bombs and broke

As a result of the ensuing combats five of our fighters
claims totalled 3 enemy

,(■2) Tne enemy successes

« X

O.R.B. . , road.v^

formation,
and four of the bombers failed to return; our
fighters destroyed and one probably destroyed

- against escorted bomber formations cited above were hov/ever the
exception rather than the rule.

■The encounters of unescorted bomber formations v/ith enemy
■  fighters are meneioned in the sub-section dealing with bomber

operations 17th-26th December on page .?27«

Cur fighters on offensive sweeps, in spite of the difficulties
of operating from advanced landing grounds, outnuml)ered the fighters
which the enemy were able to send up over the forward area and the
few combats which ensued were generally inconclusive.

Our ground forces were, for the time being, virtually immune .
•from air attack; in particular no JU.87 activity T/as reported during
• the first vi/eek of the enemy’s retreat. > .

: Need for Organised Fighter Defence of Lines of Commuriioation in
View”of"Proposed "ACROBAT" Operation

!  ,r

M.|:,w.o.s.
Nos.10 &
1,1,

M.E.W.-O.S. ■

On 27th December, "the A.0.0., 'Western Desert, was of the opinion
that as the enemy air forces on the T/estern Front, had been almost

•  entirely neutralised by air action and shortage of fuel that attacks
on fresh points, such as railheads," roads and aerodromes along the
lines of communication,would provide the enemy with the most profitable

That this ,was likely seemed to be demonstrated by thetargQts.

AOC/II
Part 2
Encli5'7C

fact that enemy low-flying attacks on Gazala and Derna took place on
the 26th December, while Tmimi was bombed at night on the 25th December.
Si,nee it was not possible at the.se points to offer any opposition from
the air or from the ground it seems likely that the enemy might increase
this forrg of attack unless a fighter defence for L.of C. were provided
on an organised basis. The A.0.0. considered that he should be ,freed
entirely from the responsibility for rear defence in Cyrenaicavduring

/the

(1) Germari redords show 4 Me. 109s destroyed on 17th December
(ADIK10'3/64). -

:  (2) German records show only one Me,109 lost on 20th, December
(iiDIK, 10,3/64).

-i
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the forward phase of the advance into Tripolitania." ̂  ̂

_  The arrangements made to put into force this rear defence are
mentioned on page 272. m brief, they consisted first Z e.qT
Advanced 201 Group, at Tobruk and later Benghazi, and No.234(oy 269)

at Maaten Bagush, controlling the defensivo'
g  e s ana xater the formation of Wo.211 Group (und^r A. H. Q.EGli’T)

-iefenca of shipping between Solium and
Benghazi and the Cyrenaican ports. The enemy's advance on 21st ‘
January prevented the carrying out of the latter arrangements.

girect Support Bombing
(17th - Both December}

Oorre^Bona- Staff^" leader signalled the Chief of Air
enorSth 5 ; '“'a today Coningham has for the firstence with able to let his hounds loose.
G.A.S.etc, day since the battle began...
Part 3

Encl,283A.

time been

Yesterday was the biggest bombing

N0.270 Vdng Nevertheless due to the various limiting factors considered latab,
expressed in terms of effective sorties, remainedNo*80 Sqn, (iisappointing. On the 17th the effective direct support bombing '•'

0 R BS effective sorties by Wo.270 wLg and Wo.ri  • '
squadron Blenheims,6 by N0.24 Squadron ,, S.A.A.P. Bostons and 11 by

S A A P aslinst H bombers. The main effort was directed 
'

Narrative A i ^ columns streaming along the Derna escaipment road
M E # 0 S A vT"" f withdrawing via Mechili!
Nos’10 & this and the following day was directed.  0 & against enemy landing, grounds (considered on page 227 ). Gn the

the in ̂ spite of preparations for intensive operations by
Blenheim squaurons, these in the event flev only 16 effective
Mo4‘of^;f; ^ No'.SO Squadron Hurricane-bombersMoot of the attacks were on M.T. columns in the Mechili area

t£ S^DoiJ r ° already .mentioned, had then been started by
ho Support^Group. During the night 8 Albacores of No.826 Squadron

Kiachine-gunned M.T. on the Derna-Barce road and
proportion of the No.205 Group WdLlington effort  - 7 aircraft of No.37
SquaB.ron - bombed the M.T,. concentrations further afield in the
Benghazi area, on the 19th.the Blenheims flew 25 effective sorties oh
irthP .concentrating mainly against M.T. columns

(half-way between Mechili and/Benghazi) and to
ieSeJn''J?LntS“%^ S'*" convoys on the Derna-Barce road

X* i'<iidia and Slonta, No.*80 SqUeidron were then unahip -tn

SrerSt wf L'’sau-'’"^°"?T to lack of serviceable
of ''""If’ S.A.A.P., finding that its briefed target

M.T. on the Maraua-Barce road was too meagre to warrant
attack, turned to the more lucrative lar^ding ground target nLrhT
nifn targets for the night bombers could not be determined
owing to the lack of information as to the wherabouts of our own

rv/ard troops. On the 20th it vras planned to employ the Blenheims
against enemy concentrations north and south of Benghazi. "The first
strStl7S\^° escorted by t^vo squadrons of fighters to test thestrength of the enemy air opposition. If this proved to be negligible
subsequent escorts (were) to be reduced to one fighter squadron and ’

—  ■ /later
.. . establish forces at“ the Tunisian
^  "Crusader" plaras (Page 85 refers) had

haraened into a concrete project - Operation "Acrobat". On
Conin«|-.a.a wrote to Air Harohal teddoi,

Toere is to be no pause at Agedabia, the aim being to go on to
Buerat area and secure Sirte before making the final jump", in the
event our inability to maintain strong forces in the forward area
and Rommel's opport'onist advance in late Januoiry 1942,
not L'nly the implementation of operation "Acrobat
retreat to Gazala.

The

11

a

a

(1) The hope That should, be able to
border

prevented
but involved a

AOC/II
Part 2

Encl,53B
Idem
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later bombers might be employed without escort,
as far as possible, to'lay on bomber sorties once every hour."

already, mentioned on page 222f the first mission came to grief
through the Blenheims breaking formation on being attacked by

Accordingly

It was intended.
As

■  ■ Me.109s, Later dust storms hindered operations,
the retreating enemy was immune from bomber attacks on the 20th,

No,270 Y/ing although a small effort was-possible on counter air force operations;
O.R.B. 5 Blenheims were lost as a result of the abortive direct support

effort - four shot dov/n by Me, 109s and one which blew up while
attempting to land at Gambut in a sand storm.

Although the bomber effort against the enemy columns during
the first four days of the retreat was limited, the actual attacks

delivered against the excelle,nt targets provided by closely packed
bolumns of vehicles, supplemented by the more v/ide-spread fighter
ground attacks already mentioned, achieved a high degree of material
and moral success.

As already mentioned (Page 222 Footnote 1), even after the'A0C-in-C»s

Correspond-'first two days operations Air Marshal Tedder was able to report to '
ence with the Chief of Air Staff: "There.is already evidence of confusion as

The fact remains, however, that the seriousC.A.S. •

Part 9
Encl,283/L

far back as Benghazi",
limiting factors considered in the following sub-section prevented
a sufficient application of air power to turn the enemy’s retre'at
into a rout.

AOC/II
Part 2

Enel.57c

With the aiJproach of our ground forces to Benghazi and later

Agedabia and the "resultant confused tactical position" direct

support targets became increasingly difficult to secure.
Blenheims "stood by" for targets which could not be determined in
time for operations,

a token day bomber effort against enemy forces in the Agedabia area
and such grouiid attacks as were practicable were carried out by
fighter aircraft (Page .225 refers),
appreciable effort was directed against enemy airfields.

Prom 26th December onwards in an effort to maintain bomber
pressure by day.boxes of (usually) six Blenheim aircraft were sent
uf5 to the advanced, fighter landing ground at Msus.
then co-ordinated by the Fighter Wing Commander and a member of
the Bomber YYing staff who went .up for the purpose,
dijrect from H.Q. 13th Goips contacted the Fighter Wing Command and
the Bomber Wing Staff officer and the bomber crews could be briefed
on the spot,

reported:
come to with the Army -whereby fighters observing suitable targets
inside the bomb-line were to report the fact to 13th Corps
immediately on landing at Msus.
once Y/hether an attack on the target might be carried out.
system Y/orks quite well while 13th Corps‘are along the Fighter Wing
at Msus,"

No.270

From 21st to 26th December there was only

In the meantime a more

Escorts Y/ere

Liaison Officer

Air Marshal Tedder's Operations Liaison Officer
On the evening of 2hth December an arrangement v/as

13th Corps’v/ould then decide at
This

Idem &

11 j6/7A

s

No.205 Gp.
O.H.B.

AOC/II
Part 2

Encl.57G.

In the meantime No. 203 Group 7/ellingtons carried out operations
against M.T. on the Agedabia-Sirte road in moonlight on the, night of
24,/25th December (12 effective sorties by aircraft of Nos.70 and 108
Squadron), but in general the direct support targets then available
v/ere "not worth the effort",

the current counter air force operations on a few nights, the entry
"Operations cancelled" in No.205 Group's Operation Record Book
became for the time being a fairly consistent one  - appearing five
times in respect of the eight nights 20th/21st:to 28/29th December.

Thus, apart from a participation in

/Bomber

G. 169216/077/6/2,3
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Boraber Attacks by Aircraft Operating Under A.H.Q. j Yfestern
Desert, on enemy Airfields and Landing'G-rouncis
(T7th - 26th December) ~ ^ ~

MeaiAvhile, the time was opportune for implementing the plan
mentioned on page 204 for,intensifying the attacks on enemy , .
airfields. As the front receded over v/estwards the-progressive ,

v/ithdrawal of the enemy air forces led at times,to considerable
concentrations of aircraft on .landing grounds from .which help v;as
practicable, even.though only for brief periods, to the retreating
.Axis forces. .Cn the first day of the retreat (17th December),
for instance, a reconnaissajice carried out by the Strategic
Reconnaissance Unit showed that there y/ere over 100 aircraft on

Derna airfield. In general Itov/ever, the German Air Force had

m.'e.w.o.s.
No.10

already withdrawn to the Benin^a^-Maraua area - the S.R.U. reported
the presence of 80 .aircraft at Benina on the 17th and this nuinber

.rose to 200 two days laxer - and the Italian desert squadrons had
v;ithdfawn. from their advanced bases at Gazala, Martuba and Derna
mainly to the.,landing grounds at Barca and 13erka.

Idem &

M.E.W.I.S.

No. 78

Prior to H:s capture on 23rd December, Benina airfield sustained

attacks delivered by 24 Marylands and 23 Y/ellingtons between 17th
and 20th.December. In all the attacks bombs fell among dispersed
aircraft and fires were started among the hangars and administrative

buildings,
destroyed and damaged on the ground,
unescorted Marylands operating on the 19th was engaged from the stern
by four Me.109s.;
claimed destroyed,
Benina during the night; two aircraft of No.70 Squadron of the 14
aircraft operating against the laxidi’ng ground were shot down.. The.
opportunity was also taken of bombing the landing ground at Marau,..
from v/hich at least 40 Me.,109s,, and other German aircraft were
operating during the first stage of the retreat, when the enemy M.T,
in the locality became meagre. ' Thus on the 19th some of the

Blenheims of No,84 Squadron sent to bomb vehicles on the Paida-Slonta
road concentrated primarily agai.nst the landing ground and on the
same day 6 Bostons of No.24 Squadron, S.A.A.P.., escorted by

Narrative & Tomahawks of Nos,2 and 4 Squadrons, briefed to attack retreating
No.24 Sqn.
VYar Diary.

No.205 Gp.
0.R.B.&

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

The Marylands, in particular, rexjorted many aircraft.
The formation of nine

' Maryland was lost but two enemy fighters were
Twelve Wellingtons made the last attack on

1

No,84 Sqn.
C.R.B.

No.10

M.E.W.O.S.

S.A.A.F.

Goluians on the Maraua-Barce road, turned to the more promising landing
ground target an
to be heavy,"(2)

d reported: Full dcamage not seen but estimated
Meamvhile attacks were made on Barce and Eerka

airfields. The former was attacked by 9 Marylands on the 17th and .
8 Blenheims of N0.I4 Squadron.three days later. The Marylands, in
particular claimed hits on 15 Ju.52a.(3) Berka airfield was

Narrative effectively bombed without opposition from the ground on the night
No.108 Sqn, 18/19th by 7 Wellingtons of No.108 Squadron, (intended also as a
O.R.B. -diversion "to hide the activities of aircraft planting cucumbers

(mines) at Benghazi").

No.14 Sqn,
O.R.B. &

S.A.A.P.

By 21st .December it became evident that the -landing ground at
Sidi_Ahmed El Magrun was being used extensively by the enemy for
providing air support for the ground forces retiring to the Agedabia

/area

(1) German records show 2 Me.109s lost on I9th December (ADIK IO3/64)
(2) M.E.W.O.S.No.lO Appendix A, states that 5 Ms,109s. attacked the

.Boston formation and the latter claimed one shot down,
ng mention of this combat in S.A.A.P. records,

(3) German records show-8 "other types", presumably Ju.52s., destroyed
on 17th December (ADIK IO3/64 )

There is
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On the night 2l/22nd 21 Wellingtons of Nos.148 and 38
Squadrons operated against the landing ground. Bad visibility
hindered the attack - six sorties v/ere ineffective and the majority
of the remainder ?/ere unable to locate the target acurately, although
some fires were reported started on the landing ground. The
following day the attack was continued by fighters and bombers.
The low-flying Tomahawk attack is referred to on page 223,At rnid-day
9 Bostons of Bo,24 Squadron, S.A.A.P,, bombed a concentration of
aircraft on the grouted estimated to number 60-7O, including about
30 Ju.32s., accurate bombing ensured eight 5OO lb, and tv/enty-eight
250 lb. bombs falling either in or just short of the dispersal
starting several fires and apparently destroying at least four
aircraft.

area,

A force of Marylands of Nos,12 and 21 Squadrons

No.205 Grp, area.
& No.220

W ing
O.R'.Bs,

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

&

M.E.W.O.S.

No.10.

arrived shortly afterwards but the mission was abortive owing to
10/10th cloud on the target area,
afternoon allowing a final attack to be made.by eleven Blenheims
of Nos,84, 14 and Lorraine Squadrons, escorted by Tomahawks. The
bombers claimed direct hits on tv/o Ju,52s, reported to be left in
flames, two more probably destroyed and two damaged. Throughout
the day’s operations enemy fire from A.A. batteries was intense,
but the only casualties sustained by our aircraft from enemy action
was slight "damage to two of the Blenheims,

The weather cleared in the

M.E.W.I.

79 & 80
The enemy air forces in view of our advance were then obliged

to make a further withdrawal. The German squadrons retired firs

Q.

t
to various landing grounds betv/een Agedabia and Tripoli
later grouped in the Ivlerduma-Arae Philaenorum
North Africa, meanwhile, was in process of withdi’awal to the
Tripolitanian bases at Castel Beniro, Misurata, Surman and Suara,
with more advanced bases further east for the Me,202 fighters.

and were

The I.A.P.inarea.

Airfield targets, particularly in view of the need to
bomber strength as much as possible, could then be safely disregarded
for a time. On one night - 23/24th December - 20 Wellingtons of
Nos.37 and 148 v/ere sent to operate, against landing grounds at
El Agheila and Marble Arch, from which air support could be given
over the forward area, but the operations proved ineffective,
El Agheila a few fires were started but no aircraft v/ere seen and it
seemed doubtful if all the aircraft actually located the target; at'
Marble Arch no aircraft and no results of the bombing were observed.

conserve

At

No.205 Gp.
O.R.B.

Evidence of Enemy Aircraft Losses Provided by Examination
of Captured landing Grounds

AOC/II
part 2

-Encl,63E

On 2nd January, 19^)R, Air Vice Marshal Coningham wrote to Air
Marshal Tedder: 'As a result of advanced reports by various
Intelligence officers v/ho have made a careful examination of enemy
landing grounds that have been occupied, it would appear that there
is a total of something like 450 aircraft that will have been Ibst to
the enemy during the past couple of months,
the v/recks that are generally found concentrated in the local
"grave yard

This is exclusive of

When one adds to this the total of aircraft des-licyed
in combat, crashed away from aerodromes, destroyed by the L.R.D.G.
and lost on the aerodromes south of Benghazi, the total at present
must be nearly 8OO,"

Idem

Encl.b4A
A detailed list of aircraft found on captured landing grounds

in the area Garabut to Benina, dated 3rd January, shc.wed that 228
German and 230 Italian aircraft had been abandoned in varying states
of un service ability. The German total included 71 Me. 109s." (of
which 25 were Me.109Ps., 35 Ju.52s., 30 Ju.88s.,5‘i JU.87s,27 Mo.HOs
and 8 Ifo.llls, The landing grounds which provided the richest
-  . . ' El Adem (3 German and 75 Italian aircraft, including
64 GR.42s and/or R0.37s); Derna (65 German aircraft, including
18 Ju.52s and 10 Italian aircraft);

yields were:

the Gazalas (32 German aircraft,

/including
G. i69216/jt,y/6/4@
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including I7 Me,109s. and 39 Italian aircraft, including.20 S.79s);
Benina (62 German aircraft, including 22 Ju.88s and 12 Ju.52s., and
2 Italian aircraft); Berka Main and Satellite (5I Italian aircraft,
including 20 C2,42s); G-ambut (3I German aircraft, including 18 Me. 109s.
and 11 Italicm'aircraft); and the Martubas (I4 German aircraft and
23 Italian aircraft, including 12 S.79s.).

Idem

Encl,63E
&

This is the first occasion in the v/ar that we have

the German Air Force", the A.O.C. Vfcstern Desert reported,
result at Benina- should be of great value".

o

Arrangements

ver-run

and the

were made
for specialists from H.Q. R.A.P., M.E. to examine the captured
enemy supx^lies and equip>ment in the Benghazi area, x^articularly
German aircraft including some in a flyable condition and others
still in crates) and Y/lreless, armament and medical equip>ment and
supplies. After the examination had been completed the x^olicy
was to destroy all Geiman equipment and bombs, which were considered
of no value to us, as soon as possible. Meanwhile, measures were
also taken,'in co-operation with the Army, to protect the equipmeht'
found from "the steady stream of unintentional sabotage and souvenir
collecting going on".

Last Attacks on Benghazi during "Crusader" Advance

(Nights 17/18th - 19/20th December)

257\7Ai. 57
Enel.91A

On the morning of 17th December, H.Q. R.A.P., Middle East
informed H.Q.No.205 Group that a convoy v/as expected to enter
Benghazi harbour the following morning and requested mining
operations to be carried out.

It was evident in view of the enemy's critical position that it
was of paramount importance to deny him the supplies and material
which T/ould help him to delay our advance.

Owing to heavy rain both of the forward landing grounds
(L.GSO9 and 60) were unserviceable and this made it impossible to

from the Ca.nal Zone for operations during the night
■  . There were, however, Wellingtons of No,70 Squadronof the 17/18th.

already at L.G.60, having been prevented from operating on the
These were briefed to attack Beninaprevious night by, bad vYaather. _

airfield, leaving L.G.60 before dusk and returning to Kabrit, in the
Canal Zone. It iwas arranged, therefore, as the mining operation
could not be carried out, that the No. 70 Squadron V/ellingtons should
deliver their a.ttack on Benina and then fly on to Benghazi and simulate
a mining attack from a high altitude by dropping empty petrol or tar
barrels, with tops and bottoms stoved in, or unfused 250 lb.bombs.
On the following night 8 aircraft of N0.I48 Squadron, each carrying,
two mines, Y<ere detailed to x)lant a field at the entrance to Benghazi
harbour, Tv/p of these aircraft were prevented from ojjerating owing
to unserviceability and a third jettisoned its mines 50 miles east
of Benghazi aving to engine failure; the remaining five aircraft

No.205 Grp. successfully planted a rectangular field 900 yards long and 500 yards
O.R.B. wide - the longer side being a continuati :>n of the outer mole and the

shorter side of the harbour entrance. A diversionary attack on
Benghazi tewn was synchronised with the mine-laying by three aircraft
of No.148 Squadron and seven of No.38 Squadron, while aircraft of
No.108 Squadron, as previously mentioned attacked Berka airfield.
The diversionary attack was completely successful, in that the mine
layers were able to x>lant their mines undetected and searchlights
swung out to sea only after the last aircraft had departed.' The
concluding attack by two aircraft of No.38 Squadron concentraied on
shipping in the harbour, but no hits were claimed*

Idem &

On the folloiwng night (l9/20th December) the main Wellington
effort, as already mentioned, was directed against Benina airfield,
but 2 Yfcllingtons of N0.I48 Squadron dropped two 4,000 lbs, on the
harbour; 6/10th and 8/l0th cloud x)revented observation of the
results of the bombing.

/FactorsG.169216/TW/6/48
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lagtprs WhidiLimited the Western Desert Air Effort
(17th - 26th December) ’ '

The main factors which prevented air power being applied to the
retreating enemy at a sufetslned high level were as foil3:

Inade quate Information From the Army

Little information came in from the 13th Corps, which
was responsible for all operations forv/ard.

. O •

1.

(a)A.H.B.II

j6/7A

(b)Idem
Unsatisfactory bomb-lines were given to H.Q. Eighth
Army by'H.Q. 13th Corps. At times the bomb-lines were
as far ahead as 50 miles of our most advanced troops.('’)

ACC/II
Part 2

Enc,

(c) Difficulties of identifying our forces persisted-; The se

increased with the advanced position of isolated columns
of our troops.^  particular, it limited the use of
the Blenheims brought up to stand-by at Msus,

A.H.B.II

J6/7A 4. 4. , W.D., in his report on the air operations
stated that the factors (a) and (b) above "prevented the Air T?orce

bis most vulnerable points throughout the
relentless air attacks against his

bases combined with the general Axis withdrawal produced a state of
dis-organisation amongst the enemy Air Forces which opened up the
great chance for our Air Force to turn the enemy withdrav/al into a

!*!** retrospect it appears that our Army committed an act
of suicide in stultifying the Air Fox'ce at this critical moment,
view oannot be accepted without qualification,
to supply the Air Force with -

ground operations and movements seriously limited the direct air
support, hut there were other factors, detailed in II belav, which
in any case would have prevented a maKimum sustained -ir effort,
particularly by the bomber forces, necessary to rout the anemv's
retreating armies,

..j^gj'.bors Limiting the Air power Yfhioh could be

Th i

made Available

s

Inevitably the failure
a prompt and accurate picture of the

A.H.B.II

J1/12
Aoc/ir
Part 2-

Enel.57c

(a) The advance of our air forces and their establishment
more advanced landing grounds involved

difficulties in

on
great

getting forv/ard sufficient supplies,
particularly fuel, from the previously occupied
airfields and from Tobruk and railhead. The improvised
transport v/hich prevented the fuel shortage becoming
critical during the early stages of the pursuit have
oeen mentioned on page 219. In addition, arrangements
were made among the squadrons to interchange the oil
and petrol available in order to operate as many
aircraft as possible. On 27th December the S.O.A
Advanced A.H.Q., V/estern Desert, stated that owing to
the Array being unable to supply the R.A.F. needs for ■
transporting fuel he had created an ainciliary sunoly
column from H.Q. units vehicles and abandoned er.Ay
vehicles of about 80 lorries, with which be could

a distance
01 00-100 miles, and he felt confident that this

N0.270 Y/ing
C.R.B.

19th Dec.

AGC/II
Part 2

Enel.570

_  /together
.  . . _ , W.D. stated "The Army War Diary shoves

repeated requests throughout this period for a leasonable ■
Ho^^ever, as mentioned on Page 226

tte L of thr°^^ located near Msus fighters returning to
bSb line ^epo^ted suitable bombing tEicgote with; .1 the

III(1) The S.O.O., A

G. 169216/j\7/6/48
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together with v/hat the Army could provide would enable
him to maintain our supplies,
lorries wore necessary to provide for R.A.F. forward
requirements. In the event, ov/ing to the strain on
our limited M.T. resources, the fuel shortage at our
advanced landing grounds continued during the wbiole
period of the "Crusader" advance.

He estimated that 200
AOC-in-G's

Correspond- .
ence' with

C.A.S.

Part 3,

EncI.297A.

(b) Although, as already indicated the fighter and day bomber
Wings and Squadrons moved up speedily to forward landing
grounds, for a few brief periods in the early stages of
the pursuit direct support targets receded too far to
permit the essential fighter escorts for the bombers.

Heavy rain delayed supiply columns and randered certain
landing grounds, particularly in the Dema-Benghazi area
practically unuseable.

AOC/II
Part 2

Encl,57C

(c)

(^)Idem. Due to the prolonged and intensive air operations and
other causes aircraft strength and serviceability were
at a lov/ ebb. Thus:-

(i) The availability strength of the Tomahawk squadrons
(Nos**^ and 4 S.A.A.P. and NoSf112 and 250 Squadrons) had
fallen so lov/ that they could only operate
Fighter V/ing (l.e. at half strength),
in part to faulty returns, causing a discrepancy betv/een
the A/C H.S.O's aircraft strength figures and those at
Advanced A. HQ., Western Desert,
the course of the squadrons

as one

This was due

In particular, in
moves many Category I

A.H.B.II

J1/12
Page 36
& S.A.A.F.

Narrative

aircraft had been left'behind awaiting spares, and these
had not been included in the'"Opresus" (Cperational
Readiness State Returns) although they had ax)peared in
the "Mayflys" submitted to H.Q., R.A.F., Middle East,
The R.S.U. had been informed of aircraft, left behind,
but considerable delays occurred before salvage took
place. Steps were taken for additional’aircraft to be
made available and for a s^jeeding up of. communications
betv/een-squadrons and the R.S.U, The Squadron Engineer
Officer was also insti’ucted to accompany squadrons when
they moved in order to keep in touch with the true
aircraft state and to ensure that "Mayflys and "Oprests
were not misleading.

(ii) , Serviceability and aircraft strength, owing to sustained
operations, were also low in the Hurricane squadrons.
For example!- No.1 Squadron, S.A.A.F. on 20th December .
had only seven serviceable aircraft; No.80 Squadron on ,

I  20th December became temporarily non-operational owing •
to low state of serviceability (8 in all), and
subsequently was. spasmodically employed on local defence
duties,

(iii) The Blenheim fighters remaining to No,30 Squadron v/ere
practically all unserviceable and ,the squadron had to be
v/ithdrawn,

(iv) No.3 Squadron R.A.A.F. was withdrawn on l6th December for
re-equipping v/ith Eittyhav/ks and resumed offensive
operations tv/elve days later.

The aircraft situation in the squadrobs of No.3(S.A.)Wing,
was most serious,

of No.24 Squadron S.A.A.F. were experiencing engine
trouble, a high oil consumption necessitating in some

ngino changes- after less than ten hours flying,

/It

(v)
It v/as found that the Boston aircraft

cases e

AOC/II
Part 2

Encl.33B,

S. A.A.F.

Narrative

& ACC/II
Part 2

Enel,644

&. 1o92l6/jft''/6/48
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It was necessary therefore, to withdraw the Squadron
in order to remedy the matter, the last Boston opera
tions being carried out on 23rd December. Meanwhile
the strength of the two Maryland squadrons Nos,12 and
21 Squadrons, S,A.A.P.- has fallen so low that it v/as
decided that they also should be ?/ithdrawn for're
equipment with Bostons,' /

to come forward later as required by circumstances,”
Subsequently it was decided to pool the aircreift
of the tv/c squadrons - some 1'5 in all - and that these

should continue to operate under No.21 Squadron "v/hile
the Maryland effort was substantial - one squadron
strength.

Boston aircraft squadrons

There were no Maryland bomber operations
from 2ifth - 29th December, inclusive, and tie reafter'
a restricted effort only was practicable.

(vi) A diversion of a;lrcro.ft to the Par East (considered
later) was beginning to be effected and became
progressively greater.

Malta*s Offensive Effort and Air Pactors Restricting It

(lyth - 26/27th Decembei^

With the loss of Cyrenaican ports and bases and a front
approaching' the Tripolitanian border the enemy v/as in dire need 'of

Shipping intosupplies to halt the momentum of our advance.AOC/II
Part 2

Encl,.35A
Tripoli is key to future situation", the Deputy A.O.C.in C.
reminded the AOCs, Vfestern Desert and Malta on the eve of the fall

of Benghazi,

Reconnaissancq of the Tripoli routes lay within Malta's orbit.

The principal areas of search v/ere west of the line Homs - Malta,
including the-harbours concerned. In particular, regular patrols
were carried out of the coast route Gape Bon-Eerkenna-Zuara, along
which the enemy was passing mucn of his shipping, and the oast

coast of Sicily was also covered. -Reconnaissance of the south

east Ionian sea was left entirely to g/r aircraft based on the North
African mainland.

M.E.W.O.S.-.-

Nos.10 &
1,1

Including
the

App.”C".

There were, however, several factors which seriously limited

the successful following’p) of sightings with attacks. In the

first place the increased enemy air pressure, due to the G.A.P.
reinforcement in the Mediterranean theatre (page '192 refers), -was
becoming increasingly evident. Enemy raiders in November were a

nuisance rather than a menace; early in December the enemy attacking
formations had increased, varying from 10 to 25 aircraft, by the
end of the month the weekly aircraft nunber of attacking aircraft

had risen to Dve,r 3OO, This effort was small compared with the

intensive attacks delivered later in the Spring b\it was already
sufficient to limit Malta's striking power. On the night 18/19th

II J1/12
Appendix
”B” cS:

M.E.YI.O.S.
No, 10

App*"G"

December, for example, enemy bombers succeeded in grounding a force
of 14 Wellingtons standing by at Luqa for an attack on a convoy
making for Tripoli, which had been sighted north of Homs; in another
raid on Luqa, on the 26th, six aircraft v/ere destroyed on the ground
and three damaged, • ■ *

II Jl/12
App,"B"- &
M.E.’W.O. 3.
No. 10

Moreover^ weather -conditions continued to be. bad - electrical
storms, sand storais, gales and torrential rains producing at t'imes

/impossible

^ .
(1) The supply of Marylands had.ceased, the pQdicy being to

re-equip these squaarons witn Bostons and, later, Baltimores,
(Pages 27 arid ' 28 of the narrative refer ).

G.-16921 6/J\Y/6/48
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impossible flying conditions. . In particular, previously sighte-d.
shipping targets could not be located by attacking aircraft and at
tiroes two of the Island’s three airfields became water-logged,
limiting the Blenheim effort as well as the defensive Hurricane
effort.

Thus in spite of considerable success in the sighting of supply-
shipping making for Tripoli and neighbouring ports effective attacks
were few.

The difficulties involved in delivering the strikes on shippitig
at sea are examplified in the attempt to destroy  a large enemy convoy
dispatched to Tropoli at the sane time that the heavily escorted
S.S. "Breconshire" was making its way to Malta (page 237 . • refers). ̂ )
The position v/as- further confused by the fact that two enemy naval

A.O.C-.inG s forces were apparently at sea;
Correspond- our naval forces as well as
ence with

G.A.S.

Part 3

Encl.292A.

II J1/12
App."B" &

it appeared that one of these engaged
covering the Tripolit convoy and

The A.O.C.in C., M.E. reported to the C.A.S.:escorting vessels,

"All available reconnaissance aircraft, Marylands and Special
Wellingtons (A.S.V.■aircraft of Ho.40. Squadron) were placed at the
disposal of the Naval Staff and operated in acc(jrdance with Naval
wishes following discussion between A.O.C. Malta, and V.A.M".
tw6 G/R aircraft concerned had the dual task of searching for naval
forces threatening our Malta convoy as v/ell as locating the enemy
shipping en route to Tripoli. All the sightings made were by
iiialta-based aircraft as at no time did the enemy forces come T/ithin
range- of reconnaissance aircraft operating from Libya. Similarly,
although the V/estern Desert day bomber squadrons stood by .for attacks
none y/ere possible.

Thus

Idem &
M.E.W..0.S.
No. 10

App."C"

The record of the bomber
convoy was as follows:

effort from Malta against the enemy .
On the night 17/I8th vyeacher conditions -

low cloud and rain-rendered the planned Vfellingtnn attack impossible.
On the following day_the A.O.G.Malta (Air Vice Marshal H.P.Lloyd),
Considered it inadmissible to use Blenheims (in) low flyint- attack

All experience here and at home showed that lev; flying attack by
Blenheims against surface forces in the strength present
18th would have resulted in aircraft being shot down before they'GouLd drop their bombs. Considered medium altitude attack, but cloud
rose 2,500 to 3,000 feet and as crews (were) inexperienced at that
height considered the risks from AckAck far outweighed any very
problematical hit by Blenheims". Air Vice Marshal Lloyd wanted ' '
A.S.V. wellingtons of No.40 Squadron to find and illuminate the

attack by Wellingtons on the night‘of the
1^19th, but the available A.S.V. Wellingtons had already been
allotted for co-operation with our own surface forces,
the plan decided

• •

(the)on

,  - Accordingly
on_was for (a) The raining of Tripoli harbour (whichwas done by three aircraft while' three more carried out diversionary

bombing); (b.) A strike by Fleet Air Arm Albacores (6 aircraft were
dispatched and four of them attacked with toipedoes, scoring tv/o hits
on -two merchant vessels in spite of a smoke screen); (c) A strike by
Fleet Air Arm .Swordfish - this had to be delayed on account of high
wind as the aircraft could not h.ave reached convoy and returned under
conditions then prevailing; Swordfish wore sent off later but the
convoy had then reached Tripoli; (d) The fourth projected attack
to be^made by the ’Wellingtons when the' convoy was-within five miles
of Tripoli; the attack could not be delivered ov/ing to the enemy's'
bombing of Luqa airfield. . ‘ J

was

PI/4203
App.E(7)

(Enemy
s our cc s)

Enemy Ship
ping Losses
Assessment
Committee
(identified
Vessels)

G. l6921b/j-y/6/48

_  The only confirmed sinking by Malta-based aircraft during theperiod under immediate review occurred on the night 17/I8th, when four
Fleet Air Am'i Sv/ordfish sank a southbound 1,235 ton tanker(’2) a fewmiles off Keliba.
(1) The full a.Gcount of the passage of the tv?o convoys, the naval

manoeuvres aa:id engage'monts, and tb^ air participation is given
in the A.E.B.Narrative of the. Air/Sea 'War in the Mediterranean
divring this period.

(2) Wrongly reported at the time as a 4,000 ton tanker.
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addition to the mining of Tripoli harbour on the night
8/19th already mentioned, Fleet Air Arm Albacores and Swordfish

continued the minelaying almost nightly, generally with
diversionary bombing. Meanwhile the Wellington bomber effort was
directed against the harbour installations and shipping, effective

being flown by 34 V/ellingtons between the-nights 23/24th
(includxng and 26/27th December. The enemy's increased use of the harbour
(App. "C") at Zuara was hindered by Fleet Air Arm Albacore mine-laying and

successful Blenheim attacks on shipping.

Owing to the westv/ard ebb of battle flank attacks on
Tripi^litanian communications and airfield targets could no longer
be regarded as diversionary ones (page 200 refers).

11

.  M.E.W.O.S.
Nos.10 &

On occasion, Blenheims briefed to attack previously sighted
shipping and. not able to locate their'targets due to bad visibility
carried out harassing attacks on enemy road transport. On 20th
December 10 Blenheims bombed M.T. on the outskirts of Tripoli
without however, observing results; tvro days later-a slightly
larger force attacked a road convoy travelling westwards in the
Sirte-Misurata ^ea, destroying 10 lorries- and 2 tankers by ‘bombing
as well as machine-gunning I30 more vehicles and scoring hits on a
packed M.T.^park. Such attacks in .view of the enemy's retreat,
were then likely to have a direct effect on current Libyai] operations
and again.became a feature of Malta's offensive effort.

Similarly, as the enemy's air forces became obliged to v/ithdraw
from -their Cyrenaican bases the. main Tripplitanian airfield at

became of increased importance. in an attack deliver
ed on the night 21/22nd by 12 Malta-based Wellingtons hits v/ere
reported on dispersed aircraft, with at least seven reported as
destroyed, and hangars and buildings were hit. On the evening of
the 2^nd another attack was delivered by five Wellingtons when the
primary target of Tripoli could not.be effectively attacked a."ing
to a "flat, calm and perfect smoke screen",

Beginning of Diversion of Air Forces to the Far East

Consequent on the outbreak of hostilities in the Far East^*”*^ '
diversion of forces from the Mildle East Command be

a

tT r. - . - Game inevitable,
H.M.Government s policy at this stage was summed up in a telegram
from the Chiefs .of Staff to the Gommanders-in-Ohief in. these words•*«

.  Governing considerations are as follows - (a) Security of Singapore
aid of sea communications in the Indian Ocean is second, only to'the
security of the United Kingdom and the sea commuhications thereto.
(,b; The defeat of Germany must remain our ijrimary object,
consequently for the present we should not divert more of our
resources then necessary to hold the Jap^anese. ('c) "Crusader"
should be exploited to the greatest possible extent subject to the
condition that it must not .prevent the dispatch of essential
reinforcements to the Par East".

C.in G's

Despatch
App,10,

AOC.in O'3 The day following the declaration of
Correspond- December) the Chief of Air Staff
ence with

-- war against Japan (9th
M- nn . / requested 12 Blenheims from the

b  imadiately
a similar number for

.  These aircraft were despatched on 11th December,
beginning of a considerable diversion of aircraft from

the Middle East to the Par East.

to India so that that Command could release
Singapore.

C. A. 3.

Part 3.

Enel.271A,
272A and
285A.

On the 12th the Prime Minister informed the Commander-in-Chief
Middle East, that owing to the threat to the Malay Peninsula and

C.in C's

Despatch
P.11

/Burma

Hona Harbour, the Phaippines, Malaya andHong Kong without warning. Great Britain and U.3.A. formally-
following day. The Japanese

captured Hong Kong on 25th December,

(I) On 7th December~ji;^ openedTostilities

G. 169216/1^7/6/48
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Burma certain reinforcements on their way to the Middle East had
to be diverted to the Par East; in addition to military units

and anti-aircraft guns'these' included four light bomber squadrons.

On the 23rd December the Chief of Air Staff signalled to Air
In order to reinforce Burma and Singapore we may

Squadrons and possibly in
'  Will you let me

AOG.in C's Marshal Tedder ;
Correspond- need a fiirther five of your Blenheim
ence v/ith addition

• «

.three or four Hurricane Squadrons.'
have your views on how this will affect "Acrobat" (the projected
advance into Tripolitania) after discussion with Auchinleck".
Air Marshal Tedder replied that .the diversion of the squadrons

mentioned-ought neb to interfere with "Acrobat" operations, but it
would be impossible to meet the threat to the Northern Front through
Turkey or the Caucasus, "still less through both and even more
if Tunisia were hostile". It was urged that if it were considered

essential to send the ligVit bomber squadrons to the Far East it would
be better to decrease the number of squadrons sent but increase the
16 I.E. to 24 i.E. with "obvious advantages from point of view of^^
saving overheads, M.T. particularly specialist vehicles and so on"
as it was' considered that the Far East v/as more in need of additional
aircraft and crews than complete units,
accepted and later acted on.

so

This suggestion was

Ca A» Sa

ENCL.286A

Idem

'  Encl,288A

Idem

EncI.289A

In early January tv;o Blenheim squadrons, Nos,84 and 45 were
withdravm from operations, refitted and sent t3 the Far East, This
implied the diversion of other Ble^nheims from the Command in order

January 1942,to make the squadron up to 24 I.E. aircraft. For the diversion
of Hurricanes, Operation "Semolina" v/as ordered, which involved the
despatch of H.M.S. "Indomitable" from Port Sudan on January ''•5th
1942 with over 50 crated aircraft. Soon after the end of the
"Crusader" offensive further diversions included  a second "Semolina

operation, when another batch of some 50 crated Hurrican
H.M.S. "Indomitable" from Port Sudan on 27th February.''

No.84 &.
85 Sqdn,
O.R.B.

107 M.U.
O.R.B. '

Jan &

Iteb.1942. es left on

Strikes on Enemy Merchant Shipping in December

(a) As currently reported and assessed,
f  f

(i) By R.A.P., Middle East, and R.N., Mediterranean,

During the month Blenheims of No,5i^.and No.203, operating from
the mainland flew 23 effective sorties^ on shipping strikes on
enemy submarines and shipping in transit. In addition, as already
mentioned, there v/ere Vfellington attacks on Benghazi which resulted
in a few' hits or possible hits-on shipping and unsuccessful Blenheim

attacks on shipping in Bardia harbour, .Ifcadquarters R.A.F.,Middle
East, assessed the .results of the above mentioned attacks (excluding
casualties' inflicted on enemy submarines not dealt with in this

narrative) as one small vessel, probably sunk, one ship of unknown
size damaged and unknown results in respect of four other vessels.

AHB.

II JI/29

Malta-based aircraft v®re credited with 35 effective sorties by

Blenheims, 37 by ''vVellingtons, and 15 hy Fleet Air Arm Albacores and
Swordfish in attacks against shipping in transit or specific attacks
on shipping in harbours,
the .results of the attacks .as:-

one merchant vessel of 4OO tons and a tanker of unknown size probably
sunk, 7 merchant vessels and one tanker damaged and unknown results in
respect of six merchant vessels and one tanter, .

Headquarters.R.A.F., Middle East, assessed
one merchant ship of 1,500 tons sunk

/

.

Casualties

(1) By March l6th, it may be noted, 13yv.Blenheims and 300 fighters had
been sent to the Par East' from M.E. Command, Further diversions

. were made subsequently, (AOC/22 Part III Encl,34^A),
(2) These figures refer to attacks actually delivered.

, G.169216/JW/6/48
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Idem Casualties, inflicted by naval action, as reported by Chief
of Intelligence Staff, Mediterranean, v/ere as follows;- seven
Merchant vessels ranging between one and seven thousand tons,
merchant vessel of 15,000 tons, one large and one small tanker and
5 schooners or caiques sunk and four merchant ships damaged, ■
Considerable success was also achieved Eigainst enemy naval vessels,
(see the narratives on the Air/Sea war in the Mediterranean),

one

Idem H.Q., R.A.F., Middle East's "Analysis of Mediterranean Axis .
Merchant Ship Sihkings for December 1941", drawn up in early 1942
is of interest, but must necessarily be treated v/ith .reserve. Total
sinkings (by sea and air action) of shipping plying between Italy,
Greece, Crete and Worth Africa were •.assessed as 23,600. tons, the
south-bound sinkings (including ships sunk in .Worth African ports)
being put at 19,600 tons. The total estimated sailings for Italian
North Africa were 55,400. The total estimated'sinkings .on the
African route expressed as a percentage of total estimated sailings
was 42,6^ and south bound sinkings similarly esqiressed was 35^,
addition, "other Mediterranean sinkings (including Aegean and Ionian
Seas)" were assessed as 29,450 tons giving a total for the entire
Mediterranean of 64,850 tons of merchant' shipping - 24^ being
adjudged sunk by H.M.Ships, 55% by H.M.Submarines and 21% by the
H.A.P. ahd P.A.A.

In
■  1

(ii) Enemy Shipping Losses Assessment Committee'
Estimates. • ' ' “

OS.11260
Fart I

End 3,464.
and 47A

The Enemy shipping Losses Assessment Oomraittee's Estimates for
December in respect of enemy merchant shipping casualties in the,
Mediterranean were:- 18 ships totalling 54,769 tons sunk or
constructive loss, 4 ships totalling 17,300 tons seriously damaged,
and 4 ships totalling 22,000 tons damaged. In particular, air
action was credited with the sinking of 4 ships totalling 19,516
tons (but of these the sinking of one tanker of 10,540 tons and
one cargo vessel of 1,9?6 tons was shared vdth H.M.Shijs) and causing
damage to two tierchant ships totalling 13,000 tons, 

'

(B) Confirmed Losses of Enemy Merchant Shipping

A study of enemy record and confirmed reports of the Admiralty
Shipping Losses Assessment Committee shows that identified merchant

'  . shipping confirmed as sunk in the entire Mediterranean December
...totalled 2(4,939 tons.. Of this total 32,918 tons were sunk by the
. Royal and Allied NSvies and 12,021 tons (including the two vessels
mentioned above as shared v/ith' li.M. Ships) by air action. Inrespect
of shipping adjudged plying the North Africa .convoy route, sinkings
amounted to 37,096 tons: of this figure 23,319 tons were sunk by
the Royal and-Allied Navies'and 11,775 tons (including the two
vessels shared with H.M.Ships) by air attack.

s

Comments by 'Vice Adjairal Weichold

AID 1/S10 Vice Admiral Vfeichold in his essay in-the "War at Sea in the
Mediterraneari' does not give details of sinkings in the last month of
1941 but makes the following statemen on losses up to the end of
that year; "The average monthly tonnage in Libyan convoys was
114,000 tons with an average loss of 21,000 tons sunk and 9,000 tons
damaged, which represents a loss of 26%. a loss alone of more than

quarter of the shipping space allotted to the African convoys
meant a tremendous reduction in the shipping pool which in the long
run could not fail to have serious consequences".

a

‘ At the end- of I94I the period of purely Italian direction of
sea warfare in the Mediterranean ending with the second loss of
Cyrenaica", which "had been governed by strategic defence ,  ceased.

/The
I69216/JW/6/48
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"The new Gertnan reinforcements for the Navy and Air Force in the

Mediterranean are organised under a German commander with the title

of 'Oberbefehlshaher Sud' (STin-C.South). He was, however, not _
responsible for the ccmimnd of the Army in Africa nor for the

control of sea transport to Libya,
alone lay completely with the German General representing the O.K.W.

These latter responsibilities

■  Convoy Movements between Malta and Egypt during December.

Our occupation of Cyrenaican air bases facilitated not only the
provision cf air protection for our shipping sailing to Tobruk (and
in early 1942 Derna and Benghazi)-, but also greatly reduced the

iwo convoys were passed between.  -danger attacked to the Malta run,

Egypt and Malta in December - (1) S.S. "Breconshire". - (13th-18th
December) which sailed from Alexandria to Malta, and (2) A convoy of
four merchant ships which sailed from Malta to Alaxndria (26th-29th
December),

AHB.IIJl/12 fuller details are given in' the narrative dealing with the air/sea
Appendix

There is need here only to record the basic facts as

war in the Mediterranean*
A'

In December Malta was greatly in need of fuel: the "Breconshire

was sent from Egypt with supplies as the Axis control of the western
<  approach to the island ruled out assistance from Britain. The Naval

plan provided for three covering forces - one operating from Egypt
and two from Malta, Special searches were carried out by aircraft
operating both from the island-and the mainland. The passage of
the "Breconshire" was complicated by the fact that at the same time
the enemy was running a convoy to Tripoli and two powerful naval
forces, apparently, v/ere at sea. As already mentioned, the air
effort which could be brought to bear on the enemy ships was
disappointing. The "Breconshire" left Alexandria on 15th December
and reached Malta safely on the 18th; the supplies brought helped
the island to withstand the Luftwaffe’s offensive in early 1942,

Idem and

M.E.W.O.S.

No. 11

App."B"

A convoy of four merchant ships, escorted' by a cruiser and four
destroyers and covered by special air searches from Malta, left the
island ai'ter dusk-on the l6th,

to meet the convoy on the morning of the 28th, approximately 6o miles
north of Ras El Tin.

Another naval- force left Alexandria

During the day a Martlet of No,805 Squadron,
P.A.A. on protective patrol over the' convoy intercepted a formation
of four unidentified enemy torpedo-bombers about to attack the ship
and shot dov/n one of them and forced tv/o others to jeetison their
torpedoes,

direction, but the enemy rear gunner killed the Martlet pilot by a
burst of machine-gun fire,
and drove off a large formation of JU.88s which attempted to attack
the convoy and forced them to jettison their bombs,
sh ips in the convoy was damaged.

The Martlet attacked the fourth and upset the torpedo’

Fleet Air Arm Fulmars later intercepted

None of the

s

SECTION WO

OPERATIONS AT AGEDA3IA

Memorandim of A.G.C., Vfestem Desert, on the R.A.F. Asp)ects affecting
''tFie Continuance of the "pres'eirtTAdyance to include' the Capture of
Tripolit-ania (Operation "ACROBAT") (27th December, 1945)’ .

From the time of the enemy’s retreat to Agedabia Operation
Acrobat" (the capture- of-Tripolitania)» which had been considered

for some months,, became the agreed policy.

ft

On 27th December the A. G.C., Western Desert, drew up a memorandum
W.D/Air/14 on the R.A.F. aspects v/hich clearly sbowed our intentions and must be
Encl.4A,

A.A. H.Q.

borne in mind when considering the operations of the follov/ing three
to four weeks. In the event, it should be ntfced (a) by 11th January

/it
G,169216/j^V/6/48
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it was decided (due to military and supply requirements) that
"Acrobat" could not commence until 10th February at the earliest
and (b) the German counter-attack and advance which began on
21st January put ."Acrobat" out of c6urt altogether.

The memorandum is worth quoting at some length as the
implications of the proposed further advance necessarily affected

'the arrangements and forces available for the concluding phase of
"Crusader".

AA. H.Q.

W.d/1 6/Air

Ai.lI.Q.-
W. D/Air/1 A
Encl.AA.

The A.0.C. jWestern Desert, cited the main factors affecting
the implementation of, "Acrobat" as:- (1) The defeat of the enemy
in Cyrenaica, (2) the degree of reinforcement which the enemy could
obtain-in Tripolitania and (3) the supply of our forces over the
extended communication system.

It v/as appreciated that the campaign i’n Tripolitania should
be undertaken without delay, as after the expected speedy conquest
of Cyrenaica the enemy's forces in Tripolitania would be temporarily
disorganised,

time were allowed for re-organisation and reception of supplies and
reinforcements from Italy and Sicily and to some extent, possibly,
Tunisia,

The enemy's degree of resistance would increase if

The British forces engaged in Cyrenaica. at the end of I94I
required a minimum of 1,400 tons of’supplies per day for the
maintenance of their effort. In particular, 27O-30O tons of
specialist supplies (petrol, ammunition, bombs and aircraft spares)
per day were required by the R.A.F. and the arrangements then obtain
ing were for these to be delivered to R.A.F. dumps at Tobruk and
transported forward as required,
tons per day were then provided through Tobruk with onward transport
by M.T. and the Remainder from railhead with a longer M.T. haul.
All available M.T. working at maximum capacity v/as needed to meet
these commitments, up to Benghazi. Beyond Benghzai the supply system
would be overstrained with the turn round time of vehicles, and would
break down altogether under additional, load.

Eight hundred to.one thousand

The opening of- the
ports of. Derna and Benghazi would relieve the situation when shipping

., 'Could be run to schedule: even then a separate line of supply might
be -required, by M.T. from railhead in case of interference with
shipping by enemy air action.

As a result of the limitation of supply it was considered
essential to reduce the forces being employed forward of Tobruk and
this' involved a- reduction in the air forces employed for the campaign
in Cyrenaica and beyond,'

In summarising the probable air situation for the advance into
Tripolitania the A.O.C., Western Desert listed as our main assets:-

the moral advantage of the air superiority won in Cyrenaica,
(2) the disorganisation of the enemy*s ground organisation, (3) the
assistance of air forces based on Malta and (4) the knowledge that
no overwhelming enemy air reinforcement was probable (inter alia the
Germans v/ere stated to have temporarily lost air superiority in the
Russian theatre which implied sending reinforcements in the Spring),
On the debit side, it.was appreciated'that (1) the enemy had a de
fensive fighter force in being, -using establis.hed bases, (2) that our
land forces would be cpen to attacks on the coastal strip from
Sicily,- without warning and (3) that we would have to construct
airfields for the short .range, fighter force as we advanced.

On the above bases and bearing in mind the limitations of supply,
the requirements in air forces for the first phase of the advance
to Tripoli - the movement to the. general area of Buerat •
estimated as follows:- . .. •

- -?/ere ■

/Fighter
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(1)Fighter Fcrce

(1) Control Formations:
Fighter Y/’ing Headquarters: - Nos.238 and 262 Wings.

(2) Squadrons:
Six Tomahawk or Kittyhawk Squadrons
Two- Hurricane Squadrons

(3) One Hurricane lohg range squadron^
One :^aufighter squadron )

under Air Headquarters

(4) - Three S/E- Squadrons in reserve in the Benghazi area
(resting, training and reinforcing).

(5) The remainder of the fighter force would be disposed with'
one squadron each at Tobruk, Dema and Benghazi.

The above establishment implied the retention of all the

fighter squadrons previously employed plus Ho.450 Squadron, R.A.A.F.,
which was arming in readiness to move up to the Desert.

Bomber Force*

In order to avoid the tran^ortation of bombs as much as

possible, low flying fighter attacks on airfields and close support
targets were to be substituted wten possible for day bomber attacks.

The static objectives could- be attacked' satisfactorily by night
bombers. No.205 Group Wellingtons could use refuelling airfields
in Cyrenaica and thus save the carriage of. bombs,
proposed to limit the bomber forces to assist the advance to the

following:-

Thus it was

(1) Control Formation:
Wo,3 (S.A.) YVing (Reduced Staff)

(2) Light (formerly Medium) Bombers(^)'
No. 21 Squadron, Marylands
No.11 Squadron, Blenheims
No,826 Squadron, Fleet Air .Arm,Albacores,

/(3)

(1) The final all'ocation -of operational units for "ACROBAT", it may be
noted, was submitted to H.Q. ,R.A.F. ,M.E., on 9th January. The orig
inal proposals were adjusted owing to the allotment of a further

fighter squadron for the defence of Tobruk and the desirability of
withdrawing Nos.2' and 4 Squadrons, S.A.A.F. following their recent
intensive operations, "Fighter Force moving forward" was then

given as:- Nos,258 and 262 Y/ings (the latter to be an Advanced V/ing
to go forward as required). The flying wings were to be:- Nos,3
R.A.A.P. and 112 Sqdns: Nos.1 S.A.A.F. and 274 Sqdr^s: Nos.229 and
80 Sqdns: and Nos.94, 250 and 260 Sqdns, (The last flying vdng
was to remain at three squadron strength while squadrons were re

equipping - No.94 Squadron was due to re-arm 7dth Kittyhawks
forthwith and N0.260 Squadron subsequently).

No,33 Sqdn, and No.450 Sqdn, v/hen it came forward, were to be
under Advanced Air Headquarters orders, "Fighter squadrons located

in Gyrenaica" v/ere to be:- No,2 Squadron (Derna)
N0.4 Squadron, S.A.A.F.(Benghazi)and
No,238 and R.N.(Fighter)Sqdn,(Tobruk).

(A.A.H.Q. W.D./16/Air Enc,19A). - ' ,
(2) In the final allocation of units it was tentatively put forward

that No,14 Squadron and Lorraine Squadron (it was proposed at this
time that this squadron should be re-equii^ped with Blenheim

fighters) should be added to the day bomber force, (A.A,H.Q.
V4D./l6/Air Eno.19A).

G. 169216/JY//6/48
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(3) Medium (formerly Heavy) Bombers r
No. 205 G-roup V/ellington Squadrons

To be assisted by Wellington squadrons operatifog
from Malta.

(

The disposal of the remainder of the Bomber Force was as

follows:- Nos,12 and 24 Squadrons, S.A.A.F. to be withdrawn (the
particular reasons which necessitated the v/ithdrawal have already
been mentioned on page 232 and the Blenheim squadrons Nos.14^
45, 84.and Lorraine and the controlling formation, N0.27O Wing,
v/ere to be available for disposal On H.Q., R.A.P. Middle East’s
instructions on the completion of operations in the frontier area.

Army Co-operation Squadrons

The advance to Tripoli had to be undertaken on a comparatively
narrow front: reconnaissance tasks were, however, likely to be heavy
with.a fast moving force. It was proposed to allocate No.208(A.C.)
Squadron to the mobile force, and retain No,257 (Rhodesia) Squadron

.  unde.r Battle Headquarters as-
reconnaissance when requiredt
available for disposal when the frontier operations were completed.

Air Support Organisation

inforcement and supplement

No.451 Squadron, R.A.A.P,,would be

V/ith the elimination of N0.270 Wing, the air support link to
this Y/ing and the set at the Vfing Headquarters could be withdrawn.

Miscellaneous Units

The Strategical Reconnaissance Unit and Air Transport 'ffing,
including the Communication Flight, would be required to accompany
the force.

Maintenance Project
I

The daily maintenance requirements of the "Acrobat
v/ere assessed as follows:-'

air forces

Petrol fFighters)
Petrol (Bombers)

70 tons

30 tons

Ammunition (Fighters) : I5 tons
20 tons

■  20 tons

Bombs

, ̂NP*.205 Group bombers
.refuelling (Benghazi

r- ^ area)
155 tons

P.O.L. (H.T. ) and
Rations and Water

30 tons

185 tons- -

R.A.F. maintenance v/as to be based on the establishment of a

forward dump in ..the .Agedabia area with, a subsidiary dump in the
Benghazi area,
established in relation and convenience to the operational

While the supply system was based on Tobruk' the 185, tons needed
would have to be moved by Array Desert convoy from Tobruk to the
R.A.F-. dump at-Agedabia; forward of Agedabia Army transport would

•again be required to move' suppkues to dumps in operational areas,

/Slhen

Forv/ard of these, ancillary dumps v/ere to be
areas.

(1) In the final alTocaticn of units'Nos.208 and 40 Squadron,
•S.AiiA.F. were suggested as Army Cp-operqtion, squadrons,
(a.A.H.Q.W.D,/16/Air Enco19a) ‘ ' '
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When Benghazi port was available the Desert convoy could be
proportionately relieved and separate alrrangements made with Army
transport for the movement of supplies to Agedabia. The daily lift
of the 85 tons for the Fighter Force would entail the consistent .
employment of one R.A.S.C. platoon of 40 vehicles for each 50 miles
of lift westwards:

convoy and specifically for R.A.F.
supplies from Agedabia to Tripoli would require a total of one and a
half R.A.S.C. M. T. companies.

The ArmyM.T. resources at the end of I941 allowed for
allocation of only 160 tons per day to the R.A.F.
aa?rangement that could be made to reduce R.A.F. requirements v/as the
transportation by sea of aviation fuel for the refuelling of No.205
Group bombers. It was considered that the R.A.F. requirements of
185 tong per day could not be further reduced "v/ithout prejudice to
operations",

Command •

this was a commitment independent of the Desert
The transport of R.A.F.use.

an

The only

s

ffhen the advance into Tripolitania began it was considered
essential to free the Air Force Commander from the administration
of base units of his force. It was recommended that a Cyrenaican
formation should be established at once to take over the defence
commitments on the lines of supply and base airfields. (Page 272
refers).

Headquarters, V/estem Desert

The policy of splitting the headquarters into Rear and Advanced
sections had proved satisfactory during the advance in Cyrenaica and
it was proposed to continue in that v/ay,
remained the nfain supply port Rear Air Headquarters, Western Desert,
was to remain' in the vicinity of that port,

'.quarters could be reduced so as to form an efficient Mobile
Headquarters to move with the "Acrobat" force.

Conclusion

Until such time as Tobruk

The Advanced Head-

The moral advantage held by us and the assumed existing
disorganisation of the enemy combined to stress the urgency of
cohtinuing the campaign and retaining the momentum of advance. The
administrative project to support the advance was clearly difficult
and depended mainly on the volume of shipping to Tobruk in the first
instance and later to Benghazi. Any interference with the shipping
schedules may have the gravest effects on the campaign".

The A.O.C., Western Desert concluded: It is clearly incumbent
to proceed with the minimum forces required to ensure success,
the strength of the air forces'outlined, the R.A.F. should be in a
position to attain a measure of local air supeiority and give the
necessary aid for our advancing ground forces at Tripoli".

With

Ground. Operations arnimd Agedabia. (26th December, 1941, to
6 th- ■Janua.j^^94^, —

The A.O.C. Vfestem Desert's memorandum of 27th December clearly
showed the need for the immediate occupation of Agedabia. In the
event the 15th Corps was held up at Agedabia, where the enemy fought

C.-in-G's a delaying action wnile positions were being, prepared in the marshes
Despatch around Aghella, from 26th December to the 6th of the following month,P »

The terrain around Agedabia greatly favours defence.,
Auchinleck summed up the situation as follows

A.A.H.Q.
W. D/Air/14
End, 2^

C.in C's
Despatch

General.

P.63.
/"The
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"The strip of land bet’ween the main road and the coast is

swampy, and .soft sand dunes make the few dry patches
The ..ground to thepractically impassable for vehicles,

east and. sf.iuth is also-covered with soft^nd and is bounded

by the V/adi Paregh, which runs in a south-westerly direction
'■from, the Giof El Matar to the Agheila marshes and is a
formidable natural barrier. Apart from a side outflanking

■ ' movement to the soutVi-east of the Wadi Paregh, v/hich it was
farbeyond the capacity of the 13th Corps to undertake,
there were, only two courses open to us: either to make a
frontal attack on the main enemy position astride road Just
north of Agedabia village, or to attempt an outflankiiig
movement over the difficult country to the south.
Godwin Austin tried a combination of both".

General

As sobn as fuelIdem . could be provided for the 22nd Annoured Brigade,
this formation was directed to work round to the south tov/ards Chor
Ea Sufan while the Guards Brigade traversed the sand dunes in order
to attack Agedabia from the y/est.
Brigade on 26th December "failed owing to misdirection",
follov/ing day the 22nd Armoured Brigade v/as engaged by remnants of
the enemy’s Panzer Divisions which had been located to the south
east.

The assault of the Guards
The

The enemy's armour prevailed as the serviceability of the
Brigade's tanks was extremely loy/ due to the long trek across the
desert from Gazala,( V The Brigade thus failed to'work round behind
the enemy's main position and fell back to El Haseiati in a further
action on 30th December the Brigade lost some more .tanks and it
became clear that it was too weak far further action. The Ccmmander
of the 13th Corps therefore instructed the 7th Support Group to
relieve the Brigade and until fresh troops were available harassing
action only y/as possible 0

As our forces in the forward area v;ere not strong enough to
drive the enemy from their positions at Agedabia and continue the
advance, the G.O.C., Eighth Army, ordered the 1st Armoured Division to
move up, intending to use this force for the projected.operation
"Acrobat" (the advance into Tripolitania), In early January,also,
the 4th Indian Division y/as instructed to move forv/ard as soon as the
supply and administrative circumstances permitted.

Tactical Air Reconnaissance (26th December - 6th January)
Squadron
O.R. B. s.

During the period of the ground operations around Agedabia
tactical air reconnaissance: of the forw&rd area was- carried out by

- No.208 (A.C.) Squadron. No,431, Squadron, E.A.A.P. was engaged in
Tac./R connected with the frontier operations (page 255 etc.) and
No.237 (Rhodesia) Squadron v/as inactive owing to successive moves to
Benghazi, El Adera and finally Trairai.
squadron's operations from this last airfield for the remainder of
the "Crusader" advance consisted purely of' patrols on local defence.

It may be noted that the

No,208.
Squadron
O.R.B.

No.208 Squadron carried out 20 tactical, one strategic (by l/R
Hurricane) and one photographic reconnaissance during the period.
The detached flight carrying out the reconnaissancjes over the forward
area moved from Msus to Antellat on 27th December, but early in the
Nev; Year this flight returned to Msus with H.Q. 13th Corps "
precautionary measure ov/ing to their being too far fcn/ard",
flight at Tmimi y/as employed on local defence..

Although, as already stated, the actions fought by the Guards ,
Brigade and 22nd Armoured Brigade were unsuccessful No.208 Squadron'
reconnaissances of the Agedabia, Chonfus, Haseiat, and Agheila areas
at that time provided valuable information. '
13th Corps wrote to the Commanding Officer of the Squadron on 28th
December "Please convey to your-pilots my congratulations on the wayin which reconnaissance work has been carried out in the last three
days
been the only source of intelligence available".

(1) The Brigade had been'fitted out wim ;30 tanks. Of these 60
became unserviceable en route and of the I4 battle casualties
8 Y/ere caused by mechanical brealcdown.

as a

The

s

The Commander of the .

you have obtained the most valuable information which has

/'^Reference

Idem.
December
App»C 0
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Reference has. already been made to the attempt tb Co-ordinate
Tac/k. with fighter sweeps over the area concerned. ■  This method
did not always provide sufficient protection as the few.enemy
fighters then operating tended to concentrate on the lone
reconnaissance aircraft and elude combat with our numerically
superior fighters. A request, by the C.O.., of. No.208 Squadron on
30th December that close escort should be provided by fighters was
not complied with. . After another of No.208 Squadron*s aircraft had
been shot down on 3rd January, however, close fighter escort

^  sporadically given* Later in the month enemy air opposition
became more formidable and, as the C.O., No.208 Squadron put it in
this report; .

was

I •

Noi208

Sqdn^';
0. R. £•

». ■ ■

^  higher policy ruled out the secorting of reconnaissance
aircraft. Instead,- every effort was made to co-ordinate
the fighter operations in the foiward area with those of the
tactical reconnaissance squadron. ■ This was only partly
successful. . . The fighters were given their, offensive role and

and purposes any responsibility for the safetir’
of the tactical reconnaissance aircraft disappeared",

p A fighter squadrons (particularly No.3 Squadron,
R.A.A^; added reconnaissance to their offensive sweeps and escort
commitments, probing, in particular, the rear area as far as Marsa
tJrega and noting movements along Wadi Faiegh.

^Ss^i^rgfgiCtory Supply and Administrative
.: pyrenaica and Delay in Re-opening Benghazi.

/I ■ -^s^lready indicated, our ability to continue, the advance
Idem P improving the supply situation. "There is ho denying",
“rA^H ̂  reported, nhat the administfakve
S J1/12?' Cyrenaioa at the opening of the New Year was far
F.35' flail', ^3°“roos were hard pressed to meet

needs and our requirements were mounting as the
attrition ofprolonged (derations had to be made good. Captured enemy
stores were inadequate substantially to si^plyment .our defioienoies;

NOi3
Sqdn.
0. R. B.

S. A* A. F.
Narrative '

Situation in Western

a.in C»s

Despatch

4.^*^* Of Dema was brought into operation on 6th January ani
*** Supply Of our forces in the eastern part of the

®bel Akhdar was assured. The following day the first convoy Wived
at Mnghazi, but ualoading was greatly slowed down by bad weather
the lack of lighters. Subsequently rough, seas prevented lighters
sailing round the coast and Benghazi was never brought into full use.
u  During the whole time that bur forces were in Western‘Gyrenaica,

therefore, they had to rely on road transport. So far as Cur forward
air forces were concerned the inadequacy of such transport resulted
in particular, in continued fuel shortages.

and

t' ..

.  ■QQ^'^^inued Low. Scale Enemy Air Effort in Libya
and Increased Pressure , on Maltar" ^ ^—

•  the period of the deadlock at Agedabia the German AirForce s operations over the battle area continued to be on a low
M.E.W.I.S. .
No. 80
A.M.W.

jgK 1 • S.
No. 123.

/scale.
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scale,' ' although the breathing space had allov/ed some re-organi
sation and operations were carried out from Arae Pileni, Nofilia and
Merduraa'and the forward landing grounds at Agedabia., in particular,
Stukas resumed their attacks, although on a small scale,

• ground forces in the forward area.
on our

Small scale Ju,88 attacks-

were, also made from time to time on our lines of communication,  air
bases and shipping, v/ithout however, achieving any hotable results,
•The operational activity of the I.A.F. was for a time negligible,
its main concern being to remove serviceable aircraft to safer
areas in Tripolitania, ‘ ;

It must be borne in mind, however, that tbs enemy’s (and
particularly the G-.A.F’s) predominant air commitment was then the
neutralisation of raalta, ‘ During the period 30th/31st December to
4th/5th January, for inst^ce, some 440 aircraft we're reported to '
have operated ag^nst the island - concentrating particularly on the
landing grounds, - The peaks .of the enemy’s air effort coincided

, ̂  ^ with the passing of convoys to' Tripoli, On 3rd and 4th January,
in particular, a total of 290 sorties were reported flown against

II JI/I2 Malta: on the mcraing of the 5th a special shipping search flown
Appendix from Malta reported nine escorted merchant vessels entering Tripoli

■ A.M.E.F.O.S. harbour,

Ng;12 . . . • . \ • • •
Appendix
"C” . . •

M,E.F.0.S.

No.12. ..

A.E.B.

The general intentions of the enelny were plain - to stem .our.
advance :as long as possible, by delaying actions at Agedabia, 'and '

plater Agheila, 7/hiie his critical supply situation was being improved.

Scale of Fipchter Effort

(26th - ̂th January) . . .

M« E • v/ • 0* Si

No. 11
During the period that our ground forces were in contact w.ith

the enemy at Agedabia (26th December - 6th January) the Western
M.E.F.O, S,,i Besert fighter squadrons reported the carrying out of a total of '
No.12 . 1,322 operational sorties. The analysis -.according to employment was

as follows;-< 3^9 sorties on offensive sweeps and. ground attacks;
•  382 on shipping protection; 218 on bomber (and reconnaissance)

escort; and 203 on local defence, . .
\ •

The heavy air commitments involved in the increased use of

;  Tobruk and the gradual employment of the Cyrenaican ports further
west is illustrated by the progressive rise;in the weekly totals of

i; ...fighter sorties' on shipping protection,.
;  • . the campaign (18th - 24th November); sorties on this task totalled
.  ■ . .only 4|; in the'week 2nd-8th December they had risen to 98; in the
'  week 24th-30th December they totailed I56; and in the following week.

Thus in the first v/eek of

.A.H.B1

'll

Appendix
"A".

/ending
(l)Nevertheless the casualties of the G.A.F.operating in North Africa

were hot inconsiderable, German records'showed that during the
period 26th Decem'ber to 6th January, inclusive, 'one S/R aircraft,
one l/R aircraft, 9 day fighters, one night fighter, 10 bombers,
3' dive-bombers and pne "other type" were -lost and 3 day fighters,
7 bombers and one "other type" were damaged, (ADIK 103/64), Our
air losses through enemy action during the period were;-
11 Hurricanes, 8 Wellingtons, 3 Tomahawks, 2 Blenheims,.
2 Beauforts and Maryland, one Albacore and one Martlet lost
and 5 Hurricanes, seven BlenVieims and 4 Tomahawks damaged.

(M.E.W.O.S.H0.II & M.E.P.S.NO.-I2 J^p. "D")
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ending 6th January, they totalled 223,^^^
Features of the Fighter Action in Oyrenaioa - Including
First Operations by Kittyhawks* . '

In general during .the tv/elve days halt at Agedabia the Fighter
still maintain numerically superior
and retained air superiority.

Force, although depleted, oou
forces over the Agedabia area

Squadron
O.R.B»s

S.A.A.F.
Narrative

The ’squadrons, available for offensive sweeps, operating in
Flying 7/ings as formerly were:- the Tomahawks of Nos.2 and 4 S.A.A.F.
and 112 and ‘250 Squadrons, Hurricanes of Nos,94, 229, 238, 26o and
274 Squadrons and, from 28th December, No,3 Squadron, R.A.A.F.
re-araed with Klttyhawks. Y/hen the situation at Agedabia became
static’at the end of December, the opportunity was taken to withdraw

Operational No,112 Squadron for re-arming with Kittyhawks,
Summaries operations on 9th January,
and AHB,

II Jl/12,

H.Q.,RAF,
M.E.Daily

The squadron resumed

This did not mean, however, that these squadrons which then
ccmprised the offensive fighter force.were absolved from defence
conmitmonta other than the usual i^rotection of their own landing
•grounds at .’Msus, In the event, airfields between Benghazi and
Dema were generally waterlogged. Thus until the airfields in
the Benghazi area could be’made serviceable, and sector
with R.D.F. . - ^ .

Gc^.trol ,
cover established there, standing fighter patrols by

Msus-based fighters were necessary for the defence of the port.
As already mentioned the German bomber.action against the port and
our rear communications generally was sporadic and on a low scale,
German records shov/ that on most days one or two bombers failed to
return from operations,- but in general it is not possible to link
th'3oe losses with our defensive fighter action. In particular
the claims of a Ju,88 shot down and one He,111 and one Me,110
damaged by Nos,33 and 3 R.A.A.F. Squadron in the course of standing
patrols over Benghazi on 5th January are not substantiated by
enemy records.

ADIK

103/64

/During

(1) The figure given in order to indicate the effort required
which implied a lessening of the effort associated with the
paign proper. Details of the shipping protection commitments
came v/ithin the scope of the Air/Sea V/ar narrative, but it may be
noted that not a single merchant vessel was lost in these parts of
the Mediterranean withiij. range of S/E fighters and only one within
range of Beaufighters, as a result of enemy air action during the
estire period of the "Crusader offensive.
The squadrons (under'Advanced H.Q.201 Group, formed at Tobruk 22/12
and at Benghazi 28/12, and No, 234 (e.x269) Wing) concerned with
shipping protection at this time was as follows:-
No,1 Sqdn, (S.A.A.F. („Hurrioanes)Benghazi(with Sector Ops.Rra to
be set up).
No.272 Sqdn.(Beaufighters)Barce
(Hurricanes) El Gubbi,
No.94 Sqdn,(Hurrioanes)Tobruk(with Sector Ops.Room to be set up).
No,30 Sqdn,- 1 Flight(Hurrioan'as) Sidi Barrani,
N0.8O5 Sqdn. P.A.A.(Martlets'
R,N.Flight'(Pulmafs) L.G-,I6,
No.252 Sqdn.(BeaifLghters) Quotafiya. (H.Q.R.A.F.M.E.Air Staff
Appendix 1 O.R.E.Dec.1941 and Nos.134 and 235 YYing O.R.B.)

(2) On occasion - for instance on 30th December - all available
fighters were ordered to patrol Agedabia area as  a result of
information from vareless intercepts which indicated that German
fighters (operating from Marble Arch L.G, ard using Agedabia
L.G. as an advanced L.G.) were to be active in the area,
(A.O.G./II Part 2 Encl.59B),

S are

cam-

area.R,N. (Fighter) Squadron

Maaten Bagush,
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During the last six days of December few

Sivit^v ^ perceptible increase of enemy air
from th? in the New Year. The few encounters arisingfrom the offensive sweeps (with the exception of the first Kirryhawk
operations which are considered in more detail afterwards) can be
summarised as follows:- . '

patrcls over our troops
Nos Ju.88 was claimed shot down by Hurricanes of
sTa^ h o ■ afternoon of 31st December

Nos,2 and 4 Squadrons were attacked by six ,
Agedabia and claimed one fighter damaged (^).

the following afternoon Hurricanes of Nos.229 and 208 Squadi^ons
some seven Me. 109s south-east of Agedabia and claimed-two-

damaged for the, loss of one Hurricane(3); on the morning of 2nd '
Janua^ Hurricanes of Hos.94 and 26o Squadrons encountered a-
fomation of Me. 109s to the, south of Agedabia and claimed four

.  damagedW for the loss of one Hurricane: at noon on the following
ay Hurricanes of Nos,:-29 and 238 Squadrons claimed,-two Me, 109s

damaged out of eleven encountered north of Agedabia^^).
S.A.A.P.and 250 Squadrons claimed

Me.109 damaged^ ^as a i-esult of three--engagements with standing'
Hn \ Messerschmitts; <and on the next day Hurricanes of
No.274 Squadron claimed a Me. 110 damaged near AntellatwJ,

on

one

No. 3
Squadron
O.R.B* The most notable feature of the fighter activity

area at -|;hj.s time v/as the
R.A.A.P.

over the forward

resumption of operations by No.3 Squadron,
CQ4-V, r^ V* Squadron commenced operations with Kittyhawks
28th December, carrying out two sweeps over the forward area in
caDpany with Nos.112 and 2,50 Squadrons. In the absence of enemy
aircraft the sweeps provided valuable reconnaissance information.
Reports were made on enemy concentrations seen south-east of
Agedabia and west and north of Gtafia and later
enemy vehicles to the south-east

on

on a movement by
4-,PT 1 oo near Wadi Paregh threatening to

outflank the 2^nd Armoured Division which withdrew. On the 29th the
Division moved north-vrestv/ards along the track from Haseiat to
Agedabia, but, as already mentioned, were again forced to withdraw
on the ^Oth owing to the superior German armour. During these two

^ sorties on troop protection, reconnaissance
and bomber escort duties* Still no enemy aircraft were seen,
last day of I94I No.3 Squadron and N0.250 Squadron carried out an
offensive sweep of the Agedabia area in the morning and in the later

On the

/afternoon

AnIK/103/6I^. Geman records for the days mentioned shew:
1) 1 Ju#88 lost and 1 daEnaged#
21 4 Me,109s lost,
3) No fighter casualties recorded,
4) No fighter casualties recorded,
5) 2 fighters lost,
,6) 1 fighter lost,
(7) No, Me,110 casualties recorded,
(8) Nu.3 Squadron had ceased operations with Tomahawks on l6th

De^mber, having handed over its remaining aircraft to Nos. 2
Squadrons preparatory to re-equipment

with Kittyhawks. No.3 Squadron's base party, which had been
at Sidi Haneish since September, joined the servicing parties
at El Adem.on I9th December and the entire squadron moved to
No,2 L.G. Gazala on 2'tlst and 22nd December, Two days later
No,1 Servicing Party left for Msus and was joined on 27th
December by No,2 Servicing Party, the Aerodrome Defence section
and 14 Kittyhawks. While at Gazala the squadron mainteined
standing patrols to counter enemy bomber activity but
interceptions were made.

no

i,'169216/J■ff/&/2^^
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afternoon, accompanied by Not. 2 and 4 Squadrons, S.A.A.P., patrolled
the-area Agedabia - Stafia - Haseiat,; South-east of Agedabia the
S.A.A.P. Tomahav/ks had',inoonclusive combats v/ith a number of Me, 109s,
but the KittyhawkSj flying'above, v/ere not eiigaged.

>i' • -

The first combat between the Kittyhawk and the Me.109 occurred
on New Year's lay "'942, The .morning patrol over the Agedabia - ’
Haseiat area passed without incident, but during the afternoon nine
Kittyhawks of No.3 Squadron R.A.A.P. encountered l6 'ju.87s, escorted
by 6 Me. 109s, about to bomb troops soKie'15 miles east of Agedabia,
The Messerschmitts left the bombers, delivered some half-hearted
attacks and then climbed above the cloudj the Stukas jettisoned
their bombs and fell into a defensive circle at about 200 feet.
Three of the Australian pilots each claimed a Ju.87 destroyed and
another pilot claimed three damaged,
led his section against, the fighters,
quoting at; length: ■ ' ,

Meanwhile a Sergeant Pilot
■  His combat report is worth

As most of formation appeared to be about to attack the bombers,
I endeavoured to lead blue section into the Messerschmitts, I
followed these with several Kittys after me. When  I emerged
from the cloud they were circling above and as I appeared to be
above I decided to break off and jump them' from above,
back through the clouda, warned the Kittys of 109s above,' then
went away.: and climbed to 12,000 feet. When I came back, I
could see nothing above or below cloud, so went back to Agedabia
to intercept them on the v/ay home,
irregular

I came

Ifere th& cloud base was

At about 3>000 feet, and after I had done a couple
of Gzreuits, three Me,109s turned up and prepared to land at
.Agedabia Vfest, .. I let them get settled down and then dived
to one, but had to alter my attack and dive on another head-on,
I had a loi-^g burst at it and sav/ it flick i^sido down
and it v;en'fc i.uadei- me.

this time,
was only at about. 300 feet,
dropped his nose and crashed,
astern.

on

This 7/as at 1,000 feet. The others by
had their v/heels down,' so I stalked the rear o;,e y/ho

After only a short burst, he
I then attacked the other from

say; him waver when I fired, but immediately had to climb
to avoid some Stukas which v/ere new coming in. Icing conditions
were severe in tlie cloud, ray ring-sight being thickly crusted
and the motor showing signs of ice in the carburettor. I
attacked a la.ne of five or six Stukas just about to land, I
3a77 the rear one slide av/ay as I shot at it, then went for the
leader, 153 kept ahead on a straight glide into the desert,
while the main body turned,left and landed. I flew in and out
of'cloud for some time, but as tv/o of my guns v/ere stopped and
the ̂ leflector sight was useless, I thought it unwise to remain '
longer." ̂

As a result of this effort this pilot claimed one Ju.87 and one Mo.'109
destroyed, one Me.109 probably destroyed and two damaged,
squadron's claims, amounted to five aircraft destroyed, tv/o probables
and three ddmaged.

The Kittyhawks’
great satisfaction,

although all the pilots found fault with its reflector sight - and the
flight of the Messerschmitts from their bombers was regarded as
evidence that tlie Luftwaffe had felt the strair: of prolonged operations
and had need to conserve its fighter strength even more than the
V/estern Desert,Air Force,

The total

first combat with the Me.109 at the time
.. The Kittyhawk was considered, a success -

gave

ADIK

103/64
In view of the strong claims put forward by No,3 Squadron,R.A.A.F.

it is remarkable that the official German records show no casualties -
either losses or severe damage --to Ju.87s cr Me. 109s on the day
concerned. As these records are accepted as accurate, it is possible

/thatG.l692l6/jf/6/48
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that the air gunnery of the pilots concerned - and, it will be
remembered that this particular branch of Western Desert fighter
activity had often been criticised - did not equal the pilots'
intrepidity and airmanship,

_  The five days following the air combat of 1st January passed
quietly in patrols over the Agedabia - llaseiat area, in escorting
tactical reconnaissance aircraft andin interception duties over
Benghazi and patiols over Msus.
sorties on these' commitments.

In all No,3 Squadron'flew 68

No. 3
Squadron

R.A.A.P.

As the ground situation became static at Agedabia, the low
flying fighter attacks on enemy forces which had been a feature of
the retreat from Gazala greatly decreased as suitable targets became
scarce as enemy dispersal was good. The only operation of note
in this category occurred at the beginning of the Agedabia deadlock
on the 27tii while the 22nd Armoured Brigade were urjsuccessfully
engaging the German armour to the south-east of Agedabia. Fifteen
Tomahawks of No,2s and 4 S.A.A.P. and 112 Squadrons operated against
the enemy's road transport between Agedabia and Agheila, claiming

Page 11 and three lorries destroyed "and considerable damage and confusion among
ApJjendiced fifty other vehicles, many being overturned and some set on fire".
B and D, Tf/ith the re-organisation of the enemy's anti-aircraft defences

attacks were then extremely hazardous - casualties as a result of
the operation mentioned
damaged.

AOC/II
Part 2

Encl,64A.

M.E.W.O.S.
No. 11

such

were two Tcm&hawks lost and four seriously

Meanwhile on several occasions in early January No,272 Squadron
Peaufighters operated against petrol-carrying lighters off
Ras El Aali and Has El Lanuf (v/est of Agheila) which were off-loading
supplies^at the jetties constructed there. Pew vessels were seen
but considerable casualties were inflicted on road transport west
of Agheila to Sirte; in particular, on 31st December and 1st January
15 vehicles (including 2 tankers) were claimed destroyed and 36
damaged, Further attacks on the supply points in the enemy's
immediate rear by the night bomber force are mentioned later.

Limited Direct Support'Bombing
■' ("SHtB De cemBe^r' - 6%H''january

(a) Effort by Vfestem Desert Day Bomber Squadrons.

The effort of No.270 TiVing Blenheims was directed mainly
to aiding operations at the frontier - first against
targets at Bardia and later at Halfaya.
(Pages 255-258 and 278-279 refer).

(i)Squadron
O.R. Bs of

No.270 V/ing,
No.11 Sqdn,
O.R.B, and

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

(ii) Two squadrons of the Wing - Nos,45 and 84 Squadrons -
withdrawn for refitting in early January prior

to despatch to the. Par East,

The operations of No.3 (S.A,) Wing, then comprising
No,21 Squadron S.A.A.P. (Marylands) and No.11 Squadron
(Blenheims), were limited during the last few days of
December by the shortage of aircraft and need for
re-organising on the part of No.21 Squadron and the
move to Bu Amud by No.11 Squadron.

were

(iii)

(iv) Squadrons briefed and standing by at Msus in readiness
to give help to the 13th Corps were, as formerly, often
not called upon.

. t ■

/(v)
G.I69216/JW/6/48
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(v) Bad weather on several days - particularly on 29th
December and 2nd and 6th' January - hindered or prevented
operations,

(vi) Shortage of fuel, as previously mentioned.

t

Idem Thus the effective day bomber effort against the enemy forces
during their stand af- the Agodabia position totalled only 82 Blenheim
and 6 Maryland effective softies. In particular, for one or other
of the reasons mentioned above, not a single bomb was dropped on the
enemy .at Age'dabia during day time on 2?th and 28th December and from
2nd to 6th December./>

Apart from an attack by five Blenheims of Nos.11 'and 45
M.E.W.O.S. Squadrons on the 26th (at the time of the Guards Brigade's ineffective
No.11 and , attack) on some 60 to 70 vehicles parked off the road I5 miles
M.E.W.O.S. south-west of Agedabia, when two petrol tankers arrl many other vehicles
No. 12, were reported set on fire, the day bombers' direct support for the

13th Corps was compressed within the four days 29th December to 1st
January,

Idem and

Idem and

AOC/II
' Part 2

Encl,.59B

On 29th December, while the 22nd Armoured Brigade was getting the
worst of an encounter with- the remnants of the Panzer Divisions to
the south and east of Agedabia calls from the 13th Coips for air
support were promptly answered by Blenheims of Nos.11, I4, 45, 84 and
Lorraine Squadrons, Some of the formations concerned rendez-voused
v/ith their fighter escort at Msus and others landed there for briefing
and provision of escort. In all, 24 effective sorties v/ere flown;
one formation of No,45 Squadron ran into bad weather and returned and
helped with the bombing of Bardia, Military objectives, including
buildings, to the south-east of Agedabia were hit and concentrations
of M.T. straddled with bombs; a few hits were al^o registered on^
airerrft on the enemy's advanced landing ground in the area,
following day (30th December) effective support was again given to the
22nd Armoured Brigade, which was engaging the enemy's armour in the
Belandah- area. Twelve Blenheims of Nos.45 and 84 Squadron were
ordered to land at Msus in the early morning to stand by for attacks
on targets at the call of the Army, After reconxiaissance of the

by No.208 (A.C,) Squadron targets of 30 tanks and about 200
engaged in attacking the Brigade wore sleeted for attack,
Blenheims, escorted by Hurricanes, carried out some very successful
bombing. All bombs burst among the M.T. supporting the tank force
causing very heavy damage-; in particular, direct hits were scored
on troop-carrying vehicles and a tiuik was reported set on fire.
Although accurate anti-aircraft fire was encountered eind the attack
was delivered from oxily 3,500 feet,owing to 10/I0ths cloud above,
there irere- no Blenheim casualties. An attack by six escorted
Blenheim of No. 11 Squadron, 7/hich had also been standing by at Msus,
was less successful. A formation of No,21 Squadron, S.A.A.P.,
Marylands subsequently despatched direct from Sidi Bu Araud

The

area
M.T.

Eleven

to attack

a larger concentration of M.T, was obliged to return ov/ing to lack of
cloud cover. The air power which could be directed to the battle
area was insufficient to compensate for the inferiority of our armour
and, as already mentioned, the 22nd Armoured Brigade was again forced
to break off the- engagement and await relief by the 7th Support Group.

Idem and

AGC/II
Part 2.

Encl.64A

Although the ground situation at Agedabia had then become static,
targets for the day bombers were still reported by No.208 (A.G.)
Squadron and fighters returning from their offensive sweeps. Enemy
dispersal by that time, hoT/ever, had improved again, making it
difficult to obtain good bombing targets. On 3'lst December 12
Blenheims of N0S.14 and Lorraine'Squadrons, briefed at Msus and
escorted by Hixrricanes of Nos.229 end 238 Squadrons, attacked a group
of some 150 M.T. east-south-cast of Agedabia in the morning and six
more aircraft of N0.I4, escorted by the same squadrons, bombed about
15 tanks and 2|D M.T. oast of Agedabia in the afternoon. A nunber

G.I69216/JW/6/48
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of vehicles and two t^ks were hit and a fire started. A further
in^fS concentrations I4 miles east of Agedabia^
in the afternoon by six Marylands of No.21 Squadron, S A A P' whir>h
Sr26o^q briefed at Msus and provided there with escok’by Nos.94

Vs . Ore thousand five hundred vehicles, includingA.P.V.s were seen dispersed over a wide area and bombs dropped bn ^
the more concentrated groups caused two fires. The MaiylLL
SfTO ^ucress. Of the previous bombing of the^SnSims.
the on 31st December was noteworthy for
the fact that a bombing attack was opposed by enemy fighters for the
only tx^a during the hald at AgadablaT ThLo ma^^lOSs
Me.202 were reported to have engaged.the Hurricane escort and shot
two of our fighters down; it was thought that the
Me.109 in this combat( enemy lost one

On the following day (U January) well dispersed M.T. in the
Belandah area was again bombed by 18 Blenheims of Nos.11. 14 and
Lorraine squadrons, briefed at Msus and escorted by Nos.94 and 26o
were^teJ+ ̂  ammunition dump was reported blown up and five fires
were started among groups of vehicles. Low cloud forced the
Blenheims to bomb from 2,000 feet: intense A.A.fire was encountered
SruSt ware Stf

on .^'"^®®‘3uently, until the enemy evacuated the Agedabia positionon 6th January, day bombers stood by at Msus: these were either
not called on to operate or bad weather, including 10/I0ths cloud,
caused the few missions attempted to be abortive.

(B) Night Bomber Effort.

No.205 Op.
O.R.B. _  The Wellington squadrons of N0.205 Group operated on eighc

nights during the period 26th, December to 6th January, including an
effort on six nights (under instructions from Advanced Air
Headquarters, Yfestcrn Desert) against supply■targets and road
transport in the enemy's immediate rear. V/eather conditions wore

^ ^ limited the effort: out of a total
of 165 airoreft briefed for boobing attacket^Jonly 78 carried outeffective sorties.

In its strategic role the Group was given at this time the
commitment of neutralising, or helping to neutralise, the enemy'sSalamis, Greece. Conclusive .information floio aNo.79 number of sources indicaced that the■Germans had established

(Summary important submarine base there. Attacks af fwn 4.

InforeatLoi the next week the Group's effort was divided betv/een that commitmentNt.28) and a tactical eraploymenc (under the orders of Advanced Air
^adquarters. Western Desert) to aid the 13th Corps' operations.
The operations against Salamis were seriously impeded by dense cloud
and other adverse weather conditions, and on twd occasions the

/missions

an

(1) Gerean re cords shcrw that 4 Me.l09s were lost as a result of
activity on 31st December.(ADIK IO3/64),(2) A small constant effort,  was also made on supply dropping in
Greece. This was also hindered by bad weather and, in certain

by absence of recognition signals from the ground. ’
(3) 300 Germ^ te chnicians were reported to be working at the dock-’
f OOO^L supervising the work of3,000 to 4,000 Greek worken. , Important repairs
to be carried out there. The A.A. defences had been
considerably strengthened and some 40
were believed to be sited
dockyard#

were reported

guns manned by Germans
on the hills overlooking the

j.l692l6/j>y/6/48
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missions had to be abandoned altogether,
intensive attack on Salamis possible, although bomb bursts were
observed near the submarine base, munitions factories, torpedo depot,
eledtricity generating stations etc. and small fires were started.
The main alternative target was the oil. storalf^e facilities at
Piraeus with the Crete airfields as third priority. Attacks in
the last category (and the A.O.C., We stem .Desert, had constantly in
mind the ^visability of directing the Wellington effort against the
Crete airfields in order to neutralise the bomber attack on our lines
of ccmmunications) resulted in bombs being dropped across the. runways
at Maleme, ̂ astelli Pediada and ̂ eraklion airfields and a few fires

'  and explosions causedat Selinos Kastelli airfield. The di'spersion
of effort^against a considerable number of Greek and Cretan targets
(alternative targets at Suda Bay, Cape Sideron, Laurium, Port
Kerakles weK> also bombed) implied that no serious attack was made
on any ohe particular place.

At no time was an

AOC/11
Part 2

Enel,570

In their tactical role (operating under instructions from
Advanced A.H.Q., i/Yestern Desert) the night bombers were employed
against supply targets and road transport in the rear of the Agedabia
position, El Adem v/as used asthe advancea landing ground for these
attacks. •  ̂

Idem

Encl.59B
It became known that the.  . _ enemy were using iinprovised off-loading

lacilities at various points along the coast west of Agbeila for the
speedy supply of the forward area, Iri this connection on 29th
December a Strategical Reconnaissance Unit Maryland was sent to cover

El Aali (north of Marble Arch), v/here three tugs and three barges
had been reported, , The Maryland pilot reported the presence of six
small vessels a 'quarter of a mile from the shore and about 100 lorrie
waiting at the Jetty. Operations Western Desert interpreted this as
meaning that heavier ships were off-loaded during the night and the
lighters and.tugs transferred petrol and supplies to the waiting road
transport, Accordingly No,826 Squadron Albacores were directed to
make attacks as soon after dark as possible: as a result of four
effective sorties the jetty v/as hit:, near misses ?/ere reported scored
on three small vessels', alongside it and direct hits on the M. T.
nearby, .As already mentioned Bear,fighters were directed against
this and similar supply points by day, but projected S.A.A.P.Maryland
attacks were tlwarted by lack of '-loud cover. ■

S« A* A* Ft
Narrative

No,205 Gp,
O.R.B.

On the night 31st December/1 s-?- January part of No.205 Group's
directed against Ras El Aali, but bad v/e'ather whittled down

the effort to only six effective sorties; bombs fell on the base of
the jetty and among buildings. The following night Nos.37' and’ 208
Squadrons were briefed to attack M.T,, concentrations

■ Marble Arab:
reported nedr

only 5 aircraft delivered attacks, causing fires and
explosions among the concentrations.and encampments and machine-gunning
vehicles, while another aircraft operated against M.T. at Ras el Ihudia
(31 males further to the west). On the night 2nd/3rd January No,70
Squadron was directed to continue the attacks on supplies and road
transport in the Marble Arch,  . ^ As a result of four effective
sorties, barges and M.T. were bombed between Agedabia and Marble Arch
- in particular, bursts were observed among M.T. and near the
Ras El Aali jetty and road transport was again machine-gunned, Dor
the following two nights aircraft of Nos.,37 and 38 and 108 Squadrons
were directed against^shipping at Buerat El Hsun (half-way between
El Agheila and Tripoli), Sightings had previously been made by the
Strategic Reconnaissance Unit of vessels off-shore and barges near
the jetty, thus indicating that off-loading of supplies for the
forward area was taking place, and Malta-based Blenheims had already
made a fairly successful shipping s\7eep there. The Wellingtons
carried out 25 effective sorties against Buerat El Hsun, but apart
from claiming a near miss on' one ship, the only results observed
were bomb bursts' on the roads, the jetty, buildings and gun positions
in the target area generally.

area.

M.E.F.O.S.
No, 12

Appendix
C".

Wo.205 Gp,
O.R.B.

/The
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The night bomber effort against the supply points and road
transport in the immediate rear of the battle area, accordingly,
only sufficed to achieve a small measure of interference with the
enemy's off-loading and road transportation.

In addition to the adverse weather, delay in signals traffic
also at times resulted in the Wellingtons' tactical effort being
limited, ’ Operational reports from the Bomber Wing (in early
January) were received at Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert,
up to 36 hours latej Thus Cperations Western Desert were unable
to assess the results of an operation in time to influence the
ch lice of the next night bomber target. On the other hand, there
were instances v/hen instructions from Advanced Air Headquarters
arrived too late for action to be taken by that Bomber Wing,
the night 30/31st December, for example, orders from the
headquarters for Wellingtons to-bomb Marble Arch, Merduma and Has
El Aali were received too late for the operatiohs to be carried
out.

On

AOO/11
Part 2

Enel,65c
& A.H.B.

II ji/is
P.35.

M.E.E.O.S. ■
No, 12

Appendix

On the morning of 5th January aircraft operating from Malta
special shipping search of the Tripoli - Misurata area sighted

a convoy of nine merchant vessels and two sloops, escorted by
several destroyers, entering Tripoli harbour. 0) Seventeen
Wellingtons of Nos.37 and I48 Squadrons were briefed to attack this
shipping and the unloading facilities at the harbour during the
night. Adverse weather, with 10/l0ths cloud at 2,000 to 3,000
feet, and the unserviceability of several aircraft restricted the
effective effort to only four sorties. Three aircraft bombed the
port and nearby roads, with unobserved results and the other dropped
Its bombs on the road near Buerat El Hsun (the alternativ-p target),
A further mission against Tripoli on the following night
cancelled owing to adverse weather conditions.

on a

was

C

No.205 Op.

The safe arrival of this and several smaller convoys - aided
in part by bad weather and inpart by the air attacks on ilalta which
reduced fee chances of their being detected and attacked from the

- greatly improved tte enemy's supply situation. The with
drawal to Agheila and a further delaying action thezie could then
be undertaken by the enemy with confidence.

air

ya^ta.'s Ogfensiye^Effort FurtherRestricted.
(26th December - fath January)

M.E.P.C.S.
No. 12

Parts 2

and 3.

^  the extent to which the offensive effort
of Malta-based aircraft was restricted at this time and, indeed,for
the remainder of the "Crusader" advance period, is given by the
figurcs for effective bomber sorties for the last fortnight of 19L1
and the opening fortnight of 1942 - 1?5 and 67 effective sorties/
respectively. This reduction of effort was caused partly by the
enemy's air offensive - some 600 aircraft attacked the islLd, andparticularly tte landing ̂ rounds, during the first half of January -
and partly ly bad weather. The heaviest enemy raids were made
during the period 30th/31st December to 4/5th January, inclusive,
vvnen some 440 aircraft were reported to have operated. Particularly
heavy attacks were made on 4th January (II6 aircraft), followed by

/ continuous

(1) Jp to that time the convoy had been undetected, its passage
having been covered by strong Italian naval forces,
latter were located at various times on 4th and 5th January
both by Malta-based and Gyrenaican-based reconnaissance aircraft,
but no attacks we.re made, in spite, of an attempt by No.55
Squadron and arrangements made for P.A.A. Swordfish and
Albacores to stand by |‘or the purpose at Barce,

The
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continuous operations by some 15 single aircraft during the night,.
The purpose of this intensive effort v?as to ground our air force

during the movement of the large enemy convoy,at Tripoli already
mentioned.

'  Idem In view of the restricting factors, the wonder is that Malta's
This was due in greateffort was not more limited than it was.

part to the speed with which troops and airnien repaired cratered
runways and airfield facilities generally,
a heavy attack on Luqa on 3rd January, they v/orked throughout the
night raids and after another attack the next morning they made the
airfield serviceable for the afternoon reconnaissances and for

Wellington operations against the enemy's air base at Castel Vetrano
the following night.

For instance, following

M.E.W.O.S.

No,11 and

M.E.F.O.S.

No,12.

During the hold-up at Agedabia, Malta-based Vfellingtons
endeavoured to maintain their air offensive against the enemy's main
port of off-loading at Tripoli, making attacks on seven nights. The
most intensive and successful bombing occured on the three nights
26/27th to 28/29th December, when 30 effective sorties v/ere flown.
On the night of the 26/2yth, 15 Wellingtons reported scoring diz’ect
hits on two merchant vessels and damage by a near miss to a third;
east-bound road transport was also machine-gunned; on the following
two nights ,a total of 15 aircraft hit harbour installations, the
military slipway at Gastello and the main quay. During the first
week of January, however, the enemy's air offensive against the .
island of Malta limited the Wellington effort and the attacks
delivered were further hampered by bad weather and an effective
smoke screen which hindered the observation of results of the bombing.
On occasion Fleet Air Arm Albacores and Swordfish continued their

mine-laying at the approaches to the harbour. In general the
restricting factors already mentioned •• particularly bad o’eather -
prevented serious disruption by air action at the enemy's most
important and vulnerable.supply point (Pages 223.and 22% refer) at
stage when he was in greatest need of a bi'eathing space to improve
his critical supply situation.

Meanwhile, subsidiary off-loading points along the Tripolitanian
coast were also sporadically attacked by Malta-based aircraft,
particular, on 2&th December tv/o Blenheims attacked two small merchant
vessels at Zuara and reported'one. blov/n up bv a direct hit and Fleet
Air Arm on two or three occasions carried our mihe layiiig operations
at the harbour's approaches and carried cut small-scale diversionary
bombiiag of the town or near-by supply dunips.

shipping sweep^ by moonlight in the Gulf of' Sirte by four- Blenheims on
the night 1st/2nd January, also, a coasting vessel was reported hit
at Buerat El fisun amd smaller craft were machine-gunned.

Although the, reconnaissance of enemy shipping was restricted -
and, as already mentioned at least one large convoy was undetected
until it was entering Tripoli harbour - sightingswere made by Malta-
based aircraft during the period £6th December to the night
6/yth January, of a total of 34 merchant and smaller vessels plying
the North African supply routes (including the nine merchant vessels
arriving at Tripoli ) as well as considerable escorting naval forces.
The sightings were followed up by only three attacks - all by Fleet .
Air Arm aircraft at night.

On the night 6/7th January, in particular, sightings by an
A.S.V. Wellington of tv/o merchant ships of 6,0''^0 and 3,000 tons off
Kuriat (Tunisia) were followed up by attacks by four Swordfish and
one Albacore which resulted in both ships being claimed as probably
sunk. The ships, however, were on an north-easterly course and thus
on their return journey.

a

In

In the course of a

Idem,

Idem,

Appendix
0

/[.leanwhile
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Meaiiwhile on eight days Blenheims (usually operating in pairs
but on occasions as many as six) which failed to locate any vessels
on their coastal shipping sweeps successfully bombed and machine-
gunned road transport (including tankers and troop-carrying lorries)

various points betv/een Zuara and Buerat. ^
On the nigat 30th/31st December, also, seven Wellingtons
successfully attacked the battacks and M.T. sheds at Misurata, causing
explosions and large fires, and machine-gunned some forty aircraft
^nd a number of vehicles on the landing ground there. With only
two squadrons of Blenheims (Nos. 18 and 10? Gquadrons) available in
Malta, and these primarily concerned with shipping strikes,- serious
and constant interference with the enemy’s road transport in the
was out of the question. Considering the small effort, the Blenheims
yiuweli; but the Blenheim was not a suitable aircraft for the task
Its forward armament being inadequate for the successful straffing ’
of vehicles and troops. It is certain that if Beaufighters could
have been made available in Malta a far greater disruption would have
resulted. On 2 3rd December, when it was expected that there would be

pause at Agedabia, Air Vice Marshal Coningham wrote to Air Marshal
Tedder: " it is for consideration whether the Beaufighters ■
should not immediately go there (to Malta) to compete with the petrol
traffic and to help us on the roads from Sirte onwards. There may
even be ’accidental’ road targets in Tunisia!" It was ruled, however
that no Beaufighters could be made available for Malta, as they were’

w  ̂ 3uired for more constant commitments on the mainland under A.H.Q.
incl Jlir ^^°'201 Group, as dictated by circumstai^ces. 

*

rear

AGC/II
Part 2

Enel.5^
no

Idem 55A

A.II.Q.

spite of the enemy’s intensive air attacks on Malta's landing
evidence that the island’s offensive pov/er bad

Wo.12 M.E. not been neutralised. On 4th January a heavy blow as struck at the
» Operational enemy s air transport system. Blenheims attacking Castel Vetrano
S^mary airfield nor h-west Sicily)^) on that day found some 75 air transport
No.,,77. aircraft lined up wing-tip to v/ing-tip. Going dc^m to lov; level our

aircraft released 36 bombs on the aircraft, claiming the destruction
of at least 3v. of them and damage to others. The smoke from the
bruning aircraft rose to 1,000 feet. Before returning to base the
Blenheims machine-gunned personnel and inflicted considerable
casualties. The attack achieved complete surprise and no
opposition was encountered. Nine Wellingtons renewed the attack
during the night, claiming fourteen more aircraft set on fire on the
ground and the destruction of a petrol dump. Conflagrations started
on the airfield were visible to the Wellingtons for 40 miles on the
return journey. Our only loss for the successful action against
Castel Vetrano v/as one Y/ellington,

%j-sl...^^?ge.iation of the Effect of Air Action During
the Halt at Agedabia. ~ *

The main results of the air activity which has been dealt with
in some detail in the preceding pages may be summed up as follows;-

The salient fact was that the partial neutralisation u.
Malta by enemy air action and the spells of bad weather
in late December and early January allowed the enemy
to achieve a considerable defence of reinforcing and
supply at a time when our o,vn supply situation was still
critical.

of(i)

(ii) Our fighter action over the battle area enabled us to
retain local air superiority.

/(iii)

(1) This airfield, in addition to the main Sicilian ports
(IT.zT.tv'"/

had
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(iii) Our reduced bomber force in Cyrenaica could not provide
(and could not be expected to provide) -sufficient direct
support to atone for the weakness of our advanced ground
forces, particularly in view .of the later static ground
situation and the deterioration in the weather,

(iv) Neither side was able to develop a constant and inteiisive
air offensive against the other's lines of communication
and air bases',

(v) The potential menace to our lengthened lines of
commurrication and increased coastal shipping by enemy
air action involved a further diversion*of air forces

. from offensive to defensive commitments,

(vi) The successful passing of convoys to and from Malta
illustrated, the value of holding the Cyrenaican air
bases.

The Reduction of Bardia

(Mid-Decemb-er to '2nd January)

While the ,13th Corps was endeavouring to press the, pursuit of
the main body of the Axis forces and clearing the remainder of

Cyrenaica, the 30th Coips (under Lt, General Norrie) began the
reduction of the enemy's frontier strongholds which had been by-passed,
beginning with the main one at Bardia, which v/as the source of supply
for Solium and Halfaya.

C.-in-C's

De spatch
P.64

The G.O.C., Eighth Army, instructed the 30th Coips to restore
direct land communication with Tobruk by the main'road through Solium .
and Bardia as speedily as possible in order to eliminate the
additional strain on our hard-pressed road transport imposed by

It was laid down, v;ith the concurrence of the C.-in-C.detours.

Middle East, tte.t the task.should be completed with the minimum of
casualties,

providing infantry replacements for the Union Defence Forces which
were entrusted to carry out the attack,
were the 2nd South African Division, with a brigade of the 1st South

African Division under its command, the 1st Array Tank Brigade and a
strong force of field and medium artillery.

This was essential owing to the difficulty in

The ground forces involved

By the middle of December, the .South Africans had made contact

with tne enemy's forward defences, and had severed land communication
betv/een Halfaya and Bardia as well as the pipe-line which carried
water from Bardia to the strongholds at Solium and Halfaya.
enemy still maintained communication by sea between the two

strongholds and sent supplies by launch from Bardia to Halfaya.^ ^
Bardia itself at times received urgent supplies by submarines: Fleet

The

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4 Air Arm Albacores in early December had at-tempted at times to
locate and attack these but without success.

As already mentioned (page 194- )in mid-December, No.451
quadron E.A.A.P. was allocated to the 30th Corps as its Army

Co-«peration Squadron. The squadron left TobrukC^^) on 17th December
s

No.451 Sqn.
O.R.B.

/for

(1) Some toll 7/as taken of their coastal shipping. On 24th Decem.ber,
for example, a small supply ship was set on fire by shore
batteries off Solium and on the 30th another vessel was sunk in

On the 24th also an enemy aircraft dropped aBardia harbour.

Christmas present of six sacks of food, intended for one of the

beleagured garrisons, on our landing ground at Maaten Bagush owing
to faulty navigation; (A.H.B. II j/l/l2 P.37)*

flight which continued to operate from Tobruk(2) Except for one
until 18th December,
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for L.G. pi, at El Hamra, in the escarpment some 53 miles south
west of Sidi Barrani, This landing ground, however, was too remote
from the scene of operations and on 24th December the squadron
moved to Sidi Azeiz.

In its preliminary operations the squadron patrolled the coast
of the Gulf of Solium flying 12 sorties in this activity between
20th and 26th December, A submarine -.Vc-s sighted sheltering in a
bay to the north of Bardia on the 20th and five days later a ship
was sighted in Bardia harbour. The squadron’s main task, hovyever,
v/as tactical reconnaissance and artillery reconnaissance. As there
was no air opposition and anti-aircraft fire was negligible, aircraft
were able to operate for long periods and from low altitudes.
Between 24th December and the fall cf Bardia (2nd January ) 20
tactical re'connaissance sorties were flown, mostly off Bardia, but
occasionally taking in Halfaya and Solium as well. Artillery
co-operation also produced satisfactory results, although some r/t
failures occurred. Gun-pits v/ere regularly and successfully
engaged: hits on Bardia pit were registered on 28th December,
and on 30th December a ship in Bardia harbour and  a supply dump
destroyed by artillery fire.

were

In all 19 sorties on artillery
reconnaissance were flov/n up to the fall of Bardia. The prolonged
artillery bombardment to v/hich the fortress was subjected was

■rendered strongly effective by the high percentage of successful .
air shootse .

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4

,  On 25th Dec'ember Air Vice Ifershal Coningham had inf
Commanding Officer of No.2-70 Y/ing (Group Captain Kellet)'
Blenheim squa- 'rons under his command would be .required to "provide

Appendix.; , preparatory bombing and support for our ground forces" engaged in
reducing Eardia, Ee was instructed to visit the Commander"^of 30th
Corps immediately in order to prepare the plans for operations and
was placed in charge of the air operations. This implied a
decentralisation from the Direct Support Section at Eighth Army
Battle -Headquarters, the, conduct of the air support'being determined
by the Commander of 30th Corps and the C.O. N0.270 Wing who
co-operated in personal contact at Sidi Asoiz. The Blenheim
squadrons of the Wing continued to operate from Gambut.

No.270
Wing ORB
Dec,41

ed the

that the
1

Air support was necessary in view of the need to keep casualties
to the minimum, and the choice of N0.270 Wing Blenheims for the task
was influenced by the fact that they seemed unlikely to be needed
for the projected advance into Tripolitania (Operation "Acrobat").(^)
In any case, as already indicated, the unsatisfactory supplyCorrespond- situation in the forward area ruled out the full eraployraent"of the

ence with day bomber force there, apart from the fact that insufficient diiect
C. A. S.
Part 3
Encls,29lA. '

No.270
Wing
0. R. B.

A.O.C's

support targets were forthcoming.

At a conference attended by senior officers of the 30th Corps
and the Commanding Officer and A.I.L.O.of N0.270 Yifing, on 26th
December it was laid down that the Blenheims should assist the
ground forces by the preliminary bombardment of fortified positions
and gun emplacements y/ithin the nerimeter prior to the attack, and

/later

(1) Gp.Capt, R. Kellet replaced Gp.Capt.G.R.Bearaish as C.O.,
No.270 V/ing, when the latter y/as posted to' Adv.Air Heaidquarters,
Yfestern Desert as Group Captain Fighters and Senior Plans
Staff Officer.

(2) No.270 Wing was disbanded w.e.f, I5.I.42 consequent on the
formation of No. 235 Wing ^(hQIvIE ORB Admin.and Org. Appendix ■
'R' January, 1942)
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(^)
later by direct bombing support during the attack, if required.

Appendices The target areds' selected by the JOth Corps for the preliminary
bombardment were divided in five separate areas and squadrons could

The bomb line

Idem

47 - 80

be directed against any of these areas by request,
waste be v/ithin the area bounded by the wire perimeter surrounding

A reconnaissance was to be made of the harbour on eachBardia.

sortie before bombing and any shipping seen was to be reported by
P.L, at once and attacked in preference to the target briefed.

Squadrons v/ere to operate separately, each sortie consisting of
six aircraft. The intention for the early attacks was for
squadrons to take off at half-hour intervals, the order of the

squadrons for operations being detailed daily. The first sortie

of the day v/as to be over the target by 0800 hours and the last was

The bombing was to be
in the event of negligible

to be clear of the target by 17G0 hours,
carried out from 5,000 to 7,000 feet:
opposition from the ground these heights were to be decreased to
ensure maximum bombing accuracy.
4 X 250 lbs, G.P. bombs without rod adaptors Photographs were to be
taken on each sortie to aid the assessment of damage*

The bomb loads w/ere to be

No.270

V/ing
O.R. B.

Between 27th and 30th December, N0S.I4, 45, 84 and Lorraine
squadrons carried out a total of 259 effective sorties against the
Bardia defences. Bad weather over the target area limited
opposition on the 27th and of 75 sorties carriedout only 60 ■
effective.

w

On the following day 120 aircraft operated
ere

, and
there was no hold-up of bombs a total of 480 x 25O lbs, v/ere dropped.
On the 29th and 30th N0.27O Wing’s effort was divided between giving
direct support in the Agedabia area, already mentioned, and continuing
the air offensive on Bardia: on the former day, also, the number
of bombs which could be dropped in Bardia was limited by the shortage
of suitable types.

as

Idem

A. H. B.

II j6/12
and

O.-in-O's

Despatch
P,3.

On 3'lst December, No,270 Yfing effort was again divided between
targets at Agedabia and Bardia: operations against the latter were
carried out by 79.aircraft,of Nos.45, 84 and Lorraine'squadrons.
Targets were limited at certain times owing to the assault by the
30th Corps which had then begun,
carried oi.»t by our naval forces.

A pre-attack borabafdmerit was als

/!■

o
The ground attack v/as. delivered

from the south, the 3nd S.A,Infant."y Brigade and  a regime.nt. of the
18th Army Tank Brigade, breaking through the enemy's defences to the
east of the main road from Solluua and penetrating deep into the
fortress. ' The enemy counter-attacked, but most of the ground taken
was retained. The follov/ing night the assault was resumed,
enemy resisted and inflicted' some casualties on our tanks,which
headed the attack, but it v/as soon clear that further resistance
was futile.

The

Early on 2nd January General Schmitt, the Commander

/of

(1) T'he defences of Bardia v/ere much as they had been when General
Wavell took the place from the Italian in Decerober,1940. They
consisted of a number of self-contained and mutually supporting
defensive localities, covered by machine-gun and anti-teink posts,
which in their turn were protected by barbed wire entanglements,
anti-tank minefields and an efficient concrete anti-tank ditch,
Tliere were other defended localities and machine gun posts in
the interior of the fortress to give depth to the defence,
garrison was believed to nur.aber about 4,500 of whom- 1,500 might
be Germans, with a few tanks and some twenty field guns,
at its fall Bardia yielded 8,000 prisoners, including 2,000
Germans and about thirty-five guns,
perimeter to be defended, the garrison could not provide any
appreciable reserve." ■
(C.-in-C*s Despatch, P.65)

The

Actuall

Ov/ing to the length of the

y
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of the Garrison, surrendered unconditionally.

Our casualties in this successful operation did not exceed 450 «
due in part to the intensive ground, air and naval bombardment which
reduced the enemy's powers to resist. In addition to the 8,000
prisoners and material captured (including considerable stocks of
ammunition) the fall of Bardia released over 1,000 of our own men
7/ho had been kept in the fortress as prisoners of war in conditions
• of great privation.

(1)

A.H.B.

II j6/7/4
In view of the exceptional circumstances - there was no air

opposition and negligible A.A. fire - no lessons could be learnt which
could conceivably apply to the usual circumstances of the land battle.
In general, it provided training in bombing and artillery directing
under virtually peace-time conditions. It is extremely doubtful,
however, if the intensive bombing effort, in view of the need to
conserve our aircraft strength and our future operational commitments,
v/as^v/arranted. In a list of "operational points for A.0.C.-in-C*s
visit to Vfestem Desert) submitted on l6th January by the S.A. S.O.
at H.Q., R.A.F,, LI.E., (A.V.'M. , V/igglesworth), it v/as stated:
"Although our own troops recaptured from Bardia were apparently
impressed by the fact that’ our bombing made the enemy rush to dut-outs,
the views of General Schmitt and other German and Italian P.O.W’s state
the unprofitable effects from all points of view of our bombing of
Bardia."

AOG/11'
Fart 2

Encls,77B

,  _ _ The considerable effective effort put up by No.270 Wing Blenheims
indica-ted, at any rate, the intensive air effort which was possible
when direct support targets were readily available. .

AOC/in-G's
Corre spond-
enos v/ith

No.270 Wing's big effort on 28th December brought  a protest from
On 30th December, he signalled Air Marshal

120 Blenheim sorties on Bardia is surely a great waste of
Surely any bombardment of a target now 250 miles behind

our forv/ard troops should be carried out by artillery,
A.0.C.-in-G., Middle East, replied:

the Ghief of Air Staff.
Tedder:

The

Quite agree. This misdirected

G.A.S.Part 3 effort,

Encl;..290A

Idem enthusiasm was checked immediately it v/as observed. Due largely to
Encls,29lA poor comnuinications betv/een Advanced A.H.Q. and Bomber Wing

Operation (of) bombers in forv/ard area drastically limited by supply >• •
difficulties,

supply will inevitably limit effort for some time,
useful target for training new crews, moreover consider some assistance
to artillery justified in view their own supply limitations regarding
ammunition".

Hope this situation will, improve next fev/ days but
Bardia has been

After the fall of Bardia preparations were put in hand for the
reduction of Solium and Halfaya, (See Pa^s 278 and 279 ),

/SEGTION

(1) Including most of the A.L.G. party of No.451 squadron, R.A.A.F.,
captured at Sidi Azeiz on 27th November (page I60 refers).
G.O. of the party and the tv/o A.I.L. officers had, however,
been evacuated by submarine previously.

(2) Although the G.O. of N0.27O Wing was responsible for the conduct
of the air operations, plans, intentions, operational reports
and copies of photographs had to be sent to the A.O.G., Western
Desert. (N0.270 Wing ORB)

The
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SECTION 3

OPERATIONS AT AGHEILA

The Enemy Retires to El Agheila
(Ground Situation 7th - 1th~Jan'uary)

Mention has already
ii. Western Cyrenaica in early January^
carefully husb^ded its resources( ) i
accumulated for the projected assault on the enemy holding the
Agedabia position, which was to be launched When the 1st Armoured
Division,arrived,

to the lack of.transport to bring forward petrol, but it reached
Ante Hat at last on 6th January,

The enemy did not v/ait for our assault, but made  a further with-
drav/al in circumstances of his own choice, (^) Weather prevented air
activity over the forward area on 6th January: in particular, a
tactical reconnaissance was attempted by No. 208 '(A.C.) Squadron in the
morning, hut it had to be abandoned owing to a aand-storm. Screened
by the v/eather, the enemy began his withdravral towards El Agheila, and
on the morning of the 7th our patrols reported that Agedabia had
been evacuated#

made of our acute supply difficulties
The 13th Corps had

in order to allow reserves to be

The move of this division has been delayed owing

C.-in-C*s

Despatch
P.65.

Columns of the 22nd Guards Brigade formed,up, but were delayed by
the minefields and booby traps around Agedabia and by bad going and
sandstorms. By the evening of 8th December, however, the Brigade
made contact wih the enemy rearguards holding strong positions
16 miles further south.

some

The enemy v/ithdrew from their positions on
the 10th and the following day the Guards Brigade y/as in touch with
the enemy ̂s line running southwards from Marsa Brega#

No.208

Squadron
O.R.B.

Prom the 7th to 11th December No.208 (A.G.) Squadron carried out
a total of 24 tactical reconnaissance for the 13th Corps,
detached flight concerned moved up from Msus to Ante Hat on 9th
January,

The

On the 7th a search was made for any possible enemy raiding
columns which might prove a menace to i.ur pursuing forces, and the
line of the eneray^s retreat from Agedabia to El Agheila
reconnoitred three times - 1;2QQ vehicles v/ere observed at various
points and some AGO which had arrived at Agheila,
on the following four days confirmed that the enemy's front line rein
from Marsa Brega - Suera-B.el Cleibat-Giofer, strongpoints having
been observed at all those places.

was

Reconnaissances

On, the 11th, in partictHar, tactical reconnaissances v/as used for
the first time to make sure of the length and strength of the enemy's
right flank and to search for possible enemy columns carrying out
out-flanking movements,
was covered:

Marada oasis and the surrounding country
contrary to the Army ejcpectation only a\ery small

force of M.T. was observed at the oasis and no movement in the rest of
Only tv/o good bombing targets v/ere reported during the

five days under review - one of them, on the 11th, being subsequently
attacked by Blenheims (Page 264 ).

the area.

AOC/H
Part 2

Ends.675

The Army w.as inclined to employ the S.R.U. Marylands on tactical
reconnaissances in the areas just beyond No.208 squadron's range. The

A‘ 0* c.
(1) The expenditure of, artillery ammunition, for example, except by

troops actually,attacked by..the enemy, was limited to 25.rounds
a gun per day.

(2) As already mentioned, the arrival of the Corps convoy at Tripoli
on 5th January was probably the deciding factor. By shortening
his line of ccmmuhication,to the .forward area the difficulties

of the onward transmission of supplies were lessened.
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A.O.C. V/estem Desert was not happy about this employment and
proposed the use of a fev/long-range Hurricanes of No,^3 Squadron
attached to No,208 Squadron, ̂

Photographic reconnaissajice. by No.6o''squadron S.A.A.P. detachment
(the Survey 5'light) v/as greatly hindered by^ bad weather, but on the
10th a successful P/R of areas Barbar to Marada and Marada to Ain El
Gabi was carried outo

S. A> A. P,

Narrative

Chiefs of Staff again Vfarned of Possible Cohsbquences of
Further Diversion cf Forces to the Far East,' ■

(Early January)

AOC/11
Part 2

Encls,66D
■A.H.B.

J//35/1,

On 8th January the Chiefs of Staff requested .confirmation of the
point made in the Middle East Defence Committee's appreciations for
warded on 27th December and 4th January, with regard to the effect
of diversion of forces to the Far East, that:
fonvard to Agheila
the frontier area". The C.O.S, pointed out that such a withdrawal
involved the loss ,of the Tobruk - El Adem air bases. It appeared
doubtful if enemy sea communications to North Africa could then be
effectively controlled by air or naval forces, and Malta, moreover,
would bo jeopardised due to difficulties of sea supply and the scale
of enemy air attack. It was confirmed by Middle East that diversions

Idem & eastwards ^of ground forces "should not be allov/ed to affect our ability
Encls„66c, (to) occupy Agheila - Marada area since should v/e not get there and

(the) enemy staged (a) major come-back we could'hope finally to hold
him only in Solium - Halfaya - Siva area^ K., with'consequences you
mention. .. to whidh wo should .. . add (the) probability of increased
air attacks in Egypt'4

if we fail to get
Ma.rada the alternative will be to withdraw to

It v/as made clear, therefore, that the diversion of ground forces
v/ithouf' speedy and adequate replacements was likely to have an
adverse effect on "Crusader" and the projected"Acrobat" operation ,as
v/ell as the, risks involved in respect of the Northern Front, The . .
effect of the air diversions which were not e:xpected to jeopardise the
current offensive operations, but vrould prevent meeting the probable
commitments in the Northern Front, have already been mentioned on
page 233o
to prevent the exploitation of -"Crusader", but implied taking great
risks elsewhere.

The paucity of light naval craft was not thought likely

In particular, they would-be entirely inadequate,
if the se.a maintenance of an army on the Northern Front became an
added commitment.

After pointing out these various risks involved in the diversion
of forces eastv/ards the Defence Committee (on 4th January) again
agreed that "Far East,must have prior consideration at the present
time".

Increase in Enemy Air Activity - Including.the Use of CR42's
as F'igh.te r-b ombe rs.
(First iklf of January) .

During the period of the enemy's withdrawal from Agedabia to the
El Agheila area there was a slightly increased effort on the part

This v/as mainly due to
' /the '

(1) In the event the enemy was stopped on the intermediate Gazala -
Bir Hakim line,

(2) Three factors were also stressed-which accentuated the ux-gency
of early isplacements:- (1) The effect upon Turkey, when she learnt
of the diversion, as her attitude was already.luke-warm
increased importance of the Persian and Iraq Cil fields
supreme in5)ortance, of keeping open the Persian supply route
to Russia. (II Jl/85/1). ■ ' '

•

>  (3)
The

The

AOC/ll
Part 2
Ends,670 of the Tripolitanian based Axis air forces.
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These and a lesser numberthe re-appearance of Italian aircraft.
German aircraft operated from landings grounds v/est of Agheila. Apart
from the fact that units withdrav/n from Cyrenaica had had over two

weeks to settle down and re-organise the serious fuel situation at

the beginning of January - G.A.P. fuel stocks, for example, in the
whole of North Africa, including Tripoli, were estimated not to

have exceeded tons - was radically changed by the delivery of

2,000 tons of aviation fuel in the convoy which reached Tripoli on
5th January,
supplies to the forv/ard area, but this was overcome to some extent

by the use of land, sea and air transport.

The difficulty still remained of moving adequate

Operations on both

A.E.B.

II Jl/63
(A13b)
Reports)

sides, however, were curtailed by spells of tad ?/eather.

The German dive-bomber force with fighter escort was consistently
employed in attempts to delay our advance past Agedabia and harassing
our troop concentrations, dumps and transport columns in the forward

The effort was never oh a large scale, however, and
fluctuated according to weather conditions. ()
was restricted, moreover, by the supply of bombs,
abandoned in Gyrenaica and there were practically none at the

the shortage of transport was thought

area.

The bombing effort
Stocks had to be

airfields subsequently used;
to have added to the difficulties of forwarding bombs from Tripoli,
By 13th January bomb stocks were still considered very small and

later the situation was regarded as serious.

The enemy’s fighter force v/as employed on
dive-bomber escort and airfield defence duties

free lance patrols,
) Italian fighters

v/ere used to strengthen the escort for German dive-bombers, and to a

lesser extent for offensive operations,
the enemy’s fighter operations was the introduction cf OR'42*3 as
fighter-bombers, carrying bombs up to 100 Kgs, They were used in

dive-bombing operations, v/ith fighter escorts against troops and
M.T. columns'e . . .

The most notable feature of

The limited number of German reconnaissance aircraft available

in Africa was mainly employed on our forward area south of Benghazi,
Until the consolidation of the German line in the El Agheila area a
close watch v/as ±>ept on any movement by our forces on the enemy’s
south and south-east flanks. Both fighters (ME 110's and ME 109's)
and JU 87's were on occasion engaged on these duties and assistance

was given by Italian long-range bombers, which since their
transference to the Tripoli area confined their fev/ operations almost
entirely to reconnaissance,
through Gyrenaica was maintained by German aircraft operating from
Greece, which kept watch on shipp)ing and naval movement at sea and on
Port Said and Alexandria,.

Reconnaissance of our supply routes

but consistent, although neverA sm

6)was continued against our linesreally successful, bomber effort
of communication and airfields from Benghazi to Tobruk by Greek-based
long-i-anged bombers. At no time from the cap/ture of Benghazi to the
end of the "GRUSADER" offensive was any serious interference with our
supply system or damage to airfields effected,
aircraft in Greece were.still bei

The Torpedo-carrying
used on the transport of supplies

from Greece to the Gulf of Sirte

/The
(1) For the second month of the campaign (19th December - 18th January)

it may be noted, the average number of sorties was 1? per day. This
average effort represented a decrease of over ̂ 0% as compared with
the previous months operations.

(2) The scale of effort during the second month of the campaign, a
period of reduced activity on either side, it may be, noted, avera^d
ifO sorties,per day, approximately equal to the effort maintained

during the first month. .
(3) This effort during the second month of the campaign did not exceed

rn average of 10 sorties per night,
(4) Out of range of JU52's which could not be refuelled for the

return journey. . .
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The Italian air fdrcen in the Aegeans continued to remain largely

inactive, although at this particular stage a few aircraft regularly
reconnoitred the coastal area north of the Nile Delta, '■

Thw G.A.P. units based in Sicily continued to be entirely
occupied in attempting to neutralise Malta,

Unsatisfactory State of Aircraft Serv
Western Desert Air Force,

ability of

'  CWing to prolonged and continuous operations under the difficult
conditions of the advance and lack of requisite spares, the general
state of aircraft serviceability of the squadrons uiider A.H.Q., ,
Yfestern Desert, again gave rise to anxiety. Figures cf
aircraft submitted to the Operations Liaison Officer by Advanced

A.H.Q., Western Desert, in respectcf 11th January were as follows;-

rviceablese

A.C.O./ll
Part 2

Encls,67B

/' ■

Average per Squadron
A. B_

Total

.A J_
107 ■ 19

■r

29Fighters

6  1126 A'2Bombers

Serviceable within 43 hours,.Se rviceable *

An effort was made to build UP serviceability in the following
week, but was not successful (pages 269 275 refer).
Scale of our Fighter Activity
(7th - 11th January) ' «

During the period of the advance of our grovmd forces frcm
Agedabia to the enemy's line east of El Agheila (7th - 11th January)
the Middle East fighter squadrons reported carrying out the following
sorties.

BA -

M.E.F.'C.S.
N^ >.12.

180 .sortiesShipping-Protection
Offensive sweeps (and a
negligible effort on
ground attack)

Bomber escort
Reconnaissance escort
Local Defence

73 sorties
73 sorties
73 sorties
96 sorties

4-95Total

Features cf the Fighter Activity

It will be noted from the above that 3^,^ of the .fighter effort
v;as .devoted to shipping protection. Defensive patrols v/ere
maintained over Benghazi and Tobrulc and continuous daylight protection

in particular, as previously mentioned, the.was afforded to convoys:
first cohvoy to reach' Benghazi arrived on 7th January and a ti,70-way

movement between Malta and Alexandria was completed on 10th
Local

convoy
January , without any air or sea interference from .the. enemy,
defence of lines of communication and landing grounds accounted for
a furthe.r 19^ of the total fighter effort. Few interceptions and
conclusive combats resulted. As already mentioned no serious
interference with supplies or damage to airfields or aircraft resulted
from the enemy's air attacks in Cyrenaica. It is responsible to

that the considerable defensive .fighter, operations had aassume

hampering effect on the enemy's effort.

As it was imperative to conserve fuel and build up reserve
supplies, fighters on offensive sv/eeps reverted to one squadron
.strength. The decision to increase to two-squaaron strength at ■

A.C.C/11
Part 2
Ends. 67c

/need
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■need v/as left to the discretion of the Fighter Wing Commander
(Group Captain Cross). The Army v/as now indicating the specific area
over which they desired fighter sweeps to be carried out, as opposed
to the normal general'fighter sweeps.

Idem, and
S.A.A.P.
Narrative

There was a recurrence of the surprise "jumping" tactics of the
ilE '109, which, as fonnerly, were successful when the fighter formations
were not alert and continually weaving as' instructed^
point occurred on 7th January when Nos.2 and 4 Squadrons, S.A.A.F.
were escorting two long-range and Tac/R aircraft of No,33 squadron
over the Agedabia-Agheila area,
top squadron, fell'.back too , far.
Agedabia, losing two■ aircraft^ ^ (one pilot'later rejoine
squadron)and claiming two ICE 109s probably destroyed,

A case in

On the outward journey No.4, the
and v/as "jumped." by six MS 109S. at

d the
On the

return journey No,4 Squadron had inconclusive combats v/ith a number
of- 109s and ME 110,s except that one of the latter, was believed
to be damaged. In the meantime No,2 Squadron, having seen ,two
ME 109P3 take off from Agheila landing ground failed (apparently
owing to poor E/t) to detach a- flight to deal with them while they

These tv/o ME 109s. (and apparently
joined by two more) climbed above the S.A.A.F. aircraft and "jumped
them, shoo'ting down four Tomahawks,
damaged,(^)
losses in these encounters were due to bad tactics.

were still at a lov/ level.

One enemy fighter was claimed
In the opinion of the A.O.G., Western Desert, the S.A.A.F.

M.E.P.O.S.
No.10 and
Squadron
O.R.B's.

On the 9th the small German ME I09 force scored another success,
this time against Hurricanes, Pour Hurricanes of Nos,229 and 238
squadrons, engaged in escorting No,14 Squadron Blenheims attacking
M.T. east of Mai-sa Brega, failed to return after combats with four'
ME 1091s. On the same day No,112 Squadron (which had been withdrawn
on. 30th December and re-equipped with Eittyhawks) returned to
operations. Eight Kittyhawks, with six Tomahawks of No,250 Squadiron,
acted as close escort to seven Blenheims bombing targets west of •
Agheila; one Kittyhawk was jumped by a ME 109F and forced-landed,
but the pilot was saved, Furjiher combats betv/een Kittyhawks and
ME 109s occurred on 11th January. Ten Kittyhawks of No.3 Squadron
and eight of No, 112 Squadron escorted in the morning Blenheims bombin'?
M.T. east of El Agheila. The bombing had just completed when six
aircraft of No.3 Squadron, flying as extra top cover were attacked by
a:number of ME 109s and G 5os Three of the Kittyhawks were shot
dov/n (but one pilot made his way back to his unit). No.3 Squadron*s
claims wore 2'ME 109s and one G. 50 destroyed and one other enemy
fighter probably destroyed,(4)

In general, it may be said that the Fighter Force maintained seme
degree of air superiority,, but the "jumping" tactics of'the enemy's
small ME 109P force again proved a menace and illustrated
how the superiority of a small number of aircraft could be
successfully exploited.

The only outstanding success of our fighters over the forward
area T/as achieved on 8th January, when the activity of the Italian
OR 42 fightef-borabers (page 262 ' .refers) was reported to have been

/seriously

(1) Current operations Sui.nraaries and the Operations Liaison Officer
to Adv.A.H.Q.'Vy.D.reported 3 S.A.A.P. Tomahawks lost in this
encounter, but S.A.A.P. records show only 2.

(2) Gerbaniecords show that 1 ME I09 and 1 ME 110 were lost on 7th
January (ADIK 103/^4).

(3) German records show that 2 me ■ 109*’ were loot on 9th January,but
there is insufficient evidence to show in which combats these
losses occurred. ■ (ADIK 10^64).

(4) German records ,show that- 2 kiE 109 s were destroyed on 11th
January. (ADIK IO3/64).

once more

No.3 Sqn,
ORB AND

M.E.Daily
Operational
Sammary
No. 579 ■
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seriously checked. Ten Kittyhawks of No.3 Squadron, R.A.A.P.,
escorted in the morning a Tac/R Hurricane of No,208 (A.C.) Squadron
over the coast road -from Agedbia to El Agheila.
into 24 CR 4.2s

.  8 klE 1033 .
No.3 Squadron olairaed

The Kittyhawks ran
and G- 30s and

In the ensuing combat
enemy aircraft shot downseven , four probably

destroyed and four more damaged, for the loss pf.one Kittyhawk.

e scorted by.about 20 .MC 200s
dive-bombing our ground troops.

V

Limited. Bomber Effort

^7th -- night 1T/12th January)

As already indicated, .four day bomber squadrons only now
.  remained in the first line - Nos, 11, I4 and Lorraine Squadrons

(Blenheims) and No,21 Squadron, S.A.A.P.(Marylands) - the four other
squadrons having been withdrawn for.refitting, including two earmarked
for the .Par East. ' The bad serviceability of,the. squadrons has been

■ I. ' mentioned oh page 262, The Maryland. Strength of No,21 Squadron,
0'. ' . . ' )’'Was further reduced by the necessity of detaching seven

No.,21 Sqn, ’aircraft to-Malta. Moreover, two squadrons only,-Nos. 11 and 21
War Diary, S.A.A.P. under No.3 ,(S.A. ) v/ing, were primarily concerned v/ith

operations over the forward area; .Nos,14 and Lorraine Squadrons,
under Nn.270 Wing, continued to.support.the 30th Corps in their
frontier operations, concentrating nov/ on/the' Halfaya defences,
although a few aircraft 'of N0.I4 Squadron stood by at Msus to provide
air support for the 13th Corps. Accordingly day bomber .operations
over the forV/ard area could only be on a very restricted scale and
these were further limited by adverse weather conditions on 7th and, ,
10th January, ,

ACCAi
Part '2'

EnolSi-67B

The aim was to have' two b.oxes of six Blenheims standing by. at
Msus' for briefing and provision of fighter escort, r The limiting
factor mentioned’above,- linked v/ith the continued difficulty of
identifying targets, restricted'the effective Blenheim effort to three

Nos. 1.1 (%’ 14 operations comprising I6 effective sorties.
Squadron, S.A.A.P. also helped with direct sui^port bombing on one

S.A.A.P, occasion,- operatiJag from Msus,. On the 9th groups of enemy M.T. to
Narrative & .the east of Agheila were attacked by 10 Blenheims and 7 Marylands;

^  M.E.P.O.S. bombs straddled the target, but the vehicles were dispersed and few
No, 1:2 .

Marylands of No,21
Sqdn-OHBs.

direct hits were reported. Two days later a somewhat .more successful
attack v/as made by 5 Blenheims of Nos. 11 and 14 Squadrons on an M.T.
concentration in the rear of the enemy's El Agheila position, which
had been reported by No.208 (A.C.) Squadron,
target and one or two petrol or oil fires were started, the black smoke
from one'rising to 3,000 feet and being visible to our aircraft for
30 miles, ■ ■

Bombs.straddled the

Details-of the combats between our fighter escorts and, enemy
aircraft ha-^e already been given: '■ although our.fighter,fosse s were
considerable no escorted bomber'was lost bn the.se missions,

Marylands of No. 21 Squadron at this 'stage had been'allotted
targets with the following priority:-.

Shipping and dunips at Buerat (or further east) and
Landing grounds between Buerat and Agheila,

On the 8th a small.coastal ship and stores at an off-loading point’
15 miles east of Ras El Aali were attacked and some bombs straddled
the stares. A pro jected. attack against Marble Arch landing ground
on the 11th had to be abandoned .owing to. bad weather.

AOC/11
Pcm-t 2

Ends ,673

It was clearly necessary for the-more substantial night bomber
strength to atone for the v/eakness of the day bomber force,
event, shortage of petrol at the.: advanced'landing, ground at El Adem
and insufficient warning, of. targets .or change  . of targets, which
involved adjustment of bomb loads, and fueletcrangements (the

’/‘3-ifficulties

In the

se

•  i
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difficulties came to a head a day or tv/o after the period under review
and are considered on page 275 combined 7/ith bad weather on two

nights, reduced the Wellington effort against North African targets
during the nights 7/8th to 11/12th January, to 3^ sorties of which
22 v/ere effective. In particular, M.T. concentrations and other
military targets in the El Agheila area and transport further in the

rear near Ras El Aali were attacked cn t\70 nights and a slight effort \
was continued against the enemy's supply ports and bases at Buerat :

El.Hsun and Tripoli. Bomb bursts .on the jetty-and stores at Buerat*
followed by fires, were reported, but results of the small scale

bombing of Tripoli were obscured'by a smoke screen.

No.205

Group. .
0. R.B.

In sum, the'small-scale, sporadic effort of the Middle East
bomber force during the period that our advanced troops were making
contact with the enemy west of El Agheila was insufficient to effect
materially the ground operations or the enemy’s build-up.

Army Agree in Principle to Need for Identifying Vehicles

AOC/11
Part 2.

Encls.67B
Appendix

At this stage H.Q.13 Coups had come to the conclusion at long
last that the ."Undisout" recognition signals v/ere "not entirely
satisfactory". It was agreed that the only satisfactory'arrangement
was to have a permanent sign painted on all vehicles, a practice which
the enemy had already adopted.
13th Corps wrote,,
maximum assistance from the R.A.P
vehicles to the

By doing this," the Commander of the
v/e accept the fact that in order to obtain the

we are prepared to identify our
Provided that the Renemy*

"A".

.A.P. have no reason to

• t • • •

supi^ose that they will be unable to maintain a reasonable

air superiot’ity' / it is recommended that a x^srmanently painted
identification sign be adopited. for the forthcoming operations. A
white St. Andrew's Cross on a black backgroimd was first suggested.
In the event, owing to the enemy's- attack,on-20th January and
resultant retreat arrangements for the painting of the identification
signs on each vehicle could not be implemented until the lull in the
land battle following the consolidation of our Gazala,line in February.

measure of

our

First Operational Sortie 'by a Liberator in the Middle East
(night or 11/12th January;

Mention'was made on. page 28 to the decision that Liberators
^  (B,24's) should be adopted as the-most siaitable heavy bomber type for
No. 108 Sqn. Middle East operations'. The squadron first selected for rc-equipping
O.R.B. with Liberators was Nci.iOS Squadron (a. V/ellington Squadron under

*No.205 Group)- located at Payid in tte Canal Z-one, .  - .

The first Liberator, with an American crew v/hich remained to help
with initial training, reached the squadron on 29th November, 1941(^7
Further A/nerican technical eijperts arrived at the squadron on 4th
December. By that time the decision had been made to .start; a

on tile station for the conversion of Vfellington
By 13th December four Liberators had been received.
Liberator 0,T.,U. crews.

.  (Great
difficulties resulted from the fact that tiie Liberators arrived without
tail turrets or guns and this involved much experiment on the squadron
and at NO.107M.U. to improvise suitable armament, .Moreover, the
necessary revised establishment for, a Heavy Bomber Squadron was not
authorised until 6th January, 1942, and this meant a shortage of
technical personnel for some weeks after the Liberators had arrived.

/Meanwhile

(1) The Army's decision to identify its vehicles thus implied
acceptance of the fact that the R.A.P, had maintained general
air superiority,

(2) The'(first Liberator actually despatched crashed_  . . on the Re inforcing
Route 200 miles ..south-wqst .of Khartoum and was  a complete v/rite-off.
Arrangements were made however, for all serviceable parts to be
salvaged and sent to the squadron,

. as the fitting of Wellington rear gun turrets.(3) Such
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'' Meanwhile, training and bombing practice (at Shallufa-bombing  range)
had. been carried cut and by, raid-January the Whol,e of No..108 Squadron
"B" Plight had completed training on the Liberators and "A" Plight

it was considered that'if the Liberators-commenced its training,
had been delivered complete' with armament, modification s the whole

■sqtiadron could have been fully cpera^onsl on them by 1st Januaryi •

The first operational flight on the night 11/12th January - an
attack on Tripoli - was regarded in the nature of  a test flight to
gauge petrol consumption, and'to seo if any operational difficulties
became * apparent on a raid. The Liberator flev/ to Advanced Base
I,G.09. (Bir Koraiyim), where it was refuelled and bombed-up. At
23,.40 hours the aircraft left for Tripoli, encountering a head-wind
of 35 apb. which slowed up the outward journey. ' The target was

: reached at:04,45 hour's, no difficulties being encoimtered. Twelve
500-lb 'bombs were dropped on Tripoli Harbour fro;n a-height of
14,000 feet, but the usual smoke-screen obscured results of the

Three bombs, which hung -up oWlng to-electrical, failuresbombing,

Idem 'and-
A: I'LB. ' '
II j/1/12

were subsequently dropped on Homs, but again results were not seen.

No further Liberator-operations were 'carried out during the
on 29th January during".Crusader" advance, the next operation occYrring

■ the early' stage'Of the retreat to Gazala,'' '
.  -h

Bad Weather Limits Operations from, Malta.
(7th - night 1 i/l2th January) - ; , ,

Adverse'vreather conditions greatly curtailed the offensive air
effort from Malta, meanwhile. In particular, strong cross-winds at
Luqa prevented Wellington operations during 'the nights 7/8th to
10/11th January, inclusive and the Blenhe'im squadrons' operations were
also prevented, Por the greater part of the period Halfar airfield

v/as 'unserviceable and so Fleet Air Arm Albacores and S?/ordfish
On the'night 11/12th

M.E.KO.S.
No,12o

' operations were also brought to a standstill.
■  January a few Wellingtons- continued the offensive against'Tripoli and

reported an explosion caused on one of the merchant ships there.
Apart from this attack the enemy^s reinforcing, was unimpeded.

It may be noted that the bad weather spell brought some respite
to the island from the enemy's air offensive. After, heavy attacks
on the 7th and'^^the night 7/8th January (52. aircraft) only 5p. enemy _
aircraft opera-ted against Malta for' the next five days .and nights.
This waw fortunate, as the un.se r vice ability, of Half ar, and Takali
airfields-grounded the fighter squadrons Tor several days.

The Lull of Agheila '
.. (T2th - 20th Janua'r^

The story of the final phase of the ground,operations during
^ ^ By 11th'January the Guards

C.-in-G's ■
‘Despatch
P.66.

the "Crusader" advance is soon told.
Brigade was already in' touch v;ith the enemy's lihe running from
MarSa Brega southwards, but it, v/as' clear that our forces forward
would not be strong enough to,force a further withdrawal on the

Some of our forces,.for instance the 1stenemy for seme v/eeks, ,
Armoured Division Support Group which relieved the 7th Armoured
Division, v/ere inexjierienced in Desert Operations and x^i^ovided v/ith
vehicles which v/ere not "desert-worthy",

/General

(1) After sporadic Liberator operations in the following months the
No,108 Squadron Liberators which had become a Liberator flight
under No,242 V/ing were attached to No.159 Squadron, and No.108
Squadron reverted on 22/6/42 to a medivim bomber squadron with
20 I.E. ‘Welling.tons, (No.IOB Sqn. orb) . . ,
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General Auchinleok described the nature and strength of the

The country round
Idem.

enemy’s defensive position in these words:
El Agheila offers one of . the most easily defensible positions in

' Libya, A broad belt of salt pans, sand dunes and innumerable small
cliffs stretches southwards for fifty miles, its southern flank

resting on the Libyarj Sand Sea, a vast expanse of shifting sand.
Apart from the train road from Benghazi to Tripoli only a few tracks
cross this inhospitable country, so that the thirty-five thousand

enemy now left out of the original hundred thousand sufficed to hold
it.

at Marsa Brega,'Bir El Gina, Bir Es Suera, Bir El Cleibat and Marada,
and withdrew his armoured forces to re-equip".

Accordingly Rommel set his infantry to guard the approaches

For our part,

the invasion of Tripolitania (Operation "Acrobat") necessitated
traversing it and even the retention of Cyrenaica called for holding
this defensive position.

'A.O.C/ll Operation Order issued 19th January appreciated, in fact, that our
Part 2

'Enos,

Both sides were anxious to control this area.

The C.-in-C., Middle East in an

failure to stand at the El Agheila position would involve a retreat

to the Egyptian frontier (Sollum-Giarabub), if the enemy at some
later date became strong enough to launch an offensive in force.

C,-in-C’s

Despatch
....p„66

General Auchinleck judged that our forward forces T/ould not be

strong enough to drive the enemy from El Agheila before the middle

■ of February, as reserves v;ere required, further training was necessary,
and the supply situation had to be greatly improved,
considered highly improbable that the enemy would be able to launch
a strong attack on us before that date, but the Eighth A
13th Corps issued instructions against this contingency.
21st January the improbable occurred, and without warning the Axis
forces began, to advance".

It was

and the

On

The Importance of Tactical Air Reconnaissance During the Lull
at Agheila. and its Curtailment through Bad Weatheiu
(l2th-2oth January)

No.208 Bqn,
O.R.B.

(including 13th Corps than during the period of pursuit from Gazala and the
Report on

During the static period at El Agheila air information was

temporary halt at Agedabia, ": e enemy’s withdrawal," t

even
more necessary and of more vital importance to the Commander of the

Operations C.O. of Ko,208 (A.C.) Squadron reported,
with

During th he
I  "it v/as possible to

,  appreciate his intentions with accuracy. During the static period
13th Corps) was cast by the absence of direct movement and the'ever present

alternative". Unfortunately bad weather virtually stopped tactical
.. .•reconnaissance during the vital days before the enemy’s ccunter^-attack.

Idem. During the first three days of the lull the' detached flight at
Antelat flew three Tac/Rs and one P/R on each day, covering all the
main points’of the enemy's.position, particuarly Bir Suera, Bir E1‘
Cleibat and Giofer and defensive diggings to the south, reporting
M.T. concentrations (one west of Agheila on 13th January and another
at Gicfcr on the following day. were reported as good bombing targets);
and endeavoured on the 12th, unsuccessfully, to locate three vessels
previously seen, by the Strategic Reconnaissance Unit to.be well
forward off Karsa Brega, A few long-range Hurricanes were now
allotted to the flight to carry our "medium Tac/R" - that is to cover
the area between Tac/R and Strat/R,

on

/Enemy
(1) So far as the Vfestern Desert Air Force was concerned, the Eighth

Army had suggested that back airfields should be kept stocked in
case of a possible retreat. (AOC/11 Part 2 Enel.81A).
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Enemy fighters over the battle area had now become increasingly
active, but fighter escort could rarely be given to reconnaissance

.  aircraft as the depleted fighter,strength was needed to maintain
.  some degree of' fighter superiority by offensive.sweeps. In spite
of the enemjr' s attempt to prevent reconnaissance only one Tac/R.
.aircraft v/as lost.

For tha.last six day of the halt at Agheila No,208 Squadron's
, , reconnaissances were severely curtailed ov/ing to adverse weather

; conditions and tlrje water-logging pf the landing ground at Antelat
On 15th, . l6th and. 17th January a medium Tac./R v/as cax-ried out on
each day (chiefly over the Marada-Oiofer area) and ope P/r of the
area Marsa Brega-Bir El Cleibat was made bn the 15th. On the 18th
one tactical reconnaissance was made of the enemy's main defence
points before heavy rain made the surface of. the landing ground
treacherous; the 19th was a blank day; and on the 2pth only one
meditim Tac./fe of the area west of Giofer could be carried out. Prom

■ 17th to 20th January .photographic reconnaissances from Antel.'at were
impracticable; even v/he,n the landing ground ,was serviceable P/r
aircraft’ could not take off as, camera lenses became splashed with mud.

**

From 12th to 19th January the Strstegic Reconnaissance Unit
(operating from El Gubbi landing ground) carried out a reconnaissance

(No,:223 Sqn.on each day and two on the 19th.
O.R,B.l)

S.R.U. '

O.R.3.

As long-range Hurriacnes had
been allotted to No.208 (A.G.) Squadron for medium Tac./R, the S.R.U.
Marylands could concentrate on covering landing,, grounds w4l in the
rear of the Agheila position and supply points' along the, coast to ‘
Misurata^ ' . Of the nine reconnaissances' carried, out five v/ere
described ias completely successful, three as partially successful

(owing, to cloud) and one as a ccuplete. failure(o'vri.ng to dense cloud). An
attempt on.the.20th to-cover Bir El Garra, Es Sultan, Machina
El Medina- had to be abandoned owing to dust storms*

•  The Survey Plight (N0.60 Squadron, S.A.A.P. Detachment) carried
out successful P/R and visual reconnaissances on four days during
the period of the areas El Agheila-Ras El Aali, Marada, and Marble
Arch-Ras El Aali, Reports vere made on aircraft seen on Agheila

S.A.A.F.

Narrative

,  airfield and evidence provided, of the fact that-the enemy was using
■V - sea transport, on occasions for bringing supplies right up to Marsa

-Brega,
,  . ■ .-. . '.xdispersod between the main 'road and the coast westward.s frop

There vva^ no real indica-tiqn, however,

On thev,20th it v/as reported .that 1,500. to 2,000 M.T, .were-

■El Agheila to Ras Lanuf.

v3. .7

that the enemy was preparing. to. attack.

. No.2 P.R.U.
0.R.-B.

Meanwhile, No.2 Photographic Reconnaissance.Unit .Hurricanes made
On the, 12th;the rear area

an attempt to cover Agheila on the 17th
a-few p/r sorties from Antelat,
Sirte-Nofilia was covered;
failed owing to bad weather; P/Rs of Agheila failed owing to dense
cloud on the 19th; but successful P/Rs of Agheila and Misurata were
carried out on the morning of the 20th. ■ On two occasions, also,
Malta-based P/R Beaufighters. Covered the main ports, airfields and
some of the main roads in the. rear between Sfax and.Buerat,

/v/eakness
X'l )it was stated in an ~"ipi-ifeciation~~ the^'!Drr”'Si'tuaHOTvTSiF7T'an'.''^

written for the A.O.C., Western Desert by the S.O.O., Western
Desert: . "The main v/eignt of enemy supplies emanates from Tripoli,
The land L,of 0, throws a strain oh his M,T. In order to supple
ment his main supply line
loaded at jetties at various points along the coast. The chief of
these points are:- Misurata (8Q tons per day), Bue.rat El Hsun
(200 tons per day), Ras El Aali (60 tons per day). Barges have

■ been observed at Marsa Brega, where it is unlikely that more than
The v/eather has probably

ships, schooners and barges are off-

40 tons per day could be landed,
increased the difficulties of off-loading supplies on am open
coast. (A.A. H.Q. W.D./Air/14).
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Weakness of Western Desert Force

During the last, week of the lull at -^gheila Air Marshal Tedder
Correspond- having "been soraewhat concerned at (the) relative weakness of W«D.
ence with Force during past few weeks.... .- investigated on (the) spot". He
G.A.S. summarised the "four maih factors reducing our effective strength
part 3. forward" as follows

Encls.297A

AOO-in-C's

(i) Difficulty of getting supplies specially fuel, forward
from railhead and Tobruk^”/ drastically limited
ability to operate light (formerly medium) bombers

■forward and.....prevented operation of mediums (formerly
heavy bombers) from forward L.D.s(2),
times when even, the reduced fighter force in forward area
has been limited in ..effort by fuel shortage",
of Benghazi was beginning to ease the situation

•  would-be- some time before a large Wellington force could
operate from the Benghazi area,

(ii) Bogging of airfields by heavy rain, "not only at Dema,
Barce and Benghazi but-even in the southern area, e.g.
Magrun and Antelat",

There have been

le opening
but itAOC/ir

Part 2
llnc,75A

(iii) Despatch of. reinforcements to- the Far East.
Diversion of Hurricanes to Far East

The A.O.C.
in-C., 'reported;

-

and Burma has made it impossible to replace. : wastage in the
line since both new intake and repair output has been
fully mortgaged Serviceable strength of fighter
squadrons had for time being been seriously lov/"(4)
Serviceability of the Vfestem Desert fighter, squadrons had
steadily declined in spite of the effort to build it up.
Figures for 12th-l6th January, Inclusive were as follows:-

Date Per SquadronTotal

A.. B A B

12th January 105 15
105 15

.  101- 33
98 34
97 25

13th 9 1
814th 3  ,
8  315th

16th 8 2

B = Serviceable within 48 hours.A = Serviceable

AOC—in—C.
Correspondence
C.A.S. etc.
Part 3.Enc;297A.

'Light bomber strength has been reduced", the A.O.C.-in-C
reported on 23rd January, "not only by withdrawal of four

/of
(1) On 17th'January the critical fuel situation in the.forward area had

improved. One hundred and thirty tons' per day had-then been
allotted to the R.A.F. from Tobruk and were going forward on the
desert convoy, The total stock of 100 ctane -at Msus and. Antelat-

then estimated at 75>000 gallons. (A.A.H.Q.W.D./Air/l4/Enc«5A)
By 22nd January 100,000 gallons of petrol had to-be stored in the
Antelat area (A.O.C./ll Part 2 Encl.79A).

(2) Insufficient fuel at El Adem (advanced refuelling L.G.) caused the
cancellation of several projected Y/ellington operations.

(3) On 17th January it was reported that 800 tons of R.A.F. fuel and
ammunition was being off-loaded at Benghazi (idem),

(4) When it was proposed that No,94 Squadron should be withdrawn and
re-equipped with Kittyhawks so that its tv/elve Hurricane IIs could
be sent with a delivery to the Par East, the A.O.C. W.D. re quested
its retention as "danger, p.oint" had been reached,
put the "effective" fighters on 13th January at a total of 80
(excluding, that is, the Tomahawks of No,2 and No,4 S.A.A.F.

fighting" and the two squadrons of Hurricane Is),

was

The A.O.C.

as

useless
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British Blenheim squadrons supporting the land
but also by the diversion of aircraft and

of the six

operations

effort to bring these four squadrons up to full strength
of twenty four aircraft" , It vraS..
reported, however, that,the Blenheim situation in the
V^estern Desert was beginning to recover and it was
intended to bring up Nos.11 and V+ Squadron up .to 24
aircraft as soon as possib?-^.

(iv). Technical trouble T/ith Bostons and delay in the availability
of Baltimoros, both.of which types were needed to re
equip the. former.Maryland squadrons, as the supply of
Marylands had ceased.(2) jt was hoped "to get one
Boston squadron back into line early February, one Boston
and one Baltimore by mid-February and one Baltimore (by)
late February".

(v) It was pointed .out by . the A. 6. C.-in-C,, that factors (iii)
and (iv), "also affected effort for over-sea
reconnaissance and striking".

Air Marshal Tedder concluded his repo^'t by saying;-

Idem '

"Foregoing is neither complaint nor alibi Necessity for
diversions to Far Eaht fully appreciated by all ranksjand supreme
effort being made to meet .both conflicting requirements. Consider

,  it urgent to build up.pumerical strength in Cyrenaica again quickly
as possible, but in the" .meantiige saw no sign of slackening off; morale

. .. as high as ever,"

,  , Scale and Allocation of Fighter Effort During the Last Nine •
Days of the "Crusader" Advance, ’*

' {12th-20th. January), ' ’

The scale aiid allocation of effort of the Middle East Fighter
squadrons connected with "Crusader" operations from 12th-20th

E.F.O,S. January was reported as follor/S':-
Nos.12 and

13» Shipping Protection;
Offensive Sweeps (and a
negligible effort on Ground
Attack);
Eeconnaissance Escort;
Local Defence;

283 sorties

240 sorties
26 sorties'
189 sorties

736 sortie s■  TOTAL

’ ac

The effort was greatly reduced 16th to
by bad weather and the waterlogging of forward landing grounds
which prevented all-•offensive fighter operations^'" I' ■

Offensive Fighter Forcb"Established-at Antelat. '  ' '

(second week in January) ■' , ~

Mention has’ already been made of the' fact that certain fighter
squadrons had'Stood'by at Ahtelat-'. fon-the carrying out of
offensive sweeps and local defence from early January onwards.
By 14th January N0.258 Wih^' had been established at Antelat

/nine

(1) This left only Nos,11 and I4 at the end of the "Crusader"
Advance to support the 13th Corps,-

(2) No,21 Squadron, S.A.A,F. had to be withdra^vn through laok-" of
aircraft in mi.d January^ < . -

20th January,inclusive

and
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nine-fighter squadrons were using the airfield there as an advanced
base

16th January is given at Appendix V.
Western Desert as atThe location cf units under A.H.Q• f

Scheme to Introduce System cf R.D.g. Warning at Belandeh
Prevented by Enemy Advance,

In view of the reduced strength of the Fighter Force it was

A.A. HvQ. clearly necessary to introduce a system of R.D.F. warning as far
Y/.D/Air/14 forward as possible,, so that our fighters could safely use the
Encl,5A. •■advanced L.G's immediately behind our for?/ard troops. The economy

effected in flying hours v/ould have been considerable' and it was
considered that the resultant increase, in interception of enemy
formations would probably be about It was appreciated, in fact,
that "the introduction of R.D.F. in the forv/ard area would probably
do more than any other single factor to reduce our administrative
difficulties and to increase the effect of our cover for the Army",

Shortly after No.258 Wing moved to Antel.at the C.R.O
R.A.F., M.E.,; (W.C. Tester) arrived with No.5IO A.M.E.S. (c.O.L.).
As Antelat was over 100 miles from the enemy's positions at Agheila
a forv/ard L.G. was established at Belandeh and the C.O.L. installed

It was intended to operate formations of up to 18 aircraft

H.Q.,• >

there,

Appendix

on controlled interceptions over the enemy's lines. The scheme^
could not be put into effect, however, before 21st January and then
the enemy's advance caused the C.O.L. to be withdrawn.

Continued Success of ME.109 "Jumping Tactics" in the Forward Area.
(f2th-20th January),

The fighter squadrons operating from Ante], at in particular,
Nos,3 R.A.A.F., 94, 112, 238, 26o and 274 - carried out offensive
sweeps, in general on the lines mentioned on page
were kept to the minimum in an attempt to increase serviceability,

•Moreover, from 15th to 20th January weather conditions were adverse,
culminating in the water-logging of Antelat landing ground and the
prevention of all fighter offensive operations from 18th to 20th
January (and, indeed,- on the opening day of the enemy-'s offensive,

•■ 21st January, v/hich is outside the scope of the present narrative),

A.A. HiQ, The enemy's landing grounds were far less affected and our
W.D/Air/14 forward- troops were subjected at times to increased pressure from ■
Encl,5A the enemy's air which our reduced fighter sweeps were unable to

prevent, ■'

Operations

The'main feature of the fighter operations on the forward area
was the continued success of small numbers of Me. 109s v/hich

successfully "nipped off" (as the H.Q., R.A.F., M.E., Operations
Liaison Officer expressed it) stragglers of numercially weak fighter
formations v/hile continuing to fight shy of the large formations,
A typical example occurred on 13th January in the course of- a sv/eep
of the Marsa Brega-Agheila area by seven Kittyhawks of No.3 Squadron
R.A.A.F. On the return journey one section on going down to-
investigate an aircraft seen on the ground was "jumped" by four
Messerschmitts. One■aircraft of No.3 Squadron was holed and landed
out of petrol 20 miles south-east of.¥
aircraft back on the follov/ing day. ( ')
ME. 109s follov/ed a Kittyhawk back to Antelat and shot down 'Wing
Commander Charles, Commanding Officer of No.253 (A.C.)-Wing and Ifead
of the Direct Support Section at Advanced A.H.Q-., Y/estem Desert,

Jsusj the pilot brought his
•  On the same day two or three

AOC/11
Part 2
Enel,

No.3 Sqn.
O.R.B.

AOC/11
Part 2
Enol,75B /Charles

(1) All the M,E. operational summaries assume that the aircraft
was lost.
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Charles v/as flying around Antelat carrying out H.T. tests in a

•Hurricane and,keeping a straight course near the ground,
of his experience in ..Army Co-operation and the control of direct

support, Air Vice Marshal Coningham reported to Air Marshal Tedder;
"The loss of Charles is a tragedy",
ME.109 "pirate tactics" brought disaster to No,94. Squadron, which

No.94 Sqn, provided top cover to N0.260 Squadron in a sweep of the battle area
south-west of Agedabia.
of forma,tion in which sections of four aircraft were stepped-up .
instead of the normal two-squadron formation which had proved its ,
worth in defence against the superior ME,., 109s,
No,94 Squadron and "picked off" six of its eleven aircraft,
pilot was killed outright, two were seen to bail, out and three
forced-landed in the area occupied,by.our troops and were later

reported to bo, saved. The Squadron diarist commented:
altogether disastrous day, leaving a stock of serviceable aircraft
now reduced. to seven."

In view

Idem.

On the following day the

Our fighter.o were trying out a new typeO.R.B.'and

AOC/11
Part 2

Encl»75A Two ME. 109s .jumped
One

'An
». ■

In view of . the enemy's successful, exploitation, of the superior , .
, performance of the !MEii09 and the difficulty .of de.stroying the enemy
aircraft in the air, the, A.O.C., Western Desert, had under

.conside.ration the employment of fighters in low-flying attacks on

Marble Arch Landing Oround and other-enemy landing .grounds in that
a,iea. . It was appreciated that "In a properly staged ground strafe,
v/hile we :must be prepared to suffer losses, damage would be done to

enemy aircraft on the ground, and a considerable dividend for our
efforts obtained".

Idem.

\

The enemy's sudden attack on 21st January prevented this

operation from being carried out.

Projected Re-formation of No,211 .Group for pe.fe.nsive lighter
(15th January)

As early as. 27th December the A.O.C., Western Desert, had
intimated that he should be from the responsibility of rear

defence in Cyrenaica as soon as.the expected advance into

Tripplitania was started (Page 224),. . , .The provisional
arrangements had consisted of the formation pf Advanced H.Q. No,201
Group (which incorporated the R.A.P. Liaison Section) at Tobruk on
22nd December and its removal to Benghazi'at the end of the .month,,,
were a combined operations room was- set up and No,520 C.O.L, was :
installed near No.250 A.M.E.Si to provide R.D.P. facilities. The .

Advanced H.Q. controlled the fighter protection, of shipping and
No.201 Group units in the forward area. The rear shipping defence
west of Alexandria was .placed under the control, of No.234 fex 269)
Wing, under A.H.Q., Egypt. The defence of Egypt itself (by
formations .operating .under A.H.Q., Egypt) is referred to in Section
Pour.

Commitments,

No.235

Wing
O.R.B.

15th January No,211 Group (the former Nucleus Group) was
reformed at El Adera, under Air Commodore H.B. Russell, with the

It was to be

On

intention cf moving on to Benghazi ,on 24th January,

No.211 Gp *
O.R.B. and

HQ.,RAP.,
ME.,ORB.,
Aclrain, and

Org.App.
"S" Jan

uary 1942.

placed under the command of A.O.C., Western Desert, with direct
communication with-H.Q; , R.A.P., M.E., for administrative matters.
Its function was to assurae administrative and operational control

of all units in Cyrenaica, except those of A.H.Q.  , ?/e.stem Desert
The primary operational role ofand Nos.201 and 205 Groups,

No.211, Group .was to .be (a) Protection against air attack for

coastal shipping betv/een. Solium and Benghazi and (b) Defence
against air attack on ports in Cyrenaica. The exact operational
boundary for protection of shipping was to be fixed between the

/Group
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Group and No,234 Wing^ \ which was still responsible for protecting
rear shipping west of Alexandria, The Group's secondary role was
to provide such measure of defence against air attack of the base
installations and other vulnerable points in Cyrenaioa, as resources
allowed. The follov/ing squadrons were provisionally allotted to '■
the Group;- R.N. (Fighter Squadron,' No,1 Squadron, S.A.A.F, No,274
Squadron and-one additional fighter squadron to be allotted by

In o.ddition, No,272 Squadron was to be

i

A.C.C., Western. Desert,
placed under the Group's control.

On the foiroation of No,211 Group, No.201 Group's responsibilities
were restricted to the operational and administrative control of such
No.201 Group units as might be located in Cyranaica and Western
Desert (Egypt) for the fulfilment of its role as  a Naval Co-operation
Group. It was recognised that an Advanced H.Q., 201 Group in
Cyrenaica was ne.oe.ssary to control tte General Reconnaissance and
Ship Striking forces in Cyrenaioa, On 20th January the former
Advanced H.Q. No.201 Group, with itswider commitments including
fighter protection to shipping and ports, ceased to exist and No.235
Wing (with the help of personnel from the disbanded No.270 (Bomber)
T/ing) was formed at Benghazi, ^ '

Until such time as No,211 Group had bessn established, efficient
qomraunications existed and fighter resources v/ere adequate in Nos,
2-11 Qnupand 234 Wing, ithe operational control of the squadrons
allotted for protection,against csastal .shipping and ports was to
remaiJi vested in A. 0. C., No.,^01 Group, exercised ,.through No,
and N0.234 vying,'respectively(2).
Passing of Convoy to Malta.
(,l6’th-'19th January)

221 Group

No.235
Wing
O.R.B.

AOG/11
Part 2
Enel,744

The arrangements for shipping and port protection along the
Cyrenaican and Egyptian coast, outlined in the preceding sub-section
and the defence of Alexandria.and the Suez Canal zone by squadrons '
operated by Nos.252 and.250 Wings under A.H.Q., Egypt,,(Section Pour)
succeeded in providing a.dequate .fighter protection for our
Mediterranean convoys for the first time since the beginning of the
war in the Middle East. . , ' . ■ .

■ /The
(1) No,234 Wing, under.-A.'H, Q., Egypt, 'was allocated similar commitments

to those of No,.211 Group between Alexandria and Solium.
Although,No,21,1 Group and No.234 Wing were prevented* from taking
over full control by the. unexpected enemy counter offensive, the
proposed arrangements have ’feeen considered in some- detail as the
principle of whether the Navy'or the R.A.P. was to be responsible
.for fighter protection of shippiing and ports was involved. The
A.O.C., W.D. objected to the first arrangement that the Naval • •
Co-operation Group (No.ROI) should be responsible for protective
fighters in the following words: "The whole trend of present
action is to give Navy virtual control of our air defences-which
at this stage of reduced naval, fesources and increased reliance
on air will prejudice air action and provide dangerous precedent
It would be better to leave No.201 Group to its restricted Naval
co-operation role and to form a new Group.... to take over control
of'the air forces along the Eg;^tian and Cyrenaican coast.-.. 201
Group would merely provide Liaison Officers at the sectors so as
to give position of ships and the control would then be on the Home
principle ... The virtual control of the Mediterranean is passing
to air forces and the early decisions will probably govern the
future. There is a lot at stake," (A.O.C./ll Part  2 Encl,66A)

• •
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t' ■ .

■  The- small-spale . enemy,bomber , offensive against ̂Benghazi, Dema
and Tobruk.; achieved .little more ; than a nuisance, effect*. The

HQ.,Ri.A.P., fighterj.de fence admittedly scored only few. victories against enemy
IvE.Opsums. .:iraiders'-..Np,4,Squadron, S.A.A.F., had the .best record in:this
and

Squadron
Y/ar Diary .'reconnaissance ait’craft destroyed some 30 miles .out to sea. from

Berea on the following day, but the press nee; of; fighters undoubtedly
acted'as a deterrent and several instances were reported of raiders

■  .-.or reconnaissance .airpraft being driven away*

i'.r ■'

activity during,the last,week of the "Crusadqr" campaign,, claiming
a .Cant*.1067 destroyed on- 15th January ^ off. Benghazi and a Ju, 88

The Cant,1007
i  mentioned above was frightenedrrather than shot down as it crashed

be fore, the .j.TQraahawks could get ,;in aburst.

■ "..The- main .shipping movement on our part was the passing of a
.. ■ convoy of four merchant ships (one as mentioned later, turned back)

V. .. . .; :with a naval escort (operation "Boxer") from Alexandria to Malta
-'between: l6th.;:and 19th January, Dawn to dusk, fighter protection was, .
■provided on. the first half of the voyage under the shipping
protection arrangements already outlined. . . , On the 1?th a Hurricane
of No,30 Squadron (under No,234'Wing) on escort duty received
warning from the cohvoy then north east of Tobruk, of two Ju.88s above

.■! preparing to bomb;, the Hur.ricane shot down one ..of them (confirmed
,  ' . j.de'stroyed by H.M.Si "Carlisle") and-chased .the other away. . From

No.252 and; Itth to 18th January, also,' constant day protection given to the- ;
272 Y/ings ■ convoy, by. Beaufighters of Nosi.252 and .272 Squadrons (under .201 Grmip):
O.R.B.. 5 ; -on the 1.0th. the Be aufighters opera ted-, from. Edku, on the. . 17th from

El Gubbi and on the 18th from- Berka,
aircraft were encountered and prevented from harming the convoy.
No.252 Squadron Beaufighters claimed one Ju,88 destroyed'and one
Ju.88 and two unidentified aircraft destroyed for the loss of one
Aircraft and No,272 Squadron Beaufighters claimed one Ju,88 damaged.

No,30 S'qn,
0.R.-B.

On: this day several enemy

A.H.'B,- ; ' . -Three 'of-the four merchant ships reached Malta■ safely at I300
II j/12'. ■ ■ ' .^hours'on 1-9th January, ih spite of the fact that delays caused by the
Appendix-A. '. ''enginp trouble, and steering defects, of the fourth ship, -which had to

raturn to Alexandria, necessitated a long daylight apxjroach-. to Malta,
Prom dawn oh the 19th until the convoy reached port Hurricanes of
Nos,126, 249 and 185 Squadrons carried out 93 sorties from Luqa
■airfield (Halfar and Takali being unserviceable), maintaining a patrol
of tv/elve aircraft over the ships, Between 1027 and 1257 hours

-72 raiders operated against - the- airfield and- the convoy.
Hurricanes repeatedly-drove off the enemy bombers attacking the convoy
and no- -hits-were scored on the ships; the- Hurricanes claimed one

'  ' enemy aircraft -destroyed and. five' damage'd'i  ' Ifeavy raids followed on
the 20th and 21st-while the ships were unloading,- ■ '

and
M.E.Pi‘Gf.S.
No.13^

The

■  the Norv/egianThe 'ship which failed to- keep up- with^ the oonvoy
S.S. "Thermophylae" (6,655 to^;s) - was detached with-escort on the

Beaufighters of Nos,252 and

A.H.B.

II j/12
Appendix A 18th and orde.red back to Alexandria,
and Nos,252 -272 Squadrbns were instructed to cover the detached' -yessel and escort,
and 272 Sqn. but failed to locate them. On the following day (the 19th) the
O.R.B. Beaufighters were -again briefed to cover the ships whose eburse lay

The first aircr'aft despatched arrived'  ' outside S/E fighter range,
to find the- "Thertiiophylae" gutted as a result of enemy bombing. The

Admiralty Beaufighters' -subsequently covered the naval units oh-their return to
BR.1337 ’ ' Alexandria.

Cessation of Day Bomber Effort in Forward Area,
("l 2th-2Cth January)• ,i

During' the lull at Agheila no bombs were dropped on the forward
area by the Western Desert day bomber force.

It was essential to limit operations in order to build up the
serviceability of the greatly reduced day bomber force - Nos,11, 14.
and Lorraine Squadrons (Blenheims) and No.21 Squadron, S.A.A.P.

/(Marylands)

A.O.C./ll
Part 2
Encl.75A
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- (Marylancls), The effort to increase serviceability bp;tween 12th
■and l6th January shov/ed no result. Figures in aspect of the _
four squadrons for 12th and l6th January were as .follows:-

Per SquadronTotal
A  3 . A B

7 928 38

B  = Serviceable within 48 hoursA  = Serviceable

,  Of the four . squadrons:, moreover, the Lorraine Squadron and, to a
lesser extent, .No, 14'Squadron were, occupied with operations against
Halfaya (Page. ,,278; ■ ) and Noi21 Squadron S.A.A.F., was withdrawn from

The remaining
day bombers were "pulled out" of q?erations over the forward aifea
for a period of four days on 1.6th January (in any case, bad weather
would probably have prevented the token effort which could have been

made in another endeavour to increase serviceability.

No,21 Sqn.*, - . .operations after an abortive .mission .on 13th January.
S,A;A.P. .
Vfar diary
A,0.C./11
Part 2
Encl,75A . .

The only day bomber attacks attempted during the Agheila lull
, were by No,21 Squadron, S.A.A.P, , and these proved ineffective,' On

12th January five Marylands were despatched to bomb tbe enemy’s landing
ground at Marble Arch,
was encountered on patrol;
Marble Arch a large number of fighters were' seen taking off, so the
bombers jettisoned their bombs and turned for home. The following
day the squadron carried out its 83rd operation and, as it transpired,
the last during, the "Crusader". campaign.- ' Ten Marylands v/ere sent
up to Msus in order to carry out an attack on shipping and stores at
Buerat El.Hsun, On arrival at Msus five of the Marylands became
;unserviceable through engine failure's and another broke a tail-v/heel.

:■ Of the, four which took off at Msus one . was unable to keep up with
the' formation owing to loss of power and returned. The remaining ,
three aircraft then ran into bad, weather and we're compelled to returru

It was clear -that No,21 Squadron, S.A.A.F., was no longer fit
for .operations, and on 17th January the order was given for the
squadron to return to Egypt (L.G.98) for re-arming with Baltimores,

When 20 minutes, from the target a Me,1T0
by the' time the .Marylands arrived at

.0)

No, 21 Sqn,
S,A,A,P,
■War.Diary
and
S.A.A.P.
Narrative

i 't =

On a few occasions during the lull,at Agheila, Nos,11 and 14
Squadron stood by for direct support attacks, but either no targets
were forthcoming or bad weather (includi-ng-sand-storms) prevented
.operations. The Lorraine Squadron, it may be no-ted, ?/as withdrawn

; :Squadr,aiii
O.E.B's

to Syria after the conclusion of the frontier operations.

Night Bombjng Ee.stricted by Lack of Fuel in Forv/ard Area.,
(Night~i2/l3th-20th January) ^

It was clear that any effective bombing by forces based in
Egypt/Cyrenaica at this stage would have to be carried out by No.205

. . . /Group

(1) Apart.'from, the fact that the supply of Marylands had ceased, it
was evident that;the 'supp.ly of, spares was difficult. The Diarist
of No,21 Squadron reported on 13th January: "The' reconditioned
(so-called) engines we were receiving without doubt were responsi-

Pilots could no longerble for the ineffectiveness of our raids,
have the fullest reliance in their craft, for engines which had not
.been bench-tested prior to delivery to. the squadron, while
rendering, a, satisfactory performance in "runrtihg-i'up", revealed

'  'unsuspected,faults and failures after only a few flying hours,"
(No.21 Squadron, S.A.A.F., War Diary),

.
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Group Wellingtons. The Group's effort, however, was greatly
hindered by the need to conserve fuel in the forv/ard area. On

.  9th. January the A.O.C., Western Desert had inforined the S.A.'S.O.,
H.Q., R.A.F,, M.E., that the petrol situation was improving at
El Adem and that ten Wellingtons could be refuelled there each

night;
remainder Suerat El Hsun or other military targets,

arrangement was for the A.O.C., Western Desert, to inform No.205
Group each day of the amount of petrol available at El Adera for
the Group's aircraft. Confusion was caused, in particular, on

13th January by a signal from Advanced A.H.Q., Western^Desert,
intimating that there v/as no petrol available for ’Wellington
operations from El Adem, followed by a signal from the Rear^

•.Headguarters that 7,000 gallons were available. The position was
further ,coiT4)licated by the fact'that the A.O.C;, No. 205 Group had
made arrangements for No.2 Wing(’’) and its squadrons Nos, 37 anJ.JO
(to move up to L.G.75, (Sidi Barrani) with advanced refuelling parties*
temporarily. at El Adera preparatory, to ,a move to Benina, ' The

A.O.C.,, ̂ ^0.205 Group sent his S.A.S.O. to confer with Air Vice
AOC/11 Marshal Coningham to clarify the. position, It was agreed tha-t the ■ ■
Part -2 ! ■ : Wellingtons should move up to Benina as soon as possible. This
Encl.75A . decision was made as the Yfellingtons. required 6,000 gallons’in order

■  to top with fuel at Benina,' whereas■ they only required 9,000 gallons
for operations, with a full load, ;.In the'.event, operations were

.carried out from L.G.75 shortly after the enemy counter-attadk on, ‘
21st January, but his subsequent-advance ruled out the establishment- *
of Wellington squadrons at Benina,.

AOG/11
Part 2
Encl.71A

in general, six aircraft were to bomb Tripoli and the
The

27W/ 57
Enol,98A

No.37'and
70 Sqdn.

.  The V/ellington operations were at times also hindered by the ■
l6aA change, from a distant target (such as Tripoli) to a near target

(such as Agheila). . On 15th January -the; C.0. ,,<Mo,37 Squadron,
reported to the A.0.0.,' Np.205 Group: "It is a regrettable fact,
but a true one, that the amount of engine hours; and-.general effort
.recently expended by this Squadron is .not in proportion. to the results
achieved. It does not seem to have been realised.that a Heavy/
Medium Bccdber Squadron can only operate efficiently if reasonable
warning of targets is given. As an extreme example, a change from
a distant to a near target may involve the.. draining of hOO gallons
of petrol from each aircraft, the removal .of a long-range tank, the
removal of a bomb load and the substitution of another with
different fusing, consisting of perhaps 16 bombs to each aircraft.
The Chaos produced, by a last minute change, when perhaps 17 aircraft
are involved, has to be seen to be believed," T J

The foregoing difficulties, plus bad weat^her on se'veral nights,
limited the operations of No.205 Group's Wellingtqns (under the
.operational,control of Air Headquarters, Western Desert) during the
'lull at Agheila to only 21 effective, sorties. ,  , The. squadrons
involved were Nos,37, 38 and. 148. Fires were caused, among M.T.
columns- in the Agheila, area on the nights of the 12/13th and
13/14th, but the results- of the bombing of .road traffic on the Sirte-
Agheila)Maaten Giofer road on the nights of the 1.5/l6th and IJ/ISth
were obsecured by ground haze. Bad weather prevented further
operations before the enemy's counter-attack. In its strategic
r6le tVie Group again operated against Salamis, Crete, on the night
19/20th, but bad weather rendered the effort of 13 aircraft of
Nos.37 and 148 Squadron almost entirely ineffective.

257^/^57
Enel,

No.205 Gp. .
37,38 and
148 Sqn.
O.R.B's

/In

to establishment as a mobile
(H.Q., R.A.F.,

(1) No,231 V/ing had been brought up
wing (page. 4Q refers) on 3rd January. , . .
M.E., O.R.B., Jan. (Admin,and Organisation Appendices).

rs
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In sura, inadequate fuel supplies at the forward landing grounds
limited the No.205 Group's night bomber effort to nuisance operations
against the enemy's road transport east of Sirte to the battle aresj
and entirely ruled out air pressure oil the enemy's main ports and
bases at Tripoli and Buerat El Ilsun.

Bad Weather Restricts Gffe Operations by Malta-based Aircraft

(Night 12/13th - 20/21st January)

Meanwhile, the enemy's attempt to neutralise Malta by air action
Nos,12 & 13 continued,, the average weekly sorties'flown against the island
M.E.Daily exceeding 300« . Particularly heavy raids were carried out on 19th
Opsums & January when the "Bower" convoy arrived and heavy attacks continued
AHB on the 20th and 21st, v/hile these ships were unloading. Another

II J1/12 major factor restricting Malta's offensive effort at this time was
Appendix bad weather, which included heavy rain, dense cloud and, at times,

electrical storms.

M• E • P« 0. S.

A.

In these circumstances the air attacks on the enemy's main off
loading port at Tripoli never exceeded a nuisance effort.

Wellingtons made attacks on six nights during the period, but the
number of aircraft employed was never more than three,
occasions fires were observed as a result of the bombing in the

harbour area, near the railway station and near Mellaha airfield,
but no serious; interference with the enemy's reinforcing could have
been effected^ w^ ,

On several

General reconnaissance- (including searches by A.S.V.Wellingtons)
and shipping sweeps revealed a comparative lull in enemy reinforcing
compared with the spate of supply ships sighted in the earlier part
of the month,

were carried out on four nights by Fleet Air Arm Albacores- and/or -
Swordfish and c., four days by Blenheims, On only one occasion - •

'the lAth - was any shipping sighted. The four Blenheims concerned
attacked a 5,000 ton merchant vessel escorted by  a destroyer 49 miles
east of Melita; possible hits were scored on the merchant vessel.
Once again the hazards attached to the low-level Blenheim attacks
v/ere illustrated - one Blenheim hit the mast and crashed into the sea

and another was shot down by intense A.A. fire. On the 20th four

Blenheims, failing-to sight shipping, turned to land targets, bombing
and machine-gunning the port and airfield at Zuara and the barracks

and road transport at Homs. ̂ Pollo?/ing up sightings by A.S.V,
Wellingtons, three F.A.A, Swordfish on the night 15/l6th damaged a
1,000 ton merchant vessel' 50 ladlesEJNfJS.Qf Melita and tv/o nights later
four P.A.A. Swordfish damaged a 8,000 ton tanker, escorted by two
destroyers, 85 miles south of Lampedusa,

Shipping sweeps of the enemy's reinforcing routes

es.11260

M.E.P.O.S.

No. 13,
Towards the end of the period attacks were made on Sicilian

airfields, in an attempt to limit enemy air_action at.the time our
convoy from Alexandria was approaching Malta and in Valetta harbour.
On the 18/19th January eight V/ellingtons bombed Catania airfield
causing several explosions and starting fires which were visible
for 40 miles on the return journey.
Hurricane bombers attacked the landing ground Comiso, claiming at
least two aircraft destroyed on the ground,
attack by Malta-based Hurricane bombers during the "Crusader"
offensive;. A Blenheim attack intended to aid our convoy's long
day-light’ approach to Malta had to be abandoned owing to lack of
cloud cover.

The following morning 4

This was the third ■ .

During the night, hov/ever, eleven Wellinfetohs made
another attack on Catania airfield, claiming 20 aircraft set on fire.

It is a surprising- fact that- during the fortnight 13/14th to
27th January 92 effective bomber and-torpedo sorties were flown by
Malta-based aircraft as compared with only 67 in the preceding
fortnight. This effort was- highly creditable as not only did the

Idem

.
enemy send nearly half as many aircraft again to attack the island

/as
G,169216/JW/6/48
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as in the previous tvro weeks, but, as already mentioned, extremely
bad weather prevailed throughout the period. Nevertheless, in
general there had been a decline in offensive power during the
"Crusader" ;Offensive. In the first fortnight, 18th November to
2nd December, Malta-based bombers carried out 222 effective sorties;
in the following fortnight 181 effective sorties; the next fortnight
■173 effective sorties; and in the final three weeks, from 30th
December to 20th January 106 effective sorties. Malta was still
in being as arj offensive base, but, the combined effect of the
enemy's air offensive and bad v/eather inevitably restricted its pov/er
to interfere with the enemy's leinforcing. ' It may be noted that it'
was not until March 1942, that McJta's striking pov/er was almost
entirely neutralised, and it required a far 'greater enemy air effort -
to effect this than had been directed against the island during the '
"Crusader", campaign - 10,3^4 sorties V/ere in fact flown against
Malta during the period 25th February to 19th Kay,1942.

The Capture of Solltim and Halfaya
H[.T1t~h - 17th January)

A.H.B.
II Jl/12
Appendix
A

Meanwhile, preparations had been put in hand to rsduce the
enemy's remaining frontier strongholds at Solium and Ikilfaya.
was hoped that the fall of Bardia (its former source of supply) would
intensify the lack of food and water from which the garrison were

. suffering. The forces involved were substantially ihe same as those
employed against Bardia (page 255 refers). For.ihe air
participation No.451 Squadron, R.A.A.F. continued as the Army
Co-operation squadron allotted to the 30th Corps and No.270 Wing v?as

,  again responsible for providing air support.

It

No.451 Sqn
O.R.Bv.i ;...

,  No.451 .Squadron made daily reconnaissances of the Solium and
■ Halfaya areas (the latter alone after 12th January) and resumed
■  artillery reconnaissance on 5th January. Between the fall of
;Bardia, on 2nd January, and the fall of Halfaya, on the 17th, the

,  squadron carried out 29 tactical reconnaissances. 9 photographic
. reconnaissance and 30 artillery reconnaissances. )
.  of the Eardia operations, due to the absence of opxjosition, the
..directing aircraft could remain in the area for long periods and

’■ conduct the shoots from a Iot/ altitude.

As in the case

C.in-Cs ■ No bombing operations were required -for the reduction of Solium.
After preparatory artillery act.icn, aided by No,451 Squadron's ,
operations, the Transvaal Scottish attacked Solium on 11th January’
and completed its capture early the ne.xt day, taking nearly 350
prisoners, ' . . . .

Despatch. ■
P.65.

Arrangements for the conduct of bombing operations against
Halfaya were jointly '.made, as in the case of operations against
Ba.rdia, by the Commanding. Off ice r No. 270 Yfing and the Commander of'

Blenheim Squadrons then under the Wing were Nos.14 and
The former was required at times also to

30 Corps,
Lorraine Squadron,
operate in the Ag'heila, area, so from 9th January until the surrender
of the Solium Ca.rrison on the I'/th the Free French Squadron was
-called upon to undertake most of the bombing. On some days attacks
were delivered at half-h<aur intervals, the entire effort frcra 4th
to 16th January comprised 261 effect^ive sorties.. Naval bombardment

•  also supplemented the constant artillery action.

A.H.B.

II Jl/12
P.39

/Mee.nwhi]^_j^_
(1) On the conclusion of the frontier operations. No,451 Squadron

v/as withdrav/n from the Westera Desert. South African personnel
of No.40 Squadron S.A.A.F. attaolied to this squadron retired to
their parent unit and on 21st January five Hurricanes were
handed to No.238 Squadron. Three days later the squadron left
for Heliopolis, prior to proceeding to.Rayak (Syria) for
non-operational duties (No.451 Squadron, O.R.B.)

y
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Meamwhile, the enemy attempted to supply Halfaya by air, pairs
No. 30 Squadron Hur.ricanes

Idem and

A. H.,B.

II j6/7/4 during moon period patrolled the approaches to Halfaya in an endeavour
The only interception - before davm on 12th

of JU.52s operating at night from Crete.

to intercept them,
January - resulted in the loss of a Hurricane and the two JU.52s,
escaped. The failure of the night fighters was largely due to the

lack of R.D.P. and, at times, insufficient moonlight,
No«1if Squadron co-operated at times by bombing the flare-paths.

Blenheims of

C.in C' s

Despatch
P.65

On 13th January the South Africans finally denied the enemy at
Halfaya access to his last source of water supply and the surrender
of the Garrison became inevitable,

assault - in which the 1st Free French Brigade Group was to take the

main part - but early-on 17th January General de Giorgis, the

Commander of the Garrison, surrendered unconditionally.^ V
Approximately 5^500 prisoners were taken, including 2,000 Germansj
all v/ere exhausted from lack of food and drink,

weapons fell into our hands and no stores of any value.

Plans were made for the final

Few serviceable

AOC/11
Part 2

Encl.77B.

In retrospect it would appear that, as in the case of the Bardia
operations, the bombing of Halfaya was largely a 7/asteful effort.
Even from the point of view of traihing the operations vyere wasteful
as it v/as then under consideration that the Squadron chiefly
concerned, the Lorraine Squadron, should be re-equipped with fighter-
Blenheims. Actually the squadron was withdrav/n to Sj^ria on the
completion of the frontier operations ?/ith the intention of
forming at a later date.

re-

HQ.R.A.F.
J-IE.O.R.B.

Jan.1942,

Admin.ti

Shortly before the fall of Halfaya, No.270 Wing Headquarters was
instructed to move up to the Tobruk area for the purpose of being
disbanded and its personnel posted to No.235 Wing (Page 273 refers).

Org.App.U. No.14 Squadron was placed under the command of No.3 (S.A.)Wing for
No. 14 Sqn, operations in the forward area yvith effect from l6th January,
0. R, B.

Strikes Against Enemy Merchant Shipping
(During January 1942^ i

As Currently Reported and AssessedA.

(^) By R.A.F. Middle East, and R.N. Mediterranean.

A.H.B.

II Jl/29..
Apart from several attacks on enemy submarines the only effective

sorties made during the month by aircraft based in Egypt and
Cyrenaica v/ere against an Italian convoy sailing from Taranto to
Tripoli on the 23rd/24th January. Seventeen effective and twenty
four non-effective attacks v/ere made and some direct hits were claimed,

Malta-based aircraft completed 50 effective sorties against
enemy merchant shipping at sea including the Italian convoy mentioned
above - 23 by Sv/ordfish and 7 by Albacores of the Fleet Air Arm, 4
by Blenheims of 18 or 107 Squadron and l6'by WdlLingtons of I56

/Squadron.

(lj An attempt had been made to induce the Halfaya Garrison to
surrender at the end of December by dropping a false message, A
message was proposed by "G" Staff,. G.H.Q., M.E.F., purporting to
come from General Rommel, authorising the Commander of the Garrison
to surrender. On the night.29/30th'December a Wellington of No.37
Squadron approached Hilfaya from the sea to simulate the arrival
of a. German bomber from Crete,

dropped in a contf^iner.
(r.Q., R.A.F., M.E., O.R.B., January 194i Air Staff Appendix. 2),

Three -cepies of the message v/ere
The ruse did, not deceive the Commander.

Idem.
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Squadron. As a result of these attacks Ifeadquarters, Hoyal Air
Force, Middle East Kade the follov/ing assessments - 1 K.7. of I3 098
tons sunk, (the troopship "Victoria" which was South-bound in the
Italian convoy) 1 M.V. of 6,000 tons and 1 M.V. of 3,000 tons probably
sunk, and merchant vessels totalling 23,000 tons damaged. "Result
unknown" was given in respect of one 2,000 M.V. and one 5,000 ton
M.V. with escort.'' /

Idem. The Chief of Intelligence Staff, Mediterranean, reported the
following casualties inflicted by naval action during the month of
January - 1 Tanker! of 7,000 tons (North-bound off Gape Spartivento)
and 4 merchant vessels ranging between two thousand five hundred and
six thousand tons sunk, two merchant vessels, of 3,000 and 1,200 tons
respectively probably sunk, and 2 M.V's totalling 10,200 tons damaged!^

A.H.B.

II Jl/29
In their "analysis of Mediterranean Axis Merchant Ships Sinkings

for January I942" Headquarters, Royal Air Force Middle East give the
total sinkings,of ships plying between Italy, Greece, Crete and
Italian North Africa as 18,800 tons. South-bound sinkings (including
ships sunk in N.African ports) totalled 13,100 tons, of the total
estimated sailings for Italian North Africa of 127,500 tons,
should be noted that no south-bound shipping was sunk eitlier by air
or sea action daring the' last 20 days of the Crusader offensive. '
Soutbfound sinkings are estimated at 10^'^ of total sailings, and total
sinkings as 15.^ of total, sailings. Othier Mediterranean sinkings
including the Aegean and Ionian Seas are estimated at 20,900 tons and
total sinkings for the entire Mediterranean as 39,700 tons,
grand total 53^ v/as assessed as sunk'by H.M. Submarines and 47?^ by
the R.A.F. and F.A.A. ’ .

It

Of this

cs.11260
lart I.

Sncl,47A and

(2) Enemy Shipping Losses Assessment Committee's Estimates 
'

The Enemy Shipping Losses Assessment Committee‘s Estimates for
January in respect of enemy merchant shipping casualties in the
Mediterranean were:- 6 ships totalling 29,899 tons sunk or
constructive loss, 6 ships totalling 24,474 tons seriously damaged,
and 8 ships totalling 27,100 tons dama
merchant shipping including one Italian troopship, the "Victoria"
(13,098 tons) were assessed as sunk by the R.A.F. 'nd F.A.A. and
16,000 tons seriously damaged. Six merchant vessels totalling
20,100 tons were assessed as damaged by air action.(^)

Of these, 18,558 tons ofr-','

67A

Confirmed Losses of Enemy Merchant ShippingB, ■

Confirmed, losses of identified enemy merchant vessels as

/recorded

(1) From 1st - 20th January Malta-based aircraft oorapleteci 18
effective sorties - 11 by Swordfish and 3 by Albacores of

F.A.A., and 4 by Blenheims. As a result assessments wore as

follows - 2 M.V’s probably sunk (6,000 and 3,000 tons), 2 M.V's
damaged, totalling 6,000 tons, and a tanker damaged. "Result
urJcnown" in respect of 1 M.V. and its escort,

(2) This sinking is not confirmed in enemy records or ESIAC's List •
of identified vessels,

* (3) From 1st - 20th January, the assessments v/ere;- 1  tanker
(unconfirmed) (7,000 tons), 2 M.V's. (6,000 and 2,500 tons)
1 laden troop transport 6,000 tons sunk. 1 M.V. 1,200 tons
probably sunk, 1 M.V. 5,200 tons damaged by Naval action.

(4) From 1st - 20th January 16,801 tons of shipping was assessed
sunk (5,500 tons by air action), 9,222 tons seriously damaged
(4,000 tons by air action) and 12,100 tons damaged (10,100
tons by air action). .
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PI/4203
and

Appendix

recorded in enemy sources have been compared with the Enemy Shipping
Losses Assessment Committee’s final reports, and results show that

41,528 tons of merchant shipping were sunk,in. the Mediterranean in
January, compared with the current assessment, of 25,8^9 tons. Of
the 41,528 tons total 22,022 tons were sunk by the Royal Navy and
Allied Navies and 19,50^ by air attack,(y Included in these totals
are 23,059 tons of shipping considered to be sunk while plying the
North African Convoy route 3,553 tons by the Royal and Allied Navies
and 19,506 tons by the R.A..P. and P.A.A.

P

PI/4203 &
E> S.L. A, 0.
List of

confirmed

sinkings.

The totals of 31,281 tons of identified enemy merchant shipping
confirmed as sunk by air action.on (adjudged) African convoy routes
during the months of December 1941 and January 1942, compared with
the total of 64,959 tons during the previous September and October,
indicate the degree to whicliMalta was neutralised by the Luftwaffe’s
offensive and its effort reduced by bad weather,
that the downward trend continued in the Spring of 1942 until, in
April and May, not a single enemy merchant ship was sunk in the

Mediterranean' by air action.

Comments by Vice-Admiral Yfeichold."

It may be noted

0.A.H.B.

1/S. 10.
In his essay on "The v7ar at Sea in the Mediterranean" Vicer-Adrairal

We'ichold stated .that as a result of the German Air Porqe operating
from Sicily instead of Greece from December 1941 mastery was regained
in this area, and the safety of transports to Africa secured,

large operation in the
and- could

As a result of this

net a single'ship and not one . .
ed Corps in Africa were iost.^'^'

The

Allied Navies could not carry out their
Mediterranean by breaking through tlie Straits of Sicily
only bring small reinforcements through to Malta,
he claimed that during January
ton of material on its way. to the Arm

• • • •

Furthermore, in spite of bad weather
quantities of stores were moved from Tripoli to
front; this could only have been because of the weakness of the enemy
counter defences."

extraordinarily large
harbours near the• • • •

SECTION POUR

Air Defence of Egypt and the Levant r ■

(14th December 1941 - .2oth( Ja'n{Sry~T942)

During, the .period of the. air operations in connection with the
"Crusader" offensive, No.202 Group, which became Air Headquarters,
Egypb, on 1st December, retained responsibility for the air defence

of Egypt.

(a) The Suez Canal Zone

No.250

Wing
As formerly N0.250 Wing continued as the subordinate formation

directly responsible for the air defence of the Suez Canal Zone, . .

/Then
(1) Sinkings for the last 20 days of the "Crusader" caI.opaign (1st ̂  .

20th January) Were 19,308 tons-of which 12,900 tons v/ere sunk by
naval action and 6,408 tons by air action,

(2) The troopship "Victoria" (13,098 tons) was assessed as sunk by
Malta-based Svrordfish.on 23rd/24th January. This ’/essel was sailing
in a Southbound convoy from Taranto to Tripoli, and v/as continuously
attacked by aircraft from Malta and the mainlarjd. It is classified
as sunk in the enemy list of confirmed sinkings,

J  (3) As already indicated in the text, ..as far as air reconnaissance
and air strikes were concerned the bad weather favoured enemy

reinforcing.

Idem
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When No,94 Squadron moved up to the Western Desert for "Crusader"

operations in late October, fighter squadrons controlled by the Y/ing
were No,73 Squadron (Hurricanes) at Port Said (less "A" Plight
operating at 1,0. Kilo 8, El Khanka under No.250 Wing) and a

• detachment of No.213 Squadron ("A" Plight - Hurricanes) at Isinailia,' '
In early December No.89 Squadron (Beaufighters) equipped with A.I
arrived from the United Kingdom, and was established at Abu Sueir, In
the middle of the same month "A" Plight of No.73 Squadroh relieved

"A" Plight No. 212 Squadron and was located at Shandur' for the air

defence of the Southern Ganal Zone; "A" Plight, No,213 Squadron then
took over 73 Squadron detachment's commitment at El Khanka under

No,252 Wing. A token force of the Royal Egyptian Air Porce

(Gladiators) continued to operate under N0.25O Vfing throughout the
period.

> >

Nos.73 &

213 Sqns,
O.R.Bs,

r\

In December a subsidiary Sector Operations Room was established
at Abu Zenina, in addition to those already existing at Port Said
and Payid, By January there v/ere ten A.M.E.Ss, under the V/ing
(Nos. 204, 219,252,259,261, 262,509,523, 826 and 832) and tr/oW.O.Us.
(Nos.13 and 15 (No.2 Section only) - No.17 having left the Wing's

No.250

V/ing
O.R.B.

for the Western Desert),SD.225

(location were:-
of Units) 976 at Kasfareet.

Balloon squadrons in the.Canal Zone

No.973 at El Kantara, 974 at Shallufa, 975 at Port Said and

On 21st October, it may be noted N0.260 Wing
arrived in Egypt (ismailia) and took command of all balloon squadrons;
operational control of all balloons in tVie Canal Zone, hov/ever,
remained vested in No. 250 Wing.

area

During- the.period of the preparatory air_operations (14th October
-.17th November), N0.25O Wing reported six enemy attacks on shipping,
all of which were unsuccessful. Apart from an attack on shipping
off Daraietta by three S,79s on the morning of 22nd October, the raids
were carried out at night by a few HE.Ills operating from Greece, bombs
being dropped on Sues when searches for shipping in the Gulf of Suez
were unsuccessfiol. Hurricanes of Nos,73 and 213 Squadrons, sent up
on patrol against the raiders on two occasions made no interceptions.
On several other occasions unide.ntified aircraft were plotted, but in
these cases also the patrolling Hurricanes made no contacts, Ducing

the period of our offensive (18th November - 20th January)- there was
virtually no enemy action against the Canal Zone. Sihgle enemy
aircraft (in cne or t?/o instances identified as JU.88s) were plotted
over No.250 Vy'ing's area on five days and four nights; very fev/ bombs
were dropped and no damage was reported. Patrols by the Wing's
fighters - including the initial No,89 Squadron Beaufighter operations
on the night 5/^fh January and 14th January - resulted in no
interceptions.

Advantage was taken of the I’oll in operations to carry out

continuous training, including interception practice,

(b) Lc^er Sg^t

As previously. No.252 Wing, under A.H.Q. Egypt, retained
resijonsibility for the air defence of Alexandria (including shipping
in its vicinity) and Lower Egypt generally. In the third week of
October "B" Plight of No.213 Squadron (ex Cyprus) was located at Edku
to relieve Nos.30 and 274 Squadrons, which left for "Crusader"

/operations

No.250

Wing
O.R.B.

No.252

Wing '
O.E.B.

(1) In the third week of October "A" and "B" Plights of No.213
Squadron left Cyprus for Ismailia and Edku, respectively,
leaving its depleted "C" Plight at Nicosia.
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One flight of No,73 Squadronoperations under A.H.Q. Western Desert,
("A" Plight), meanwhile, had been transferred from Port Said to
L.&. Kilo 8 (e1 Khanka, near Heliopolis), under No.252 Y/ing, for the
defence, primarily of the Cairo area. In mid-December, as already
mentioned, this flight was relieved by "A" Plight of No.213 Squadron,
previously at Ismailia, In early December, in anticipation of

enemy bomber attacks on our. communications leading into the \7estern
Desert, arrangements were made for four Hurricanes of No.213 Squadron
to leave Edku each'evening before' dark for Arairya, in order to carry
out layer-patrols at night on the line Burg El Arab - El Imayid.
Arrangements were also made later in the month for lateral reinforce

ment by day betv/een Smouha Sector and Heliopolis Sector in case of

heavy and sustained air attacks. The scheme (which never required
'implementing) allcrffed for reinforcing between the sectors' by • ■
formations up to one squadron td operate under the control of the ■

reinforced sector. . '

No, 252 Wing units associated with the warning system, balloon -■
barrage and P.A. C,' , batteries remained substantially the same as those
indicated on Page 80,

During the period of the preparatory "Crusader"' air operations
HQ.E.A.P. (14th October 1?th November) there was virtually no air action
M.E.YYeekly against No,252 Wing’s area apart from sporadic reconnaissances by
Intelli- ■
gence '
Summaries' dropped in the Wing's area,

aircraft made an attack on shipping east of Alexandria. ■ Two sections
of No,274 Squadron were ordered to patrol over Mariut, but land-lines
and R/t gave trouble and the aircraft did not take off. Subsequent
reports stated that S.S."Bullfinch" had.been bombed and machine-gunned,
but was able to proceed to Port
October 12 HE.Ills, operating from Greece, were plotted north of the
Gulf of Kenayia, flying tov/ards Alexandria; 2o bombs were dropped

.  near a military camp at Amirya; in the Burg El Arab and Lake Mariut
:  areas and in the sea near Daba, but no damage or casualties were,

■4 '"reported. Hurricanes sent up failed to make interceptions. On the
night2/3rd November raiders returning fran the Canal Zone dropped a
few bombs at Helv/an and on the evening of the 12th a raid was made
on El Payoum, On several occasions sections of Nos,213 and 73
Squadron V7ere sent up to intercept unidentified aircraft, mainly
reconnaissance aircraft,' well to the north or v;est of Alexandria, but
only one interception was effected. This occurred in the afternoon
of 10th November, when a JU.88 v/as intercepted 30 miles horth-east
of Alexandria by two Hurricanes of No.213 Squadron and two Tomahawks .
of No.75 Squadron, The JU.88 v/as reported to be severely damaged;
one of the Burricanes crashed into the sea, but the pilot was rescued.

Idem &

enemy aircraft based in the Eastern Mediterranean, including several
reconnaissances of Alexandria. On only four occasions were bombs

On the morning of 22nd October t?/o enemy

In the evening of 29th

During the period of the "Crusader"’ offensive (17th November -
20th January) no enemy bombing effort was directed against the pdrt
of Alexandria or our installations fuither south in the Delta. Such
attacks as v/ere carried out within No. 252 YVing’s sphere of activity
were a few small-scale, sporadic attacks on our communications in 'the
Burg El Arab, Daba and El Alamein areas and a fei/^ unsuccessful attacks
on shipping, mainly off Fuka, by S.79s, JU.88s and torpedo-carrying
HE.Ills. Meanwhile, both Germein and Italian reconnaissance aircraft
from Greece' and the Dodecanese shad'owed shipping off the Egyptian/
Cyrenaican coast and covered Alexandria on a somewhat increased scale,

'  /particularly
(1) The Official Admiralty list of merchant shipping sunk and damaged

does not record the incident, so the damage could not have been
serious (BR.1337).

(2) One, Ge'rihan bomber .was reported lost on .that, day in enemy records
(ADIK 103/64),

Idem
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particularly during.December and January. In spite of a constant
endeavour-to intercept the enemy aircraft (usually single aircraft)
frequently, plotted approaching No,252 Wing's area, on only one

On the morning of 10thoccasion was an interception made.

December a JU.88 v/hich had unsuccessfully attacked a merchant vessel
off Arabs Oulf was intercepted by two fighters of No.73 Squadron,
which delivered four attacks and ciairaed the aircraft damaged, (v

No enemy aircraft sighted"On many other occasions reports ended:
or "Not close enough for interception",

(c) Eastern Mediterranean

Meanwhiile in October the Levant had been drained of its. fighter
squadrons in order to strengthen the V/estern Desert Force, and when
"A" and "B" Flights of No,213 Squadron left in order to supplement
the air defence of Egypt later in the month this left only the newly
formed "C" Flight of the squadron located on Cyprus, under Air

.Headquarters Palestine and Transjordan (re-named Air Headquarters
'Levant on 1st December). In the event, there was no enemy air
activity over Cyprus or the mainland during the "Crusader" period,
although there was a sporadic reconnaissance of our Eastern

Mediterranean shipping.

For a week at the beginning of November a flight of N0.26I
Squadron, stationed at Haifa, was attached to "0" Plight, No,213
Squadron, to assist in protecting troop movementsta and from Cyprus,
On 21st December No.213 Squadron Headquarters and "C" Plight were
posted to Edku and the defence of Cyi^rus was taken over by No,261
Squadron detachment.

A.H.Q.
P.& T.J.

O.R.3.

No.213

Squadron
O.R.B.

Our Base 'Virtually Immune from Air Attack

In sum, our base ports and installations were virtually immune

from attack throughout the entire "Crusader" offensive period. Such
bombing as was carried out, as already noted in the text was directed

against our Cyrenaican lines of communication immediately behind

the bf.ttle area. -An A. 1.3(b) report on the campaign, remarked:
"It is surprising that Italian, long-range bombers in common with the

,  German units from the Aegean have not attempted to attack our

communications and ofner objectives in Egypt behind our front line;
in general the Italian Air Force outside Libya could easily have
made its pjressure felt to a far greater extent than it actually
has done".

II JI/63

The Air Defence Mission (Egypt)i

Reports and Recommendations

Report by
the Evill

Mission

A.D.M.

3/42

Terras of Reference

On the,recommendation of the C.A.S, as has been mentioned on

an inter-service mission was sent in December 1941 to, page 81,
enquire into the air defence of Egypt,

The terms of reference of this mission, which was led by
Air'Vice-Marshal D.C.S. Evill, were as follows;-

"To examine the problem of the air defence of the Delta, and
to make recommendations thereon to the Commanders in Chief,
Middle East and to report to the Chiefs of Staff on their return",

/General

(1) Enemy records do not confirm this (ADIK IO3/64)
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Gerteral Recommendations

The first meeting of this mission v/as held in Cairo on

December 27th, 1941 and from the beginning it was decided that the
defence area should extend well to the east and west of the Delta

,  itself, Solium and Rafa being recommended as convenient limits.

The necessity for unified control was also recognised as essential

for the efficiency of the various forms of fighter defence, and
recommendations were made that the Air Defence Commander should hold

the rank of Air Vice-Marshal, and the A/A Defence Commander should
be at least a Brigadier, and should be in the fullest sense Commander

of the a/a Units allotted to the defence of Egypt,

The possible future scale of enemy attack v;as carefully
considered and minimum basic- requirements for defence drawn up.
' So far as the-Air Forces were concerned, these were assessed as
2 twin-engine and 10 single-engine-British Fighter Squadrons plus
2 Egyptian single-engine Squadrons. In addition one or t¥^o Coastal

Eeaufighter Squadrons v/ere considered necessary to assist in the

protection of shipping on the Mediterranean coast, (v

Recommendations for the defence of the particular areas were made

by the mission. Their proposals were based on the assumption that

the Suez Canal, including its terminal ports, and the naval base at

Alexandria, were to be given first priority. They therefore
recommended the deployment of G.C.I*s and night fighter squadrons,
the estabiishment of searchlight zones(“) so as to cover as

A.D.M.

12/42

/effectively
'(1) The suggested disposition of the basic fighter force was given as

folldv/s;-
’Day Night Egyptian

Squadron Squadrons Squadrons

2 S.E. (1 T.S.
(1 S.E.

Alexandria Area X

Matruh Area

Fort Said Area

Iraq/lsraailia Area
Cairo Area

2 S.E.

1 S.E.

1 S.E.

1 S.E.

X

1 T.E.
2 S.E.

X

1 S.E.

1 S.E-

T S.E.
2 T.E.

7 S.E.TOTAL 2 S.E.

X With additional Coastal Beaufighters,
12 British Squadrons
-2 Egyptian, Squadrons,

(2) Proposed allocations of-searchlights were. -as follows:-*

GRAND TOTAL

On Arrival of Ultimate

- first 5~~■:
Batteries

Re'quire me nPre sent (January
-Jidl fs

7055 70Alexandria
Aboukir
Port Said
Suez
Kasfareet
A.F.Z.
Cairo
L.A.A. on canal

(Northern reach)
Aerodromes and

Anchorages

6 63
22 24 24
23 24 24
24
26 408149

3838 72
(72)

(36)V?

604311191
(25 Btys)
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effectively as possible the approaches to these vulnerable areas,
and the strengthening of gun. defended areas covering the principle
ob jectivess (; V

,  'Five of the proposed day squadrons were to be stationed on the

, ,coast for the protection of shipping, the defence of Alexandria and
!  'Port Saidj and the interception of raids attempting to penetrate the

Delta, The use of Beaufighters. was limited by the absence of air

fields large enough to acconiaodate them nearer than Abu Sueir -

80 miles from their ;patrols, so the, construction of suitable bases
nearer the scene of operations was recorarnended.

Adequate shipping protection was recognised as a difficult
problem owing to the inadequacy of sufficient warning of low flying
aircraft from the R.D.F. system,, It was_therefore recoDraended that .

fighter escorts should be used within■40 miles of the coast, and
.  ! outside this range the mission considered protection became a matter

for naval co-operation aircraft.

Fighter Organisation

The organisation of the fighter defence recommended was to be
the normal .Group Ifeadquarters with Fighter V/ings and Sectors under it
initiating the operation of fighter aircraft., At the Wings filter
rooms should receive all available information from R.D.F. and other
warning systems and pass' on the appropriate information to the various
centres of air defence control and other interested units, P..D.F.
and G.C.I. stations should function operationally under the control
of the. Fighter Wing or Sector Commander, Balloon Squadrons were to
operate under a separate organisation comprising  a BalloonWing
Headquarters in co-operation with the Fighter Y/ing,

The Mission emphasised the importance of .planning the defence
of Egypt as. a whole, and of maintaining the greatest possible
flexibility. Arrangements fof reinforcement and mutual support
between Sectors should be perfected and regularly practised.

\

/Extent

(1) The proposals for the final A/A defences of .Egypt were as
follows:-

Recommended Scale
L.A.A*.H.A.A.,

Present Defences
l.a;a'h.a.av .

5620■' Alexandria
Port Said
Suez
Canal
Cairo

44
16 1814 24

3620 4024
36

5616 24

PORTS
Mersa Matruh
Abu Zenina

Safaga
Installations

and Depots,
Aerodromes

166 .  128
88

2424
15636 12030

48• 48

98 3983841i^4
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Extent of Fixigress made by March 1942 following
Recommendations made by the Evil! Mis'sxorT

By the end of March,1942, it may be noted, few of the
recommendations of the Evill Mission had been carried out.

principle of unified control.had been adopted, and the Air Defence

Commander and A/A Defence Commander assumed their tiuties on 15th
March,

The

It had not been possible, hov/ever, to increase the number

of fighter squadrons in.the' Delta; no additional searchlights had

been provided; extra regiments of lisavy and Light A/A, though
allotted, had not arrived and only one additional balloon squadron
had been deployed for the protection of the Suez Canal,

Iiaprovements had, however, been affected in the technical
performance of some of the high flying R.D.P. stations, though
lov/ cover was still poor,
installed at Daba and three more v/ere in process of being installed,
at Alexandria, Aboukir and Port Said.

To overcome' this a C.O.L. had been

G.C.I. stations had been

installed only one of 7/hich was operational and Beaufighters
operating v/ith these had had some success.

On the whole, the shortages of equipment, trained personnel,
vehicles, aircraft and spares made the execution of the Missions*s

recommendations a difficult task, and by 'the end of March there was
still much to do.

G, 16921 6/j-#/6/A8
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CmONOLOLO&Y OF "CRUSADER" OFFENSIVE EERIOD

(INCLUDING H^'RIOD OF PEEPARxlTOEY AIR ACTION).

Mid-October, 194'! " 21st January, 1942.'
Events in Middlle East Command Events "in""c5tfie'r~

III

Tb'e a=6r^'§"""'Date

13th November ‘ "Ark Royal" aircraft carrier sunk in
Mediterranean.

Dritish "Cfusader" offensive opened
in Western Desert,

70 Division made sortie from Tobruk,

Enemy gained the advantage at
Sidi Rezegh, ^ .

27th November • New Zealand forces made contact with

foYcOs from Tobruk, Enemy coi!mter-
stroke by marauding columns failed,
Liberation of Abyssinia'completed by
Italina surrender at Gondar,

18th Novfember

21st November

21st-25th
November

Enemy recaptured Sidi Rezegh.

Enemy fell, back to El Adera.-
El Gubbi lince

30th November

3rh December

7th December Japan carried out surprise
air attacks on Pearl Harbour,
I'hillippines, Malaya and
Hong Kong,

Great Britaih and U.S.A.
declared war on Japan,

H.M.S. "Prince of Wales"

and "Repulse" sunk by
Japanese aircraft,

Germany and Italy declared
v/ar on U.S.A.

8th December Enemy withdrew to Gazala line.

10th December

11 th December

loth December Enemy began withdrawal to
Agedabia area,

24th December British forces captured Benghazi.

25th December Japnese captured Hong Kong

1942

2nd January Surrender of enemy's garrison at
Bardia,

United Nations Anti-Axis

Pact signed in Washington
by 26 nations.

7th January Enemy retreated to El Agheila
area.

11th January Surrender of enemy's garrison
at Iialfaya„

12th January Russians recaptured
Mozhaish

17th January Surrender of enemy's garrison at
Solium,

21st January Enemy began counter-attack from
El Agheila area.
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Pi'^T VIII

CONCLUSION

General.

It is considered that four main facts clearly emerged from the

Libyan operations 18th November, 1941, to 20th January, 1942:-

To ensure complete victory in Libya it was essential to win the
battle for supplies. The Prime Minister's exhortation to General
Auchinleok in July "to fight a hard and decisive battle in the
Western Desert before the situation changed to our detriment" and
"to run those major risks without which victory has rarely been
gained" (Page 15 refers) begged the question, V/ithout a supply
system adequate to maintain forward forces continuously the ebb and
flow of Desert warfare was certain to continue. The events
immediately following the period vrhich has been reviewed (and those
of the following summer and autumn) proved the truth of the maxim:
"The Western Desert is the tactician's paradise and the quartermaster's
hell".

(1)

Arising from the above fact - although it is always impossible
to deteraine the might-have-beens of History - it is believed that
the Middle East Commanders' decision not to be hurried-into launching
the "Crusader" offensive before November was a wise one. As "the
organisation and modernisation of the rearward service of supply,
movements and repair" (Pages 15 and 3^ refer) did not, in the event,
prove adequate by January, 1942, it is inconceivable that the
supply system - could have stood the strain several months earlier.

It ̂was increasingly clear that air power had become a decisive
factor in the battle for supplies. For our part the occupation of
the Cyrenaican landing grounds rendered our coastal convoys virtually
immune from attack and enabled sorely-needed supplies to be
despatched to Malta,

For the enemy's part the Luftwaffe’s offensive against Malta
itogether with the prevailing bad vreathor) at the end of 1941 and
beginning of 1942, progressively limited the island's offensive air
power, v/hich had played so great a part in reducing the enemy's
supplies, and allowed a renewed reinforcement of Tripolitania in
January, which weighted the scales in the enemy's favour
(Page 281 refers)

(^2) There seems no doubt that our tank tactics and training, as
well as the tanks and armament themselves, were inferior to the
Germans' at this stage. These factors prevented our numerically
superior armour achieving quick and decisive tactical successes, as
expected, and resulted in prolonged operations in Cyrenaica with a
consequent strain on our resources.

(3) Our air forces based in Egypt/Cyrenaica maintained air super*-
lority'.'/' throughout the offensive.

/ (4)

^ good definition of this term was given by Air Marshal
R,M, Drummond in an article on ^*Air Superiority" in No# 13 of
"Royal Air Force Journal" (m,E. Edition);- "lYhen an Air Force
Commander claims he has achieved air superiority over the enemy
he means: 'The strength of my. Air Force is such that the enemy
Air Force is unable to interfere effectively with the operations

land, sea and air, within the area covered by
the effective operational range of my aircraft and we can do so
to his'",
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(4) The diversions of ground and air forces to the Far East, v/hile
inevitably wealcening the strength of the Middle East as a whole,
did not mterially affect the course of events in Western
Cyrcnaica(l).

. The ijcr.iediate effect of the diversions was our inability fully
to meet the expected comitments on the Northern Front (the
defence of Syria, Iraq and Persia),

Positive Gains as a Result of "Crusader”.

C,-in-C.'s

Despatch
Page.13.

Although the "Crusader" offensive failed to realise the high
hopes entertained at its outset of clearing the eneny fron Cyrenaica
and preparing the v;ay for the invasion of Tripolitania, several
definite advantages resulted from it;

The relief of Tobruk was achieved. This involved a relaxation
of the previous strain on our sea and air resources in supplying
the garrison.

Although the enemy's counter-attack cuased our forces to fall
back, the gro’und position was stabilised in February at the Gazala-
Bir Hakin line: thus the area Sollum-Gazala remained in our hands.
This territory provided a defensive zone for the protection of
Egypt and our retention of the Eastern Gyrenaican air base,
including that at Gambut, El Adera and Gazala, The wresting of
this series of landing grounds from the enemy implied a restriction
of the air action against Egypt and, on our side, an increased
control of the Eastern Mediterranean, as compared with the pre-
"Crusader" situation.

The influence on morale and prestige, although of the utmost
importance, are inevitably difficult to assess. It should be noted,
however, that for the first tinae British and Dominion Forces had

defeated a German army in the field (although not decisively as it
turned out) and the Gernian Air Force had been
The disasters in Graece and, Crete had to some extent been
.avenged and the myth of Gorman infallibility disproved,

over-run.

General

The R.A,F. participation in the campaign was in general
undoubtedly successful. In a personal telegram to the Prime
Minister on 23rd January, 1942, from the Commanders—in-Chief
summing up the situation prior to the enemy's counter-attack,
the following were the first four "Special Points" mentioned:-

As result of continuous pressure prior to land
operations we started attack with marked degree of air
superiority v/hich was maintained and increased.

Surprise of date and direction of attack due largely to
R,A,F, gaining before the battle air superiority
which was never lost

(a)

(b)

A.0.C./11
Part 2

Ends.

/ (o)

(l) The diversions enforced a postponement of the projected
invasion of Tripolitania, but the'enemy's advance on 21st January
ruled out this operation in any case. The Western Desert Air
Force was weakened by the diversions, but'not to the extent of
causing air superiority to be lost.
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(c) Enony shortage of supply due prinarily to our oontinuous
Naval and Air Operdtions against his linos of Gonmunica-
tions prior to and during land operations. ) (Tables
shov/ing the tonnages of identified ncrchant shipping sunk
by naval and air action fron June, 1941 , to January,
1942, inclusive are given at App'^ndix P)

Co-operation of all three Services which was largely the
outcone of Arny and Air H.Q. living and working togethex-
and to presence at H.Q. of Naval Liaison Off:|
was that Array and R,A.F. vrorked as one tceua"

A.P. force in the Middle East vfas really
raobile and the arrangements for mowing up to advanced landing grounds
and constructing new ■■'nes v/hcre necessary (Pages 119 and 122 refer)
proved successful. The Festern Desert squadrons kept well up rvith
the Amy advance. The ILritations at tines imposed on air action in
the foxw/ard area by supply difficulties v/ere caused by factors
generally outside -R.A.P, control.

(a)

Resultr.

For the first tine a

For the enemy's part the nost outstanding factor vras pi-obably
the success with which critical shortages of fuel were overcome.

IIJI/63 At the outset of the campaign it rvas Icnov/n that the Geman Air Force,
A.1.3(b) had sufficient fuel in the forward area for two weeks intensive
Reports. operations at the nost and the Italian situation was little if any

bettor. Had not air transport carried enough fuel to meet daily
consui'-TOtion, the G.A.F. units \Tould probably have been grounded
within a fortnight. As it turned out, the German effort - including
the transport of considerable qu^ontitics by submarine - resulted in
maintaining stocks and even increasing them until our advance to
Benghazi enforced the withdrawal of enemy aircraft from Cyrcnaica,
ihe inprovenent in the enemy's supply situation in January, 1942 has
already been stressed.

At the end of 1941, it became clear that the Luftv/affes'
principal coioi'nitnent in the Mediterrsincan for some months was
the neiitralisation of Malta (Pages
§cale.S-Of..M.fQrt. ("Crusader" Offons-i vn

to be

and following pages refers).

Appendix During the period of the land offensive (l8th November, 1941,
to 20th January, 1942) the Middle East fighter squadrons based in
Egypt/Cyrenaioa reported
sorties

carrying out a total of 9,178 operational
.  Seventy per cent of this effort w&s devoted to operati

H(i)

ons
over the battle area (offensive svrcops, ground attack and bomber and
Tac/R escort duties) and 3Q'; to defensive comoitnents (shipping
protection and local defence). ~During the second half of the

^  / campaign
,  _ sion and at various points

the test the enemy s sirpply situation was greatly improved in
January, due largely to the restriction of Malta's offensive air
power by enemy air action and bad weather and the inability of our
bombers on the mainlaxid to launch an offensive
off-landing, owing to fuel shortages
and bad weather.

(2) It T/ould be truer to say that the Arny and R.n.F. endeavoured to
work as^one te^m, but there were several difficulties (See "Air
Support" later) which 'prevented perfect co-operation. The siting ofAdvanced Air Headquarters, Western Desert at Battle Headquarters,
Eighth ^.y was a great step tovrards ensuring co-opex'ation, ;^ich
was much better than in the previous

(1) As already stressed in the Conclusi in

on the enemy's ports o

car.rpai.gns.

f
at the advanced landing grounds
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campaign sorties on offensive sweeps decreased and those devoted to
shipping protection increased: thus 65^ of the total sorties in the
former category were flown during the first four weeks of the offen
sive as compared with under 24^5 of the sorties on shipping protection.

Bomher squadrons based in Egyi^t/Cyrenaica reported fl3dng a total .
of 2,8.78 effective operational sorties in the course of the "Crusader"
offensive. In particular, nearly 1% of this total v/as flown in
attacks on enemy positions, concentrations and forv/ard lines of
communications.

Of the 721 effective sorties reported flovm by Malta-based bombers,
were flown in attacks on enemy ports, bases and shipping.

IIJl/63 Enemy records of sorties flown are not available, but A.I.3(b)
reports give the following information. During the first month of the
campaign, "owing to shortage of fuel, vagaries of weather and the need
to retire, from forward aerodromes," the German scale of effort was

The G.A,P, in Gyrenaica was believed to have arranged’about
100 sorties per day (including a daily average of 45-50 dive-bomber
and 25 fighter sorties).

uneven.

The G.A.P. night bombing effort never
exceeded 25 sorties and on an average v/orked out at less than 10
sorties per night. The average Italian daily fighter effort in
Cyrenaioa was put at 100 sorties. The Italian, long-range bombing
force, like the German, was relatively little employed. During the
second half of the campaign ."continued bad weather combined with a
shortage of fuel and bombs and the time required for the establishment
of new operational bases contributed to a reduction in the scale
of effort". The average daily number of sorties of the G,A,P, in
Cyrcnaica was estimated at 6c^ of the previous months' total (in par
ticular, the dive-bombing effort was less than half of that in the
previous month). The Italian fighter force flew 40-50 sorties per day,
German long-range bombers, operating from Greece, maintained a nightly
average of 10 sorties. The Italian long-range bomber effort v/as
almost entirely confined to reconnaissanoe.

Comparative Losses.

Appendix The Middle East Intelligence current"estimates of casualties
inflicted on enemy aircraft, classified according to nationality and

.  are given at Appendix l(i).types and divided into fortnightly periods
D

I(i)

uring the period of the offensive (l8th November, 1941 to"20th
1 were;- German aircraft: 202 bombers, 194January, 1942) the estimates ^

fighters and 106 miscellaneous aircraft (reconnaissance, transport and
unidentified aircraft) destroyed; 17 .bombers, 37 fighters and 2
miscellaneous aircraft probably destroyed; and I5I aircraft damaged.
Italian aircraft: 96 bombers, 204 fighters and I8O miscellaneous air
craft destroyed; one bomber, 26 fighters and nil miScellanecTus aircraft
probably destroyed; and 109 aircraft damaged. Grand Total:- 982
aircraft destroyed, 83 aircraft probably destroyed, and 260 aircraft
damaged, /

The above figures are quoted as indicating the assessment
compiled on the basis of claims,

enemy operational losses issued by A.1.3(b)-at the end of January,
1942, assessed German Air Porce aircraft destroyed 18th November, 1941,
to I8th January, 1942, as 241 (76 bombers, 93 fighters, 32 Army
Co-operation and Bomber Reconnaissance aircraft and 40 transport
aircraft) and Italian Air Porce aircraft destroyed as 204

The more considered statement of

/ (66

(1) Por the Libya offensive only the Intelligence statistic was:-
913 aircraft destroyed, 63 probably destroyed and 270
damaged (Appendix I(2))
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(66 bombers, 135 fighters and 3 Army Co-operation and Bomber
reconnaissance aircraft). Grand Total:- 41+5 aircraft destroyed.

Figures^of Italian Air Force operational losses available
are not considered reliable, but two sets of relevant German Air
Force records officially accepted as reliable have been exaj'iincd.
Detailed records of G.A.F. operational losses in connection vmth
the Libyan Campaign (l8th November, 1941 to 20th January, 1942)
sho\7 that 259 aircraft vrero destroyed (17 reconnaissance, 90
fighters, 86 bombers and 66 other types, mainly transport air
craft) and 40 aircraft da-iaged,
that "operational losses

It is necessary to point out
_  in this connection include all causes

of casualties to aircraft operationally employed  - i.e. Losses on
take-off ^d on landing and destroyed by German action on the
gro'ind prior to withd.ravfal etc. Losses due to our knovm action
exclusiveIjT-j as shovm in the unit returns kept by the 6th
Abteilung at the German Air Ministry, v/ere:- l62 aircraft des
troyed and 23 damaged.

Thus accepting the figure of 259 GeriP.an aircraft destroyed on
operational flights and on the ground and the conservative
estimate by A.I.3(b) of,204 Italian aircraft destroyed, we can
accept 463 enemy aircraft destroyed in battle as the best
approximate figure.

1. official figures of E.A.F, (and Dominion Air Forces)
n the 11,E. Command (including Malta) during the exact period of

the Crusader offensive (l8th November, 1941 - 20th January,
I- available. Figures supplied by the Central

Tmo November 1941 - January ,
1942 shOT that 128 bomber type, 296 fighter type and 29 miscellan
eous aircraitirere destroyed on operational flights and 157
aircraft of all types on the ground (Most of the latter being
destroyed in Malta in January). Grand Total 539 aircraft.

,  . ^he C.S.B. figure of 539 aircraft and subtracting
Ho™-lber, 1941 and 21st-31at Jmuar-y,

.  t y a report by H.Q. R.A.1?. li.S, (Operation
esulto) Md current Middle East operational summaries, an

approximate figure of i+40 aircraft may be given for aircraft
(excluding Fleet Air Arm) lost
the "Crusader" offensive.

Fighter Operations.

The scale of fighter effort and its allocation
task has been considered generally on page 291 and in
in fortnightly periods, at Appendix H(i).

stages of the campaign radar information trans
mitted from Tobruk could not be ejqiloited owing to the fact that

^  nearer to the scene of operations
^®f®Sh th^ our fighter l.^ding grounds at Maddalena. This

menace of the

streic.th''%h- necessitated Wing Sweeps of two-squadron
strength. This was an uneconomical scheme and clearly called
attention to the need for Liiproved radar facilities and the

So fesserechMttef taptlcs of

a result of enemy action duringas

according to
more detail,

Appendix
J(i)

AHB.IIJ1/12
Appendix

F

and

M.E.W.O.S.
Sz

M.E.F.O.S.

Apg^n^ices
■ and P(i)

-he success of the fighter escorts to
the battle area was ,a feature of the
bombers being lost
I3th November, 1941 to the

as a

bombers operating
campaign, only three escorted

iqjsult of enemy fighter-action from
end of January, 1942.

over

/ Mention
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A. A./W.D./11
Air Part I

End. 24c.

Mention has been nadc at various points in the text to the
lack of^training in air fighting in the Middle East O.T.Us.
very evident, also, that the inadequacy of incendiary and, in the
heavier calibre guns, explosive anmunition prevented the naxinuj:::!
possible daiiiage being inflicted on the enemy either in the air or
on the ground. Air Vice Marshal Coningharn reported: "Really
vigorous action to obtain larger supplies of the more destructive
ainmunition is essential... . .'Pilots note the contrast between
themselves and the enemy in this respect and the effect is bad".

Radio telephony v/as reported to have proved unreliable through
out squadrons, throughout the cainpaign and had a very detrimental
effect on operations as a whole, . '

Group Captain Cross, Commander of the Senior Fighter Wing
(No. 258) arrived at the follov/ing conclusions:-

Fighters should not be diverted from the main task of
gaining air superiority by their allocation to other
tasks, such as ground attack and escort duties, until a
degree of superiority has been obtained.

The difference in the performance of our own and the
enem.y*s fighters was more apparent after the front
stabilised and air battles developed.

Fighter-bombers vrere considered ideally suited for the
support of ground forces during' a battle, but heavier
bombs than the 40 lb types used v/ere necessary.

The ground strafing of defended targets was obviously
likely to be very expensive.

Although escorts to bornberr as carried out are' effective,
owing to the losses likely to be incurred by the
fighters it was necessary that the ar,iount of damage
against specific target's should be balanced against the
likely fighter losses when operations are ordered.

Reports on the fighter operations and tactics and the,use.of
radar are given at Appendices C(i) and F(i), respectively,

Reconnaissanccj

It was

(1)

(2)
was

(3)

(4)

(5)

Appendix
G(i) .

During the campaign six units op'erated in connection'' with the
land operations - tvie three Army Co-operation squadrons, the
Strategic Reconnaissance .Unit, the Survey Flight'and, at times.
Photographic Reconnaissance unit detachment.

a

,  . SoiTie. duplication of
effort was inevitable with all those units operating independently.
There existed no adequate intermediate filter where demands could
be sifted and judged in relation to the up-to-the-iuinute situation.
Moreover, photographic information could not be distributed to the
subordinate Army formations in,time for operational use. In
general the inforaation extracted by reconnaissance, whether visual
or photographic, was limited in both scope and distribution.

bec^ne increasingly clear that information would not be
fully exploited unless a governing body, such as  a Wing was

1942 and established. In the event. No.285 Wing, which acted as a clearing
Account of house for the reconnaissance demand.s of the R.A.F, and the Eighth
the forma- Army was not foraed until July, 1942,
tion of No,

285 Wing
RAF Middle

Regarding the tactical reconnaissance squadrons attached to
T? 4. T, . it was clear that the Hurricane I vms. not really fit for
East Review the task, , It was not until the suiwier of 1942, that the estab-

liBhment of this squadron was fixed at - 24 Hurricanes IIs,
/ fittedG. 1 69217/mi/6A8.
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fitted \7ith short-range oblique photographic and special long-
range vertical photographic canoras.
trast to No,lf5'1 Squadron, R.A.A.F
reconnaissance sorties;
down that "weavers" should be used for all tactical reconnaiss

ance sorties, including photographic vrork.

During "Crusader" insufficient use \7as made of broadcasting
Tac/R information to Ar.iy formations; this was especially
irportant during the periods of nobile vrarfare. Information
rarely got beyond the divisions and even then usually too late
to be of value. The schene for broadcasting Tao/E information
from the A,L.G, to corps, divisions, brigades and smaller Army
formations,■as vrell as to fighter and bomber groups and wings,
was not perfected in fact, until the lull before our Alaaein
offensive, when it was developed and supervised by No,285 'Wing,

Air Support.

No,208 Squadron, in con-
did not employ "weavers" on

in the early summer of 1942 it 'was laid
• 9

There was still much to be learnt about the theory and,
more particularly, the practice of Air Support. The scope of
the air support and its limitations have been indicated at
appropriate places in the' test and a detailed sur.imary of the
main points up to the end of the Gazala battle (l6th December)
is given in pages 213 and 214. It is sufficient here to
recapitulate the chief features.

Throughout the caij.Tpaign there was delay and at times an
inability to detenoine suitable targets, due mainly to lack of
definite information from the Army and the inadequate arrangements
for the identification of our troops and vehicles. These two
factors which limited the use of the available day bomber force
were outside the R.A.P's control. Air Marshal Tedder suiorned
this matter up thus:- "Army fully realise problem but solution

Correspondence depends on better control of land force which depends on
v/ith C.A. S, better coomunications plus training and better recognition
etc. Part 3. methods." It was not until the lull in the Desert preceding our
Ends. 27OA, offensive in May 1942 that the majority of our vehicles vre
A.H.B, IIJ/12 raarked Y/ith a v/hite St.Andrews cross on a black background

•Page 53. and, more particularly, better arrangements for detexmining a
factory bomb-line were made, On the air side, the

/ extent

A.O.C.-in-C's■

h)

(1) At an Army R.A.P. Meeting on Direct Air Support held at
H.Q, R.A.P,, M.E. on 5th March, 1942, an E.A.P, representative
proposed that the E.A.F. roundel should be adopted as the
permanent marking on all vehicles, as being the sign most readily
noted by aircraft approaching vehicles at low altitudes. (A,A.
H.Q. W,D./Il/Part I Encls.35A).
adopted until 1943.

(2) During the period before our offensive in May, 1942, an
arrangement was made by vYhich, during movements in the forward
area, a forecast of positions was made two days ahead and sent
hourly through Air Support Control, This helped considerably
to define the bomb-line (A.H.B. II5/12 P.53) Fully adequate
arrangements, hov/ever, were not evolved, until the preparatory
period before the Alamein offensive in the following November.

The roundel was not generally

G.l692l7/mvt/6A8,
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extent of. direct support during the latter stages of the "Crusader"
offensive was further limited by the fuel shortages at the advanced
landing grounds.

For the greater part of the cajnpaign there was an average time-
lag of ty/o-and-a-half to three hours between the initiation of a

call and the dropping of bombs; this was greatly reduced when
bombers v/ere able to operate from the advanced fighter landing
grounds. The main causes of the time-lag are mentioned on page 213.
In this connection it should be borne in mind that a very consider
able part of the time-lag was unavoidable, including the long dis
tances from the bomber landing grounds to the targets, the delay
involved in the picking-up of fighter escorts,(1) and the difficul
ties of navigation in the desert and the identification of M,T,
targets vj^hich had moved from their original position.

Before the campaign began, it was realised' that as large a pro
portion as possible of all supplies should be of general utility
value or a shortage of specific items v/ould occur,
therefore, that the standard bomb should bo the 250 lb G.P
Vifith its v/ide range of detonators could be used effectively against
all targets likely to be encountered and that the forvvard fighter
squadrons should be supplied only with the standard air fighting
aiomunition in belts. Small quantities of loose tracer ^.inunition
were made available for use in ground strafing attacks, w

It T/as decided

which• »

A. A. H..Q.

W.D/ii Air
Part I

Enel.2AC.

It was found that the fastest possible fuzing \ms necessary for
250lb G.P, boiobs to be effective against field- targets: accordingly
nose fuzing with the No.A3 detonator was used almost exclusively by
the day bombers. Craters produced by bombs fitted with nos6 pistol
extension rods were- much sha.llower than those caused by bombs not
fitted, thus indicating their value in. attacks on concentrations of
vehicles. It was considered that expanding rods with an extended .
length of two to three feet would be a great inprovenent. Results
obtained on typical desert terrain of about six inches sand surface
and Ih-.iestone sub-soil indicated that M.T. vehicles were set on fire
at distances up to AO yards from the nearest bomb and that, adequate
I ragiiientation was produced at 60 yards to render vehicles temporarily
immobile. Consequently, when desert convoys in leaguer were attacked,
bomber units v;ere instructed to attempt a spacing both in line and
range, of 100 yards. It was confirmed that it was preferable to
attack supporting M, T, columns rather than tanks as the probability
of obtaining direct hits with bombs on tanks
negligible,\3)

In respect of ground strafing attacks by fighter aircraft.
No,272 Squadron (Beaufighters) ’reported a noticeable hoprovenent in
results when tracer aj'rjm'unition was used. It v/as recommended,

■  therefore, that y/hei'e a unit can be allotted the serai-pemnanent task
of ground strafing a proportion’of one tracer'in ten'in two guns,

/ preferably

(1) Events showed thai more time should have been given to Bomber-
Fighter exercises before the campaign started in order to have
e.lioiinated the lack of liaison, both air and ground, between
bomber and fighter operations. (A.H.Q. IIJ/6/7/3 page.l)
(2) The Western Desert bomber squadrons, were also supplied vyith
small quantities of S.A.P, bombs in case attacks on naval forces
were required,

(3) Prior to our offensive in May, 19A2, No,6 Squadron
re-armed v/ith 20 Hurricanes, equipped v?ith AO m.m.
"tank-busting".

so

in open formation was

was

cannon for

\
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preferably the inward guns, should be used. It was found that ground
straffing and fighter-bouber attacks were r.iost successful virhen the

target was noving. In particular, the A.A. defences of r.r>ving
targets were inferior to those of a stationary one.

In general the pffect of our direct support bonbing v/as

greatest in the early stages of the canpaign before the eneny
W.D/ii Air learnt the lesson of full dispersal.
Part I

End. 20A.

A. A. H.Q.
In addition to the naterial

effect of the bonbing, the noraleffect on our troops seeing the
enemy bombed or seeing our fighter or escorted bomber formations
en route to targets was again confinied as being  a most important
factor.-

Idem, 3C For our part, better dispersal in the field was needed.
Moreover, the A.A. defence of the Eighth Army was Still ■

inadequa-te compared v/ith the enemy's. As pointed out in the Price
Minister's directive (page 13), ground troops could not "expect, as
a natter of course, to be protected against the air by aircraft,"
although our fighter sv/eeps did, in the event, achieve considerable
success in intercepting Stuka attacks.

M.E, Training Pamphlet (Army & R.A.F.) W0.3A.

In the light of experience gained during the "Crusader"
operations, "Middle East (Arny and R.A.F.) Training Pauphlet No.3 -
Direct Air Support" v/as amended and Nq,3A issued in March, 1942.

A.A. H.Q.
Y4D/ii Air
Part II

End. 44B.

The icain amendment was the official acceptance of the improvi
sation made just prior to the Crusader" offensive, whereby the
allotment of air support was vested in the A.O.C. at the combined
Battle Headquarters (Eighth Ancy Headquarters and Advanced Air
Headquarters, Western Desert),
Support to be effective required the employment of concentrations
of aircraft. It also required a careful assessment of the general
air situation and of the degree of fighter support that will be
required for any bomber task.

The nev; statement read; Air

It is therefore necessary that the
allotment of air support should normally be concentrated at the
Combined Army Air H.Q. which is fighting the battle under the A.O.C.
He alone can allot the correct proportion of fighters and bombers
for the attack of each target. The combined K.Q. will be at Arj-.iy
or Corps H. Q. ".

Unlike the "Crusader" arrangements, bovrever, under which the
Air Support Control link at Corps passed.on all requests from
reconnaissance^aircraft and ground tentacles direct to the Amy-Air
H.Q. without sifting, the initial selection of requests was made at
Corps before passing them onto Army-Air H.Q. for the final decisions.
The Air Support Control H.Q. at Corps informed the R.A.F. fommations
responsible for direct support, as previously, of the requests in
order that they should be prepared for opera.tions, pending the
firmation by the A.O.C,

con-

Provision was also made for cases where support aircraft
sub-allotted to a Corps H.Q. not established as a Combined H.Q,
(as happened in "Crusader" v/hen N0.27O YTing was temporarily
allotted, to No,30 Corps). In such a case a senior R.A.F, officer
with tvfo operations officers were to join Corps H.Q. and act in a
simil^ manner vis a vis the Corps Commander as the A.O.C. acted at
Ar:iy H.Q. , and instructions vrere to be issued through the A.S.C.
H.Q. to support formations direct.

are

The organisation of an Air Support Control under M.E. Training
Pa:Tiphlet No.3 is given on Page 73. The revised organisation under
N0.3A comprised

/ Amy
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One Staff Officer plus a snail staff,
consisting of:-

(a) Nine forv/ard links knovm as tentacles for cojiinunication to
the Control H.Q, The allocation of tentacles to lovror

formations being raade, as formerly, by the higher connander.

(b) Nine sets for listening to Tac/R for allotment with
tentacles,

(c) Three wireless sets at the Control H.Q, for communication
with the tentacles.

A wireless organisation

R.A.?.

Two R.A.P. Liaison Officers (Wing Commanders) attached to
Division H.Q. A wireless organisation consisting of:- •

(a) Tvro Porv'/ard Air Support Links (P.A.S.L’s) by which the
R.A.P, L.O. can re-direct support aircraft in the air,

(b) One set for controlling Tac/R at Air S.C. H.Q.

(c) Two sets for cor.munication from Air S.C.H.Q, to Army-Air
H. Q. and to support fomiations.

(d) Eight sets at Army-Air H.Q. and support formations for
Gor.munication v/ith Air S.C.H.Q.

Tentacles for listening purposes were to be allotted to'Division H.Q,.
and tentacles alloted .to Amoured Divisions and both P.A.S.L's were
to be in armoured vehicles.

In respect of recognition methods, ground indicators were to be
increased in size and both these and ground strips were to be issued on
a more extensive scale. Permanent vehicle markings (afterv^ards
adopted) were then under investigation. All H.QVs down to Companies
and equivalent sub-units, were to have Air Sentries on permanent duty
during operations,

¥i^e.U,afl§..QUs

Numerous other difficulties and defects were inevitably revealed
during the campaign. Details of these come within the scope of the
technical monographs rather than the present narrative. It may be
useful here, hovrever, to indicate a few of the more outstanding ones.

(l) The low standard of training in the Middle East O.T.U's
inevitably resulted in considerable losses in aircraft
due to bad airmanship, apd carelessness. The lack of
adequate night flying training also meant the inability
of Blenheim and ilaryland bombers to engage many
excellent targets at night.(0 The enemy fired parachute
flares and Verey lights all night from his "close
leaguers" v/hich might have given us many opportunities to
harass him v/hile he was .re-organising and recovering
equipment after a battle.

CS.1A280
P.AO

/ (2)\

(l) No.3(S.A.) Y/ing trained Bostons for night operations during the
lulls in the Desert war in 1942 (No.3(SA) and No,24 Squadron
War Diaries).

G. 169217/DMV6/48.
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II J6/7/3 (2) There was at tines nuch delay in dealing v/ith category
1  and 2 fiircraft on desert landing grounds, itt appeared
that one of the difficulties wb.s insufficient

nobility in the K.S,U‘s,

(3) The looting of aircr<aft left-behind on desert L.G's. or
force-landed gave rise to anxiety. Neither squadrons
nor wings had personnel available for guard duties
and Amy Units could not be penrifinently allocated for

the task. The problem v/as bound up with the whole
question of adequate protoction for landing grounds,

(4) The transport of the .mobile squadrons and wings still
left much to be desired. The enemy appeared to have
made more use of specially designed transport, whereas
we made use of standard types of vehicles, slightly
modifying them where possible. The tyre situation was
also unsatisfactory. "Firestone" sand tyres had been
issued, but they blew out very easily on stony ground.
The whole of Egypt was secured for "T.rakgrip", types,
but these were not suf'ficient to meet the demand.
Arrangements for the salvaging of M.T. vehicles,
needed completely overhauling.

.  (5) In view of the different types of squadrons using the
same airfield better airfield control measures
necessary. A mobile Plying Control Unit visited
squadrons in the desert and advised on better local
airfield control. It carried out trials for

modified ZZ controlled approach procedure for landing
aircraft during sandstorios,
R/T station for the purpose,
ful and over 10 squadrons were trained in the procedure
during the first half of 1942,

were

a

using a mobile T.R.9
The trials vrere success-

P.7

Idem) 1 2.
&

CS.14280
P.41.

R.A.P. M.E.
Review

No. 4.

II J 6/7/3 (6) There was insufficient attention paid to the cl
and the inventory-taking of abandoned L.G,
particular, a source of infomation concerning fuel
supplies was clearly necessary for the Fighter and
Bomber Wings. For instance, 15,000 gallons were
reported "discovered" at L.Gs.109 and 110 after the
fighter squadrons had left and further supplies were
again found after the day bombers had left their L.Gs.

earing up
s. , In

P.7

(7) A brief report >
attached at Appendix P(i).

on communications in the V/estem Desert is
I  The limitations of r/T

ooi^aunications mentioned are of particular interest.
Points which were mentioned by officers actively
engaged in the cajnpaign, but not stressed by the
C.S.O. A.H.Q. , Westen:i Desert, in his report included
the following:-

(a) Air Formation Signals to Wing were reported to have
been extremely efficient.

(b) Long communications by land line (i.e. Sidi Barrani
to rear, El Aden to Bu Amud etc.) involved
difficulties. Heavy transport cracked lines and
desert dews caused frequent earthing and constant
land parties had to be employed. Relayed messages
on land-lines were unreliable except when well-
trained operators were employed.

/ (c)

(1) The R.A.F. Regiment in the Middle East
on a more ;

Ootobor, 1942,

was organised and put
proper footing prior to our offensive in

G. 169217/bM.'4^6/48.
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(c) There v/as at tines a great overloading of W/T channels,
particularly when the ’.?hole advanced air striking force
moved fonrard away fron its land-lines. Priorities

■were abused, cypher traffic delayed and inportant
situation reports etc, were soraetinos dela.yed so long
that they were of no innediatc value. Steps Viere
taken to remedy this, including the use of plain
language where possible. There v/as obviously a need
for more communication aircraft so that administrative
traffic could normally go by the postagram service.

Before the beginning of the campaign, the Fighter Vfing was in
direct contact with the "I" Service. Valuable information
was passed to Wing Operations on which action could be
taken. During the offensive there v/as no contact except
by messages from Advanced Air Headquarters. A closer
contact between the executive Fighter Wing and the "Y"
Service was generall.y thought to be most desirable.

During the offensive Wings and A,A. were inadequately and
•  irregularly supplied with meteorological reports. Diffi

culties began when units became mobile, land-lines limited
and ¥/a channels congested. An improvement depended on
(a) An increase in Meteorological personnel and (b) Adequate
signal facilities. Notes on the subject by Group Captain
Batty, Chief Meteorologioal Officer, Middle East,
appended at Appendix K(i)

Pood and water supplies wrere reported to be maintained vrell,
considering the difficulties. In spite of the fact that
the v;ater ration precluded the washing of clothes,
personnel did not become verminous to any great extent
except v/hen they slept in disused enemy-dugouts. The
unscientifically balanced diet in the desert, hov/ever, -
consisting mainly of tea, corned-beef, biscuits, tinned
margarine and Australian jai.is and a lack of vegetables -
tended to lower morale and caused "desert sores". The
n.a.a.p.i.(e.p.i.) was reported to have been very slow in
moving fejo-vard. Along the line of coauunication the
institutes were well organised and generally well-stocked,
but they kept to regular opening and closing hours; thus
convoys often missed the chance of stocking up with the
personal necessities that made so much difference to life
in the forward area. A few mobile vans served forward,
but these were inadequate,

(11) In general health v/as good in spite of the fact that
hygiene in many of the desert caj:ips still left much to
be desired, particularly in, the natter of latrines. An
extreme instance was cited by the fi .A.P. Liaison Officer
with H.Q, 13 Corps where one landing ground with three
squadrons on it had, for more than a fortnight, only one
latrine.

(12) In the initial stages of the cajapaign E.A.P. convoys were
not sufficiently disciplined in ensuring adequate
dispersal v/hen so ordered or when stationary. Convoy
regulations and drill received more attention, however,
the campaign proceeded.

(8)

are

(10)

as

■  (9)Idem

Enel. 3A

Idem P.7

C.3.14280
P.42.

\

(13) Arrangements for the distribution of private
iiyis at is fac to ry.

mail were still
Units were frequently without mail for

bIx vreeks at a time and letters and cables were
three to six months old by the time they were delivered.

sometimes

/ The
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The R.A.F. Liaison Officer v/ith H.Q. 13 Corps, who was

seconded from Anny Co-operation ConTaand, reported that for

the whole of the four and a half norths away from England
he did not receive a single comunica.tion, although many
letters were sent to him and he checked his location card

at the principal nail centres. Outward nail arrived in

England regularly. Delays in the receipt of mail inevitably
had an adverse effect on morale and the whole natter needed

urgent consideration. Apart frora the difficulties of trans
port and the long routes necessarily used an organisation was
required able to cater for personnel in mobile units. The
reforms carried out in early 19^2 included the Array Postal
Service assuming responsibility for the collection, despatch
and delivery of E.A.E. units, aided by an Air Eomation
Postal Unit, a Hails Information Office as part of the ■

Organisation Branch at H.Q. R.A.P.M.E., and'the establish
ment of Air Mail Centres at suitable points in the Western
Desert. An authorative account of the development of the
R.A.P. Postal Service is given in No.7 of the "R.A.P,
Mediterranean Review". ' '

G.l69217/Dmi/6A8.
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APPENDIX A

Brief Note on Entry of the Gennans into
the Mediterranean Theatre

(1) The move of G.A.P, units to Sicily tov/ards the end of 194-0 resulted in
intensified attacks on our shipping and on Malta.

In February, 1941, shortly after our occupation of Benghazi (6th Feb.)
JUs 87s and JU 88s began to operate from landing grounds near Tripoli.
A little later German fighters (first ME 110s and ME I09s) began to
operate from advanced landing grounds.
G.A.F. had assumed the leading role, in the enemy’s air effort in

Cyrenaica.

On 31st March, 1941> the Afrika Korps (which had begun to land in Worth
Africa in February) began a counter-attack which led to our withdrawal
to Solium in the following month.

On 6th April German ground and air forces invaded Yugoslavia and
Greece.

*

On 13th April Germans captured Belgrade.

On 27th April Germans occupied Athens.

By 2nd May the British evacuation of Greece was completed.

On 1 3th May German aircraft opei’ated from Mosul to help Iraqi
rebellion.

On 20th May German air-bome invasion of Crete began.

By 1st June British evacuation of Crete completed.

In June the Germans withdrew their few aircraft in Syria at an early
stage in the campaign and left the Vichy-French to carry on alone.

Before the end of February the

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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APPENDIX B

Sunmary of ) 1^.67, 20/6/41

Joint Planninp; Staff's Appre'ciation of the Situation in the Middle East.

(Prepared in conjunction with Joint Intelligence Staff).

German- Strategy

Germany’s concentration against Russia makes a major move in the Middle
East unlikely except -v/ith forces then in Cyrenaica.

(2) Evidence indicates strength not sufficient for advance far into Egypt.

(3) Evidence that enemy attack on Tobruk possible in near future.

German Action after Dealing with Russia

(4) Whether Russia accepts any terms or not it is unlikely that the Germans
will transfer bulk of their forces from the Russian theatre until satisfied

Russia constitutes a serious threat no longer.

Then the Germans may:-

(a) Attack Middle East. ■

(b) Invade Great Britain.

(c) Thrust through the Iberian peninsula to North-west Africa

and possibly West Africa.

Attack in the Middle East

(5) Germany can concentrate forces for a Middle East campaign more quickly
■than we can transfer forces to that theatre to meet their attack,

to Egypt is more likely from the west, but there is the possibility of'an
attack being staged from Syria as long as any part of that country remains
under Vichy-Prench authority.

(6) There is the chance that the Germans may attack the Middle East in the
Caucasus, or since Turkey -would be in no position to resist German pressure,
through Anatolia.

The threat

Invasion of Great Britain

(7) A quick settlement of the Russian situation may allow a German invasion
■to be attempted in the autumn, but our fighter force is a strong deterrent.

Thrust through the Iberian Peninsula

(8) No reason why this cannot be done simultaneously with other major opera
tions.

Air Attack on Malta

(9) This is possible either in connection with operations for closing the
Straits of Gibraltar or in order to reduce our threat to the ibcis's sea communi
cations to North Africa,
fleet into an area where it could be subjected to hea-vy air attacks.

She may hope by operations against Malta to drav/ our

Deductions

(10) Evidence as to German intentions is vague, as it is impossible to estimate
how long the Germans will be occupied in Russia. As v/inter is a suitable time
for a Middle East campaign the chances are slightly in favour of next German
offensive being directed against us in that theatre.

/Our
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Our Own Po.gition in the M.E.

(11) Western Front: The failure of our offensive in the Western Desert, which
involved heavy losses of A.F.Vs. precluded our renewal of the offensive until

Our policy should be to
pre-occupation with

substantial tank reinforcenents are received,

stabilise our front and take advantage of the Genaans
Russia to build up our forces.

(12) Y/e should make every effort to attack the enemy's 1. of c, both sea and
land,

a policy to be effectively pursued.
Our rapidly growing air forces in the Middle East should enable such

Malta

(1 3) Is needed for base against enemy lines of communication to Tripoli and
as an air staging post. To avoid being a naval liability, Malta must be
made self-supporting for as long as possible. The passing tlrrough of
convoys is not practicable from the east owdng to enemy air pov/er.

(14) Temporary absence of the Luftwaffe from Sicily (transferred to Eastern
Mediterranean) gives a chance to us to provision the island from the west.

Tobruk

(15) (a) Advantages attached to holding it. '

(i) Of value for our future offensive,

(ii) Limits enemy build-up to the East,

(iii) Evacuation would be a blov/ to our prestige

(b) Disadvantages

(i) Outside range of fighter cover from Egypt and fighter units
cannot be maintained there.

(ii) Germans likely at future date to develop scale"of air attack

to cause serious difficulties in supplying the garrison and

(it is possiblepei'haps present an attempted evacuation,
to evacuate now fairly easily).

(iii) Maintenance of garrison may involve naval losses.

(1 6) If we were certain the Germans could maintain heavy air attacks before
we could undertake our new offensive, we ought to evacuate Tobruk in time.

But the Germans' ability to do so is uncertain.
Germans are committed in Russia we recommend no decision in the evacuation

of Tobruk should be taken.

Until we see how far the

Northern Plank

(17) As soon as our defensive position in the Western Desert is well
stabilised, all forces which can be spared should be employed to bring the
Syrian campaign to an end.

. J

Cyprus

(18) The security of Cyprus is complementary to our holding of Syria as a
defensive position to cover our northern flank,
enemy we aid the defence of Syria against sea-borne atts.ck, and also

The strate-

By denying it to the

prevent the extension of the enemy air threat to the Fleet,

gic importance of Cyprus v/arrants the strengthening of, the garrison,
provided we can do so without detracting from our ability to undertake

operations in Libya.

/Proposed
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Proposed Policy

(19) "As we see it in London"

(a) Establish secure defensive position in the Western Desert,

(b) Complete the occupation of Syria,

(c) Attack by all possible means the enemy's lines of communication
with and in Libya.

a

(d) Reinforce Malta as soon as possible from the v/est,
position in Syria is cleared up.

(e) Strengthen the garrison in Cyprus, subject to requirements in the
Western Desert,

(f) Resume offensive in the Western Desert as soon as adequate forces
are available,

(g) Decision on the holding of Tobruk should be deferred.

as soon as our

G.1 6921 8/EFE/5/48



APPENDIX C

Arrangeaents in the Middle East for Inter-Service

Liaison on High Level in 1 941

0) On the highest level there v/as the M.E. War Council with the Minister of

State in the chair mainly concerned with political problems.

(2) Secondly cane the M.E. Defence Comnittee, v/hich began its meetings on
25th August, 1 941 •
and the three Cs.-in-C.

plans.

Members were the Minister of State, who presided.
The committee dealt with major operations and

(3) Next in priority was the Cs.-in-C's Committee which was also attended by
senior staff officers,

administrative matters.
It dealt with important operational and

The above normally met once a week.'

(4) Daily liaison was maintained in G.H.Q. by an Inter-Service Intelligence
Staff Conference and by individual officers as required.

(5) The Inter-Service Air Defence Committee made recommendations for the

disposal of available anti-aircraft units etc.

(6) The three Cs.-in-G« iriaintained personal contact.

i
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APPENDIX D SIGNAL TO C.A.S. PROP A.O.G.-in-G. ON CTIAI^GED SITUATION

^ IN'EASTEraf ?IEDITSRRAjMN; "McT'SO. SL0';

COPY SECRET CYH-D® MESSAGE

AIR MINISTRY TOITEHALL REI'EATED MALTA

HQ RAP ME

20/6A 255 MOST SECRET B'MEDIATE

PERSONAL POR C.A.S. PROM TEDDER

1 . My views on changed situation in Eastern Mediterranean from point of vievir
of interruption of enemy sea comEiunications and securing our o\m are as follows.

Land situationAspect of neutralisation enemy air forces purposely omitted,
in North Africa as affecting this problem unlikely to improve until the autumn.

2. Naval operations and fighter cover

Our ships cannot operate without risk heavy losses within range enemy dive
bomber aircraft unless cover fighter escort is maintained during daylight hours.
Owing to vulnerability of aircraft carrier such cover must be maintained by ,
shore-based aircraft. A.A. defence of H.M. ships is sufficiently effective
against level bomber and torpedo carrier to render acceptable risk of loss due
to such attacks.

Two types of enemy dive bomber (a) JU 87 with radius of action of 200. miles
provides most dangerous threat but is ineffective against fighter defence unless ■
heavily escorted by fighters, (b) JU 88 with.radius of action of. 800 miles.
Not such an effective dive bomber but still a serious threat if no fighter
defence.

3.

4. Whole Eastern Mediterranean except that East of approx line Daba to west end
of Cyprus is within effective striking range of JU 87s from bases nov; in enemy
hands,

the JU 88.
The whole Eastern Mediterranean without exception is within range of

5. Fighter cover can be given by:-

:  (a) short range fighter, e.g. Hurricane, Tomahawk^Martlett can
deal with both dive bomber and enemy fighter escort. .  At range
of 100 miles they can only maintain standing patrol for an

average of one hour. To maintain a standing pa.trol of 6
Hurricanes for 6 hours at an average range of 100 miles will

involve 36 sorties. This is maximum daily effort for three

squadrons. At present most T/estern base from v/hich fighter
can operate is now somev/hat insecure refuelling ground at Sidi
Barrani.

(b) long range fighter, e.g. Beaufighter. At average range of'
300 miles the Beaufighter. can maintain standing patrol for 1

hour. It can deal effectively with enemy bombers of any type
and enemy long range fighters Me 110, but being large and without

rear defence cannot operate in face enemy interceptor fighters.

6. Enemy interceptor fighters (ME 109, G50) can operate for interception
purposes at a maximum range of 150 miles from their bases in Libya, Sicily
Greece, Crete and the Dodecanese.

E. Mediterranean areas in ivhich short-based fighter cover can reasonably

be provided (a) by short range fighters (b) by Beaufighters readily illustrated
In remainder of E. Mediterranean effective fighter cover cannot be

7.

on map.

provided and if surface ships operate in this area in daylight they will do
so under grave risk serious losses. Therefore, unless and until we.pan secure

/use
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use air bases Gyrenaica it is not reasonably practicable for our surface

ships to exercise control of sea communications except in the extreme Eastern
end of Mediterranean indicated para. 4.

r\

Provision of fighter cover for continuous daylight operations by surface
craft in this area would involve fighter force far beyond any likely to be
available, nor are in fact operations by the Fleet ever likely to be continu
ous.

8.

Conservation of our fighter forces will, however, have to be an

important factor in determining duration of any particular naval operation.
The fighter commitment involved in a possible naval operation amounts to a
maximum daily effort by short range fighter and 3 long range fighter
squadrons.

9* Air Action. Interruption of enemy sea communications in remainder
E. Mediterranean will therefore have to be done by submarine ,and air forces.

For air action there,'are two'submarine action outside scope this paper,,
requirements

a) reconnaissance, and
b) air striking force.

Air action may be directed at the ports of departure, shipping in transit,
and at ports of arrival.

Reconnaissance. Excessive estimates of reconnaissance .requirements due
to demand for “information for sake of information will lead to uneconomical
use of air forces and facilities available. Except for special purposes

strategical reconnaissance of enemy naval land,and air forces) recon-
should be limited to that which can be.followed up by air action,

should therefore be limited to ports and routes against which
Such recco'will normally be based on

10.

(e.g.
naissance

Routine rpccos
air 'action can be effectively taken.

MALTA, W. DESERT, AND DELTA, AND CYPRUS.

estimated requirements are:-

(a) Malta 1  squadron Marylands half of which should be
long range type.

(b) W.DESERT and DELTA and CYPRUS
2 squadrons long range Marylands, 1 F.B.

. Squadron.

i1. Striking force. Against ports, of departure and arrival normal weapon
will 'bi“night bomber using heavy bombs and occasionally mines. Operation
of force of heavy bombers periodically from Malta is essential, remainder
operating from Egypt and W. Desert. Against ships in Pf
bombers of maximum range required. It is now possible for en-my

shipping direct to Benghazi outside, daylight range of Blenheim and Maryland
BombL. A proportion of bomber force in Middle East should be specially
trained for this type of work and be based in Egypt and Malta.

Summary of requirements

(a)' Fighters

(b) Overseas recco 3 land squadrons, 1 F.B. squadron.

(C) Torpedo bomber 3 squadrons.

12.

5 squadrons of which 3 must be long range.

E.C. HUDLESTON for
Air Marshal,

Air Officer Corarjanding-in-Chief.

AOC-in-C

D:A0C-in-G

SASO
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APPENDIX E

Sumnary of COS (41) 154- (O) 31st July, 1941 •
"Strategic Situation in the Middle East"

Review by the M.E. Joint Planning Staff, July5 1941•
Terms of reference:- To review our position in
the Middle East v/ith particular reference to
the resources available and with the object of

resiinihg the offensive at the earliest inonent.

Part I. The Security of Our Base

"P-aramount and fundamental requirements must be the security of our M.E.
base, without which offensive action is not possible."

The nearer the enemy can establish air forces to our base the more danger
ous our position,
air forces the more we can interfere with his communications and lessen

the likelihood of land offensive against us..

The present proximity of enemy short-based aircraft to north and west of
base has greatly restricted the sphere of operations of the Navy, with

the resultant loss of offensive pov/er and ability to assist land operations.

According to previously agreed J.P.S. papers, the minimum requirements for
the security of our base were to hold Eastern Cyrenaica, Crete, the
Dodecanese and Cyprus, in addition to Syria and Iraq being unoccupied by
the enemy. Another essential is to hold Malta. Present position forces
far short of this. ¥e survive because the enemy has not taken advantage
of the situation and concentrated his forces against us. Tfe must there

fore press forward and consolidate our strategic perimeter
possible

Conversely, the further forward we can operate our own

our

as soon as

This will involve:-

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Holding Iraq and Syria strongly enough to resist probable enemy
threats.

(a)

(b) Locating' an adequate garrison in Cyprus.

Driving the enemy out of North Africa,
enemy from Cyrenaica v/ill go a long way towards securing our

base in Egypt.

Holding Malta, an offensive base.

The removal of the(c)

(d)

Providing we achieve our objects in the defence of Egypt, Greece and the
Aegean islands could no doubt be neutralised sufficiently by air action,
without the use of bases in Turkey.

(5)

The progress and outcome of the Russo-German campaign will have a direct
and marked bearing on Middle East problems. The longer Russia maintains
an active front against Germany, the less will be the enemy threat to our
positions and the better our chance of offensive action.

In any case no matter what progress is made by either side, the land
operations in East Europe will presumably be brought to a virtual st^d-
still in late Autumn. Winter and Spring, on the other hand, offer the
best conditions for warfare dn North Africa.

■We must therefore be prepared for the enemy to switch forces, which may
be principally air forces, to the Middle East in the winter, even it the
Russians are still resisting.

(6)

(7)

(8)

Naval Situation. Naval operations are normally restricted^^ to that^ part of
Mediterranean where protection can be provided by our shore-

the Eastern
(9)

based fighters.

/(10)
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(10) The reserves on Malta'should maintain it until January, 1942, but
further stocks of fuel will be required to allow unrestricted sea and
air operations to be continued.

(11) Redress of the unsatisfactory situation would be best achieved by forc
ing the enemy back in North Africa,
the enemy's sea communications must be left to submarine and aircraft.

In the meantime interference with

(1 2) Air Situation. The Germans now have 280 aircraft in the Mediterranean

They vrould be able to concentratearea.

(a) For an offensive against Egypt from the west 700 German and

530 Italian aircraft per week after the conclusion of the

Russian campaign.

(b) For an offensive via Turkey or the Caucusus, 65O German and
1 00 Italian aircraft seven to eight weeks after conclusion
of the Russian campaign.

(c) 450 transport eiircraft for all purposes.

(**3) R.A.F. Requirements

Total Estimated

Requirements
Squadrons

Aircraft Available Debit

Balance
SquadronsType

496Short-ranged fighters

M/Bs.
T/Bs.
h/Bs.
G/R a/c
Long-range fighters
Army Co-op.
Transport

31 22 9
820 400 1 2

363 3
16 320 5 11

1

704 2i It
805 1 4

6 72 24
805 2 3

1

48^90 1,554 411

Naval Balance Sheet

Available

T578/4T""
DebitGlass Required
Balance

Battleships
Aircraft Carriers

Cruisers

A.A. Cruisers

Destroyers
Submarines

Monitors

4 .2' 2

1 1

6 17

3 2 1

14 1024
28 23 5

11

68F.A.A. Squadrons 2

The C.-in-C. Med. considers that the aircraft allotted by the R.A.F. for
co-operation with the Navy is v/holly inadequate in numbers and training.
Considers drastic reorganisation necessary.

/I5.
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(15) Army Balance Sheset

i  ,Armd.

. Div. .
Inf. j Inf.
Div.' i Btns.

Available Oct.

(including Iraq) |
I

Debit

Balance
Area

 .

I

Northern Front

Syria

Iraq

2 5
1 Armed. Div. 3 Aniid. Divs.

5

Western Front I 2 Inf. Divs.13 Inf. Divs.
)

) )(to retake
Gyrenaica)

2 3
8 Inf. Batns.

;
Cyprus

Egypt (interior
security etc.)

1
)

81
I

(a) Second Armd. Div. should be available early 1942.

(b) Figures for Iraq subject to confirmation by G.H.Q. ,  India,

(c) Understood one armoured division from India available
early 1 942,

Notes:

(16) A,A. (including Iraq)

Debit

Balance
Required (a) Available Oct. 1st (g)

600Heavy guns
Light guns

306294

364 9081 ,272

(a) Includes 24 heavy batteries and I8 light batteries for Corps and
Army troops,

(b) Excludes Egyptian Army guns.

(17) Conclusion

The Array and R.A.F. are deficient of resources required to meet the commit

ments involved for the seciurity of our base in Egypt and Palestine, -which includes
a major offensive in- North Africa at earliest possible date,

are adequate for purely defensive duties, but are inadequate for an offensive

policy in the Central Mediterranean.

The naval forces

"It is of paramount importance to strain every nerve to build up our
resources to a point which will allow us to strike at first possible date.

If the enemy concentrates against us and unless the deficiencies can be

remedied, we cannot guarantee the security of our base, and recourse v;ill have

to be made to the unsatisfactory and hazardous alternative of attempting to
defend it from rearward positions on the frontier of Egypt in the west and
Palestine.in the north,

north Iraq, and probably also Baghdad, to the enemy, as these can hardly be held
if we evacuate Syria.

(18) Recommendations

(a) To drive back the enemy in Cyrenaica at the first possible moment,

(b) Consolidate our position in north Syria, Iraq and Cyprus,

(c) Take all possible steps to obtain an understanding with Turkey
regarding the holding of the Malatia-Taurus line.

tl

This course will entail, also, the abandonment of

/(d)
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(<i) Prepare plans for operations against Crete and the Dodecanese
in the event of Turkey actively co-operating, as well as any
possible action v/ithout Turkish co-operation.

Improve communications bety/eon Iraq and Syria as  a matter of
urgency,

(f) Push on with A.R.P. measures in Egypt.

(e)
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■APPENDIX E

(Armex)

Estimate of Aircraft Required to Meet Potential Enemy Thrusts.

(Note: The following estimate was attached to the second draft of the M.E.
J.P.S. 's "Strategic Situation in the Middle East". As Appendix B the require
ments in this draft totalled 87 squadrons instead of 90 as finally agreed on.
(Pile A.O.C./14 "Appreciations and Notes. Situation Reviews. Enclos, 30A).

MOST SECRET

APPMiDIX "B"

ESTBiATE OF AIRCRAFT REQUIRED TO MEET POTENTIAL
ENEM~Y THREATS

Basis of calculations

The suggested allocation of squadrons must he regarded as fluid, and would
If the enemy threat has

1 .

clearly he changed to meet situations as they arose,
hsen correctly assessed, hovrever, the forces shov/n helow are considered to he
the minimum needed to meet it.

Calculations have been based on the folloT/ing establishments of initial
equipment aircraft in squadrons
2.

20Heavy Bomber Squadron
Medium

Fighter Squadron
Array Co-op
General Recce.
General Recce.

Torpedo bomber squadron
Transport squadron

1!tl

tt

land ba

20
16
12

sed)
Plying Boat) Sqdn. 6

12
16

Number of Squadrons

Short Range Fighters

(i) Libyan and Syriary^Iraq theatres
including Cyprus.
Defence of shipping * • * • • •

3.

22* • t• • •• • •• • »

3(ii) Malta

(iii) Base area (See also para.2 (ii))

• • •• • ■» f •
• • •• • •

6• • •• • t• • •

TOTAL 31 Squadrons
496 aircraft.Long Range Fighters

(i) Protection of shipping

(ii) Special night fighting squadrons
(see also para.1 (iii) above)

4. • • • 3• • •• « •

2• • •• • •• • •• • •

TOTAL 5 Squadrons
80 aircraft.

Medium Bombers

15(i) Libyan and Syrian/lraq theatres

(ii) Caucasus oil • c •• • •* » •

• • •t • •• • •5. • • •

2• • •• • •• • •• • •

TOTAL 1 7 Squadrons
340 aircraft.

/T^:^edo
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Numbcr of Squadrons

Torpedo Bombers

6, Attack of enemy shipping
(1 squadron at Malta and detachment at

Cyprus) • • • • « • • • • • ••  • • 3• • • • • • • • • •

TOTAL 3 Squadrons
36 aircraft.

Heavy Bcmb^s

(i) Attack of enemy air organization, ports and lines
of communication in all theatres (includes
detachments at Meilta and Cy;f)rus)

(ii) Caucasus oil

7.

• • • • • t

• • • • • • • • • • • •« • • • • •

8• • •

8

TOTAL 1 6 Squadrons
, 320 aircraft.

General Reconnaissance

8, Reconnaissance of shipping and ports
(includes 1 squadron at Malta and detachment

at Cyprus) • • • • « • • • • • •

3 land-based\
1 P.B.• • f • • ••

TOTAL 4 Squadrons
70 aircraft.

Army Co-operation

Tactical reconnaissance in Libyan and Syrian/
Iraq theatres

9.
« « • • • •t • • • • •• • t

6• • •• ■ •

TOTAL 6 Squadrons
72 aircraft.

Transport

510. • • •• • •• • • • • •« • • • • •

TOTAL 5 Squadrons
80 aircraft.

87 Squadrons.
1494 aircraft.

TOTALS:
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APPENDIX P STRMGTHS OF OUR G-m Jim EI®aiY'S GROUND AI'©_ AIT;_FORCES
■ AS_ REQUEGT}iD BY THE PpJviE ii^lNISTM

Suninary of COS (41) 1 76 (6)

The Frirae Minister's personal minute Serial No, D225/1 ,  22/8/41 , in connec
tion with the C.-in-C's. tele. 1549 2l/8 Sus,an to P.M,, instructed General' Isnay
to obtain information from the A.M. and W.O. on the strengths of our own and the
enemy's ground and air forces. The following estimates were obtained;-

The Middle East Ground Forces

(1 ) State of Armoured Formations (Omitting tanks in Tobruk). ' The following
figures assume 2^1 of the Middle East armour will be in experimental or
instructional establishments or repair shops. The remaining 75/i is shown
in units and as immediate reserve. ■ •

Formations fit for operations

(a) 1st September, 1941 Tanks in Immedi-

ate Reserve
Tanks in Units

166One Brigade cruisers
infantry tanks

tl

9

141*

9307

si 37 short of establishment. '

(b) 1st October, 1941

36166One Brigade cruisers
178

t?

infantry tanks
Americans

(lacking training)

10

166II II

46510

(C) 1st November, 1941

1 66One Brigade cruisers
H.Q. cruisers
One Brigade cruisers

ilmericans

Infantry tanks

ft

tf

8
7th 681 66
Amd. 166 5
Div.

178 10

83684

(H) other Formations

(a) On 1st October, 1 941 » 11^ divisions

4th Indian Division
New Zealand

1 st S.A.
II

9th Australian Division

Polish Brigade Group

Tobruk

Palestine ,6th Australian Division

7th
6th British

.  II

It

50th British DivisionCyprus

II

5th IndianIraq
ft8 th
II111 0th

(B) ,0n 1st November, 1941

As for (a) above with the addition of the 2nd S.A. Division.

/Notes
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(a) The Armoured Division is at present split up, with one brigade
in Iraq (for Persia). It will not be available for operation
as an Armoured Division by 1st November,

(b) 31st Army, Tank Brigade and remnants 72nd Armoured Division
will not bo effective by 1st■ November,

Notes:

(hi) Artillery Situation

(■^) Field Artillery.
Indian Division in Iraq and Persia) 39 Field Regiments,
guns per regiment 936 guns are required.

There are in Middle East (excluding 8th and 10th
At 24

(a) Guns now in M.E,

25/18 pdrs. 24
4* 5 How, 1 0
25 pdr. 814

848

(b) En route and arriving in September.

18025 pdr.
75m.m, (from U,S,).

Total available 1st Oct. 1106

78

That is, 39 Field Regiment vri.ll be completely equipped and there
should be some 170 guns to replace wastage.

(b) Anti-Tank Artillery

Requirements of regiments and batallions concerned:- 472 guns
Total number available 1st October :-

In addition, 50 2-pdrs. due to be shipped fi'orn Canada and there
are 1 04 captured Italian 37 anh 47 ra .m. guns.

51 0 guns

(*^) Anti-Aircraft Artillery

Bofors
■338

Guns now in M.E. 3.7
250

226To arrive by 1st October
564-290

In addition there are 43 .7" and 38 3" in the hands of the Egyptian
Army*

(iv) Note by DjM.I. on German and Italian Strengths

(a) German Tank Strength

The C.-in-C's figure of 224 tanks ip the Tobruk.and frontier areas
It is estimated that the total number of tanks after

But there
accepted,
reinforcement could be 370 (c.-in~C» estimated 301).
is no reliable information that German tanks have arrived since
"Battle-axe", although some may have slipped in.

(B) Italian Strength

In addition to the C.-in-C's estimate the following should be
added:- One batallion of tanks (42) uncertain whether medium or
super-light, and one motorised division in eastern Cyrenaic

Total :- One infantry division (Homs)
One armoured " (Barce) ,
One motorised division (E. Cyrenaica). ,

0,9

/Note
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Note.

It is unlikely that ensny forces in eastern Cyrenaica v/ould be
appreciably reinforced during October, as the supply situation in
this area is at present unsatisfactory and would have to be
considerably inproved before reinforcenents could be brought up.

reinforcements would not start to leaveIt is considered

^Italy until 1 5th October,
therefore, a part of these reinforcements would have reached

Tripoli, but would not be brought forward sufficiently soon to
be employed in an operation in E. Cyrenaica in early'November.
As far as our armoured division is concerned, the date of rein
forcements might be even later,
from the Eastern Front and refitted in Germany before despatch".

During last fortnight in October,

It would have to be withdraism

(v) First Line Air Strengths of Modern Types

(a) Present Day (25rd August, 1941 )

Serviceability can be reckoned at 7^ British and 65gS
for Ger:nan and Italian Aircraft

IZE? Italian TotalGerman British

36H. Bomber 80 116 .  80

L/B or Dive B. 60 15630 90

Fighter 282225 30457

18 88ilrmy Co-op. 70 24

Coastal

(including G/r) 20 20 44

425^'" 596 608Totals 171

K Plus 225 Italian aircraft in Sicily and
Pantelleria.

(b) By 1st October, 1941 (Planned)

TotalsType

1 60H. Bomber

196M.

328Fighter
Army Co-op.
Coastal (including G/r)

36
56

716

(C) By 1 st November (planned)

TotalsType

100H. Bomber

256M.

384Fighter

■ Arny Co-op.

Coastal (including g/r)
36
68

844

/(C)
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(C)

Middle East Order of Battle
W

(Est»)31/10/41(Estimated)23/8/41 (Actual 30/9/41

Sqdns.

Ty.pe of
Squadron

Sqdns. I.E.I.E.Sqdns. I.E.
,• I

Operational, or '
Modern types

i

Fighter

240240 15240 15Hurricanes

Tomahawks

Beaufighters

15
64 11248 74

1
3

3216 224It1

6060 332 40Marylands
Blenheim IVs 196136116 106 7

h/b

i  100100 580 5Wellingtons 4

Army Co-op.

3636 33242Hurricanes

T/B
5

1

2412 21Beauforts

g/r

Blenheims

Marylands
i Sunderlands

1616 116 11
•1

1? 241? 24 1 224'
41441

1

5O2 I 84471636^ 608 43Total

Operational
on Obsolescent

Types
72572,148 .  5 ;11

I

788 j 55i i 916i  47w 756 48i TOTAL

In addition, as at 23rd August,' 1941 P.A.A. squadrons

1  squadron of Swordfish.

2 fighter squadrons (but probably only
one operational)

2 t/B squadrons'(One Swordfish and
one Albacore)

Malta

Egypt

/(O)
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(D)
>»«s

R.A.F. M.E. DISTRIBUTION ON 23HD_AUGUST,_1941

i

i! Palestine
and

Cyprus

i

E.
jWestern
iDesert

Type of Sqdn. Aden Malta TotalDelta Iraq Sudan
Africa

Fighter

1534 3Hurricanes

Toiiiahawk

Beaufighters
o

4
i!

1
f-

32 1k
!

11
I

X.

I(
i

m/b s
5

I>

22I Marylands
:  Blenheims IV

/

4 51

{

I

(20WaH-| 4
ingtonsi

I until I
j further'
; notice). '

j
!

4Wellingtons

1
II

Army Co-op» !
i i
I

21Hurricanes 1 i
?

T

I

g/r

1
1Blenheims

Marylands
Sunderlands

) 11

"I 21 2
I!

1(

1
I

i
)

I
}

i,
i

i 32 35i-5  I511Total ^  11
4-

»

I

I  Obsolescent iI
;

Types
iI

11
Blen./Vincents
Vincent (i\/C.).
Y/ellesley
Lysander/
Gladiator (A.G.)

Hairtebees

Various

11
11 f i

t

(

1£

1
22

541
1

i

ii

)

j  GRAND
TOTAL

46'?6 12 347511 i lli ( !
1 Ij

J
I

■  /(E)

G.I69218/EPE/5/48



(E)

Estimated Arrivals of Aircraft in Middle East

1941

August ! September | OctoberType TotalNovember

83Hurricanes i1 20 100 150 453

163 107 270Tomaliawks
tI

14 14Kittyhavfks

8  ■ 8 8 8 32Beaufighters

Wellingtons 30 30 30 30 120

Marylands 10 10

{

86
1

96 96 96Blenheims 374

Bostons Ills 50 50 100

i 48I  Beauforts 12 12 12 12

296 360Total 392 373
\

1,421
I

G.1 69218/EPE/5/48



.APPEM)IX G

Suipaary of "Appreciation of the German Air Force

in the Mediterranean at the end of October 1941"

Reply by A.C.A.S.(l) (A.V.M. Medhurst) 12/1O/4I in answer to C.A»S.'s minute of
10/10/41 to D. of 1.(0), copy to iLCAS.(l), D. of i'lans, D.0.0. (C.A.'S. "Crusader" Rolder).

Establishment Strenffth of G.A.F.

(a) At the end of October we estimate the establishment of the G.A.P. in
the Mediterranean area (Greece, Crete, Rhodes, Sicily and North Africa)
to be;-

1 .

L/R bombers
Dive

S/E fighters
t/e
Bomber Recce.

Army Co-op.

tr

140

90
100

40

30
20

420 ,

(b) Of the above the following will be in Cyrenaica and Crete

Cyrenaica

L/B bombers
Dive

S/E fighters
t/e
Bomber Recce.

Army Co-op.

30
60-90 ' '
100

II 10 - 20

6
20

226 - 266

Crete

Nil - 30Dive bombers

t/e fighters 15

15-45

The balance of the force will be mainly in Greece, with possibly
10-15 t/e fighters operating in Sicily or Tripoli.

Serviceability of Aircraft

Assuming conditions at the end of October to be similar to the average over
the past two months, the percentage of serviceable aircraft is likely to be in
the neighbourhood of:-

L/R bombers
Dive "

.  S/E fighters
t/e "
Bomber'Recce.

Army Co-op.

Thus the serviceable strength of aircraft in the Mediterranean area at any
given date, will be approximately:-

L/R bombers
Dive "

S/E fighters
t/e fighters
Bomber Recce.

Army Co-op.

2.

5051,
'  1%

5C^
5CP-^

50^
50^.

70

67
70
20

15
‘■ 10

252

/3.
G.1 69218/EPE/5/48



3. Equipment

There is unlikely to be any change in the types of aircraft in units,
except perhaps that M.E.109 P's will replace M.E.109 E's. : It is estimated

that about 30^, of the 100 M. E. I09's v^ill be M.E.109 P's at the end of
October. Array co-operation units will include about 10 M.E.IIO' s,.

4v , Reinforceraents . <

The total establishment of 420 aircraft’shown in para.(l) includes 20
R.T.U. L/R bombers now in Greece, which are known to have operational experi
ence, and 30 S/E fighters v/hich constitute a reinforcement already projected,
but not yet known' to be on the way. ■

It is thought the Mediterranean area could be reinforced within one week

to ten days by:-

L/R bombers
T/E fighters
S/E fighters

60

30

30

from other units in the Balkans or Europe,
the situation on the Eastern Front and also on the supply situation in North
Africa.

Reinforceraents will depend on

5. Fuel

(a) The fuel situation in North Africa is complicated in that the G.A.P.
and I.A.P. appear to have separate supply arrangements and no agreement for
pooling resources. Whereas the G.A.P. position in Cyrenaica has improved
lately in the operational area, .the I.A.P. position 12th October in Tripoli-
tania appears to be precarious. Efforts are being made to improve fuel
stocks both in Cyrenaica and Tripolitania, but the extent to which this can

be achieved will depend upon our counter action,

(b) Stocks of fuel in North Africa are at present as follows:-

OrdinaryHigh Octane

935 tons
1,325 tons

. 830 tons

Operational area
Benghazi
Tripolitania

110 tons

260 tons

1 60" tons

About 1 60 tons of serviceable tank lorries are available for transport
to the operational area.

7. Consumption

Operational and air transport activity in North Africa had recently
This is reflected in, the rate ofshown signs of being on the increase,

consumption which has risen during the past month to an average of 65 tons
per day.
assume that consumption will have risen to at least 70 tons per day.
Stocks will be available for about 15 days' supplies at normal rate in

operation area and about six weeks in Cyrenaica as a' whole,

v/hich these supplies can be reinforced is again dependent' on our action

against sea-borne routes to Benghazi and against the depots in the forward
and back areas.

If activity continues to increase, by the end of October we can

The extent to

8. Operations by the G.A.P.

Owing to our attacks against Axis shipping, more and more effort of
Provided thatthe T/E aircraft is being directed t"' shipping protection,

we can maintain our present scale of attack by submarine'and aircraft, the
enemy will be left with the choice 'of leaving shipping without an escort
or diverting their aircraft to land objectives. If we cein maintain the

/present

G.169218/EPE/5/48



present scale of attack from Malta the Italian Force will be forced to

retain a large percentage of its force for the protection of Tripoli and
the L. of C. along the Coastal road.

9. The I.A.P.

It is estinated that the I.A.P. in North Africa at the end of October

will comprise the follov/ing;-

L/R Bombers
Dive

S/E Fighters
Army Co-op.
Coastal

M

100

25
200

50
20

295

The daily average serviceable strength is likely not to exceed 6C^ of
the above figures.

1 0. Italian fuel stocks

It is known the Italian authorities regard their fuel stocks in

Tripolitania as inadequate: in fact, the situation is so serious that

operational activity may shortly cease unless further supplies are received
in North Africa.

If, however, the situation in North Africa demands full employiiient of
the I.A.P. alongside that of the G.A.P. there seems to be every probability
that the petrol resources in North Africa would be pooled.

G.1 69218/EPE/5/48



APPENDIX H

Appreciation of the Axis Air Forces in the Mediterranean as a^t
1st November, 1941

The following is a summary of two notes submitted by A.C.A.S.(l)
(A.V.M. Medhurst) on 13th and 15th October, 1 941> in reply to
C.A.S.'s minutes (C.A.S. 'Crusader' folder).

I. Axis Air Forces in the Mediterranean and Western Desert as at

(^timate^.1 st November. 1941.

I t

Estimated Reinforce-

Serviceability ments to
W. Desertof

Total

Estab.

Med. area

Total Estab.

Med. area

Estab. W. Desert

E. of BenghaziI

I

(excluding
Sardinia

and Italy)
I.A.P.

TYPE
Col. D by 7.11.41•G. A. P. Col. C

G.A.P. I.A.P.I.A.P.G.A.P,

(g) (h)(f)(a) (b) (c) (d) (a)

L/R Bombers see notes 3
belovf

45140 205 30 75 12

(including
20 R.T.U.)

636! Bomber Recce. 1 2

69 60 12Dive Bombers 90 35 25

S/E Fighters 150200 3070 450 45

T/E Fighters 18 1039

18 2518 10Army Co-op 105 50

510Coastal 27 75
i

360 1 28870 237 ^320 I 192
i

Notes:

(1) Re col. (a). It is thought the G.A.P. could reinforce Mediterranean area
within one week to ten days by 60 L/R bombers, 30 T/E fighters and 30 S/e
fighters from units in the Balkans or Europe. Reinforcements will depend
on the situation on the Eastern Front and supply situation in North Africa

(see Note 3)»

The percentage of serviceability of aircraft in col. (a) is put at 5<^
except for dive bombers which is estimated at 7^*

The fuel situation in North Africa is complicated in that the G.A.P. and

I.A.P. appear to have separa-'-e supply arraxjgements. The German fuel^
situation in Cyrenaica has iitproved latel;^, but the Italian position in
Tripolitania appears to be precarious.

It is estimated that stocks likely to be available in the forward opera
tional area on 1st November and those that ,can be brought up after that
date would enable the forces shown in cols, (e) and (f) to operate intense
ly for a period of three weeks.

Due to the supply situation, reinforcements to the forward area could not
exceed those required to maintain the intensive effort by the forces in

/cols, (e)

(2)

(3)

G.i692i8/eb’E/5/48



cols, (e) and (f),
of intensive effort would be correspondingly reduced.

(4) The long-range forces based in Greece and Crete would provide
supporting effort over the battle area: those on Rhodes could be used
against shipping in E. Mediterranean.

If, however, reinforcements were sent the period

(5) There is unlikely to be any change in types of aircraft of col. (a),
except perhaps that Me.109 P's will replace 109 E's in the fighter
units. It is estimated that about of the S/E fighters will be
Me.109 P's by end of October.

(

G.169218/EPE/5/48



APPENDIX I

AINIIVALS OF AIRCRAET IN M.E. FROM U.K. AND U.S.A.

(AND DETAILS OP AIRCEAPT DESPATCHED PROM ASSMBLY UNITS
AT TAKORADI, LAGOS AND PORT SUDAN)

JUNE 1941 JANUARY 1 942

DETAILS OP ARRIVALS OP AIRCRAFT IN M.E. PROM U.K.I.

JANUARY 1 942JUNE 1941

19421941
A.

Sept. Oct. Dec. Jan.Nov.June July Aug.

M.E. All-sea route

8 5 1121 4151Albacore

Pulniar

G-ladiator

Harvard

Hurricane

Magister
Roc

Sea Gladiator

Swordfish

TomahaT/k

Walrus

Caudron Simoun

10
816 i 56 936 125

62 104
54 1

(34+)(59+)100 79 30
1I

12
2 1132 1

7 1216 59 3
422

1  .12 3
1

T'"

1370 ; 26 291761170 117

+ for Malta Direct

B.

M.E. Takoradi and

Lagos

52795150453479 34Blenheim

Hurricane

Glenn Martin

Lysander
Master

Moth

116 13214395 4383 12111
2

2

2

11

18496: |69 223164 14015545

C.

Perry Plights
M.E. arrivals

333Beaufort

Beaufighter
Blenheim

Bombay
Maryland
Mosquito
Wellington

Whitley
Boeing B.1 7

14158 14:3
319 i 2771562 3350

21223
22 !

1

6 13212623 ! 432833
32

4

177067 317588 101 47

21432^4, 1 ,189 I 251 322263 263422i  ' TOTALS

G* S«B»i •

31.10.46.

G.i69218/j5’E/5/48



;

Arrivals at G-ibraltar - Destination Middle East (Ferrying_?Ij^hts)

to date of arrival in Middle EastJ(No information as

In addition:-

1942
1941

JanuaryType DecemberOctoberj • September November)

AugustJulyJune

3222 i

D. Beaufighter
Beaufort

Blenheim

Catalina

Hudson

Maryland
Wellington
Whitley

3311  '
2235201338

44 2}13
111

372916 72
1f t

L\

I
679130I

301094IS

4TOTAL s i

i

Arrivals at Gibraltar - Final destination unknown (Sj^ments) !

i
i 4I

4-
i

5E« Albacore

Fulmar

Sea Hurricane

Skua

Swordfish

Walrus

i
4478 4 262

4
3\

36610 1
i

15134161318 4
TOTAL

C.S.B.1. 5th April, 1946. ■
C.S.B.1. 31st October, 1946.

Authority

E/5/48
8/y
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Arrivals of iiircraft from Li.S.A.II

June 1941 - Janua.ry 1942

19421941
Type

July November DecemberJune A.ugust September October January

143 15Baltimore

Boston

Douglas D.C.2.
Harvard

Kittyliawk
Liberator . ,
Lodestar

Martlet

Maryland
Tomahawk

14 41 524 32

3-  3
1819

116■ 25 172

4

410

27 J

15 5
96 100 555

246 15882 4335138 10710TOT A L

Authority; -
C.S.B. 1.

5th April, 1946
and 31st October, 1946.

G.169218/IP/5A8.
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) >) )

APESroiX I

DETAILS OP AIRCRAFT ERECTION AMD DELIVERY OP AIRCRAFT (JUNE 1941 - JAJIQART 1942)III

WEST AFRICAN REINFORCEIVIEI'JT ROUTE. TAKORADI AND LAGOS

Aircraft arrivals and dispatches to Middle East

DELIVERED TO MIDDLE EAST Average Unit

strength
Takoradi

Arrived

at port
Month Hurricane Blenheim Maryland Tomahawk Kittyhawk Spitfire Beaufighter Boston Beaufort Miscellaneous Total

1941
J an.

Feb.

March

April

May
June

108 60 31 2 93
180 15 42 2 59
155 53 630 6 97
191 39 33 , 9 31 112
164 644 31 43 124
130 55 29 13 53 150
63July

Aug.

Sept.

52 92 11 27 182
180 51 39 10 42 142

89 6115 35 130
96Oct. 103 42 1 5 144.

243 91 55Nov.

Dec.

2 7 155
154 91 50 141

.L942
Jan. 266 6081 2 143 1,350

!

All Bostons were erected at Lagos - too large for harbour facilities at Takoradi - M^E. Pile S.53379 refers.

General References: Operations Record Book: R.A.P. Station, Takoradi.

G. 169218/IP/5/48.



Port Sudan Assemby Unit

AIRCRAPT OUTPUT DURING PERIOD

Aircraft arrivals Stock aT’ehd
during period of period

Spitfire I Hurricane j Other TypesPeriod Ending TotalBaltimore AnsonKityhawkTomahawkBoston

2520511213726 Sept. 1941
31 Oct. 1941
28 Nov. 1941

26 Dec. 1941

308 2211735
30R141111730
143

38 733293119

15283106 244516531. Jan. 1942

380j 161107 ! 112545486
i

117 M. U.Operations Records Book No.
Admiralty Records

General Reference:

G. I692I8/IP/5/48.
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APPENDIX J-

AIRCRAPT SERVIGExABILITY (MDDLE EAST, IKCLUDIN& FiALTA)
^a^'at 20.6.41, I5.8.AI and lO.lO.Al.

■ E&YPT (including Sudan)

Aircraft

arrivals
■  Total No,

:of Sqns.
formed

I.E. Aircraft

in Q.T.U's

Aircraft

in Command
RemarksTotalType of

Aircraft
per

Sqn,
during
week

I.Z

Cat. BC at. A.

T
Cat. A. C at. B.

U)h) (kj(g)(^)(a) (c)' (dj

Ik Excludes

Hart, Hind

jMagister &
Gauntlet.

!

6 16 96 206 1949 50Hurricane

Huri’icane

(A.C.)
Blenheim I.

Maryland

16161 Included above

16 14 214

64 55 172 20

1-2- 16

Beaufighters
are detach

ment of 252

land 272
jCoastal Cmd.
I Squadrons.

6 118120 44 3Blenheim IV.

Tifellington
Wellesley
Hardy
Sunderland

Tomaliawk

Galdiator

Lysander
Lysandex*
Beaufighter _
Harvards

20

658 121 35 20 100

16 16 8 12271

5 1

6 71

64 116 48 1 2493
191 4 4 2

)
)

8 8

+ Figures,
fron.O, Toll'sare'dated
13.6.41.

50 1521

16 3
12

60 8+27w 641 37+478 229TOTALS

i'lLEN

2 Vincents serviceable

less operational
equipment.

10 112 12Blenheim I

Vincent

Blenheim IV

Wellesley

8 191

- 1

1

19 4201TOTilLS

PALESTINE

12 121Hurric ane

(A.C.)
Aircraft are includ

ed in figures for
Egypt.

4Gladiator

Tomahawk

Blenheim IV.

4
16 161

1 20 20

16 161Hurricance

684TOTALS

MALTA

Beaufighters
Hurricanes

Maryland
Wellington
Sunderland

Blenheim IV

616 45 45322
1

8 11772

1 51

26111

t

2i 65 9 7739TOTilLS

G. 169213/1175/48.



Notes (l) The figures on the reverse do not include R.E.A.P.,S.A.A.F.
(except 1 Maryland Sqn. and •! Hurricane Sqn. S.A.A.P.)
in Egypt, or non-operational aircraft.

(2) Aircraft in Conimand (Col, (e) and (f) Cat. A* = Serviceable
and those that can be made serviceable v;ithin 14 days.

,Cat.B, = Unserviceable and will talce up to 3 .months to
make serviceable.

Several of the squadrons mentioned on the reverse are non-

operational whilst re-arming.

The following aircraft "State" as at 20,6.41? has been
received from Ii’aq:

Type of
Aircraft Cat.B.Cat.ii

3Hurricane

Gladiator

Blenheim IV (B,
Blenheim IV (P
Blenheim I

Valentia

Vincent

10

(No. 84 Squadron) 17
21

14

.(No, 244 Squadron)

4TOTALS 25

No serviceability state received.

(Sgd.) R. P. Musgrave Yifhithara.

D.W.O.

W.O.7.

G.169218/1P/5/48.



SERVICE;\3ILITT state (1.CEDDLE EiiST)
as at~T5.~8^tr.

C.A.S. (3), S. of S. , A.M.S.O. , D.G.E. , D.Yf.O. , D.0.0. ,
D.S.M. , D.D.O.P. State Room, C.S.U. Librarian (2),
S.6. (2), Pile.

Distribution; -

EGYPT (including Palestine, Syria, Cyprus, and Sudan

Total ifo. of

Sqns. formed,

forming, and
to form.

I.E.Ijiotal Aircraft in /rrrivals
per

Son.

Command during
week

I.E.

Type of
Aircraft

.  Remarks

((f)(e) g)(°) (a)(a) (b)

FIGHTERS

(b) Includes 203
Sqn. crews of
which are

trained in G.R.

616 208 7013 255Hurricane

Tomahawk

Beaufighter
Gladiator

Gauntlet

16 I 64
16 I 64

25121 4!f4
16 1

44
817

8 7
78 Blenheim IV
transferred

to Iraq.
LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV^
Maryland )
Beaufort

Wellesley
Bombay
Vincent

Valentia

28IOOk 57

11(b) 20 i 220 391 23

24 112 52

622

19 12

52

9 3

MEDIia^ BOMBERS

Wellington 1005 20 101 10

ARMY CO-OP.

Hurricane (AG) 484 12 Included with

Fighters
Lysander
Harvard

44- 21

3 3

G.R. (F.B.)
Sunderland 1 4 i 4 4

G.R. (L.P.) Included with

L.B,

i

- 1732 I 8I7 i264
i

6344TOTALS
I

In .addition M.E, hold 22 Cat.A. and 16 Cat.B. Blenheim I.

maxta

FIGHTERS

Hurricane

Beauf ighter

G.R. (L.P.)

Maryland

LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV

I  16 6948 73 I

2

1

7 7 372
I

18 2

MEDIUM BOMBERS

Tfellington 1 1117

1

3| 55 113. j 17 13TOTALS

G. 169218/IP/6/48



iiDEN

Total no. of

Sqns. formed
forming and
to form

Aircraft in

Command __
Gat.A. Cat.B.

Arrivals

during
week

I.E.
Type of
Aircraft

Total
Remarksper

Sep.
I.E.

(h)(g)(e) (f)(c) (d)(b)(a)

LIGHT BOIfflERS

1 Blenheim I

(additional)
serviceable,
less equipment

11 20 20Blenheim IV

Blenheim I

Vincent

Wellesley

8 1

7
1

16 520TOTi'iLS 1

iRtiQ

FIGHTER

Hurricane

Gladiator

16 16 1131

51

Lodger Units
not included

LIQIT BORERS

Blenheim IV

Vincent

Valentia

Audax

60 13 2203
9
8

18

6676 34T0TiU.S
i

(i) Aircraft in Command (Col. (e) and (f) Cat.A.  = Serviceable
and those*that can be made serviceable within 14 days,
Cat.B. = Unserviceable and will take up.to 3 months to make

serviceable.

Notes:-

(ii) Squadrons are shown under the type to which they will
eventually re-arm except some in East Africa, where decisions
are still awaited,

whilst re-arming.

Some Squadrons are non-operational

(Sgd.) A. D. DAVIES.

D.W.O.

23.8.41.

G.169218/IP/6/48



'fOP SECRET

AIRCR\^^T SERVICEABILITY (laPDIiB EAST)
as ' ■

EGYPT (including Palestine, Syria, Cyprus and Sudan)

Total No. of

Sqns. formed,
forming and
to form

rrivals

during
week

Type of
Aircraft

Total Aircraft in

Command

Cat«A« Cat,B» {
(e) (f) (g)

i
I.E.

per

Rem.arks

I.E,

13"'Ta)- (dj (h)

FIGHTERS

Hurricane

Tomahawk

Beaufighter
Gladiator

i

lb 67224 I 417
80 219

17 In addition there

2  are approx. 10
1  Cased Tomahawk

“  ;and 13 Cased
iBostons to Port
!Sudan

14
88165

16 64 18 54
16-27

LIGHT BOIvIBERS

Blenheim IVj
Maryland
Beaufort

Wellesley
Boston III

1635224

761809 20 30
■82 12 24 1

18 5

MEDIUM BOMBERS
Weiiington 6  :5 20 100 13105

t

MM CO-OP.

Hurricane(A.C.)

Lysander

G.R. (F.B.)
Sunderland

605 12 Included

with Fighters
44 15

i

1 4 4 5
i

G.R. (L.P.)
Blenhfvim IV

1

116 161 Included
with L. B. I

TOTAL (0peratiohal)46 1161752 275 42 1
I

{

i
TRA=.NSP0RT

Bombay
Valentia
Lockheed 14
Lodestar
Lockheed

Electra

Douglas
Hudson
D.H. 86

' 21 2
8 2'

J
iln addition 10
;Lodestars have
jbeen loaned
ito B.O.A.C.

 1-

1!

3 1

. 3

1
1 1
1 1i

}i

!  38TOTAL (Transport) 7

282GRAND TOTAL ■1199 42

G.169218/IF/6/48



Total No, of

Sqdns. formed,
forming, and
to form.

I.E.

per

Sqn,

Arrivals;

during
•week.

Aircraft in

Command

Ca±TA. jCat.B.

Type of
Aircraft

Total

I.E.'
Remarks

(h)(f) (g)(d) (e)(a) (d) (c)

FIGHTERS

Hurricane

Beaufighter

Maryland

16 48 94 73
11

1
14 114 72

LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV

Beaufort

ISSDimi BOMBERS

Wellington

1616 3322

18

8 487 143TOTAL

r
LIGHT BOMBERS

20 12 2 1 Vincent

(additional
serviceable

less equipment)

1 20Blenheim IV

Blenheim I
Vincent

Wellesley

4
19

1

261 20 3TOTAL

FIGHTER

16 161 10Hurricane

Gladiator

LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV

Vincent

Valentia

Audax

28804 20

4 1

17

96 65 15TOTAL

Notes;- (i) Aircraft in Command (Col, (e) and (f) Cat.A. =
Serviceable and those that can be made serviceable

within 14 days.
0at*B. = Unserviceable and will take up to 3 months to

make serviceable.

(ii) Squadrons are shown under the type to which they will
eventually re-arm except some in East Africa, where
decisions are still awaited,

non-operational whilst re-arming.
Some Squadrons are

(Sgd.) R.P., MJSGRAVE WHITHAM.

¥. 0.7.
IF. 10.41.

D.W.O.

G. 169218/EF/6/48



APPEI®IX K

MIDDLE EAST (INCLUDING MLTAj

aircraft position in squadrons as

AT 15/6/M, 15/8/41 and 15/10/41.

Aircraft Position

15th June, 1941

Sqdn Estab,I Comimnd Class ; Type Strength Remarks
No. i  I.E. il.R. :I

Fighter j Beaufighter;I MIDDLE
EAST

252h 20 :

272 20 ,
;SE See also
iMediterranean.i  19!

i

16 :112-^;Gladiator II 2 Tomahawk

6*^;Gauntlet 4 ̂ 2

Hurricane ' 1633-i 10

73 16 21 + Lysander II

I

80 'Z 16 I 19+2 Gauntlet i
i

94 < 16 10

i 1

»/* 16 !274 23
i

1 12

(S.A4i.P.)
I

16 i -
I

Tomahawk | 250 25

3 ;  21 + 1 Gauntlet !

(R.A.A.F);
t

11 16 I 8 i 20: Bomber Blenheim IV

.^1 16 i 830 -14 Hurricane

i !

16 : 8 i 17 Maryland39 ''
i )

•  8-45‘"! 1

55''- ^ 16 > 8

9 «

1

1
84 >^1 16 i 8

113 16

I

8

17

I  17 + 1 Lysander IE

6 Blenheim I

i

211 i 16 i 8 . :i
(

293 14y^i

i

12Maryland 18

(SJi-JL.F.) .i

24'' i  17

(S.A P.)A

I I

15 : 8

15 ! 8

14 Blenheim IVWellesley j I4 ''

47 ̂
1

I

I

24
i

J_ 2^. 15 ■ 8 J 1 Blenheim I
G.169218/IL/6.48



2 -

Estab,Sqdn Strength RemarksCommand Glass Type I.B. I.R.No.

3Wellington I , No.1
G.R. U.

3 2MIDDMl Bomber

EiiST (contd.)
(Contd.)

Wellington ICi 37

!  38 16

8 17+1 Lysander I

8 17

16 8 17+1 Lysander I

18 + 1 Lysander I h See also
Mediter-

! ranean.

70

N.

i  148h i l6

I

I  216 16 8 11 Bombay +
8 Valentia

117 ̂ 6 5+2 Wellesley3BombayBomber

Transport

3+1 Lysander II
+ 10 Hurricane !

208 12Lysander IArmy Co
operation

If + 1 Gladiator nj
+ 5 LysanderII i
+ 5 Gladiator I |
+ 4 Lysander I

i  237 ^
(Rhod.)

12

i

6 4+11 Hurricane

+ 2 Lysander I
12Lysander II

I  228 V/ 6 2 2Plying ! Sunderland
Boat 1

6 5I  230 2

iI

1

y 13 11:  244 4j VincentIR/iQ Bomber

8  ‘^1 16 8Bomber | Blenheim IV | 12 Blenheim Iliom

X In pro
cess of

transfer to

the Middle

East.

1203s ̂  14 7

I

8  ; 6 3 13Vincent
I
I !

jx See also
j Middle
East.

!

1MEDITER- Fighter iBeaufighter ! 252s
. RANEAN I 1

I

}

Hurricane II I I85 I6

I  249 16

I  261 i 16
Wellington 10 ■ 148s i -

18 ,

5+16 Hurricanel1

8
i

3Bomber

I

I

General

Reconn,

}

69 ! 7 8+2 Hurricanel ■j Maryland 5
1

E.I.C. (SA)
30th June, 1941.

G.I69218/IL/6.48
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4ir.QEaf±_Pj2 s i.t ion

1-5th jiugust,, j.9M.

1

L^stab. I s^;^ength
---* il.E. I.R«i

Conirnand Class :  Type Remarks

}

1

MIDDI^ Fighter
E/iST

252; 16Beaufighter 4
i

272 i 16
j

.  ! Hurricane I
I i21 + 1 Lysander II S.A.A.P.1  '

i

i

33' 16 29

}

73 16 -i27 + 1 Lysander II!

I

80 I 16 !
:  i

94M6 !

-^28
II

j

-:20 + 1 Gladiator I

274 i 16 -17 + 1 Lysander II

450 ! - I 21 + 3 Blenheim IV R.A.A.P.
)

I

‘  !»451 ! -j15 + 3 Lysander II
I
i

j  Tomahawk 250; 16 -121
i

- 19 iS.A.A.P.2 I
t

R.A.A.P.3  ! -l20

112 23!I

16Bomber Blenheim IV 811

i

I ' 14 I 16

I  30 -i6
1

i  45 16

55 16
i

I  84 M 6

113 16

I

t

1

I

I

8i -

8 il7 Hurricane I

8i
!

I

8  6
i

8

I

!

8jl8 + 1 Lysander II

7h6203 ! 14

211 : i6 8 19 Blenheim I
I

!

{

Maryland -|18

-il6

12 IS.A.A.P.
1

i

21 I 16 ft
I

I

I  24 m6 -111
tf

I
r

39 j 16
223 16

- ,20

18 + 1 Blenheim It
{

!
ji

j Wellesley 47 15 8 h8
I

.1

C-.169218/IL/6.48
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Sqdn. I
i.E. i.R.No.
I

RemarksI Type StrengthCoramancll Class

iI

6hTellington I 3  i 2No.1 i
G.R.U, !

I

MIDDLE

EAST ,

(Contd.

Bomher

(Contd.
I

20+1 Lysander16 837Wellington ICi

8; 241638 I
I

I
t

25+1 Lysander I |

25+1 Lysander I
i

i  12 Bombay +
I  6 Valentia.

16 870 II

i  16148it

I )
‘

1 I

16
1

216I

I1 I

J t

6  i 3 9+2 Yfellesley117Bomber I Bombay
!Transport 1

I  !

lArmy Co- Lysander I
j operation!'
1  I

i

i

-  I 2 + 2 mk.II
+11 Hurricane I

208 12
J

I

1
1  •

!

Rhodesian5+2 Mk.II
+ 2 Gladiator II

+ 7 Gladiator I

i  12
I

I  237

I

i

1

Lysander II i 6 12
t

228 -  2SunderlandFlying
Boat

4  1230 4

i

Gladiator i 261 10 + 14 Hurricane •IRAQ IFighter
\

{!

13 4i 11VincentBo;.iber
i

I 21Audax 52Army Co-

joperation I
I

i

i  84 3

I
!

f\

16 i 8 112 Blenheim It
8Blenheim IVADEN iBomber

6  i 3 ;128Vincent

5I'EEDITER+Pighter Beaufighter 272
I

iHurricane IIA 185
ranean I

1

I
I

»

16 i 8 117 + 4 Mk.IIC
I

i1 i
I

!  249 ) ; 16
I

8} ! 1
I

1I

133 + 10 Mk.I
+ 10Mk.H0■  i6 ; 8 I126

1i

I

IWellington IC 1 148
\

11Bomber I
t

i

i t

!

\2k.iBlenheim IV
f

105
i

j

I  69 7  i 4 i10 + 2 Hurricane I !
i  i + 1 Hurricane IIA

i

jGeneral
Reconn. I

jKaryland
1

..1..
t

i J.
~ - -f•

G.I69218/IL/6.48
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Aircraft Position

15th October. 1 9A1_

i Sqdn
No. il.E,

Estab.

i.'rCoramand Class. Type Strength
1 Reraarks

4
MIDDLE ;Fighter
EAST

j

252^1 16Beaufight er 0 3

vt' 16272 0  I 17I

II

1

Hurricane I 1-1 i  24 S.A.A. P.
i

6<^i !  2(

30^: 16

33''! 16

0  i 16 + 4 Mk.II

0  i 22
1

iy\ 16 0  I 18 + 2 Tomahawk II

80-^ 16

94'^ 16

208.'^ -

0  i 19

1 0 20
I

18

J
l6213 0 20

237' -

260 16 I 0 i 17

15I Rhodesian

16 i 0 i 21274 f

i
t

450-^ 16 I

451 ■: 16 I

0  i 12 ! R.A.A.P.I

I

0  I 19 I R. A, A, P,

R.N. ! 16 '
Ptr. i

0  J 20

Hurricane II 229'^! 16 I 0  I 21 + 3 Mk.I
I

0- * 26238 ^ 16
i

i

i\Tomahawk 11 2'‘ i ;  19 i S.A.A. P.
!

3 A i  19 I R.A.A, P.

64''!
I

S.A.A. P.

112 _

250^! i6

; 21

0  i 20

11'^i 16■Bomber ! Blenheim IV 0  ‘ 21

;  14^1 16
i  45v^i 16

0  ; .. ' !

0  : 21

i  55^1 16 0  i 20

\

0.169218/11/6.48
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Sqdn Estab. ;
I.B. I.R. ■ Strength ReimrksNo.Glass TypeCommand

113^ 16 0 i 25Blenheim IVI'/tlDDLE

EAST

(Contd.)

Bomber

(Contd,) !/

203' 14

211*^ 16

7 M9
i

0

12^ 16J/Iaryland 0  20 S» A, A, P•

21-^ 16 S. A. A. P.0  ; 22
I

24'^ 16 S.A.A.P.0 i 1
!

I
i

60*' S.A.A.P.7 j
j

223 16 0 15
i

87Je lies ley 471 15 19 !

2 - 6+1 WellingtonFighter Wellington I No.1 3
G.R.U, IG.

37^ 16 0  I 18
I

Wellington 10.

0  ! 21 X1638
<■« X state

unknown
, c*

!

I

707 16 0  il8

1087 19

I
16148 8+23 Mk.II

0  9+8 Maryland

0

39'', 12Torpedo
Bomber

Beaufort
i

117'^ 6 3  I 8 + 1 YfellesleyI Bomber | Bombay
i Transport! J216 16 0  ;15

2287I Plying
j Boat

Sunderland ;  2I
I
}

2307 4 1  ! 5

2611IRAQ Fighter Gladiator i  2 + 12 Hurricane
+  4 Audax!

I

84^1 16 0 1 20 + 1 Audaxi Blenheim IV

!Bomber i Vincent

[Army Co- ; Audax
I operation]

i

-  \ 9

527- M9
I

'i
>

87| 8 6  i15 + 1 Mk.I,iJDEN I Bomber ; Blenheim IV ij

8 I 14! Vincent 12 : 11

uA

G. 169218/11/6.48
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j Comraand Class ReraarksType S(^ni_ _ Est^,
Ro. I.E. ii.E.

Strength

‘  iVIEDITER- Fighter
BAmm

Beaufighter ! 2?2 5

!

16 I 16 + 1 Mk. I.

+ 4 Mk, IIB.
+ 1 Mk. lie.

Hurricane IIA ; 185 8 I

126; 16 i
I  I

249i 16 i

8 9+7 Mk. IIB.

i

8 19+18 Mk.IIB.

18Bomber Blenheim IV 10\
I

8105;

107 11i

I  I13i 4

Y/'ellington IC. 38' 22 + 7 Mk. II
+ 1 Hurricane Mk.I

Wellington VIII 221 i 3

:  69! 7 jGeneral | Iviaryland
Reconn. ■

5  114+1 Hurricane Mk.I
!  + 8 It n IIAI

t1 It
IIBi + 1

i

E.1.C.(Z.A.)
31st October, 1941

G.I69218/IL/6.48





APEENDIX N.

AIR MIKESTRY»S PROPOSED AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT

ARP OUTPUT OF MIDDLE EAST OPERATIONAL

TRi^JIRING!- UKLTS (OCTOBER 194D~~

Out- Ifon-tily
put rate
per of
ourse out-

Duration Plying
Hours

•per
Pilot

No. of

Pilots
WastageO.T.U. AIRCRAFT

of
No. Type Total'  Type I.E. I.R.

Course

(weeks)
or per

Crews J

dA dA .mt:
112^
-V-

Cjourse

iil (2) (3) (4) (3l (6) (11)
Maryland or
Blenheim

T.E. Tr.

48 24
6570 Li^t

Bcsriber

6 6015 7 103 7 4372

6Target
Towers

3

Light Maryland or
plenheim

T.E, Tr.

Target
Towers

48 24

72 65Light

Bcmiber

6 6015 437 103 72 7

6 3

Hurricane

Tomahawk

S.E. Tr,

21 10

S.E, 6020 10 4 40 5 55 55

613

“ 106

‘  71 A.C. 6Hurricane 9 4 40 21 19 132

S.E. Tr. 3 1

Target
Towers 6 3

Hurricane

Tomahawk

S.E. Tr,

1020

6 66 66S. E. 30 15 4 40 72

614

104
73 Target

Towers(new) 6 3

Note:- Calculations have been based on following assianptions;-

(l) 75^ of all I.E. aircraft will be serviceable daily#

(ii) Each serviceable aircraft will be flown for  3 hours per day
(Sunday excluded).

G.l692l8/Df/6/48



APPENDIX 0

APPENDIX-.

MIDDLE EAST (army AHD R.A.F.).
DIRECTIVE ON DIRECT SUPPORT.

APPENDIX "D*.

Coni muni cat ions for A ir Support Control.

A.S. a/c.

!  \

X\/

't \
Bie. »da.

© 0 t

1  ■

Res.

Bde. © 0 € /
i

1'V
I \

\\
\

i

ffe ®r '©
Oiv.Div. .1'.

'■X- HA.H.Q. I 4-

/
I  /

a!
A ii /

i7\
\

Corps. H.Q..V J f

\

© <?>, Air 3upport.
CoTitroL H.Q.

s
/ s

/
s

/ s
N/

S
/ s

s./
s

/ N

s

Grounds.Landing
LEGEND.

0 L.S.Set.

0 2-Woy R.T. to Support A|C.

0 2-Way R.T. to Tac(R . ft |c. (c • Control).

0 1-Way R.T. from Tat|R. A(C . (L'l-istening).
l/l3IZ

Tentacles.

o A.5.C. Sets.

0 0 F. A.S. Links.
R.A.S.Links.



> ))

AFESIOIX P MONTHLY TOTAL TONNAGES OP ENEIff liffiRCHANT SHIPPING LOSSES (IDENTIPIED VESSELS) IN THE MEaiTERRANEM

1st JUNE, 1941 - 51st JANUARY, 1942.

(b) in ENTIHE MEDITBiEglANEAN (INCLUDING A)
"BY'‘i^TTTilCK

(R.A.P. & F.A.A.)
TOOTHER CAUSES

(a) on APRICAInT convoy routes
BY AIR attack” ”
(R.A.P. &P.A.A.)

OTHER CAUSE
BY ROYAL i'iND

ALLIED NAVIES
BY ROYAL AND

ALLIED NAVEES

TALTOTALSDATE

JUNE 13,006 A9,7324,9172(4,068 31,80913,006 4,91726,145

35,50813720,136 15,23526,19110,956 15,235 NILJULY

39,41322,158 NIL38,495 17,25522,158 NIL16,337AUGUST

96,0481,84236,68557,52170,70038939,956 30,355SEPTEMBER

45,05012034,60410,32635,12534,604 120401OCTOBER

216 2f4,9318,61836,09738,6962166,52531,955NOVEi'IBER

4t,939NIL12,02132,09737,094ML11,77525,319DECEMBER

1242
Ji'iNUARY

41,528

397,L(.9 I

19,506 NIL22,02223,05919,506 NIL3,553

7,232161,833228,084313,4285,642153,164155,622TOTALS

i) Sinkings on the Afirican Convoy Routes have "been determined on the basis of position where sxnkings occurred.
In seme instances, where vessels were sunk on routes known at the time to have been used for the supply of

- e. g. Greece.

Sabotage, fire, mines, captured, explosion, collision, scuttled, cause unknown etc.

Africa, they may possibly have been sailing to or returning frean other areas

ii) "Other Causes" include:-

Notes;-

iii) Hospital ships sunk have been emitted^,

E.S.L.A.C. List of Identified Enemy Merchant Ships at the Disposal of Italy.
Enemy Records P.1/4203.

Authority: -

G. 169218/EP/6/48



apeemdix q

Aircraft state of squadrons (excluding the gleet Air Arm) concerned
directly or indirectly with the “Crusader" operations as at 15th November,

ServiceatOe

(or ser
viceable

in 3 days)

Sqdn.
No.

gstablishment

I.E.
Total

Strength
ClassComand Type Remarks

16kUDDLE

EAST

Fighter Beaufighter 252 4 4

16 17272 17

26 lik.II 24Hurricane 1 S.A.A.F.
I

16 2630 50

16 27 2233

16 21 + 3 Me. II
+ 4 Tom.II

22 + 4 Ifc II73
+ 4

Tomahawk II

16 2580 25

16 242794

208 1717

16 : <?19213

Rhodesian1315237

262616260

1616 23 Mc.II274

11 R.A.A.F.16 14451

16 2525R.N.

Ftr.

26 + 9 Idc.I16 20 + 5 Me. IHurricane 229

II

26 + 7 Hoiesne 25 + 7 I16238
I

S.A.A.F.19202Tomahawk I

II

R.A.A.F.21273

S.A.A.R.21224

2025112

2116 29250

G. I692I8/EP/6/48
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Establishment S;rvioeable

ser

viceable

in 5 days)

Sqdn,Command Glass Strength (orType Remarks
No.

I.E. I.R.

MIDDLE

EAST

(Contd.)

Bomber Blenheim IVi 1611 0 18 16

1614 0 1 1

1645 0 24 21

1655 0  I 28 25

84 25 21

16113 0 20 16

203 •2614 7 19

;portress i  90 4 3

16'Maryland 12 0 21 14 S.A.A.F.

16i 721 0 21 1 S.A.A.P.

1624 1+16 ■

Boston III

0 1 + 3.A.A.E.

14 Boston
III

60 6 5 S.A.A.E.

16223
•  t

0 i  14+1

iBoston III
10 + 1 ■

Boston III

2  1 6+1
i  V^ell: IC IlfelljID

•4 +Wellington!
No.1 G.E.U.

I  3

16Wellington 37 0  17 14
IC

38 16 0 22 15

1670 0 17 14

108 22 17I

148 1 0 18 Mk.JI2+19
IvJk.II

16 +6

Maryland-

Torpedo
Bomber

39Beaufort 012 12+3

Maryland

6Bomber

Trans

port

Bombay 117 3

21 6 16 0 20 ?

Hying
Boat

Sinderland 230 4 1 5 4

All the above squadrons under administrative and operational control of
A.H.Q.Yv.D. except:-

Fighters

No,252 Squadron - not operating
No, 272 (No,201Group) Detachments under A.H.Q.Yf.D.

G.16921 8/tc/6/48-



No.73 Squadron (No.202 Group , later A.H.Q., Egypt
No, 213 Squaclron(- IIII _  II _

Bombers

Nos.37,38,70,90,108 and 148 (No,205 Group) but operationally
controlled by A.H.Q.W.D. in their tactical role.
No,39 Squadron (No, 201 Group) Detachment under A.H.Q.Yii'.D,
No.203

N0.I G.R.U. (Canal Zone)
No,223 Squadron (No.202 Group)

Transport

No.216 Squadron (No.202 Group) placed at disposal of A.H.Q.W.D.

Flying Boats

No, 230 Squadron (:No,20l Group)

tt n H Un u

Serviceable

(or ser
viceable

in 3 days

Total

Strength

Establishment

Class Sqdn.
No.

Command Type
RemarksI.E. I.R.

2272IviEDITER—:

RANEM

(jVialta)

Fighte]' Beau-
fighter

16185 8 15 + 1 .
Mk, IIB

15 +21/lk.nBHurricane

IIA

8 + 7 . .
Me. IIB

9 + 7
Me. IIB

126 16 13 +7Mk.HB

249 16 8 12 +7IVIk.rLB

161818Bomber Blen

heim IV

1618107

238 3Yv' elling-
ton IC

131540

■Welling
ton VIII

33221

Welling-
!  ton II

161724 3104

10 + 1
Hurricane

Mk,I
+ 2 .Hurricane + 2 I\Ik:.IIA

Mk,JIA

13 +2IHrri-
cane Mk.I

69 7 5General' Mary-
RBooon.' land

The Blenheim and Y/ellingtcn squadrons based on Malta aided "Crusader" project
by attacks on lines of communications, airfields and shipping, F,A.A. bomoors
also available.

Based on;-

E.I.e. (Z.A.) Overseas Aircraft Position (8/12/41) at States of Aircraft,
Middle East and Mediterranean /

G.I69218/TC/6/AB



Appendix "R
II

G-.A.F. Orders of Battle in theJ^d^er an,

As at 15.-II.4-I and 13.12.41.

Est^ablistaent Strength Ininediately Available

I.A 15th November 1941.

S.E. Fighters,

(stab, I, II, III/J.G.27)

Night Fighters.

Dive Bombers

(l/St.G.1, Il/st,G.2,
Stab, I/St.G.3.)

T.E. Fighters.

(III/Z.G.26)

Bombers.

(Stab, I, II III/L.G.1,
II/K.G.26)

108124 22

86129 107

2839 39

61151 139

(1/(F)121, 2/(F)l23)
921 17

TOTALS 464 206400

II. 13th December 1941.

S.E.Fighters.

(Stab, I, II, III/J.G.27
Stab, I, II, III/J.G.53)

Night Fighters.

(I, II/N.J.G.2)

Dive Bombers-^
(l/St.G.1, li/St.G.2

Stab, I/St.G.3)

T.E. Fighters.

(III/Z.G.26)

Bombers.

(I, II, III/L.G.1, II^.G.26
I/K.G.28, K.Gr.6o6, K.Gr.8o6)

248 180217

82 58 14

85129 43

26 1839

276 232 79

5Recce.

(1/(P)121, 2/(P)l23)
24 19

637TOTALS 798 339

Compiled by A.H.B.6

Enemy Records.

G.I69218/DP/5/48.
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AEEBM)IX “U"

ORDER OP BATTLE.

AS AT 11.1-1.41.

Headquarters R,A,F.« MIDDLE EAST C/lIRO AIRCRTiPT

Location

HelopolisNo, 267 (Transport) Squadron
No, 2 Photographic Reconnaissance

Unit

Miscellaneous

L/R Hurricanes)
. Beaufighters )

Heliopolis

Headquarters WESTERN DESERT MAATEN BAGU3H

No. 33 Squadron
No, 113 Squadron
Communication Plight
No, 272 Squadron, Detachment
Strategic Reconnaissance Plight
No, 39 Squadron, Detachment
No, 60 Squadron, S.A.A.P.,

.  Survey Plight
No, 203 Squadron, Detachment-
No, 826 Squadron, Fleet Air Aim

No, 1 R.A.A.P, Ambulance Unit .

No, 216 (Transport) Squadron,
Detachment

No, 117/31 (Transport) Squadron
(two flights)

Assistance from B.O.A.C,

L/R Hurricanes)
Blenheim - fighters
Various

Beaufighters
Marylands
Marylands

Giarabub

Giarabub

Maaten Bagush
Gherawla

Puka

Puka

Puka

Puka

Maaten Bagush

Marylands
Beauforts

Alb ao ores

Swordfish

D.H. 86's
i

Puka

B embaysMaaten Bagush

Maaten Bagush D.C. 2's

No. 253 (Army Co-operation Wing) GHOT V/AHAS

No, 208 Squadron
No, A51 Squadron, R.A.A.P,
No, 237 (Rhodesion) Squadron

«No, 238 Wing

No. 1 Squadron, S.A.A.P,
No. 2 Squadron, S.A.A.P.
No, 3 Squadron, R.A.A.P,
No, 94 Squadron,
No. 238 Squadron
No, 274 Squadron

Sidi Barrani

Sidi Barrani

Gherawla

Hurricanes
It

II

BIR KHAMSA

Bagush Waterloo
SidL Heneish East

Sidi Heneish

S. Maaten Bagush
Sidi Heneish

Puka

Hurricanes

Tomahawks

Tomahawks

Hurriqanes
Hurricanes

Hurricanes

*No, 262 Wing, SIDI HENEISH

No, 4 Squadron, S.A.A.P.
No, 80.Squadron
No, 112 Squadron
No* 229 Squadron
No, 250 Squadron
No, 260 Squadron

No, 269 Wing

No, 30 Squai^on
R.N, (P) Squadron

Sidi Heneish

Puka

S. Sidi Heneish

Sidi Heneish

Sidi Heneish

W.S.¥/, Maaten Bagush

Tomahawks

Hurricane-B omber s

Tomahawks

Hurricanes

Tomahawks

Hurricanes

SIDI HENEISH

Sidi Heneish

Sidi Heneish

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Shortly before the opening of the ground battle the fighter squadrons
were redistributed so that the six Tomahawks Squadrons were controlled by-
No, 258 Wing and six Hurricane Squadrons (including R.N, (P). Squadron) by
No, 262 Wing,

G.169218/DP/5/48.
Ao.
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N'o> 270 Wing, PUKA

No, 14 Squadron
No. 2f5 Squadron
No. 35 Squadron
No. 82|. Squadron
No. 8 Squadron Detachment
Lorraine Squadron

No, 3 (S.A.)■ >Y/ing.

• Maaten Bagush
Puka.

•  Puka’ ■
S.W. Maaten Bagush
Puka'"
Abu Sueir

Blenheims IV

MAATBN BAGUSH

No. 12 Squadron S.A.A.P.
No.-21 Squadron S.A.A.P,
No. 11 ^Squadron

Daba

Quotafiya
Marylands .
M.arylands

S.W. Maaten Bagush Blenheims IV

No, 202 Group CAIRO

No, 117 (Transport) Squadron
.  (detachment under A.H.Q. W.D.) Bilbeis

No, 2.16 (Transport Squadron
(detachment under A.H.Q.

No, 223 Squadron (acting as O.T.U.)

No, 230 Wing

D.) Khanka
Shandur

yj
.i.

IBUaLIA

Miscellanequs

B onib ays
Marylands

No. 73 Squadron
No. 1 G.R.U.

Port Said
Ismailia

Hurricanes

Yi^el ling tons

No. 232 Wing ALEXANDRIA

No, 73 Squadron Detachment
No. 213 Squadron Detachment

Amiriya
:  - Kilo 8

Hurricanes
Hurricanes

NO. 203 GROUP SHALLUPA
.  • X .

No. 37 Squadron
No. 38
No. 70
No. 108
No. 148

II

)Using
‘O.L.G.^s

1/Ve 1 ling to ns

Kabrit

’ Payid
Kabrit

in
W.D.

NO. 201 GROUP AliEXiiNDRIA (Adv. G.R. Base Puka)

No. 2 Yugo-Slav Squadron

No* 13 Hellenic Squadron
Sea Rescue Plight ’
R.N. Pulmar Plight

iAboukir D.O. 22»s
Sim, 14's

Ansons

Wellingtons
Fulmars

.Dekheila
L.G. 132
Dekheila

No. 234 Wing.’

No.' 39 Squadron (Detachment under
A.H.Q. W.D.)

No, 203 Squadron (Detachment under
A.H.Q. W.D.),

No. 230 Squadron

H.Q. 203 GROUP

Bostons and

Marylands
Mariut

Burg El Arab Blenheims and
Beauforts

SunderlandsKasfareet

KHiiRTOUM

No* 6 Squadron
No. 6 Squadron Detachment
No, 47 Squadron-
No, 211 Squadron

'.nVfedi Haifa
Kufra
Asmara

Garthago (Bomber O.T.U,)

Hurricapes
Lysanders
Wellesleys

Blenheims

/H.Q.G.I692I8/DP/5/48.
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H.Q. R.A.r. PAizSSTiNE & tr:,nsjord.ji JERUSALEM iidv. Hqtrs.
BEIRUT

No, 263 (p) Y/ing,
No. 335 (Hellenic) Squadron
Free French Comm, Plight

(p) Squadron
tt tt

Aqir
Beirut

Rayak
Damascus

Hurricanes

Various

Moranes

BlenheimsFree French Plight

H,Q, R.,..F. CYPRUS NICOSIA

No. 259 Wing

No, 213 Squadron (Detachment under
No, 202 Group)

No. 815 Squadron (Fleet Air Arm)

Cyprus

Hurricanes

Albacores and

Swordfish

Latakania

A.H.Q, IRAQ HABBANIYA

No. 52 Squadron
No. 22f4 Squadron
No, 261 Squadron

Audaxes

Vincents

Hurricanes

Shaibar

Mosul

H.Q. R.A.F, MALTA Vj\LETTA

No. 18 Squadron
No, 40 Squadron Detachment
No. 69 Squadron
No. 104 Squadron
No. 107 Squadron
No, 126 Squadron
No. 185 Squadron
No, 249 Squadron

No. 828 Squadron (Fleet Air Arm)

No. 830 Squadron (Fleet Air Arm)

Luqa
Luqa
Luqa
Luqa

Luqa
Takali

Hal Par

Takali

Hal Par

Ble nheims

V/ellingtons
Marylands
Blenheims

Ble nheims

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Swordfish and

Albacores

Swordfish and

Albacores

Hal Far

(Compiled from Operation Records Books, S.D. 225's etc)

G.169218/DP/5/48.



APPI3®IX V

K)^TIOlLOP_MITS_i0MISm^ ;^T3/0R OPER/iTIONAIiY
GONTROLliD BY AIR HEADQUAiSeRS’, ' Ii^STERN" DESERT 

"

(ISSUED BY.. A. i-J,',Q. Zl--D J

I As at 27/1 OAl. II-P.M. 17/11A1.
VI 7/1A2.

Ill 22/11/41. IV 11/12/41. V 25/12/41.
VII 16/1/2^2.

I  lOCATION OF A.ILQ. W.D. IMMS AS AT 27.10.41.

(A)

Ppjmation or Unit Location Reriarks

Air Headquarters, 74 Desert
Headquarters, 26l ¥ing
Headquarters, "B" 7Ying
Headquarters, 262 ¥ing
Adv.H. Q. , 257 Wing
Headquarters, 258 T/ing
Headquarters, 253 7,'ing
Headquarters, "P" lYing

Laaten Bagush
i'(iaaten Bagush
L.G. 16
L.G. 12

L. G, 20

L. G. 110

L. G. 75
L. G. 12

Medium Bomber

Medium Bomber

Pighter 7Ying
Heavy Bombers

Pighter Yving
Army Co-op.Wing
Fighter Wing ~ allotment
of number is ayra.ited.

Squadrons

No. 1 Squadron, S.A.A,P.
No. 2 " S.A.A. P.

No. 3 '* R.A.A.P.
No. 11

No. 12

No. 21

No. 24

II

II S.A.A. p.

S. A. A. P.

S. A. ii, P.
II

L. G. 68

L. G. 101

L. G. 102

L. G. 104
L.G. 24
L.G. 21

L. G. 17

Adv. Party on L. G. 110
It II II II

II II II II

Pighter Bomber

(Detachment)

II

To proceed to Shandur and
• re-arm vALth Boston A/C.

No. 33
No. 37

No. 38

No. 45
No. 55
No. 60

No. 70'
No. 108

Wo. 112

No.113

No. 148
No. 208

Wo.229
No. 238
No.250

No.451

It
L. G. 10

L. G. 104-5-6
L. G. 104-5-6
L. G. 16

L. G. 17
L.G. 16

L. G. 104-5-6
L.G. 104-5-6
L. G. 102

L.G. 15

L. G. 104-5-6
L.G. 10

L.G. 12

L.G. 12

L.G. 13
L.G. 11

n

Fuelling Hy. Bomler
tt H

M

(Detachment)II
P. S. U.

Fuelling Hy. Bomber
II

II It II II

II

Adv. Party on L. G. 110
Pighter Bomber
Fuelling Hy. Bomber

II

II

II

II

II

R.A.A.P. Part of Squadron located
at L. G. 75.

R.N. Pighter Squadron L.G. 13

Under Administrative Control of AirHeadquarters, ¥. Desert

No. 826 Squadron L.G. 15 Night Bombers

Miscellaneous Flying Units

Strategical Recce Unit
N0.I Air Ambuland Unit

(3 D.H. 36’s)

L.G. 17

L. G. 17

/Operatiqnal
G.I69218/IL/6.48
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Operational Ground Units

No. 2 Armoured Car Coy. ivlaaten Bagush 2 Sects att. 258 Wing at
L.G. 110 - 2 Sects at

IVi, Bagush to be att.
29th Ind. Inf. Brigade
Group.

Ifeint enanc eJUnitsj. etc

No.12i^M.U. (A.A.F. )
Dumps at Burg-El-Arab, Puka,

Dhaba &

Puka

Maaten Bagush

No. 121 M.U. (A.A.P. ) Charing Cross
Dumps at No. 1 Porward Base, No. 2 Porr/ard Ease  & P. S.D. 29

No. 51 R.S.U. Quasaba (L. G. II)

Quasaba (L. G. II)

L. G. 18

L. G, 17

No. 31 A.S.P.

No. 53 R.S.U.

No. 33 A.S.P.

No. 5 S & T. Col.(1,2,3 & 4
Sections)

No. 6 S & T. Col. (1,2,3 & 4
Sections)

Abu Haggag

Kilo 37, West of ifaaten Bagush

No. 235A.M.E. S. Tobruk

No. 216 A.M. E.S. Mersa iiiatruh

No. 257 A.M.E.S. Dhaba

No. 263 A.M.E. S. Sidi Barrani

P  C. Sidi Barrani

No. 21 M.R.S Puka

,R.A. P. Detaclriment Mersa Matruh

II# a, P. Detachment■p Tobruk

No. 17W.C.U. No, 1 Section^
No.2 Section

No, 14T4 0. U. (One Section)

Sidi Barrani

Attached 258 Wing
Attached 17 W. 0. U.

No. 1 Field Sect. W, I. U. Sidi Barrani Area, Goimminications through 258
Wing.

BjLgh Speed Launch 1l0 Mersa Iviatruh Will be replaced by
H. S. L. 121 ivithin
14 days.

No. 2 C. R. E. (a.erod romes)

D. G. R, E. (Major Tolhurst)
(Capt, Wood)

D. C.R. E. (Major Kassell)

(Lieut. Routley)

G. E.

G.E.

Maaten Bagush All liajor Services.

L. G. 05
L.G. 05;

Minor Services in
Barrani area.

iiaaten Bagush Minor Services in Area
Matruh to Puka,
Minor Services in
Dhaba Area.

c/o C.R.E.NO. 61
Dhaba

/G.E. .
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(Capt, Hutchinson)G.E. Burg-El-Arah Aiinor Services in Rear

Area.

Re-fuelling Parties L.G. 05, 07, & L. G. 109

H. Q. , No. 4 Air Formation Signals ivlaaten Bagush.

(B) GROUPING OP UNITS

It is notified that Units at present in the Y/estem Command and those

exi^ected to join in the near future will be grouped as follows

Pfficer.Ggiiiianding,...Grpup,.. Ca.pt, Cross

Nos. 1,2,3,94, 238 and 274 Squadrons.

262 ¥ing (Fighters) - Officer CoMaanding, V/ing Cdr, Rosier

Nos. 4, 80, 112, 229, 250 and 260 Squadrons,

Officer ComiBanding, Wing Cdr, Fenton”F" Wing (Fighters)

Nos,30, 33, R.N. (Hurricanes & iViartlets) and R,N. (Fulmar) Squadrons. (Last
doubtful).

261 Wing (Medium Bombers) - Officer Commanding, Pol. vYilmot, S.A.A.Ff

Nos. 11*, 12, 21 and 113* Squadrons, (Also Strategical Reconnaissance Unit,
60 Squadron detaciiment, and 24 Squadron for administration only).

3€ These Units 'are cannon fighter Units'.

"B" 'fing (Medium Bombers) Officer Commanding, Group Capt. Beamish

Nos.14, 45, 84 and Free French Squadrons.

Units under direct Operational Control of A. H. Q. YAD.

826 Squadron, 272 Squadron, Strategical Reconnaissance Unit, 60 Squadron
detachment, 24 Squadron, Bomber Transport Squadron.

No.253 Wing - Officer Commanding, Wing Gomdr. Charles

Arcb^_ Cp..^operatiop._ S_quadpons ,.s llolted.... to, Army,._Fsrmt.lQna,.

451 Squadron allotted to 13th Corps.
208 Squadron allotted to Armoured Corps.
237 Squadron in reserve.

Formation Units operating Western Desert Area

Advanced 201 Group
Advanced 257 YYing

39 Squadron detachiaent, 203 Squadron detachaent.
(Heavy Bombers) 70 Squadron detachraent.

/ Units

G. 169218/IL/6.48
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Units as stated ‘below are earmarked for Landing Grounds and Sites

Where the approximate date of arrival is knovm it is stated inas stated,

the third column.

L. G. E. T.D. Arrival

Fighter Squadrons

No. 4 Squadron, S.A. A. P.
No. 80

No. 272

No. 274-

No. 30

No. 94
No. 260

It

tt

L.G. 101 No date.

21.10,41.
No information,

24.10.4'!.
26.10.41.
26.10.41.
No date.

L. G, 103
L.G. 115
L.G. 103
L.G. 102

L. G. 103
L. G. 115

Medium Bombers

No. 11 Squadron
No. 14

Free French Squadron

No. 84 Squadron

116 Prom L. G. IO4 no date.

Grd. Party 22.10,41•
No date. Using 09
pending completion of 1l7-
No information.

L.G.

116L. G.

117 (09)L.G.

116L.G.

16Adv. H. Q. 201 Group L. G. No date.

Adv. 257 Wing From L. G. 16 no date.L. G. 20

Aniiy Co-opera on

No. 237 Squadroii L. G. 10 27.10.41.

Communication Ixanaport L.G. 115 No inforimation

Foriration .Units _from ...2Q1. GrQup_

No. 39 Squadron (Detachment
No. 203

II

L. G. 16

L. G. 16
No date.

No date.

Ground,'Units

No. 32A.S.P.
No. 54 R. S. U.

No. 17 W. 0. U. (No. 2 Section)
No. 22 M. R. S.

No. 4M.H.M. W/T Unit

Burg-El-Ara'b
Burg-El-Ara'b
L.G. 110

Birkhamsa

Aiaaten Bagush

20,10.41.

20.10.41.
No date.

No date.

22.10.41.

G.169218/IL/6.48
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II LOCATION OP SQUADRONS UNDER A.H»Q> W.D'S CONTROL

4^. P.¥i .17/11/41

Aircraft Ad vane ed

L, G. at

Rear Baae

No.258 Wing (Fighter Wing)

No, 262 7/ing

No.269 Wing

tt

Bir Khamsa

L. G. 111 L. G. 111

L. G. 12

No.3 S.A. Wing (M.B.Wing) L. G. 76 Bagush

No. 270 Wing

No. 253 7/ing with Ad.A. H. Q.Y/.D.
(sir Kharasa)

N0.I S.A.A.F. Sqdns.

I! H

L. G. 75

Hurricanes L. G. at

Bir Khamsa L.G. 130 L. G. 101

II
No. 2 Tomahawks tl It

L.G. 110

No. 3 Tomahawks 11 ft
L. G. 102

No. A Tomahawks II
L. G. 101

No.8 R.A.F. Sqdns. Blenheims L.G. 17 L.G. 17 L. G. 17

No. 11 L. G. 76 L. G. 116 L. G. 11 6Blenheims

No. 12 S.A.A.F. Sqdn. Iflary lands L. G. 24 L. G. 24

No. 14 R.A.P.
tt

l; g. 15Blenheims L. G. 75 L. G. 1 5

ivlarylandsNo. 21 S.A.A.P. L.G.76 L. G. 21 L. G. 21

No. 24
II

Bostons L.G. 112 L.G. 17 L. G. 17

No,30 R.A. P. Hurricanes L. G. 05 L.G. 102 L. G. 102

It

N0.33 L. G. 108Hurricanes L. G. 108 L. G. 108

11
No. 37 Wellingtons Shallufa

No. 38
tt It tt

(detach) Ivlarylands/
Beauforts G. R.

No. 3 9

L. G. 16

tl

No. 45 L. G. 1 6 L. G. 1 6Blenheims L. G. 75

No.55 "

No. 60 S.A. A. P. (detach)

No. 70 R.A.P.

L. G. 65Blenheims L. G. 17 L. G. 17

L. G. 16 L. G. 1 6 L. G. 16I'vlary lands

L. G. 60Tfellingtons Kabrit

No. 80 II Hurricane-

bombers

L. G. a t

Bir Khamsa L.G. 103L. G. 111

No. 84 Blenheims Amirya

G. 169218/IL/6.48 /No.94
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Aircraft Advanced Rear Base

No. 94 S.A.A.P. Hurricanes L. G. at

Bir Khamsa
L. G. 109 L.G. 103

No. 108 R.A.P. Sqdn ¥ellingtons L. G. 104

No.112 It
Tomaha-wks L. G, at

Bir Khamsa

L. G. 110 L. G. 102

Free French Sqdn

No. 113 R.A.F.Sqdn

L. G. 16Blenheims Abu Sueir

Blenheim

fighters

L. G. 108 L. G. 108 L. G. 15

Wo. 148 R.A.F.Sqdn Wellingtons

Blenheims(G. R. ) L. G. 1 6

Kabrit

Wo. 203
It

No. 272
II

Beaufighters L. G. 10 L.G. 10 L.G. 10

Wo. 208 II

Hurricanes L. G. 112 L. G. 112 L. G. 10

It
No.229 Hurricanes L. G. at

Bir Khamsa L. G. 111 L. G. 1 2

No. 237(H) Sqdn

N0.238R.A.F. Sqdn

Hurricanes L. G. 75 L. G.75 L. G. 10

Hurricanes L. G, at

Bir Khamsa L. G. 111 L. G. 12

No. 250 II
Tomahawks L.G. 109 L.G. 13

No.260 II
Hurricanes

It t!

L. G. 115

II

No.274 Hurricanes L. G. 111 L. G. 103 ,

No,451 R.A. A.F. Sqdn

No. 826 F. A. A. Sqdn

R.N. (f) Sqdn

Hurricanes L. G. 75 L. G. 75 L. G. 11

Albacores L. G. 15 L. G. 1 5 L. G. 1 5

Tomahawks L. G. 109 L.G. 109 L. G. 13

Air Ambulance Unit Various L. G. 10

•AT

0.31 A rj P. L. G. 11• o*

No.32 A. S.P. L. G. 28

No.33 A. S.P. Almi el

fella

L.G. 17

No. 51 R.S.U. . L. G. 11

No. 53 R.S.U. L.G. 18

No. 54 R. S. U. L. G. 28

Adv. R. S. U. Kilo 22

Sidi Barrani

Matruh

Road

G. 169218/IL/6.48



APPENDIX V contd.

III __ MCATION _qP_A. IE Q. _ W. D. f. D. UNITS AS AT 22.11.1,9M

Advance Rear Base

No. 1 Squadron
No. 2 Squadron
No. 3 Squadron
No. 4 Squadron
No. 8 Squadron (detachment
No. 11 Squadron
No, 12 Squadron
No, 14 Squadron
No. 21 Squadron
No. 24 Squadron
No. 30 Squadron
No, 33 Squadron
No. 37 Squadron
No, 38 Squadron
No, 39 Squadron (detachment)
No, 45 Squadron
No, 55 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron
No, 70 Sfjuadron
No. 73 Squadron (detaclmient)
No. 80 Squadron
No. 84 Squadron
No, 94 Squadron
No. 108 Squadron
No. 112 Squadron
Free French Squadron
No. 113 Squadron
No,148 Squadron
No.203 Squadron (detachment)
No. 272 Scjuadron
No. 203 Squadron
No. 229 Squadron
No. 237 Squadron
No. 238 Squadron
No.250 Squadron
No.260 Squadron
No. 274 Squadron
No, 451 Squadron
No,826 Squadron
R.N. F. Squiidron
Strategical Recco.Unit

L. G. 1 24
L. G. 122

L. G. 1 22

L. G. 122

L.G. 75

L.G. 76
L.G. 76
L.G. 75

L. G. 76
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 05
L. G. 125

L. G. 1 24
L. G. 122
L. G. 122

L. G. 1 22

L. G. 101

L. G. 101

L. G. 102

L. G. 101

L.G. 76
L.G. 76
L.G. 75
L.G. 76
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 102

L. G. 1 25

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling
Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling
L.G. 16

L. G. 75
L.G. 05
L.G. 16

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling)
L. G. 102 (moving to 122-125)
L. G. 128

L. G. 116

L. G. 1 24

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling)
L. G. 122

L.G. 75

L.G. 17
L.G. 16

L. G. 1 28
L. G. 116

L. G. 124

D. G. 1 22

L. G. 11 6
L. G. 21

L. G. 15
L. G. 21

L. G. 21

L. G. 102

L. G. 12

L.G. 103

L.G. 17
L, G. 16

L.G. 103
L. G. 116

L.G. 103

L. G. 1 03

L. G. 1 25

L. G. 102

L. G. 103

,L.G.108,
L.G. 75

L. G. 1 25

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling)
L. G. 16

L. G. 10

L. G. 137

L. G. 123
L. G. 128

L. G. 123

L. G. 1 23

L. G. 124
L. G. 1 24
L. G. 132

L.G. 75
L.G. 123

L. G. 17
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 76
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 12

L.G. 75
L.G. 10

Maddalena

L. G. 75
Maddalena

L, G. 10

L.G. 137

L. G. 1 23
L. G. 1 28

L. G. 1 23

L. G. 1 23

L. G. 124
L. G. 124

L.G. 132

L.G. 75

L. G. 1 23

L. G. 10

L, G. 12

L.G. 12

L. G. 11

L.G. 12

L.G. 13

L. G. 115
L.G. 103
L.G. 11

L.G. 15

L.G. 13

No. 258 Wing
No.3 (S. A. ) Wing
No, 262 ’Wing
No.269 Wing
No.270 Wing
No. 1 Air Ambulance Unit

No. 46 P. S.D.
Adv. R. S. U.

Adv. 31 A. S.P.
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IV JDCATION OF A. H. Q. W.D. UNITS AS AT

AS ■same... Rear ■Base,.,.

No,
No.
No.
No.

■  No.
No.

1 Squadron
2 Squadron
3 Squadron
4 Squadron
8 Squadron

11 Squadron

Sidi Eezegh
SI Adern
El Adem
El Adem

L.G. 75
L.G. 76

L. G.134
L. G. 1 22
L. G. 122
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 101
L. G. 101
L. G. 102
L.G. 101

(detachment)
L.G. 116 (l
Plight det.
201 Group)
L.G. 21
L.G. 15
L.G. 21

.  L.G. 21
L.G. 102
L. G. 1 07

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling on L. G. 09)
Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling on L. G-. 09)
L. G. 1 6
L.G. 75
L.G. 05
L.G. 16

L.G. 76

L.G. 76
L.G. 75
L.G. 76
L. G. 130
L.G. 05
L. G. 1 25

L.G. 76
L.G. 75
L.G. 76
L. G. 1 22

L.G. 05
L. G. 125

L.G. 75
L.G. , 17
L. G. 16

No. 12 Squadron
No. 14 Squadron
No. 21 Squadron
No. 24 Squadron
No. 30 Squadron
No. 33 Squadron
No. 37 Squadron
No. 38 Squadron
No. 39 Squadron
No. 45 Squadron
No, 55 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron
No. 70 Squadron
No. 73 Squadron
No, 80 Squadron
No. 84 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron
No, 112 Squadron
Pree Prench Squadron
Nq, 113 Squadron
No.148 Squadron
No, 203 Squadron
No, 272 Squadron
No. 208 Squadron
No. 229 Squadron
No. 237 Squadron
No. 238 Squadron
No.250 Squadron
No. 260 Squadron
No. 274 Squadron
No. 451 Squadron

(de

(de

(de

tachment)

Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling on L. G. 60)
L. G. 1 22
Tobruk Sat.

L.G. 75
Sidi Rezegh
El Adem
L.G. 75
L.G. 76
Medium Bomber (Re-fuelling)
L.G. 16
L.G. 10
El Gubbi
Bu Amed
L. G. 1 28
Bu Amed
Tobmrk Main

Sidi Rezegh
Sidi Rezegh
L. G. 128

L. G. 103
L.G. 17
L.G. 16

L.G.I33
L.G. 75
L. G. 124
L. G. 122

L.G. 103
L.G. 76

L. G. 1 03
L. G. 116
L.G. 103
L. G. 102
L.G. 103
L. G. 11 6

L.G. 10
L.G. 134
L. G. 1 23
L. G. 128
L.G. 123
L. G. 123
L. G. 1 24
L. G. 1 24
L. G. 128

L.G. 10
L.G. 134
L.G. 12
L. G. 122
L.G. 12
L.G. 13
L. G. 115
L. G. 1 03
L.G. 128

tachment)

tachment
(detachment

 (5
Aircraft at

Tobruk)
L.G. 15
L.G. 13
(Martlets at
Base)

No.826 Squadron
R.N. Squadron

L.G. 75
Tobruk Main

L.G. 75
L. G. 1 23

Strategical Recce Unit
Adv. A.H.Q. V4D.
No. 258 \7ing
No. 3 (S.A.) Wing
No. 262 vTing
No. 269 77ing
No.270 Wing
Wo. 46 P. S.D.
Adv. R. S.U.
Adv. 31 A. S. P,
Adv. 33 A.S.P.
21 M.R.S.

7lo, 1 P. L, G. Party
No. 121 M.U.
P.S,D. 29

L.G. 17
Bu Araud
L. G. 122
L.G. 76
El Adem
L. G. 12
L. G. 75
Maddalena
Maddalena
Alam el Malla
Maddalena

3 miles west of A.A. H. Q.W.D.
L.G. 110
Maddalena
Alam el iMalla

G.169218/IL/6.48
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APm®IX V contd.

V  IfiCATIGN^ OF^ A._H. D._ UMTS_ AS ̂ _25,.J 2.

Ad'vance Rear Base,

No. 1 Squadron
No. 2 Squadron
No, 3 Squadron
No, 4 Squadron
No. 8 Squadron (detachment)
No. 11 Squadron (returning to

Delta)
No, 12 Squadron (S.A. )
No. 14 Squadron
No. 21' Squadron (S. A. )
No. 24 Squadron (S. A. )
No. 33 Squadron
No. 39 Squadron (detachment)
No. 45 Squadron
No. 55 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron (S.A,)
No. 73 Squadron (detachment)
No. 80 Squadron
No. 84 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron
No. 112 Squadron
Free French Squadron
272 Squadron Detachment
No, 208 Squadron
No,229 Squadron
No.237 Squadron
No. 238 Squadron
No, 250 Squadron
No, 2 60 S quad ron
No.274 Squadron
No,451 Squadron (returning to

Delta)

Dema

Msus

Dema

Msus

Msus

Msus

Derna

Msus

Msus

iisus ^

i/isus

Msus

L.G. 17
El Ad era

(1 Flight detached 201 Group)
Bu Araud

Gambut

Bu Anud

Bu Amud

L. G. 125
L.G. 16

Gambut

Tobruk

D, G, 16

L.G. 134
Mechili

Garabut

L.G. 76

L.G. 76
Gambut

L.G. 76
L. G. 1 22

L. G. 1 25

Gar.ibut

L.G. 17
L.G. 16

Mechili

Gambut

L. G. 11 6

L. G. 21

Gambut

L.G. 21

L.G. 21

L. G. 107

Gambut

L.G. 17
L.G. 16

Msus

Msus

Ga'mbut

L.G. 10

Tmimi

Msus

Gambut

Hsus

Tobruk Main El Adem

Gazala 2

Gazala 2

Gazala 3
Gambut

Gazala 2

El Ad em

Gambut

L.G. 10

Tmiini

Msus

Gambut

Gazala

I'/iSUS

Hsus

i'iiSUS

Hsus

Gambut

L. G. 10

Tmimi

Msus

Ga.nbut

Hsus

Tobruk Main

Msus

Msus

No. 826 Squadron
R.N. Sqdn
Strategical Recce. Unit

Bu AmudBu Amud

Tobruk Main

L.G. 17

Bu Amud

Tobruk tlain Tobruk Main

-  (liartletts
at Base)

No.l Air Ambulance Unit

No. 258 V/ing
No.3 S.A, Wing
No.262 ¥ing
No.270 Wing
No. 121 M.U,

Adv. R. S. U.

Adv. 33 A.S.P.
3 F.S.D.
No. 21 M.R.S.

510 A.M.E. S.
No.33 A.S.P.
53 R.S.U.
iVi.T. L.R. U.

Air Transport Wing
N0.22 H.R.S.

No.31 A.S.P.
No. 6 S & T Coluiim

No. 5 S & T Goltunn

Adv. A. H. Q. , W.D.
Rear A. H. Q. , TAD.

L, G. 10

Mechili

Bu Araud

Hsus

Gambut

Tobruk

L. G. 1 22

Tobruk

Tobruk

El Duda

Bu Amud

El Adem E.

El Aden E.

Gnrabut

Bu Amud

Tmimi

Gaiubut

Tobruk

Tobruk

Taimi

El Adem
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VI LOCATION OFA.H.Q. W.D. UNITS AS AT

Advance Rear Base

.  No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No. 11 Squadron

1 Squadron
2 Squadaron

3 Squadron (moving to Msus)
4 Squadron
8 Squadron

Derna

Msus

Gazala 2

Msus

Bu Amud

Bu Araud

Dema

Msus

Gazala 2

Msus

Bu Amud

Bu Amud

(l Plight detached 201 Group)
L. G. 21
Garabut

Dema

El Adem

Gazala 2

El Adem

Bu Amud

Bu Amud

No. 12 Squadron (S.A. )
No. -14 Squadron
No, 21 Squadron (returning to

Delta)
No. 24 Squadron (returning to

Delta)

L. G. 21
Gambut

L.G. 21

Garabut

Bu Amud Bu Amud L. G. 21

Sidi Rezegh
Msus

Bu Amud

Bu Amud

Msus

El Adem

Mechili

Msus
Garnbut

L.G. 10

Tmimi Sat

Hsus

Tmirai

Msus

Msus

Msus

Msus

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Araud

Tobruk iviain

(Martlotts at base L. G. 10)
Tmimi

El Adem

Tmimi

Msus

Bu Arauct

Antelat

Gambut

Bu Amud

Msus

El Duda ' -

Tobruk

Tmimi

El Adem

Tobruk

Mechili

Tobinik

Derna

Benghazi
Tobruk

Dema

El Adem E

Gambut

El Adem E

Ganbut

I/Iain road mid-way between Benghazi and)
Tobruk (Benina. )
Benghazi (three sections at MsusJ.
KL Adem

Gambut

Bu Amud

Msus

Bu Amud

Bu Amud

L. G. 21

Gazala 2

Bu Amud

L.G. 16

El Adem

Mechili

Msus

Gambut

El Adem

Gazala 2

El Aden

Gambut

Tmimi Sat

Msus
Tniini

Msus

Msus

Msus

Msus

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk Main Tobruk Ma

No. 33 Squadron
No. 55 Squadron
No, 60 Squadron (S.A, )
No, 73 Squadron (detachment)
No. 80 Squadron
No, 94 Squadron
No.112 Squadron
Pree Prench Squadron
No. 272 Squadron detachment
No.208 Squadron (l Plight at Msus)
No, 229 Squadron
No,237 Squadron (moving to Delta)
No, 238 Squadron
No. 250 (Sudan) Squadron
No.260 S quadron
No. 274 Squadron
No.451 (Aust.) Squadron
No, 826 SquadTOn
R.N. Squadron in

Tmimi Sat

Gazala 3
Tmimi

Gazala 3
El Adem

Gazala 2

Gazala 2

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Strategical Recce. Unit
No.l Air Ambulance Unit

No.253 Wing
No.258 Wing
No. 3 (S.A,) Wing
No. 262 ?/ing
No.270 Wing
Adv. R.S.U.

Adv. 33 A.S.P.

21 M. R. S. (moving to Delta)
121 M.U.

Adv. A.N.Q. W.Di
RoarA.H.Q. W.D.’
3 P. S.D.

510 A.M.E.S.

520 A.IvLE. S.
522 A.M.E.S.
220 A.M.E.S.

235 A.M.E.S.
263 A.M.E.S.
No.33 A.S.P.

No. 31 A.S.P.

No. 53 R.S.U.

No. 51 R.3. U.
No. 22 M.R.S.
No. 5 S & T Column
No.o S & T Colui-’in

Air Transport 7/ing
M. T. L, R. U.

J.J69218/IL/6.48
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APPENDIX V contd.

BaseRearAdvance

Bu Ainud

El Aden

El Ad era

El Aden

Msus,

L. R. I.

No. 4 Med.Hvy luobile W/T Unit
No. 216 Squadron
Sea Rescue Plight
No.1 & 2 Armd Car Coy.

G.169218/IL/6.48
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VII K)CATION. OP UNITS A. H. C. . _W. D. AS AT 16.1.42.

Advance Rear Base

No. 1 Squadron
No, 2 Squadron
No. 3 Squadron
No, 4 Squadron
No. 11 Squadron

No. 12 Squadron S. A.A. P.
No. 14 Squadron
No, 21 Squadron
No. 33 Squadron
No, 60 Squadron S.A.A. P.
No. 80 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron
No. 112 Squadron
No. 272 Squadron
Free French Squadron
No. 208 Squadron
No. 229 Squadron
No.23 7 S quadron
N o. 23 8 S quad ron
No.250 Squadron
No.260 Squadron
No. 274 Squadron
No. 451 Squadron
No.826 Squadron
R.N. F. Squadron
E.N. P. Squadron

Strat/R. Unit
No. 1 Air Ambulance Unit

No. 253 Wing
No. 258 Yfing
No. 5 (SA) Wing
No. 262 Wing
No. 270 Y/ing
Advanced R. S. U.

Advanced 31 A. S.P.
No. 21 M.R.S.
No. 121 M. U.

Dema

Antelat.
Antelat

Benina

Bu Amud

1 Plight Detached 201 Group.
L. G. 21

Gambut

Bu /unud

Antelat

Tinimi

El Ad era

Antelat

Msus

Dema

Msus

Gazala 2.

Benina

Bu iimud

L. G. 21

Gambut

Bu Amud

Antelat

Tmimi

El Ad era

Antelat

Msus

Derna

El Ad era

Gazala

El Adera

Bu Amud

L. G. 21
Gambut

UG. 21

Antelat

Tmimi

El Ad era

Gazala 2

El Ad era

Edku

Gambut

Tmirai Sat.

Gazala 3
Trairai

Gazala 3
El Adera

Gazala 2

Gazala 2

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk i-I,
Tobruk M.

L. G, 10

Garabut

Trairai Sat.

Antelat

Trairni

Antelat

Antelat

Antelat

Antelat

Sidi Azeiz
Bu Araud

Tobruk M.

Tobruk A.

liartletts at Base - L. G. 10
Tmimi

Gambut

Trairai Sat

Tobruk M.

Traimi

.

Antelat

Train'd.

Amtelat

A.ntelat

A.ntelat

Antelat

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk A.

Tmirai
El Adera

Tmirai

Antelat

Bu Amud

Antelat

Garabut

Bu Amud

Ant elat

El Duda

(Benghazi
(Msus
Tnd.rai

El Ad era

Tobruk

Benghazi
El /idem E

Gambut

Traimi

Agedabia
Gambut

Benghazi
Tobruk

Tobruk

Msus

Dema

Benghazi
Garabut

Tobruk

4^ Heavy Medium Ivbbile W/T Unit El Ad era
El Ad era

Antelat

El Adera

El Adem

Tobruk
Advanced Air H. Q. ¥,D.
RearA.H. Q. W.D.
No. 3 P. S.D.

No. 510 Ai.M. E

No. 53 R.S.U.
JVI.T. L.R. U.

Aiir Transport Wing
No. 22M.R.S.
No. 31 A. S.P.

No. 6 S. and T. Goluinn
No. 5 S. and T. Column
No. 52OA.H.E. S.
L. R. I.

No. 522 A.1AE.S.
No. 220 A.M.E.S.

No. 51 R.S.U.

No. 235A.M.E.S.

rt

0 O,

(3 Section - Ksus)

No.

No. 216 Squadron
No. 208 Squadron Detachment
No. 216 Squadron Detachment
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APPENDIX W

EiviPLOYIviENT OF AIR TRANSPORT DUPING THE TOSTERN

DESERT OPERATIONS NOVEivIBER 1941 TO FEERUAPy 19A2

GOiviPOSITION

Air Transport Wing Headquarters (Note A)
No.216 Squadron 16 I.E. Bombay '
No.117/31 Squadrons 12 I.E. DC2 (Note B)
N0.I Australian Air Ambxalance Unit 3 DH 86's
South African Air Ambulance 1 Lodestar

5 DH 86 aircraft fitted to carry stretchers (Note C)
Assistance from British Airways
A.H.Q. W.D, Communication Plight about 12 2-seater

aircraft of various types.

1.

Note A. Owing to a shortage of staff Air Transport Wing H.Q.
was formed as a nucleus and therefore had to function as

part of Air Headquarters.

Note B. This composite Squadron was made of Squadron H.Q. and
one flight of 11? Squadron plus a flight of DC 2's from 31
Squadron India.

Note C. These aircraft were taken over from British Airways and
operated by 216 Squadron without any additional crews or
maintenance personnel.

OPERATIONS

2. The operations fall into the following main categories:-

(i) Conmunication and air despatch letter services.

(ii) Movements of passengers and stores.

Supply dropping(iii)

(iv) Evacuation of casualties.

AIR DESRITCH LETTER SERVICE iUTO COiffilUNICATIONS

.3. Operated by Western Desert Communication Plight assisted by
The Coimiunication Plight worked from Advanced AirBritish Airways.

Headquarters and carried liaison officers and other passengers to the
two Corps Headquarters Detachments, such as Reidforce and Rear
Headquarters.

CAIRO to Advanced Air Headquarters carrying Army and Air Porce liaison
officers, official mails, other urgent passengers and a small quantity
of really important freight vdien space was available.

British Airways organised a daily air service from

CONVEIi'JICE OP PASSENGERS iiND STORES

Was primarily carried out by Nos, 216 and 11?/31 Squadrons
The plan was

4.

assisted by British Airways v/hen occasion demanded,
to run on a basis of scheduled services, backed up by a small pool
under control of the Air Headquarters, Western Desert.
DC 2's were more suitable for operations in the back areas, they were
employed exclusively on scheduled runs between the DELTA and the rear
of the battle area.

As the

No, 216 Squadron (Bombay), operated almost
wholly behind the Western Desert Porce itself,
a detachment at Squadron strength at MA'ATEN EAGUSH.

This Unit maintained

On more than one occasion British Airways were asked to augaent
the resources of the air transport squadrons and on one such occasion

conveyed approximately 10 tons of 35 millimetre aimaunition from PORT

SUD/iN to Advanced 8th Army Headquarters in little more than 48 hours.

5.

/SUPPLY
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SUPPLY DROPPING

6. Supply dropping operations were only attenpted once and then

unsuccessfully,

the fact that ground signals were either not exposed or not recognised.
In this connection, the vulnerability of Bombay aircraft, the small
number of passenger .aircraft available and the fact that the enemy
fighter force was never completely out of action, made it impossible
to carry out supply dropping operations in daylight.

The failure was attributed to extreme darlcness and

EVACUATION OP CASUALTIES

7. Evacuation of casualties was carried out by Air Ambulances and

also by returning air transports. Generally speaking, casualties
v/ere sent in motor ambulances to recognised air transport landing
grounds under arrangements which Y/ere mutually agreed between the

Air Transport Wing and the D.M.S. On one occasion air ambulances

were able to use an advanced landing ground close to a casualty
clearing station. This latter arrange;.ient cut out a motor
ambulance journey and greatly eased the evacuation of seriously
wounded men, but meant that mprotected and unarmed aircraft had to

be flown very close to the actual batt].e area. (One of them was
shot down and two others damaged by enemy fighters).

STATISTICS

8. During the period 18th November to 13th January, the following
loads were carried:-

2,390
1,130

1,000,000

Passengers
Casualties evacuated

Freight carried

(Signed) B.H.C. RUSSELL

Group Captain
Director of Movements12.2.A2.

G. 169218/JT/6/48



BRIEF NOTES ON THE B/jPLOYj.fflNT OF AIR TRANSPORT DURING

WESTERN DESERT OPERATIONS.' NOVEivEER 19^^ - FEBkUARiT 1942.

(Supplementary to the Intei’im Report submitted by Group Captain B.H.C. RUSSELL)

FORi'.iA.TION: - The fact that the unit was not formed until itnmediately prior
to commencement of the 'push' militated against smooth working in the early
stages.

PURPOSE. - The main functions of the Wing were:-

(i) Movements of passengers and stores,

(ii) Evacmtion of casualties,.

(On one occasion an unsuccessful attempt was made at supply dropping).

BRIEF .OUTTRNE OF OPERATIONS - From mid-November to December 24th, the
Unit was located at Maaten Bagush and the following regular daily services
operated

B.O.A.C. and D.C.2 services from the Delta to L.G.122

T/ith intermediate stops (later extended to L.G.138 BU AiviUD).

Baabay service frcm ivtfJiTM BAGUSH to L.G.110 via ivIERSA
ivI/tTRUS and L.G. 75.

Bombay service from iLlATEN BAGUSH to GI/JtiBUB via MEBSA

iJl/lTRUH (bi-weekly), and extended to L.G. 125 from December 5th.

From November 30th, the D.G2 service was extended in order to
release Bombay aircraft for tactical use.
made on these aircraft for the carriage of urgent operational stores,
ferry and fighter pilots, casualties etc. and val-uable service was
rendered.

Frequent special calls we

For example, on one occasion twenty-two tons of tank

re

ammunition and petrol urgently required was carried frcm iVlERSA IvIATRUH
to L.G.'s 138 and 134 by IO3O hours though first notification of
requirements was received only at 1430 hours the previous day.

When circumstances permitted a night Bombay service operated
between L.G.'s 122 and 138 and Tobruk while the latter place was still
invested.

From December 25th to February 4th the Wing was based at El Adem
and B.O.A.C. Service was extended to Tmimi and D.C.2 service to El Adem.

On January 1st a daily Bombay service operated between Tobruk,
Msus and Benina and was later extended to Antelat.

The Mersa Matruh, Giarabub, L.G.125 Service was cancelled on
January 19th.

The Wing operated frcm Mersa Matruh from February 5th to 9th
returning to Maaten'Bagush on February 10th.

(i) Aircraft - Bombay aircraft proved suitable for work
and conditions encountered,

they were converted to enable the carriage of full loads
of stretchers,

sand through operating without air cleaners and as a

result their general serviceability was not good,
of spare parts also adversely affected the serviceability.
D.H.86 engines, too, are commencing to give trouble on
account of the lack of air filters,

that air transport aircraft should be able to use petrol
of the same grade as that used by operational aircraft.

GENERAL:-

By the use of rope fittings

D.C.2 Engines were badly affected by

Lack

It is desirable

/Dimensions
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Dimensioris of doors are fr€?quently a detcaMiixiiig faotor

in the loading of bulky freight and should be given
consideration;When aircraft are being selected for;,
transport work-.

.  Ambulance aircraft should take standard stretchers to

obviate unnecessary moving of patients and to avqid .  ,
delays in loading,
been modified to take standard service stretchers).

(Most of these aircraft have now

i . !

(ii) Stores -< Destinations should be clearly marked,
weight' stated and degree of priority indicated.
(This is most important).'
through store’s being dumped on aerodromes without prior
notification and without labels,

proper clearance of stores from aerodromes by consignees
is stressed.

Trouble sonetimes occurred

The importance of

In this connection Control Tents on each

Landing, Ground regularly used proved valuable.

(iii) Passengers - The booking of Anny personnel only
through Army. Movements proved most satisfactory.

In the case of non-urgent Air Force personnel it is
felt that alternative means of transport could be used
more extensively. A Police Checking Post in close
proximity to a Transit Camp shoilLd offer suitable
opportunity to provide road transport for odd non
urgent postings etc.

Where scheduled services were unable to cope with
traffic, passages were frequently arranged on Bomber ,  ■ ■
.aircraft returning to the Delta and probably more use
could be made of these aircraft, if Air Transport Wing ;
were notified of impending departures from the more
important centres.

The number of . Ferry Pilots East-bound and the .mmiber. of

leave-pilots West-bound, could be substantially reduced
if arrangements were made for pilots to,collect aircraft
on the termination of,their leave in the .Delta area.

At El Adem, considerable inconvenience resulted from the

fact that there was no provision for the many personnel
who had to remain,,ovornight on the Landing Ground, and,
if practicable the establishment of a Transit Camp in
close proximity to the aerodrome is desirable in centres
of this type.

The efficiency of the service would be improved by a
Control Centre in the Delta in easy touch with bases
of operating Squadrons as well as Control Centres at

such points as Advanced Air Headquarters, .Rear.Array etc.

Rear Air Headquarters proved a suitable location for

the Wing itself.. The value, of scheduled,services is
emphasised.but an Aircraft Pool is essential to meet
spectal calls for carriage of stores and passengers.
In this connection the consistently.excellent service
rendered by 216 Squadron and No.1 Air Ambulance Unit
is acknowledged.

Urgent calls were invariably met. with most caiimendable
promptness and adverse weather conditions and other

difficulties were overcome in a manner that says much
for,the ability and keenness of the personnel concerned.

(Signed) FLEMING P. WG.CDR.
Officer Counanding, Air Transport
Wing, Royal Air Force, Middle East

(Appendix to Wg.Cdr.Gordon Finlayson's Report ,on "Crusader"
I

)  I
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APPENDIX "X"

NON FLYING UNITS mNDER A.H.tj. ¥.D. AS LOCATED
PRIOR TO THE OFFENSIVE

12U- Maintenance Unit (Puka)

Dumps at:- Burg el Arab, Daba, Puka

H.i,j. 121 iviaintenance Unit (Charing Gross)

Dumps at:- Charing Gross, 29 P.S.D., 30 P.S.D

No.2 Porward Base, No.2 Forward Base (detachment only),

51 Repair and Salvage Unit (L.G, 10 Gerawla)

51 Air Stores Park

53 Repair and Salvage Unit (L.G. 18 Puka South)

• >

)( M M

)(33 Air Stores Park n

54 Repair and Salvage Unit Burg el Arab

32 Air Stores Park

Advanced repair and Salvage section (charing Cross)

(Abu Haggag)

MM

No,5 Supply and Transport Column

(Five Sections),

No,6 Supply and Transport Column

(pour Sectiofts),

(iiaaten 3agush)

(Puka)

(Khasma)

No,21 Medical Receiving Station

ttM W
No. 22

No,216 A.M.E.S. Mersa Matmuh

TobrukNo,235 A.M,E.S.

DabaNo,257 A.M.E.S.

Sidi BarraniNo,263 A.M.E.S

Bir KharasaNo.17 W.O.U.

Bir Khamsa

Maaten Bagush

N0S.I. 2. 3. and 4 Armoured h/T Units (Hqs. No, 253 (A,C. )',A»ing)

(Tobruk)

No. 1 Field Section w.I.S.

Parachute and Cable Unit

Detachment of 121 M,U.

(See, also. Appendix V for later dates).

Authority: A.H.B.

11J6/7/2
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APPENDIX Y

DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSIBILITY OP A.S.P's

AND R.S.U's UNDER A.H..Q. , WESTERN DESERT.

(f>) 5C^o Hurricane equipment

^OOyo Blenheim

100^0 Beaufighter

Equipment for communication

M

No. 31 A.S.P. To hold:-

(b) No. 32 A.S.P. (ex Iraq) To hold:-

Aircraft. Albacore artd Swordfish. Beaufort.

Small percentage of Wellington spares.

L.T. spares.

(°) 50fo Hurricane equipment

(including A.C. Hurricanes),

^00-/o American types.

To cater for:- ^CP/o Hurricanes

To hold:-No. 33 A.S.P.

(d) No. 51 R.S.U.

100^ Blenheims

lOC^o Beaufighters

50^ Hurricanes

(including A.C. Hurr'icanes)

To cater for:-(a) No. 55 R.S.U.

IOO/0 American types

(f) No. 54 R.S.U. (ex Iraq) To cater- for;-

Comraunication Aircraft

Albacore and Swordfish

Beauforts

Wellingtons (to a minor
degree)

M.T. repairs.

A.H.B. IU6/7/2.Authority;

G.I69218/TG/6/48



APEENDIX Z

The Enew Supply System in Libya

(Diagram a.ttaohed)~

(Extract H.Q. Eighth Army D.I.S. No.if.6, November lOth, 19M-
Attached as Appendix B to H.Q. R.A.P., M.E., W.I.S. No,74}

General

Information recently received throws new light on the enemy supply
It is difficult to distinguish between the German andsituation.

Italian systems of supply, except in the case of certain dumps that are
For the rest it must beknown to belong exclusively to one or the other,

assumed that, owing to the limited supply routes available, some joint
plan is followed on the lines of communication and that the rear supply
system is likely to be similar for both armies, although each maintains
its individual scale of rations and equipment and replenishes from its

dumps.

Benghazi to Derna

Benghazi corresponds to "railhead
either (a) by sea or (b) by road from Tripoli.

for Gyrenaica, and received su

OWTi

pplies

(a) Supplies of all kinds are brought by fast convoy from Italy and
Tripoli, and in the case of food, ammunition and petrol are

These coastaltrans-shipped on to small steamers for Benghazi,
steamers are reported to be the only'shipping that now discharges
at Benghazi.

(b) All tanks and M.T. are di’iven round by road from Tripoli and sent
In. some cases stores of food, ammunitionforward from Benghazi,

and petrol are driven in convoy from Tripoli to the forward drunps
without re-loading.

In general, however, the chain of supplies for Cyrenaica starts in
Ben^azi.

Prom there supplies are taken to the forward dumping areas, using Derna as
a staging point, on the following general system:-

Benghazi to Derna (Southern route)
Dema - Forward Dumps - Derna

Rest and Maintenance at Derna

Derna - Benghazi (Northern route).

Day one

Day two

Day three

Day four

Travelling time is from 0600 - 1600 hours daily, and the supply
On the Eastward journey, when loaded,columns use the main coastal road,

the Southern road between Barce and Giovanni Berta is used, and on the
Westward (empty) journey, the Northern. This procedure is dictated largely
by the poor condition of the Northern road, along which the bridges over
the wadis have in many cases not been repaired.

located in or near Benghazi:-The following supply units are

Main Petrol Depots.

Main Ford Depot and Ration Delivery Offices.

(a)

(b)

(c) Munition stores.

M.T. Repair Yv'erkshops.

M.T. Collecting Stations and Spare Parts Stores.

(3)

(e)

/Derna - Gazala.

G.1692i8/TC/6/48
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Dcrna - Gazala.

It is thought that

s'upply Golunns by-pass the tovyli by using the road Giovanni - Berta -
Derna is knov»Ti

Derna is the staging point on the supply route.
some

Mnrtuba, but most of the regular columns pass through it.
to be the H, of at least one German Supply Unit, and as will be seen from

para.2, three nights out of four are spent in Derna on the normal supply
There are no large quantities of stores in Derna, but west of therun.

toT/TO on the main road is a large M.T. dump and repair centre and there are

also several M.T. workshops in the to-vm.

Over and above the supplies brought by road, small quantities
of stores, petrol and arxiunition are known to be brought to Derna (and on
small scale to Gazala) by wartime vessels from Benghazi.

Delivering Point Area (Gazala - Tobruk).

The forward delivery points for all stores are situated along the
road between Gazala and Tobruk,

captured documents, as amended by air photographs and recent P.Vv.
ments.

The following locations are taken from
state-

a

Kms, west of Tobruk.

43.6 Munitions Delivery Point and Ordnance Store.

42,5 Vvorkshop Company.

42 Field Post Office.

41.6 Expeditionai-y Force Institute Store.

41,6 Field Bakery Company.

41 Petrol Delivery Point.

38.6 Workshop Company.

38 Spare Parts and Tyre Store.

35.6 Ration Dun-p and Delivery Point.

31.4 Munitions Delivery Point.

28 ivjunitions Delivery Point and Ordnance Store.

The L. of C. supply system ends here, and Corps and Divisional
Supply Units take over the responsibility of onward delivery.

Operational Dumping Area (Bu 4mud to Frontier).

iny Dumps forward of Gazala - Tobruk area are probably laid down under
formation arrangements, and sometimes shifted according to the needs
of the moment.

G.169218/tc/V^8
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CMIW OF ENEiff SUPPLY IN LIBYA.

5

Munitions, Petrol. Rations. TRIPOLI.

By Sea «

By Road}

Store. Dump. Store. BENGHAZI.

Supply
'  Columns.

%

Staging Point. DERNA.

Supply ,
Columns. «

Delivery Point 43*6 Kms. Yfest
of Tobruk.

Delivei-y Point. 41 Kms. west
of Tobruk.

Unit

Supply
Transport.

Delivery Point. 35.6 Kms. west
of Tobruk.

f

Forward Operational Dumps

(Bu Arnud - Frontier Area).

G. 169218/TC/6/48



APEENDIX. A.( i)

HiOTOGSiix’HS TIMN.. _ BEW®BN 5.1,0.41 and Jil'!. -1942. •

Taken bx_S.^

16.10.41 G-AEAIjA 2 (useless as bad' quality).

BEENA L. Gs. (part cover). Harbour (oblique).
iviECi-IILI L.G. (part cover;, ivERTUBi Main and 'Vi.,
BIE EL GOBI.

I6.i0;4l.

18.10.41. . BIE ,EL GSEIE, B'lE EL .GOBI, BIE I1/:\GHEIM Area.

i'.ii.ElUBA w'. -and iviain (part cover).

TivUi/il L.G. (part cover), GAZALji inlet (poor),

AEEOLONIA, LEENA Tov.ti and _u.G. (part cover), (stained prints).

BAECE Hospital, BENINA (bad quality;,

(poor quality), BIE m\GHEI>i, EL iiOELi, SIBI EESEGH,
GASH EL AEIYD, GAPUEZO.'

SOxj'UCH, AQSBABIA (bad quality) . Aerodrome (port cover) _
EL BEEGA and AGHEILA road betvireen.

18.10.41.

20.10.41.

20.10.41.

24.10.41.

24.10.41.

19.10.41.

22.10.41. EL ABIAR, EL EEGIM, BENINA Aerodrome part cover,
BaNGHAiSI, EEEIL'i Sat., SOLUGH, AGELABIA, (L.G. not covered).

23.10.41. MtiETUB/1 W. part cover.

GIOVAMI, BERTA, SILI Ei\PA, LUIGI Rx'.ZZij.

Bad quality), LEPUA u.G. (part cover), i/iiiRTUHil \'i.
part cover), BIR HAGHSIM (part cover).

(Bad quality), GAZALA 1, 2, BIR HAGHEIM, BIR EL GOBI,
BIR EL GSrSR.

22.10.41.

25.10.41.

23.10.41.

BIR EL BAHEIR/\, ivIENASTIR L.G.24.10.41.

HiNGiiASI TOCRa Road, BERKA Sat. AQilLABIA, SILI ALED EL

iviP-GRUivijj . TijijiVr.
25.10.41.

1 GAZAlui TilLiviI Road, TlvHIvil u.G. (siiiall scale)27.10.41. GAZiiUij 2,

obliques).

BENINA (Oloud) to Grotto of LETE.27.10.41.

;RIL, SIDI.AZEIZ, GARJZZO N.29.10.41. Sim xSLEGIi, GASR.EL

BIR HACHEIM.31.10.41.

•G. (part cover),JjAIvjLUDA Crossroad, &IO'\/LA\NT BERTA, D^RMA
area East of TOBRUK.

• T

3.11.41.

BERKA Sat. B1CNGH(\SI.4.11.41.

Area near LERNA, MRTUBA Vi. and iviain, TIjUvU.7.11.41.

BIR EL GOBI, BIR HACHEIM,. GAZj»LA Area.

EL GOBI, BIR Hi'.CHEIM,; iVECHILI.

ilPLOLONIA, CIREKE, EL EAIDA, GIOVANTII BERTa, M/1Ri-iUA, LERNA.

7.11.41.

10.11.41.

12.11.41.

G. 169218/to/6/48
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i 2.11,. 4.1, BIR mCREIM.

BEEK/i Sat. BEKGH/iSI, 3S4IN4, ESGHILI.

AGEDABIA, EL ERGH (poor).

BENGHASI (part cover), EERKj\ Main, Sat.,
BENIEA (part cover), 3IR IR\CHEIM (cloud).

ivM.RTUB/: W. (part cover). Main (part cover), ivISCHILI fort,

BENGHASI, BERIG'i (part cover) BEEKii Sat, (part cover),
BijRGE (cloud) BEEinA (cloud) AlEGHILi, IVBUS.

1\£SCHILI Fort, DEHNA L.Gs, ivjliRTQBA W. (part cover),

BENIRA (part cover) BENGIL'iSI, BARGE (part cover),

GAZALA Area, (u) 973884 - 35684412, Libyan grid,
purple grid.

IvBUS, BENINA' (part cover), EERKA Sat. (no stereo cover),
BENGHiBI, ivEGHlLl Port.

BIR ERGHEIM, TivUiVil (part cover), GAZiiLA I (part cover),

BENINA, BEEKA Main, BERRA Sat. (part cover).

Mi\RlUBA ¥. (part cover). Main (poor quality) DERRAi
(E. of area not fully covei-ed), BIR HAGHEIM,

GAZALA N. and area around, BIR HilGHEIM (part cover)
ivEGHILI Port, BARGE (part cover).

BIR HilGHEIM Area.

BARGE (part cove

15.11.41

16,11.41. .

19.11.41. r),

24.11.41

24.11.41.

25.11.41.

4.11.41.

25.11.41.

25.11.41.

25.11.41.

28.11.41.

29.11.. 41.

30.11.41.

31.11.41.

AGELAiBIA L.Gs. (part cover only for both).
RAS EL AAiLI, Marble Arch L.G. (part cover).

BENINA, BENGMSI, BARGE (part cover) IvECHILI Port,

EEEN'A IL^RBOUR and Town, ivARTUBxl ¥. (part cover).

BIR Hi-iGHEIM^Area, MiiRTUBA vv. (part cover), GiiZAiLA No.1
(part cover),

EL ABIAR ammunition store, BENINA (part cover), EEEK/i
(part cover), BliRKA-Sat. (part cover), HENGHi;SI Harbour
(part cover),

HENGHASI (harbour not covered), DRL'iNA, GOT BERSIS L.G
TOGR^., BARGE (part cover), TEGNIS, ivARiiUA.

AGHEILA,

•

2.12.41.

3.12.41.

5.12.41.

6.12.41.

6.12.41.

11.12.41.
 >

10.12.41. IvIAR'TUBA, 1, 3 and 4, Ti'ilMI, GAZALi\ I, GAZAL^l 2 (part
cover), GrAZAlA 3 (part cover).

16,12.41. iffilCHILI Port, BENINA (poor quality), HERKii lain (part
cover), HERKA Sat, AGEDABIA E. and W. ,(8oth part cover
only). ‘

GIOVANNI BERTA, DEEN'A Town, Harbour and part of L.Gs.)
parts of BERI’IA GAZ/iL/i road.

M/iRTUBA W. (part cover), BENINA (part cover), EL GUARSGIA,
EL PAIDA. • ■ ■

•• V '

feLiRSA AUEGIA, NOPILIA, Marble Arch L.G. (part cover), .

■i2.12.4l.

15.12.41.

23.1.42.
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24.1.42. BUEE^i EL PBUK.

26.1.42. V<« snd jii. L.&s. . • .

^(SDABIL E. and V/. LGIidlLA L.G. (part cover), coast road.

AGEDABIA E. L.G. (poor).

27.1.42.

30.1.42.

Taken by Ho.2 F.R.U. from LlBY^i

W. of TOBRUK to S. of GAZ-ALA, 100 prints (2 camera
strip only).

GA2ALA to TOBRUK 2 strips, 300 prints.

E. TOBRUK, BAllDIA (Cloud cover).

E. TOBRUK, BARDIA 220 prints.

RUN, EB ;j)EM-SIjJl EESEGH, - ¥. and S. G/JvIBUT -
300 prints.

6.10.41.M.E.55

M.E.56 7.10.41.

M.S.-57 9.10.41.

M.E.58 10.10.41.

M.E. 59 18.10.41.

M.E.6O 19.10.41. N.E. of BARGE.

M.E.61 SCHIGHELIE, BIR EL BSHEIE;. - MENAiSTIR.20.10.41.

M.E . 62 GAZALii, BU AMUL, EL iiDEM.20.10.41.

M.E. 63 ¥. TOBRUK - EL ALEi\23.10.41.

Coast E. TOBRUK from IMiRSA BELi'-PAYIT-lMESA MOISSA
180 prints.

4 strips S. of TOBRUK (EL ALEM, BU AMUD) 300^prints.

M.S.64 24.10.41.

M.E.66 25.10,41.

,L ALEM-CAPPUZZO North 330 prints.26;10.41.M.E. 67

EL ADEM - SIDI RESEGH - GAxUSET 120 prints.M.E.69 9.11.41.

GAZi'.Lil to 13 miles S.E. 72 prints.M.E.70 10.11.41.

Two strips EL ADEM - E. of TOBRUK 150 prints^ ,

BOMBA-TMElVlI-E. of GAZilLA 340 prints.

E. of EL.ALEM - SILI RESEGH - GAMBUT - RiiS BEDDUD
150 prints,

BOiilBi'i Area 42 prints (2 camera only).

GAZilLil 45 prints.

TOBRUK, EL ADEM, SIDI RESEGH back to coast, 21+0 prints.

M.E,71 11.11.41.

Ivi.E, 72 11.11.41.

13.11.41.M.E, 73

15.11.41.M.E,75

M.E.76 15.11.41.

8.3 2.41.M.E.81

■DERNA, S. of DERNA - V/. of ivIARTUBA,GIOVANNI, BiRT
W. of RAS EL TIN - BOMBA.

I t

m.e.84 17.12.41.

SIRTE and NOEILIA, Coastal Areas.M.E.85 1,2.1.42.

Road to (X; B.357O.Coast Ri\S EL j;AiLI ~ AGPIEILji,

IvHSURilTA - BUERiPT EL HSUN Coast.

Coast Marble Ai'’ch - (S) V.2615 and (s) V.22 25
NOEILIA.

M.E.86 20.1.42.

M.E.87 20.1.42.

M.E.88 21.1.42.
«. •
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;^.8o 21.1.42. Coast R/'.S SL 4ALI - R,\S L4IvUF - (s) V 4005,

Coast 4rch - NOFILI.: and Strip South of it.M.E, 90 21.1.42.

i-KEN FR0M„iELT4

Date Squadron Sortie Cover

24.-12.41. 69 '  l\i677 5 miles of Coast at

Pisida,

20.12.41. 69 m685 Obliques from N. of
Pisida.

I'-.12. 69 m662 Tripoli Harbour' and
Castel Benito.

''V9 12. 69 M670 Tripoli Harbour,

24.12. 69 M677 Tripoli Harbour.

00
12. 69 M672 Tamet L.G,

8.12. 69 11642 Tripoli Harbour -

poor quality,

Gastel Benito L.G,

Tripoli Harboiur. f8"
vertical.

P20" oblique(poor
quality),

Tripoli Harbour (small
scale).

Tripoli Harbour (small
dcale).

Tripoli Harbour (oblique)

Tripoli ̂Harbotir (■ small
scale),

Tripoli Harbour (fair ,
V. small scale), •

Tripoli Harbour
(v. good).

Tripoli Harbour (fair)

Tripoli Harbour,

Tripoli Harbour and
Defences,

23.11. 69 M620

7.12. 69 M640

8.12. 69 AI642 )

23.11. 69 'M620

10.11. 69 Mb 00

13.11. 69 ' 612

19.11. 69 614

16.10. 69 520

21.10. No. 1 P.R.U. 543

24.10. 69 549

7.10. 69 507

10.10. 69 513

22. 12. 69 672 Homs LiG. and
Defences.

14.12. 69 656 Gavas, Suanin, -
Ben Ldem,

22.12. "  69 671 Bar Dufan, Beni Ulid,
El Gheddahia,
Homs,26.12.

G. 169218/to/6/48
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Date Squadron Sortie Cover

69369 Buerat el Hsun, Zarzur,
Taourga, Sirte,

IvUsurata W • L* G, (part cover),

Zuara (vertical 8")

Suai-a (oblique 20")

Iviisurata ‘l/V.L.G. (20" oblique
(8" vertical

Sirte and Misurata (8" vertical
14" oblique)

Zuara, Sabrattya (v. good),
Ez Zaaia, Gastel Benito,

Iviisiirata W

Sorman, Gastel Verde.

Tripoli Harbour (poor),
(first full cover since
8.12,41.).

Tripoli Harbour and Tovm
and Castel Benito,

Zliten, Tripoli,.}

29.12.

69 68631.12. •

6706922.12,

69 68530,12.

69 m67022.12.41.

69 M69714.1.42.

M70119.1.42. No. 2 P.R.U.

22.1,42. 2 P.R.U. M702

m6927.1.42, 2 P.R.U.

m6959.1.42. .  2 P.R.U,

69 m670 Castel Benito22,12,41.

M720 Sirte5.2.42 2 P.R.U,
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£hotos.taken by other Squadrons

Date Squadron Place Scale No, of Remarks

Expo
sures

Oct.
*

5 39 attached Derna tovm and Harbour.
12 Squadron Derna-Tobruk Road.

El Gubba-Mechili Road.
Mochilx, Gadd hhman I/ansur

Mechili, El Chairuba,
Benghasi,
Berka, Gheniines

El Hania, Dauiet Port,
12 Squadron Mechili, Gad-el-hhmar

Azeiz, Gasr el Arid, Bir
Ghleta

12

39 attached

12

SLiall 51 Some Cloud

5
1/18,000 45

approx.

6
1/17,000
approx.

1/31,000

57

5
55

7 12 Benghasi Berka 1/20,000

1/14,000

4 Indistinct

5  451 Bardia to 7krru N. of
Omar

285 Sojae cloud

over Bardia

5  451 • Bai;dia,
Sidi Omar

El ,7,dem ai-ea

Solum, Halfaya, 1/13,000

1/13,000

1/15,000

540

6  451
42

9 12 S.A.i^.F. Believed to be Bir
Hacheim area

?

10 12 Gabr Salah - Port
ivladdalena

1/16,000 ?

9 113 El Hasiat L. G. 1/1,300

1/17,000

3

10 39 Mechili Ghemines

Agedabia Road
Agedabia.

32 Haze little

detail.

approx.

13 12 El Adem, Sidi Resegh to
Sciafociuf

Gambut Rugbat el Srati,
Derna L. G.

Gazala, iferbuba

1/15,000 75

1/2,000 15

1/17,000 26

1/21,000 3

VI oblique 53,

12 12

13 12

13 12 Barce Indistinct

14 Benghasi, Berea, Gade
el Ahmar

Hazy

14 451 Halfaza Sidi Omar 1/14,000

1/14,000

1/24,000

117

16 451 Bir Shefferzen Sidi Omar 102

16 21 Derna 15 5 series

taken'during
raid much

cloud.

19 451 Bir Shefferzen, Gabr
Saleh

1/22,500 279
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jate Squadron .  Place . Scale Wo. of

Expo-
sures

Remarks

Oct *v

’9 ■ 1/5,500
approx.

1/15,000^

1/30,000 and 32
1/17,000

•1/15400,

1/13,000

5

23

14

11 Bir Hacheim Raid

19 45 Gabr Saleh Raid

18 12 Gazala 1 and 2

20 451 Gambut-Bardia 8

20 451 Sidi Omar area 8

Benghasi-Berka a/d.

Benghasi-Ber’ka a/d.

22 12 -; 51

;

1/27,500 ) 1621 21

4522 Gasr el Arid 10 Oblique
2 series

taken

during
raid.

1/13,00022 ,,451 Trigh el Abd 311 Poor

cover

1/13,000

1/25,000

1/15,000

24 451 Solum - Sidi Omar 451

24 Gazala21 52

25 451 Halfaya area, Vvadi el
Shaba Alam Battuma Hakiyet
Bu Amud

135

1/30,000
1/17,000

Benghasi and Berea a/d. 1/28,000
1/16,000

1/30,000

1/24,000

1/28,500

' 1/13,000

Berna tevm and L.G.

wadis E. of Tobruk

Berna l.G.

Berka Benghasi

Alam el Kidad, Ghot el_

41 Raid23 12

26 Raid12

6 Raid10 12

166 Raid12 21

Raid1414 21

84
Makraan'

28 451

1/13,000

1/17,000

Sidi Omar to Halfaya 11129 451

15Sidi feluns30 21

Wov,

651/14,000Berna Ilbr.and a/d. kartuba
Y/'. L.G.

Raid1  21

Oct.

1/14,000 No photos.30 , 60 El Gabin-Sidi Omar
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Date Squadron Place Scale No. of

Expo
sures

Remarks

Nov.

3 451 Hal faya to ̂ leni
Bargut

1/15,000 72

4 21 Gazala 2 and 3 L.G. 1/22,000

1/15,000

35

4 12 Berka Sot. and

Main L.G.
13 Raid

5 21 Benghasi Berka a/d 1/22,000
and Sat.

Benin a/d.
and

1/36,000

9 Raid

6 21 Benghasi Tocra Rd.
Benina

Barce.

Various 15

6 208 Gauabut area - Hagiag 1/18,000
Hofellcz

Hagiag el Froin

Derna Toivn Various

98?

7 21
15 Raid

6 . 60 Bir Hacheim 1/36,000

1/45,000

9

9 21 Fort Palmeto

Benghasi
.  4

Oct.

697 Tripoli ■  1/13,000

1/13,000

1/13,000
and

1/22,000

1/12,000

.  8 Poor

6910 TriiJoli 3

21 ’ 12 Benghasi-Solluch 27 Poor

22 32 Benghasi

21 21 Benghasi Various

small
17 Vertical

and

oblique

26 12 1/26,00
and

1/14,000

Bengha si kh Raid

Nov.

30 'mile N.E, of
Derna

13 3 Oblique

18 1/12,000I.B.S. Buerat el Hsun Raid

Nov.

6910 Tripoli .1/15,000

1/15,000

22

6910 Castel Benito 13

G. 1 69218/tc/4/243
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Date Squadron Place Scale No. of Remarks

Expo
suresf

29-30 70 Benghasi 1/15,000

1/12,000

1/13,000

2 Night

6913 Misurata

6913 Tamet

7-8 148 North Acrorna 3 Night

.Dec,.

3 Lorraine Sidi Eezegh and El Luda
area

1/9,000 10 Raid

7 38 Gazala 7 Night

Nov.

6923 Tripoli 1/27,000 5

7-8 69 Tripoli
Ti-ipoli

1/27,000 12 Poor
10,13,9 69 .

8 148 Benghazi Various 11 Nigiit

451 St. 3u Bachel-Wadi el Gedi 1/2,100 hU

Nov,

13 21 Benghazi Berka L.G.
Benghazi Tocra Rd.

24 Distant

15 21 Barce el Abiar, Gazala
Area

1/16,000
and

1/29,000

24 No

L. Gs •

14 12 Derna L.Gs. 68Various Raid

15 12 Tmimi L.G. 55 Raid

15 21 Gazala 1/43,000 31 Raid

15 113 Agedabia, El Ergh 66

15 •  1/27,00021 Gazala 10 Raid

16 * 21 Derna Iviartuba Various 34 Raid

1/27,000
and

1/43,000

1/14,000
and

1/3,000

21 Ras el Hilal and area 9

18 113 Agedabia, El Ergh 28

28 609 Dei'na and Bir

Hacheim
5 Oblique

G.16921 8/TC/6/48
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Date Squadron Place Scale No. of

Expo
sures

Remarks

Oct.

10 37 Benghazi - Berka 1/13,000 1 Night

14 24 Benghazi Various 5 Vertical and

Oblique. Poor.

18 70 & 73 Derna and Benghazi 1/12,000 4 Night

Pec.

17/18 70 Benina 1 Night

Nov.

6923 Castel Benito 1/27,000 7 Oblique

Dec.

8 69 Tripoli 1/21,000 3 ?

1/15,000 1336921 Misurata - Six-te Rd.

Jan.

3 70 & 38 Ras el kali etc. 4 Night

Dec.

6931 Iviisurata 1/4,500
and

1/14,000

11

14811 Buei’at el Hsun 1 Night

6924 Pisida Various 7

6930 Pisida

6922 1/18,500 4Tamet

6922 Zuara 7 Oblique and
Vertical

22 69 Misurata 6 K

6922 Gastel Benito 1/30,000 17

1/20,000 2166914 Garian, Sauri Ben
Adem.

29 69 1/18,000 35Buerat el Hsun,
Jarsur, Tanorga,
Sirte.

16,22,24 69 1/22,000 6l

1/18,000 4

Ti'-ipoli

6922 Homs

G.169218/TC/6/48



AFPEITOIX E(i)

AIRFIELDS AND LANDING GROUNDS

EGYPT'and tTES^M ~DESERT"~TtASiEEN iiHEA)

L/UNDING GROUIOS EGYPT

(DeIta and uppe r ~ E gyp t ~Z one s)

L,G.
NAf.EE POSITION LOCAL POSITION DDffiNSIONS

NO.

(34) 31”18‘ N.
30O04'

ABOUiaR 13 mls.N.E.of Alexandria

E. between.rly,and.coast,on
E.side of,Aboukir

Irregular shape
maximum runs

950 X 850 yds.
Peninsular.

(245) 40°03^» N.
31°21» E.

m^^ZA
p

7 mls.E.N.E. of Cairo.

Just N.of rd.Cairo-Suez,
approx.2 mis, E. of
Heliopolis,

R. E. A. P. Ae rodrome

Roughly oval,1400 x
940 yds. Central
landing area. Max.
dimensions, enclosed
by 6' wall 2000 x
1100 yds.

(29) 30°59‘ N,t 16 mls.S.S.'f.of Alexandria 1000 yds,
just S.W.of rd.Cairo-
Alexandi’ia.

5^ mis. V/. of Assiut. Irregular

AMRIYA
square.

(248) 27'°1'1» N.
31°06' e.

ASSIUT  shape
maximum runs 783 x

635 yds.

(249) 24°03‘ N.
32°54i E.

AS\YAN' 2^ mls.N.E.of Asv/an Dam,
and 2 mls.S.S.E.of Asvi?an
town.

Irregular shape.
Maximum runs

840 X 710 yds,

(203) ■ 30°44i» N.
32°i6I E.

10^ rals.N. of Ismailia
town, on E.side of rd,
Moascar-Kantara,

BALLAH
3 runways,plus
1  strip,

1 runway N-S 2000 yds,
1 runv/ay Sv?-NE

1400 yds,
1 runway M-SE

1400 yds,
1  strip SW-NE I500

yds.

28°25
28°47' ■ E.

I N.BAHARIYA

OASIS

7 mls.N.N.W. of Bawati.

On e s carpme n t,ne ar rd.
■  Bawati~Siv/a,

Irregular shape
maxiraum runs 650x650
yds.Being extended.

BARR RAS EL (238) 31°3li N.
31°49' E.

Between Nile and sea,on
W.bank of Dajaietta,

Mouth of River Nile.

Approx.750 yds,
square. Area S of

landing ground is
safe:for landing.

(208) 30°2 On edge of Cultivation l-g- Irregular shape
mls.E of Bilbeis, maximum dimensi

BILBEIS p', I N.

31°35' . E. on

1400 X 1100 yds.

feURG EL ARAB (28) 30°535 N.
29°32' E.

Approx, ̂  mis.S.of Burg
El A.rab rly. stn.

Irregular shape
maximum runs 1600

X 1.350 yds.

(202) 30*^56' N.
32°18' E.

CAJ> LE Just W. of Suez Canal rd, 4 landing strips
and rly, 23 mis. S. of
Port Said, 5'^ mls.N. of
Kanferra

1626 yds.
1088 yds,

N/S 1088 yds.
SE/NW 570 yds.

E

DAIiLIA OASIS • 25024' N. 5 tale. S.S.E.- of Mut.
28°59' E.

1100 yds, square.

1692I8/JW/6/48
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mm L.G. POSITION- LOCAL POSITION DBENSIONS
NO.

■

(32) 31°b8' N.
29°48' E.

DEKHEILfl

(ALEX/IKDRIA)
1-2 mIs.S.S.of Agarui Point. 4 tarmac
6 mls.S.Y/.of Has El Tin.
Lighthouse on sea coast,
bet?/een Lake Maryut and
the sea.

rurmaya

each 1000 yds.

(209) 30°25I ., ::Nr On ,1/7. side of. Sues.Ganal
32°20 E. rd, 1 ml.N.of Northern

DEVERSOIR
4 runways.
N/S AS

end,of Great Bitter Lake. eA
O yds.

1350 yds,
.  NE/SV/ 1350 yds.

1350 yds.E

(246) 24°59’
32°54' E.

27°04' n.
27°58' E.

30°19' N. .
32°17«' E..

N.

(211)

EDKU , 5., tnl.E.N.E, of rly.'stn.on
E.bank of River Nile.

Irregular shape
415 X 520 yards.

PAR/iPRii

OASIS
i ml.N.of Qasr Parafra. Irregular shape

650 X 550 yards.
PAIID .  18 mis.S.of Israailia just 4 runways,

.77 of treaty rd.Suez-
Ismailia,1-^ mls.W.of Great eA
Bitter Lake and 3 mls.N.
of Great Shubra Wit. -

N/S 2000 yds.
2000 yds,

NE/3V7 1200 yds.
N>7/SE 1200 yds.

(210) 30°37f N.
32°15| E.

PIRDAN
2 mls.N,of Ismailia town,
just E.of bend in sweet
water Canal,.

3 runv/ays.
N/S 1050 yd
EA 1100 yds.
'M/SE 1000 yds.

Approx.1250

X 720 yds.

s.

(201) 31°17' N.
32°14' E.

GiiMIL A? mls,Y7,of Port Said,on
strips- of land between
.Lake Manzala and the '

■■ Mediterranean Sea-,

(POET SAID)

28°19w' N.
33°06» E,

GiARIB RAS-, (230) On coast 2f mis.S.of Ras
Gharib lighthouse, and
5 mis.S,of oil wells.

4 rolled strips,
N/S 890 yds.

650 yds.
NV7/SE 975 yds.
NE/SW 585 yds.

eA

(226) ■ 30°53-' N,:
*  ■ 30°05> E.

GBRJACLIS 24 mis,S.E.of Dekhaila
17-ml's.S.of Kafr et

Dauwar rly.stn.at edge
of Delta Cultivation,and ■ N77/SE
S.of El Nubariya Canal,.

4 rolled sand strips
N/S 1260 yds,
EA 1200 yds.

1230 yds.

HELIOPOLIS (218) 30°05' N. 5 mls.N.E.of Cairo ̂  ml S. Approx,L. shaped.
31°19' E, of Heliopolis. I60O x 1000 yds.

(221) 29°50' N.,
31°19> E.

(

HELWAN 16 mls.S.S.W. of Cairo" 1 raL. 3 runways.
S.W.of Helwan, On E.bank  800
of R.Nile,

Approx N/S yds.
Approx.l\E/a7 950 yds.
Approx.NW/SE 900 yds./ ■ .

ilURGIlADA RAP (23I)
(ABU MINGAR)

N, On coast,3 mls.S.YY.of

Abu Mingar,and
5 mls.S'.of Hurghada tank eA
fa.rm and jetty, '

4 rolled sand strips,
N/S 1246 yds.33°49' E.

667 yds,
ne/sw 1035 yds,
NNW/SSE 1096 yds,

27°13‘ N.
33°49',

■[pIRGILiDA

R.L.A.P.
1 ml.S.YY.of oil tank farm Irregular shape

E, ' and, jetty,-' imum runs.1195
max

X
687 yds.

G. 169218/1^7/6/48
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NAME ^
M- POSITION LOCAL POSITION DlivIENSIONS

(229) 31°17' n;
30°15' E.

IDKU ■ 11 mis,E.of Aboukir,
betv/esn Lake Idku and the

Mediterranean sea. 3 mis,

S.V/.of Idku village.

Irregular shape con
sisting effectively
of 3 separate landing
areas. Max.runs 2000,
1400 and 1100 yds,

1+ Tarmac runways.
NV//SE 1850 yds (of
which 1250 yds.A/W
and 600 yds,F/W).

800 yds.
800 yds.

NE/SW 1100 yds.

N/S
eA

(204) 30°36'
32°15»

ISMILIA 1 ml.V/.of Ismailia

tovvniNiof rly, and just
W.of El Abassxya Canal
running- N.to Kantara.

N.

E.

(213) 30°15' . N.
32°29' E.

KABBIT On Kabrit Point,on
Southern .shore at junction M/SE 2000 yds.
of, Great and little
Bitter Lakes,

4 Tarmac runways

N/S 1550 yds.
E/Y 1300 yds,

.

NE/SW 1300 yds.

(212) 30°l5i N.
32^25'. E.

KASFAREET Betv/een rly.and sweet
7/ater canal,on S.YY.shore N/S
of Great Bitter Lake,:
5 mls.TY.of Kabrit Point,

4 rurjways,
1350 yds.
1000 yds,

NE/SVY 1000 yds,
NW/SE 980 yds.

eA

(220) 30°12' N.
31°23

25°27' N.
30°32' E.

(219) 30'^08’ N.
31°24’ E.

E.
8 mls.NNE of Heliopolis Irregular shape
,4 mls.SSE of Abu Zabal. 1100 X 1300 yds.

KHANKA

I'g- mls.M of Kharga
village. , , ■ ■

Just S.of Rly.Cairo-Suez,
5'^ mls.NE of Heliopolis.

KKIRGA OASIS 750 X 450 yds.

KILO 8. 4 rolled sand strips,
NW/SE
mi/m
NNVY/SSE 1400 yds.

1100 yds.

Just S.of rly.Cairo-Suez , Approx 1000 yds.
8 mis.NE of Heliopolis.

1800 yds.
1750 yds.

eA

square.

30°08i» N.
31 27' E.

KILO II

(237) 30°10
30°48

I Immediately S.Y/.of rd,
Cairo-Alexandria 24 mis,

N.Y/.of Giza Pyramids,and
14 mis.S.of Khatatba rly.
stn.

Large, but still
under construction.

KILO 40 N.

'  E

(233) 25°41 I 4 mls.ESE of Luxor stn. 2 runways.
Approx n/S 990,yds.
Approx EA' 990 yds.

-N.LUXOR

32°42' E.f

3* '
44 -mls.NVY from Abu Sueir.(206) ' 30°37

32°05
L.G."X'' ■ t N. 4 landing strips,

n/s 1000 yds,
1000 yds.

NE/S\Y. , 1000. yds.
M/SE ' 1000 yds.

eA
E.

30°36' N. 'in desert 304°Abu Sueir
32°01' E. 6 railes.2-i mls.N. of

Mabsama rly.stn.

6 landing strips
n/s 870 yds.
ENEAyS^Y 1300 yds.
NW/SE 1000 yds.

(207)L.G. "Y'.'
(Qassa^sin)
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■  L.G.I'iAME POSITION LOCAL POSITION DBIENSIONS
m.

(222) 29°51
31 °04‘

ILG-. 222
•  1000 X 3560 yds,

.  .Has hitherto been

variously known as
108 M.U.Kilo 17 and
PATOUM ROAD. To

avoid confusion will

now be referred to

as L.G.222.

10 rols.SSVT of Giza

. Pyrarnids,on E side of rd
Cairo-Payoum.

N.

E.

LG.224. (224) 30°07' N, ' 16 mls.IW of Giza
'  . ' 30°55' E. Pyramids,on NE- sid

2 runways of
2000 yds.each.e of

rd.Cairo-Alex.

(227) 31°11' N,
.  29°57' E.

Mi'vRIUT On SE outskirts of

Alexandria,on reclaimed
land,S.of rly,and N of
Lake Maryut.(Seaplane
alighting- basin
(nearing completion)
adjoins.

Approx.1400 yds,
square. Runways
under construction.

NATRUN.WAD (IOO) 30°26' N.
30°21t .E,

•  On IS side of. rd,Cairo'

Alexandria,2-^ mls.lW of
Wadi Natrun rest house.

1200 X 1500 yds.

(223) 29°21
■  31°05' E.

I
N..RUS EL

(V/ASTA)
 Just N.of rly.Payoura

El Y/asta.1^ rals.NE of
El Rus station.

3 landing strips,
N/S , 1000 yds.
M//SE 1000 yds.
E/J 1000 yds,.

1500 X 300 yds.SAPiiGA(NE’J) (239) 26°48' N.
33^56' E.

I
1 ml.from sea,5 rals.N
of. Port Safaga,

3f rals. Y/ of Shusha
mis, \’i of Salamut

8^ mis. YY of River Nile.

(243) 28°18
. 30°36' E.

I N.■SAL/JvIUT Two landing strips.
N/S ' 1000 yds.
E/Y 1000 yds.

(215) 30°03v K.32°32-| E,
6 mis.N of Suezjiramediataljr 4 rurw/ays.
W .of road and railway N/s I966 yds
Suez-Ismailia. e/iT I250 yds,

NW/SE 1300 yds.
HE/SW 1350 yds.

•

SmLLUPA
 .

30°06i ■ 5A ra ls.N by YY ,of Suez,
32°31.' just'SW of road Suez-E.-

(251)SI-JALIUPA
SATELLITE

Irregular shape
2500 yds.long.

Israailia, 3^ m'ls.N of
Shallufa aerodrome.

(214) 30°11' N.
,32°32' E.

I 4 runways.
n/s 1500 yds,
E/W 1300 yds.
NE/SW' 1200 yds.
NW/SE 1300 yds.

4 rurw/ays
n/s 1300 yds.
E/7 1000 yds.
NvY/SE. IIQO yds.
NE/S'YY 900 yds-. -
(being extended?)

SHuYKDUR 15. mis,N of Suez,on VY '
shore of little Bitter

Lake,just E.of rly.
•  Sweet water Canal and

road.

(205) . 30°34' N.
32°o6 f E.

SUPER 'ABU-: 10 mls.W of Ismailia,N
of road and railv/ay
Cairo-Ismailia.

G. I692I8/JY7/6/48
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L.G.
POSITION LOCAL POSITION DBIENSIONS

NO.

30°04'
32°02'

(217)SUEZ ED.

No.4.
33 ala.W.of Suez.Just

S of road Cairo-Suez,7als I4OO x 200 yds,
SW of Jebel Iv/eibid.

Irregular shapeN.

E.

(216) 29°59'
32°33'

if als.N/v of Suez. In
fork of rail and road

Suez-Ca.iro and rail and

Ed. Suez-Israailia.

SUEZ N. Irregular shape
maximum runs,

900 X 650 yds.
E.

SIWA(NOETH) (66) 29°22
25°31

I N. 11 inls.N.of Siv/a tovn,
just E of road to Mersa
Matruh and Solium,

Irregular shape
950 X 700 yds.

I E.

29°11«
25O31)

(67)SIWA TOM 1 ml.S of Siwa VillageN. Irregular shape
maximum runs

720 X 520.

Approaches very
poor.

E.

TEIEIYA EL (225) 30‘^37'
30°42'

N,.

E,

In desert 5 mls.W of

El Tefriya rly.stn.and
edge of cultivation,
and Eosetta branch of

the Nj[le,

Irregular shape
700 X 600 yds.

29°06I
32°39'

(2W)ZAPAKABA N, Near coast, just Sv7 of
lighthouse and Frontier
Administration Camp.

Irregular shape
maximum runs

1560 X 680.

V.

G.169218/JW/6/48
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GONTIMIED.IAM)ING GP.OUMDS EGYPT

mfflEHSD LA.ICIING GROUNDS

(ALEXANDRIA - CAIRO ROilD AREA. EAST OF 29°30* E

(ALL LISTED BELOW ilEgEAR ALSO ■
IN THE LIST QE LYKDING GROUND,

^iVESTEM'DE’^RT) '

L.G.
DBISNSIONSLOCAL POSITIONPOSITION

NO.

28 See "BURG EL ARilB'

?9 See "Arariya'

See Dekbeila32

See Aboukir.34

30°48» N.
29°30' E.

30°51i’ N.
29 33' E. ,

30°53' N.
29°37' E.

30°55'
29°40|» E.

N.

Irregular shape
1400 X 1400 yds.

Large (2100 x I4OO ?)

38 8 tDls.W.of S of Burg El Arab
rly.stn.

3 mis. S of Burg El Arab rly.
stn.

39

Large

.  (Strips of 1800 yds)

800 X 500 yds.

4 mis. SSE of BAHIG rly.stn.40

3 mls.S of El MUYfARIYA rly.stn.41

1000 X 1000 yds.30°11
30°05

On N. side of track running ESE-WM

approx. 20 mis. SW- of Yfadi Natrun.
N.45
E.

1000 X 1000 yds.46 30°13
29°58

N.

E.

1760 X 1760 yds.30°15
29°47

30°i6
29°41

30°28
30° 16

30°28i' N.
30°12|' E.

30°28i-' N.
30°13|-' E.

30°47' N.
29°51^' E.

30°51i' N.
29°52‘ E.

50°50^ N.
29°52i’ E.

N.

E.

N.

E.

N.

E.

47

1000 X 1000 yds.48

1100 X 1100 yds.At Northern end of YYadi Natrun area,

^ ffll.Sff of rd. Gairo-Alexandria.

At Northern end of V/adi Natrun,3 mis.
SW of rd, Cairo-Alexa.ndria.

82

1000 X 1000 yds.83

1100 X 1000 yds.At Northern end of Wadi Natrun area,
2 mls.S'W of rd, Cairo-Alexandria.

84

1100 X 1100 yds.4-2- rols.SW of xd.Cairo-Alexandria
approx. 15 mls.S of MAEKAZ MHIYA

2 rals.SYT of rd,Cairo-Alexandria

approx.

2 mls.SYY of rd.Cairo-Alexandria
approx.

10 mis.SSE of MAEKAZ AlvIRI

12 mis.SSE of M/'lREAZ /JvIR

85

1100 X 1100 yds.86
YA.

1100 X 1000 yds87
IYA

G. 169218/0^1/6/48
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L.G.
POSITION LOCAL POSITION DBIENSIONS

NO.

30°59f'
29°5i|'

32' mls.S'M of rd, Cairo-Alexandria
approx. 12^ mis. S by E of
FLiEKAZ i'JvIRIYA.

88 I'lOO X 1100 yds.N.

E.

0

4-g mls.S'Y of rd. Cairo-Alexandria
approx. 19 mis. S of MEEAZ MHIYA.

^ rnl.NE of rd. Cairo-Alexandria approx. 1100 x 1100 yds.
12 mis. SSE of FiiimZ lUVlEIYA.

■g ml, NE of rd. Cairo Alexandria
approx. 10^ mis.SSE of ILilQLlZ iU\IRIYA

1^ mis. Sii of rd,Cairo-Alexandria
approxa, 7 mis. SSE of ilAESAZ AMRIYA.

1100 X 1100 yds.

1500 X 1400 yds.

1000 X 1000 yds.

89 30 49'
29°50i'

30°5li'
29°54i'

N.
E.

90 N.
E.

30°52'
69°54

30°54'
29051

I

I

91 N.
E.

92 N.
E.

o
800 X 1000 yds.
When last inspected
(Nov,1941) V'/as being
used by Army as
Car dispersal area..

31 00«
29°48 !

93 Just S\7 of rd, Cairo-Alexandria
approx. 2 mis. SSE of MAEKAZ AlvIEIYA.

N.
E.

30°59'
29°46i

27j mis, Y/NW of Amriya Aerodrome Irregular shape
maximum runs

1900 X 850 yds.

N.95
I E.

30°48^
29O57.

30°47i-'
29°55w'

39°48i'
29°54i'

t 1000 X 1000 yds.1 ml.NE of rd. Cairo-Alexandria,
16 mis, SSE of FiAEKAZ MEIYA.

N.97
E.

1000 X 1000 yds.98 Ip- rals.SW of rd. Cairo-Alexandria
1^^ mis. SHE of PIAEKAZ MEIYA.

1 ml.Sl'f of rd, Cairo-Alexandria
15 mis. SSE of MAEKAZ AlYiEIYA.

N.
E.

1000 X 1000 yds.99 N.
E.

100 See W/\DI NATEUN

222 See L.G. 222

224 See L.G. 224

G. 1692I8/JYY/6/48
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LiilsDING GROUKDS SINAI

L.G.
POSITIONNiUffi LOCAL POSITION DBIENSIONSNO.

31°04i» N.
33°50' E.

ARISE EL' 4 rals.SSE of El Arish. Just
w of rd. El Arish'^Abu

A^veigila, betr/een road and
wadi El Arish,

Irregular shape maxi
mum runs 1750 X

1000 yds.

o

AUJii EL (in
palsstine)

30^53' N.
34°27' E.

1 ml.E of vYadi Hafir, , at
El Auja S of rd. -El iiuga
Beersheba,

Was 528 X 350 yds.
Being extended to a
strip of 1000 yds,
NNY/-SSE,

29°36^' N.
34°50|' E.

GATTER BIR

(near RAS EN
NAGB) .

Easterly of tv/o conspicuous
mud flats on high ground 9
mis.approx.WM/ from head

of the Gulf of Apaba,

Approx.L.shape,giving
runs of 1100 X 1100

yds.

30°38^' N.
33°40' E.

IIAivftB WADI EL 20 mis.due v7 of Gebel Halal,
Just S of rd.Ismailia -
Beersheba,

2000 yds,into pre
vailing wind.

30°31
33°57

5-^ mis.due S of South
Western tip of Gebel Halal.
On track Bir Hassana-Abu

Aweigila.

HASSANA BIR N. No defined landing

areas but large open
space under
preparation.

I E.

o

30 01'

33°15'
3 mls.W of y/adi El Agheidara, Was 335 x 620 yds,
and ■§■ ral.S of road Suez-
Nekal-Aqaba.

Being extended to
give 1100 yds.into

JEBELLE N.

Sh .

prevailing v/ind.
o

JIPJAEPA 30 27'
33°13 t

1 ra l.ESE of Bir JifJaffa
2 mls.S of rd. Isrnailia-
Beersheba,

N. 450 X 200 yds.but
landings may be
made outside this
area.

E.

30°41' N.
34°23^' E.

2  rnls.NE of Koussaima, Just
SE of track to Beersheba.

2 Landing tracks
1000 yds.long under
construction.

KOUSSABvIA

29°53' N.
33°45- E.

NEKHL. 1 ml, SSE of Nekhl village
Just Sf/ of track Nekbl-El
The nied.

Existing Site I40 x
520 yds.Strip up to
1200 yds ulider
construction.

27^51' N.
34°18i I E.

RAS Ul'I SID On Ras Um Sid near southern
tip of SINAI peninsular.

Approx,700 yds.s quare.
This L.G.not main

tained but probably
in fair order.

30^48' N.
34°12' E.

tSHIHi'iN ITM 9 ml.NE of North Eastern
edge of Gebel Halal,5 mis,
SE of Abu Aweigila.

Serviceable as it is

1000 yds.to 1500 yds,
any direction under
construction.

28°13?' N.
33 38' E.

666 X 717 yds.TOR Just E, of and adjoining
quarantine station camp at
Ter 600 yds. from sea.

G.I692I8/JJ/6/48
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LG.j'LU\IE POSITION LOCAL POSITION PB'IENSIQNS
NO.

29°03',3ENEIMA ABU  , N. . On Coast, to N of Sinai
33°06-^' e< Mining Coys.buildings at

ABU ZENEIMA.

2 landing strips
Nrf/SE 1500 X 200
yds. NIW/SSE
1000 X 200 yds.

2 landing strips

of 1000 yds..
each.

28'^5B’s-' N. 8 rals.SE of Abu Zeneima
33°13' E. 2 mis. E of Coast.1 ml.S

of Sinai mining Coy's
light rly,

30°33g' N* Recco'd. site only.
33°22' E.

.  ZEKEBIA .iBU
SOUTH

Capable of one
strip E/iY
1000 yds.

HOD .SilLSM BIE

May be used as it
is in an emergency.

Large Salt/mud ■
flat. May bo used
as it is giving
at least 1200 yds,
in any direction.

30°59' N.
33 55’ E.

14 mls,SSE of El Arish
town. On track El Arish-

Abu Aweigila.

GERilAI EL

S.GEBEL GEDEIRA 30°28' N. 8 mis.S'of Gebel Gedeira
33°03^' E. just N of road Istnailia-

Beersheba,

Strip of 1000 yds.

‘  into prevailing
v/ind could be

prepared. Not
recommended in

present condition.

G. I692I8/JW/6/48
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AESODROIilES AHD LANDING &ROUKDS IIM THE WESTEEH' DESERT.

OEPICIAL
NiJ® LOCAL POSITION REM/lRKS

NO.

t . Bug Bug

; .3t^29
23°24,'

• '
E

2 M.3.of'coastline.N. of

coast road 16 M.E.S.E.of
Solium.

Dry salt lake bed u/S
in rainy season. Max,

runs.1100 x 1100 yds.
Not in use.

,

2 .  SIDI BARRANI

.  31°35i N.
.  25°2-7 I E.

Max.riws 1700 MNE/SSW.Approx,2M S.E. of Sidi

Barrani Village. S of

coast road.Irregular shape I5OO.IW/SE 1300 E/y7.
Hard dry ground.Stone
cle are d.Se rvice able

all year.

3 I.M. SiV of l/G,2,& approx,
3 M.S.by E.of Sidi Darrani

village.Irre gular shape.

SIDI MERANI

SATELLITE

•31°34’ N.
25°56 E.

Pit all types.Exten
sion was carried out

March'42, but no de
tails available.Max.

runs 1300 eA'»‘'500
n/s 160
1600 MV

av.

4 SIDE BAREANI WEST

31°34» N.
•25°33' E.

'  'X' l/g
3t°32^’ N.
26°01' E.

Approx.5 M. S’(V. of Sidi

Barrani Village.
Site only. Not in
use.

5 4 M.S.of coastline,approx.
1^1. S.E. of Sidi Barrani
Square

Extension Work March

1942,Diagonal runs
of 1980 eA 1400
MV/SE.

6 Y» L/G.
31°23' N.
26'°37P' E.

I

Immediately „S. of Main Alex
Solium road, 7 M.S. of
coastline. Approx. 38 M.W,
of Mersa Matruh

Abandoned in favour

of l/g 121, Approx.
1200 yds,square.

Z' l/g.7 1

Immediately N. of main
coast road approx, 23 ,M,
W, of Mersa Matruh Square

Pligh;tways marked by
barrels:. Diagonal
rurjs up' to l600nyds.
MV/SE.

8 I®RSA- MTRUH

31°20' N.
•  27°12i« E,

2 M. S of Matruh to7/n.
Just S. of Matruh-Sidi
Barrani road.

Surrounded E.S.and W,

by barbed wire pali
sade u/S after heavy
rain. Max.runs e/T
1150 NE/aV 1100
MV/SE 850 N/S1000,

9 BIR KORAIYIM

30°58' N.
28 12' E.

8 M.of coastline,Irregular
area v/ith strip extensions.

Large dusty area.

Surface compressed
sandy clay,Level and
smooth,Access road

and MiV/SE runway are
all weather? Maix.zains

2000.975 N/S.NE/aV.
1700 NW/SE.1750 E/W

10 GliEAWLii

31”11' N,
27°21' E.

At foot of escarpment
5 M. S. of GARAWLA

station. Irregular area

Hard sand surface.

U/S after rain. Max
runs 1500 N/S 1800
NE/SW 1200 e/W,
1100 NW/SE.

G.1692I8/JW/6/48
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QASABA

31,‘^'tO^' N.
27°27 I E.

S.of coast road 1 M. S.W.

of QASABA.Midway between
coast line & escarpment
17'^M. S of Mersa Matruh

Hard sand surface.

U/S after rain.
Max runs:- I35O

M7/SE.1000 e/7
930 N/S.

" ■

12 SIDI HANAISH NORTH
31°09» N.'- -
27^32' E.

On escarpment 3 M.S.of

coastroad and railv/ay.

Surface fair,Sand,
soft in patches
U/S after rain.
1500” yd., runs.

13 3 nl.S7 of L/G12, 4 ml.
ESE of QASABA ruins. '

SIDI amiSH SOUTH

31007^' N.
27 31' E.

Roughly rectan
gular. Surface

hard and stony,
U/S after rains.
Max,runs:-1200

eA,1900 n/s.

14 ' MAATEN BAGUSH
3IO091 N.
27039?' E. '

Immediately N of railway and Roughly rectan-
S of coast road at M/iATEN gular.Good hard
BAGUSH. Due S of MERSA IvATRUH sand. Max.runs

M//SE I35O.EA
1000 n/s 650.

15 MAilTEN BAGUSH

SATELLITE

31°o6» n.
27044’ E.

On top of escarpment a.m.s.l. Surface fair.
11^ mis. S\? of R,'iS EL KElAirS. Suitable for
2 mls.S of DABA-lvIilTRUH road

and rly, ' '

Libe rat ors .Max.

runs:-.2500 x

h-oomAu 2500 X
500 NE/a7.

16 PUKA S/iTELLIlE

31°05' N.
27°49' E.

On escarpment edge.
Approx,8 mls.Yf of EUKA.

Irregular oval.
Surface fair.

1400 M//SE.I300
eA.900 n/s
850 NE/S\Y.

17 Between the DABA IvDiTRUH rly.
and road, 1-^ mls.NE of l/G.8,

mm MiiN

31°03» N.
27°56’ E.

Large irregular area
Hard sand surfece

1900 I'M/SE. 1200
eA. 1000 n/s.
1000 NE/a7.

18 Immediately S of coast rly.
y ml. from FUKA rly,Station

Irregular area,
flard sand surface.

Slight slope to
1500 NYY/SE.

1400 eA
800 N/s.

O
Op

PUILi SOUTH

31^03' N. ,
27°56' E.

S of Rly.1 ral.E of LG/8.19 Site only.Not in
use.

EUKA EAST

31°03' N.
27°56^-> E.

20 3 ml.Nl'IE of QOTAEIYA
Immediately N of EUKA-DABA
road.

QOTAEIYA
31°04’ N.
28°18' E.

Irregular shape.
Compressed sandy
clay surface.New
strip u/c June'42
1300 e/vY,1050
N\Y/SE. 1130 NE/SW.

I692I8/JYY/6/48
/•I
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OFFICUL
NAME LOCAL POSITION KEIvIiiRKS

NO

21 2 rnls.S of coast railway
and 3 mls.S of coast road.

QCLIFIYA"- aiTELLITE

30°59' N.
28°'! 7’ E.

Small central area

with'' flightway ex
tensions. Surface hard

saridy clay, le ve 1 and
smooth. 1200 NE/SW,
1150 M//SE.I35O e/;/.

22 DiiBA SATELLITE

31°05' N.
28°27' E.

D/J3A

31°02'
28°28' ,E.

^SOUTH)

N.-

DiiBA

30°5

NNE of DA3A town,midway
between coast road and

coastline.

Site only.Not in use.

23 E of DilBA tov/n Site only,Not in use.

24 Approx.9 mls.SVT of DaBA
town midway between
coastline and escarpment.

Irregular oval area, ,
"in direction of pre
vailing wind". Very
hard compressed sandy
clay,level and smooth.
1250 MY/SB.1050 eA^
900 N1\?//SSE.

28°12' I?
ill*

25 2^ mis. S\7 of coast road
and rly.

SIDI A3D EL

30°56' N.
28°43' E,

EjiftlilN Irregular surface
good 1000 V/NW/eSE.
800 NNE/SSE.
850 (n/s.)

26 ELmyiD

30°44' N.
29°16i e.

: - ELHAMvIiiN ■

30°48 » -N.
29°27' E.

BURG EL iiSAB

30°53|' N.
29°32» E.

AMIRIYA

30^58» N.
.  29°49'

AMIRIYA SATELLITE
30°58' or 30^59' N,
29°50' E.

E. , •

Approx.7 mls.S oY coastline.

4 rols.S of rly.
Site only.Not in use.
Bad site.

27 Approx.5. mis.SE of EL HmUiN Smallish.Cannot be
Station on coast rly.l^ mis. made fit,
NE of l/G 37.

28 See EGYPT LIST.

29 See EGYPT LIST.

30 This is an undeveloped
recco'd site.

31 IKINGI See EGYPT LIST.

32 DEKHAILA

31°08' N.
29°48 I E.

See EGYPT LIST.

■>

33 ABOUKIR NORTH

(coastal)
This site is now disrupted and forms part of
ABOUKIR dispersal and works area..

34 ABOUKIR
31°18* N.
30°04‘ E.

See EGYPT LIST.

35 BIR HOOKER
30°22' N.
30°26* b.

Near prewar WiJDI NATRUN
l/g.

Soft surface. Site
not in use.

G. l69218/jiY/6/48
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KHaTATBA

30°21< N.
30°47' • E.

Was'approx. 3 mls.W of R.MLE Abandoned,
on edge of cultivation and

KHATAmi village.

37 mmii.'N SOUTH
30°47' N.
29 27' E.

mla.sw of L/G27.5 tuls.
SSE of EL HAMlvL'iN Station on

coast rly.

8 mls .S of BURG EL ARAB
Station.

"Smallish".800

yds. square.

38 limi/iN EAST Irregular.shape
with strip
extensions. Hard

sand surface

1700 NE/S7.1200
HNW/SSE. 1000 eA»

BURG EL ARAB (SOUTH)
30°51^-' N.
29°33‘ E.

39'

40 BAHEG SOUTH

30^53' N.
29°37' E.

BAliEG EAST
30°55' N.
29°40' E.

See EGTPT LIST

41

EL NAHEIDAT (?)
N.

E,

o.
30
o

30

42

illegible
)

43 BIR ,.KEFAYIS

31?Q1' N.
26°48' E.

On Matruh,-Siv/a .track 33 rals,
SW of Matruh

Site dnly.Not in
use.

4.7 WADI NATRUN

illegible,

30°11' N.
30°05'.- E.

30°13' N.
29°58' E.

30°15' N.
29°47' E.

30°16 t N.
29°41' E.

30°18‘ N.
29°35' E.

30°21'' 'N.
29°23U E.

30°26» N.
29 14

30°26' N.
28°59’ E.

E.

illegible

)^f-3

46
Sites only - not
in use,

See EGYPT LIST

47

48

49

30

31
1

32

G.I692I8/JW/6/A8
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30°40'
27°55'

53 'll. 3 tills.E of MINOJ^R M'I/lR Good surface. .U/S
after rain I50O x
1500.

■r;lU •

30°40» N. )
27°51' E.

‘30°36» N.
27°50' E.

30°41' N.
27°49 (

54

Sites only - not
in use.55

56 Good surface.u/S
after rain.Site only-
no t in use.
1500 X :800.

Good surface.U/S
after rain.Site only
-not in use? 1500
X 1500..

Good surface.u/S
after rain.Site only.
Not in use 1000
X 900,

3 mls.WNW of MINQ^iE OMR

30°46.
E.
N. 8 ra ls.N of MINQ.tr OMR57  ■

30°43' N.
27°46 I E»

58 7 rals.Mf of MINOJiR Qtl/iR

30°41 ' N.
27°43 E.

Good surface.U/S
after rain.. Site
only.Not in use.
1000 X 1000.

59 9 mls.Vf of MINQ.tr OMilR at
foot of escarx^mont.

30°49’ N.
27°33' E.

6 0 25 mis.on beai’ing l95°f’nfom
IiIAATEN MGUSH.5 mls.S'v/ of
L/G,62.

Abandoned site

Good surface. u/S
after rain 25OO
X 1000.

■ ■

30°42' N.^ '
27°39' E.’ - ‘

61 •

o
62 30 53' N.

27°36' E,
20 rals.S by W of MAATEN
BAGUSH.5 ra ls.E of L/G 6o.

L shaped.Dimensions
not knoT/n.

surface. U/S after
rain.Not in use.

Good

63 ■ ■ 30V N.
. .27°27' 'e.

Mud flats u/S after
rain. Not in use
1000 X 1000

30°41' N.
27°24‘ E.

64 Mud flats,.u/S after
rain,Not in use
100'0 X 1000

65 30%6» N.
27°25> E.

5 mlSiN by E.pf L/g84.
9 rals.¥ of BIRDAtffiUN

U shaped. Good.
surface’, U/S after
rain.Not in use,
1500 X 1000.

66 SIWA NORTH
29°2lit N.
25°31» E.

SIWA TO’WN
29011I
25°31'

N.
E.

See EGYPT LIST
67

I

G. 169218^w/6/48
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68 BAG-USE ■.7ATSRL00
*  31°P7' -N.

27 47' E.
i

On escarptoent 2 mls.ENE of
L/&15.Approx.midway between
MJKA and BAGUSH

Irregular oval
area.1100 N/S.
1000 eA7 ”>000
NB/S'« 950 W/SE.
Fair'Surface.

69 BIR BASER
29°54' N.
25°35> E.

o

31^09* N.
'  26°32» E.

31°11' ' N.
26°32' E.

72 ’ 29°30» N.
26°23» E.

50°26' N.
26°28

31°06t N.
26°32' E.

70

71

73
E.

74

2 runs of 880 yds.each Sites only -
not in use.

1.100 X 1100-

)

• ^^0^22.6°04' E.
W.73 Approx.4 mls.N of escarpment

' 30 mls.SSE of SIDI BARRANI
Hard sand surface

T/itb some stone.
Max.runs: -I9OO
N/S 1200 eA.

Hard sAnd surface
T/ith some stone.
3 runways 1100
each, ' :■

o.
76 31 10' N.

26°05> ■.-E,
2 mis.S by E of l/G75,mid
way between L/G75 and foot
of escarpraerit.

Blank number
77

Used as' refuel

ling base early
194'!.Since aban
doned, and new
site constructed, .

See‘l/g166.

31q07'
25 32' E. ,

N. 2^ mls.S of 'BIR F1AJ3ATA.
41- ml S’, on bearing 215
from SIDI BAERAM.

78

79 8 ra ls.S of coastline 28 mis.
S by W of Sidi Barrani

S of ,3UQ BUQ
30°24' -
25 31'

31°23' n.
25°22* E.

N,
E,

3 strips 200 yds,
v/ide. illegible.

8 mls.S of coastline I7 mis.
SE of Sdllum,9 rals.W of
L/G79-.7 nils.SSl^/ of l/G 01.

880 X 880 Hard
sand all,
v/eat'her sur
rounded by 80 ft.
sand ridge. Not
in use.

80

81 ■ Blank number

30^26' N.
30°16' e.

82 See EGIPT LIST.

83-100 inclusive See EGYPT LIST.

7 mis.SB by S of QASABAB
(l/GII) 1^ mis.due S of
L/G 13).

,1°06« N.
7°31‘ E.

Main area 1200
'  square yds,
1 Runway extension

to 1500.

101

l69218/jYf/6/48G.
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.

31°06i n,
27°33^' E.

102 3 fflIs.S of l/G 12 (SIDI
Ii'\.NEISH)3 uls.E of L/G 101.
8 mls.SW of MAiiTEN BAGUSH.

10 nls.SE by S of ilAALSN
BAGUSH.9 tnls.W by S of FUiOl,

Rectangular area
2000 N/S X 1200 e/F.

31°03< - N.
27%6< E.

103 Triangular area with
strip extensions at

each corner,giving
runs 1500 k/S,NE/SVY
and M/SE. Good
surface.

31°02i' N.
28°16|i e.

10 rals.YiT of DAEA Station.

Between coast rd.and rly.

104 Irregular area.
Illegible.Maximuni
1500 yds.Compressed
sandy clay surface.

E/«7 1500 M/SE 1500
KE/S\7 1050,
N/S 1200.

105 31°00' N.
28°2Bi e.

rals.S by E of DABA station
4 strips 200 yds.wide

30°58' N.
28°39• E.

106 Immediately S of coast rly.
13 rals.Easterly of DiiBA.

Irregular area with

strip extensions 200
yds.wide.Max,runs
eA 1600 W/SE 1700
KE/SW 1400 Frofundar-
ies and some bad spots
in main area marked

with the concrete

marks.

29°46' N.
24 32' E.

107

Near Giarabub. See CYREMICA LIST.

29°35' N.
24°41' E..

108

109 BIR KHAl'lSIi area,

,  31^^' N.
25°51 I E.

8 mls.NE of BIRKHAMSii 3 mis.
E by N of BIR WASH EL ARKAB.

Max,runs; 1200 to

1400.

110 BIR FJiAIvISA AREA

30°59i< K.
25°57' . E.

11 mls.ENE of BIR KHAMSA '

2 pjIs.E of l/G 110,
2 runways.1200 yds,
20CPyds.1100 X 1400
yds.

111 3 mls.E of L/G 110.BIR KHAIiISA AREA

31°00' N.
25°58' E.

1100 X 1400 yds.

8 mls.S of l/gIIO 6 mls.M
of BIR DA\7UD.

112 BIR KH4MSA AREA

30°5li'
25°56i' E.

N.

,  2000x2000

113 BIR KHAMSil AREA

30%6j< N.
26 03i' E.

On clay 21 mls.SE of
BIR KHAMSA.

Site only - not in
use.

114 BIR KHAMSA AREA

Not yet available.
Construction work suspended.

o

31 04' N.
27°38' E.

115 8 mls.SSE of MiiATEN BAGUSH

4 rals,W of L/G 116,
Triangular with
strip extensions,

N/S 2000 X 500 NE/SW
and HV7/SE 2000 x 300.
Surface good.

G. I692I8/JIY/6/48
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',.116 ; :31°04f'
27°4lJ‘ E.

N. 6 mls.SSE .of BAGUSHMIN
(l/G14) mls.SiV of Bagush
satellite (l/g15)5 mls.S of
main coast road. 1 ral.SE of
BIRZnilA. ■

Triangular with
strip extensions

300 yds. wide,
giving runs eA
230O.N/S 200,
m/m 2500.
Surface good.
Hard and stony.

i

31°03' N,
27°44' , E.

117 3 rals.ESE of l/G II6.9 mis.
SSE of BAGUSH. 12 mls.Y/S?

of PUKA.

Triangular, with
^trip extensions,
300 yds.wide,
giving runs
m/m 2ooo.wvY/ese
1000; NNVY/SSB
2.000 .‘Good .hard

surface,

1^ mls,E of BIR EL THALATA
34 t3ls::.S of SIDI B.\RSANI.

118 EL miATA

31°08‘ N.
25°50' E.

Non-existent.1200
X, 150- BIR'^PHALATA.

illegible.

119 29°42
24°35

I N. Nr.GIAR/LBUB See CTRENAICA LIST.
I E.

29°16« N.
25°46’ E.

120 NY/SE 2500(with
escarpment to N)
W by N/E by S and
Wp/ESE each
1500, Very good

,  Surface. Hard

gravelled sand.

3 strips 200 yds,
. wide N/S 2000.

_  ,' .141500.
m/m 11500,

9 mls.ENE of Port MADDALENA 2 strips. 020°
1100:X45.
320° 1050 X
370»Surrounded

by rising 1
ground.

S of the escarpment on and
across SIWA - QARA track.15
rals.ENE of SIYYA TOM.

Immediately S of main coast
road (tarmac) 2-^ mls.S of

rvii

0

121 31 3H' N.
26"11’ E,

'coastline,17 mls.E of
SIDI BARHANI

30°55' N.
25°o6» ■ E.

122

123 30°54|’ N.
24°52j» E.

124 30°53' N.
24°56' . E.

30°25> n.
22°54» ”
29°57‘ N*
23°02' E,

30°43|'
25°05*

123

N.

126 N.
E.

PORT MADDALENA AREA Sep CTSENAICA

,  LIST

See CYHEMICA LIST. (15 mis north of; MAATEN
ES SCHBIGHEIGH)

or

12 mls.SE by S Dummy only. Port Maddalena
area. :

G. i69218/j17/6/2,B
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30°58' N.
25°10' E.

127 Has been quoted as 2000 IW/SE and 1000 all other
directions, but is questionable if this L/G does
in fact exist.

30°52' N.
25 50' E.

128 22 mis,due E of Fort

MDDALENA at fi^lRET IZEIZA.
Alternative to 127*

2 runv/ays 1100 yds
and 1075 yds.

129 Blank number

130 BIR KHA^ISA AREA

30°56^» N.
25°55' E.

31°04' N.
25°l9it E.

31°o6i»
24°53i» E.

9 mls.E of BIR KtiiMSA
47 mls.S of SIDI BARRA.NI

Fighter l/G,

131 At EL QARAT EL HAlffiA.

53 mls.S'vY of SIDI BARRANI
?

132 Immediately E of frontier
wire, 19 mls.NT'lW of
FORT MADDALENA?

Unsuitable except
for Air Recce.Pilots

who know the L/G.

Alternative to I32

on mixed clay pan.

31007' N.
24°53i' E.

132A Immediately E of flnntier
wire 18 mls.NNW of Port
Maddalena?’

16 mls.E by N of Port
Maddalena,45 mls.S by W
of S0LLUM.3I- mls.VniE of
l/g 138.

30°55‘ N.
25°13^' E.

133 Two strips 150 yds*
wide.N/S IO5O
(Approx ,eA 1050).

31 N.
24°38-J» E.

31°07' N.
24°17?' E.

134

See CYRENAIGA LIST

135

Information supplied by
^7^ (1)',Air linTstiy.
on il.Q. jR.A.P. ,M.E.,

Aerodrome Library Lists,
June,1942).

o;
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APPENDIX C(i)

A.A» LAYOUT. EIGHTH Amg

These are shown diagramrnatically and the following notes refer.

The layouts show Arny A. A. and where A. A. under coranand Corps or Divisions
is shown special reference is made.

DIAGRAM I

The Fighter L. G's absorbed a large proportion of the available Army A. A. It
was essential to ensure protection of Fighter L. G's to enable fighters to
operate well forward and neutralize enemy air force.

DIAGRAIvI II

(a) Fighters moved to iiaddalena area with A.A. protection in attendance.
Proportion of A.A, left in Mesheifa area to cover Medium Bomber L. G's.

(b) 4 Light guns remained at Sidi Barrani to protect R.A,F. early warning
installation,

(c) No,2 Forward Base closed.

DIAGRAli III
———————— ^

(a) Tobruk vd.th its A,A. defences came under Army Coramnd.

(b) Tobruk A,A. defences heavily reinforced to ensure immunity from damage
while being developed as a supply port,

(c) Fighters moved to El Adem area,

(d) Giarabub ceased to be an A.A. commitment.

DIAGRAM IV

(a) Fighters moved forward to Mechili

(b) Medium Bombers moved to El Adem area.

area.

DIAGRAM V

(a) Dema captured, A.A, protection provided to enable port to be
developed,

(b) Benghazi captured, A.A. delayed "en route" by road demolitions,

(c) Fighters moved forv/'ard to Msus area.

DIAGRAM VI

(a) Benghazi occupied. Large scale development as  a port required,
therefore considerable A.A. defences,

(b) Fighter L. G's established on the coast from Tobruk to Benghazi to
protect convoys,

(c) Consequently A.A. vrere being "stretched out" and Army had to call on
13 Corps to allot a Divisional Light A.A. Battery from 4 Indian
Division to assist in the A.A. defence of Benghazi,

Report by Bri^dier i/c A.A.
...Appended to Report on "Crusader" Operations

By Y/ing Comirander Gordon Finlayson,
S. 0.0. , A.H. Q. , Western Desert .
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DIAGRAIvI I
A. A. D,_l.

MTRUH
SIDI BAERAIII i

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns4 Heavy Guns

4 Light Guns

CHAIRING CROSS SEi'-HLIA DAHi

NO. 2 P.W.B, DESERT R.H.
6 Light Guns 3 Light Guns 3 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns 8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns ARi'ir H. Q.

4 Light Guns

j  75/76 L. G's
j  DiyiSIOMAL LT. A.A. :

8 Heavy Guns
12 Liglit Guns (  7 Div.

22 Arad Bde

1 S.A.Div.

36 Light Guns
12 Light Guns
3 6 Light Guns

•

36 Light Guns
36 Light Guns

30 CORPS
I  109/110/111/L.G’sJ

30 CORPS
20 Heav'y Guns
40 Light Guns

(  4 Ind. Div.
(  1 N.Z. Div.

13 CORPS
8 Heavy Guns

L.G. 125 i

4 Heavjr Guns
4 Light Guns

E. FORCE

8 Light Guns
GIARA.BIB

4 Heavy Guns

G.I69218/IL/6.48



A. A. MOVE_ 1 PIAGR/Uvl II

I
MTRUH I

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

SIDI 34EEAHI

. 4 Light Guns

DESERT R. H. i CHARIHG CROSS i SBMILIA DABIi

16 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

6 Light Guns 3 Light Guns 3 Light Guns

! P.S.D. 62
i

(30 Corps)

8 Heavy Guns 73/76 L. G's (bombers) I

12 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

123/124 L, G's (fighters) i  122L.G. (fighters)

12 Hea-\yGuns
24 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

!  army H. Q. j

4 Light Guns

j E. FORCE I L.G. 125 GIARABUB

8 Light Guns
4 Light Guns (convoy)

4 Heavy Guns
4 Light Guns

4 Heavy Guns

G.I692I8/IL/6.48
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A. A. MOVE 2 DIAGRAM III

TOBRUK

EL GUB3I (FIGHTERS) SIDI EEZEGH

BU Ai'iUD

EL ADElvI

MATRUK

8 Heavy Guns
8 Heavy Guns

20 Heavy Guns
30 Light Guns

army H.Q. j 8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns

24 HeaA)y Guns
40 Light Guns

4 Light Guns

CHARIi^’G CROSS

3 Light Guns

POLISH BDE :

12 Light Guns

DESERT R.H.

13 CORPS H.Q. l6 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

75/76 L.G's (BOiiBERS)
6 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

m
TO

TOBRUK

Tq

TOBRUK

E. FORGE L.G. 125
i —

12 Light Guns 4 Light Guns

G.169218/IL/6.48



A. A. MOVE 3 DIAGEAIvi IV

TOBRUK i MA.TRUH

36 Heavy Guns
30 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns

GAJfflUT

i  EL ADEfci
Bombers

CHARING CROSS

16 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

POLISH BDE

3 Light Guns
12 Light Guns

I  13 CORPS

6 Light Guns

ARML IL Q. ;

4 Light Guns i DESERT R.H.

16 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

jiilECKILI ;

j  TMIal I
;  GAZAIA I

Fighters

16 Heavy Guns
40 Light Guns

E. FORCE

L.G. 125

12 Light Guns

4 Light Guns

G,l692l8/lL/6.48
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4._Aj DIAGRAMV

I DEMA'BENGIJAZI I
MTRUH

,• TOBRUK

8 Light Guns
16 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns28 Heavy Guns

24 Light Guns

i CH/LRING GROSS I

3 Light Guns
GAivEUT

I BU AjiiUD {Bomber L. G's

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns

DESERT R.H.

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light G-uns

! army H. Q.

4 Light Guns

IffiCHILI

MSUS
Fighter L, G's

ij

16 Heavy Guns
40 Light Guns

22 GUARDS BDE I

12 Light Guns
! E. FORCE ' ;  L. Gw 125 I

4 Light Guns

G.169218/IL/6.48



A.A. MOVE 5 DIAOlAia' VI

IBENGHAZI DESm L.G* i
(

TOBRUK L. G-. i  iiiiATRUH

16 Heavy Guns
24 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns

28 Heavy Guns
24 Light Guns

8 Heavy Guns
6 Light Guns

CHARING CROSS
L.G. 125"1

army H.Q.
3 Light Guns4 Light Guns

4 Light Guns
GMilBUI

BU AJiiUD 3omber L. G’s

!  DESERT R.H. i
i FIGHTER L. G.
1  MSUS

8 Heavy Guns
12 Light Guns 8 Heavy Guns

12 Light Guns
l6 Heavy Guns
40 Light Guns

t  22 GIFHSDS BDE i

24 Light Guns

G.169218/1L/6.48
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APmmx D fi)

BRIEF REPORT ON CQj,ii!,miICiA110NS UM THE

V<ESTERN DESERI OFERATIONS • 1 %1 -42

Organisation

Unlike static warfare where communications are based on a permanent
system of land lines, mobile operations require the use of wireless as
the primary means of signalling, backed up initially by temporary land
lines, both telephone and telegraph over short distances, and replaced
eventually by permanent line for telephone and teleprinter in the back
area as soon as it can be constructed.

1.

For the Western Eesert Operations, the Signal Plan provided two
operational and one administrative w/t channel from the Operational
Wings to the i^dvanced and Rear Air Headquarters respectively, v,-ith Rear
Air Headquarters responsible for communication to units and formations
in the back area.

2.

Similarly, Advanced Air Headquarters assumed
responsibility for all forward independent unit communication such as
Advanced A.S.P's and R.S.U's, the S.R.U, Communication Fli^t and the
Amy Co-operation Squadrons previously controlled by No, 253 Wing,

• 3. Air Staff accepted the principle that the Fighter and Bomber Wings
Y»-ould always have their squadrons grouped round them sufficiently close
to permit telephone communication using D,8 cable on the ground, and
that the Fighter Y/ings Headquarter's would also be within D,8 distance
of Advanced Air Headquarters. Unfortunately circumstances did not
always permit this, and the alternative channels of communication were
W/T with its inherent cyphering delays,
available only permitted satisfactory working within 50 miles range.

Wherever possible Fullerphones were installed by Air Formation
Signals between the 'Wings and Advanced Air Headquarters, and between the
latter and Rear Air Headquarters, which maintained its rearward line
circuits and extended them forward when it moved up.

Communication to independent mobile units was by line wherever
possible but generally by low power which was also the standby line
between Yvings and their squadrons and between the Wings themselves and
the iviaintenance and Supply Organisation in the Rear and the Belts. ■

Communications

-Groujid.

r/T for which, the equipmentor

4.

5.

At the outset of operations 'Vv/T conditions were fair to good and
difficulties were only experienced owing to frequencies not always being

As these distances depended on the

6.

suitable for the distances involved,

forward moves of units and could not.be predicted, it was only possible
to allot frequencies which would appear to be satisfactory for estimated
distances, and when they proved unreliable in ’practice, adjustments were
made as far as possible.

No satisfactory solution was found to the problem presented where

distances lay between the direct and indirect way, and even medium

frequencies of the order.of 350 kcs, were unsatisfactory since only low
po'wer sets were available and static level tended to drown signals by
night just about the period wrhen the intermediate frequencies begin to
fade out.

7.

On some occasions, however, it was possible to maintain
communication when the fade-out■period of mediuni and intermediate
frequencies did not coincide, but the possibility of channels being
completely out always existed.

/8,

G.16921 8/TC/6/48
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8. men the norml deterioration of Y//T conditions arose later in the
carapaign, the lower frequencies in the intermediate band, in which
signal strength tended to be least affected, became unworkable ovtung to
the high static level, but attempts to raise frequencies >vere equally
unsatisfactory owing to the greater effect of fading.

Conmunication

/lir

T/v/T communication with aircraft suffered to begin with owing to the
large number of aircraft fitted v,lth the a.P.
fitted with Bendix equipment and later British aircraft with the more
modern Marconi Bkco set provided far better communication, but in all
cases, the obsolete T1087 ground transmitter with its poor note and low
input/output ratio tended to restrict the range at which aircraft picked
up signals from the ground,

10, i^T communication to Bomber aircraft was subject to the same
limitations particularly with the poor ;^T from the G,P. transinitters
and the lack of gain and selectivity in the R.1083. The Bendix however
was most satisfactory and the iviarconi set a distinct improvement,

11. B/T to figliters was most disappointing, I/'T transmissions from the
T1087 are of low quality and insufficient depth of modulation so that ■

at times greater ranges ground to air could be obtained with the small

Collins 18M than vv'ith the far more powerful T1087,

9.

set. i^merican aircraft

12. The obsolete TR9 was quite unsuitable for the distances at which it

was required to work and it was unsatisfactory even for air to air

woi-king,
difficulties in maintaining such low-power equipment under desert

conditions where the highest efficiency from both transmitter and receiver

is essential, and above all, the great difficulties in obtaining high
tension batteries of good quality in sufficient quantity, with the result

that they had to be used when their voltage was far below the minimum
for efficient working.

This latter was due to lack of intensive i/T ti-aining by pilots,

B quipment

Low-power G.P. Vans were the mainstay of wireless conmunication,
but they were unsatisfactor^r for the follovang reasons:-

(a) Lack of low-pressure sand tyres,

(b) Bodies of too light a construction and too high' off the
ground,

(c) hhilst the G.P, transmitter in the hands of a competent
operator is quite satisfactory, the receiver El 083 is far
too insensitive and unselective.

A calibrated and gauged one-dial type superheterodyne receiver is

quired to enable rapid back tuning of the transmitter, and it should have
meiins type valves for'higher gain operated from  a twelve volt power
pack.

13.

re

1L. The Specialist Pairs have proved their superiority over the experi
mental vehicles in spite of the unsatisfactory torsion bar suspension of
trailers, but it is essential that all wireless vehicles including those

The Trios are slowerfor reception and power, should be prime movers,
tlian Specialist vehicles as the former v/on't hold the road, and are top

Moreover, they are of too light construction and are not water-heavy,
proof.

The T1087 transmitter was never15. The equipment in both is obsolete,
designed to be mobile and they are at least twice as large and heavy as
they should be, and the output should be at least throe times as great.

/sinceG.I69218/TC/6/4B
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Since p.ower is available in the I'cceiving vehicle the standard receiver

should be mains operated vv'ith provision to v;ork from a power pack if
necessary in order to provide a simpler set than the RIO84. but with as
high a degree of sensitivity and selectivity.

16, The provision of adequate power both for wireless and charging has
been a constant source of worry. Both Meadows and Ford engined power
vehicles have continually failed under reasonable operating conditions for.
the desert and in cool weather. Moreover the standard generator of

KVA is now too small to provide power for the various wireless services
and the gr’eatly increased charging requirements especially in squadr'ons,
k deisel or semi-deisel set of about 12-15 KVA required, with tropical
radiators and adequate filters for sand protection,.

17, Aircraft radio equipment and its shortcomings have, been dealt v»ith
above. Briefly, the shortcomings have been due to its obsolete pattern,
the use of battery oper'ated sets, and in the case of fighter aircraft, its
lack of' flexibility due to single crystal control, .

Personnel

18. At the outset of Operations there were ample Signals Personnel
available, but the majority were wartime trained and with little or no

Moreover there was a serious shortage of N.G.O's, especially
The limited number available

experience,

those with any experience of 'heavy m/t traffic,
were sent to the operational units to maintain aircraft equipment, and at
ground V\/^T Stations the first month of operations largely consisted of
intensive training and supervision both of the junior N.C.O's, to enable
them to deal with traffic and its complications of routeing, and of the
operators themselves, the majority of whom had little previous operating
experience.

Whilst operations are. the best training possible, signals efficiency
during this period suffered badly and was not helped by the.desert
conditions and the dispersal, essential for security, between sets. Signals
and Cypher Offices,

telegraph faqilities were not so plentiful as it was found possible to
Consequently the volume of Y,/T traffic was high and this

19.

Moreover, during the opening phase, telephone and

provide later,

threw a further strain on the wings whose strengths of Signals Personnel
were of necessity low.

Traffic

The volume depended largely on the relative positions of the

Operational and Headquarters Units,
provided, the telephone saved a considerable amount of signalling, especially
to. the Fighter Wings, and in enabling co-ordination between Bombers and their

Under these circumstances an artificially low traffic

20.

Where ample line facilities could pe

Fighter escorts,
level v;as reached.

whilst operations: were'in full progress, the average daily total
passing "In", "Out", and "Through" the Advanced Air Ifeadquarters amounted
to 17,000 gi-oups, of which 10,000 were in Cypher, depending on the
availability., of land-lines for Fullerphone circuits, and their serviceability.
Daily totals varied considerably, peaking to 21,000 groups and dropping as
low 03 9,000 even before static conditions had been reached.

21.

22, The w/T channels provided in the Signals Plan together, with the other
channels which could be opened oi-' joined if necessary, proved ample for the
traffic to be passed,

or when it was impossible to open up a forward W/T Station in a new
position before the main party moved forv.‘ard, w'ere. there any delays in
signalling,
for originating many operational signals in the evening just when the Yv/T
conditions were deteriorating or in some cases where it had become impossible
to pass traffic.

Only when Y*/t conditions at night became unfavourable

The bottle-neck was always Cyphers, coupled with the necessity

,*
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\/ ,Land-lines

23. The principle was adopted of iiir Formation Signals laying d8 lines
alter every forward move between Wings and their Squadrons and between
iidvanced Air Headquarters and the V/ings when distances permitted
Furthermore, Fullerphones from the Wings to the Air Headquarters were
provided as soon as possible in order to cut doTO the delays to traffic
caused by cyphering.

24. To each Fighter and Bomber Wing, 'Wing sections of Air Formation Signals
augmented by line sectors as necessary, were provided, ivhilst at the Advanced
Air Headquarters there was an Operating Section with Line Maintenance
Parties to maintain the lines in the vicinity. Line Construction Sections
were mainly engaged on the main routes and were attached to the
Advanced Air Headquarters.

Wherever possible, temporary lines were replaced by permanent or
—permanent construction provided that they were likely to form part

of the rear network, and through trunk facilities to the back areas, with
the maintenance of carrier equipment, were provided in conjunction with
Royal Corps of Signals.

As the quality of the lines in the back areas was improved, and either
new routes built, or existing ones reconstructed, it became possible,
using carrier equipment, to provide Teleprinter services to Rear Air
Headquarters and eventually to Headquarters, R.A.P. Middle East.

Cyphera

25.
semi

26.

27. Eight Cypher Officers for Book Cyphers and two for Typex were taken
into the field by Advanced Air Headquarters at the start of operations,
but in view of the increases of traffic, this number had to be increased

gradually until there were fourteen Book Cypher Officers and three

Typex.

this figure to fourteen and two respectively, but the Cypher and Signals
Personnel together amount to more than a third of the total Advanced Air

Headquarters strength.

28. The saving of time where Typex could be used was most noticeable,
but a limited distribution only allowed an average of 2000 groups daily
to be handled in this cypher and the messages were usually Operational
Reports and Summaries to Headquarters, R.A.F., Iviiddle East, No.201 and
205 Groups.

When conditions became more stabilised it was possible to reduce

General

It is considered desirable to draw particular attention to the following

points which have become apparent during the first phase of this
campaign:-

29

In order that Fighter Squadrons can be adequately controlled,
it is vital for the Wing or Operating Control to have direct

telephones to all squadrons, and for the controls to be linked

by line to the Air Headquarters. W/T introduces impossible
delays, and the use of I^T cannot be tolerated except where
air superiority has been attained for security reasons.

Owing to the continual need in Mobile Warfare for w/T Stations
to move forward in advance of the unit to which they belong,
and maintain themselves on their own, it is essential that thdy
be made entirely mobile, self-contained as regards transport
and administration, and preferably constituted as  a separate
Signals Unit attached as required to formations to provide
their comiviunications.

(i)

(ii)

/(iii)
G. 169218/TC/6/48
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(iii) High Speed_Petrol Electric power plants are unsuitable for use
in the desert and should be replaced by Diesel Engines driving
generators of at least 12 K.Y.A.

(iv) The standard ground station transmitter is not sufficiently
powerful to ensure communication at all times, and is
unsuitable for the high degree of mobility required, owing to
its size and weight,

(v) The standard ground station receiver should be replaced by a
sin^jler but more modern set designed to work directly off
A.C. mains, but provided with a povver pack as a stand by,

(vi) Owing to the long distances over which Fighter Aircraft are
called on to operate from their Control in direct warfare,
battery operated i^T transmitters are quire unsuitable, and
V.H.P. is more urgently required even than under static
warfare conditions,

(vii) Mobile Offices for Telephone Exchanges, Traffic, Cyphers, Type
"X" machines and Teleprinters must be provided if equipment

to function satisfactorily, and to achieve efficient
signals organisation,

(viii) Experience has shown that the bottle-neck in communications is
due to the delay from the use of cyphers rather than in the
actual method of communication.

IS

(sicked). H. SOUTHEY
wing Commander,

G.S.O.,

Air Headquarters,
Western Desert,

(Appendix to Report by Wing Commander
Cordon Finlayson, S.O.O., Air Headquarters,
Western Desert, on "Crusader" Operations),
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AIR SUPPORT CONTROL.

GENERAL LAYOUT EIGRTHARMY.

GIVING actual wings AND FREQUENqEI USED.I

T«.c/R. »r Air TtntacU a/c.
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APFEIOIX F(i)

U§g_OF_it^D.P. DURING OPERATIONS IN Y/ESTEBN DERERT AM) LIBYA
NO\/EI,fflER 1941 - JAMJAR! 1942.

At the Gonimencement of the advance against the Germans and the Italians,
the Fighter Force was based sixty miles South of Sidi EAREANI on L.G's 110,
109, 111 and 130.^^ There v/ere tv/o sources of R.D.F. information already
available, the A.H.E.S. at SIDI EARRANI v/hich was connected by land line to

L.G.110, and No. 235 A.II.E.S. at TOBRUK which plotted
by W/T. Previous D-1,235 A.M.E.S. only gave movements of aircraft passing
TOBRUK east ̂ d vrost, in order to conceal from the enemy the fact that the
station was installed in TOBRUK. On d-1 tracks of aircraft were passed in
code, which changed hourly, of all aircraft movements. Th^
Biffi^I T/as useful as a warning for aerodrome defence at L.G.110 and later
at L.G. 122, iilADDALENA area, where plotting was continued by W/T,

2. The information from TOBRUK though accurate was of little use at first,
IvIADDALENA L.G's from the battle area south of

the distance from it of the enemy's bases at GAZALA
and the time taken to pt a Wing airborne, fighters were invariably late
even v/hen the enemy's intention and target v/as quite clear in the
Operations Room.

3. Later a skeleton Operations Room was opened at L.G. 134 about forty
miles behind the main battle area and this intercepted plots from TOBRUK
and passed information to fighters in that area by R/T, having been
previously warned by 258 YJing Headquarters at J/IADDALENA of their presence.
Similarly two Controllers and an R/T set were flovm into TOBRUK to broadcast
information of enemy aircraft movements to fighters on patrol. A few
interceptions were obtained by this means and later a Wing (Nos.1 and 274
Squadrons; was landed on EL GUBBI aerodrome,
instructions from No.235 A.M.E.S. ,
of enemy aircraft south of EL ADEM.

At L.G. 134

refuelled and, taking off
intercepted and destroyed a large number

on

4.,  . , Flight of No.73 Squadron intercepted several aircraft
which were plotted by No.235 A.M.E.S. TOBRUK, and this was due to a large
extent to their forward position and speed off the

a

ground.

In addition to these two Stations Radio Branch, H.Q, R.A.F. , M.E. had
at the request of O.C. No. 258 VYing provided two mobile RDF sets mounted i
lorries. Those were modified A.S.V. sets and were not satisfactory owing to

improvisation suffered from mech-
failures. It had been intended to push these sets as far forward

behind our advancing armour as security permitted, and thus "look" ahead of
the armoured divisions, and send fighters to patrol over them when enemy
aircraft were detected approaching. As was stated before they were with
drawn as in addition to unreliability mechanically,
was at least 50 miles too little for their intended role.

5.

in

fc HO.510A.M.E.S. (C.O.L.) v,as attaohed to
enjS® t 4“''? prijioipally to givo warning of the approaoh of
enemy aircraft to the fighter aerodromes. Though only used for a short spell
It woas very successful and one enemy bomber was intercepted at least S
iniles out to sea. on its run in.

7. From this time until the Wing reached ANTELAT on 14th Jamarv RDF
n  7m ̂ (1° tat at MlZ^L hf.h.(%»Cdr. Tester) joined the VYing
AMTELAT was over 100 miles from the
L. G.

v/ith No.510 A,M:.E,S. As
,  , , enemies positions at AGHEILA a forward

the HEMm and the COL was installed there, it beSgthe intention to operate foirnations of up to eighteen aircraft o^ controlled
to^the enemy's advSee ?Ss

scheme was never put into effect and the C.O.L. was withdrawn. From then
for ihruse"^? no opportunity occurred

(Extract from Report by YJing Commander Tester, C*R.O
appended to a Report by Wing Commander Gordon Finlay
A,xi*Q, j P, , on the **Crusader" operations).

H.Q. R.A.F

son, S.O.O•

M.E• * • >

 >
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APPENDIX G(i)

FIGHTER OPERATIONS .UND TACTICS IN THE LIBIAN CAi\PAIG-N

NOVEIvIBER. - J/iHU/iRT. 1942

( by Ca-.inandinp: Officer. No. 258 Wing)

Part I
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Part II
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PART I

THE AIIJ

The task' set the Fighters before the start of the canpaign vfas the
prevention of air attack by the enen^r on our land forces particularly
the Amoured forces.

The A.O.C,. gave the Fighter Wings as their prioazy aim the
destruction of the Geman Fighter Force,

experience, that, if this aia could be attained, little opposition would
be experienced frai the Geman bombers and the Italian Air Force.

2. Fipjhter Forces Available.

It was assmed from past

4 Squadrons Hurricane II,;
5 S quadrons T omahawks..
3 Squadrons Hurricane'1,
1 Squadron'Hurricane I Bombers

1, 274, 238, 229)
2, 3, 4, 112, 250)
94, 260, RNFS)
8

\

0.)

3 Squadrons (Kittyhawks)
1 Squadron Hurricane I Long Range

PART II,

5, 112, 250)
33.;

PLAN AND .:,0PERATI0NS TO ACHIEVE THE. 'AIM

(i) With the fighter forces available it was believed that we had
numerical superiority over the Gem:'ian fighters of at least 3-1 > but our best
fighters, the Hurricane II and To-i-iahavdc, v/ere much inferior'in performance
to the 109F and the Hurricane I y/as quite outclassed*
by the Fighters in the ’Jestern Desert vrero in fact governed aLmost complete
ly by the excess in perfomiance of the 109F over all our fighters.

The tactics adopted

(ii) It r/as decided at the outset, therefore, that the best my of
overcoming the Geri-irn fi, :hters was to destroy thci.'i on the ground or, if
this vyas not-successful, to outnn.ibor then in the air.

2• Attacks Against, Eneniy_ Fighter Landing Grounds

(i) In decidin;':: to attack enemy landing grounds it was fully realised
that the rnjority were protected by considerable and very efficient "Flak"
and ■were difficult to locate frc, 1 low level,
a specialised form of acrodro,mo attack was developed.

•  part in these attacks were:-

1  "Box" of six to twelve Blenheims.
1  Squadron Fighters fclose support).
1 Squadron Fighters (Top cover)•
1 Squadron. Fighters (Aerodrome attack)•

(ii) Three such.circuses were formed and trained in the back areas
until shortly before the land offensive ^ms due to start.

To overcome these difficulties
The forces taking

The plan vyas practised v/as for the Blenheims to proceed at between
8 - 10,000 ft, to the target aerodrome, bjr the route likely to bo least
observed, with close and top escorts and with the straffing squadron in posi
tion slightly belo'v/ and behind the bombers. When within tiiventy miles of the
target, the bomber leader gave a signal by lateral rocking of his aircraft
and the straffing squadron then did a 36O rate 2 turn down to ground level.
It was found from practice that this put thorn about '6-8 miles behind the
banbers. If ene!,y aircraft were sighted on the aerodrome by the Blenheim
leader he bombed them and the fighters, locating the landing ground by the
bomb burst, attacked as the dust was clearing.

(iii) The bombing thus Lad three purposes
a) Damage to .^C,
b)- Location or Landing Grounds for fighters,
p) Disconcerting Ack Ack Crows,

(iv) As a safety precaution, if no enemy aircraft were seen on the
ground, the Blenheim leader fired a Red Verey Light and fighters swung
away from the Landing Ground.

/(v)

e.169218/jp/6/W
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(v) With the object of "laying on" this type of attack, extensive
reconnaissance of enemy landing grounds was made prior to the land
f  “• reconnaissance »as

out Irjr Bostons of No.24 Squadron, one being attached to the
Wing for this specific purpose.

(^) Only one opportunity occurred to use this form of attack
successful attack was carried out oA

^EIRA by ̂ S., (straffing), No.3 and 112 Squadrons top and mediuiu
cover, a^d twelve Blenheims bombing. Three enecQr aircraft were
destroyed for no losses to our forces.

„  On 19th November, 194-1, a number of'fighters were seen on
SIDI landing ground by a Boston on TAC/r. As the degree of
Ack-Ack protection was known to be light there, bombers were dispensed
with and Nos. 2 and 4 Squadrons attacked. No.2 Squadron attacked the
Landing Ground and No.4- Squadron provided top cover. This attack was
most successful, at least tyro fighters being destroyed and five iiade •

they were afterwards found

attack ov^ng t^GeraaS^SStSA^AaserbS^fou? of^rSge^of'^oirfinters
obiSt fighters in TOBRUK with theobject of attacking GAZALA was examined and refuelling arrangements
mde. Unfortunately the landing ground at EL GOBBI was under* shellfire and when landing grounds in the TOBRUK - EL AdL arerhaJ been
ecured, GAZALA had been evacuated by the Germans.

Tactics in the Air

the A^M^E exploit the information transmitted by
suffiAS ° ̂  ̂  interceptions over the battle area in

ensure success but this was found to be impracticable for three reasons viz:~ xi.ijjj.act

(viii)

3

3.

(a) The rapid advance of the land forces made SIDI RESEGH
the centre of the battle area, and this was considerably
further from the Fighter landing grounds in the jVIADDALENA
area than the enemy's base at GAZAJll. '

^  managed to operate from landing grounds
nearer the battle (an impracticability owing to the lack of
security against ground attack and lack of landmarks
desert), the time taken to get squadrons airborne was
considerable. This v/as due to dust, and limited take-off
area from strip aerodromes. A Wing of two squadrons
averaged 12-15 minutes from "Readiness" to be

(c) Lack of I^T

(b) Even if

in the

airborne.

range.

(l-i) II' decided therefore to operate in a
of two squadron strength.
Eighth An^y Headqiiarters.

3 and 1l2 Squadrons.
2 and 4- Squadrons.
1 and 274- Squadrons.
238 and 229 Squadrons.
94- and 260 Squadrons,
RNPS and 250 Squadrons.

TO

HU

series of Wing Sv/eeps
over the areas considered most vital by
Wings were made up as follows.

jVIAHAWKS.

RRICANE II's
hurricane II's
hurricane I's

HURRICANE I's. &
T0IffiIliV/dG3.

raalised that those swoops were unooonontoal but Ht
ensured that with a mininun foiee of 24 fighters we shnirAoiSi
outnumber the eneiqsr fighters and thus mho up foi our InSrioSt? toperforreanoe. Wings normally earned out two sorties Td^?S ?hf

/first
G.I692I8/JP/6/45
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first three weeks though three sorties a day were mde "by saae squadrons,
Dioration of sweeps v/as approxinately two hours,

(iv) V^ings adopted with sl.ight variations the fomation of one
squadron ,1,000 ft. above the other, with squadron in six pairs line
abreast and well, sijaced. Though unnanoeuvreable this was found to

be the best fpraation for searching. In two of the nost successful

Wings the interval between sqiiadrons was increased up to 4,000 ft.
and to overcorae the difficulty of retaining visual contact the top
squadron led.. This scheae worked v^ell against a fighter force

eaployed nostly in support of bombers,' but as soon as the land battle :
stabilised it had to be■abandoned, it being found that the top cover
often sa\7 a target below vrhich it was unable to attack and the lower
formation was often attacked from above without the top cover-
knowing' any thing about it.

In addition to Wing Svreeps a very well trained and experienced
Flight (No.75 Squidron) was operated fraq a forward landing ground
within 35 miles of the land battle and were very successftil in
dealing with enemy TAC/R aircraft and small numbers of ground straffers.

(v) This plan and the tactics adopted were on the whole successful.
Prom the start of the battle on 19th November, 19M, until the front
stabilised at GAZAI/i-on our withdrawal from EL AGHEILA, our sweeps
were never outnumbered by the enemy fighters, and pri laany occasions the
top squadron was able to contain the enemy fighter escort while the
lower squadron dealt with dive bomber
of interest.

The following figures are

Enemy Aircraft Destroyed in the Air between 19/11/41 and '51/1/42.

.Genuan Italian

66Fighters.
Other aircraft

61
699

Our Casualties Fighters 130 - 140
(85 pilots safe).

PART III

OTHER FIGHTER TASKS

Bomber escorts. Escorts were provided to Bonbers. operating in or
behind the battle area. . The escort was normally ordered by
Adv. Air Headquarters when they had agreed to a request
for support from the Army. ' Bombers were briefed at their own base
and were given a time of rendezvous over the Fighters Landing Ground,
At the tims of rendezvous. Fighters were broioght to "Standby”, pilots
in the cockpit, aircraft into vdnd. Bombers arrived and circled the
.landing ground twice and at the caapletion of these circuits all
fighters were airborne and taking up position. ■ . .

This method allovred the maximua use to be made of fighters endurance
and raids up to 130 miles frm Fighter bases coxild be undertaken.

Formation adopted was - one squadron or flight close escort with
a flight medium and a flight top cover. These last formations were
sometimes increased to a squadron each.

The success of these bomber escorts;has been a feature of the
campaign, only three bombers being lost 'by fighter action in ?16 sorties
and though fighters occasionally suffered losses they were never heavy.
The ineffectiveness of the enemy's escorts compared with our own is
rersarkable. ' ;.

/hijrricane
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Hurricane Bombing

(i) This v;as the role of No.80 Squadron and was carried out either
at the request of the Army on an urgent Support call against specific
targets, generally M.T. concentrations and columns, or, the Sqx:iadron
was given an area and looked for its own target. The bombing was
good but it was found that more damage was done during the subsequent
straffing with eight Brownings than was done by eight 40 pound bombs.
Later it became necessary for one Plight to remain above during
straffing as top cover and sometimes, v/hen operating against a key
point where fighter opposition was expected, a top cover squadron was
provided,

(ii) This Squadron's great value was the rapidity with which it
could answer a support call, a delay of more than half an hour was the
exception,

(iii) Identification difficulties were numerous, but were overcome
by the initiative and courage of the Sqmdron Leaders who, despite Ack-
Ack fire, came down to ground level to identify targets before attacking.
Bombing of tanks with 40 pound bombs had no effect whatever though
direct hits were obtained on a number of occasions.

_(iv) Losses from Ack-Ack and fighter action were divided in the
ratio of 4 to 6, a total of 10 Hurricane bombers being lost.

Long Range Hurricanes

(No. 33 Squadron - Hurricane l). These joined the Wing at lylS'US
after five weeks of the campaign and operated as much as 200 miles
behind the enemy lines, generally attacking transport on the roads.
The approach and departure was invariably made from out to sea or
from the desert at low altitudes and there is no doubt that these
attacks were a constant worry to the enemy,
until it became necessary to employ them on normal ground straffing
in the battle area,
due to Ack-Ack.

There were few losses

Even then losses were not heavy and were mainly

Ground Straffing

(i) There were two periods during which ground straffing was
carried out on a large scale, on 22.11.41, during the early part of
the land battle when the enemy was bringing up reinforcements, the
ACROMA-EL ADEM ROAD was reported by TAC/R to be congested, and during
the withdrawal from EL AGHEILA to GAZAIA when, owing to the absence of
enemy aircraft, the whole fighter force was diverted to this task,

(ii) In the first period the straffing was done by the lower
sq-uadron of a Wing of two, the other providing cover during straffing
and on the return trip. Fighters attacked across the road and
nomally carried out one run only, it having been found from 80
Squadron's experience that the fires caused quickly attracted enen^
fighters to the spot, when our fighters were at a disadvantage to
deal with them.

Acroma-^1 -Adem No. of ■ M.T..

DestroyedRoad Sorties Casualties

49 35 66

(iii) Between 22.1.42 and 5.2.42. during the withdrawal from
AGHEILA to GAZALA straffing was carried out by Squadrons, Flights and
even by pairs of aircraft, mostly with no top cover and, if it was
provided at all, by very small formations. Pilots had difficulty
in locating columns and concentrations of enemy M.T. particularly

/when
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■when stationaiy,- owing to good camouflage, but when given a definite
target, or a track, did extremely well, for instance all movement was
stopped on the MTELA.T - MSUS track for sane hours on the 26..1.42,
when Sq.uadrons were operating from J/IECHILLI, and again later between
DEENA and and on the CAEMUSA - DEENA - IQIRTIBA track when
complete convoys of 30 or more lorries were destroyed,
complete absence of enemy fighters it was possible for fighters to
carry out repeated attacks until ammunition was exhausted.

Owing to

Gasiralties
No, of M.T.

Destroyed
Agheila'-

Gazala Sorties

469 6268 113

(iv) One lesson was well learnt;- That ground straffing does
not pay when a front has been stabilised and the energy has had time
to prepare positions for light Ack-Ack. This was demonstrated on
6.2.42., when the front had stabilised at GAZALA.  A fli^t of six
aircraft of No,33, the most experienced ground straffing squadron,
straffed a column on the DEENA-TMIiH road, as they had done
successfully the day before. No defences were visible frcm above,
but during the attack the aircraft were subjected to intense fire
from both sides of the road frcm well camouflaged positions. Though
all aircraft got back, one with his rudder controls shot through,
and another with a piece out of his Wing the size of the national
marking, all six aircraft were category II,

(v) Though our air superiority was almost complete during this
period, the Army did not comply with the request to mark their vehicles
distinctly with a Black Gross, until the position hs-d stabilised
and ground straffing was no longer a paying proposition,

(vi) It is recommended that the question of identification of
Army M,T. and ground forces be studied very carefully before the
next advance.

Tactical Eeconnaissance escort, this was asked for repeatedly, as a
rule with the prefix that the task was "vital”. As with escort duly
it was carried out where possible, but it invariably led to fighters
being attacked instead of themselves attacking,
remembered that the fighter* s primary role is to gain air superiority
and to do this they must not be tied to any duty other than that of
seeking the eneny fighters and bombers,
aircraft in the end generally went out with a sweep in the area it
wished to cover, though it was made quite clear that it followed the
sweep and not the reverse. ^

It should be

Tactical Reconnaissance

Night Flying

(i) None carried out during the first part of thd* campaign as:-

(a) No eneny aircraft operated in the fighter area at night,

(b) All aircraft were required for day work.

PilRT IV

EQTIEIMBNT - AIRCRAFT

Tanahawk

(i) was the most successful fighter until the arrival of the
its long endurance made it valuable when fighter basesKittyhawk,

vrere a long way behind the front of the battle area and for bomber
escorts. Its .5” guns gave it a more destructive punch than the

Its disadvantage was its poor climb and lengthBritish fighters,
of landing ground reqioired for take-off and landing.

/Hurricane
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Hurricane II

(ii) suffered very much fron its limited endurance, ,
the fighting took place a minimum of seventy miles from base.
T/as a very real handicap,
fly and land, and very easy to maintain.

Hurricane I

as most of

This

In other respects it was ideal easy to

(iii) was outclassed when opposing G-erraan Fighters 109E or "P",
but it v/as reliable and serviceability was well maintained.

Wooden Airscrews are unsuitable for fighters operating from
hastily constructed landing grounds, and many aircraft were made
unserviceable from cracked blades due to stones hitting them during
take-off and landing.

(v) Tyres All aircraft suffered from tyre troubles, a number
of aircraft beccming Category II or III through crashes caused by
burst tyres. It is considered that special tyre of at least 50
per cent increase in strength over present tyres should be developed
to allow for desert landing ground surfaces.

Armament.

(i) The .5*' gun as mounted in the Tcmahawk and Kittyhawk
very effective, though pilots consider that had incendiary ainmuniticaa
been available, many probables would have been "confirmed",
synchronisation gear caused a number of stoppages in new Tomahawks
and though careful maintenance improved the reliability, the Tomahawks
.5'* guns were never 100 per cent reliable. The .3" Brownings worked
well but in pilots opinion were not v/orth their weight without
incendiary ammunition. .303" Brownings were fitted to two Squadrons
of Tomahawks and one of these Squadrons in particular was very
successful. Kittyhawk guns have been very satisfactory.

was

The

(ii) The eight and twrelve Brownings in the Hurricane I and IIB
functioned entirely satisfactorily, though there is no doubt that the
penetrative power of the .303" :
now fitted to German and Italian Aircraft.

is insufficient to deal with anaour
The incendiary amauni-

tion made up for this deficiency to a large extent, also the fire
power of the Hurricane IIB was very effective during ground straffing
attacks.

(i) R/T. This has proved universally unr-eliable throughout
Squadrons throughout the campaign and has had a very detrimental effect
on operations as a vAiole. During the first part due to unreliable
inter-com, development and practice of tactics was hindered, and now
that controlled interceptions are being attempted its unreliability
is a handicap which is impossible to overccme. The IV^T is not ^
consistently bad, but even with most careful maintenance and timing
it cannot be guaranteed, the result being that vital orders are not
received (though previous orders have been* heard perfectly) with
disastrous results in many cases, IV't is particularly unreliable
in American aircraft.

PART V

■QMQLUgJQM

1. That fighters must not be diverted from the main task of gaining
air superiority by allotment to other tasks, such as ground
straffing and bomber escorts, until a degree of superiority has
been obtained.

/2.
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2. That when eapleying fighters in support of land forces engaged in
a land battle, the difference in performance of our own and
enemy fighters is not so apparent,
and an air battle develops the difference in performance is
accentuated.

That fighter-bombers are ideally suited'for the support of land
forces during the battle, but heavier bombs are required to make
them really effective.

That ground straffing defended targets is likely to be very-
expensive.

That benber escorts as carried out are effective, but that
losses are likely among the escorts,
of da^viago against specific targets must be balanced against
the probable fighter losses when ordering the operation.

When a front stabilises

Therefore the amount

3.

4.

5.

Date: 12th March, 1942.

(Signed) K.B.B. Gross

Group Captain, Commanding
Headquarters, No.258 Wing,
Royal Air Force, Middle East.
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AFHj:KDIX H (i)

BETAII^ OF OPERATIONS BY AIECBAPT OP THE

IVilDDLE E~AST GOm^D.
(l8th NOv/' -1941 - 20th^ Jm7 1942)

1. EPPSCTIVE SOETIES BY 3OIV03BR AIRCRAPT - EGYPT/GYBENAICA (Bi\SE)

18 Nov, 16 Dec.2 Dec. 31 Dec, 1lf Jan,
to toto to toTARGETS.

30 Dec, 20 Jan.1 Dec. 15 Dec. 13 Jan,

661119Ports and Bases 24 25

(a)

156 1204 99 3Aerodromes and Landing Grounds

476681 467 54Eneirry Gamps, Positions and Lines
of Communication

472

(b)

Shipping and Submarines at Sda 8 115 35

62605 6611,007 543TOTAL

(a) Includes targets in Greece and Crete,
(b) Of these sorties 259 were'directed against Bardia 27th - 30th December, 1941*

2. INFECTIVE SORTIES BY BOlVLBBR AIRGR/WT - IVALTA (BASE)

96121 142 29 11Ports and Bases

241922Aerodromes and Landing Grounds 21

Enemy Camps, Positions and Linesj
of Communication

I

443 1120 11

1860 30 74Shipping and Submarines at Sea

■  66 57185 191222TOTAL

OPERiiTIONAL SORTIES BY FIGHTER AIRCRAPT - BGYPT/CYRENAICA (BASE)3.

668 1251 •, 667 4391,202Offensive Sweeps - Land

10 783 342151Ground Attack

606 276 . 154439Bomber Escort

98 251425 33Reconnaissance Escort
-A

158305359 315230Local Defence

484 191400155 217Shipping Protection

5062,178 1,4902,834 2,170TOTAL

Based on A.H.B. II Jl/l2. Appendices
”D» and "E”. amended from Squadron O.R.Bs,
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A.I.5(b) estimte of ei^my qeeratioml airckaft losses in the mcddie eastn

miTERRAI^M COMiVlAim 18TH NOV. 1941 - 18TH JAN> 1942>

TYEE G.A.P. I.A.P. TOTAL

26LONG RANGE BOMEBSRS 6537 AUTHORITY; A.I.3(B) Reports
AHB II JI/63

DIVE BOirlEERS 50 29 79

S.E. PIGHTEKS 35 135 190

38T.E. PIGHTEES 38

ARJkQT co-op & BOMBER RECCE 32 3 35

TR/iNSPOET 40 4Q

TOTAIS 241 204 445

NOTE: In view of III of this Appendix it appears that the above estimates are conservative but are evidentlv
much nearer the mark than the Middle East Intelligence estimates given in I(a) and ITb) of th<=»
Appendix. \ ^ ^
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m STATEMEICT OF G.i.F. OFERATIONiiL LOSSES IW GOlWECTION WITH THE LIBYAN CAiviPMGN (l8th NOV. 1941 - 20th JM. 1942)
EXTR/ICTEL FROM'OFFICIAL (S:Ri>iAN EBGORDS

Other Types
(iviainly Transport

etc.

Short Recce iVLE.110(ZEHST0RERjLong Recce Day Fighters Night Fighters Bomber Dive Bomber

Destroyed Damaged Dest3K)yed Damaged Destroyed Damaged Destroyed Damaged Destroyed Damaged Destroyed Damaged Destroyed Damaged Destroyed Damaged

8 Nil 9 1 59 7 265 3 2 47I 10 39 6612 5
I

T0T4LS. 259 aircraft destroyed. 40 aircraft damaged.

The above operational casualties include all causes of casualty to aircraft engaged on operations, including accidents on take-off and
landing, destroyed on the ground by the Gennans vvlien withdrawing, and unknovvn causes etc. (Statement by A.H B 6)
Authority:- "Verluste Afrika" (A.D.I.K. IO5/64)

IV RETURNS OF GERivv\N AIRCIblFT OEBILlTieNAL LOSSES IN THE iYLDDLE EAST - lEDITERRANEiJl
THEATRE. KEPT BY THE 6tH ABTEILUI-TG. GERI'/IAI\[ AIR MNISTRY '

Damaged

(under 6C^i)Losses (over 6O/0)Types

Bombers (including Dive Bombers)
Fighters (including T.E. &

night fighters)

ivliscellaneous (Recce, Transport
etc.)

62 15

56 5

44 3

TOTAL 162 23

The above casualties were entirely due to known eneiry (i. e
authority: Statement by A.H.

. British) action only (Statement by A.H.B.6)
B.6
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AIPEKDIX J(i)

R.A.F. AMD DOMIJnOW AIE FORCE CASUALTI^

MIDDLE K'iST COMiAND flNCLUDING IvIALTA)

1st November, 1941> - 31st January, 1942

(a) Aircraft Missing fron Operational Flights

MONTH BOMBER TIPE MISCELLANEOUS TOTALSFIGHTER TYPE

19y„

61 15987November

December

11

20251 1A0 11

16 69 927January

I

296 453128 29Totals .

Notes: (a) Figures for Category 2 (Damaged) not available,

(b) Figures above and following do not include Fleet Air Arm
Casualties.

(b) Aircraft Casualties by Enemy Action on the Ground

AIRCRAFT (ALL TYPES)MONTH

Cat. 2 (Damaged)Cat. 3 (Destroyed)
r-1941

44November

December 1510

1942
i

5272January

7186Totals

(a) Classification according to types not available,

(b) Heavy casualties in January due mainly to heavy air attacks
Malta (36 attacks on airfields).

(D) Ground Total Aircraft Destroyed by Enemy Action;- 539

(e) Casualties Not Due to Enemy Action

Notes:

on

TOTALSOPERiiTIONAL UNITS j TRMSPORT UI^TS TRAINING UNITS |
CaUi* Cat.3 i Cat.2 Cat,3 j Cat.2 >; Cat.3

(Destr^ed) damaged) |)estr^o^_j_(^amaged) fc)estrcyed)iODamaged)t (Destroyed)
"e” i

Cat, 3

8 296 83517

MONTH

Cat.2

(Damaged)

.  51 ■

1941

November

December

1942
i

January j

498 248 3318 33

241033  I 1188 1

63 1241919 i 10.86 i 1043

(a) Classification according to type not-available,

(b) In some cases figures are statistics.

Notes:

Figures supplied by C.S.B.1.
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iiEPENDIX K(i)

NOTES BY CHIEF J/EETEOROI,OGIGAL QPPICSK. H.Q R.A.P M.E.• 9 • >

a/s.a.s. 0.

With reference to your instruction dated 3rd March, 19A2, for
comments on page 11 (xi) of Notes on "Crusader" Operations hy P/Lt, D. Skilheck,
No. 262 Fighter Wing, the criticism that the supply of Met, reports to both
Wing and A.A, v/as irregular and inadequate during the Battle of Cyrenaica
is due to:™

(a) lack of Meteorological personnel and

(b) ’inadequate signals communications.

In Appendix A are given extracts from Reports from Met. Units
operating in the Western Desert and Cyrenaica. It will be noted that as
long as conditions were static and excellent land lines and W/T facilities
were available, all units received adequate meteorological facilities.
Difficulties began v/hen the tuiits became mobile, when land lines were
limited, and when W/t channels became seriously congested. (See Appendix
A para (5) - of 66 forecasts sent by Meteor /i.H.Q, Libya to the Mobile
Met. Unit with 13 Corpis only were received),

P/Lt, Skilbeck has not appreciated the personnel, equipment etc.
essential to a subsidiary forecasting unit. The absolute minimum is

4 Met. Officers, 7 Met. Airmen, 2 Receivers, 1 w/T Transmitter, and
8 w/t Operators,
for A.H.Q. Libya:
Squadrons, Army Units, etc, A^dth the required forecasts. As soon as
conditions become mobile and land-line facilities became imsatisfactory
the perfect service can be maintained only by having a Meteorologist at
each operational station or squadron, provided vath a pack set for W/T
receptions and transmissions on definite Met. V//t frequencies. This
is vital as all Met. communications by Yi//t must be in C3rpher and the
employment of Met. cyphers (as compared with plain language recoded
in R.A.F. cyphers) reduces the number of groups enormously. (See my
memorandum on Establishment of Meteorological Services, Ivliddle East.
S.4!f285AlET. dated IO/IO/4I paras. 2(d), 3(f), etc.).

2.

3.

Accordingly one such xmit only could be provided
and that unit had to supply all R.A.P. Wings,

4. I have urged repeatedly the provision of one Met. Corporal
at each operational aerodrome or squadron but this has not been approved
and the Met. personnel in Middle East are still over 4C^ below approved
establishnent.

within the next six months,

situation and enable Meteorologists to be provided at each Wing,
each is provided with its own pack set and w/t operators, and definite
w/t frequencies, there should be no difficiLLty in obtaining adequate
Met. facilities from the Subsidiary Forecasting Unit provided in each
theatre of operations.

About 85 Officers and Other Ranks are expected here
These re-inforcements will ease the

If

(Sgd.) R.P, BATTT .
Group Captain

Chief Meteorological Officer

S.44285/MET.

6th March. 1942.
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/iPPENDIX A to iiPPEMDIX K( i)

(1) Routine Forecasts issued by Subsidiary P/C Unit,
CRcport dated

A.H.QJLD.

(a) Bomber forecasts tvdce daily to Operations, A.H.Q.iV.D. j
Nos. 261 and 2?0 Wing; Nos. 12, 21 and 2i|- S.d.il.F. Squadrons;
Nos. 11, 14, 45, 55, 84 and II5 R.4.P. Squadrons and S.R.U.

Lt. Pefanis distributes the forecasts from Puka to Nos. 12, 21,
55 Squadrons and S.R.U.

Fighter forecasts twice daily to Fighter "Wings and Amy Co-operation
Wing, 253, 258, 262 and 269 'Wings. These Wings distribute to
Squadrons concerned.

Special forecasts to P/O Hastie, Adv. H.Q. 205 Group for heavy
bombers as required.

Forecasted upper v/inds and Temps, for ̂ i.A. at Tobruk twice
daily.

The 0. ilet. 0. visited A.H.Q.Yi/'.D. on 19/11/41 to discuss future
Met. organisation in the Desert and subsequently arrangeLients were
made for the Subsidiary f/c Unit at Shallufa to move up to Adv,
H.Q. 205 Group and assume responsibility for all Met-, facilities
in the rear area when the unit with A.H.Q.W.D. moved forward.

(3) Report from Met. A.H.Q.W.D. dated 1/12/41.
Organisation outlined in (I) has continued with the following

additions

(a) Upper air temperatures and winds sent twice daily to Mobile
Met. Unit, H.Q. 13 Corps,

(b) Forecasts for Operations area sent twice daily in code to Met.
Corporal attached to Adv. A.H.Q.W.D.

(4) Report from Met. A.H.Q.W.D. dated 24/12/41.
Organisation outlined above continued.p/o Packer posted on 7/l^4'1*

to Adv. A.H.Q.W.D. to act as Met, Liaison Officer. Three forecasts

and general inference supplied daily to him with EtiERGENCY priority.
Forecasts were issued by p/o Packer to Operations, Air Support
Wing, 8th Army H.Q., and to neighbouring units in telephonic
coniaunication with fidv. A.H.Q.W.D. A.A. Meteors also received

ahd passed to Batteries.
Signals comaimications at time bad. Impossible to obtain

reception of routine meteorological broadcasts as these would

require additional Yf/T personnel etc, and Adv. A.H.Q.W.D. personnel
had to be reduced drastically.

(t>)

(c)

(d)

(2)

(5) Report from Mobile Met. Unit vdth 13 Corps. 1/2/42.
Meteor Telegrams supplied to 13 Corps and to 12th A.A, Brigade

Cpl. Turner visited
Upper Winds and

for distribution to Units in the area.

Fighter Wing who wanted local forecasts etc.

Temperatures passed to Squadrons whenever possible.
Of 66 forecasts etc., sent by Meteor A.H.Q. Libya to this Unit

in Jamjiary, 1942, 14 only were received.

(6) Forecasts issued twice daily to Adv. A.H.Q. Libya by Almaza or

Adv. H.Q. 205 Group during the move of the Subsidiary Forecasting Unit
A.H.Q. Libya, end of December, I94I to 4th JanuAry, 1942.

(7) Report from Met. A.H.Q. Libya. 4/2/42,
Pull forecasting service commenced at El Adem on 4/1/42.

Plying Units Cyrenaica informed by si_
During the period 8/1/42 to 13/1/42 the S.Met. 0. visited

Adv. A.H.Q. Libya, Dema, Barce and Benghazi.
Meteor Telegrams supplied to Artillery Units at Benghazi,

Dema and Tobruk.

1.
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AFPEM)IX L(i)

MONTHLY TOTALS OF

ALLIED MRGHAM SHIPPING ' SUM__IN
IffiDITERRAliM ’ ~ AM) ~6p" SUEZ'

"JUNE 194l’-"JAkJARY"l942.”

h

I
DATE HOY/ suiik; ; V/HERE SUNK TOMAGENATIONALITY

I

A/CJUNE 1941 Suda Bay 4,352

3,805

Greek

II
Mil® E. Aegean Sea Turkish

i \

i

TOTAL FOR JUNE 1941. 8,157No. of ships - 2. Total Tonnage

I

JULY 1941 MINE Alexandria British 5,920

A/C
ir M

Port Said Greek 1,9771

TOTiJ, FOR -JULY 1 941 . 7,897No. of ships - 2. Total Tonnage

i

A/CAUGUST 1941 4,782

1,087

N. of Port Said British

A/C
II II

BelgianSuezi

TOT.iL FOR AUGUST 1941 5,869No. of ships - 2 Total Tonnage

li/C Between Tunis/SicilySEPT. 1941 British 12,427

S/C
II II

Gibraltar M

2,444

sAi
It

691
II

Haifa II

A/C
If It

5,718Gulf of Suez U.S.A.

S/i/i
II It

389Off Tripoli, Syria Palestinian

21,669 I
I

TOTAL FOR SEPT. 1941. No. of ships - 5. Total Tonna^

TOTALS for period JUNE - SEPT. 1941:-

No. of Ships;- 11

Total Tonnage;- 43,592 tons.

G.I692I8/DP/5/48.



OCT. 19M - JAN. 1942.

ALLIED mRORkm SlilFPING _SUM IN
liiDITERRAiffiAif" AI® GULP 'oF'’"sUEZ,

I

DATE HOY/ SUM !
1

T/HEEE SUM MTIONALITY TOMAGE

OCT. 1941 MINE Suez Canal 5,856

4,898

5,965

British

It

A/C
It

Straits of Jubal It

If

A/C
M

Suez It

It II

Arabs Gulf II

758
II It

sA Gibraltar tl

5,081

5,720

1,208

It

A/C
It

N.Y/, of Bizerta II

II

s/k
II

Arabs Gulf Greek

TOTIiL FOR OCT. 1941 Ho. of Ships - 7 Total Tonnage 25,484
i

NOV. 1941 A/C Off Bizerta British 6,463

5,649

6,600

II

A/C
tt

Galita Is, It

II It

sA Off Melilla

(Sp. Morocco)
Spanish

TOTAL FOR NOV. 1941. No. of Ships “ 3 Total Tonnage 18,712

laic. 1941 SA Tobruk British 3,059

5,907

1,587

4,274

4,033

5,289

tl It
MINE Haifa It

It

sA
ft

N.Y/. Matruh It

If II
c.u. Nr. Tetuan II

ft It

sA. N.N.E. Gibraltar Norwegian
If

sA
II

C. Serrat

(Tunisia

Tobruk

It

II

sA
II

2,486

4,751

4,202

Polish

tl

sA
It

Gulf of Hammamet

Off S. Spain

Portuguese

SpanishsA
If It

TOT/JL FOR DEC. 1941. No. of Ships - 9. 55,588Total Tonnage

VoJxxN. 1942 Cyprus/Tobruk 6,655I  Norwegian

T0T,.L FOR JAN. 1942 No. of Ships - 1 6,655Total Tonnage

TOTiJjS for period Oct. 1941 - Jan. 1942;-

No. of Ships:- 20

Total Tonnage:- 86,439 tons. Authority:- BR. 1337

Naval Staff (Trade Div)
A.diniralty.G.169218/DP/5/48.



AEPEI^IX M(i)

Classification of Naval Casualties in_the Moditerranean
During the Period ”* ^

Jst June to 17th November, T941 __(_InGlusive) .

by enemy submarines,
aircraft,

surface vessels, mines, or N.K.

a

b
II

a.

Sunk Damaged Cause

I  'Slighf (a) (b) (°)!  Serious

-I-
Battleships
Aircraft

Carriers

Cruisers

Destroyers

Sloops
Escort Vessels

Submarines

Gunboats

Special Service
Vessels

1 1 2

1 1

2 2 4

3 4 7 13 1

1 1 2

a 2 2 7 5

5 2 3 4

2 1 1

6810 2 5 3

16Total:- 30 14 17 5 40

r

61 61

(ii) b. Comparison of losses during above period caused

by enemy submarines,
aircraft.II II

(1
(2

Sunk Dama_ged
Serious

Tonnage
!

Slight

1  aircraft

carrier
22,000

By Enemy
Submarines 6001  gunboat

1  special service
vessel

2 special service
vessel

18,000

Total 3 40,6002

60,000
21,500

17,200
2,550
3,500

1 battleship
2 cruisers

3 destroyers
1  sloop

I 2 escort vessels

1 battleship
2 cruisers

3 destroyers
1  sloop
4 escort vessels

7 destroyers

By Enemy
Aircraft

1  escort

vessel

2 submarines1  submarine 3,100
6001 gunboat

1  special service
vessel

2 special service
vessels

5 special
service

vessels

Total 16 141,65013 11

Total by enemy S/VIs and aircraft 45
other causes 16If M

61

Most of the losses caused by enemy aircraft were on the Alexandria/Tobruk run.
Information supplied by H.S./T.S.D. Admiralty.

G.169218./DP/5/48.



APPENDIX N(i)

STATE OF AIRCRAPT
I.gPDLE EAST

AS AT 1ST JA^IUARY, 1942,

I STATE OP AIRCRAFT - MIDDLE BAST COMIAND (EXCLUDING MALTA)

AT 1st JAMJi\RX, 1942

The follcfwing details of aircraft in Middle East Command as at 1st January,
1942, are given on pages 2, 3 and 4,

Column No.
Establishment (those shown marked^ are provisional establishments

I.E. lA
I.E. IB
Y4R. 1C
Total ID

Type and Unit 2

Strength

Serviceable or Serviceable within 3 days.
Serviceable within 14 days - under repair or rebuild.
In store - new - unerected.

Unserviceable, being reconditioned or repaired.
Unserviceable for reconditioning or repair.
Recommended for. "T/rite-off" or "Strike-off"

Total Strength

Work

3

4

5
6 in progress.

7fork not ccnimenced. 7
8

9

Aircraft due to arrive
En route

Packed awaiting shipment
10

11

Aircraft awaiting spares

Aircraft or airframes included under Cols, 4~7 inclusive that are
awaiting spares before they can be made serviceable. 12

Notes 13

(Sgd.) R. 0. SAMPSON.
El(SA)
26/1/42. for Wing Commander.

G.I69218/IP/6A8









II STATE OF AIBCRAPT - MBDITERRAJCSAN COMfcMD

(mTA)

ils AT 1ST JANUARY, 1942.

The following details of aircraft in Mediterranean Ccaranand as at
1st January, 1942.

Establishment, (these shown marked are provisional establishments)X

Column No.
I.E.

U
I.R.

IB
W.R.

10
Total

3D

Type and Unit 2

Strength

Serviceable or Se27Viceable within 3 days
Serviceable within 14 days - under repair or rebuild
In store - new « unerected

Unserviceable, being reconditioned or repaired,
in progress

Unserviceable for reconditioning or repair,
commenced.

Recommended for "Write-off" or "Strike-off",
Total Strength

Aircraft due to arrive

Work

Work not

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

En route

Packed awaiting shipment

Aircraft awaiting snares

Aircraft and airframes included under Cols, 4-7 inclusive
that are awaiting spares before they can be made serviceable.

Re-arming

Note of types to which units are about to re-arm

10

11

12

13

(Sgd.) A. J. HO^VELL

Wing CommanderE,1(Z,A,)
21/L/42,

G.169218/1P/6/48






